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PROUDLY SERVING AGRICULTURE FOR OVER 75 YEARS
In 1941, Nasco got its start by a Vocational Agriculture Instructor, Norman Eckley, filling a need for teaching aids that were
not readily available from any other source. In May of that year, the first catalog of teaching aids and farm supplies was
printed. To this day, we are proud to carry on that tradition and serve customers throughout the United States and abroad.

We are your trusted resource —
equipping you with tools for success.
THE RIGHT PRODUCTS

By hand selecting innovative, relevant products to meet the needs of today’s livestock producers,
veterinarians, and animal nutritionists, Nasco is the trusted authority in providing you with a large
selection of quality products at competitive prices — all with unbeatable customer service.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP...

Online or off, Nasco is ready to serve you, whether you’re placing an order or trying to
find a unique item. Call us at 1.800.558.9595, or go to our website at eNasco.com for
24/7 access to:
» More items than our print catalog – new products added frequently!
» Be the first to see new products.
» Sign up for emails and special offers.

NASCO + FFA

SUPPORTING THE FUTURE OF AGRICULTURE

Nasco is proud to be one of the co-sponsors for the Dairy Production Placement Proficiency Award Program, a special
project of the National FFA Foundation, Inc.
This program recognizes outstanding FFA members that work in the dairy cattle industry applying the best management
practices available to efficiently produce and market dairy cattle and dairy cattle products.
Students participate and advance through local chapter, district, and state judging. Awards include certificates, plaques,
and cash awards for state and national finalists.
Four national finalists in each program travel to the FFA Convention to participate in final judge’s interviews. The national
winner is selected from this group, and receives an additional plaque, cash award, and is recognized at a special
luncheon, as well as at a convention session.

Photos provided courtesy of the National FFA Organization
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Hanging Neck Tags

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

Nasco Will Replace Any Broken
Tags That Are Returned

Nasco’s Nylon Flex Tags

Have up to six characters or two lines of four characters at 3⁄4" H. Average number size is 11⁄4" for one line of print.

Tag Color (White #s)

Tag Style

Each

100+

C01447(A)N111 C01451(A)N111 C01459(A)N111 C01463(A)N111 0.06 lbs.

$ .87

$ .81

C01447(B)N111 C01451(B)N111 C01459(B)N111 C01463(B)N111 0.06 lbs.

$1.65 $1.52

C01447N111

0.06 lbs.

$1.60 $1.47

C01447(C)N111 C01451(C)N111 C01459(C)N111 C01463(C)N111 0.06 lbs.

$1.80 $1.66

C01446(D)N111 C01450(D)N111 C01458(D)N111 C01462(D)N111 0.63 lbs.

$4.10

C01446(B)N111 C01450(B)N111 C01458(B)N111 C01462(B)N111 0.63 lbs.

$4.35 $4.15

C01446N111

0.63 lbs.

$4.80 $4.51

C01446(C)N111 C01450(C)N111 C01458(C)N111 C01462(C)N111 0.63 lbs.

$5.65 $5.31

C02147(D)N111 C02149(D)N111 C02150(D)N111 C02152(D)N111 0.94 lbs.

$4.95 $4.61

C02147(B)N111 C02149(B)N111 C02150(B)N111 C02152(B)N111 0.94 lbs.

$5.20 $4.89

C02147N111

0.94 lbs.

$5.70 $5.39

C02147(C)N111 C02149(C)N111 C02150(C)N111 C02152(C)N111 0.94 lbs.

$5.60 $5.31

Red

Blank
Tags with Numbers
1-200
Tags with Numbers
201-999
Tags with Numbers
1,000-9,999
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set Blank
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 1-200
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 201-999
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 1,000-9,999
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set Blank
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 1-200
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 201-999
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 1,000-9,999

Blue

Black

C01451N111

C01450N111

C02149N111

Sh. wt.

Green

C01459N111

C01458N111

C02150N111

C01463N111

C01462N111

C02152N111

$3.78

All tags are numbered on both sides.
No extra charge for tags ordered out of
sequence. Nylon Flex Tags and Giantags
are proven in all climates under all
conditions. These tags help you recognize
your animals at a glance. Code colors for
quick identification of age, year, bloodline,
stall arrangements, different sires, etc.
Reinforcement of the neck ring has proven
itself superior. Breakage is minimal, if at
all, and we guarantee against it. Fading,
which can occur after time, is not a serious
concern. When you buy Nasco’s Nylon Flex
Tags and Giantags, have confidence you
have bought the best!
For warranty replacement, broken
and damaged tags must be returned to
Nasco at the customer’s expense.
All neck chains and neck ropes, even when
properly used, can become entangled in
various pipes, feed bunks, etc. Even with
the fused safety link, strangulation can
occur. Nasco cannot be responsible for
situations such as this, as it is a known
hazard, even with light-duty plastic chains.
Tags with letters or tags with more than
four digits can be engraved at 10¢ per
character (engraved on both sides but
charged for only one).
Custom tags are not returnable.

Nasco’s Giantags

Have up to seven characters or two lines of seven characters at 3⁄4" H. Average number size is 11⁄2" for one line of print.

Tag Color (White #s)

Tag Style

Each

100+

Blank

C07304(A)N111 C07305(A)N111 C07306(A)N111 0.06 lbs.

$1.70

$1.59

Tags with Numbers 1-100

C07304N111

0.06 lbs.

$1.95

$1.83

Tags with Numbers 101-999

C07304(B)N111 C07305(B)N111 C07306(B)N111 0.06 lbs.

$2.05

$1.93

C07304(C)N111 C07305(C)N111 C07306(C)N111 0.06 lbs.

$2.35

$2.22

C07309(D)N111 C07310(D)N111 C07311(D)N111 0.69 lbs.

$4.85

$4.66

C07309N111

0.69 lbs.

$4.60

$4.43

C07309(B)N111 C07310(B)N111 C07311(B)N111 0.69 lbs.

$5.45

$5.26

C07309(C)N111 C07310(C)N111 C07311(C)N111 0.69 lbs.

$4.85

$4.69

C10631(D)N111 C10632(D)N111 C10633(D)N111 1.25 lbs.

$6.10

$5.91

C10631N111

1.25 lbs.

$5.95

$5.77

C10631(B)N111 C10632(B)N111 C10633(B)N111 1.25 lbs.

$6.10

$5.83

C10631(C)N111 C10632(C)N111 C10633(C)N111 1.25 lbs.

$6.70

$6.23

Red

Tags with Numbers
1,000-9,999
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set Blank
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 1-100
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 101-999
Tag, Ring, and #2 Straight
Chain Set 1,000-9,999
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set Blank
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 1-100
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 101-999
Tag, Ring, and #1 Twist-Link
Chain Set 1,000-9,999

FEATURED
Blank Neck Tag

Made of highly durable, nonrigid
plastic. Top section is 1⁄4" thick with
super reinforced collar to give added
strength. Bottom section is 1⁄8" thick
to provide flexibility. 21⁄4" x 35⁄8".
Tags can be permanently marked
using Fearing’s™ Super Mark Ear Tag
Pen (C07530N111, listed on page 6).
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C25732N111 White
C25733N111 Yellow
C25734N111 Red
C25735N111 Orange
C25736N111 Green

Each — $ .95

20+ $ .88

Blue

C07305N111

C07310N111

C10632N111

Black

C07306N111

C07311N111

C10633N111

Sh. wt.

NUMBERED ON
BOTH SIDES!

Nylon Flex Tag
31⁄2" H x 2" W

Giantag
31⁄2" H x 31⁄8" W

FEATURED
Nasco’s Ranch-Type Tag

Giant size, 33⁄4" H x 31⁄4" W, ranch-type tag with 1⁄2" W protector bar shield on either
side of tag to protect it from wear and scratching. Pliable, yet extremely durable.
Made of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). 1⁄4" thick. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Blank Tag Only. For marking tags use
All-Weather® Plastic Ear Tag Marker
(C16290N111, listed on page 6).
C18743N111 White C30945N111 Yellow

Each — $1.50 10+ $1.25
Numbered Tag. Specify numbers up to 9,999.

Numbers are not engraved. Black numbers (on both
sides). Delivery approx. 1-2 weeks.
C04639(Z)N111 Numbered 1-999, White
C30944(Z)N111 Numbered 1-999, Yellow

Each — $2.45 10+ $2.13
C04639(ZZ)N111 Numbered 1,000-9,999, White
C30944(ZZ)N111 Numbered 1,000-9,999, Yellow
Each — $3.50 10+ $3.04

31⁄4" W x 33⁄4" H

C30945N111

4
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Calf Tag Sets

CALF
TAG

Full-size tag with tough, vinyl cord (45” L). No fastener required. Tag can be used with chain and
ring when animal matures.

Tag Color (White #s)

Tag Style

Red

Blank

C00890(D)N111 C00891(D)N111 C00894(D)N111

Tags with
#s 1-200
Tags with
#s 201-999
Tags with #s
1,000-9,999
ROPE
TAG

•
•
•
•

Sh. wt.

Set

100+

0.19 lbs.

$2.05

$1.85

C00890(B)N111 C00891(B)N111 C00894(B)N111 0.19 lbs.

$1.70

$1.56

C00890N111

0.19 lbs.

$2.55

$2.39

C00890(C)N111 C00891(C)N111 C00894(C)N111 0.19 lbs.

$2.75

$2.60

Blue

C00891N111

Green

C00894N111

Rope Tag Sets

NOTE: Be sure to specify numbers desired on tags. Color of Poka-Rope will be the same as color of tag.

Easily Adjusted
No Tools Required
No Rattle Against Feed Bunks
Offers Matching Color Combinations

R.B. Fastener Only

Used to fasten the Poka-Ropes
together. Recommended for use with
our nylon tags, as offered here in
sets, or with metal tags (except calf
size). Assembled in a few seconds
without any tools. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C02622N111 — $ .80

Tag Color (White #s)

Tag Style

Set

100+

C07088(D)N111 C07090(D)N111 C07091(D)N111 C07093(D)N111 0.25 lbs.

$2.50

$2.25

C07088(A)N111 C07090(A)N111 C07091(A)N111 C07093(A)N111 0.25 lbs.

$2.65

$2.39

C07088N111

0.25 lbs.

$2.95

$2.66

C07088(B)N111 C07090(B)N111 C07091(B)N111 C07093(B)N111 0.25 lbs.

$3.00

$2.70

C07094(D)N111 C07096(D)N111 C07097(D)N111 C07099(D)N111 0.25 lbs.

$2.45

$2.21

C07094(A)N111 C07096(A)N111 C07097(A)N111 C07099(A)N111 0.25 lbs.

$2.60

$2.34

C07094N111

0.25 lbs.

$2.90

$2.61

C07094(B)N111 C07096(B)N111 C07097(B)N111 C07099(B)N111 0.25 lbs.

$2.95

$2.66

Red

54" Rope Tag Sets Blank
54" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 1-200
54" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 201-999
54" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 1,000-9,999
45" Rope Tag Sets Blank
45" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 1-200
45" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 201-999
45" Rope Tag Sets
with #s 1,000-9,999

Blue

Black

C07090N111

C07091N111

C07096N111

C07097N111

Green

C07093N111

C07099N111

Poka-Ropes Only
Rope Color

1,100-lb.
breaking strength!

Red
Blue
Black
Green
Sh. wt.

Each

54" Rope
C05214N111
C05215N111
C05216N111
C05217N111

45" Rope
C02488N111
C02489N111
C02490N111
C02491N111

0.19 lbs.

0.19 lbs.

$ .80

$ .72

Constructed of high-density polyethylene for high resistance to corrosion, agricultural chemicals, perspiration,
ammonia, etc. This 40" L chain, while adequate for most
purposes, does not have the strength of a steel chain.
We do not warranty the strength or weakness of the
chain and do not recommend it for tying. Use Plastic
Chain Connector (C16262N111 below) or Large-Size Connecting Ring (C00900N111 below right) to attach chain.
Links are 17⁄8" L x 11⁄16" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C07109N111
C07107N111
C07583N111
Each — $3.20
$
Black
White
Green

Blank Flexible Neck Tags

Rugged, flexible plastic construction.
Marker-friendly tags make individual
identification easy. Tag measures
31⁄2" H x 21⁄8" W. (Marker sold
separately.) Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C30226N111 Yellow
C30227N111 White

Each — $ .83

C07793N111

Plastic Neck Chains

Red
Blue
Yellow

C07582N111
C07584N111
C07108N111

40" No. 2 Straight-Link Steel Chain

Made of fine-quality steel-link chain. Rustproof.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

10+ $2.35

40" 1/0 Twist-Link Steel Chain
C01430N111 — $3.30

C16274N111
C16276N111
C16277N111
Each — $2.90

Quick Link

Strong steel snap for fast connection to
wire, rope, chain, etc. 21⁄4" inside length.
5
⁄16" dia. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C33647N111 — $ .93

C14682N111

Zinc-plated, normal steel snaps.
3⁄16" Snap. 2" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C14681N111 — $ .70 10+ $ .67
9
⁄32" Snap. 23⁄4" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32973N111 — $ .90 10+ $ .81
7⁄16" Snap. Spring link. 3" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C14682N111 — $ .92 10+ $ .83

10+ $3.19

A 40" L chain constructed of high-density polyethylene.
Links are 13⁄8" L x 3⁄4" W. Use Plastic Mini Poly Chain Connector (C16268N111 below right) to attach chain.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Black
Yellow
Red

C32973N111

All-Purpose Snaps

C01430N111

C07793N111 — $2.55

100+ $ .76

C14681N111

Made of fine-quality steel-link chain. Rustproof.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Mini Poly Chain

Sh. wt.

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Tags + Neck Chains

Tags: 21⁄8" L x 31⁄2" W

C09894N111
C00900N111

Large-Size
Connecting Ring

Spring steel, cadmium-plated connecting link. 13⁄4" dia.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Plastic Chain
Connector

Black. 2" L x 11⁄8" W.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C16262N111 — $ .74

C00900N111 — $ .40
C16262N111

C16268N111

Plastic Mini Poly Chain Connector
Black. 11⁄2" L x 15⁄16" W. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C16268N111 — $ .66

10+ $ .33

Split-Ring Pliers

Specially designed pliers for attaching split-ring
fasteners. Fits nicely in your hand and operates with
ease and precision. Grips ring securely for positive
movement. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C09894N111 — $11.35
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Tags + Neck Straps
Solid Brass Tag

Made of solid hard brass, approx. 21⁄2" H x 2" W, with numbers
11⁄8" H. Use for goat identification, vineyards, or in any harsh
environment. Deeply engraved.

MARKING PENS

Blank Tag Only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C00696(A)N111 — $4.25
Brass Tag Only, Numbered 1-100. Be

Brass Tag Only,
Numbered 1,000
and Over. Be sure

C00696N111 — $5.75
Brass Tag Only, Numbered 101-999.

C00696(C)N111 — $6.75
Brass Tag Only, Personalized. Can

to specify number
desired on tag.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

sure to specify number desired on tag.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Be sure to specify number desired on
tag. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

All-Weather®
Plastic Ear Tag Marker

C00696N111

An easy way to number polyurethane bands for cattle and hogs. This
valve-action pen etches marks onto plastic for long-lasting visibility. Fast drying, nonsmearing, weather resistant, and nonfading. Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

have up to five letters. Be sure to specify
letters desired on tag. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C00696(B)N111 — $6.50

C00696(D)N111 — $8.00

Nasco’s Milk Dump Band

Fearing’s™
Super Mark Ear Tag Pen

Deep-penetrating formula –
perfect for marking Fearing™ tags.
Includes three tips: two broad
and one fine. Black. Cannot be
shipped by air. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Eliminate the guesswork of trying to remember when milk is safe for use with this handy
leg band! Made from tear-resistant paper
material, band is easy to apply using the
strong adhesive strip provided. Usable date
information can be marked on the band with
permanent marker. Bright red color for easy
spotting. Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C13956N111 — $16.50

C16290N111 — $5.95

C07530N111 — $6.75

Allflex® “2 In 1”
Tag Marking Pen

10+ $13.74

Packaged with interchangeable broad and fine tips. Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
2" W

C13420N111 — $6.60

Identification Duct Tape

Simply use a different color tape to identify cows with mastitis, staph infections, slow milkers, etc. All you do is wrap a piece of duct tape around
the cow’s leg. Long lasting and economical! 60-yd. roll. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C27469N111
C27470N111
Each — $11.90
Green
Yellow

Blue
Orange

C27471N111
C28050N111

Sharpie®
Industrial Markers

Suitable for industrial and laboratory use. Resists bleeding and fading when
exposed to extreme heat and steam (up to 500° F), processing chemicals
and cleaners, and ultraviolet light. Use on glass, metal, plastic, and wood.
Black. Fine point. Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.

9720900N111 — $1.95

12+ $1.78

FEATURED
Dewlap Tags

Attached through a hole punched in the dewlap
approximately 8"-10" below the jaw. Can be
installed on a week-old calf or a grown animal.
Toggle punch is used to pierce the dewlap
about 1" back from the fold. The hasp is then run
through the holes, the tag is slipped onto the
hasp, and the hasp end is bent at a right angle
with the tag. Tags are 1⁄4" thick x 21⁄2" H x 3" W.
11⁄2" black numerals are electro-welded. When
ordering tags, you must specify numbers/letters.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Tags with 2 Lines
(up to two numbers/letters on the top
line and up to three numbers/letters
on the bottom line)
Z48532(ZZ)N111
Z48533(ZZ)N111
Z48534(ZZ)N111
Z48536(ZZ)N111
Z48537(ZZ)N111
Z48535(ZZ)N111
Z48538(ZZ)N111
Z48539(ZZ)N111
$2.30
$2.15

Tags with 1 Line
(up to three numbers/letters)
Yellow
Z48532(Z)N111
White
Z48533(Z)N111
Red
Z48534(Z)N111
Blue
Z48536(Z)N111
Orange
Z48537(Z)N111
Green
Z48535(Z)N111
Purple
Z48538(Z)N111
Pink
Z48539(Z)N111
Each
$2.15
10+
$2.02
Replacement Hasp Only. Includes plastic cover to prevent infection.
Color

Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30782N111 — $ .91

Toggle Punch

Used to pierce the dewlap. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Z11867N111 — $52.75
Replacement Nylon Anvil with Nut Only. For Toggle

Punch above. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30784N111 — $3.85
Replacement Cutting Tube Only. For Toggle Punch above.
Comes with replacement instructions. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30783N111 — $17.45

Bending Tool

Used to bend up the prongs on dewlap tags. It is basically a drilled-out bolt — works
better than a lineman’s pliers! Makes installation quicker. 41⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C20158N111 — $1.80

Neck Straps and Buckles

Straps are made from strong, plastic material. A zinc-coated steel buckle
is supplied with each strap. Highly weather resistant and tough, yet
pliable at all temperatures. 11⁄4" W. Use to identify horses. Numbered
straps feature black numbers electro-welded on both sides of the neck
and guaranteed not to fade or lose their boldness. Be sure to specify
numbers desired. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Blank Neck Strap and Buckle
Color
Yellow
White
Red
Blue
Orange
Green
Purple

Each
10+

44"
Z11243N111
Z11240N111
Z11242N111
Z11241N111
Z46214(A)N111
Z46214(B)N111
Z46214(C)N111
$4.75
$4.32

48"
Z11247N111
Z11244N111
Z11246N111
Z11245N111
Z46215(A)N111
Z46215(B)N111
Z46215(C)N111
$4.75
$4.33

1- to 3-Digit Numbered Neck Strap and Buckle
Color
Yellow
White
Red
Blue
Orange
Green
Purple

Each
10+

44"
Z04433(A)N111
Z04433N111
Z10764N111
Z10761N111
Z46211(A)N111
Z46211(B)N111
Z46211(C)N111
$5.20
$4.46

48"
Z06081(A)N111
Z06081N111
Z10765N111
Z10762N111
Z46212(A)N111
Z46212(B)N111
Z46212(C)N111
$5.65
$4.93

54"
Z04434(A)N111
Z04434N111
Z10766N111
-----Z46213(A)N111
Z46213(B)N111
Z46213(C)N111
$6.60
$5.89

4- to 5-Digit Numbered Neck Strap and Buckle
Color
Yellow
White
Red
Blue

Each
10+

44"
Z30386N111
Z30699N111
Z30702N111
Z30705N111
$5.35
$4.98

48"
Z30387N111
Z30700N111
Z30703N111
Z30706N111
$5.90
$5.45

Z04433(A)N111

54"
Z30388N111
Z30701N111
Z30704N111
Z30707N111
$6.90
$6.36

6
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13" L x 11⁄4" W

Leg Quick-Straps

Flagger Leg Bands

Ideal method for temporarily marking cows. Red
bands recommended for marking treated cows;
uses for other colors are limitless. Made of tough
nylon with hook-and-loop closure. Cannot be
numbered or written on. 12" x 11⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Simple release — press a button!
Developed by a dairy farmer,
Quick-Straps are the easiest of all
leg straps to use and are the most
visible on the cow. The protruding
end is like a “flag” waving on the
cow’s leg. Leg band is released
simply by pressing a button! Use
these bright-colored bands for
all temporary ID needs — try red
for antibiotic cows, change to
pink after recovery; daily colors
on colostrum cows; pink on high
SCC cows; green on CIDR cows;
blue on dry or induced cows; etc.
Constructed of durable nylon. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
Red
C24225N111
Blue
C24226N111
Green C24227N111

Pink
Orange
Yellow

C07914N111
C09998N111
C09999N111
C10000N111
C10001N111
C14995N111
C14996N111
C14997N111
10+ $ .65

Red
Orange
Yellow
Blue
Green
Neon Pink
Neon Green
Neon Orange

Each — $ .72

C24228N111
C28188N111
C28189N111

Each — $2.65 10+ $2.42
Fearing’s™ Super Mark Ear Tag Pen. Deep-penetrating formula. Includes three tips:
two broad and one fine. Black. Cannot be shipped by air. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C07530(X)N111 — $6.75

Leg Bands by ESTROTECT™

These leg bands are the perfect balance of visibility and flexibility to make the job
of managing your animals more efficient and successful. Use to identify animals for
reproduction management, medical treatment, dry cow identification, lame cow identification, sorting/culling, and marking. Manufactured to maintain color and will not
lose vibrancy in the sun or be covered by mud. Self-adhesive strips can be placed on
the tail, leg, ankle, ear, or most anywhere on the animal without the adhesive causing
harm. Pack of 30. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Leg Band Removal Knife

Red/Orange
Blue
Green

Safely remove leg bands with this handy tool — no sharp edges that could harm the
animal or your hands. Designed to separate teeth from the locking mechanism on leg
bands for quick, easy removal. 3" blade with wooden handle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C16800N111 — $7.15

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Leg Bands

3+ $6.18

Pack — $22.90

C31916N111
C31917N111
C31918N111

Fuchsia C31919N111
Yellow C31920N111

FEATURED
Blank Leg Bands

Best used for identifying groups and treatments. Bands can
be easily marked on or numbered with All-Weather® Plastic
Ear Tag Marker (C16290N111 on page 6) for temporary
individual ID. For best results, use only an alcohol-based
marker, wipe off area with alcohol, and retrace desired
marking at least twice. Prenumbered leg bands (above)
are recommended for a longer-lasting ID. 131⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W.
Made of 11⁄2" ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
Red
Orange
Yellow
Lime Green
Blue
White
Pink
Purple

Each — $1.50

C10607N111
C12120N111
C08077N111
C18915N111
C12119N111
C08078N111
C24470N111
C28398N111
10+ $1.34

9" L x 11⁄4" W
Z17354N111

9" Leg Bands for Small-Legged Animals

C14868N111

Ideal for goats, baby ostriches, emus, rheas, cassowaries, and other small-legged
animals. 9" L x 11⁄4" W (13⁄4" W at buckle). Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
Numbered Leg Bands. May be ordered with numbers already imprinted. Numbers
1-999 are available; you must specify number desired when ordering each leg band.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Yellow Z14564N111

White Z14565N111

Lime Green

Z17354N111

Each — $1.90 10+ $1.84
Blank Leg Band. Best used for identifying groups and treatments. Can be easily

marked or numbered with All-Weather® Plastic Ear Tag Marker (C16290N111, listed on
page 6) for temporary individual ID. For best results, use only an alcohol-based marker,
wipe off area with alcohol, and retrace desired marking at least twice. Prenumbered
leg bands (above) are recommended for a longer-lasting ID. 9" L x 11⁄4" W. Made of
11⁄2" W ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA).
Yellow C14868N111

Each — $1.45

10+ $1.39

White C14869N111

Lime Green C18914N111

Leg Bands

One-piece 131⁄2" x 11⁄2" ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) belting rides above the
ankle. Adjustments on the locking end
of the strap can be made at 1⁄4" intervals,
allowing fitting of all breeds. Numbers
electro-welded onto the material and
guaranteed to stay bold. Black numbers,
1 through 999 appearing in two places
on the band. Four-digit numbers can be
supplied at no extra cost, but these appear only once on the band. BE SURE TO
SPECIFY CATALOG ITEM NUMBER AND
NUMBERS WANTED ON LEG BAND.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Red
Orange
Yellow
Lime Green
Sky Blue
White
Pink
Purple

Each — $2.40

Z17348N111
Z17351N111
Z05821N111
Z17350N111
Z17349N111
Z05822N111
Z19906N111
Z41805N111
10+ $2.18

Numbered Leg Bands

Precautionary-Labeled
Red Leg Bands

Easily identify animals with illness or
drug problems with labeled red leg bands.
Identical to Leg Bands above, but with the
precautionary words CAUTION, DRY, or
TREATED electro-welded in white for added
attention. Made of 131⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W ethylene
vinyl acetate (EVA). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C08074N111 CAUTION
C08075N111 DRY
C08076N111 TREATED

Each — $1.90

10+ $1.72

C08074N111

C08075N111

C08076N111
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Allfex® Tags + Accessories
The two-piece Allflex® Global Tag System has excellent retention, longevity, and readability.
These durable ear tags for cattle, sheep, hogs, and goats fit livestock identification systems, ranging from simple to sophisticated. Made from specially formulated polyurethane, the tags combine
flexibility and strength, allowing the animal to free itself from brush or fences without breaking
the tag. Tags maintain their flexibility for years — even through seasonal temperature changes.
Tags feature a retention collar allowing for increased flexibility and motion and a proven shape
for retention and durability. Using leading-edge technology, Allflex® uses a laser beam to etch
the markings into the ear tags underneath the easy-to-read dark ink overlay, making the markings
absolutely permanent and guaranteed for the life of the animal. Self-piercing tip for ease of application and reduced risk of infection. Easy application with Allflex® Universal Total Tagger.

Super Maxi
3" W x 43⁄4" H

Global Medium Female

• For use in all livestock species, but particularly suited for calves, hogs, goats, sheep,
and ostriches
• Packaged standard with Global Small Male

Maxi
3" W x 33⁄4" H

Global Large Female

Large
2 1⁄4" W x 3" H

• For use in beef and dairy cattle
• Packaged standard with Global Small Male

Medium
1 3⁄4" W x 2" H

Global Maxi Female

• Excellent for beef and dairy cattle
• Packaged standard with Global Small Male

Global Super Maxi Female

• Largest panel for management information
• Highly visible from both front and back
• Especially useful in cold climates and for
animals with longer hair
• Packaged standard with Global Small Male

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS

Featuring a combination
ink-over-laser marking guaranteed
for the life of the animal.

Special Order Tags: Available at Extra Charge
• Special lettering
• Personalized tags are not returnable

Green

Pink

Blue

Tags numbered 1 to 200 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering
we have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. Personalized tags
cannot be returned for credit.
NOTE: Please allow extra delivery time for tags numbered over 200.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(D) 76-100
(G) 151-175
(ZZ) Tags
numbered
(B) 26-50
(E) 101-125
(H) 176-200
over 1,000
(C) 51-75
(F) 126-150
(Z) 201-1,000
Specify numbers 201 and over. Must be ordered in multiples of 25.
EXAMPLES: C23254(A-H)N111 Super Maxi Tag, Yellow, 1-200. C23254(A)N111
Super Maxi Tag, Yellow, 1-25. C23254(E)N111 Super Maxi Tag, Yellow, 101-125.
C23254(Z)N111 Super Maxi Tag, Yellow, 201-225.
These numbered tags are packaged in 25 sequential numbers and can
only be ordered as such.

Black*

*Not available for Large Double or Medium Double tags.

Blank Tags (with Studs)
Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Super Maxi
3" x 43⁄4"
C23212N111
C23213N111
C23214N111
C23215N111

Maxi
Large
3" x 33⁄4"
21⁄4" x 3"
C23218N111 C23224N111
C23219N111 C23225N111
C23220N111 C23226N111
C23221N111 C23227N111

4+

Medium
Double
13⁄4" x 2"
C23248N111
C23249N111
C23250N111
C23251N111

0.88 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.81 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

$32.25
($1.29 ea.)
$30.20
($1.21 ea.)

$29.95
($1.20 ea.)
$28.20
($1.13 ea.)

$24.50
($ .98 ea.)
$22.75
($ .91 ea.)

$31.95
($1.28 ea.)
$30.16
($1.21 ea.)

$20.50
($ .82 ea.)
$19.29
($ .78 ea.)

$23.75
($ .95 ea.)
$22.27
($ .90 ea.)

Large
Double
21⁄4" x 3"
C23284N111
C23285N111
C23286N111
C23287N111

Medium
13⁄4" x 2"
C23272N111
C23273N111
C23274N111
C23275N111

Medium
Double
13⁄4" x 2"
C23290N111
C23291N111
C23292N111
C23293N111

Super
Maxi
Color
3" x 43⁄4"
Yellow C23254N111
Orange C23255N111
White
C23256N111
Red
C23257N111
Pack

Medium
13⁄4" x 2"
C23230N111
C23231N111
C23232N111
C23233N111

0.88 lbs.

Numbered Tags (with Studs)

Sh. wt.

Large
Double
21⁄4" x 3"
C23242N111
C23243N111
C23244N111
C23245N111

Maxi
3" x 33⁄4"
C23260N111
C23261N111
C23262N111
C23263N111

Large
21⁄4" x 3"
C23266N111
C23267N111
C23268N111
C23269N111

1.25 lbs.

0.88 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.81 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

$35.95
($1.44 ea.)
$33.92
($1.36 ea.)

$33.75
($1.35 ea.)
$31.84
($1.28 ea.)

$27.95
($1.12 ea.)
$26.20
($1.05 ea.)

$39.25
($1.57 ea.)
$37.12
($1.49 ea.)

$22.95
($ .92 ea.)
$21.52
($ .87 ea.)

$28.95
($1.16 ea.)
$27.38
($1.10 ea.)

Small Male Stud Only. 11⁄8" dia. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C24801(B)N111 Yellow
C24801(D)N111 White
C24801(C)N111 Orange
C24801(E)N111 Red
Pack — $10.40

Allflex® “2 In 1” Tag Marking Pen

Packaged with interchangeable broad and fine tips. Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C13420(X)N111 — $6.60

Allflex® Total Tagger™ + Applicator
This applicator with flip-pin feature is
designed to minimize injury to the
animal’s ear. Pin flips forward if the
animal pulls away during application.
Will apply all varieties of Allflex® two-piece
tags. Comes with replacement pin.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C29959N111 — $51.50
Replacement Pin Only. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C30224N111 — $3.50

Universal Total Tagger (Red)

Can be used to apply Allflex®
Tamper-proof and EID tags. Comes
with one red blunt pin and one black
insert needed to apply all Allflex® tags.
Some assembly required to configure for
tagging. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C12355N111 — $24.85
Replacement Pin for Universal Total Tagger Pin (Red Blunt). Use to apply Allflex®
Global, Tamper-proof, and EID tags. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C23768N111 — $3.50
Replacement Pin for Universal Total Tagger Pin (Blue). This blue pin is an easy

exchange with the standard red pin in the Allflex® Universal Total Tagger Applicator.
The design avoids over-application and enhances tissue healing after application.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C30774N111 — $3.45
Replacement Black Insert. Use to apply Allflex® Global and Tamper-proof tags.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C23769N111 — $1.40

Tag Placement Cow Ear Model

Learn proper placement of ear tags using this incredibly
detailed and realistic model molded from an actual cow’s
ear. Cartilage and other anatomical landmarks are readily
visible. One way to use this model is to use permanent
green marker to show proper application areas and red
permanent marker to designate improper locations. Use
for demonstration and display — if you like, you can
even apply actual ear tags to the ear! Soft, pliable
ear measures 71⁄2" H x 41⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C26251N111 — $36.95
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Allflex® 840 HDX Official RFID Tags

Approved for official livestock identification as required for interstate transport. The National Animal Identification System (NAIS)
is a voluntary, cooperative Federal/State/Industry program, providing a standardized information system for federal and state
animal-health authorities to use in responding to animal-disease events in the United States. A premises ID is required
when ordering. To obtain a premises ID (PIN) please contact
the state animal health authority [Animal Disease Traceability
Administrator (ADT)] for your state. A directory can be found at
www.aphis.usda.gov/traceability/contact_us/directories.shtml.
Features a unique design that provides the ultimate in usability,
security, and retention. Ideal for use in management systems
where Electronic ID (EID) is required/needed. Lets you identify
animals quickly and accurately. Tags can be read by the Allflex®
Stick Reader (Z48018N111 below) or with any ISO-Compliant
EID/RFID tag reading device. These single-use tags feature a
hard plastic tamper-proof cap. Transponder numbers are laser
marked in a circular format on the edge of the tag. Features
half-duplex technology that provides enhanced signal strength
for maximum read distance. The 13⁄16" dia. tamper-proof hard cap
of the ultra tag provides the highest degree of security available.
For application, use the Universal Total Tagger (Red) (C12355N111
on page 8). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time.

USDA 840 HDX Official Button
Tag. Officially numbered Ultra-High

Performance HDX RFID tag. Extended
small males are used for placement in
a deeper location in the ear. Premises
Z47270N111
identification number needs to be presented at the time of order. White. Pack of 20. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Z47270N111 — $49.95 ($2.50 ea.)

NEW
Allflex® EID Ultra
Retract-O-Matic™

Automatic applicator suitable
for the Ultra Electronic Identification
Tags. Applies High Performance (HDX)
and Standard Performance (FDX) EID
tags. Retracts the pin out of the ear
before the animal can react. Contoured
pistol-grip handle. Anvil can be positioned at any angle. Uses red blunt pin.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34701N111 — $75.25

Universal
Retract-O-Matic™

Excellent for tagging calves,
sheep, and goats. Automatic
applicator retracts the pin out of
the ear before animal can react.
Comes with loaded pin and
replacement pin. Does not work
with EID tags. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C23955N111 — $58.50

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Allflex® Tags + Accessories

840 HDX Official Panel and Button Tag Set. Officially numbered
matched-pair tag set. Ultra-High Performance HDX RFID tag paired with
a tamper-evident maxi panel tag. Management numbers to be printed
on panel tags need to be presented at the time of order. Premise ID
number needs to be presented at time of order. Pack of 20 panel and
button tag sets. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
(E) Red
(F) Blue
(G) Green
(H) Pink
Z48296N111 — $77.95 ($3.90 ea.)
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Orange
Yellow
White
Purple

Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: Z48296(A)N111 Orange.

Allflex® RFID Tag Reader (ISO Compatible)

Portable hand-held RFID scanning device provides
cable-free operation through its rechargeable 7.4V
DC Li-Ion battery pack and wireless communication
via its integrated Bluetooth® module. Conforms to the
technical specifications of ISO Standards 11784 and
11785, including built-in wireless synchronization,
which allows you to operate multiple RS420 readers.
Large display and high-contrast LCD display screen
includes battery level indicator, connection status
indicator, and clock. Thumb-actuated power on/read
button. The LCD readout displays the RFID tag number,
tag type, session, and total tag count. Power is provided
by a removable 7.4V DC Li-Ion rechargeable battery
pack. The stick reader comes with a Windows®-based
PC utility program called “EID Tag Manager” that can
be used to configure or download tag data into useful
formats (Microsoft® Excel®, Word, etc.). The reader’s
internal memory holds 100,000 (10,000 animals per
session) RFID tag numbers. Easy to hold and operate
with either hand. Weighs approximately 1 lb. 14 oz.,
including the battery pack. The reader is sealed to IP67
specifications for being dust tight and water immersible
for brief periods. Battery charge duration: 3 hours.
235⁄8" L. Operating temperature: 4° F to 131° F (-20° C to
55° C). Read Distance: 161⁄2" for Allflex® HDX ear tag and
151⁄2" for Allflex® FDX-B ear tag (will also read HDX and
FDX-B implants of various sizes). Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Z48018N111 — $1,367.50

FEATURED

NEW Allflex®
Model LPR Series
Livestock Pocket
Reader. Similar features

to above tag reader.
Provides basic RFID
reader functions of
reading and transmitting
the identification code
contained within the
passive transponder.
Internal Bluetooth®. LED indicators for
Bluetooth® connected, reader is reading,
tag read, and battery level. Has a 7.2V
DC NiMh battery pack that is recharged
using the detachable USB cable with an
external wall adapter. Shock-resistant
cover and safety strap. 91⁄4" x 2" x 11⁄4"
(234 x 52 x 32 mm). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34891N111 — $354.75

Allflex® HDX High Performance EID ISO Compliant 982 Button Tags
Blue Safety Tag Knife

Remove ear tags safely with this handy tool. The hook
blade design slips easily between the base of the male
tag and the animal’s ear and is safe for both the user
and the animal. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C28796N111 — $4.55

Ideal for use in management systems where Electronic ID (EID) is required/needed. Lets you identify
animals quickly and accurately. Premise ID is not required to order tags. These tags can be read by
any ISO Compliant EID/RFID tag reading device. Single-use tag features a hard plastic tamper-proof
cap and Half Duplex Technology (HDX). This proven high performance technology provides enhanced
signal strength for maximum read distance. Black plastic, injection-molded, tamper-proof cap. Extended
small males are used for placement in a deeper location in the ear. For application, use the Universal
Total Tagger (C12355N111). Pack of 50 numbered white tags, 13⁄16" dia. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. .N

Z46685N111 — $121.50
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Allflex® Global + Hog Premises Tags
SHEEP

SHEEP MINI
PIGLET

Special Order Colors for Hog, Piglet, Sheep, and Sheep Mini
Note: Color availability may vary by tag type.
HOG

Global Hog Male Tags
•
•
•
•
•

Blue

Large panel holds more management information
Longer male stem allows for higher tag placement in ear
Lays flat to resist snagging and chewing
Often used in combination with Global and Tamper-Proof small female tags
Packaged standard with Global small female

Global Piglet Tags
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lightweight tag with unique metal-free tip
Specifically designed for piglets from birth to market
Enhanced plastics to minimize the effects of biting and chewing
Designed to avoid over-application and infection problems
Durable laser marking on numbered tags
Packaged standard with Global small female
Requires one blue applicator pin (C30774N111 on page 8) for maximum
retention
• Can be applied using the Universal Total Tagger (C12355N111 on page 8) or
the Global Retract-O-Matic™ (C23955N111 on page 9)

Global Sheep Female and Global Sheep Male

Green

Numbered Tags
Color
Yellow
Orange
Blue
Green
White
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

• Lightweight and flexible enough for the smallest goat kids and lambs
• Easy to apply using Allflex® Universal Total Tagger (C12355N111 on page 8)
• Durable laser mark guaranteed to last the life of the animal

Blank Tags
Packs of 25 (Sheep Mini-Packs of 20)

Pack
4+

Hog 21⁄4" x 11⁄2"
C25689N111
C25690N111
C25691N111
——
C25692N111
——

Piglet
11⁄4" x 11⁄4"
C31220N111
C31219N111
——
C30772N111
C31221N111
——

Sheep 2" x 5⁄8"
C23236N111
C23237N111
——
——
C23238N111
C23239N111

Sheep Mini
11⁄2" x 11⁄2"
C31213N111
——
C30773N111
C31212N111
C31214N111
——

0.56 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.38 lbs.

$20.25
($ .81 ea.)
$18.86
($ .76 ea.)

$13.85
($ .56 ea.)

$19.15
($ .77 ea.)
$18.21
($ .73 ea.)

$10.30
($ .52 ea.)

——

Pink

Purple

Red

Piglet
11⁄4" x 11⁄4"
C31224N111
C31223N111
——
C31222N111
C31225N111
——

Sheep
2" x 5⁄8"
C23278N111
C23279N111
——
——
C23280N111
C23281N111

Sheep Mini
11⁄2" x 11⁄2"
C31217N111
——
C31215N111
C31216N111
C31218N111
——

0.56 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

0.38 lbs.

$22.80
($ .92 ea.)
$21.26
($ .86 ea.)

$16.65
($ .67 ea.)

$24.30
($ .98 ea.)
$22.99
($ .92 ea.)

$14.45
($ .73 ea.)

——

——

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS

Sheep Mini

Yellow
Orange
Blue
Green
White
Red
Sh. wt.

Orange

Hog
21⁄4" x 11⁄2"
C25695N111
C25696N111
C25697N111
——
C25698N111
C25699N111

• Ideal for sheep and goats
• Provides good visibility without weighing ear down

Color

Magenta

Tags numbered 1 to 100 are stocked in packages of 25 for hog, piglet, and
sheep tags; and packages of 20 for sheep mini tags. To facilitate ordering, we
have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. NOTE: Please allow
extra delivery time for tags numbered over 100. Personalized tags cannot be
returned for credit.
These numbered tags are packaged in sequential numbers and can only be
ordered as such. Hog tags also available in pink, green, purple, and magenta
by special order. Sheep tags also available in blue, pink, and green by special
order. Sheep mini tags also available in orange, pink, and red by special order.

Hog, Piglet, and Sheep Tags:

Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(C) 51-75
(Z) 101-1,000
(B) 26-50
(D) 76-100
(ZZ) 1,001-999,999
Specify numbers 101 and over. Must be ordered in multiples of 25.
EXAMPLE: C25695(A-D)N111 Hog, Yellow, 1-100

Sheep Mini Tags:

Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-20
(C) 41-60
(E) 81-100
(ZZ) 1,001-999,999
(B) 21-40
(D) 61-80
(Z) 101-1,000
Specify numbers 101 and over. Must be ordered in multiples of 20.
EXAMPLE: C31217(A-D)N111 Sheep Mini, Yellow, 1-80

——

EZ-Knife Tag Remover

May be used as an ear tag remover, twine
cutter, or general-purpose cutter. Strong plastic
handle, razor-sharp stainless steel blades, and a
blade guard. Comfort design increases leverage and
ease of use. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C15540N111 — $4.15

Numbered Front

Numbered Back

Stud

Allflex® Official USDA Swine Premises Tags

Compliance with Voluntary National Animal ID Systems (NAIS)
The Swine Premises Tag consists of a tamper-proof button and a visual panel stud.
Each tag carries the official U.S. shield, state, the assigned alphanumeric seven-character standard PIN (Premises Identification Number), and a notice stating “UNLAWFUL
TO REMOVE.” Effective January 1, 2015, this type of tag will be required as a condition
of sale for all cull breeding stock. A PIN is required when ordering. To obtain a PIN,
please contact the animal health authority [Animal Disease Traceability Administrator
(ADT)] for your state — a directory can be found at www.aphis.usda.gov/traceability/
contact_us/directories.shtml; or contact the National Pork Checkoff’s Service center
(1.800.456.7675) and they will direct you to the appropriate agency. Space is also
available on the visual panel for producers wanting to include an individual management number. These tags support comprehensive disease surveillance programs;
improve trace-back accuracy, speed, and efficiency; and meet USDA and pork industry
standards. For application, use any Allflex® Tagger. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time.
NAIS program details:
• Cull sows and boars are required to
• Tags must be applied prior to harvest
have PIN tag
channel entry
• PIN of last farm is required
• Tags must have PIN, state, and shield

Blank Front

Blank Back

Colors Available:
(A) Pink
(B) Magenta

Stud

(C) White
(E) Orange
(G) Blue
(D) Yellow
(F) Red
Numbered USDA Swine Premises Tags. PIN and management numbers to be

printed on panel tags need to be presented at the time of order. When ordering,
you must specify numbers. Number sequences available: 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100,
101-125, 126-150, 151-175, 176-200, 201-225, etc.; numbering is available up to 999,999
in increments of 25. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Z48294N111 — $26.50 ($1.06 ea.)

Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: Z48294(A)N111 Pink, 1-25.

Blank USDA Swine Premises Tags. PIN needs to be presented at the time of order.

Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Z48295N111 — $26.50 ($1.06 ea.)

Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: Z48295(A)N111 Pink.
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Dark & Durable™ marked numbers. Cattle ear tags are marked
using a computer-guided laser beam that etches the number
into the ear tag and is then top-coated with a layer of black
ink that penetrates deeply into the tag, creating a mark that is
indestructible and guaranteed to last for the life of the animal!

Large

Blank Tags (with Studs)
Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Extra Large
3" x 45⁄8"
C07997N111
C07996N111
C07998N111
C10932N111

Extended Large
21⁄2" x 33⁄4"
C25230N111
C25231N111
C25232N111
C25233N111

Large
21⁄4" x 23⁄4"
C08005N111
C08004N111
C08006N111
C10933N111

Yellow
Orange
White
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Large
Double Panel
21⁄4" x 23⁄4"
C08021N111
C08020N111
C08022N111
C10935N111

Medium
17⁄8" x 17⁄8"
C08013N111
C08012N111
C08014N111
C10934N111

0.88 lbs.

0.75 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.81 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

$24.50
($ .98 ea.)
$23.72
($ .95 ea.)

$22.30
($ .90 ea.)
$21.52
($ .87 ea.)

$20.10
($ .81 ea.)
$19.31
($ .78 ea.)

$26.60
($1.07 ea.)
$25.80
($1.04 ea.)

$17.20
($ .69 ea.)
$16.39
($ .66 ea.)

Numbered Tags (with Studs)
Color

Extra Large
3" x 45⁄8"
C08001N111
C08000N111
C08002N111

Extended Large
21⁄2" x 33⁄4"
C25235N111
C25236N111
C25237N111

Large
21⁄4" x 23⁄4"
C08009N111
C08008N111
C08010N111

Large
Double Panel
21⁄4" x 23⁄4"
C08025N111
C08024N111
C08026N111

Medium
17⁄8" x 17⁄8"
C08017N111
C08016N111
C08018N111

Special Order
0.88 lbs.

Special Order
0.75 lbs.

Special Order Special Order
0.63 lbs.
0.81 lbs.

Special Order
0.50 lbs.

$28.25
($1.13 ea.)
$26.80
($1.08 ea.)

$25.95
($1.04 ea.)
$25.13
($1.01 ea.)

$23.75
($ .95 ea.)
$22.92
($ .92 ea.)

$19.75
($ .79 ea.)
$18.93
($ .76 ea.)

$29.95
($1.20 ea.)
$28.95
($1.16 ea.)

Medium
Extra Large

The male panel stud, shown with
the Large Double Panel ear tag, can
also be used with all other sizes of
Destron Fearing™ visual ear tags.
Available by special order only.
Call 1.800.558.9595 for details.

Destron Fearing™
Super Mark Ear Tag Pen

Lightweight, durable applicator tool features longer
jaws for better placement of tag and padded hand grips.
Dip applicator in a disinfectant between tagging to help
the piercing as well as help prevent infection. Includes
one pin. Can be used with Destron Fearing™ EID tags.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Deep-penetrating formula — perfect for
marking Destron Fearing™ tags. Includes three
tips: two broad and one fine. Cannot be shipped by air.
Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C07530(Y)N111 — $6.75

C17245N111 — $24.60
Extra Pin. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C08037N111 — $3.40

Stud is 11⁄8"

Destron Fearing™ Male Studs

Destron Fearing™ Numbered Tags (with Studs)

Yellow
Orange
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Large Double Panel

Works for all blank
Destron Fearing™ tags!

Destron Pro-GripII™
Universal Applicator

Color

Extended
Large

Ink-over-laser
printing!

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Destron Fearing™ Tags + Accessories

Black. 11⁄8". Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Lasermarked™
Small Round
11⁄8" dia.
C08033N111
C08032N111
C10942N111

Lasermarked™
Litter Max
11⁄4" L x 11⁄4" W
C25222N111
C25223N111
C25225N111

Dark & Durable™
Hog Max
11⁄2" L x 21⁄8" W
C15610N111
C15609N111
Special Order

Lasermarked™
Sheep/Goat
7⁄8" L x 2" W
C12289N111
C12288N111
C12291N111

0.38 lbs.

0.38 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.56 lbs.

$19.55
($ .79 ea.)
$18.29
($ .74 ea.)

$17.20
($ .69 ea.)
$16.11
($ .65 ea.)

$22.65
($ .91 ea.)
$21.78
($ .88 ea.)

$26.95
($1.08 ea.)
$26.10
($1.05 ea.)

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS
All Destron Fearing™ tags are in packages of 25
including 25 Infecta+Guard® black male studs
(other than the Large Double Panel). The Large
Double Panel comes with a large male panel stud
with the same number as the female.

C10778N111 — $9.65

Small Round

Tags numbered 1 to 200 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering,
we have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. NOTE: Please allow
extra delivery time for tags numbered over 200. Personalized tags cannot be
returned for credit.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(D) 76-100
(G) 151-175
(ZZ) Tags
numbered over
(B) 26-50
(E) 101-125
(H) 176-200
1,000
(C) 51-75
(F) 126-150
(Z) 201-1000
Specify numbers 201 and over. Must be ordered in multiples of 25.
EXAMPLES: C08001(A-H)N111 Extra Large, Yellow, 1-200.
C08001(A)N111 Extra Large, Yellow, 1-25.
C08001(Z)N111 Extra Large, Yellow, 201-225.
These numbered tags are packaged in 25 sequential numbers and can only be
ordered as such. Add 16¢ extra per tag for special printing or tags numbered out
of sequence.

Hog Max

Sheep/Goat

Destron Fearing™ Blank Tags (with Studs)
Color

Tags numbered 1-200
are always in stock!

Litter Max

4+ $9.07

Yellow
Orange
Red
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Small Round
11⁄8" dia.
C08029N111
C08028N111
C10936N111

Litter Max
11⁄4" L x 11⁄4" W
C25217N111
C25218N111
C25220N111

Hog Max
11⁄2" L x 21⁄8" W
C15613N111
C15612N111
Special Order

Sheep/Goat
7⁄8" L x 2" W
C12285N111
C12284N111
C12287N111

0.38 lbs.

0.38 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.56 lbs.

$16.85
($ .68 ea.)
$15.89
($ .64 ea.)

$14.50
($ .58 ea.)
$13.74
($ .55 ea.)

$19.95
($ .80 ea.)
$19.09
($ .77 ea.)

$21.70
($ .87 ea.)
$20.90
($ .84 ea.)

SPECIAL ORDER TAGS
In addition to the colors listed above, tags are also available in these colors by
special order. Call 1.800.558.9595 for details.
Green
Blue
Purple
Neon Green*
White
Pink*
Black
*Sheep/Goat tags are not available in neon green or pink.
Color availability may vary based on tag type.
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Y-TEX® Ear Tags + Accessories

Y-TEX® TAGS ARE MADE OF AN ADVANCED,
FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE FORMULATION.

Special ultraviolet light inhibitors stop fading for superior hot-stamped or inked imprint life.
The long, ribbed neck prevents breakage, and allows greater number visibility. Sloped tag
shoulders, combined with the Y-TEX® flexible button and patented Snap-Lok™ collar, provide
superior resistance to snagging. Single-use button tip helps prevent infection transfer; short
button shaft length promotes rapid healing.

Large 4-Star

Medium
3-Star

SwineStar®
MAX

Male Stud

Numbered Tags (with Studs)
Large 4-Star
31⁄4" x 43⁄4"
C16178N111
C16180N111
Special Order
C24441N111
C24440N111
C29243N111

Color

Special Order Tags

• Call for additional tag sizes
Red

Green

Black*

*Not available for SwineStar® MAX tags.

Tags Not Shown
in Actual Size

Blank Tags (with Studs)
Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Purple
Hot Pink
Blue
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Large 4-Star
31⁄4" x 43⁄4"
C16181N111
C16183N111
C16182N111
C24414N111
C24415N111
C29249N111

Medium 3-Star
21⁄2" x 4"
C16187N111
C16189N111
C16188N111
C24416N111
C24417N111
C29248N111

SwineStar® MAX
21⁄8" x 11⁄2"
C32459N111
C32455N111
C32454N111
C32460N111
C32461N111
C32457N111

0.88 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.56 lbs.

$28.50
($1.14 ea.)
$26.36
($1.06 ea.)

$23.40
($ .94 ea.)
$21.91
($ .88 ea.)

$20.10
($ .81 ea.)
$18.98
($ .76 ea.)

Replacement Male Studs

Single-use button tip helps prevent infection transfer and
proper button shaft length promotes rapid healing. Black
with steel heads. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C16202N111 — $10.40

Designed for use with Y-TEX® All
American® visual tags, insecticide
tags, and RFID tags. Fast application
with quick release. Compact and
rugged. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

0.56 lbs.

$26.75
($1.07 ea.)
$24.89
($1.00 ea.)

$21.25
($ .85 ea.)
$20.18
($ .81 ea.)

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS
Tags numbered 1 to 200 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering,
we have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. NOTE: Please allow
extra delivery time for tags numbered over 200. Personalized tags cannot be
returned for credit.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(C) 51-75
(E) 101-125
(G) 151-175
(Z) 201-1,000
(B) 26-50 (D) 76-100
(F) 126-150
(H) 176-200
(ZZ) 1,001-10,000
Specify numbers 201 and over. Must be ordered in multiples of 25.
*Available only for letter codes A-Z; ZZ not available for this color.
EXAMPLES:
C16178(A-H)N111 Large 4-Star, Yellow, 1-200
C16178(A)N111 Large 4-Star, Yellow, 1-25
C16178(Z)N111 Large 4-Star, Yellow, 201-225
C16178(ZZ)N111 Large 4-Star, Yellow, 1,001-1,025

C29250N111 — $4.20

C15848N111

For use with all Y-TEX® two-piece tags, ID tags, and insecticide tags
(listed on page 228). Features a strong return spring, 2:4:1 mechanical
advantage for easy application, strong spring clip, wide-open throat that
never pinches the ear, strong applicator pin, and straight-line application.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15848N111 — $24.95
Spare pins only. Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C15849N111 — $4.60

4+

0.88 lbs.

$31.75
($1.27 ea.)
$29.53
($1.19 ea.)

Handy tool easily removes tags and can also be used as a multipurpose cutter. Plastic
handle with stainless steel blades and blade guard. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Ultra Tagger® Compact

Y-TEX® Tagger

Pack

SwineStar® MAX
21⁄8" x 11⁄2"
C32467N111
C32463N111
C32462N111
C32468N111
C32469N111
C32465N111

Y-TEX® Tag
Removal Knife

C30994N111

C30994N111 — $24.95

Yellow
Orange
White*
Purple
Hot Pink
Blue
Sh. wt.

Medium 3-Star
21⁄2" x 4"
C16184N111
C16186N111
Special Order
Special Order
C24438N111
C29242N111

Y-TEX® Tag Marker

For printing on ear tags. Fine tip.
Black. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C16203N111 — $6.85

Y-TEX® Tag Marking Ink

Deep-penetrating dye formulation stands up to the environment and
time. Y-TEX® tags marked with this ink are guaranteed legible for four
years. Simply invert bottle and press point down to write. Choose
white or black. 1-fl.-oz. ball-tip bottle. Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29251N111 — $5.35
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Y-TEX® Bluetooth® RFID Reader
with FREE UltraTagger®
Compact & Sixty 840 HDX
Official RFID Button Tags

Used globally! The most advanced and affordable ISO livestock handheld wand reader.
Capable of storing up to 10,000 RFID tags. Improves performance and lowers overhead while
processing livestock in the field. Conceived
with the help of cattlemen and other livestock
professionals. Rugged and easy to use, making
it an ideal solution for producers, transporters,
feedlots, auction houses, sales yards, and veterinarians. Wand reader is 251⁄2" L. Comes with
60 RFID white tags/buttons and an UltraTagger®
Compact for fast application and quick release.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. N

Z49002N111 — $1,207.00

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Y-TEX® Ear Tags + Accessories

Z47276N111

Y-TEX® 840 HDX Official RFID Tags

Y-TEX® SwineStar® Max™ Official Premises Tags

NEW

Official USDA PIN Tags for Slaughter Swine…
• Lay flat on the ear to prevent chewing and snagging
• Tamper evident
• Fast and easy application with the Ultra Tagger® Plus (C34486N111)

Y-TEX® Slaughter Swine PIN Tags are Laser Imprinted with:
• State Postal Abbreviation of Premises
• Premises Identification Number
• With or Without Management Number
(PIN) — 7-character alpha-numeric
• PIN and Barcode on Inside of Male Tag
• Official U.S. Shield
• Unlawful to Remove
Official PIN tags provide an option to officially identify sows and boars to the premises they were kept
immediately prior to entering harvest channels. As with the USDA back tag applied at markets, the PIN
tag will be collected as the official form of identification to be associated with any blood or tissue samples
collected for disease surveillance. Panel/button ear tags measure 11⁄2" x 21⁄8". Sold in packs of 25. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 2.06 lbs.

Numbered USDA PIN Tags

Specify management numbers when ordering.

Z50266N111
Z50267N111
Z50268N111
Z50269N111
Z50270N111
Z50271N111
Pack — $24.95 ($1.00 ea.)
White
Orange
Red
Yellow
Purple
Pink

Z50272N111
Z50273N111
Z50274N111
Z50275N111
Z50276N111
Z50277N111
Pack — $24.25 ($ .97 ea.)
White
Orange
Red
Yellow
Purple
Pink

A tagger designed specifically for use with RFID tags or pin tags.
Features an open end for female. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34486N111 — $25.95

840 HDX Official RFID Button and Panel Tag Matched Set.

Pack of 20 sets of white panels and button tags (four pieces per
set). Specify management numbers. Blank panel tags available
by special order.

Z47276N111 — $80.75 ($4.04 ea.)
840 HDX Official RFID Button Tag.
Pack of 20 white tags/buttons.

Z47277N111 — $48.50 ($2.43 ea.)

Blank USDA PIN Tags

NEW
Y-TEX® Ultra Tagger Plus RFID/P.T.

These officially numbered 840 radio frequency ID tags are
approved for official livestock identification as required for
interstate transport. The National Animal Identification System
(NAIS) is a voluntary, cooperative Federal/State/Industry
program, providing a standardized information system for
federal and state animal-health authorities to use in responding
to animal-disease events in the United States. A premises ID is
required when ordering. To obtain a premises ID (PIN), please
contact the state animal health authority [Animal Disease
Traceability (ADT) Administrator] for your state. A directory can
be found at www.aphis.usda.gov/traceability/contact_us/
directories.shtml. Ideal for use in management systems
where Electronic ID (EID) is required/needed. Lets you identify
animals quickly and accurately. These tags can be read by any
ISO-Compliant EID/RFID tag reading device. The transponder
is encapsulated in a weather-resistant polyurethane material.
Each transponder chip number is also printed on the outside
of the tag. The female cattle RFID tag weighs only 6 grams.
Y-TEX® RFID tags provide superior read distance, retention, and
durability. Tags are applied using the Y-TEX® UltraTagger® Plus
(C15848N111 on page 12) or UltraTagger® Compact (C30994N111
on page 12). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Z47277N111

Y-TEX® FDX 949 RFID Button Tags

Passive RFID tags approved for livestock
identification. No battery or power source of
their own — each tag contains a transponder that is activated when introduced into
an electromagnetic field produced by an
RFID reader. When activated, it sends the transponder’s unique chip number to the reader that then
sends it to software contained in a computer, electronic scale
head, PDA, etc. Transponder is encapsulated in weather-resistant
polyurethane material. Provides superior read distance, retention,
and durability. ISO 117845 compliant employing full-duplex and
half-duplex technology. Premise ID is not required to order tags.
Tags are applied using the Y-TEX UltraTagger® Plus tamper-proof
applicator. Pack of 20 tags/buttons. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N

Z46679N111 — $41.50 ($2.08 ea.)
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Z® Tags
Z1 No-Snag-Tags® One-Piece Ear Tags & Z2 No-Tear-Tags™ Two-Piece Ear Tags

How many ear tags have you lost in the last year? Well, if you’ve lost even one, you’re not using Z® Tags. It takes a lot to lose a Z® Tag. The
unique, highly flexible design won’t break, pull out, or even snag. The self-cutting tip on the one-piece Z1 No-Snag-Tags® makes a small,
surgically precise hole that hugs the neck of the tag so that it heals quickly to prevent infection. The unique two-piece Z2 No-Tear-Tags™, unlike
some brittle two-piece tags, feature flexible polyurethane panels that bend without breaking — so they won’t snap off when the weather turns
cold or cattle get tangled up in fencing, baler twine, or thick brush. High-definition, laser print is bold, easy to read, and darker than traditional
laser-only techniques. Graphics are sharper and more detailed. Sold in packs of 25.

FEATURED
Z2 No-Tear-Tags™ Two-Piece Blank Ear Tags

Z2 No-Tear-Tags™ Two-Piece Numbered Ear Tags

Yellow
Orange
White
Sh. wt.

Maxi Size
3" x 41⁄2"
C33556N111
C33558N111
C33557N111

Large Size
21⁄2" x 3"
C33550N111
C33552N111
C33551N111

0.94 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

Yellow
Orange
White
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

$29.50 ($1.18 ea.)
$28.03 ($1.13 ea.)

$22.10 ($ .89 ea.)
$21.00 ($ .84 ea.)

Pack
4+

Color

Color

Maxi Size
3" x 41⁄2"
C33547N111
C33549N111
C33548N111

Large Size
21⁄2" x 3"
C33553N111
C33555N111
C33554N111

0.94 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

$34.95 ($1.40 ea.)
$33.21 ($1.33 ea.)

$27.75 ($1.11 ea.)
$26.37 ($1.06 ea.)

Z2 No-Tear-Tagger™

Designed exclusively for use with Z2 No-Tear-Tags™, this applicator features a revolutionary, dual-action kickback jaw
that automatically retracts once the tag is inserted. Together with a handy, flip-out pin, the Z2 tagger virtually eliminates
ripped and torn ears, even when tagging young calves. Faster healing of the insertion site means improved tag retention and less risk of infection and lost tags. 14" L. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C33546N111 — $44.95

Z1 No-Snag-Tags® One-Piece Blank Ear Tags
One piece!

Cow Size
41⁄2" x 3"
C19205N111
C19206N111
C19207N111
C25637N111
C25641N111

Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Blue
Green
Sh. wt.

Pack
C25643(A)N111

4+

Z1 No-Snag-Tags® One-Piece Numbered Ear Tags

Calf Size
21⁄2" x 31⁄4"
C19208N111
C19209N111
C19210N111
C25638N111
C25642N111

0.88 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

$31.75
($1.27 ea.)
$29.21
($1.17 ea.)

$23.20
($ .93 ea.)
$20.62
($ .83 ea.)

Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Blue
Green
Sh. wt.

Pack
4+

Cow Size
41⁄2" x 3"
C19198N111
C19197N111
C19196N111
C25639N111
C25643N111

Calf Size
21⁄2" x 31⁄4"
C19201N111
C19200N111
C19199N111
C25640N111
C25644N111

0.88 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

$36.75
($1.47 ea.)
$34.13
($1.37 ea.)

$28.75
($1.15 ea.)
$26.01
($1.05 ea.)

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS
Ordering Numbered Tags for All on This Page

Tags numbered 1-200 are numbered sequentially and sold in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering we have
assigned letter codes for numbering sequences for tags numbered 1-200 (see below). Tags numbered 1-200
are stocked in our warehouse. Tags numbered 201 and up are available through special order. Please call
1.800.558.9595 for details. Tags numbered over 200 cannot be returned for refund or credit.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(C) 51-75
(E) 101-125
(G) 151-175
(B) 26-50
(D) 76-100
(F) 126-150
(H) 176-200
EXAMPLES: C19198(A-D)N111 Cow Size, Yellow, 1-100; C19198(A)N111 Cow Size, Yellow, 1-25.

Z® Tags No-Fade Ink Marker

Ink won’t wear off or fade out for a minimum of four
years. Comes with one tip. 12 ml. Black. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C19311N111 — $8.20

Z® Tags One-Piece Feedlot Tags

The Tags That Stay In.™ Easier to put in than other tags — no more torn ears.
Self-piercing tips make a clean, precise incision, helping to prevent infection
and disease transfer. Back of the tags will not snag, pull out, or break off
like other tags, saving you the cost and inconvenience of re-tagging. Apply
tags using the Z® Tags No-Snag Applicator [C19312N111 at right]. The unique
pivoting applicator pin makes loading quick and easy while eliminating ripped
ears. Sold in packs of 50. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Yellow

C31720N111

Red

C33096N111

Green

C31721N111

Pink

C33766N111

Orange

C31722N111

Rose C33767N111

Black

C33092N111

Gray

Chartreuse C33093N111
Peach

C33094N111

C33095N111
Pack — $14.75 ($ .30 ea.)
Purple

C33768N111

White C33769N111
Blue

C33770N111

Z® Tags No-Snag Applicator

Designed exclusively for use with Z® Tags for a tagging system with proven superior retention! Special
pin-system applicator uses no knives or blades.
Pin fits in Z® Tag’s hollow stem and pushes cutting
tip through the ear in one smooth motion. Pin flips
up instantly for fast, easy release preventing torn
ears and human injury. Weighs just 6 oz. and locks
closed so it can be easily put in a pocket between
applications. 10" L. Comes with one extra pin stored
conveniently in the handle. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C19312N111 — $24.50
Replacement Pins Only. Pack of 10.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19313N111 — $24.95
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Y-TEX® Lone Star™ One-Piece EZ Tags

The most advanced one-piece livestock identification system available. EZ loading, EZ to apply, and EZ on the
ear. Provides superior retention and high visibility. Cutting tip has an advanced retention wing design that creates a
very small hole in the ear, minimizing trauma and risk of infection. Custom hot stamped or blank for use with Y-TEX®
Tag Marking Ink or Marker (see page 12). Sold in packs of 25.

Blank Tags
Color
Yellow
Orange
White
Blue
Red
Green
Sh. wt.

Pack

Numbered Tags

Large
43⁄4" H x 3" W
C29968N111
C29964N111
C29963N111
C29966N111
C29965N111
C29967N111

Y-TEX® Applicator for
Lone Star™ EZ Tags

Ergonomically designed
applicator comes with a flip-up
pin to prevent torn ears. Engineered to require less pressure
during application — easier on your hands! Glass-filled nylon. Only
for use with one-piece Lone Star™ EZ Tags. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Color

0.75 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

Yellow
Orange
White
Blue
Red
Green
Sh. wt.

$29.25 ($1.17 ea.)

$21.95 ($ .88 ea.)

Pack

C29973N111
C29980N111

Medium
43⁄4" H x 21⁄2" W
C29974N111
C29970N111
C29969N111
C29972N111
C29971N111
C29973N111

Large
43⁄4" H x 3" W
C29980N111
C29976N111
C29975N111
C29978N111
C29977N111
C29979N111

Medium
43⁄4" H x 21⁄2" W
C29986N111
C29982N111
C29981N111
C29984N111
C29983N111
C29985N111

0.75 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

$32.50 ($1.30 ea.)

$24.95 ($1.00 ea.)

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Y-Tex® + CAL TAG

Tags numbered 1 to 100 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering, we have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. NOTE: Please allow extra delivery time for tags
numbered over 100. Personalized tags cannot be returned for credit.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(B) 26-50
(C) 51-75
(D) 76-100
(Z) 101-1,000
EXAMPLES: C29980(A-D)N111 Large, Yellow, 1-100 C29980(A)N111 Large, Yellow, 1-25
Numbers 101-1,000 are special order (Z). Sold in packages of 25. Call for quote on other
numbers, symbols, or imprints.
These numbered tags are packaged in 25 sequential numbers and can only be ordered as such.

(A) 1-25

C29987N111 — $25.75

Male Studs sold
separately on page 8.
Cow size can be numbered on both sides.
Calf size is numbered on one side.

CAL TAG Animal Identification Tags

• Fed up with the expense and inconvenience of having to replace ear tags because of
fade-out? No more — EZCee tags are the tags that last!
• Impervious to weather — heat, snow, cold, rain, and dust have no effect
• Numbers are not printed or painted on. EZCee ear tags are permanently bonded together with the base layer (a contrasting color) that shows through the outer-layer cutouts
• Numbers are always clearly and strikingly visible
• Made to last, are competitively priced
• Allflex® Tagger is recommended for application (sold on page 8).
• Available as sequentially numbered tags with numbers on either one side or both sides,
or special order tags to your specifications
• Set-up fee may apply
• Catalog numbers with a “Z” prefix are shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time
• Sold in packs of 25
• Studs not included; order separately

ORDERING NUMBERED TAGS
Tags numbered 1-200 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering, we
have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences.
NOTE: Please allow extra delivery time for tags numbered on two sides.
Indicate number series desired by letter code(s):
(A) 1-25
(D) 76-100
(G) 151-175
(B) 26-50
(E) 101-125
(H) 176-200
(C) 51-75
(F) 126-150
(Z) 201+
EXAMPLES: C34497(A-H)N111 Cow Tag, Green Tag over White Base, 1-200
(numbers on one side); C34497(A)N111 Cow Tag, Green Tag over White Base, 1-25
(numbers on one side); C34497(D)N111 Cow Tag, Green Tag over White Base, 76100 (numbers on one side).
These numbered tags are packaged in 25 sequential numbers and can only be
ordered as such.

Colors

Cow Size
4" L x 31⁄4" W
Numbers on
One Side

Cow Size
4" L x 31⁄4" W
Numbers on
Two Sides N

Calf Size
3" L x 21⁄4" W
Numbers on
One Side

Green Tag over
White Base

C34497N111

Z50299N111

C34503N111

Red Tag over
White Base

C34498N111

Z50289N111

C34504N111

Orange Tag over
Black Base

C34499N111

Z50290N111

C34505N111

Yellow Tag over
Black Base

C34500N111

Z50291N111

C34506N111

Dutch Blue over
White Base

C34501N111

------

C34507N111

Sky Blue over
Black Base
Sh. wt.

C34502N111

------

C34508N111

1.25 lbs.

1.25 lbs.

1.25 lbs.

Pack

$34.25 ($1.37 ea.)

$36.75 ($1.47 ea.)

$27.25 ($1.09 ea.)

Special order any
custom logo!

SPECIAL ORDER TAGS
WHEN ORDERING, YOU WILL NEED TO SPECIFY:
Tag Size (Cow Size or Calf Size) | Color Choice | Number or Letter Sequence
Special Order Tags are printed on one or both sides with numbers or letters centered on the tag. Please specify. Personalized tags cannot be returned for credit.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

CALL 1.800.558.9595 FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO ORDER TAGS.
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Rototags + Taggers
• No Snagging
• One Operation
• Numbered

• Colored
• Tamperproof
• Self Piercing

TAGS NOT SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE.

Color shades
may vary.

TAGS NOT SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE.
3
4

⁄"

11⁄4" x 3⁄8"

Dalton Standard Rototags

Nylon ear tags for cattle, hogs, and sheep. Ideal for fish and wildlife.
NOTE: Tags are sold in packs of 25 only. Tags must be ordered in multiples of 25. Four-digit tags are available, please allow extra delivery time.
Personalized tags cannot be returned for credit. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Color
Yellow
Red
Green
Light Blue

Pack
4+

Blank
Male & Female
C15916(D)N111
C15916(A)N111
C15916(C)N111
C15916(G)N111
$7.95 ($ .32 ea.)
$7.26 ($ .30 ea.)

• No Festering
• Hygienic
• Swing Freely

1

⁄2"

Blank Female
Numbered Male
(Four-Digit Maximum)
C15920N111*
C15917N111*
C15919N111*
C25538N111*
$10.95 ($ .44 ea.)
$9.85 ($ .40 ea.)

13⁄4" x 3⁄4"

Dalton Jumbo Rototags

Nylon ear tags for cattle, hogs, and sheep. Ideal for fish and wildlife.
NOTE: Tags are sold in packs of 25 only. Tags must be ordered in multiples of 25.
Four-digit tags are available, please allow extra delivery time. Personalized tags cannot
be returned for credit. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Blank
Male & Female
C15911(D)N111
C15911(A)N111
C15911(C)N111
C15911(G)N111
$9.95 ($ .40 ea.)
$9.12 ($ .37 ea.)

Color

*Tags numbered 1-1,000 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering,
we have assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. Indicate number series
desired by letter code. EXAMPLE: C15920(A)N111 Yellow Dalton Standard Rototags
numbered 1-25.
(A) 1-25
(L) 251-275
(W) 501-525
(AH) 751-775
(B) 26-50
(M) 276-300
(X) 526-550
(AJ) 776-800
(C) 51-75
(N) 301-325
(Y) 551-575
(AK) 801-825
(D) 76-100
(P) 326-350
(AA) 576-600
(AL) 826-850
(E) 101-125
(Q) 351-375
(AB) 601-625
(AM) 851-875
(F) 126-150
(R) 376-400
(AC) 626-650
(AN) 876-900
(G) 151-175
(S) 401-425
(AD) 651-675
(AP) 901-925
(H) 176-200
(T) 426-450
(AE) 676-700
(AQ) 926-950
(J) 201-225
(U) 451-475
(AF) 701-725
(AR) 951-975
(K) 226-250
(V) 476-500
(AG) 726-750
(AS) 976-1,000

Yellow
Red
Green
Light Blue

Pack
4+

Female
Numbered Male
(Four-Digit Max./Side)
C15915N111*
C15912N111*
C15914N111*
C25541N111*
$15.95 ($ .64 ea.)
$14.60 ($ .59 ea.)

*Tags numbered 1-500 are stocked in packages of 25. To facilitate ordering, we have
assigned letter codes for numbering sequences. Indicate number series desired by
letter code. EXAMPLE: C15915(A)N111 Yellow Dalton Jumbo Rototags numbered 1-25.
(A) 1-25
(F) 126-150
(L) 251-275
(R) 376-400
(B) 26-50
(G) 151-175
(M) 276-300
(S) 401-425
(C) 51-75
(H) 176-200
(N) 301-325
(T) 426-450
(D) 76-100
(J) 201-225
(P) 326-350
(U) 451-475
(E) 101-125
(K) 226-250
(Q) 351-375
(V) 476-500

Standard Rototag Pliers

Jumbo Rototag Pliers

Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28184N111 — $28.75

C28265N111 — $41.75

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR DALTON ROTOTAGS
Tags may be special ordered with printing on female parts (same imprint on all tags) or male parts numbered consecutively. Tags cannot be lettered and
numbered on the same side. Tags are sold in packs of 25 only. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery on special order tags.
Special Orders for Dalton Standard Rototags. Up to eight spaces printed on female part or male parts numbered over 1,000 consecutively. For special
order tags with males numbered 1,000 and under and female tags with special printing, order tags from the numbered male column and add C15921N111, $3.00
for special stamping charge.

Special Orders for Dalton Jumbo Rototags. Up to 10 spaces printed on female part or male parts numbered over 500 consecutively. Use part number and

price from blank male and female tags and add C15927N111, $3.00 for special stamping charge per side per pack of 25. NOTE: Because numbered jumbo tags
are stocked with both the female and male parts prenumbered up to 500, even orders with numbering under 500 will require charges for both the numbers
and special stamping.

Ritchey Blank Universal Tags
3" x 43⁄4"

21⁄4" x 41⁄2"

Ritchey ear tags allow numbers or letters to be permanently
engraved into the dual-colored tag. Use Dremel tool to engrave
through the top color layer, exposing the center core —
permanently embedding the number or letter into the tag. With
no ink, foil, or laser-applied numbers, you create a number you
will always be able to see!

Color
Yellow Tag/Black Core
Red Tag/White Core
Black Tag/White Core
Sh. wt.

Large Cow 3" x 43⁄4"
C14212N111
C14211N111
C14214N111

Medium 21⁄4" x 41⁄2"
C14220N111
C14219N111
C14222N111

0.94 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

Pack of 25
4+

$27.75 ($1.11 ea.)
$26.00 ($1.04 ea.)

$24.95 ($1.00 ea.)
$23.40 ($ .94 ea.)

Male studs sold separately on pages 8 and 12.

Dremel
8100 Cordless
Rotary Tool

Features a long runtime. Battery fuel gauge
lets you know when it’s
time to recharge. Designed
to be used with all Dremel accessories and most threaded attachments. Comes with 21 accessory pieces. Requires one high-capacity
8V Lithium-ion battery (included). Battery charge time of three hours.
Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C31254N111 — $113.25
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Z12636(A)N111

Z12636(C)N111

Z12637(E)N111

Temple Livestock Identification Tags (for Cattle, Swine, Sheep, and Goats)

Both sides of the tag may be printed at an additional cost. Room on each side for 16 letters on sheep size (tag size: 11⁄4" L x 3⁄8" W, eight
letters per line), 20 letters on cattle size (tag size: 17⁄8" L x 5⁄8" W, 10 letters per line), or three big numbers. You can have your name
or initials on one side, and your town and state on the other. Or you may prefer to have your name on one side and numbers on the
other side. Molded from a permanently colored, weather-resistant polymer, Temple Tags won’t crack, break, freeze, or fade. Easy to
apply, special ear punch makes a clean hole and the tag slips in easily and permanently. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time.

(A) Yellow

(B) Orange

(C) White

(D) Red

(E) Blue

Blank Tags — for Color-Coding Groups. You must specify the color. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Z12638N111 Cattle Tags — $36.75 ($ .37 ea.)
Z12639N111 Sheep/Swine/Goat Tags — $35.25 ($ .36 ea.)
Tags with Letters or Numbers — One Side. You must specify
Tags Lettered and/or Numbered — Two Sides. You must spec-

numbering or lettering and color. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
ify numbering, lettering, and color. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Z12636N111 Cattle Tags — $53.50 ($ .54 ea.)
Z12634N111 Cattle Tags — $69.95 ($ .70 ea.)
Z12637N111 Sheep/Swine/Goat Tags — $51.75 ($ .52 ea.)
Z12635N111 Sheep/Swine/Goat Tags — $68.25 ($ .69 ea.)
Indicate desired color by letter code. EXAMPLE: Z12638(A)N111 Yellow, Blank Cattle Tags. Be sure to specify the letters and numbers to
be stamped on the tags and the color of the tags required. Tags will be numbered consecutively from No. 1 unless otherwise specified.
PERSONALIZED TAGS CANNOT BE RETURNED FOR CREDIT.

Ear Punch

Fast, efficient, and guaranteed for five years. Specially
designed to punch out a clean,
round hole clear through the
ear. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C13150N111 — $27.25

See page 6 for all-weather
markers to use for marking
blank tags!

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Tags + Supplies

AUCTION SALE TAGS
Durable!

“Big 81” Hip Tag

Heavyweight paper stock
in large, 27⁄16" W x 27⁄16" H
size. Extreme readability
of the tag has made it a
first-rate choice of many
sale yards. Apply with
Nasco’s Animal ID Tag
Cement (C12168N111 at
right).

Hip Tags for Auctions and Shows

Set of Tags Numbered
1-500. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C04754N111 — $32.50
Blank Tags. Set of 100. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C06918N111 — $5.90

“Special 59” Hip Tag

A favorite in auction and sales
barns. The 111⁄16" L x 111⁄16" W size
makes tag extremely easy to see
from a distance. White tag, black
numbers. Apply with Nasco’s Animal ID Tag Cement (C12168N111,
listed at right). Set of tags numbered 1-500. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C04752N111 — $26.50

Big, bold numbers on tough white paper. In handy double
pads, arranged consecutively, and perforated for easy
removal. No losing numbers from sets. Not gummed; stick
on with cement. 31⁄4" W x 21⁄4" H.

Book of Double Numbers, 1-100. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C00006N111 — $10.25
Book of Double Numbers, 1-500. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C00007N111 — $37.25

Nasco’s Animal
ID Tag Cement

A rubber-base waterproof cement for securing hip and
forehead tags to cattle, sheep, or horses. 5-oz. tube
sufficient for approx. 150 tags. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C12168N111 — $5.95

C13632N111

Plastic Auction Sale Tags

Durable, flexible plastic sale tags for livestock. These
3" x 21⁄2" tags have a 9⁄16" hole for easy attachment with
a perfect (fishhook) hog ring. Can also be used as a hip
label affixed with cattle back tag cement. Hole will also
accommodate key rings, bead chains, elastic bands,
strings, etc. for non-livestock serial marking. Available in
yellow with 13⁄8" H jet-black numbers or blank yellow for
self-numbering with felt pens or nylon-tipped markers.
Set of 1,000 tags. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Numbered 1-1,000 (Numbered on Both sides).
C13632N111 — $125.50
Set of 1,000, Blank.
C13633N111 — $104.95

TEMPORARY MARKING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
Oil-Base Spherical Pellets
TPX™ .68 Caliber
Paintball Pistol

Innovative, compact design, specially engineered to be lightweight,
easy to maintain, customizable, and best of all,
dependable. Includes two Tru-Feed Straight Stack magazines. It uses a straight feed, low-tension spring system
that allows you to use a wider variety of paint and is less
affected by hot or humid conditions. Features include:
• Metal trigger punctures CO2 on
• Internal regulator
• Ability to add
first pull
remote line
• Self-locking 7-ball magazine clips
• Quick-release magazine feed system • Ergonomically designed grip
• Under-barrel 12-gram CO2 air system • Covered ammo windows
• Removable barrel with X7 threads
• Easy-to-load 1⁄4-turn CO2 cap
• External velocity adjuster
Maintenance kit and deluxe carrying case included. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C33115N111 — $263.95

Economy Safety Glasses

Essential for safety. Wide, single-piece lens with
adjustable temples provide a secure, comfortable
fit. Made of durable polycarbonate. Meets ANSI
Z87.1 high-impact standards. Black frame.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

SB39510N111 — $3.15

Will work in C33115N111, listed at left. Long lasting
and stains hair. Will hold up in the rain. Lead-free,
oil-based paint. Box of 120. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C03160N111 Red
C20022N111 Green
C03163N111 Orange C26768N111 Blue
C03162N111 Yellow

Box — $30.95

CO2 Cartridges

Be sure of proper fit and seal with these cartridges. Exacting
tolerances ensure consistent performance in virtually all gasoperated guns. Will work in C33115N111, listed at left.
C01222N111 Box of 5. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $5.95
C27966N111 Box of 25. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $23.85

Pellgun Oil

Keep your gun at peak performance! Use Pellgun Oil to
oil seals regularly and avoid air loss. This 1⁄4-oz. tube of
specially formulated oil is used with pneumatic or CO2
airguns. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C27965N111 — $3.25

OFFICIAL WARNING!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition that you
will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License.
Contact Nasco for more information.
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LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Metal Ear Tags
METAL SELF-LOCKING EAR TAGS
Positive identification. Apply in one, fast, easy operation. Patented locking device clinches securely. Smoothly finished. No protruding edges. Bright plated steel.
Rust resistant. Packed 25 tags on a stick, 100 tags per package. NUMBERS ONLY: Tags with consecutive numbers. EXAMPLE: 1-100. LETTERING OR SPECIAL
NUMBERING: Tags with anything imprinted, other than consecutive numbers only. This includes tags with consecutive numbering imprinted with name and address
or any other special lettering. ALLOW FOUR WEEKS FOR DELIVERY OF LETTERED OR SPECIAL NUMBERED TAGS.
NOTE: Use catalog numbers, and do not forget to order the tag applicator. You must have it to insert the tag. Be sure to give us stamping instructions, and stay
within limitations as to number of letters. Personalized ear tags cannot be returned for credit.

National Band
Metal Cattle Tags Style 49

TAGS SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE.

17⁄16" x 3⁄8". Has wide base post for greater
strength for piercing tough ears. Space for
lettering permits one line of not more than
eight 3⁄16" letters, two lines of eleven 1⁄8"
letters, or two lines of sixteen 1⁄16" letters.

Tags with Numbers Only. Tags available in
packs of 100 only, 1-100 and 101-200.
No splitting of packs. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
(0) 1-100 (1) 101-200
Indicate numbering sequence desired by
number code. EXAMPLE: C01048(0)N111
Tags with Numbers Only, 1-100.

National Band Metal Sheep
and Hog Tags Style 505

7⁄8" x 1⁄4". Features sharp, arrowhead piercing tip for clean,
swift incision. Space for lettering permits one line of not
more than seven 1⁄8" letters, or two lines of ten 1⁄16" letters.

C01048(1)N111
STYLE 49

C01048N111 — $16.75
5-9 $16.45 10+ $16.14
Tags Numbered Over 200. Specify num-

bering sequence. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Z15510(B)N111 Pack of 500. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $54.95
Z15510(C)N111 Pack of 1,000. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. — $102.50

Tags with Numbers Only. Tags available in packs of
100 only: 1-100 and 101-200. No splitting of packs.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
(0) 1-100 (1) 101-200
Indicate numbering sequence desired by number code.
EXAMPLE: C02223(0)N111 Tags with Numbers Only, 1-100.

Quantities less than 500 are available by
special order for National Band Tags.
Call 1.800.558.9595 for details.

Tags with Lettering or Special Numbering. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Z01096(5)N111 Pack of 500. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $69.50
Z01096(10)N111 Pack of 1,000. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. — $99.25

Manufactured by
National Band & Tag
Company, formerly Hasco.

C02223N111 — $17.15 5-9 $15.43 10+ $16.36
Tags Numbered Over 200. Specify numbering

sequence up to five digits. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Z15512(B)N111 Pack of 500. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $68.25
Z15512(C)N111 Pack of 1,000. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $88.95

Tags with Lettering or Special Numbering. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Z02152(5)N111 Pack of 500. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $76.50
Z02152(10)N111 Pack of 1,000. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $127.25

Lifetime warranty against
breakage!

Lifetime warranty against
breakage!

Metal Pow-R-Ceps Applicator

Compound action, less pressure needed for maximum
sealing leverage. Tags are held tightly until applied.
Spring action reopens applicator and releases tag after
application. For tag style 49. Steel. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C01046N111 — $60.95

Metal Cattle Tag Applicator

Sheep and Hog Tag Applicator

C01049N111 — $39.95

C02222N111 — $39.95

For tag style 49. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

For tag style 505. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Ketchum Tamper-Proof Cattle Ear Tags

Self locking, this tag has a self-formed bar which “locks in” the point after
piercing the ear. Virtually impossible to remove tag without breaking it. Tag is
one piece of steel, nickel-zinc plated for rust resistance, stamped with any series
of consecutive numbers you specify, up to seven spaces. Name, address, initials,
etc., are put on other side. Limit is 11 spaces per line — one large line or two small
lines. Numbers and letters cannot be on the same side of the tag. Packed 25
tags per stick. 11⁄4" L x 5⁄16" W. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Additional setup charge may apply in ordering out-of-sequence
and/or less than 100 tags at a time. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. per 100 tags.

Suffix
(1)
(2)
(5)
(10)

Quantity
100
200
500
1,000

Z05887N111
Numbered Only
$24.50
$37.25
$79.75
$137.25

Z01138N111
Name & Number
$34.25
$46.25
$88.95
$146.75

11⁄4" L x 5⁄16" W
TAG NOT SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE.

Z01139N111 — $39.25

Perfect ringer pliers for use with perfect (fishhook) hog
rings. Preferred type for attaching sale tags, etc. 63⁄4" L.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C00443N111 — $15.10

Fishhook Rings

Shoat Rings. For sale tags.
Box of 50. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C00441N111 — $2.15
Hog Size. Approx. 1,000 per pack.

Indicate numbering sequence desired by number code for the suffix.
EXAMPLE: Z05887(1)N111 Numbered Only, 100 tags.

Double-Action Leverage Pliers. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Fishhook Ringer

Z01139N111

Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C00447N111 — $25.50
2-4 $23.98 5+ $23.20
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1. All-Weather® Paintstik®

Use for fast, sure identification of cattle, sheep, poultry, and hogs. Highly visible, nontoxic paint
resists weather and fading. Applies easily with slight pressure. Great for marking skin, hide, or
pelt — wet or dry. Protective sleeve allows maximum use of stick. 4" x 1" dia. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Yellow C00010N111
Red
C00011N111

Each — $ .89

12+ $ .85

Orange C01580N111
Blue
C00012N111

Green
Emerald Green

1.

5.

C00013N111
C32873N111

Fl. Pink C14370N111

Fl. Green C14881N111
Fl. Tangerine C28969N111
Each — $ .99 12+ $ .95
Assorted Colors. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C00009N111 — $10.45 5+ $9.00
2. All-Weather® Paintstik® Holder. Keep hands and clothing cleaner! Holds marker firmly with

2.

no slippage. Provides maximum usage of each Paintstik®. Unbreakable plastic. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

3.

C14371N111 — $2.15

3. Hot Climate All-Weather® Paintstik®

For extreme heat climates, the special formula is blended to withstand 100°+ F temperatures, but is
ideal for marking in a wide range of temperatures (40° to 130° F). Resists weather and fading. Ideal for
sorting, grading, inoculations, breeding, general health maintenance, and tail chalking cows for heat
detection. Marks on wet or dry animals. 1" x 4". Nontoxic. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Red C30938N111
Orange C30940N111
Each — $ .99 12+ $ .94
Fl. Pink C30936N111
Each — $ .99 12+ $ .94

Green C30939N111

Fl. Green C30942N111

Fl. Orange C30937N111

Slow-dry formula marks skins, hides, and pelts. Convenient screw-up, screw-down
plastic dispenser with cover. Applies easily with slight pressure. Protective sleeve
allows maximum use of stick. Fade and weather resistant. Nontoxic. 41⁄2" x 11⁄4" dia.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C13920N111
C13921N111
Each — $1.75 12+ $1.57

Blue C13922N111
Red C13923N111

Fl. Pink C23401N111
Each — $2.15 12+ $1.93

Fl. Green C23402N111

5. All-Weather® Quik Shot® Spray Paint for Livestock Marking
For the ultimate in spray paint convenience, this water-based paint is weather
and fade resistant. High-visibility colors are ideal for tail painting your heifers.
Powerful, extended spray reduces animal contact. Nontoxic. 12-oz. can with
inverted tip. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30931N111
C30932N111
C30933N111
Each — $4.95
Red
Blue
Fl. Green

Orange DETECT HER™ Tail Paint

The first U.S.-made tail paint specially formulated for heat
detection. Easy to apply and will rub off with only a few
mounts, making interpretation of standing heat straightforward. Can be reapplied as often as needed to maintain
visibility. Combination of adhesive and water-based latex.
Thicker than other tail paints, which allows for more
controlled application. Bitterguard™ has been added to
deter licking. Cleans up easily and will not stain hands or
clothes. 12-oz. bottle. Orange. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C25504N111 — $6.25

4.

Blue C30941N111

4. All-Weather® Twist-Stik®

Yellow
Orange

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Temporary Marking

1.

Fl. Orange
Fl. Pink
Black

C30934N111
C30935N111
C31961N111

2.

3.

6+ $5.73

MARK HER™ Livestock Marking Paint

Highly visible, long lasting! Nonhazardous, water-based latex, animal marking paint in
bright fluorescent green. Resists fading and is extremely fast drying. Fully weatherproof and waterproof when dry. Bitterguard™ has been added to deter licking. Makes
a long-lasting mark in herds marking tailheads for heat detection or for marking on
swine, cattle, sheep, or any livestock. 12-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C25505N111 — $6.70

Oil-based fluorescent heat detection tail paint. Quick and easy to apply for estrus
detection. Lasts up to 28 days subject to conditions and to correct application. 1,000 ml.
applicator bottles. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
Pink C34231N111
Red C34232N111
Blue C34233N111

Aerosol Spray Marker
for Hogs and Cattle

Each — $19.95

Green
Yellow
Orange

C34234N111
C34235N111
C34236N111

2. Udder Mark Aerosol

Meets marking needs for transportation,
vaccination, marketing, slaughtering, etc. Dries
instantly and resists fading. Environmentally
friendly propellant. Makes approximately
400-500 markings. Spray 4"-6" away from animal. Approx. 14-oz. spray can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Fluorescent aerosol marker to indicate cows that require a milk withholding period.
Formulated to last up to 10 days on udder. 360° valve for ease of application. Available
in red (stop) and green (go). Fluorescent colors are easy to see in poor light conditions. Hydrocarbon propellant. 500 ml. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Red C32846N111
Each — $12.80

Blue C20085N111
Green C20086N111
Red
C20087N111

Green

C32847N111

3. Tell Tail Aerosol

Each — $5.40

Aerosol Spray Marker for Sheep

Formulated specially not to stain wool. Long lasting; removable by washing. Dries
instantly; resists fading. Environmentally friendly propellant. Makes approximately 400500 markings. Spray 4"-6" away from animal. 131⁄2-oz. spray can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Blue C20082N111
Each — $9.35

1. Tell Tail Heat Detection Paint

Green C20083N111

Red C20084N111

General purpose aerosol tail paint and marker for detection of estrus. Quick and
easy to apply. Weather resistant; non-irritant. Marks last up to 30 days subject to
correct application and conditions. Oil-based fluorescent colors. 500 ml aerosol
can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Fl. Orange
Fl. Blue
Fl. Green

Each — $11.55

C32600N111
C32601N111
C32602N111

Fl. Red
Fl. Yellow
Fl. Pink

C32603N111
C32604N111
C32605N111
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L&H Branding Supplies
All electric branders are guaranteed for 12 months!

SPECIAL ELECTRIC BRANDING
IRONS MADE TO ORDER
Custom-designed items cannot be returned for credit.
A set of branding iron numbers 0-9
does not include a 6 since the number 9
can be inverted to make the number 6.

Send sketch of iron with order.

The Heavy-Duty Copper Branding Irons are available in
almost any size or shape. In ordering special brands, care
should be taken to submit the best drawing possible, giving
proper size as to width, height, spacing, etc. Anything in
addition to a plain letter is considered two characters. Each
brand has a 32" handle. Prices include handling. Available
in 240V through special order. PLEASE NOTE: Custom-designed items cannot be returned for credit. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
SIZES AVAILABLE: (A) 3", (B) 31⁄2", (C) 4". State size of brand
by letter code. EXAMPLE: Z11236(A)N111 3", one character.
One-Character Brand. NOTE: The brand must be simple
to qualify as one character. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

Z11236N111 — $107.95
Two-Character Brand.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

Z11237N111 — $117.25

Three-Character Brand.

Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Z11238N111 — $126.75

NOTE: If your brand is ordered under a one-character
brand and it turns out to be two as determined by the
manufacturer, the billing will be changed. This also applies
to the two- and three-character brands.

L & H Electric Branding Irons with
Standard Number or Letter

The most practical electric branding iron developed yet. Made
on the principle of electric stove heating elements. Operates
on 110V AC. Heats to a cherry red in about two minutes and
maintains the proper branding heat during use. Branding
surface maintains rigidity while hot. The tubular, rod-type
element is noncorrosive, self-cleaning, and normally
supplied in 21⁄64" dia. This is the width normally used for
cattle branding. A 3⁄16" dia. element is available for horses,
but must be specified if desired when placing order. Guaranteed against defective materials and workmanship for one
year. Comes with a 10-ft. cord, and plugs into any 110V outlet
or standby generator. Be sure to specify letters or numbers
desired. Available in 240V through special order. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Z07957N111 Size 31⁄2" with one letter or number. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $107.95
Z07958N111 Size 4" with one letter or number. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $107.95
Z07959N111 Size 31⁄2" with two letters or numbers. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $117.25
Z07960N111 Size 4" with two letters or numbers. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $117.25
Z07961N111 Size 31⁄2" with three letters or numbers. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $126.75
Z07962N111 Size 4" with three letters or numbers. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. — $126.75

L & H Electric Number Brander Set

Designed with three numbers on each handle so you can make any
combination of numbers. First brander has numbers one, two, and three;
second has numbers four, five, and six; and third has numbers seven,
eight, and zero. All numbers are offset so you can brand one number at a
time. Complete set consists of three branders which include numbers 0
through 8. The 6 iron is inverted to make the number 9. Has a 10-ft. cord.
State size of brand when ordering. 3⁄8" face. Available in 240V through
special order. Allow extra delivery time. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.
Z07963N111 Size 3"
Z07964N111 Size 31⁄2"
Z07965N111 Size 4"

Set — $321.50

L & H Stainless Steel Branding Irons

Heavy-Duty Copper Branding Irons

More livestock raisers are using copper heat brands and finding them superior.
Copper heat gives better brands because heat is more evenly distributed and held in
the iron for a longer period of time. Designed to reduce blotching. The 4" iron is made
with 1⁄4" face that tapers outward to a wider back to hold the heat. The 3" iron has a 3⁄8"
face. A set of branding iron numbers 0-9 does not include a 6 since the number 9 can
be inverted to make the 6. Each has a 32" handle.
C01352N111 Set of 3" numbers, 0-9. Sh. wt. 37 lbs. — $195.95
C01353N111 Set of 4" numbers, 0-9. Sh. wt. 47 lbs. — $208.25
*Z08283N111 3" letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $51.75
*Z08284N111 4" letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $51.75
* Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Indicate letter or number by code. EXAMPLE: Z08283(A)N111 brand letter A.

Right for spraying
after the brand!

Red-Kote® Wound Dressing

An antiseptic, nondrying wound dressing designed to
fight infection and speed healing. Provides fast healing for
lacerations, wire cuts, scratches, burns, chafes, slow-healing ulcers, and other superficial animal wounds. Keeps
delicate tissues soft and pliable, and stimulates new skin
growth. Easy to apply. 5-oz. spray can. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C05210N111 — $6.50

Blu-Kote® Wound Dressing

A quick-drying, protective wound dressing to treat ringworm, surface wounds, and
skin abrasions. Covers the wound with a deep, penetrating coating to promote clean,
rapid healing. It is effective against both pus-producing bacteria and common fungus
infections. Contains acriflavine; gentian violet in combination with fungicidal sodium
propionate; and cleansing, debriding urea. 5-oz. spray can. Cannot be shipped out of
the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C04418N111 — $6.20

Designed to withstand extreme temperature changes between the propane heater
and the liquid nitrogen used in freeze branding. Stainless steel brands are made of 3⁄16"
material that is 1" H. Set of branding iron numbers 0-9 does not include a 6 since the
number 9 can be inverted to make the number 6. Each brand has a 32" handle.
C23583N111 Set of 3" numbers, 0-9. Sh. wt. 28 lbs. — $202.50
C23584N111 Set of 4" numbers, 0-9. Sh. wt. 29 lbs. — $224.25
*Z19477N111 3" single letter or number. Specify. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $51.75
*Z19478N111 4" single letter or number. Specify. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $51.75
*Z19479N111 3" double letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $113.50
*Z19480N111 4" double letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $113.50
*Z19481N111 3" triple letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $131.25
*Z19482N111 4" triple letters or numbers. Specify. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $131.25
*Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Indicate letter or number by code. EXAMPLE: Z19477(A)N111 brand letter A.

Removable legs allow
for easy transportation!
Made of heavy-duty steel!

Branding Iron Heater

Made of heavy-gauge steel. The
unique design of the burner allows
all of the irons to heat evenly without
regard to positioning of the irons in
the heater. Removable legs allow for
easy transportation and can be used
from the back of a pickup without the
legs. Attaches to standard propane
tank (not included). Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. N

15", 5-Iron Heater. Sh. wt. 45 lbs.
Z15590N111 — $348.75
30", 12-Iron Heater. Sh. wt. 67 lbs.
Z15589N111 — $382.95
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In freeze branding, a super-cold branding iron, chilled in a mixture of liquid nitrogen or dry ice and alcohol, is applied to the animal’s hide,
killing the pigment-producing cells. This results in growth of white hair instead of colored hair at the brand site, which becomes visible in
approximately three months. Nasco’s Freeze Branders are cast of copper alloy for best temperature holding capability. The 4" size or larger is
usually preferred for branding cows and yearlings. A smaller one may be used for calves, as the brand will increase in size as the animal grows.
Many states have branding laws, and you should check with your county agent to find out more information about them. Liquid nitrogen, in
many cases, can be obtained from a local artificial insemination organization. N

Sets of Branders

Number set consists of nine irons: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. (The
number 6 can be inverted to make the number 9.) 13" L handle (14"
with threads).

Catalog No.
C04647N111
Z41093N111
C04349N111
Z04681N111
Z08718N111
Z04682N111
C04351N111
Z04683N111
Z08716N111
Z08717N111

Delivery time:
3-4 weeks.

Height

Face

Sh. wt.

2"
21⁄2"
3"
3"
31⁄2"
31⁄2"
4"
4"
5"
6"

1⁄4"
5⁄16"
3⁄8"
9⁄16"
3⁄8"
9⁄16"
3⁄8"
9⁄16"
9⁄16"
9⁄16"

20 lbs.
20 lbs.
19 lbs.
23 lbs.
26 lbs.
26 lbs.
37 lbs.
29 lbs.
31 lbs.
33 lbs.

Price
$152.25
$152.50
$169.95
$182.95
$186.75
$189.25
$206.50
$213.75
$253.95
$256.50

Single Standard Letter or Numeral Brander
Catalog No. Height Face
Sh. wt.
1⁄4"
4 lbs.
Z08185N111 2"
9⁄16"
5 lbs.
Z04684N111 3"
3⁄8"
5 lbs.
Z08187N111 31⁄2"
9⁄16"
5 lbs.
Z04685N111 31⁄2"
3⁄8"
5 lbs.
Z08188N111 4"
9⁄16"
5 lbs.
Z04686N111 4"

Two Standard Letter or Numeral Brander
Catalog No.
Z04391(A)N111
Z04391(B)N111
Z03541(A)N111
Z03541(B)N111
Z03541(C)N111
Z03541(D)N111
Z03541(E)N111
Z03541(F)N111

Height Face

2"
21⁄2"
3"
31⁄2"
4"
3"
31⁄2"
4"
Specify two letters/numbers.

1⁄4"
5⁄16"
3⁄8"
3⁄8"
3⁄8"
9⁄16"
9⁄16"
9⁄16"

Sh. wt. Price
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75
$118.75

6 lbs.
6 lbs.
8 lbs.
8 lbs.
8 lbs.
8 lbs.
8 lbs.
8 lbs.

Three Standard Letter or Number Brander
Catalog No.
Height Face
Sh. wt.
3⁄8"
10 lbs.
Z04394(A)N111 3"
3⁄8"
10 lbs.
Z04394(C)N111 4"
9⁄16"
10 lbs.
Z04394(F)N111 4"

Price
$44.25
$47.50
$47.75
$47.50
$50.75
$50.50

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Freeze-Branding Irons

Price
$133.25
$133.25
$133.25

Specify three letters/numbers.
Quotation for specially designed irons are
available upon request. Your hand-drawn
design is required prior to quotes.

Specify letter or number desired. Indicate letter or number
by code. EXAMPLE: Z08185(A)N111 brander letter A.
5.
1.

2.

6.

4.

3.

11.

Aluminum Paint
Branding Irons

For marking sale animals and paint-branding sheep.
Made of aluminum castings. Lightweight. Set consists of
nine irons (0-8); each 1⁄2" D.
C01583N111 21⁄2" H x 11⁄4" W. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $72.50
C01584N111 4" H x 2" W. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $73.50
NOTE: Set of 0-8 does not include the number 9.
The 6 iron can be inverted to make the number 9.

9.
7.
8.

Roll-On Tattoo Ink

High-quality, long-lasting tattoo ink in a 2-oz. roll-on
bottle. Easy to use.
1. Black. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C31442N111 — $4.50
2. Green. For dark-colored ears. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C28082N111 — $6.30

Tattoo Paste

Formulated to be thick and rich, ensuring a long-lasting
tattoo mark. 5-oz. tube of permanent ink.

7. Black. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C31454N111 — $8.35

8. Green. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C34198N111 — $8.95

Ketchum Animal Tattoo Ink Paste

C31441N111 — $6.25

4. Black Tattoo Ink

11. Worx™ Tattoo Ink Hand Cleaner

Provides long-lasting, high-quality tattoo marks on
animals. 3-oz. jar. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Used by USDA state associations and breeders.
Smooth, permanent ink for tattooing cattle, sheep,
and poultry. When thoroughly rubbed into the tattoo
perforations, the fine pigment of this ink heals into the
skin leaving a long-lasting identification. 3-oz. jar (paste).
Black. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C01357(A)N111 — $5.75

For your convenience, Nasco offers 99% pure
isopropyl alcohol.
◆KM00641N111 3.8-liter bottle.
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. — $31.50
◆KM00803N111 5-gal. can. N
Sh. wt. 37 lbs. — $127.75
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx®
Hazardous Material Surcharge.

10.

Extensively tested and recommended by the American
Angus Association. Suggested for all dark-eared
cattle, sheep, and hogs. Highly concentrated pigments
ensure deep penetration and permanent mark. Green.
Nontoxic.
9. C01885N111 1-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $5.55
10. C15494N111 5-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $14.55

3. Green Tattoo Ink

Isopropyl Alcohol

12.

2+ $5.05

5. Black Tattoo Ink

For use with ink pads and animal tattooers. Quart.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C15194N111 — $27.95

6. Ketchum White Animal Tattoo Paste

Apply a coating of white paste to surface to be tattooed.
After using tattoo instrument, rub more paste into punctures to ensure a lasting mark. 5-oz. jar. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C29645N111 — $11.05

Organic, biodegradable cleaner ideal for removing
tattoo inks or grease. Includes skin conditioner. 61⁄2-oz.
squeeze bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C26069N111 — $27.75

12. Scourable Sheep
Branding Liquid — SI-RO-MARK

Fluid most commonly used with branding irons. Made
in Australia specifically for use on sheep as a marking
fluid. Tested by CSIRO and proven to be scourable.
Excessive application should be avoided as it may result
in discoloration after scouring. Do not dilute with other
solvents as this practice will cause the brand to become
non-scourable. Marking will last 2-4 months with variables such as weather, wool, etc. Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C13446N111 Blue
C13448N111 Green
C13447N111 Red

Each — $49.95
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Tattooers + Supplies

Nasco & STONE — A PARTNERSHIP FOR OVER 60 YEARS!
STONE Manufacturing & Supply Company

Since 1932, STONE Manufacturing & Supply Company has established a tradition of American-made quality and service. STONE takes pride in
the fact that their products are designed, manufactured, assembled, and packaged in Kansas City, Missouri. Employees at Stone are dedicated to
excellence in the pursuit of quality, service, and innovation. STONE Manufacturing & Supply Company believes that there are no substitutes for
excellent products supported by sincere and forthright customer service, and we at Nasco agree.

2.
1.

Revolves!

FEATURED

1. Nasco’s 3⁄8" Digits
Pro-Vet-500 Tattoo Outfit

One easy squeeze gives deep penetration without
causing forearm fatigue! Designed especially for the
herdsman or veterinarian to help eliminate forearm
fatigue and strain that can result from tattooing
large numbers of animals. Special double-action
construction of these pliers provides a shorter, easier
pull. With one smooth squeeze, needles penetrate
deep into the ear to facilitate permanent identification.
Holds five standard 3 ⁄ 8" interchangeable digits. Cast
aluminum alloy is lightweight, yet strong and durable.
Complete set consists of pliers, set of 3 ⁄ 8" digits 0-9,
and a 3-oz. jar of black tattoo ink. NOTE: Unit comes
with one set of digits. To tattoo an 11 requires two sets;
a 111, three sets; etc. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C14763N111 — $134.60 Nasco Price $129.75
Pliers 3⁄8" Digits Only. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C13974N111 — $108.95

3.

2. Nasco’s 3⁄8" Digits Tattoo
Outfit with Automatic Ear Release

Our most popular tattooer used by leading breeders and recommended by breed associations.
Precision made of a special aluminum alloy. Ear release automatically frees ear to avoid scratches
and illegible marking caused by animal jerking when the instrument is removed. Holds up to four
digits with each digit inserted individually from the front. Specially designed so the digits cannot
be placed upside down. Uses 3⁄8" digits for cattle and most other livestock. Sharp, hard steel pins
3
⁄8" H are used in dies. Complete outfit consists of pliers, set of 3⁄8" digits (0-9), and 3 oz. of black
tattoo ink. NOTE: Unit comes with one set of digits. To tattoo an 11 requires two sets; a 111, three
sets; etc. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C05680N111 — $57.50
C05681N111 Ear release tongs only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $49.95

3. Nasco’s 3⁄8" Digits Revolving-Head Tattoo Outfit with Ear Release

Made of special aluminum alloy. Head holds four dies on each side, for a total of eight digits. Size 3⁄8"
revolving-head tattoo outfit. Use one bar for farm code, and second bar for animal ID! Includes tongs,
3
⁄8" numbers (0-9), and 3-oz. jar of black ink. NOTE: Unit comes with one set of digits. To tattoo an 11
requires two sets; a 111, three sets; etc. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C02307N111 — $71.50

Actual Size of 3⁄8" Digits

5.
4.

Actual Size of 5⁄16" Digits

Actual Size of .3" Digits

4. Small Animal Tattoo Outfit Featuring .3" Digits

Extra Numbers and Letters for Nasco’s Tattoo Outfits

C05676N111 3⁄8" number set (0-9).
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $19.90
C05677N111 3⁄8" number (specify number).
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $2.90
C05678N111 3⁄8" letter set (A-Z).
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $49.95
C05679N111 3⁄8" letter (specify letter).
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $2.90
Indicate letter or number by code. Example C05678(A)N111 tattoo
letter A. When ordering tattoo outfits, you will receive only the
basic numbers 0 through 9. To produce tattoos with repeating
digits such as 22, 222, etc., you will need to order extra digits.

TO ORDER EXTRA INK, SEE PAGE 21.

The only six-digit tattoo marker available for small animals such as rabbits, hamsters, cats, and dogs.
This small instrument with 5" comfortable handles holds up to six digits in a space of 2". Digits are
0.3" (slightly larger than 1⁄4"). Digits will not fit standard pliers. Complete outfit includes pliers, set
of digits 0-9, and a 3-oz. jar of black ink. NOTE: Unit comes with one set of digits. To tattoo an 11
requires two sets; a 111, three sets; etc. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C11418N111 — $56.75
C11419N111 Set of .3" 0-9 digits. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $19.95
C11420N111 Set of .3" A-Z letters. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $51.95
C11421N111 Individual .3" digits or letters. Indicate letter or number by code.
EXAMPLE: C11421(A)N111 tattoo letter A. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $2.90

5. 5-Digit Tattoo Outfit with 5⁄16" Digits and Automatic Ear Release

Positive ear release lifts needles and prevents scratches and blurred tattoos. Designed in the
same general style as regular cattle tattoo markers, but reduced in size to make work more convenient with small animals. Tongs measure 81⁄2" L and have a total capacity of five digits. Special 5⁄16"
dies are used in the instrument. Comes complete with pliers, one set of dies (0-9), and a 3-oz. jar
of black ink. NOTE: Unit comes with one set of digits. To tattoo an 11 requires two sets; a 111, three
sets; etc. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C02309N111 — $60.75
C02096N111 Set of 5⁄16" 0-9 digits. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $19.90
C02097N111 Set of 5⁄16" A-Z letters. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $45.95
C02098N111 Individual 5⁄16" letter or number die. Indicate letter or number by code. EXAMPLE:
C02098(A)N111 tattoo letter A. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $2.90
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Make your own grid and write in your number and letter choices.
Grid must accompany order for rotary pliers.

FEATURED

Pro Rotary Tattoo
Outfit — Four or Five Chain

Standard Four-Digit Rotary Tattoo Pliers

Customized Rotary Tattoo Pliers

Provides better herd management with thousands
of possible combinations up to five digits across.
Each 3⁄8" digit is constructed of sturdy lightweight
cast aluminum alloy. Double-action handle bites
deep with short, easy pull — prevents forearm fatigue. Includes pliers and 3-oz. jar of ink. Features
digits 0-9 with two blanks. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C15512N111 4-digit pliers — $281.50
C13651N111 5-digit pliers — $318.95

Rotary tattoo pliers with 40 digits at your fingertips!
3
⁄8" digits are arranged in endless chains, each chain
contains 10 numbered digits (0-9), and two blank
spaces. Easy to operate, just like a dating stamp.
Digits are easily turned by a slight pressure of the
thumb. Features steel handles (heat treated for
strength), brass digit plates with nickel-plated steel
digit needles, nylon rollers, and pawls. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C00016N111 — $239.75

Ketchum Model 201B Ear Tattooer

This fine tattooer features the special Ketchum chisel point
pin that gives the illusion of continuous line character.
Fast, easy tattoo character change. Strong spring
for quick, easy release and a comfort grip for
long-term use. Uses 5⁄16" (8 mm) size characters
(not included). Holds up to six characters in one
row. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

You can order a customized version of the four-digit
or five-digit rotary tattoo pliers that are described at
left. The pliers can be customized to your individual
needs with a combination of letters and/or numbers.
Limit of 12 digits per chain. Please specify letters
and/or numbers for each chain when ordering. Cannot be returned for credit. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
Z15603N111 4-digit pliers — $308.75
Z11845N111 5-digit pliers — $336.50

Ketchum 2-Row
Double-Action Ear Tattooer

A popular size for tattooing newborn pigs from
4-21 days old, dogs, rabbits, and other small
animals. Rapid character exchange in either row as
each row is served by the unique Ketchum lever
lock-bar mechanism. Comfort grip for easy long-term
use. Strong spring for quick release. Holds one row of
seven 1⁄4" (6 mm) characters each (characters not included).
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31945N111

C31945N111 — $64.50

Individual Tattoo Characters and Sets

C33091N111 — $55.25
Characters 0-9. 1⁄4". Specify number(s)

C33091N111

Order the individual tattoo digits you need or purchase a complete set.
Characters A-Z. Specify letter(s)
Characters 0-9. Specify number(s)
desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Characters A-Z. 1⁄4". Specify letter(s)
desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C23071N111 — $8.25
Complete Set of Numbers 0-9.
C23351N111 — $65.95

LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION

Tattooers + Supplies

C26478N111 — $7.25
Complete Set of Numbers 0-9. 1⁄4".

C23073N111 — $8.25
Complete Set of Letters A-Z.

Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C23352N111 — $146.95

C26479N111 — $127.25

C26480N111 — $48.75

Indicate number or letter by code. EXAMPLE: C23073(A)N111 tattoo letter A.

C26477N111 — $7.25
Complete Set of Letters A-Z. 1⁄4".

Indicate letter or number by code. EXAMPLE: C26477(A)N111 tattoo letter A.

HALTERS
HALTER SIZE GUIDELINES
CALF: From 250 lbs. – 650 lbs.
YEARLING | SMALL: From 650 lbs. – 1,000 lbs.
COW/STEER | MEDIUM: From 1,000 lbs. – 1,300 lbs.
LARGE COW/BULL: 1,300 lbs. and up

Flat Strap Halters

Beautiful leather and workmanship. Outstanding halters made
of select cowhide with edges neatly burnished and finished. All
nickel-plated hardware and swivel chains. 40" L x 1" W leather lead
straps. Calf, yearling, and cow/steer halters each have a 1" crown
and cheek strap. Best used on beef cattle.

Size
Calf
Yearling
Cow/Steer

Black
C10748N111
C10749N111
C01807N111

Natural
C00059N111
C00060N111
C00061N111

Sh. wt.
1.50 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.50 lbs.

Scalloped Halters

Price
$30.95
$31.25
$32.25

C10748N111

Budget-priced, but attractive and durable. Scalloped piece sewn to cheek and
nose straps. High-quality construction. 40" L x 1" W lead straps. Black.
C04432N111 Calf. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $37.75
C04433N111 Yearling. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $39.95
C04434N111 Cow/Steer. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $39.75
C04435N111 Large Cow/Bull. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $44.50

C00059N111

C04432N111

C29941N111

Weaver® Black Magic Show Halters

Black hardware blends in with animal’s hair and won’t detract judge’s attention
from animal’s features. Double crown adjustments. Glossy black finish over
steel hardware and zinc die-cast buckles. Bridle leather. 20" chain and 36"
lead. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C29941N111 Small — $46.75
C29942N111 Medium — $47.95
C29943N111 Large — $50.25

Engraved Silver Plate for Halter

Use as an award, or put your farm name, animal’s name, etc., on one of our traditional-style, round-strap halters. Engraved silver plate can be riveted to either
side of the halter. It will be riveted to the exhibitor side (left side when looking from rear of animal) if not specified. 3⁄4" L x 31⁄4" W plate will hold up to three lines of
information, 20 letters per line maximum. Silver color to match the chain on the halter. Halter not included. You must specify engraving desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

L03140N111 — $4.00
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Halters + Leads

SLIMLINE SHOW
HALTER SIZE GUIDELINES

Slimline
Single-Buckle
Round-Strap
Show Halters

Newborn: Fits up to 250 lbs.
Calf: From 250 lbs. – 750 lbs.
Yearling: From 750 lbs. – 1,000 lbs.
Cow/Steer: From 1,000 lbs. – 1,200 lbs.
Large Cow/Bull: 1,200 lbs. and up

The “show” side buckle
has been eliminated
and the cheek strap
reduced to 3⁄4" to make
these halters more sleek
and attractive, allowing
the animal’s head to be
shown off with a more
refined look. Nickel-plated
hardware, swivel snaps,
and one adjustable buckle. 50" L lead strap.

Size

Slimline Double-Buckle
Round-Strap Show Halters

C24087N111
C24083N111

Chocolate
Sh. wt.
C24087N111 C24083N111 1.25 lbs.

Each
$34.95

C24088N111 C24084N111 1.25 lbs.

$35.25

C24089N111 C24085N111 1.25 lbs.
C24090N111 C24086N111 1.25 lbs.

$35.50
$36.50

Black

Dairy & Beef Calf
Dairy Cattle & Beef
Heifers Yearling
Dairy Cattle Cow/Steer
Dairy Cattle Large Cow/Bull

Quality halters made 1⁄4" thinner to show off the animal’s head. The thinner nose piece gives the animal
a more refined look. Nickel-plated hardware, swivel
snaps, and two adjustable buckles with a finer-link
chain than other halters. 54" x 3⁄4" lead strap.

Size

Dairy & Beef Newborn
Dairy & Beef Calf
Dairy Cattle & Beef Heifers Yearling
Dairy Cattle Cow/Steer
Dairy Cattle Large Cow/Bull

Black
C24091N111
C15950N111
C15951N111
C15952N111
C18979N111

C15950N111
C13362N111

Chocolate
C24092N111
C13362N111
C13364N111
C13363N111
C18980N111

Sh.wt.

Each
$37.75
$40.95
$42.50
$43.50
$45.50

1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.

3+
$35.22
$38.21
$39.65
$40.59
$42.45

Nasco's Round-Strap Show Halters

Beautiful halters enhance the appearance of your show animals. Two buckles for adjusting
head strap. Round cheek and nose pieces. Matching bright nickel-plated chain (18"- 20").
Chain link size: 1" L x 1⁄2" W. 1" W leather head strap. 40" x 1" leather lead strap. Best used on
beef cattle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C02284N111

C11703N111

C02565N111

Size
Newborn
Calf
Yearling
Cow/Steer
Large Cow/Bull

Black
C10747N111
C02570N111
C02284N111
C02285N111
C12304N111

Size
Calf
Yearling
Cow/Steer
Large Cow/Bull

Natural
C00038N111
C00039N111
C00040N111
C00041N111

Chocolate
----C11703N111
C11702N111
C11705N111
C12305N111
Each
$34.95
$35.75
$36.25
$36.50

White
------------C02565N111
-----

Each
$39.75
$40.25
$40.95
$42.25
$48.95

3+
$36.97
$37.43
$38.08
$39.29
$45.52

3+
$32.15
$32.89
$33.35
$33.58

C00038N111

Sullivan Streamlined Leather
Rolled-Nose Show Halters

Refined halter design is rolled all the way around the ears. Especially
attractive and more feminine on beef heifers or dairy cattle. Side buckle
for easy head strap adjustment. Includes 40" L x 3⁄4" W leather lead strap.
Nickel-plated chain and hardware. Black leather. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Size

C34047N111

X-Small
Small
Medium
Large

Cat. No.
C31748N111
C31749N111
C31750N111
C31751N111

Weight

Chain Size

350-750 lbs.
750-1,050 lbs.
950-1,500 lbs.
1,450-1,700 lbs.

15"
15"
20"
20"

C31748N111

Each
$41.75
$41.75
$42.95
$44.25

C34044N111

Sullivan Classic Leather Rolled-Nose Show Halters
Sullivan’s 1st Class Show Halters

Combines the class and sleekness of matching leather and hardware
with the popular texturized grip. This halter looks clean and flawless
in the show ring, without drawing attention away from the animal.
Leather, hardware, and grip all correspond in color. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
Size
Small
Medium
Large
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Black
C34044N111
C34045N111
C34046N111

Brown
C34047N111
C34048N111
C34049N111

Each
$49.95
$51.50
$53.50

Rolled cheek and nose pieces. Two buckles allow easy head strap adjustment.
Features a 1" W leather head strap and 40" L x 1" W leather lead strap. Nickel-plated
chain and hardware. Quality black leather. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Size
X-Small
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

Cat. No.
C31743N111
C31744N111
C31745N111
C31746N111
C31747N111

Weight

Head
Strap Size

350-650 lbs.

20"

650-1,000 lbs.

22"

850-1,400 lbs.

24"

1,400-1,650 lbs.

26"

1,650 lbs. and up

28"

Chain Size Each
15"
$39.75
15"
$42.95
20"
$44.25
20"
$45.75
20"
$52.75
C31743N111

7/10/17 1:06 PM

1. Nylon Halter

Supreme Web Turnout Cow Halters

Good looks, super strength, and long wearability
combined with Regal hardware make these
outstanding halters. Double-stitched 1" nylon,
nonslip buckle, and adjustable strap. Lead sold
separately below. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Color

Calf up to 400 lbs.
C07892N111
C15944N111
C07893N111
$13.35
$12.68

Red
Black
Blue

Each
3+

Yearling
400-900 lbs.
C07890N111
C15945N111
C07891N111
$13.35
$12.68

Cow/Steer
900- 1,200 lbs.
C07888N111
C15946N111
C07889N111
$13.35
$12.68

Large Cow/Bull
1,200 lbs. and up
C14076N111
C15947N111
C14077N111
$13.35
$12.68

8-ft. Lead Strap with Snap. 1" W nylon.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C14078N111
Each — $7.75
Red

Blue

C14079N111

Black

C16291N111

Economy Calf Halter

1" strap. Low cost, yet well made. Riveted
leather. Adjustable, with bright, nickel-plated
hardware. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C02107N111 — $15.50

12+ $14.26

Designed to be left on the
show animal. Lead may be
attached. Black.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C15156N111 Calf
C15157N111 Yearling
C15158N111 Cow/steer
C18188N111 Large cow/bull

Three times as strong as cotton leads. Made
of polypropylene. 8 ft. L. Has swivel snap.
Black. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

2.

Each — $15.55

2. Nasco’s Heavy-Duty Halters

A tie halter or a lead halter! One of the finest halters we offer. Hook to stall by
bottom ring, or lead using side ring. Has chain throat and chin piece. Leather;
riveted and sewn. Extra heavy duty; all leather is doubled and stitched. Black.
C09990N111 Calf size, 11⁄4". Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $43.25 2+ $40.27
C09991N111 Yearling size, 11⁄4". Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $43.25 2+ $40.27
C09992N111 Cow/steer size, 11⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs. — $43.25 2+ $40.27
C09993N111 Large cow/bull size, 2". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $51.50 2+ $48.98

Weaver® Stierwalt
Breaking Halters

At first glance, this may look like a typical
poly rope breaking halter. Upon closer
inspection, you’ll see special nickel-plated
hardware that allows for quicker pull-andrelease action to help prevent swollen
jaws often caused by the slower release
of conventional breaking halters. The
pressure points and easy-slide action of
this halter simulate the performance of
a show halter and chain so the calf gets
used to the feel of a show halter sooner.
Leads measure approx. 7 ft. L.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

NEW

C32690N111

Magenta/Gray

Black

C32691N111

Dark Blue/
C34601N111
Hurricane Blue/Gray

Blue/Hurricane Blue/Lime Zest

C34599N111

Blue

Polypropylene Rope Lead

1.

SHOWING + GROOMING

Halters + Leads

C34600N111

Each — $9.00
1.

C02460N111 — $5.95

2.

⁄2" Poly Rope

1

600 feet of black poly rope used to make our popular
poly rope halters (C12269N111, listed on page 27).
Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

3.

4.

C13010N111 — $56.75

Cotton Rope Leads

High-quality, white cotton rope
leads. 10 ft. L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C17178N111 Lead with
bull snap — $5.25
C17179N111 Lead with
brass bolt snap — $8.85

5.

1. Weaver® Kirk Stierwalt Sure Hand Lead

Helps young exhibitors control their cattle! Unique foam grip handle and chain encourages a strong or stubborn animal to keep its head up while requiring less strength
from the exhibitor. Easy-care Brahma Webb® strap makes a perfect alternative or
replacement to any standard leather show halter lead. The 36" x 1" lead features a 14"
nickel-plated chain. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34106N111 Black
C34107N111 Brown

C17178N111

C17179N111

Each — $33.95
2. Sure Hand Lead with Pronged Chain. Same as above, but the pronged chain
provides even more control. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Poly Lead Ropes

These 5⁄8" solid premium polypropylene leads have a soft, broken-in feel that’s comfortable and kind to the hands. Each lead features a solid brass bolt snap. 10 ft. L lead
rope. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Red/White/Blue C21019N111

Black/Blue/Green C28420N111

Each — $12.15

C32642N111 Black
Each — $36.95

C34108N111 Brown

3. Weaver® Brahma Webb® Covered Chain Cattle Lead

The durable, nonsticky, heat-sealed, polymer blend material covering on the traditional lead chain provides a comfortable grip for the handler and is great for animals
sensitive to the sound and feel of a chain as it slides through the halter. Features a 36"
lead and a 20" black chain with black covering. Black. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C31118N111 — $23.00

Cotton Lead Ropes

Vibrant color and cotton comfort make these lead ropes a popular choice. These
leads are soft, easy on the hands, and reasonably priced. Nonrust, solid brass 225
snap. Each lead is 10 ft. L x 5⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

(A) Black
(B) Red
Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: C21097(A)N111 Black.

C21097N111 — $7.75

Weaver® Brahma Webb® Pronged Lead Chains

Designed with prongs for training purposes to help control stubborn or hard-to-handle
animals. Constructed using Brahma Webb®, an exclusive brand of durable coated
webbing with a realistic leather grain finish. Weather resistant, easy to clean, and
provides the feel of soft, supple leather. Features a 36" lead with 20" chain.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
4. C32366N111 Black Lead with Black Chain — $24.30
5. C32367N111 Brown Lead with Oil-Rubbed Chain — $24.30
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Polypropylene Calf Halter

Breaking, Training,
3-In-1 Halter®

A calf halter made of three-strand, twisted, monofilament polypropylene; 3⁄8" dia.
10" nose band. 6-ft. lead. Will fit newborn
animal up to 200 lbs. Ends are heat
fused. NO METAL CLIPS. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Break ’em, lead ’em, and wash
’em all with just one halter! Fully adjustable; made of 5⁄8" solid
braided polypropylene rope
for extra strength. Features
a chain for maximum control.
Rope has approx. 4,000 lbs.
breaking strength. Royal blue.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33847N111
C33848N111
Black
C12270N111
Kelly Green C24098N111
Each — $3.50
12-23 $3.23 24+ $3.05
Blue
Red

C13058N111 — $30.50
3+ $
$28.09

Double Rope Ties
Calf Rope Halter

Sturdy, well-finished, calf-size rope halter. Contains 10 ft. of
3-strand 3⁄8" natural fiber rope with 8-ft. lead. Ideal for early
training and 4-H work. Will fit up to 750 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C02111N111 — $8.45

12+ $7.77

Weaver® Adjustable Poly Neck Ropes

Made from twisted, tight-weave polypropylene,
these ropes feature an easy-slide adjustment to fit
any neck size and a braided snap end for maximum
strength. Features brass-plated hardware. 10 ft. x
1
⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

NEW

Baby Calf
Rope Halter

Great for lil’ britches
projects. Plastic fourbraid rope is 11 ft. L x
3⁄8" dia. Black/orange.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Lime Zest/Black

C30062N111

Hurricane Blue/Black

C30063N111

Pink Fusion/Black

C30064N111

Purple Jazz/Black

C30065N111

Convenient polyethylene rope
ties for tethering bulls in stalls
or show barns. Large snap
attaches to ring, and one end of
each rope ties to opposite sides of
stall. Can also be used as a show lead.

NEW 12-ft. Double Rope Tie. 5⁄8" dia.
with 1" bull snap in middle. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C34852N111 — $7.50 12+ $6.82
6-ft. Double Rope Tie. 1⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C04723N111 — $6.75
6-11 $6.16 12+ $5.58

Each — $7.60

C34853N111 — $3.95
10+ $3.63

Security Tie Neck Rope

An adjustable, 18-strand, security tie.
Made of durable plastic twine, this 5⁄8"
dia. rope has a 7- to 8-ft. adjustable
lead. One end is finished with a crown
knot, the other end snaps into a metal
ring. Approx. 101⁄2 ft. L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C09877N111 — $5.50
6-11 $4.82 12+ $4.40

Weaver® Stierwalt Deluxe Livestock
Adjustable Poly Neck Ropes

A simple twist of a screw and slide of stainless
steel hardware provide perfect adjustment every
time to any calf’s neck size. Constructed from
twisted, tight-weave polypropylene, these ropes
feature a braided snap end for added durability.
10 ft. L x 1⁄2" dia. Black. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C32697N111 — $13.70

Weaver® Double Tie Clipping Halter

This rope halter design has an ample lead on each side
for easily tying an animal to a chute, helping to minimize
head movement during clipping. Use in chute only; not
intended for leading animal. Black. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C32689N111 — $12.40

1.

1.

1. Weaver®
Cattle Fly Mask

2.

1. Slimline
Lead Chain

C32361N111

For replacing chains
on Nasco’s Slimline show
halters. Chrome plated. Long
swivel snap. 3⁄4" x 24".
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32368N111

C24566N111 — $3.70

2. Halter Lead Chain

For replacing worn chains on
Nasco’s halters. 20" L with
swivel snap. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C00647N111 Nickel Plated
C07759N111 Brass Plated

3.

Each — $5.25

3. Lead Strap

Made of same material as used in regular Nasco show
halters. 55" L with a formed loop to attach lead chain.
Black. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C28168N111 1" W
C28167N111 3⁄4" W (fits slimline halters)

Each — $16.95

C30061N111

Protect the face and eyes
of your steer or heifer from
those pesky insects and
blowing bedding when
hauling on a trailer. Mesh
construction with fleece lining
features elastic for a great fit.
Easily adjustable hook-and-loop
closures allow for a comfortable fit
on crown and under chin. One size
fits most cattle from 600 to 1,400 lbs.
Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C34071N111 — $22.80

Weaver® Neoprene
Nose Band Covers

2. Weaver® Cattle Blindfold

Pack — $12.40

C34072N111 — $22.80

Protects from chafing and hair loss. 8" long
with hook-and-loop closures. Features a
protective Codura® outer shell. Pack of 2.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32361N111 Blue/Lime
C32368N111 Hot Pink/Purple
C30061N111 Black

2.

Do you have a calf that tends to be a little skittish during
routine activities? The use of a blindfold can help reduce
stress during clipping, vaccinating, ear tagging, and grooming. This blindfold features comfortable fleece lining, elastic
for adjustability, and hook-and-loop closures for perfect fit.
Durable 600-denier construction with water-resistant PVC
coating. One size fits most cattle from 600 to 1,400 lbs.
Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
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NEW
Weaver® Cattle
Rope Halters

Easily adjustable rope halters
are constructed from quality poly
rope in a great selection of trendy
and traditional colors to match the
colors of your favorite ag program
or school. Leads measure approx.
7 ft. L. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

INDICATES NEW PRODUCT

Fully Adjustable Yearling
and Cow Halters

Orange/Pink Fusion/
Purple Jazz

C32692N111

Hot Pink/Coral/Mint C34595N111

Red/Gray

C32693N111

Coral/Gray/Teal

Lime Zest/Pink Fusion/
C32694N111
Purple Jazz
Blue/Hurricane Blue/
C32695N111
Lime Zest
Purple/Black/Teal

C34594N111

C34596N111

Gray/Lavender/Mint C34597N111
Mint

C34598N111

Brown

C34593N111

Each — $5.80

Heavy-Duty
Plastic Rope Halters

All-plastic halters at a bargain price!
Extremely useful when washing cattle
for show because halters will not rot
or swell. Durable, well-finished halters
have adjustable leads and are finished
with a secure crown knot. Ideal for early
training and 4-H work.
3
⁄8" Calf Size. 10 ft. of 3⁄8" rope with 7-ft.
lead. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Hot Pink/Black
C12269N111
Lime Green/White
C13411N111
Lime Green/Pink
C13412N111
Red/White
C24096N111
Blue/White
C34849N111
Black/Green
C24097N111
Black/Blue
C27926N111
Black/Lime
C27927N111
12+ $5.00 24+ $4.50

Black
Red
Blue
Kelly Green
Teal Green
Purple
Purple/Black
Black/Orange

Each — $5.50

NEW

lead. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C10852N111 — $7.25 12+ $6.74
3
⁄4" X-Large Cow/Bull Size. 17 ft. of 3⁄4"

C27928N111
C27929N111
C27930N111
C34383N111
C34384N111
C34385N111
C34386N111
C34387N111

Quick-Release Halter

C10853N111 — $6.80 12+ $6.33
1
⁄2" Cow Size. 13 ft. of 1⁄2" rope with 9-ft.

C34850N111

rope with 9-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34850N111 — $7.95

Fits yearling to full-grown cattle.
121⁄2-ft. cut of 1⁄2" polypropylene
rope. 7-ft. lead rope. Rot and mildew resistant. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

SHOWING + GROOMING

Training Halters

When you finish performing various
veterinarian tasks, do you find the
animal has pulled so hard the halter will
not come off? It won’t happen with this
halter! Just pull the cord and the animal
is free. Constructed of polypropylene so
it is strong and moisture will not affect it.
Has a built-in quick-release honda,
10 ft. L. 1⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C12958N111 — $8.50

12+ $7.54

Polypropylene X-Large Cow Halters

Ideal halter for training animals to lead. A strong
halter constructed of three-strand, twisted
monofilament polypropylene. 5⁄8" dia. 9-ft. lead
with 15" nose band. Ends are heat fused and
end whipped. No metal clips. Minimum breaking
strength of 5,580 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Black and White
Black and Purple
Red, White, and Blue

Each — $8.90

6-11 $8.61

C14594N111
C24099N111
C24119N111
12+ $8.22

Polyethylene Halters

Made of heavy 1⁄2" woven polyethylene.
10" nose band. Self adjustable. 7-ft. lead.
Fiber U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C02377N111 Green/White
C13057N111 Black/White

Each — $5.90

12+ $5.18

Heavy-Duty Sisal Rope Halters

Best-quality, handmade sisal rope halters.
The rope’s roughness is eliminated, as all
protruding fibers are carefully burned off.
Adjustable to almost any size animal.

NEW 1⁄2" Rope Halter. 12 ft. of 1⁄2",
four-braid sisal rope. For younger heifers
or calves. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C34851N111 — $5.20 12+ $4.92
5⁄8" Rope Halter. Contains 13 ft. of sisal rope featuring a full 5⁄8"

adjustable 7-ft. lead with the end smoothly finished in a crown knot.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C00068N111 — $8.55

C07972N111

C00066N111

Extra Heavy-Duty Nylon Rope Halter

An excellent choice for those who want a strong, long-lasting halter. Designed
especially for veterinarians and cattlemen who use a halter each day. Made from soft,
pliable nylon rope, 7⁄16" dia. This halter has a 7-ft. lead rope and connections are made
with heavy-duty steel clamps designed for this purpose. White. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C07972N111 — $9.50

6+ $8.97

Diamond Sisal Rope Halter

Adjustable halter is practical for stable, shipping, and show use on both cattle and
horses. Nose band is top-quality russet strap leather, attached with four solid steel
rivets. Has a wire clip at lead rope end. Adjustable to any size. 7-ft. lead, 5⁄8" dia.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C00066N111 — $8.20

3+ $7.67

12+ $7.69

Nasco’s 5⁄8" Fits-All Sisal Rope Halter

The unique design of this natural fiber halter
makes it adjustable enough to fit any size animal.
One halter can be used on a calf or a mature cow
with equal fit. Simply loosen the adjusting ring
and slide the loose rope through until the halter
fits properly. Developed by a rancher to meet the
different halter-size needs found on many farms
and ranches. 81⁄2-ft. lead. 5⁄8" halter.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C10907N111 — $7.90

C07431N111

6+ $7.20

Extra-Large ⁄4" Super-Strong Sisal Rope Halter
3

For extra-large cattle and bulls. Fully adjustable, one-piece rope with no clip at the
lead end. 15 ft. of 3⁄4" sisal rope with 9-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C07431N111 — $9.75

3-5 $9.53

6+ $8.96
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Snaps

BRASS SNAPS
1.

3.

2.

CADMIUM-PLATED SNAP
4.

5.

1. Triggerbull™ EZ Open Snap Hook

Brass, swivel-eye with easy-open spring, loaded-trigger bull
snap. Easy-open trigger. Patented. Easy one-hand operation.
1" snap. 4" overall length. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

4. Animal Tie/Round Swivel-Eye Snap
Solid brass, 1⁄2" snap opening, round swivel eye.
4" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C27488N111 — $4.35

C12879N111 — $7.10

2. Bolt/Open Rigid-Eye Snap

swivel eye. 33⁄8" L x 11⁄5" overall. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

round swivel eye. 43⁄4" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C12877N111 — $5.95

10+ $2.91

10+ $5.49

NICKEL-PLATED SNAPS

6.

1. Malleable Iron Fixed-Eye Bull Snap
7.

2.

Carefully toughened by slow heating and gradual cooling. Has the strength you need in a bull
snap to take punishment and hold weight safely.
33⁄4" L x 7⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C33648N111 — $2.55

8.

3. 1" Harness Swivel-Eye Bolt Snap

10+ $1.41

4 1⁄ 2" overall, 1⁄ 2 " ring-size snap opening.
Nickel plated. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C00511N111 — $2.50 10+ $2.40
Extra-Heavy Snap for Bulls. Cast iron. 53⁄16"

10. Double-Ended Bolt Snap

C00512N111 — $5.20

C27439N111 — $2.50

overall. 5⁄8" snap opening. Swivel eye. Nickel
plated. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

10+ $4.74

5. 7⁄8" Fixed-Eye Bolt Snap
11.

5
⁄8" nickel snap, round swivel eye, 31⁄2"
overall length. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Medium Snap. Nickel plated. 3 ⁄4" overall. ⁄16"
9

snap opening. 7⁄8" swivel eye. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

5.

8. 5⁄8" Swivel-Eye Bolt Snap

9. Heavy Double-Pattern Snap

4. Cattle Tie Snaps
3

10.

10+ $1.82

C02836N111 — $1.50

C27438N111 — $1.60
4.

C25115N111 — $2.00

C27437N111 — $1.65

10+ $1.02

Nickel-plated, die-cast zinc alloy, 1" eye,
31⁄8" overall, 5⁄16" snap opening. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
9.

Nickel-plated snap. Die-cast, rustproof zinc alloy
with stainless steel rings. 3⁄4" eye. 1⁄2" snap. 35⁄16" L
overall. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Rustproof, nickel-plated, die-cast zinc alloy, 1" eye, 311⁄16"
overall, 5⁄16" snap opening. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

⁄2" round, 21⁄2" overall length, 3⁄8" ring-size
snap opening. Nickel plated. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
1

C02832N111 — $1.15

6. 3⁄4" Swivel-Eye Boat Snap

7. 1" Swivel-Eye Bolt Snap

2. Trigger Snap

3.

Fixed-eye bolt snap of nickel-plated,
malleable iron. 33⁄4" L with 9⁄16" opening.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C28336N111 — $3.10

C02840N111 — $1.35

10+ $1.20

Nickel-plated, die-cast zinc alloy, 4" overall, 5⁄16" snap opening. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

11. 5⁄8" Swivel-Eye Panic Snap

Nickel-plated, die-cast zinc alloy, 5⁄8"
eye, 41⁄4" overall, 1⁄2" snap opening.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C27436N111 — $3.85

ZINC-PLATED SNAPS
1.

10+ $2.54

C12875N111 — $1.70 10+ $1.60
Heavy Duty. Solid brass, 1⁄2" snap opening,

Solid brass double-end bolt snap. 43⁄4" L with 1⁄2" openings.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

1.

C04409N111 — $2.85

Light Duty. Solid brass, 3⁄8" snap opening, round

10+ $2.52

3. Double Snap

C28261N111 — $3.25

Cast iron, 7⁄16" ring-size snap opening. 1" eye,
4 3⁄4" overall length. Cadmium plated.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

5. Bolt/Round Swivel-Eye Snaps

Solid brass, 3⁄8" snap opening, 1⁄4" eye opening. 33⁄8" L overall.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C12878N111 — $2.70

Loxpring Swivel Round-Eye Snap

10+ $6.38

2.
1.

3.

3.

1. All-Purpose Snaps

2.

Zinc-plated, normal steel snaps.
3
⁄16" Snap. 2" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

1. Malleable Iron Snap

Made of malleable iron in the sand cast method, tumbled
smooth, and then zinc-plated to protect from rust. Widely used
in farming and ranching as it gives a rugged appearance and
holds up well to tough use. 51⁄16" L x 11⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32130N111 — $3.50

2. Bolt Snap

Zinc plated over malleable iron, open eye, light chain pattern.
1
⁄ 2" eye, 4" overall, 3⁄ 8" ring-size snap opening. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C02404N111 — $1.20

10+ $1.08

3. Extra-Heavy Swivel-Eye Bull Snap

Zinc-plated malleable iron, 1" eye, 53⁄16" overall, 5⁄8" snap opening.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27435N111 — $5.95

Quick Links

For quick connection of chain, cables,
and wire rope. No tools required. Easily
tightened with fingers. Can be used over
and over again. Have tensile of proof coil
and BBB chain. 1⁄8" zinc-plated steel.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C15477N111 21⁄4" L, 9⁄32" jaw opening.

Each — $ .78 10+ $ .72
C15476N111 215⁄16" L, 3⁄8" jaw opening.
Each — $1.35 10+ $1.20
C25113N111 19⁄16" L, 3⁄16" jaw opening.
Each — $ .59 10+ $ .52
C25114N111 113⁄16" L, 1⁄4" jaw opening.
Each — $ .68 10+ $ .64

C14681(X)N111 — $ .70 10+ $ .67
9
⁄32" Snap. 23⁄4" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32973(X)N111 — $ .90 10+ $ .81
7
⁄16" Snap. Spring link. 3" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C14682(X)N111 — $ .92 10+ $ .83

2. Spring Snap

Steel wire, zinc plated, 21⁄2" overall, 5⁄16" snap opening.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C02831N111 — $ .57

10+ $ .54

3. Tie Ring

A stable necessity. Mount wherever you usually want
to tie livestock in stalls, stables, trailers, etc. Galvanized
finish. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C05288N111 — $1.30

10+ $1.14
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Nylon Collars

Heavy-duty collars made to last! Calf collar is constructed of two layers of high-quality nylon webbing; the yearling
and cow collars are made from triple layers of webbing. Each collar includes a nickel-plated buckle and D-ring.

Color

Calf

Red
Black
Blue

Each

Yearling

37" L x 11⁄2" W

Cow/Steer

X-Large Cow

Bull

30" L x 1" W

C18720N111
C19645N111
C14329N111

C14330N111
C19646N111
C18722N111

C18721N111
C19647N111
C14331N111

C16210N111
C19648N111
C18723N111

———
C18724N111
———

44" L x 11⁄2" W

50" L x 11⁄2" W

56" L x 2" W

Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

$7.05

$8.30

$8.90

$10.40

$14.15

SHOWING + GROOMING

Collars & Neck Straps

NYLON COLLARS

Calf Neck Strap

C00367N111

Made of best-grade natural skirting leather, 3⁄16" thick.
Strap is 30" L x 1" W. Stitched and riveted. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C00364N111 — $10.20

12+ $9.44

C00366N111

Nylon Cow Neck Strap

Made of heavy nylon, 3⁄16" thick, this strap is actually
stronger than leather. There are no rivets or buckles to
weaken the strap, and the nylon will never rot or get stiff
in cold weather. One-piece white strap is equipped with
an extra-large lead ring. 42" L x 11⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C00365N111

Bull Neck Strap

Strong, average-duty bull neck strap. Two-ply, heavy,
best-grade harness leather, 2" W, sewn together for
extra strength. Nickel-plated buckle. Metal D-ring held
by wedges and four rivets. 50" L. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C00367N111 — $45.95

Superior-Quality Neck Straps

Made of unusually strong leather with chrome-plated
buckle and D-ring. Assembled with large, sturdy rivets.

Size 45" L, 11⁄2" W, 3⁄16" Thick. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C00366N111 — $20.15 12+ $19.09
Size 42" L, 11⁄4" W, 3⁄16" Thick. Nickel plated.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C00365N111 — $15.05

C09902N111 — $14.05

Harness Leather
Center Ring Cow Neck Strap

Stationary center ring makes attaching the tie rope
easier. Neck strap in riveted russet harness leather with
nickel-plated hardware. Cow size measures 45" L x
13⁄4" W. Brown. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28224N111 — $20.85

Nylon Neck Strap with Buckle

12+ $14.19
2.

3.

A heavy-duty neck strap made of 3⁄16" nylon that will
never rot or get stiff in cold weather. Buckle holes are
reinforced with a leather band. Includes nickel-plated
buckle and D-ring. 43" L x 11⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C13506N111 — $16.70

1.

1. Rattle Paddles

Add inches to your arm length! Animal-friendly paddles help move livestock easily. Handle is
fitted with a rubber grip for better handling and extra comfort. Steel balls trapped in the paddle
allow you to move animals by sound alone. Make moving, sorting, and loading livestock easier.
Shatterproof 1⁄2" extruded fiberglass core, comes with a rubber handle so no more splinters!
Heavy-duty one-piece construction.
C34272N111 37" L. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $13.45
C34271N111 47" L. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $14.95

Nylon Neck Strap

Made of thick woven material, this 45" L x 15⁄8" W x 1⁄8"
thick strap has a soft feel that keeps its shape and
strength in any weather condition. Features polished
plated steel hardware and D-ring. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C31296N111 — $8.85

2. Sorting Flags

These flags work well for turning, moving, and sorting cattle and horses; flagging colts; and for
lunging horses. Tightly woven nylon thread, large rubber handle, and ripstop nylon flag. Flag
color may vary — no choice. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C28845N111 52" L — $21.20
C28846N111 60" L — $21.40 N

3. Sorting Poles with Golf Grip

41⁄2-ft. sorting poles are made of 1⁄2" fiberglass with golf grip for comfort. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Blue
Orange
Green

Each — $8.80

C31546N111
C31869N111
C31868N111

Red
White
Pink

C31883N111
C31884N111
C31885N111

Nylon Neck Strap

Virtually indestructible! Constructed of 1⁄4" rugged nylon,
tested at 8,600 lbs. The heavy-duty, zinc-plated, rigid
buckle has a welded hook-up ring for added ease.
48" L x 2" W x 1⁄4" thick. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C14597N111 — $11.70
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Neck Sweats + Cattle Leaders + Implants
Black Heat™ Neck Sweat

See dramatic results in just 3 to 5 days! This double-stretch, closed-cell
SBR copolymer neoprene, black sweating material has been scientifically
proven after hours of research to be the best material to reach maximum
sweating potential for cattle. The bonding of advanced microfiber neoprene with the velvet knitted fabric creates more sweating results. No-fray
design features fabric binding sewn around the outer edges to prevent
tearing and to add strength. Hook-and-loop fasteners are permanently
sewn in place for easy positioning.

Sullivan’s Hybrid Heat Neck Sweat

Medium Size. For cattle weighing 550-1,000 lbs.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

A composite sweating system with the benefits of
neoprene and the durability of leather — all in one
deluxe unit. Removable neoprene lining is constructed of a closed-cell SPR copolymer neoprene material that has been scientifically proven to be ideal to
reach maximum sweating potential for cattle. Sewn
with a no-fray fabric binding around the outer edges
to prevent tearing. Durable leather casing surrounds
the neoprene to provide support and protection.
Hook-and-loop attaches the neoprene to the leather,
holding it firmly in place, yet allowing it to be removable for easy cleaning or replacement.
C33345N111 Medium. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $106.25
C33344N111 Large. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $112.75

C26311N111 — $48.95

Large Size. For cattle weighing 750-1,500 lbs.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C26312N111 — $58.95

Weaver® Cattle Neck Sweat

With a high-quality black SBR neoprene lining and fabric exterior, this neck
sweat provides maximum heating potential sure to give your cattle an advantage in the show ring. For maximum results, use the sweat for 6-12 hours each
day, remembering to remove it to allow time for the hair to breathe. Hair underneath the neck sweat should be adequately cleaned and groomed to continue
to promote hair growth. Fabric binding on edges prevents tearing of neoprene
liner. Box-stitched hook-and-loop closure strips provide reinforced strength.
Comes with a nose piece and two loose hook strips for securing the nose piece
in place. Medium size. Fits 550-1,100 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30695N111 — $41.25

CATTLE LEADERS

1.
2.

Self-Piercing Bull Rings
Use this easy-to-clean lead to help with an animal that
has a nose ring. 3 ft. L x 5⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C34109N111 Black
C34110N111 Brown

Each — $11.40

1. Aluminum Cattle Leader

The ideal lead for those hard-to-show animals. Gives
the nose a shorter appearance than other type leads.
Made of strong, lightweight aluminum. Automatic lock
is easily released. Drilled hole to permit oiling of lock.
Permits animal to eat without removal. 21⁄4" x 11⁄4" x 33⁄4" L.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C02159N111 — $23.60

Bull Leader

Bull leader made of
brass alloy with 15" chain.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15052N111 — $11.10

2. “Kantslip” Cattle Lead

Made with a fine-quality holding spring. Easy, quick to
insert and remove. Opens to approx. 25⁄8". Overall width:
3", overall length: 5". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C00247N111 — $8.75

Easy-to-use, durable bull rings. Made from
high- tensile, brass or aluminum material.
Each ring is hand polished and buffed.
The long, sharp point cuts a clean hole.
Includes flathead screw, Allen-head screw,
and Allen wrench.
Size 5⁄16" x 21⁄2". Brass. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

FEATURED

Weaver® Brahma Webb® Nose Lead

C00988N111 — $11.95 10+ $9.19
Size 5⁄16" x 3". Brass. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C04967N111 — $12.50 10+ $10.25
Size 3⁄8" x 3". Available in brass or aluminum.
C02010N111 Brass. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $13.50
10+ $11.20
C33758N111 Aluminum. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $11.10
10+ $9.50
Size 7⁄16" x 31⁄2". Large for big bulls. Brass.

Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C00349N111 — $15.45

10+ $11.89

IMPLANTS

ENCORE® & COMPUDOSE®
Controlled-Release Implant Packages

Provide a daily dose of Estradiol for suckling
steers, pastured steers, and heifers with these
complete packages. Use for increased rate
of weight gain in suckling and pastured
growing steers and for improved feed
efficiency and increased rate of weight gain
in confined steers and heifers. Each package
comes with controlled-release implants, the
COMPUDOSE®/ENCORE® implant gun, and three
C33228N111
needles. Dosage and administration: Insert one
implant under the skin of the ear for suckling steers
at castration or later, pastured growing steers at
weaning or later, and finishing steers and heifers at arrival in feedlot. For subcutaneous ear implantation in steers and heifers only; not for use in veal calves.

100-Dose ENCORE® Implant Package. Each

implant provides an effective daily dose of 43.9
mg Estradiol for 400 days. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33228N111 — $320.95
20-Dose COMPUDOSE® Implant Package.

Each implant provides an effective daily dose of
25.7 mg Estradiol for 168 days. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C33229N111 — $52.95

Implants Only. Each ENCORE® implant pro-

vides an effective daily dose of 43.9 mg
Estradiol for 400 days; each COMPUDOSE®
implant provides an effective daily dose of
25.7 mg Estradiol for 168 days.
C33230N111 Box of 100 ENCORE® implants.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $315.75
C33231N111 Reel of 20 COMPUDOSE®
implants. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $52.50

RALGRO
Anabolic Agent

Implant RALGRO any time
you handle your beef
cattle and you’ll see a
weight gain. RALGRO
is essential to good
C08264N111
cattle management. It is
C08263N111
not a hormone, but the only
growth promoting implant you can use in cattle. It is
implanted subcutaneously on the back side of the ear, one inch from
the head. Animals gain faster and convert feed more efficiently when
they receive life cycle implanting. RALGRO is cleared by the FDA for
use in feedlot steers and yearlings, and growing beef cattle, steer, and
yearling calves. RALGRO is approved for use in replacement yearlings.
There are no withdrawal days using RALGRO. Reimplant every 100 days
for additional gains. The approved dosage for beef cattle is three pellets of 12 mg each, a total of 36 mg of zeranol (the generic name of the
active ingredient) per animal. One cartridge with 24 doses.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C08263N111 — $35.95
RALGRO Gun. Easy to use! Find the proper implanting site, insert the

needle, and pull the trigger. RALGRO is instantly implanted in the animal.
Six needles included. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C08264N111 — $32.50
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Nasco Cattle Calm Pellets

A daily supplement providing 500 mg
of vitamin B-1 and natural herbs that are
known to have a calming effect. Feed
two scoops in morning and two scoops
in evening. May be fed continuously. May
be followed with Nasco Cattle Calm (listed
below) on show day. One tub will last 30
days. 6-lb. tub. Works for animals weighing up to 1,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Golden Flo®

Provide Golden Flo® to improve
hair coat and skin condition;
add energy to rations; enhance
weight gain and maintenance;
control dust; improve feed consumption, as well as efficiency
and palatability; and enhance
feed aroma and texture with a
fruity flavor. Better flowability than
molasses. Less separation and
clumping. No clogging in grinder
or mixer. Contains preservatives
to keep feeds fresh longer. For
beef, dairy, horses, swine, sheep,
poultry, pets, and other small
animals. Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C19007N111 — $28.50

Nasco Cattle Calm Paste

Helps you handle your show animals more
professionally. Administer one tube for an
animal weighing up to 1,000 lbs., two to three
hours before showing time. 1-oz. (32 ml) tube.
Contains Tryptophan. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C19009N111 — $10.40

6+ $9.57

SHOWING + GROOMING

Supplements + Ointments

C20078N111 — $27.25

ShowBloom

The exhibitor’s choice for over 30 years! All natural — not made with any artificial
colors, flavors, or preservatives. Enhances sound genetics and husbandry the natural
way! For beef and dairy cattle, horses, swine, sheep, goats, rabbits, and other small
livestock. Made with brewer’s dried yeast, plant protein products, cane molasses,
processed grain by-products, vitamin A acetate, vitamin D3 supplement, vitamin E
supplement, and ascorbic acid. Produces outstanding hair growth and a shiny, healthy
coat. Increases feed intake and utilization, promotes healthy skin condition, aids muscle development and firmness, and improves hoof condition. Dosage and administration: Feed 8 oz. per day for beef cattle, dairy cattle, and horses; feed 3 oz. per day for
sheep and goats; feed 4 oz. per day for hogs; feed 1 oz. per day for rabbits and small
livestock. 50-lb. bag. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 52 lbs. N

C13580N111 — $56.95

Sullivan’s Show Road
Super Charge B12 Paste

Does your animal act lethargic or run down after
traveling or because of a stressful weigh-in?
Give them a dose of B12 Energy Boost. It contains
a superior balance of vitamin B12 and other
essential vitamins, plus live naturally occurring
microorganisms to boost energy levels and fight
fatigue and sluggishness during times of stress.
Dosage and administration: For show cattle,
give each animal 15 cc prior to leaving for show
and 10 cc each day at the show; for pigs, sheep,
and goats, give 5 cc both before and during the
show. 60 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C30045N111 — $16.50

Sullivan’s Fresh & Feminine

Sullivan’s Show Paste™

The secret to eye-appealing show cattle! The
superior formula features strategic vitamins,
minerals, amino acids, antioxidants, and bypass protein sources. This chemistry boosts
metabolic fat burning that targets specific
areas of the body to reduce fat content, most
notably in the neck and brisket area. All natural
and fertility safe for open and bred heifers,
steers, or bulls. Top dress 6 oz. per head per
day to cattle of this pelleted supplement until
desired freshness is achieved. 40-lb. tub contains 106-day supply. Sh. wt. 47 lbs. N

A terrific product that allows exhibitors to show their animal more safely and professionally. Provides a natural calming effect that lasts for hours with no withdrawal period. Reduces anxiety and helps the animal to stand still better in the show ring. Dosage and
administration: Give one dose to animal two to three hours before show time. Available
for pigs, sheep, and cattle. 32 ml tube. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Show Pig Paste™. Three doses per tube.
C29777N111 — $12.45
Show Sheep Paste™. Tube contains 5-8

Show Cattle Paste™. One tube works for
an animal up to 1,000 lbs.

C16615N111 — $12.45

6+ $11.52

doses, depending on size of sheep.

C29778N111 — $12.30

C33350N111 — $174.95

Vita Charge® Liquid Boost

Horn Weights

Two-piece, clamp-type weights
made of heavy cast iron. Simple
to attach, but almost impossible
to lose because of the locking arrangement. Weights
stay firmly anchored to the horns by means of tapered
points in each half of the weight. Two machine bolts
with lock washers hold the weights on. Sold per pair.
3

⁄4-lb. Horn Weights.

Inside diameter: ⁄8"-1 ⁄16".
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
7

1

C00796N111 — $30.25
1-lb. Horn Weights.

1 1⁄2-lb. Horn Weights.

Inside diameter: 1"-1 ⁄8".
Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
3

C00798N111 — $45.50

Inside diameter: 7⁄8"-13⁄16".
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

A multi-species nutritional supplement to promote feed and water intake while
supporting digestive health. Contains multiple prebiotics, electrolytes, vitamins,
and Amaferm to support normal digestive flora during times of stress, including
showing and transporting. Dosage and administration: Feed for 5-7 days during
transition periods or stress. One liter. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34409N111 — $31.95

Vita Charge® Paste

Stimulate rumen microorganisms to offset the negative effects associated with calving scours, weaning, hauling,
and other stresses. Dosage and administration: For beef and dairy cattle, administer 10 ml orally on back of tongue
for cattle up to 350 lbs. and administer 15 ml orally on back of tongue for cattle over 350 lbs.; for sheep, goats, and
swine, administer 5 ml orally on back of tongue for growing animals and administer 10 ml orally on back of tongue
for mature animals. 80-ml syringe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34410N111 — $16.95

C00797N111 — $35.75

Sullivan’s Appetite Express Probiotic Granules

A great probiotic feed additive to promote aggressive appetites and proper
digestion. Helps maintain a healthy state in your animal’s digestive tract and encourage appetite, even during severe stress periods such as shows. Top dress or
mix into your existing feed in the following manner: Feed ½ oz. per head per day.
To be used on show animals or your general livestock. Great for beef cattle, dairy
cattle, swine, sheep, goats, and horses. 5-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33842N111 — $32.50

Sullivan’s Water Purifier

An ingenious tool that removes chlorine and other
harmful elements from water. The perfect product to
keep your animal drinking while on the show road. It is
also very good to use at home while you are rinsing and
washing your livestock. Purifies so you have water similar
to natural rain water. Helps to promote better hair growth
and reduces flaking skin. Simply screw water purifier on
your faucet. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C31304N111 — $57.50

Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite Express+

Prebiotics, probiotics, and B12 all in one! This super-charged formula will restore
balance and keep your animal on the right track through stressful transportation and showing. Helps bring an aggressive appetite and energy boost to the
animal. Great for beef and dairy cattle, sheep, goats, and horses. Dosage and
administration: 10-15 cc per day orally several days prior to travel to maximize
beneficial microbial flora within the animal; continue to administer orally at the
show to keep your animal′s gut in good health.
C33933N111 60 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.05
C33932N111 300 cc tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $29.75
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Supplements
NEW

NEW
Essential Revive

Show time electrolyte
that hydrates the muscle
cells right before the
show, giving the muscles
“pop” — freshening the top
and improving expression.
It also protects against
stress and keeps your
animal drinking. 8-oz.
bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

C34650N111 — $5.50
12+ $5.15

NEW

Essential Keep’n On Show Enhancing Supplement

Prepares you animal for the show! Provides muscle pop, energy for the arena, fill without weight, 12 vitamins, and nine minerals to help stamina and recovery. 8-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34649N111 — $5.50

12+ $4.75

Essential Double Dip

Use to increase your animal’s appetite and help increase their average daily gain. Dosage and administration: Feed
by mixing one packet per 1⁄2-gallon of water; provide 20 oz. per feeding (packet contains a two-day supply at two
feedings per day). 1-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34648N111 — $5.75

NEW

12+ $5.40

One of the biggest issues when going to a show with
livestock is getting them to drink. This electrolyte paste
contains higher levels of potassium, magnesium, and
sodium along with vital minerals, essential for water
consumption and retention. For best results, follow
up with Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite Express+
(C33933N111 or C33932N111). One 60 cc tube contains
two doses. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34667N111 — $14.50

Sullivan’s LubriSyn™ Liquid Joint Supplement

A revolutionary all-natural, liquid joint supplement to keep your livestock’s joints lubricated and moving smoothly.
The active ingredient is Hyaluronan (HA) that is naturally found in the body as part of synovial fluid, the viscous substance that is noted for its viscoelastic properties as both a lubricant and a shock absorber for the joints. Hyaluronic
Acid replenishes synovial fluid in joints that become broken down as your livestock age and gain weight. LubriSyn’s
is highly absorbed in the upper gastrointestinal (GI) tract of the animal. For optimum results, start 120 days before
show. Daily dosage is recommended (this is important because hyaluronan introduced into the body from any
source lasts only 24 to 48 hours). Dosage and administration: 30 ml once daily to cattle, 15 ml once daily to hogs,
and 10 ml once daily to sheep/goats. Can be safely used in livestock of all ages.

Quart. 31-day supply for cattle. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34537N111 — $93.95

Sullivan’s Show Road
Replenish Electrolyte Paste

Gallon. 126-day supply for cattle. Includes hand pump. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C34536N111 — $278.95

Sullivan’s Show Road Diahalt+

When cattle get stressed from a change in location
or change in feed, it can cause them to have irregular
digestion and diarrhea. This all-natural, anti-scour paste
contains high levels of koalin and pectin as well as
2.5 billion CFU (colony forming units) of Enterococcus
faecium, an important probiotic microorganism that is
beneficial to digestion and rumen action. Especially useful for younger cattle that are being shown for the first
time. For beef cattle only. Dosage and administration:
Administer at a rate of 5 cc per 150-lb. body weight.
80 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34668N111 — $16.50

NEW

Sullivan’s Aspirnfre Paste
Dyne® High-Calorie Liquid Nutritional Supplement for Livestock

The ideal supplement for all classes of livestock. Provides additional calories and
vitamins for thin animals or animals being readied for show. Apply over top, mix into
grain, or feed ration; lower the amount fed according to the improving condition of livestock. Dosage and administration: Feed full-size calf 2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed
miniature calf 1 fl. oz. three times per day, feed full-size adult cattle 4 fl. oz. two times
per day, feed miniature adult cattle 2 fl. oz. two times per day; feed full-size lambs and
kids 1⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed full-size adult sheep and goats 11⁄2 fl. oz. three
times per day, feed miniature adult sheep and goats 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times per day; feed
full-size and miniature baby pigs 1 tsp. per 5 lbs. of body weight per day, feed full-size
adult pigs 11⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed miniature adult pigs 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times
per day. WARNING: Do not feed to cats.
C34742N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $17.85
C34743N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $58.75

NEW

This all natural product assists in the relief of pain.
Can be a benefit for animals that walk stiff. Does not
contain any drugs, so there is no withdrawal period or
side effects. One tube works for animal up to 1,000 lbs.
Administer three hours before time of showing. 32 ml
tube. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C34542N111 — $16.95

Sullivan’s Alert

A caffeine and ginseng instant energy product in a
paste form. For stubborn, lethargic cattle that act too
tame and have no get-up-and-go. A product to put a
little perk in their metabolism; much like what morning
coffee or an energy drink does for you. Natural ingredients, drug-free. NOTE: A small percentage of shows/
state fairs do not allow the use of caffeine products;
please check your rules. 34 ml tube. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C34543N111 — $16.95

NEW

FEATURED

NEW

NEW
Stierwalt
Superflex Joint
Supplement

Veterinary-approved
formula supports normal joint function and
flexibility. Contains
hyaluronic acid, turmeric, glucosamine,
chondroitin, MSM,
yucca root powder,
ascorbic acid, and
vitamin K. Dosage
and administration:
Add 1-2 scoops daily depending on severity of
joint function and flexibility. 6-lb. bag with scoop
included (3-month supply). Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C34768N111 — $120.00

Z1L Natural Livestock Supplement

This top-selling, natural pellet livestock supplement
is the secret to winning that grand champion award!
Whether you’re looking for maximum feed efficiency
during the raising of your animal or trying to avoid
the tightness that makes judges look away from your
animal, you want to use Z1L. Safe for all livestock
species, even breeding stock. Superior bloom and no
withdrawal necessary. Optimum feed efficiency. Dosage
and administration: For cattle, feed at the rate of 6 oz.
per head, per day; for lambs, goats, and pigs, feed at
the rate of 3 oz. per head, per day; for poultry, feed free
choice or mix in feed at a rate of 1-3 oz. per pound of
feed.
C34519N111 71⁄2-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $138.95
C34520N111 15-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. — $248.95
C34521N111 25-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 30 lbs. — $373.95

Crusade™ Electrolytes &
Probiotics for Livestock

Dye-free, stain-free, superior bloom! Premium electrolytes and probiotics that are safe for all livestock
species. When it comes to the stresses of heat and
travel, the ability to quickly rehydrate your animal can
make the difference in the show ring, and electrolytes
and probiotics play a critical part in that process. Will
not stain your champion’s wool or coat. Very palatable.
Dosage and administration: Mix 2 oz. per gallon of
water for moderate stress; mix 5 oz. per gallon of water
for more extreme stress.
C34517N111 1-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $11.95
C34518N111 5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $47.95
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FEATURED
Natural Stride for Livestock

NEW

NEW

A proprietary blend of uniquely balanced
ingredients, carefully designed for greater
relief from swelling and painful joints. Creates
faster recovery times and superior performance
in young and old animals alike. Can enhance
mobility and flexibility while protecting structural
integrity in all classes of livestock. Features the
proven natural ingredient cetyl myristoleate (100% vegetable derived) —
a powerful new nutraceutical for superior joint relief and performance.
Whether it’s swelling, flexibility, joint pain, or just wear and tear, Natural
Stride is the answer. It stands alone as being one of the first and only
joint supplements on the market without glucosamine or MSM. Used and
recommended by veterinarians and industry professionals. Dosage and
administration: For cattle, administer two scoops (60 cc scoop) twice a
day; for larger cattle (1,250+ lb.), administer three scoops twice a day; for
swine, sheep, or goats administer two scoops (29.6 cc scoop) twice a
day. Results are usually evident within three weeks.
C34571N111 5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $82.00
C34572N111 20-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $299.00

NEW

SHOWING + GROOMING

Supplements

NEW

Extreme Natural Stride for Bucking Bulls

Extreme Natural Stride combines the most effective pharmaceutical
ingredients to alleviate stiffness and fight joint pain problems, allowing
more flexibility and motion. Based upon the same principles as Natural
Stride, featuring Cetyl Myristoleate. Also contains Glucosamine, MSM,
Vitamins, Bioflavonoids and Hyaluronic Acid. For breeding animals only.
C34573N111 5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $90.00
C34574N111 20-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $310.00

Hide and Hair for Sheep & Goats

The condition of skin and hair is of utmost importance in the show ring. Not only has this product
been shown to grow hair, but it encourages skin
health which is essential for optimum hair growth.
Contains kelp and seaweed, which have been known
to lower body temperature. Has no added copper,
so it is safe for sheep; but it does contain ammonium
chloride to aid in the prevention of urinary calculi.
Extremely palatable and contains no melatonin

Hide and Hair for Sheep & Goats. Comes in

pelleted form. Dosage and administration: Use as a
top dress and feed 2 oz. (two scoops) per head, per
day to sheep and goats 60-90 days before show,
with optimum results at 90 to 120 days. You should
start seeing results in 45-60 days and, when animals
hit the 90 day mark, they are showing an explosion
of hair! One pail will last 40 days per head. 5-lb. pail.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34575N111 — $54.00
Hide and Hair for Livestock. Comes in granulat-

ed form. Designed to be administered 60-90 days
before show, with optimum results at 90-120 days.
Dosage and administration: 27-lb. pail will last 45
days per head; use as a top dress and feed 9.6 oz.
(11⁄2 scoops) per head per day; you should start seeing results in 45-60 days and, when animals hit the
90 day mark they are showing an explosion of hair.
27-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

C34576N111 — $104.00

NEW

GLU-Coat for Sheep/Goats

Formulated with a unique blend of sugars that
can speed up rumen activity and help with appetite and palatability. Also contains Cell-rate,
which supports in the process of cellular replication, supports the animals immune system,
helps animals get through stressful periods, and
aids in muscle and fat development. Fish oil is
also included because it contains the highest
levels of Omega 3 fatty acids to help maintain
quality skin and brighter wool/hair coats. Helps
create higher glucose levels, stored in the body
as fat to lay on a hard fat cover, giving livestock
that bloomy, full, soft look while still maintaining
muscle shape. Dosage and administration: Top
dress feed with 3-4 oz. per head, per day. 25-lb.
jug (400 oz.) provides approximately 100- to
150-day supply per animal. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.

NEW

C34578N111 — $99.00

GLU-Coat for Cattle

Use this unique product to replace any oil or fat that you might be using. GLU-Coat is not a fat
product, it is a sugar product formulated with a blend of sugars that can increase appetite and
palatability. This unique blend of sugars keeps the rumen working longer and faster. Also aids in
the process of cellular replication, supports the animal’s immune system, helps animals get through
stressful periods, and aids in muscle and fat development. A refined flavored fish oil is also included
containing high levels of Omega 3 fatty acids that help maintain a bright, shiny hair coat. Dosage
and administration: Top dress feed with 6-8 oz. per head, per day. 50-lb. jug provides approximately
100- to 150-day supply per calf. Sh. wt. 57 lbs.

C34577N111 — $99.00

NEW

NEW

NEW
SHAG™ for Heifers

All the benefits of an all-in-one, hassle-free feed additive for the
serious cattle feeder, with added technology for your champion
heifer. Pelleted supplement contains soundness additives, probiotics,
electrolytes, vitamins, and minerals, plus body temperature control and
fertility ingredients. Great for hair growth and breeding. Dosage and
administration: For heifers, feed at the rate of 3 oz. per head, once or
twice daily; do not reduce feeding rate once begun.
C34524N111 111⁄4-lb. bag (60 feedings). Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $127.95
C34525N111 221⁄2-lb. pail (120 feedings). Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $237.95

SHAG™ for Cattle

The only all-in-one, hassle-free feed additive for the serious cattle feeder. Pelleted supplement contains soundness additives, probiotics,
electrolytes, vitamins, and minerals. Great for hair growth, conditions hooves, and reduces odor. Dosage and administration: For heifers,
feed at the rate of 3 oz. per head, once or twice daily; do not reduce feeding rate once begun.
C34522N111 111⁄4-lb. bag (60 feedings). Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $127.95
C34523N111 221⁄2-lb. pail (120 feedings). Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $238.95
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Shampoos + Conditioners

NEW

Weaver® Waterless Shampoo

Weaver® Whitening Foam Shampoo

Weaver® Medicated Shampoo

Weaver® Anti-Dandruff Shampoo

Formulated to easily remove dirt, grass, and manure stains with no water required. Great for spot
cleaning when a complete wash is not necessary
or practical. Suitable for use on all livestock.
C30602N111 Quart bottle with inverted sprayer.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $11.30
C30601N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $26.75

This foaming lavender and chamomile formula with coconut oil enhances white colored cattle and gently loosens
and removes dirt and stains while conditioning the coat.
For use on cattle, sheep, swine, goats, horses, or dogs.
May be used with a foamer.
C30574N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $11.85
C30575N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.95

Specially formulated with naturally antiseptic,
antibacterial, and antiviral ingredients like tea tree
oil and eucalyptus. Also conditions skin and repels
insects. Use it as needed or as a preventative
measure to protect livestock from skin problems
if exposed to risk. Suitable for use on all livestock.
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C30604N111 — $16.50

Relieve irritation, itching, and flaking caused by dandruff. Formulated with the trusted antimicrobial zinc
pyrithione, moisturizing aloe vera, and soothing tea tree
oil. Restores healthy, flake-free skin. Seals in moisture to
heal and protect. Effective at both treating and preventing dandruff. Quart. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C34608N111 — $14.95

FEATURED

FEATURED
Weaver® Degreasing Shampoo

NEW

Developed specifically with livestock animals in mind. Hygienic
shampoo strips away grease and show day product. Keeps the
hide free of unwanted organisms. Mild on sensitive hides while still
being extremely efficient at removing grease and soil.
C34061N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $9.30
C34062N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $26.95

“Doc” Brannen’s
Livestock Shampoo

This biodegradable product rinses out easily. Does
not cause skin irritation
or leave a residue. Has a
mild apple fragrance. Half
gallon. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

Weaver® Pro Hair 100

Promotes an ideal environment for healthy hair growth.
Encourages the growth of new hair while revitalizing
existing hair. Nourishing blend of rejuvenating argan oil rich
in vitamins A and E, hair-building hydrolyzed keratin, and
moisture-boosting Pro- Vitamin B5 to maximize hair health.
C34609N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $24.95
C34610N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $61.95

C11716N111 — $20.90
2+ $19.50

NEW
Weaver® eZall® Fly Spray

Weaver® Hide Ointment

This fly spray has combined science and technology with
Mother Nature to provide a powerful defense against pesky
flies and insects. Environmentally friendly and safer for you
and your animal, eZall® is formulated with natural active
ingredients including citronella oil, cedarwood oil, cinnamon
oil, rosemary oil, red thyme oil, and lemongrass oil. Perfect
for equine and livestock animals.
C34611N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $11.95
C34612N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.95

NEW

C34631N111 — $6.50

eZall® Total Body Wash Green

Perfect for washing livestock animals like cattle, sheep, pigs,
and goats, this plant-based body wash effectively loosens dirt
and grime so it can easily be rinsed away — without the hassle
of scrubbing! Its effective, gentle formula results in smooth,
flake-free skin that won’t attract mites or fungus. Just a few
ounces will offer enough cleaning power for a large animal.
C31316N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $16.95
C31315N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $32.25

Weaver® Pre Show Conditioner

The ultimate, dye-free, liquid swine conditioner. Gives pigs a
fresh, smooth, well-conditioned look in the show ring like no
other. Formulated to enhance natural color of show pigs.
C34606N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $18.95
C34607N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $45.95

Orvus® Paste Soap

NEW

NEW

Formulated with zinc oxide, zinc
pyrithione, and aloe vera extract, this
ointment soothes irritations, redness,
and inflammation from skin abrasions.
Expedites healing by forming a moisturizing protective barrier on hide.
Helps treat common topical infections
with powerful antimicrobials. 8-oz.
bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

A neutral, synthetic detergent possessing outstanding
wetting, penetrating, sudsing, and emulsifying properties.
Readily soluble in hot or cold water. Rinses away freely.
Unbreakable 71⁄2-lb. jar. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C01036N111 — $23.95

4+ $23.43

Sullivan’s Double Dip Conditioner

This daily skin and hair conditioning dip is naturally
healthy for hair. Fortified with the VITA HAIR™ nourishing vitamin package to condition and stimulate the
skin and strengthen the hair shaft. Spray once daily
after washing or rinsing to neutralize any soaps left in
the hair, eliminating dandruff. Detangles and separates
hair, allowing comb to easily glide through hair. Adds
a light shine, helps repair split ends, and promotes
an overall healthy hair coat. Will not weigh hair down.
Requires no washing out. Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C34579N111 — $24.50

Nasco’s Coconut
Oil Shampoo

Highly concentrated coconut oil
shampoo used by leading purebred
breeders. Abundant lather in hot or cold
water. Marvelous cleansing properties
leave the hair soft with a natural gloss.
C01416N111 Quart.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $11.85
C01417N111 Gallon.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $30.75

Nasco’s White Dazzle Shampoo

Shampoos away yellow stains and leaves hair bright.
Not only does White Dazzle enhance white hair and wool, it will
intensify all hair colors.
C26875N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $8.85
C31035N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $26.25
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Sullivan’s Vita Hair™
Volumizer Foaming Shampoo

Formulated with a natural, plant-based proprietary
surfactant technology that creates an opposite-acting
polar electrical charge within each hair strand that
actually pushes every hair follicle apart. Fortified with
Sullivan’s VITA HAIR™, a nourishing vitamin package
to boost hair and skin health without added weight to
hair. Designed to be used in a foamer.
C32746N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $14.50
C32745N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $32.50

World Champion No-Rinse
Mane & Tail Conditioner

Sullivan’s Clear Choice™ Shampoo

Clear Choice™ is pH balanced for livestock skin and hair, unlike other shampoos that
strip natural oils from the hair and destroy hours of hair training work. Cuts dirt and
grime deep into hair coats and allows hair to separate with ease. Rinses out easily.
Enriched with the VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package for added nourishment to the skin
and hair.
C18996N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $9.10
C33281N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $24.30

The ultimate mane and tail
conditioner, adding incredible body,
fullness, and volume. Moisture-rich,
no-rinse formula softens and makes
manes and tails manageable and
tangle-free. Promotes mane and
tail growth, strengthens, and adds
shine. Also prevents dry skin,
itching, and flaking. Quart.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33497N111 — $10.45

SHOWING + GROOMING

Shampoos + Hog Grooming

Sullivan’s EZ Clean Waterless Shampoo

A waterless shampoo formulated for show animals. Ideal when the weather does not
permit a regular washing and does not require rinsing. Great for sheep, cattle, pigs,
horses, goats, and many other animals. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C31621N111 — $15.10

Sullivan’s Bright Lights™ Whitening Shampoo

Sullivan’s Anti-Fungus Shampoo

Brightens white hair, intensifies colors of all coats, and
shampoos away yellow-tinted, sun-faded, and stained hair.
Enriched with the VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package for added
nourishment to the skin and hair. Leaves the coat with a
beautiful luster. Great for use on all animals.
C18992N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.45
C32497N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $36.50

This superior anti-fungus livestock shampoo contains effective
fungicidal agents that prevent and get rid of various strains of
fungi, including ringworm. Can be used after shows to prevent
the spread of fungus from other infected livestock. Ready to use.
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C26315N111 — $15.50

Sullivan’s Stain Buster™
Liquid Bluing Shampoo

Sullivan’s Sun-Guard Sunscreen

Provides superior protection from the sun’s harmful rays. Works
exceptionally well to prevent sunburn on swine, sheep, and
slick-sheared cattle. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Get hair white again with this extra-strength liquid
bluing shampoo. Cleans hair severely stained from
urine or manure. Simply shampoo and scrub the affected area. Rinse within three minutes. Ready to use.
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C29782N111 — $26.50

C23957N111 — $12.25

HOG GROOMING

Sullivan’s Sudden Impact™
for Show Pigs

An exceptional swine grooming treatment
to promote healthy skin and hair on show
pigs. Restores natural oils and nutrients
to animal skin. Brings life and vigor to dry,
scaly skin and coarse hair. Will also help
take the “red” out of dry skin. Gives show
pigs an unbelievable shine. Recommended
for use at home and at shows that allow oilbased products. 17-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Weaver® Swine
Conditioning Spray

Specially formulated moisturizing spray
optimizes the skin health of pigs by
replenishing natural oils and reducing
dryness and irritation for a perfect show
ring shine. Using product daily as a restorative skin treatment is recommended. 16-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C18995N111 — $9.90

Sullivan’s Swine Shine

A skin and hair conditioner that will prevent dry scaly
skin and hair. Adds a bloom like no other product on
the market. For best results, use daily. Spray over entire
animal, brush thoroughly, let set for 30 minutes, and
then rinse off with water. Quart. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C30581N111 — $8.75

Weaver® Swine Conditioner and Shine

C31306N111 — $22.75

Sullivan’s Hog Heaven

Less oily than other products on the market, this product is formulated to protect and
replenish while preventing dry, scaly skin for a smooth, healthy look. Apply daily to
promote healthy hair and skin condition and prevent flaking.
C30600N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $18.30
C30599N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $44.25

C31329N111 — $22.75

Weaver® White Polish

Gives a great sheen with no oily look. Spray over entire animal, brush in, and cover
with a light mist of water. Better results are achieved when used in conjunction
with Sullivan’s Swine Shine (C31306N111, listed above) or Sullivan’s Sudden Impact™
(C18995N111, listed above). Requires no washing out. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

NEW

NEW

To achieve a look that will set your hog apart in the show ring, this formula is the go-to
choice for a vibrant, white appearance. Brightens while helping to conceal scars,
blemishes, stained hair, and other imperfections. Quart. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C34057N111 — $16.25

Sullivan’s Luster’s Pink Lotion

A tremendous moisturizer for daily skin and hair care
on your show pig. It provides vitamin E and pro-vitamin
B-5 to hydrate and restore dry, flaky skin and coarse
hair to a beautiful luster. Apply a thin coat to the entire
body of your show pig daily and brush in. Requires no
washing off. Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34539N111 — $12.95

Sullivan’s Samurai Show Pig Soap

Formulated with coconut and other botanical (green)
ingredients that naturally enrich skin color and leave
the hair soft with a natural shine to make your animal stand out in
the show ring. Gentle on hair and skin. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34581N111 — $15.95

NEW
Sullivan’s Smolder

The specially formulated natural emollients and conditioners
contained in Smolder enrich and improve your pig’s skin and hair
quality to achieve that unforgettable fresh, healthy look, and feel
of a champion. Use this conditioning treatment daily during show
season while at home to prevent dry, scaly skin and to reach that
ultimate show ring shine. Does not require washing out. For use at
shows, apply the night before and again the morning of the show,
then wash off thoroughly before showing. Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34580N111 — $19.95
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Adhesives + Adhesive Removers

ADHESIVES

FEATURED

“Doc” Brannen’s Black and Clear Magic

This aerosol is not a paint or lacquer. Great for tails,
hooves, legs, and white spots; works wonders on
black-faced sheep too. Just spray on hair, then comb in
for about 3-4 minutes. Won’t rub off; leaves hair soft and
pliable. 10-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C09918N111 Black
C12244N111 Clear

Each — $8.15

12+ $7.76

“Doc” Brannen’s Grooming Adhesive

Tame hard-to-hold and unmanageable hair with this quickdrying grooming adhesive. Gives a firm hold that goes on
in a smooth, even spray. Great for use on tail head feathers,
poll topknots, tail bush, and for boning up legs. 141⁄2-oz. can.
Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C11385N111 Clear — $9.75 12+ $8.82
C11386N111 Black — $9.75 12+ $8.92

Sullivan’s Prime Time™ Adhesive

Super-strong leg adhesive designed for medium length,
thinner-type hair. Natural look with a little more holding
power. Remove with Sullivan’s Hocus-Pocus™ (C18997N111
listed below). 13-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C18999N111 Clear
C19000N111 Black

Each — $7.75

Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive

The strongest adhesive for hard-to-hold coarse
stubborn hair. Has the holding power you desire — you
can depend on it! Used to form tail bush and on leg
hair when a fuller, stouter look is desired. Remove with
Sullivan’s Hocus-Pocus™ (C18997N111 listed below).
121⁄2-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

NEW
Weaver® Stierwalt Natural Hold

No paint, no problem! Just because you’re competing at a non-paint show
doesn’t mean your calf can’t look its best. This is a show hair product with
holding power — and no cancer-causing methylene chloride — that can
be used at non-paint shows. Over six years of research and development
and the rigorous testing of over 25 formulas went into this product to
ensure it gives you consistent, professional results when it matters most.
Provides ideal holding power while still leaving your calf with a natural
appearance in the show ring. Works well for a variety of hair types and
fitting applications including legs, tail heads, tops, and flanks. It also dries
quickly to a hard finish for easy clipping. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C18998N111 — $8.50

Sullivan’s Dairy Magic

C34591N111 — $7.45

Weaver® Firm Spray Adhesive

Offering the strongest holding power with little to no fall down, this quick-response formula is perfect where
maximum hold is needed. A must-have for the stiffest, shortest, and most unruly of hair coats. Ideal for novice,
intermediate, and experienced fitters alike. Formulated with the health and safety of people and animals in mind, this
adhesive does NOT contain methylene chloride (a known cancer-causing agent). Adhesive has a slightly white tint
as it dries. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33370N111 — $7.95

This is the dairy fitter’s
dream! Dairy Magic is ideal
for grooming the topline
on dairy cattle. It delivers a
lasting, yet manageable hold.
12-oz. can. Cannot be sold in
Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30039N111 Clear
C30040N111 Black

Each — $8.45

ADHESIVE REMOVERS
eZall® It’s Gone® Adhesive Remover

Safe cleanup of paints, glues, adhesives, and other show day grooming
products is fast and easy — without the use of petroleum, toxins, or
carcinogens. This gentle, plant-based formula rinses clean with water
and won’t dry out the coat or skin, making it perfect for repetitive show
schedules. Dye-free formula.
C31314N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $21.20
C31313N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $60.95

Weaver® Adhesive Removers

A fast effective way to remove all your show day adhesives. Easy to
apply. Leaves no oily residue, making it ideal for refitting. Suitable for
use on all livestock.
ProRefit 14-oz. Aerosol Can. Cannot be sold in Canada.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30586N111 — $8.70
ProRemover Quart Spray Bottle. Mild citrus formula.
Includes inverted sprayer. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C30594N111 — $21.95
ProRemover Gallon Jug. Mild citrus formula. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C30593N111 — $59.25

FEATURED
Nasco’s
Anti-Adhesive

Removes grease, paint,
wax, adhesive, and other
cosmetics from your
animal’s coat. Especially
useful for the removal
of adhesive from tails.
Apply with a sprayer for
best results. Half gallon.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C11748N111 — $23.55

“Doc” Brannen’s Vanish
Adhesive Remover

Gentle on hair, yet strong enough
to remove all grooming products
used. Quickly and safely removes
adhesive, lacquer, paint, and wax.
Use before shampooing and after
showing animals. You can re-groom
immediately following the use of
Vanish. 11-oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28767N111 — $5.90

Sullivan’s Hair Savior™

This adhesive breakdown features a proprietary blend of
the purest, mild, cosmetic-grade, plant-based ester technologies to naturally attack and gently remove adhesives
and touch-ups away from the hair.
C32748N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $25.95
C32747N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $69.95

Sullivan’s Hocus-Pocus™

A great product for safe, effective removal of show day
preparations. Contains no harsh products that affect hair
coat or skin. Simply spray on, rub in, and shampoo with
Sullivan’s Clear Choice Shampoo™ (C18996N111 on page
35). For best results, blow out before washing. More
economical than liquid adhesive removers. Fortified with
VITA HAIR™ to naturally moisturize hair. 17-oz. can.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C18997N111 — $8.95

12+ $8.55
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FEATURED

Weaver® ProPink
Sheen Spray

Lightweight product contains
conditioning ingredients like
mink oil and wheat germ and
provides long-lasting body,
volume, and ultimate shine.
Apply last in show-day prep
for the perfect show ring
appearance. Recommended
for show cattle, but suitable for
use on all livestock; great for
leg wool on lambs. 14-oz. can.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Weaver® ProCharge Reconditioners

C30585N111 — $7.25

C30587N111 — $8.75
Liquid. Use daily to restore stressed or

Weaver® Stierwalt
ProFoam Grooming Mousse

C30576N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $21.50
C30577N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $52.25

Olive oil and other conditioners in this special
formula replenish, nourish, and restore the natural
beauty of the animal’s hair coat for the perfect
bloom. Recommended for show cattle, but suitable
for use on all livestock.
16-oz. Spray Can. Ideal for use during the busy
show season, this lightweight formula won’t weigh
hair down and is also the perfect addition to any
daily routine. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
damaged hair.

Multipurpose grooming mousse for training hair, clipping, and show day prep. Provides a thick, natural
look with just the right amount of holding power. For
daily care, use with ProCharge Reconditioner (listed
at right). For show day, use with ProPolish (listed at
right) or ProPink (listed above) for lighter hold or with
ProGloss (listed below) for firmer hold. Recommended for show cattle but also great for goats and
lambs. 171⁄2-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32386N111 — $9.50

SHOWING + GROOMING

Finishers

Weaver® Stierwalt ProConditioner
Nourishing Vitamin Treatment

Thick cream formula features coconut oil, shea butter, jojoba oil, and vitamin E for a treatment that’s light
and silky, yet substantial enough to promote a healthy hide. Fortified with wheat protein, this peppermint-scented formula strengthens hair for a healthy look and won’t weigh hair down. Dilute for use as a
daily leave-in treatment or use full strength to spot treat dry, flaky areas. Recommended for show cattle,
but suitable for use on all livestock.
C33364N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $19.20
C33363N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $47.50

Weaver® ProPolish

Formulated as a light hair polish that is nonsticky when dry, this product adds shine to hair while repelling dust and dirt and protecting follicles from the harsh environment. Excellent for clipping, provides an
ideal sheen before entering the show ring and can be used daily to promote healthy hair. Recommended for show cattle, but suitable for use on all livestock.
C30579N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $13.10
C30578N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $27.95

Weaver® Stierwalt
ProEnhancer

Creates the appearance of
a bigger leg bone! Increases the volume of leg hair
by coating each shaft individually without clumping.
This formula fills holes and
gaps in leg hair to prevent
see-through, making the leg
bone appear larger. 10-oz.
spray can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

World Champion Shine On

C32750N111 — $7.95

Weaver® ProGloss Finishing Spray

A multipurpose finishing spray that features lightweight
replenishing oils that give the hair coat a beautiful shine
and luster. Great for a glossy finish on show day, this
product’s replenishing and protective properties are
also great for everyday use. Recommended for show
cattle, but suitable for use on all livestock. 12-oz. can.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30613N111 — $7.80

For that show ring shine on eyes, ears, and muzzles. Brings out
that extra glow and highlights facial expressions for the look of a
winner. 4-oz. jar. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C33498N111 Dark
C33499N111 Natural

Each — $8.25

World Champion Dream Sheen Hair Polish

A high-tech grooming product formulated to bring out a lustrous
sheen to horse’s hair while leaving mane and tail soft, manageable, and tangle-free. Repels dirt and dust, prevents mane and tail
breakage, and maintains sheen for days. Apply wet or dry. Quart.
spray bottle. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C33496N111 — $12.10

NEW
Sullivan’s Shock

The perfect all-weather
hair product — shock that
lifeless, flat, show day hair
back to life! Mixture of
all-natural ingredients. It
penetrates deep, forcing
the hair to stand at attention. Gives a deeper, fuller
look to the hair while also
adding shine without using
heavy oils that will weigh
hair down. Use before
clipping to make the hair
rise for an easier, smoother
clip. Ready-to-use product, no dilution
needed. Just spray on clean dry hair, comb in, and work
hair with blower for 5-10 minutes to work it into the full
length of the hair. Quart bottle. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34123N111 — $27.25

Sullivan’s Relax Hair Straightener

Helps straighten curly, kinky, and wavy hair. First it penetrates the hair shaft, softening and relaxing the follicle
and causing the hair to straighten. Second it forms a
hold on the shaft that keeps it from reverting back to its
previous curl. Use in the final days leading up to a show,
when clipping, and on show day. Repeated use causes
the curl to release, so the hair extends to its fullest
length, giving your animal’s hair better body. 10-oz. can.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C34582N111 — $8.95

World Champion Pepi Coat Conditioner

Instant sheen for that show ring look! This easy-to-use coat
conditioner and gloss is extra gentle and will not irritate animal’s
skin. 11.6 oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33475N111 — $9.40

ShowSheen

Labor-saving hair polish and detangler dries
to a bright, natural sheen. Enriched with
pro-vitamins to nourish the coat for a worldclass shine. Silk proteins strengthen mane
and tail for a more beautiful appearance.
Repels dust and dirt to save grooming time.
Jasmine and sandalwood scent.
15-oz. Finishing Mist Spray. Quiet sprayer
even works upside down. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30848N111 — $11.95
Quart ShowRing Shine Spray Bottle.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C10895N111 — $16.95
Gallon ShowRing Shine Refill.
Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C12912N111 — $41.95

Original M-T-G (Mane-Tail-Groom)

The ultimate mane and tail conditioner, skin treatment, and hair growth
product. Use on long tails to enhance fullness, condition, and retain length.
M-T-G can produce tail growth of over 2" in a month. Also used as a treatment for a variety of skin problems. Quart bottle. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C30858N111 — $16.60

Nasco’s Purple Spray Oil

A livestock coat dressing with a
lasting bloom. Must be applied
with a hand sprayer or rag.
C31036N111 Quart.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $9.95
C09739N111 Gallon.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $27.75
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Finishers + Sheep and Goat Grooming
Sullivan’s Zoom Bloom™

Gives hair the bloom and fluff you want. A favorite
of professionals. Just spray on and brush, or blow
dry to set. Works well in hot or cold weather. Requires no washing out. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C19002N111 — $25.25

Sullivan’s Pink Oil™

For extreme fluff! This light show day product delivers tremendous body and volume to the hair, along
with a light holding power to achieve the desired
fullness. Easy to use, simply spray evenly over
the entire body, comb in, and blow for 15 minutes.
Hair will take on a natural shine. Use as the final
show day product after applying other grooming
products. Works well on all types of hair coats, in all
types of weather. 11-oz. aerosol can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C24827N111 — $7.95

Sullivan’s Kleen Sheen™

The very best daily hair-care formula with ultra shine. Builds hair strength and helps
train hair. Enriched with the VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package for added nourishment to
skin and hair. Animals stay cleaner and dust free. Requires no washing out.
C19004N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.95
C25788N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.75

Sullivan’s Final Bloom™

A fantastic “light oil” with a pleasant scent. Will freshen up the hair. Less greasy with
all the shine. Spray on before entering the show ring for that final touch. Requires no
washing out. 11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19003N111 — $7.95

Weaver® Conditioning Cream

Thick, clove-scented cream transforms hide,
hair, and wool on goats and sheep from dry
and coarse to soft and luxurious. Coconut oil,
shea butter, jojoba oil, vitamin E, and wheat
protein make this conditioning treatment
perfect for daily care on all livestock as well as
a pre-show treatment for sheep. Also great for
enhancing the appearance of white hogs while
combating dryness for a fresh, healthy look,
and show ring ready shine. Recommended for
use on all livestock. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

NEW

C33362N111 — $18.25

Sullivan’s Russ’s Rag Oil

A tremendous product to promote beautiful hair coats. Use as a skin and hair conditioner to restore natural oils, bring life to dull hair, and control flaking skin. Also used
for show day preparations. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C31626N111 — $27.95

Sullivan’s Revive™ Skin & Hair Conditioner

Revolutionary product promotes healthy, beautiful hair coats. Restores natural oil
and nutrients to skin and hair and brings life and vigor to dull, dry hair. Enriched with
the VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package for added nourishment to skin and hair. Should be
washed out to prevent flaking. 17 oz. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C19005N111 — $8.95 12+ $8.55
Sullivan’s Revive LITE™ Skin & Hair Conditioner. Features all of the great condi-

tioning properties of the ever-popular “original” Revive™ (C19005N111), just in a lighter,
more refined approach. Doesn’t weigh hair down; extra-light cosmetic-grade oils do
not glob or allow hair to stick together. Creates added lift to the hair with more hair
separation. When applied, this formula lightly coats and easily penetrates the hair and
absorbs into the skin without clogging the pores. Fortified with Sullivan’s advanced
VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package to infuse the hair with proven hair vitamins for natural
moisturizing to create soft, manageable, and stronger hair coats. 17 oz. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33280N111 — $9.95

Weaver® Hide Lotion

The perfect show day moisturizer! Specifically formulated to deliver immediate results
for achieving a fresh, well-conditioned touch. Most effective on areas of hide and hair
that have been clipped or shorn tight. Apply anywhere the hide may wrinkle. Recommended for sheep, goats, and swine (do not apply to legs of sheep).
C34056N111 14 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $9.95
C34590N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $19.95
C34632N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $49.95

FEATURED
“Doc” Brannen’s Final Mist

Coat dressing in a handy aerosol can; a lasting bloom
for fine coat appearance. Won’t discolor white hair on
animals. 11-oz. can.Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C06849N111 — $7.50

12+ $6.95

SHEEP & GOAT GROOMING

Sullivan’s Freshen Up™
Skin Moisturizer for Lambs

Moisturize and refresh a show lamb’s hide. Great for
show day or use at home to prevent hide from drying
out. Recommended for slick-sheared lambs. Does not
need to be rinsed out. One can will do 10-15 lambs.
12-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Weaver® Chill

The cooling sensation of
Chill promotes a solid brace
to the hides of sheep and
goats, providing the ideal
firmness judges will appreciate. Use to tighten and
firm the hides of sheep and
goats, while adding shine
before entering the ring.
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C19814N111 — $9.95

Sullivan’s Silk

A valuable product for show lambs. Use daily or as
a show day preparation to add the ultimate silky
smooth handle to the lamb’s skin. Spray evenly over
entire body and brush in. Continues to work long
after it dries, leaving that slick, silky feel. Quart.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C30608N111 — $20.80

C31622N111 — $23.50

Sullivan’s Cool Blue Show Brace™

Sullivan’s Goat Coat™

Weaver® Sheep & Goat Conditioning Spray

C24109N111 — $22.50

C18993N111 — $22.50

C30580N111 — $8.30

Terrific show day product for lambs! Spray evenly over
the entire body for a great shine and a fresh, firm feel to
the hide. It actually braces the body to make the lamb
feel more firm to the judge’s touch. Quart.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

The ideal show day product for goats. Provides a
natural shine while conditioning skin and hair, leaving
a smooth finish. Spray over entire body and brush or
rub in with hands. Works well on slick-sheared goats.
Requires no washing out. Quart. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

A must-have on show day, this conditioning spray moisturizes and replenishes natural oils to the hair and hide
for the fresh look and feel desired by judges. Recommended for daily use to condition and freshen the hair
and hide. 121⁄2-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
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FEATURED

Weaver® ProTouch Touch Up Paints

Unlike other touch up paints, ProTouch paints do
NOT contain methylene chloride (a known cancer-causing agent), making them safe for users,
animals, and the environment. When using these
paints, remember that the color will darken with
additional coats and drying time will vary based
on conditions. These paints do not weaken
adhesives and are perfect for matching,
blending, or enhancing the hair coat. Can
also be blended with other ProTouch paints to
achieve a perfect match. 10 oz. can.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Cream. Ideal for yellow to golden color shades
(cream or blond cattle). Blend different shades/tones
of hair on a variety of breeds like Charolais crosses.
C33367N111 — $8.75
Fawn. Ideal for light red cattle breeds with a yel-

lowish cast, including light Herefords, Red Angus,
Gelbvieh, Charolais, Limousin, and more.

C30615N111 — $8.45
Cinnamon. Ideal for red-colored cattle like darker

Herefords, Red Angus, Gelbvieh, and others.

C30616N111 — $8.45

Dark Cherry. Perfect for dark to medium

maroon-colored cattle, including breeds like darker
Shorthorns, Maine-Anjou, Simmental, and others.

C30618N111 — $8.45
Rust. Use on any breed of lighter maroon- colored
cattle like Shorthorns, Maine-Anjou, Simmental,
and others.

C30617N111 — $8.45
Smoke. Gray-colored cattle (like Charolais cross-

es) are hard to match with a single paint color, but
this paint is different because it changes from light
to dark as each coat is applied.

C33368N111 — $8.75

White Powder. Enhances cattle hair
by adding fullness and dimension.
Also serves as a visual aid in low-lighting situations to help see any areas
that need additional fitting or clipping.
C30614N111 — $8.25
Base Black. With its subtle building

characteristics and unique dryness
right out of the can, this is the first step
in a two-step process for providing a
natural, balanced black hair look on
show day.

C31347N111 — $9.10
MAXX Black. The second step in

the two-step process for providing a
natural balanced black hair look on
show day, this touch-up paint is
designed for use after ProTouch Base
Black. The glossy black, shine-enhancing finish of this paint enhances
the depth and dimension achieved by
ProTouch Base Black while providing a
blending transition from the body to the
legs for the desired show ring look.

C30619N111 — $7.85

Sullivan’s
Touch-Up Paint

Weaver® Kirk
Stierwalt ProPowder

Specially formulated to
thicken and enhance each
individual hair for pronounced dimension, you will
be amazed at the results.
Won’t leave behind sticky
residue or clumping. Must be
used with adhesive, but can
be used without paint. 10 oz.
can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34058N111 White
C34059N111 Black

Each — $9.45

Weaver® Livestock Whitening Powder

Perfect for slick shorn lambs and clipped goats that are show
ring ready, but where some improvements could be made to
their underlying hide color (pink hide shows through or dark
pigmented spots/patches are visible). A shaker ball in the can
separates the formula to allow for a smooth, even spray. Gives
a more even, uniform white and bright appearance to the
hide and hair, while softening for a fresh feel that’s ideal to the
touch. 10 oz. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33366N111 — $7.95

NEW

Have the right shade within reach
when you have these touch-up
paints in your show supplies.
Enhanced hair-like coverage is
quick drying and natural looking.
Provides the final touch-up for
covering adhesives and leg
builders. Excellent coverage,
texture, and color dimension
enhance natural hair color. 101⁄2-oz.
can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Fawn™ Touch-Up Paint. For light red hair with
an orange tint; lighter colored Hereford,
Gelbvieh, Limousin, and Red Angus cattle.

Sullivan’s Black Finisher™

Black touch-up gets deep, natural-looking black coverage without leg-adhesive breakdown. True black color
and natural shine 14-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19813N111 — $8.75

Sullivan’s Jet Black™ Touch-Up

The blackest, most natural-colored touch-up ever!
Covers completely so hair appears thicker, fuller, and a
deeper black. Works well on dull hair and will not break
down adhesives. Remove with Sullivan’s Hocus-Pocus™
(C18997N111 on page 36). 14-oz. can. Cannot be sold in
Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19001N111 — $8.75

Sullivan’s Ultra White™ Touch-Up

Covers stained or faded hair with a smooth, natural,
powder-white color. Great for giving hair a thick, full
appearance. Does not break down adhesives. Removes
with Sullivan’s Hocus Pocus™ (C18997N111 on page 36).
11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

SHOWING + GROOMING

Color Enhancers + Touch-Up Paints

C34931N111 — $8.75
Copper™ Touch-Up Paint. For medium red hair

with a faint brown tint; Hereford, Red Angus, and
Light Shorthorn colored cattle.

C34932N111 — $8.75
Brick™ Touch-Up Paint. For medium red hair

with a brown tint; dark Hereford, medium Shorthorn,
and Red Angus cattle.

C34933N111 — $8.75

Red Velvet™ Touch-Up Paint. For medium-dark red
colored hair; dark red Shorthorn and Red Angus cattle.

C34934N111 — $8.75
Dark Crimson™ Touch-Up Paint.

For the darkest red colored hair; Shorthorn cattle.

C34935N111 — $8.75
Silver Fox™ Touch-Up Paint.

For gray and silver hair; Charolais influenced cattle.

C34929N111 — $8.75
Blondie™ Touch-Up Paint. For light yellow, cream, and

butterscotch colored hair; Composite Charolais cattle.

C34930N111 — $8.75

Nasco’s Mighty Mac Cover Spray

Provides a natural, ideal look for topline hair and other body parts on red-haired and brown-haired
livestock. Developed by cattle fitters and chosen by champion showmen everywhere. Leaves a
natural look and feel. Spray in just before entering the ring. Remove with shampoo and adhesive
remover. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32030N111 — $12.45

12+ $11.45

C20096N111 — $8.95
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Grooming Products
Weaver® 70%
Isopropyl Alcohol

FEATURED

C34060N111
C33365N111

Weaver® ProDye Livestock Hair Dye

Used as a multipurpose grooming
aid, this product picks up loose dirt
on animals, makes hair stand up, and
helps promote faster drying when
mixed with other grooming products.
It is also great to have around the
barn for disinfecting purposes. Suitable for use on all livestock.
C30607N111 Quart.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $9.15
◆C30606N111 Gallon.
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. — $17.35
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx®
Hazardous Material Surcharge.

Use for a deeper black appearance and uniform color from front to back. The end result gives you a
bright, balanced, fresh looking animal. Unique livestock-focused formula was developed specifically
with the show animal industry in mind. Includes five bottles each of black dye and activator to accommodate how exhibitors use hair dyes; one box contains enough dye for one 1,000-lb. calf. Each bottle
contains 3.38 oz. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Rosin Topline Powder

Shake rosin powder on the topline of your
dairy animal before any adhesives are
applied, work in with a hot blower, brush to
make every hair stand up firm, then apply
adhesive. Works especially well on milk
cows where topline hair is scarce. 4-oz.
bottle. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C33365N111 — $22.95
ProDye Application Kit. It′s even easier to dye your calf with everything you could possibly need in

this handy kit! Includes two pairs of gloves, Big Blaster, Weaver® Fogger, massage brush, and applicator
brushes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34382N111 — $6.90

C34060N111 — $39.95

12+ $6.62

Absorbine® Supershine®

A high-luster hoof polish that dries in less than a
minute. 8-oz. jar with handy dauber.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C10898N111 Clear
C10897N111 Black

Each — $14.75

Sullivan’s Black Velvet Hair Dye Kit

Designed specifically for cattle hair, Black Velvet hair dye turns gray, red-tinted, or faded hair into a beautiful jet-black color. Infuses the hair with more softness, body, and
an incredible shine. Easy to use and long lasting. Spray through a trigger spray bottle
to apply to clean, dry hair. You will need three to four kits for a 1,000-lb. animal. Will not
towel off. Two 4-oz. bottle kit. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C31302N111 — $8.95

Sullivan’s POWDER’FUL Spray

Hair-building powder spray specifically designed for livestock hair. Creates added
depth and dimension to each hair follicle without the appearance of becoming too
heavy, or unnatural looking. Great for legs, bellies, flanks, toplines, and tail heads. As
an added benefit, after applying over adhesives, the drying powder agents contained
in this spray allow the hair to be clipped easily. 91⁄2 oz. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C33342N111 Black
C33343N111 White

Each — $9.95

Sullivan’s FungALL Ringworm Paste

Quickly kills ringworm fungus, repairs skin, and regenerates hair growth.
Paste is topically applied to kill ringworm. 9-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29781N111 — $33.95

Controls itchy
fungal problems!

Topical Fungicide with Sprayer

For use on horses, dogs, and cats to aid in the
control of summer itch, girth itch, ringworm, and
other fungal problems. Not for use on animals
intended for food. 16-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31041N111 — $6.35

SciZyme Concentrate

The most effective product available for ammonia
and odor control. Perfect for cool rooms, trailers,
stalls, barns, and other confined spaces. Excess
ammonia vapors can cause respiratory issues in
livestock and should be controlled. Use for cattle,
pigs, sheep, horses, and other livestock. 100% proven
and safe. Recommended for calf cool rooms. One-gallon
concentrate (makes 10 gallons of spray). Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C32837N111 — $65.00

Ring Out Concentrate Kit

All-natural solutions used to control ringworm and fungus. Great for all livestock including sheep, cattle, horses, goats, dogs,
etc. Also kills bacteria, spores, and viruses. Reduces scaring and hair loss. Includes 4-oz. spray concentrate (C32839N111) and
32-oz. spray bottle (C33466N111). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
32-oz. Shampoo. Gentle formula containing the ringworm
C33465N111 — $15.15
killing chemistry of Ring Out. Kill contagious pathogens
4-oz. Spray Concentrate. Mix 4 oz. of concentrate with
as you wash them off instead of spreading them to other
water to make a 32-oz. spray. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
animals. Leaves hair soft and nice smelling. After rinsing,
C32839N111 — $14.95
treat infected animals with Ring Out Concentrate Spray
(C32839N111 at left). Safe and nontoxic. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Spray Bottle Only. 32-oz. capacity. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32838N111 — $19.95
C33466N111 — $2.45
Ring Out Concentrate & Shampoo Kit. Kit includes 4-oz. Ring Out spray concentrate (mix with water to make 32-oz. spray),

32-oz. empty spray bottle (use for mixing 4-oz. Ring Out spray concentrate with water), 32-oz. Ring Out shampoo, and 1⁄2-oz.
ProH pocket sprayer (a ready-to-use sanitizer that safely kills dangerous fungus, bacteria, viruses, and ringworm on animals,
hands, and other surfaces — use to clean combs, tools, boots, and even spray stall areas — water soluble, biodegradable,
hypoallergenic, and nontoxic). Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C33490N111 — $37.50

ProH Antimicrobial Solution

An effective antimicrobial solution that mixes with water and sprays to safely kill viruses, dangerous bacteria, fungi, and
spores. Can be used in livestock facilities to prevent the spread of dangerous pathogens such as E. coli, Salmonella, Avian
Bird Flu, Thrush, Staph, and many others. Solution is a food-safe product that will not harm you or your animal, yet will do the
job to keep you and your animals safe. Even use as a wash for the animals and effective treatment of ringworm, rain rot, and
other topical skin conditions resulting from bacteria, fungi, and spores. 32-oz. concentrate (makes 21⁄2 gallons of spray). Water
soluble. Biodegradable, hypoallergenic, and nontoxic. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32836N111 — $41.75
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1. Heavy-Duty Hot Water Pistol

Gilmour Water Nozzle

Two-piece molded grip lets you
spray boiling hot or icy cold
liquids without extra hand protection. Chrome-plated finish.
Threaded front with rubber
guard. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C09348N111 — $7.80

Insulated hot water pistol is designed to withstand hot
water temperatures up to 160° F at 100 psi. Heavy-duty
construction and thermal insulating grip provides easy
control over hot water cleaning applications. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

1.

2.

C33873N111 — $14.95

2. Revolver™

Heavy-duty construction for heavy-duty use. Nine spray
patterns, quick-click pattern changing, and ergonomic
insulated grip. Lifetime guarantee. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C33875N111 — $10.25

3. Brass Hose Swivel

Eliminate a twisted hose that complicates hand-watering! This is a live swivel,
meaning it swivels under pressure, allowing unencumbered movement between
the hose and attachment. Now the hose can be unwound without having to manually twist the hose. Wands can be oriented in any direction without fighting the
hose. Durable brass construction is made to last. Large brass nut is easy to grip
and thread. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

3.

SHOWING + GROOMING

Nozzles + DVDS

C33968N111 — $10.95

4. One Touch™ Valve
C29572N111

C33541N111

Trigger Nozzle

Strong, fully adjustable, and insulated but light in
weight. Large nut makes adjusting easy and the
nozzle also has a handy hold-open clip and a thick
protective ring on the front. 3⁄4" (fits standard garden
hose). Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Designed for precision water flow. Features fingertip water control, machined
brass threads, easy-slide on/off valve, and zinc die-cast body with nylon valve
components for long life. Maximized valve opening for 8 gpm. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

4.

C33874N111 — $13.25

C29572N111 — $17.10
Hot Water Trigger Nozzle. Same as above, but
rated at 185° F. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33541N111 — $19.75

Replacement Cattle Switches

Carefully and accurately made of real hair and properly designed to conform correctly to tail stub. Easily
attached. 21" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C27077N111 Black — $56.50
C27078N111 White — $117.50

Tail Clamp

Used for cattle fitting to keep cattle
from switching their tail while preparing the topline. Approx.
51⁄2" x 51⁄2" x 21⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C31993N111 — $12.75

Weaver® eZall® Fly Spray

This fly spray has combined science and technology with
Mother Nature to provide a powerful defense against
pesky flies and insects. Environmentally friendly and
safer for you and your animal, eZall® is formulated with
natural active ingredients including citronella oil, cedarwood
oil, cinnamon oil, rosemary oil, red thyme oil, and lemongrass oil. Perfect for equine and livestock animals.
C34611(X)N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $11.95
C34612(X)N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.95

NEW

Sullivan’s Swat Fly Spray

A water-based aerosol fly spray that kills and repels
common pests such as flies, mosquitoes, gnats, and
other flying insects. Very effective, gentle formula is
safe to spray directly onto a groomed animal. Will not
break down adhesives. 15-oz. can. Can only be shipped
FedEx® Ground. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32406N111 — $
$14.80

DVDS
Dairy Heifer
Clipping & Fitting DVD

A Holstein breeder and cattle fitter walks
viewers through this instructional DVD,
demonstrating the techniques needed
to gain the competitive advantage for
success in the show ring. Areas covered
include washing, clipping, and show day
grooming, as well as the proper equipment and supplies needed. A great guide
for the novice as well as helpful tips for
the experienced showman. 70 minutes.
©2012. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C31942N111 DVD — $46.95

Stierwalt’s Strategy for Success: Showmanship DVD

In short, showmanship is the ability to present your animal and bring out its best characteristics. However,
there is much more to it than that. Broken into three parts (At Home, At the Show, and Time to Show), this
DVD features tips and tools to help you hone your showmanship skills. 110 minutes. ©2014. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C33372N111 DVD — $32.95

Stierwalt’s Strategy for Success: Clipping

Offers a great overview that will prepare the viewer to clip a beef cattle project. From learning about clippers and blades to identifying the parts of a calf, Kirk walks the viewer through special clipping techniques,
why clipping is important, and what it takes to become better at clipping. Includes an insert that serves as
a handy reference guide for identifying the parts of a calf and the recommended order for clipping. Special
tips and recommendations on what supplies are needed for successful clipping are also included. 147
minutes. ©2013. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32385N111 DVD — $33.15

Stierwalt’s Strategy for Success: Fitting

In-depth guide gives the viewer invaluable information on fitting a beef cattle project on show day. Properly
fitting a calf prior to entering the show ring can accentuate its positive attributes, downplay its negative
features, and lead the exhibitor to the winner’s circle. This DVD guides the viewer step by step, sharing tips
and techniques the whole way. Covers prepping the body hair; fluffing and legs; pulling up the legs; clipping and building the legs; clipping and building the tail head; painting the legs, tail head, and flank; fitting
the tail; and breaking down the calf after the show. Includes an insert that can be taken to the show or barn
that references the steps and recommended supplies. 113 minutes. ©2013. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32384N111 DVD — $33.15

Leading to Win —
Showmanship Book & DVD Set

By Hoard’s Dairyman.
Book details what the young showman
needs to know and includes the
newly released PDCA Showmanship
Evaluation card. Contents include
the fundamentals of showmanship,
attributes of top competitors, judges’
secrets of success, the ideal judge, and
giving good reasons. The 16-minute
DVD shows winning techniques in
action in the show ring. 17 pages, 81⁄2" x
11". ©2011. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C31299N111 Book & DVD — $21.95
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Washing Supplies
Weaver® Massage Brushes

SULLIVAN’S MINI
SOAP FOAMER

Ideal spacing of bristles makes this brush perfect
for use on cattle with thick coats to help train the
hair and stimulate hair growth. Great for washing and
scrubbing livestock animals for a deep down clean.
Handle easily adjusts over hand for secure fit. 7" L x
31⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

WEAVER®
EZALL®

Purple C32661N111
Pink
C32662N111

Lime Green C32663N111
Blue
C32664N111

Each — $3.10

1.

Weaver® eZall® Starter Livestock Bathing Kit

Kit includes a 1.35-liter foamer (holds 32 oz. of product; enough for several
washes), hose nozzle (allows you to control the water flow), on/off valve
(provides constant water flow to help prevent hand fatigue), 2-oz. bottle of
eZall® Green It’s Gone adhesive remover, and 4-oz. bottle of eZall® Super
Concentrate Body Wash that makes 32 oz. of product when combined with
water in the foamer. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32675N111 — $24.95

2.

1. Sullivan’s
Massage Brush

The strong, pliable, uniquely
spaced plastic bristles work
great for training hair and
washing livestock.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34011N111 — $4.95

Sullivan’s Mini Soap Foamer

Ideal for the small animal exhibitor! Simply fill with shampoo, attach hose,
and spray pre-lathered shampoo. Dial on the foamer allows you to adjust the
concentration of soap emitted. When finished applying shampoo, simply turn
the dial from the soap setting to the rinse setting without disconnecting from
the hose. Reservoir holds 4 oz. of shampoo. Complete with seven-setting
adjustable sprayer. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C33357N111 — $14.40

NEW
Nasco 11⁄2-Qt. Handheld Sprayer

Lightweight and versatile handheld sprayer is ideal for washing livestock. Piston pump and adjustable metal spray nozzle.
11⁄2-qt. capacity. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34793N111 — $15.50

2. Sullivan’s Flex Brush

A flexible brush with a comfortable
strap and pliable teeth used for
training hair and washing livestock.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

3.

NEW

C31624N111 — $12.50

3. Sullivan’s Smart Scrub Brush

Made in the U.S.A., this scrub brush is created from high-quality material for durability.
With its added length and openings on the strap, the Smart Scrub Brush will comfortably fit any sized hand. Equipped with soft, fluffer style bristles for all forms of hair
working routines. 71⁄2" L x 31⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34583N111 — $6.95

4.

4. “Deep Massage”
Currycomb

Designed to remove deep-seated
dirt and loose hairs. Plastic comb
is flexible. Special guards for grip and
finger protection, plus adjustable hand strap to securely fit
child or adult. Thin, truly flexible bristles are long lasting and
will not wear down with steady use. 93⁄4" L x 33⁄8" W. Color
may vary. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

2-LITER
QUART

PINT

5.

C02092N111 — $2.85

5. Scrub and Wash Mitt

A two-sided grooming mitt. One side has nylon bristles for scrubbing, and the
other side is nubbed for massaging and grooming. Can be worn on either hand.
71⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C11574N111 — $5.70

6. Currycomb Brush

6.

Unbreakable, molded brush and massager. Can be
connected to a hose. Includes shut-off valve. 93⁄4" L x
31⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

13.

C03212N111 — $4.55

Compression Sprayer

Perfect for insecticides, cleaners, misting plants, animal grooming, and dairy uses.
Easy-to-use compression mechanism — simply pump the sprayer a few times to pressurize, then point and squeeze the trigger. Durable plastic construction in fluorescent
orange and black. 4-pt. (2-liter) sprayer. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C19562N111 — $21.95

Double-Mist Sprayers

Unique farm and home sprayer mists when the trigger is pulled and again when it is
released. This means you get the same output as conventional sprayers…with half the
effort! High-quality nozzle is fully adjustable from a stream to a fine mist. Ideal for use
on show cattle and horses. Fluorescent orange bottle.
C15882N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $8.95
C15883N111 Pint. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $7.90

NEW

Nasco’s E-Z Spray Bottles

Low-cost polypropylene sprayer with adjustable spray
pattern. Pistol-grip handle, sprayer head, and bottle.
C05706N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $2.55
C07664N111 Pint. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $2.50

Replacement Sprayer Heads Only
C05707N111 For C05706N111. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.20
C28258N111 For C07664N111. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.25

ColorStorm™ Premium Rubber Hose

EPDM rubber hose won’t crack, check, or separate. Sure-Grip™ technology resists kinking and coils easily, even in cold
weather down to –25° F. Hot water-resistant up to 160° F. Durable, abrasion-resistant cover is acid-resistant, making it
ideal for use in farmyards or food plants for cleanup. Nickel-plated brass fittings are crushproof, allowing them to be
run over without crushing. The 340 psi pull strength ensures that fittings will not pull off the hose. Lifetime warranty.
Made in the U.S.A.
C34913N111 Red, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $51.25
C33872N111 Yellow, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $58.50
C33871N111 Yellow, 5⁄8" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. — $84.75
C33870N111 Yellow, 3⁄4" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. — $79.95
C33869N111 Yellow, 3⁄4" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $104.75
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1.
2.

1. Shedding Comb

Removes loose hair from any animal without clogging the comb. Made from hard
plastic with a special blade on the front. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34005N111 — $5.95

2. Black Vinyl Comb

The favorite among showmen. Removes dirt and loose hair. Painless and efficient. No
danger of infection or irritation due to sharp teeth. 61⁄4" L x 4" W. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C00093N111 — $2.95
Mini Vinyl Comb. 5" L. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C25649N111 — $1.95

3. Decker King-Size
Currycomb

Weaver® Full-Size Roto Brush
3.
4.

Same strong, reversible construction
as four-band, but will cover more
area and will do the job quicker. Six
bands of teeth. Overall length of
comb including handle: 10". No color
choice on handle. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Designed for use with a drill for rotation, the roto brush trains
and stimulates leg wool and hair growth when used as part of
your daily care routine. For show day prep, you can count on
the roto brush to pull up, separate, and define leg wool and
hair as the first step in the fitting process. Alternating long and
short bristle rows reach deep while working the surface for
maximum definition. Purple. Ideal for cattle. 53⁄8" L brush head.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

SHOWING + GROOMING

Scissors + Brushes

C32665N111 — $15.70

C02102N111 — $6.15

4. Metal Currycombs

Strong, reversible, and double faced with four circular bands and
composite inserts. Sharp teeth on one side, rounded on the other. Molded
polypropylene handle. 9" L including handle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C00094N111 Steel Comb — $5.45
C02391N111 Stainless Steel Comb — $7.65
5.

5. Knot Remover

Combs and cuts at the same time, making it
extremely useful for cleaning up hair on all types
of animals. Removes knots, tangles, mats, and
burrs from horses’ manes and tails. Safe, easy
to use, with no need for excessive pulling to
separate mats and tangles. Special comfort-grip
handle. Comes with 10 stainless steel safetypoint replaceable blades. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Denman Heat-Resistant
Topline Brushes

Preferred by professional fitters.
Anti-static rubber pads with rows of
close-set nylon pins provide maximum
grip and control for smoothing, shaping,
and polishing the hair. Greater heat
resistance than less-expensive brushes.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C15565N111 7-Row Brush — $12.50
C18194N111 9-Row Brush — $21.95

TOPLINE

STYLING

Denman Styling Brushes

A classic, all-black styling brush with rows of smooth nylon pins. Anti-static rubber
pad provides maximum grip and control during blow-drying for smoothing, shaping, and polishing the hair. Ideal for thicker, longer hair. 8" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32022N111 7-Row Brush — $12.50
C32092N111 9-Row Brush — $19.50

C12660N111 — $18.50
6.

7.

6. Trimming Scissors

Stainless steel trimming shears
for use in blending clipped and
nonclipped areas of highly fitted
animals. Full length: 7", length of
cut: 27⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

8.

Krazy Glue®

Sweat Scraper

C11739N111 — $10.95

7. Nasco’s Offset Trimming Scissors

The offset design makes them an excellent choice for trimming toplines of show
cattle. Stainless steel. 7" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C02545N111 — $11.25

Quickly wipe sweat away with this lightweight, heavy-duty scraper. 103⁄4" rubber
blade with 51⁄4" plastic handle. Easy to keep
clean. No color choice. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

One drop holds a ton. No clamps, no
mixing, no mess. For plastic, metal, rubber, glass, and ceramic. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

5100234N111 — $2.00

24+ $1.87

C12298N111 — $3.25

8. Nasco’s Hi-Offset Surgical Steel Scissors

Rockwell hardness of 50~52; this grade of steel makes the scissors more durable
and blades stay sharp longer. 7" length makes them an excellent choice for trimming.
Razor-sharp blades provide smooth cutting every time. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25787N111 — $14.70

9.

9. Youth Grooming Kit

A great starter package for beginners who need their first set
of grooming tools. Comes with all the basic and necessary
grooming items for horses. Five-piece set includes spiral
currycomb, hoof pick, mini rubber currycomb, medium-soft
grooming brush, and mane and tail comb. Packaged in a vinyl
draw-string bag. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

10.

C28299N111 — $16.85

10. Grooming Set

Set includes spiral currycomb, deep-massage comb, mini rubber comb, mane and tail comb, hoof pick, soft
synthetic finish brush, general grooming brush, and oval brush with strap. Includes canvas bag with shoulder
strap and zipper. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C28297N111 — $37.50
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Brushes

1.

1. Majestic Brushes

Body Brush

Make a bold statement when grooming your animal. Soft,
synthetic bristles are great for finishing and grooming sensitive areas. 63⁄4" L x 21⁄2" W block has 2" trim. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C30691N111 Hot Pink Diamonds w/ Black Accents
C30692N111 Pink w/ White Dots
C30693N111 Lime Green Diamonds w/ Black Accents
C30694N111 Plum w/ Inspiration of Lime

A superior-quality body and face brush with medium-firm
bristles to remove fine dirt and loose hair. 83⁄4" L x 4" W with
comfortable hand strap for better grip. 1" bristles. Wood
handle. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C12299N111 — $8.65

Cattle Hand Brush

Well made, with brown web strap. Good-quality bristle. Tan
block filled with brown union fiber. 11⁄2" trim, 75⁄8" L x 35⁄8" W
block. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Each — $5.85

C00102N111 — $8.40

2.

2. Natural Fiber Wet Grooming Brushes

High-quality, 100% natural rice root brushes. Crimped natural
fibers soften in water and hold shampoo for efficient washing
and wet grooming. 2" trim.

81⁄4" Rice Root Brush.

Comfortable curved-back
wood block. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C25049N111 — $13.70

3.

63⁄8" Rice Root Brush.

Pocket-size. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C25635N111 — $10.50

Colorful Grooming Brushes

Synthetic grooming brushes to match tack or club colors.
Colorful, high-quality, soft synthetic bristles are long lasting
and give outstanding results. 81⁄2" L x 21⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C29685N111 Purple & Pink
C29686N111 Teal & Black

3. Flicker Brush

Flexible bristles are soft enough to use on the head, but firm
enough to flick off dirt on the rest of the body. Block design
makes this brush feel narrow and more comfortable than
most other brush blocks. Covers more area reducing the time
and effort of grooming. Black synthetic 3" trim bristle. 81⁄2" L x
23⁄8" W block. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Each — $6.95

Solid-Colored
Smooth Poly Pocket-Size
Grooming Brush

C28287N111 — $8.10

4.

Pocket-size grooming brush.
Conveniently sized, smooth
wood handle is great for general
grooming or use as a foot brush.
Polypropylene fiber. Bristles are
2". Color may vary. No choice.
61⁄2" L x 21⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

4. Prince Grooming Brush

Pocket-size brush with colorful 11⁄2" polypropylene bristles.
63⁄4" L x 21⁄2" W tan polypropylene block. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C07812N111 — $5.60

C25751N111 — $4.20

6.

5.

Work Horse Grip-Fit® Grooming Brush

5. 4" Face Brush

Great pre-cleaning and mud brush. Stiff synthetic rice root
bristles. 2" trim. 81⁄2" L x 23⁄8" W block. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Quality, white goat hair face
brush. Very soft and gentle 1"
bristles. Perfect for those delicate
areas on the face. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28375N111 — $6.85

C25633N111 — $3.60

Wash and Groom
Brush Set

6. Sullivan Rice Root Mix Brush

Synthetic mix brush has bristles that contain half rice roots
and half synthetic bristles to stand up to continuous use.
Bristles trimmed to 13⁄4" for long-lasting firmness. 8" x 25⁄8".
Wood handle. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Leave coats smooth and
sleek with this set of two
high-quality finish brushes. Includes one wash brush with ultra-soft
nylon bristles and one bleached Tampico,
natural bristle grooming brush, both with
unbreakable blocks. Each measures 81⁄4" L x
23⁄4" W. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

7.

C15249N111 — $23.40

7. Humpback Sponge

A larger sponge for larger jobs! Ideal for applying show day
oils. Top-quality open-pore sponge. 71⁄2" L x 5" W x 23⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28286N111 — $8.80

C27421N111 — $14.70

8. Weaver® Tampico Pig Brushes

8.
10.

Known for its ability to pick up fine dust, keep its stiffness when wet, and recover its shape, Tampico fiber makes
these soft brushes great for washing or use in the show ring. Plastic handle is great for keeping in a back pocket
for convenient access. 6" L x 21⁄2" W plastic handle with 1" bristles. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
Purple
Pink

Each — $7.10

C31320N111
C32657N111

Lime Green
Black

C32658N111
C32659N111

9. Weaver® Pig Face Brush

The small pocket size of this brush makes it great for touch-ups in the show ring or for cleaning clipper blades.
Handy pocket clip helps keep brush secure for easy access. 5" L x 11⁄2" W plastic handle with 1" polypropylene
bristles. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
9.

Purple
Pink

Each — $1.75

C31321N111
C32654N111

Lime Green
Black

C32655N111
C32656N111

10. Pig Face Brush Holder

Handy little pouch for holding a pig face brush. Simply clips on your belt or jean pocket. Made from lightweight
Cordura. Durable and fast drying. (Brush not included.) Black. Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32744N111 — $13.35
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1.
2.

1. Weaver® Plastic Slicker Brush

Weaver® Bling Brushes

Blinged-up handles give these all-purpose brushes a style that’s sure to be a hit. From
daily use to touch-ups in the show ring, quality polypropylene bristle brushes are
perfect for all species.

Small Bling Brush.

Large Bling Brush.

Each — $5.25

Each — $7.75

5" L x 11⁄2" W with 1" L bristles.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32626N111 Rainbow
C33384N111 Pink Aztec
C33385N111 Lime Aztec

7" L x 21⁄4" W with 13⁄4" L bristles.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C32629N111 Rainbow
C33383N111 Pink Aztec
C33382N111 Lime Aztec

Economical grooming tool with small stainless steel teeth is perfect for
fitting sheep legs and building leg wool for volume and the appearance
of bigger leg bone. Also works well to separate the hair on cattle flanks,
legs, and tail heads. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Black
C34118N111
Blue
C34119N111
Lime Green C34120N111

SHOWING + GROOMING

Show Day Brushes + Supplies

Pink C34121N111
Purple C34122N111

Each — $3.95

2. Weaver® Breakdown Brush

Designed to lessen the amount of show day adhesive and paint residue on
hands, this brush with 3⁄4" rubber bristles is ideal for working in adhesive removers. Also a great brush for use on hogs — will not leave marks on skin. 41⁄2" L x
4" W. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C32660N111 — $6.20

WAHL® Mane & Tail Brush

Gently detangles mane and tail. Plastic bristles are
durable, yet gentle enough for your horse’s comfort.
Ergonomic, comfort grip made of rubber fits perfectly in
hands of any size. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32012N111 — $9.20

Mane Comb

Fine aluminum comb. Features 18 sturdy teeth. 41⁄8" L x
21⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C02146N111 — $1.75

Nylon Curling and Dressing Comb

Designed for grooming livestock. Smooth, strong teeth take hair regardless of
length. Coarse teeth. 9" L x 2" W. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C00103N111 — $2.50

NEW

NEW

Leather Card Holder with Clip

Durable clips hold show card securely in place. Leather
holder fits easily on belt. 31⁄4" x 41⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C12714N111 — $7.30

Grooming Tool Holder

Keep grooming tools handy at all times! This leather
holder for livestock combs clips onto belt or top of
pants. 2" x 3". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C14550N111 — $7.15

NEW

Weaver® Show Number Holders with Clips

Displaying an exhibitor number just got more stylish
with these diamond bead pattern designs on leather.
Easily clips to exhibitor’s belt to keep number visible and
secure. These unique holders coordinate with a variety
of specialty show sticks and comb holders. Measures
31⁄8" W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C34613N111 Orange
C34614N111 Black & Teal
C34615N111 Multicolor

Each — $22.40

Weaver® Show Comb Holder

This leather holder offers traditional styling.
Easily slides on or attaches to your belt.
31⁄8" W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C34602N111 Black C34603N111 Brown

Each — $13.50

Weaver® Show Number Holder

Classically styled leather holder easily slides on or
attaches to your belt. 31⁄8" W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C34604N111 Black
C34605N111 Brown

Each — $13.50

NEW

Weaver® Show Comb Holders

These show comb holders are taken to the next level with an updated, sleek beaded design leather. They easily
clip to exhibitor’s belt to keep grooming tools close at hand and eliminate awkward handles in back pockets. These
unique holders coordinate with a variety of specialty show sticks and number holders. Measures 31⁄8" W x 5" H.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Comb Holders w/ Diamond Bead Pattern.
C34619N111 Orange
C34620N111 Black & Teal
C34621N111 Multicolor
Each — $22.40

Comb Holder w/ Diamond Beading on Black Leather.
C34622N111 Royal
Comb Holder w/ Cross Beading on Brown Leather.
C34623N111 Turquoise
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Livestock Combs + Brushes

2.

1.

3.

Sullivan’s Nonstick Combs

Baked-on nonstick coating on the comb teeth reduces
friction and allows the comb to glide through the hair
easier with minimal buildup, especially with a sticky substance like adhesives. Wood handles. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
1. C32005N111 Standard Comb — $39.25
2. C32002N111 Fluffer Comb — $40.75
3. C32003N111 Doublestuff Comb — $56.95

4. Sullivan’s Smart Sensation Brush
4.

Gently massages the hide to stimulate blood flow that
releases the natural oils from the skin to coat the hair
and promote healthy hair growth. Amplifies the volume
of the hair as it lifts up from the hide. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

5.

C32007N111 — $24.85
5. XL Smart Sensation Brush. 54% more teeth! A

6.

wider version of the original brush above, with 199 balltipped teeth in 10 rows. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32006N111 — $25.50
6. Smart Sensation Curve Brush. Brush for thinner

haired cattle. Teeth are narrower and more flexible.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34010N111 — $27.50

Sullivan’s Combs
Aluminum handles.

FEATURED

6" Standard Comb.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C34008N111 — $19.50
9" Fluffer Comb. Great for

use on thick-haired cattle.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34009N111 — $22.45

NEW
Weaver® Wide Range Brush

Strong, long-lasting ball-tipped bristles
glide through hair to lift and separate while
massaging hide to stimulate hair growth.
Round, barrel-shaped head is ideal for
working around various angles and curves
of the calf’s body. Wooden handle provides
comfortable grip. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34900N111 — $20.75

Sullivan’s Wood-Handle Combs

Wooden handles provide a comfortable grip
when grooming animals. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

6" Comb. The ultimate comb for showmen.
C34006N111 — $19.50
9" Fluffer Comb. Ideal for thick-haired cattle.
C34007N111 — $27.25

Weaver® Shedding Comb
Sullivan’s Dually Hair Shedding Comb

This 5" wide double-sided hair shedding comb features
rounded stainless steel teeth with extra-wide spacing
on one side that gently penetrates deep into the
thickest, “woolly” hair coats removing old dead hair, yet
leaving the healthy hair unharmed. Flip the comb over
to the other side with narrow spaced teeth to remove
dead hair from medium coats. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

This comb features a 4" head with 29 evenly
spaced stainless steel teeth ideal for both thick
and thin hair. The rounded tips of the teeth are
not sharp and will not get caught or pull out the
good, healthy hair. Stainless steel teeth. Durable
steel “Y” frame won’t bend or break. Nonslip
grip for safe handling. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C31669N111 — $35.95

C32008N111 — $49.50
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Weaver® Mini Fluffer Comb

This comb is perfect for training and pulling up the legs of
goats and sheep. Features a 6" wide comb head.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C34114N111
C34115N111
C34116N111
Each — $10.70
Black
Blue
Green

Hot Pink
Purple

1.

C34117N111
C32653N111

COMBS WITH
STAINLESS STEEL
BLADES & WOOD
HANDLES

MINI
FLUFFER
COMB

Weaver® Combs with
Stainless Steel Blades & Wood Handles

2.

These combs feature a convenient screw and lock
nut combination that helps prevent screw from loosening while making the removal and replacement of
the comb blade quick and easy. Custom designed
wood handles feature grooves for a great grip.
61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
1. C32670N111 Blunt Tooth — $17.80
2. C32671N111 Blunt Tooth Fluffer — $17.80

SHOWING + GROOMING

Livestock Combs

Weaver® Show Combs

The gentle design of these combs is perfect for
both thick and thin coats of cattle to invigorate
the hair follicles and skin to promote hair growth.

3.

5.

4.

3. Show Comb with Wood Handle.

61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32391N111 — $17.80
4. Show Comb with Aluminum Handle.

SHOW
COMBS

7" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32389N111 — $17.80
5. Black Plastic Buffer Show Comb with Wood
Handle. 61⁄4" L x 9" W x 2" H. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32652N111 — $15.30

Weaver® Fluffer Combs

Perfect for show day fitting or for daily use at home.

6. Stainless Steel Fluffer Comb with Wood
Handle. 61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32390N111 — $17.80
7. Stainless Steel Fluffer Comb with Aluminum Handle.

6.

7.

8.

NEW

7" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32388N111 — $17.80
8. Plastic Fluffer Comb with Wood Handle. 61⁄4" L x 9" W.

FLUFFER
COMBS

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Purple C32387N111
Black C34901N111
Blue
C34902N111
Lime
C34903N111

Each — $15.30

9. Weaver® Exhibitor’s Essentials Comb Trio

9.

This convenient set includes one each of the show, fluffer,
and skip-tooth combs in your choice of colors. 71⁄2" L x
9" W x 3" H. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
Black
Purple

Set — $32.25

EXHIBITOR’S
ESSENTIALS
COMB TRIO

C32395N111
C32651N111

Weaver® Stainless Steel Blunt Tooth Combs

Designed with a screw and lock nut combo that helps prevent
screw from loosening, while making removal/replacement of
blade quick and easy. The wider diameter teeth are easy and
gentle on your animal’s hair coat. Aluminum handle with a
contoured design.

10. Blunt Tooth Fluffer Comb. The perfect combination of

longer teeth that stimulate your animal’s hair coat and shorter
teeth for pop and bloom. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34898N111 — $16.45
11. Blunt Tooth Comb. Long teeth to stimulate your animal’s

NEW

10.
11.

NEW
STAINLESS
STEEL BLUNT
TOOTH + FLUFFER
COMBS

hair coat. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34899N111 — $16.45
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Dryers

C33937N111

C32991N111
C32271N111

Sullivan’s Air Express III™ Blow Dryer

Finally, a better-engineered blower — offers more power and more features! Aerodynamic front end increases
air velocity by 12% for more power, plus air flows more efficiently through the funnel design. Cartridge filter
system gives added protection from breakage and also allows more air intake for added power. Unit has a heat
booster that increases air temperature up to 10% to dry the animal faster. Equipped with the most powerful,
high-efficiency motor available. Seamless body keeps air from leaking out. Powder-coat paint finish retards
rust. W-shaped leg structure is welded at six points for added strength and durability. Heavy-duty industrial
switches for extended life. Comes complete with blower, cartridge filter, and 15-ft. hose. One-year warranty on
motor and blower. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 36 lbs.
Blue C24450N111
Silver C24451N111

Red
Screamin' Neon

Each — $415.00

C20159N111
C32271N111

Sullivan’s Air Express Mini Blow Dryer

A miniature version of the popular Air Express III blower. Equipped with a single, high-powered, high-efficiency
motor. Only draws 11 amps of electricity. Includes a patented aerodynamic funnel front end cap design for more air
velocity and the unique patented cartridge filter system. Includes supplemental heat booster to increase air temperature for faster drying. Ideal for small animal or pet exhibitor. Comes with a 15-ft. hose. Sh. wt. 27 lbs.

C32991N111 — $299.95

C31303N111

Parts & Accessories for Sullivan’s Dryers
Replacement Filter Only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C20160N111 — $11.15
Replacement Hose Only. 15 ft. hose with nozzle tip.

Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Weaver® Fogger

Easy to use, this fogger attaches directly to the blower hose
nozzle to produce a fine mist when applying grooming
liquids to livestock. Holds 32 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C31668N111 — $27.95

Tourmaline Ionic Dryer

Tourmaline crystals emit negative
ions that quickly seal the cuticle
layer and eliminate frizz for
smoother, silkier hair in 60% less
time. Ionic dryer dries hair faster by
breaking up water molecules. “Cool
Shot” button locks in style. Features
20% more airflow than regular hair
dryers. Four heat settings/air speeds for
styling control. Powerful, quiet, long-life AC
motor. Includes professional concentrator and styling
pick. 1,875 watts. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C28254N111 — $47.25

Sullivan’s Totally Tuned Double Blower Cart

Designed to be problem free! Features an all-metal “Y” system that
eliminates the need for short blower hoses. Generates more sealed
air pressure that means more air power! Rugged steel construction for
added stability. Includes convenient comb holder on the back of cart.
(Blowers and hoses sold separately.) Sh. wt. 43 lbs. N

C34013N111 — $239.95
Cart Shelf Only. Attaches to back of cart above to hold spray cans,
sprayers, etc. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C34014N111 — $45.25

C34012N111 — $59.95
Sullivan’s Flux Capacitor™ Dual Blower Hose “Y”
System. Want more air power? The amount of air this

custom blower hose creates is overwhelming! Twice
the blowing power with only one hose. Features a “Y”
shaped fitting that combines hoses from two blowers
into large 2" dia. hose. 17 ft. L. Sold as pictured, without
blowers. Blower clamps sold separately. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C33937N111 — $169.50
6-ft. Extension Hose for Flux Capacitor. An extension

for use with the Flux Capacitor Dual Blower Hose
(C33937N111) 11⁄2" dia. hose. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C33938N111 — $37.75
Short Hose Only for Flux Capacitor. For use with the

Flux Capacitor Dual Blower Hose (C33937N111). 2 ft. L x
11⁄2" dia. hose. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33939N111 — $22.75
15-ft. Hose Only for Flux Capacitor. For use with the

Flux Capacitor Dual Blower Hose (C33937N111). 15 ft. L x
2" dia. hose. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C33940N111 — $96.55
Metal “Y” Connector Only for Flux Capacitor.

For use with the Flux Capacitor Dual Blower Hose
(C33937N111). Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C33941N111 — $49.50
Large Hose Clamp for Blower Hose “Y” Only for
Flux Capacitor. For use with the Flux Capacitor Dual

Blower Hose (C33937N111). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33942N111 — $3.75

Sullivan’s Blower Hanger

Hang your blower from a fence, trailer, or many other
places. Works well to get the blower up off the ground
and out of the way. Blower hose easily wraps around
top of hanger. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C31303N111 — $32.25
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Mini-Circ Blower/Dryer

A blower/dryer/fluffer designed especially for use at shows or sales. Provides all the
blowing power you would ask of a small, portable unit. Rugged, 18-gauge steel construction is tough and durable, yet lightweight and portable. Powered by a two-stage,
9.5-amp motor turbine. 4 hp. Blower tip, filter, and 10-ft. hose included. CSA- and
CE-approved units available upon request. Available in 240V through special order.
Two-year warranty on motor only. Sh. wt. 21 lbs.
Metallic Blue
Purple
Green

Each — $244.95

C12278N111
C24805N111
C24806N111

Black
Pink
Lime Green

C33133N111
C33134N111
C33135N111

SHOWING + GROOMING

Blowers + Dryers

Circuiteer® I

Designed especially for shows! Portable, lightweight (18 lbs.) blower-dryer may be
suspended, set on the ground, or carried with adjustable shoulder strap or handle.
Excellent for all types of blowing and drying. Use one or two motors to vary pressure.
Features two 4 HP high-speed motor turbines for tremendous blow power. 18-gauge
stainless steel construction. Equipped with 120V utility outlet for use with clippers and
lights. No heat element; blower only. Includes a 10-ft. hose with blower tip and filter.
20-ft. cord. 120V, 14.85 amps. CSA- and CE-approved units available upon request.
Available in 240V through special order. Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 27 lbs.
Metallic Blue

Each — $365.95

C03833N111

Black C33136N111

BLOWER PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Circuiteer® Replacement
Parts and Accessories

C33139N111

Replacement parts and accessories for
Mini-Circ, Circuiteer® I, Circuiteer® II,
Circuiteer® IV, and Circuiteer® MAX.
C12292N111 Replacement hose, 10 ft.
Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs. — $40.25
C15570N111 Replacement hose, 15 ft.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $59.10
C15571N111 Replacement hose, 20 ft.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $77.80
C09729N111 Replacement blower tip.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $12.85
C07569N111 Replacement filter.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $4.95
C10918N111 Toggle switch.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $7.50

C33140N111

Circuiteer® II Blower/Dryer

Portable and lightweight, this blower/dryer may be suspended, carried, or set on the ground. Choice of one motor
for sensitive areas or two motors for more blowing power. Prevents water spots. Equipped with 120V utility outlet for
use with clippers and lights. No heat element; blower only. Includes a 15-ft. hose with blower tip and filter. 20-ft. cord.
120V/17 amps. 4 hp. CSA- and CE-approved units available upon request. Available in 240V through special order.
Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 34 lbs.
Metallic Blue
Purple
Green

C12017N111
C24807N111
C24808N111

Black
Pink
Lime Green

C33137N111
C33138N111
C33139N111

Each — $394.95
Circuiteer® IV Blower/Dryer. Same fine features as the Circuiteer® II above, but also has two outlets that are handy

“Y” End
Two-Hose
Connector

if you need to charge cell phones, laptops, etc. Hammertone finish for extra durability. Available in 240V through
special order. Sh. wt. 31 lbs.

Attaches to Mini-Circ and Circuiteer® I,
II, IV, and MAX. Enables one blower to
blow dry two animals simultaneously.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Gold C33140N111
Each — $405.95

Silver

C33141N111

C13400N111 — $18.30

Circuiteer® MAX Blower/Dryer

From the makers of the original Circuiteer® line of blowers/dryers comes the most
powerful machine yet — with 50% more blowing power, it blows the competition away!
Heavy duty, yet portable and lightweight, this unit gives you the choice of one motor
for delicate jobs or two motors for more blowing power. Ideal for heavy-coated or longhaired animals; cleaning equipment, shops, and barns; blowing leaves and debris; and
more. Comes with 10-ft. hose and two different size blower tips. 120V AC, 18.5 amps. Two
4 hp motors. Using a longer hose will limit blowing power. Two-year warranty. Available in
240V through special order. Sh. wt. 37 lbs.
Purple
Red

Each — $422.95

C25801(A)N111
C25801(B)N111

Black
Lime Green

C25801(C)N111
C25801(D)N111
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Fans + Foggers

3.

2.

1.

NEW

1. Maxx Air™ 18" High-Velocity 3-Speed Wall-Mount Fan

Totally enclosed, energy-efficient PSC motor with three speeds
(2,500/2,100/1,800 CFM). Pull chain is used to change speeds. Fan head
tilts 180°. Rugged hanging bar with prepunched holes. Powder-coated
steel construction. OSHA-compliant grilles. 10-ft. grounded three-prong
power cord. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C33310N111 — $68.50

2. Maxx Air 20" High-Velocity Shroud Floor Fan

A versatile fan that packs surprising power. It is a great choice for any
location, especially workshops, garages, and barns. Features a three-speed,
120V, energy efficient PSC motor; rugged 22-ga., powder-coated steel
shroud; fan head tilts a full 120°; maximum efficiency aluminum fan blades;
sturdy base with nonskid feet for stability; OSHA compliant, rust-resistant
grills, and a 6-ft. power cord. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

C34589N111 — $69.50

3. Maxx Air™ 24" 2-Speed Tilt Fan

Heavy-duty, two-speed, thermally protected
PSC 1⁄3 hp motor with two speeds (4,000 and
2,800 CFM). Rugged, enamel-coated, 22-gauge
galvanized steel housing. 180° tilt. Convenient
handles for portability. Safe, OSHA-compliant
grilles. 8-ft. power cord. Sh. wt. 41 lbs.

C33315N111 — $154.75
4. Maxx Air™ PRO Hanging Assembly for
24" Fan. Easily attaches to the pre-assembled

base on the 24" barrel fan. Simple, easy to
assemble, and cost effective versus other methods of hanging fans. Often used where floor
space is at a premium. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

4.

C33312N111 — $24.95

NEW
Electro-Groom® Portable
Electric Vacuum Cleaner

Remove dust, dirt, dandruff, and parasites with
this powerful, but quiet, electric vacuum cleaner.
The two 3⁄4 hp Lamb motors have 22,500 rpm,
115V, 575 watts, and 80" water lift each. Motors
may be operated separately or together. The
Jet-Vac cleaning nozzle curries with fingers of
air — animals love it. Nylon-reinforced plastic hose
with chrome swivel end. Heavy-duty steel, baked
enamel body. Includes blower tip, cobweb tube,
vinyl brush, 10-ft. hose, and nozzle. Two-year
warranty on motors. Available in 240V through
special order. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 87 lbs. N

Z16218N111 — $677.25

20" Tiltable 3-Speed Fan

Tilt-angle head for directional airflow control. Three
speeds: 3,600, 4,200, and 4,800 CFM. Features 720"
omni-directional airflow, industrial high-velocity motor,
and porcelain-coated safety grills. Heavy-duty all-metal
construction. 9-ft. power cord. UL listed. 120 V.
Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

C34726N111 — $98.00

Replacement Parts and Accessories for Electro-Groom®
C02546N111 10-ft. hose, 11⁄2", with swivel end. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $39.95
C09718N111 Serrated nozzle for metal hose end, 11⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $29.50
C28263N111 Serrated nozzle fits inside the plastic hose end. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $37.95
C09726N111 Replacement top motor-turbine unit. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $89.50
C09727N111 Replacement bottom motor-turbine unit. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $92.50
C09729(X)N111 Rubber blower tip. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $12.85
C07570N111 Dust bag complete. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $49.95
C30337N111 10-ft. hose with chrome elbow. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $53.25

Commander “Tri-Jet” Fogger

Chemical fogging or humidity control is simple
with this fogger. The combination of the adjustable valve and the tornado-action nozzle allows
you to maximize cold mist direction up to 30 ft.
The versatility of this unit allows you to fog with
both water- and oil-based materials and may
be used either indoors or outdoors. Features a
triple nozzle with two-stage action, an adjustable
valve to meter output, rustproof and rugged
construction, 1-gal. tank, and a heavy-duty motor.
110V AC. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C15655N111 — $217.25

Fogmaster Tri-Jet®

Designed for pest and odor control. Adjustable output is a key feature
of this rugged, portable cold fogger. A control knob provides the
desired degree of misting of both water- and oil-based solutions.
Accurate, constant dispensing rate is easy to calibrate in the field —
adjustable to 2-8 oz./min. with control valve. Has three counter rotating vortex nozzles. Fogging head angles for choice of adjustment.
Durable aluminum structure is designed for long life. One stage-type
fan, 17,500 rpm. Continuous-duty 1 hp motor, 110/120V AC. 1-gal.
capacity tank. 121⁄2" L x 153⁄8" H x 85⁄8" dia. 20-25 ft. range. Five-year
warranty. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C08734N111 — $307.95
Fogmaster® Countdown Timer. Shuts off fogger. Set timer with

manual dial (60-minute maximum). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C24299N111 — $114.25
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2.

3.

FEATURED

1.

1. Wall/Ceiling Bracket

Mounts to walls, posts, or ceilings. Adjustable pivot
bracket allows omnidirectional air circulation. Bracket
has three 13⁄32" dia. mounting holes. NOTE: Not recommended for use with oscillating circulators when ceiling
mounted. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C29201N111 — $66.95

2. Mounting Bracket for Fans

Fits suspension-mounted fans. Attaches to tab on fan
motor. Designed to hang fan from a 2 x 4 or ceiling
truss. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32487N111 — $27.50

3. Schaefer Cattle Kooler® Fan

Patented design provides twice as much airflow as
any fan on the market today! Great for dairy, hog,
calf, and horse barns and milking parlors. Specially
designed fan guard does not restrict airflow. Airflow
spreads out, creating air currents where it is needed.
All fans are variable-speed capable. Provides proper
air velocity to ensure air movement all around the
animal, right down to the floor, helping eliminate fly
problems in barns. Maintenance-free, heavy-duty ball
bearing motors are energy efficient. Balanced blades
prevent noise and vibration. Mounts close to ceiling
for more head room clearance. Mounting bracket
included. Does not come wired. N

20" Fan. Ideal for barns with low ceilings. 5,156

CCFM capacity. 1⁄3 hp motor. 115/230V. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 38 lbs.

Z13940N111 — $220.95
24" Fan. For use in barns with a ceiling height of at

VES
High-Velocity
Single-Speed Circulation Fans

The most powerful and efficient basket fans available
in the market today. Tapered intake and exhaust are
designed for optimum performance, maximum air
velocity, and maximum distance coverage. Created for
the harshest environments. The standard OSHA safety
guards mean you can mount these fans at any height.
Designed for performance and efficiency.
• Exceptional air velocity ideal for animal cooling
• Polyester powder-coated guards for corrosion
resistance
• Versatile wall and ceiling mount pivots 180° and fan
can turn 360°
• High efficiency motors are totally enclosed with
sealed ball bearing
• Well balanced, strong blade design for years of
trouble-free service
• Easy to clean with no corners for dirt and disease
build up

24" Circulation Fan. A 9-ft. power cord is included.
115V. 8,800 CFM. Can be converted to variable speed if
switch is purchased separately, otherwise it will run on
high. Switch available through special order. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 50 lbs. N
Z30215N111 — $181.75
36" Circulation Fan. Power cord not included.

115V/230V. 14,000 CFM. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 65 lbs. N

Z40055N111 — $251.95

least 8 ft. 7,748 CCFM capacity. 1⁄2 hp motor. 115/230V.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 48 lbs.

Z13941N111 — $278.75

SHOWING + GROOMING

Fans + Foggers

Schaefer F5™
Livestock Circulation Fan

The fan of champions! High-velocity circulation
fan designed to provide the ideal environment
for maximum show animal comfort and topline
hair growth. Built to withstand the impact of
show travel, each of these fans comes with a
dependable, long-lasting motor and heavy-duty
steel guards with reinforced ribs and outer rings
for extreme durability. Powder-coated black
finish over guards. Corrosion resistant inside and
out for durability and long life. Powerful motors
with unique low-solidity ratio blade for best-inclass efficiency and quiet operation without sacrificing airflow and speed. Flexible, 7-ft. cord with
water-resistant and weatherproof on/off switch
for convenient operation. Hang mount included
for easy setup and take-down. 115/230V. Made in
the U.S.A. 24" dia. 1⁄2 hp, 1,725 rpm, 7,700 cfm.
Sh. wt. 47 lbs. N

C33424N111 — $280.25

Sullivan’s Turbo™
Livestock Fans

C24104N111

More power — more air — the most
air velocity on the market! Specially
designed fans for the showman that
are powerful and problem free. Blade
design blows at a higher velocity and
provides more airflow with a wider
path of air movement. Complies with
OSHA regulations. Durable front
guard opens for easy blade cleaning.
Fans are equipped with heavy-duty
motors that are perfectly engineered
to the blade and guard so they can
deliver the maximum performance
possible. Mounting bracket sold
separately above. N

20" Fan. 1⁄3 hp motor. 1,725 rpm. 4,792
FPM. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.

C24104N111 — $239.50
Mounting Tab
24" Fan. 1⁄2 hp motor. 1,740 rpm. 5,560 FPM. Sh. wt. 50 lbs.
C15250N111 — $274.50

Z19838N111

Sullivan 28" Show Barn Fan™

Designed specifically for livestock show barns, this quiet-running, 28" fan disperses airflow in a wide air pattern.
Deep cage design allows for less friction between fan blade and fan case, resulting in a quieter fan with amazing
airflow coverage. Heavy-duty, 1⁄2 hp, ball-bearing motor draws only 4 amps. Front-hinged, black cage opens to provide easy access to clean grime from the blades. Includes motor, cord, blade, and guard. Fully assembled. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. N

Z19838N111 — $289.50

Dyna-Fog® Hurricane™ Portable Fogger

An electric fogger designed to handle both water- and petroleum-based products — disinfectants, deodorizers, germicides, and insecticides for large or small areas. Fully adjustable to allow you to control your rate of application more accurately. Three precision nozzles,
rather than one, combine to give you much greater output capacity. Lightweight, weighs less than 7 lbs. Translucent 1-gallon tank lets
you check your liquid level easily. The body of this extremely durable applicator is made from high-density polyethylene, a chemicalresistant material. 13" L x 8" W x 14" H. Operates on a continuous duty 6.85 amp, 50/60 cycle, 20,000 rpm, 110-120V AC motor. Available
in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C11896N111 — $336.95
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Fans + Accessories
1.

2.

REMOTE
INCLUDED

72" Industrial Ceiling Fan

Silent operation with reduced motor noise. Nine-blade design for high
volume air movement and six speeds for customized control. Reversible
direction for changing seasonal needs. Energy-saving DC motor means
lower operating temperature and greater longevity. Remote control can
control multiple fans in larger applications. All-metal construction. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 27 lbs. N

Z50136N111 — $535.00

1. Maxx Air™ PRO 30"
Direct-Drive 2-Speed Barrel Fan

Heavy-duty, two-speed thermally protected PSC 1⁄3 hp motor.
6,000 and 4,100 CFM speeds. Rugged, 22-gauge, enamel-coated
steel housing. Convenient handles for portability. Nonskid positioning legs. 8-ft. power cord. Safe, OSHA-compliant grilles.
Sh. wt. 51 lbs. N

VersaMist® Portable Low-Pressure Misting Fan

Simply fill it up, plug it in, turn it on, and chill™! Keep livestock
cool when temperatures get hot! Convenient and user-friendly,
this misting fan combines fine mist and high-speed air movement
for cooling indoors and out. Rapid mist evaporation produces
16,000 BTU/hour of cooling, which cools the air up to 30° F.
Integrated handle and wheels with lightweight design for easy
portability and versatility. Pump and fan assembly are easily
separated from the reservoir for quick, effortless setup, cleaning,
and storage. Built with integral tip switch that turns power off if
unit is knocked over. Fan can be angled up or down for targeted
cooling. Features three-speed outdoor-rated fan, 14-gallon tank/
pump/fan assembly, 7-hour water tank capacity, and molded
handles in tank and wheels for easy unit transport. 46" H when
assembled. Tank dimensions: 24" H x 15" dia. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 59 lbs. N

Z47738N111 — $649.95

Upright Fan Stand

Set up or take down in minutes. Height is
adjustable. Made of 11⁄2" tubing. No heavy base
required. Mounting brackets are included to nail
to front of stall. Holds one or two 24" fans, or one
30" fan (not included). Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C15772N111 — $94.95

C33314N111 — $239.95
Maxx Air™ PRO 42" Belt-Drive 2-Speed Barrel Fan. Similar

to smaller fan above, but 42" with a larger 1⁄2 hp motor (14,500
and 10,500 CFM), belt drive for ultra-quiet operation, and dual
ball bearing with reinforced steel motor mounts. 8-ft. power cord.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 95 lbs. N

Z48256N111 — $359.95
2. Maxx Air™ PRO Barrel Fan Wall Bracket. Can mount to

both the wall or ceiling and to metal or wood surfaces. Made of
durable powder-coated steel. For indoor use only. For use on 24",
30", and 42" barrel fans. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C33313N111 — $84.95

Sullivan’s
Arctic Chill™
Fan Attachment

When the hot weather
hits, keep your cool with
Arctic Chill™ — the misting
ring that turns your fan
into a cool, comfortable
oasis during the summer
heat! Its unique nozzle
creates a micro-fine mist
that flash evaporates,
cooling the air up to 30
degrees! Three nozzles
placed on a 16" dia., durable, black powder-coated steel circle
that has a 6-ft. lead line that connects directly to a garden hose.
Will attach to any 24" fan (not included). Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C31333N111 — $52.95

Sullivan’s Misting Filter
SULLIVAN’S FAN
STAND CART

A must for all misting systems! This
three-stage carbon phosphate filter
suspends particles that could clog
nozzles. Attaches in line to all garden
hose connections. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C31334N111 — $22.75

SULLIVAN’S FAN
STAND TRUCK

Sullivan’s Fan Stand Cart

Handy fan stand moves easily and has an adjustable height from 3 ft. 5" to
4 ft. Stand will hold one fan (not included). Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C31903N111 — $116.95

Sullivan’s Fan Stand Truck

Make it easy to move fans where you need them! Convenient fan stand
truck can be mounted with two fans or one fan. Adjustable bars so fans
can be moved to any height. Holds two 24" fans (not included). One-year
warranty against manufacturer defects. Sh. wt. 29 lbs. N

C32259N111 — $157.25
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7-FT.
ALUMINUM
CHUTE

SHOWING + GROOMING

Chutes

71⁄2-FT.
CHUTE

Sullivan’s Cadillac Chutes

Rounded corners on tubing mean no sharp edges, making it more gentle and safe for
cattle. This special tubing offers the strength of square tubing with the safety of rounded corners. Super light chutes are easily portable for shows. Side bars and head gate
are powder-coated to prevent the aluminum color from rubbing off onto cattle. Chutes
include wheels, head tie, and 2" tubing with rounded corners. Padded floors sold separately below. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

7-ft. Hybrid Chute (Aluminum Top w/Steel Base). Offers the best of both
worlds — lightness of a 9-gauge aluminum chute, plus the added strength of steel.
Equipped with a durable steel base for added stability. Everything above the base is
aluminum to keep it light in weight. The steel base takes the flex out of the aluminum
to provide a more durable product. 7 ft. L x 34" W x 6 ft. H. Sh. wt. 150 lbs.
Z46293N111 — $819.50
7-ft. Aluminum Chute. 9-gauge aluminum. 7 ft. L x 34" W x 6 ft. H. Sh. wt. 115 lbs.
Z46294N111 — $819.50
71⁄2-ft. Aluminum Chute. Includes paper towel dispenser. 9-gauge aluminum. 7 ft.

6" L x 36" W x 7 ft. 6" H. Sh. wt. 115 lbs.

Z49375N111 — $839.50
8-ft. Aluminum Chute. 9-gauge aluminum. 8 ft. L x 34" W x 7 ft. H. Sh. wt. 130 lbs.
Z49989N111 — $870.50
Padded Chute Floors. For use with chutes above to provide the ultimate in anti-fatigue

for your show stock. Extra-thick, cushioned padding to keep the animal from getting
tired while standing in the chute. Complete with wood floor and high-density foam
padding, all covered in a durable multipurpose carpet.
Z49376N111 For 7-ft. chutes (Z46293N111 & Z46294N111). Sh. wt. 43 lbs.
Z49377N111 For 71⁄2-ft. chute (Z49375N111). Sh. wt. 45 lbs.
Z49990N111 For 8-ft. chutes (Z49989N111). Sh. wt. 42 lbs.

Each — $150.75

Weaver® Kirk Stierwalt
Professional Cattle Chutes

All-aluminum chutes are fully collapsible with side bars, top bars, and head piece
fitting securely within the base for easy transportation and storage.
Features include:
• Spring-loaded side bars for easy removal and adjustment
• Triangle head piece with three tying options for clipping at different angles
• Side bars can be placed horizontally or angled in various positions for grooming
purposes
• Powder-coated side bars and head lock prevent any oxidized aluminum from
rubbing off
• Rounded bottom cross bar of head lock sits lower than other chutes for safety of the
animal and to help prevent damage to fitted hair should the hoof or leg go over the bar
• Radius corners eliminate the sharp, pointy edges
• Heavy, one-piece, 1⁄4" thick corner support at base of legs for extra stability and
reinforcement
Due to the physical properties of aluminum, and its ability to bend and flex under
stress, it is recommended this chute be used with animals that have been broke. Animal should never be left unattended in chute. Shipped directly from our supplier Allow
extra delivery time. N
71⁄2-ft. Chute. Assembled chute: 1221⁄2" L x 36" W x 75" H (including triangle head
piece and handles). Collapsed chute: 104" L x 36" W x 16" H (including wheels and
handles). Sh. wt. 118 lbs.

Z47629N111 — $849.95

8-ft. Chute. Assembled chute: 138" L x 361⁄2" W x 75" H (including triangle head

piece and handles). Collapsed chute: 110" L x 361⁄2" W x 161⁄2" H
(including wheels and handles). Sh. wt. 130 lbs.

Z50204N111 — $859.25

Padded Chute Floors. The 11⁄2" thick, closed-cell

foam padding provides extra comfort and covers
the entire length of the floor. Durable outdoor carpet
prevents liquids from getting inside. Easy to clean with a
pressure washer. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. N
Z48225N111 For 71⁄2-ft. chute (Z47629N111). Sh. wt. 50 lbs. — $161.25
Z50203N111 For 8-ft. chute (Z50204N111). Sh. wt. 52 lbs. — $162.95

ALUMINUM
CHUTE

Weaver® Kirk Stierwalt
Professional Chute Puller

Show Stopper Chutes

This is the simple design you’ve been looking for! Side bars are round with no sharp
edges and 2" tubing has rounded corners. Lower crossbar on head gate for calf’s
front-leg safety. Handles in back for movement when down or set up. Taller wheels
allow easier movement. Two slotted height adjustments for the horizontal side bar.
7 ft. L x 34" W x 6 ft. 3" H. Available in aluminum, steel, or a combination of the two.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

7 ft. Hybrid Combo Chute (Aluminum Top with Steel Base). Powder-coated
aluminum side bars, back frame, and neck pieces to prevent oxidation marks on cattle.
Rugged steel base. Sh. wt. 225 lbs.
Z20894N111 — $818.75
Aluminum Chute. Powder-coated side

bars, back frame, and neck pieces to
prevent oxidation marks on cattle.
Sh. wt. 180 lbs.

Design makes moving chutes a breeze!
This one-of-a-kind design will accommodate any chute with handles in the back,
making it easy to lift the chute off the
ground and pull it to its destination. Folding
design makes it a compact space-saver
perfect for travel to shows. The 10" no-flat,
polyurethane foam-filled tires feature rugged treads for easy navigation. 18" L x
17" W x 33" H. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

C32637N111 — $168.95

Steel Chute. With powder-coated paint.
Sh. wt. 290 lbs.
Z18493N111 — $819.95

Z19837N111 — $818.75
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Fan Cage + Grooming Mats + Pen Divider Gates

Weaver® Aluminum
Livestock Fan Cage

Z48332N111

Z48333N111

Z48334N111

Z48336N111

Z48341N111

Aluminum Replacement Parts. For Livestock Fan Cage at right.

Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z48338N111 Front L-bar. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $78.25
Z48337N111 Rear L-bar. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $85.50
Z48333N111 Front head tie bracket. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.10
Z48334N111 Rear fan bracket. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $16.35
Z48335N111 Extension tube. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $47.95
Z48336N111 Foot. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $14.85
Z48341N111 Replacement knuckle knob. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $5.95

Configurable to accommodate one to four
animals, this livestock fan cage allows
you to tie the animals’ heads at just the
right height and hang fans at the back of
the unit for maximum comfort. Trusted by
professionals, this rugged design is easy
to haul and built for years of use. Durable
powder-coated design features angled
side panels so you can build up the bedding. Features two stall dividers, two front
L-bars, two rear L-bars, four front head ties,
four rear fan hangers, two extension tubes,
and 12 knobs. Extend from 8 ft. to 14 ft.
wide. Front height: 731⁄2". Rear height: 781⁄2".
Stall divider length: 96". Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 117 lbs. N

Z48332N111 — $930.00

Stall Dividers. For Livestock Fan Cage at right. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 45 lbs. N

Z48340N111 Stall divider, right — $313.75
Z48339N111 Stall divider, left — $313.75

Weaver® Single Gate Pig Pen Divider

Lightweight design can easily be moved around for portable versatility. Powder
coated with a silver vein finish that prevents aluminum from rubbing off on the
animal and leaving a black mark. Measures 33" H x 71⁄2 ft. W when fully expanded and 33" H x 48" W when collapsed. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N

Weaver® Fitting Mats

With a black vinyl cover to keep moisture out, these easy-to-clean fitting mats are designed for use alongside cattle chutes or trimming stands for your comfort. The sturdy
11⁄2" thick foam padding helps relieve stress on the back, knees, and feet when fitting
cattle or trimming sheep.

Portable Fitting Mat. 28" L x 14" W.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C33442N111 — $55.25

Tri-Fold Narrow Fitting Mat. 84" L x

181⁄2" W extended; 28" L x 181⁄2" W folded.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C33443N111 — $93.75

C31300N111

Sullivan’s
Folding Fitting Mats

Convenient, easy-to-carry mats are great
to kneel on while clipping and fitting. Easy to move
from one chute to another with built-in handles. Covered
with vinyl for a nice finished appearance.

Single-Fold Mat. Folds in one place.

Measures 18" L x 24" W when folded. Purple. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C31300N111 — $68.50

C31301N111

Double-Fold Mat. Folds in two places.
Measures 30" L x 28" W when folded.
Maroon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C31301N111 — $117.75

Z49973N111 — $306.00

Aluminum
Pen Single-Lift
Divider Gates

Visit eNasco.com/farmandranch
for Double-Lift Door Gates.
Powder-coated aluminum pen divider gates
with single-lift door.
Gates feature 5⁄8" aluminum vertical round
rods, square horizontal
rods (3⁄4" aluminum and
2" extruded aluminum),
and are powdercoated to keep
aluminum from leaving
marks on animals. Includes four mounting
tabs to attach divider
gate to existing gates and eight heavy-duty 5⁄16" zip ties to attach gate to pen. The
34" H gates expand from 48" to 83" L. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 26 lbs. N

Z47990N111
Z47991N111
Z47992N111
Each — $331.25
Blue
Black
Green

Orange
Red
Silver

Z47993N111
Z47994N111
Z47995N111
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Weaver® French Door
Show Box

Take a step away from the
ordinary with this all-aluminum
show box — you have to see
this unique storage solution
to believe it! Each door opens
separately to reveal shelves
for liquids and aerosols, three
hooks for halters and ropes,
and storage for pig pipes and
whips. Pullout bottom tray
makes it easy to store and
access your blower. Frame
with 10" no-flat tires makes
this box easy to move over
any terrain. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time.

4-ft. Show Box. 311⁄2" L x
361⁄2" W x 491⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 113 lbs. N

SHOWING + GROOMING

Show Boxes

Z49979N111

Z49978N111 — $950.00
5-ft. Show Box. 311⁄2" L x 361⁄2" W x 611⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 130 lbs. N
Z49979N111 — $1,075.00

Z48508N111

Weaver® Dolly Show Boxes

Z49082N111

Durable show boxes are great for hauling and storing supplies. Mounted on a wheeled
frame with a dolly handle, these boxes are easy to move and transport. Shelves are
welded and reinforced with screws for added strength. Wheeled frame extends underneath the doors for added support and to take hanging weight off hinges. Rounded
corners and rolled edges reduce cuts and scrapes. Hooks for hanging halters, ropes,
and more. Door shelves, inner shelves, and drawer hold grooming tools and show day
products. Large bottom shelves can fit a blower, gallon-size products, and clippers.
Hasp latches keep doors closed and contents secure (padlocks not included). Features 10" no-flat, polyurethane foam-filled tires with rugged treads for easier rolling.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Weaver® Show Box Covers

Help prevent show box scratches at home and on the
trailer during transport with these fleece-lined nylon
covers that fit securely with hook-and-loop closures
on any 4-ft. and 5-ft. Weaver® show boxes. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
4-ft. Show Box Cover. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
Blue Z48327N111
Purple Z48326N111

Each — $108.25

4-ft. Show Boxes
Z48507N111 Single-door, galvanized.

5-ft. Show Box Cover. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
Blue Z48324N111
Purple Z48325N111
Each — $119.75
Z48325N111

24" W x 461⁄2" H x 24" D.
Sh. wt. 125 lbs. — $501.75
Z48509N111 Two-door, galvanized.
24" W x 461⁄2" H x 261⁄2" D.
Sh. wt. 114 lbs. — $627.00
Z49083N111 Two-door, aluminum.
24" W x 48" H x 261⁄2" D.
Sh. wt. 112 lbs. — $765.00

5-ft. Show Boxes
Z48508N111 Single-door, galvanized.

24" W x 581⁄2" H x 24" D.
Sh. wt. 148 lbs. — $547.25
Z48506N111 Two-door, galvanized.
24" W x 581⁄2" H x 261⁄2" D.
Sh. wt. 130 lbs. — $697.50
Z49082N111 Two-door, aluminum.
24" W x 60" H x 261⁄2" D.
Sh. wt. 137 lbs. — $962.25

Z48320N111

Sullivan’s Treadbrite
Aluminum Showcase Show Box
Weaver® Deluxe
Dolly Chest Box

Easy-to-transport dolly design pairs with removable caddies to make this
perfect for any busy exhibitor. Attractive tread-plate design adds a touch
of style to this wheeled box featuring a handle that folds in and out to give
you easy access. Portable, removable caddies with handles allow you to
take your supplies where needed while staying organized. A back door
opens, giving you convenient storage of larger items like blowers. Lid
features storage for five whips and three pig pipes. Knuckle hinges allow
easy access while keeping the lid from opening all the way back.
Sturdy hasp latch keeps items secure (padlock not included). 31" L x
48" W x 291⁄2" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 109 lbs. N

Z49977N111 — $750.00

Constructed of durable diamond Treadbrite aluminum, this is a superior box that will maintain a beautiful
appearance for many years. Trays are galvanized steel.
21" H x 24" D x 40" W. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 50 lbs. N

Z20521N111

Z48320N111 — $519.95

Sullivan’s Showtime Galvanized Steel Show Boxes™

Designed by showmen for showmen! Economically priced box with solid construction of 20-gauge,
galvanized steel with reinforced sides. The strongest and most durable galvanized box made!
Unique lid-stop on hinges — no chains or cables. Dividers on the bottom of box for better organization. Removable sliding tote tray with handles allows for organization in box and removal of tray for
out-of-box use. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Medium Show Box. Includes one sliding tote tray. 21" x 24" x 40". Sh. wt. 75 lbs.

Z20520N111 — $308.50
Large Show Box. Includes two sliding tote trays, three hinges for lid, four handles, show stick

holder, comb holder, document storage pocket, and built-in shelf deep enough for quart bottles
with sprayer tops attached. 21" x 24" x 58". Sh. wt. 90 lbs.

Z20521N111 — $373.50

Rubbermaid® Show Box with Cushioned Lid

Rugged, all-plastic show box provides maximum outdoor protection. Designed to resist rust, dents, and bends. The 36"
box has large storage capacity and features two half-size removable trays with built-in side-grip handles set on top for easy
access. Can be locked with a padlock. Molded-in side grips allow two people to carry even the heaviest load easily. Black.
36" L x 24" W x 24" H. Sh. wt. 41 lbs. N

C17631N111 — $239.50
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Show Boxes

1.

2.

1. Sullivan’s Deep Showcase Show Boxes

Show boxes with reinforced sides, pig whip holders, and a tray for small
equipment. Features a large handle on each end and one on top. Chain
and hook assembly allows you to hang almost anywhere. Great for one
day jackpot shows. 161⁄4" x 113⁄4" x 46". Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N
Z48318N111 20-Gauge Galvanized Steel — $250.25
Z48321N111 Treadbrite Aluminum — $355.95

2. Sullivan’s Flipper Treadbrite
Aluminum Showcase Show Box
The top cover lid “flips” up and the front
folds down to give complete and easy
access to all supplies. Features a center
shelf along with open storage on each
end for larger items. Pig whip holders
on inside of top lid. Constructed of
Treadbrite aluminum. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 34 lbs. N

3.

Z48319N111 — $388.95

3. Sullivan’s Mini Showcase Show Box

This handy, smaller box enables you to carry the basic essential supplies to shows when a
large box is not necessary. Features one handle on top for easy carrying. The Air Express
Mini Blow Dryer will fit inside of this box. Constructed of 20-gauge galvanized steel. 161⁄4" x
113⁄4" x 181⁄2". Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. N

Z48317N111 — $172.50

Sullivan’s Hanging Showcase Box™

Chain and hook assembly allows you to hang this show box almost anywhere!
Features 20-gauge galvanized steel with reinforced sides, pig whip holders, tray
for small equipment, and a large cushioned handle on each end. 161⁄4" x 81⁄2" x
50". Sh. wt. 47 lbs. N

3.

C24446N111 — $209.25

GRABBIT Mat Mover

Handles mat by locking onto
the rubber, by pulling, pushing,
and lifting making it quick and
easy. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C29339N111 — $23.80
2.

1. Weaver® Show Box Hanger

1.

Add extra organization to your show pen with this easy-to-setup hanger designed to accommodate hanging show
boxes from Weaver® and other manufacturers. Features a chain latch for simple attachment to fence or gate and an
adjustable shelf at the top to keep grooming products close at hand. Convenient design gives you the flexibility to
position a show box at just the right height. 513⁄4" L x 801⁄2" H x 161⁄2" D. (Show box not included.) Sh. wt. 70 lbs. N

C32638N111 — $167.95

2. Weaver® Hanging Show Boxes

A favorite with exhibitors, these handy show boxes hang easily with a convenient chain and hook as well as hold all
your grooming essentials like liquids, aerosols, and brushes. Available in aluminum featuring a unique tread plate
that provides a high-end look or durable galvanized steel.
Features include:
Spring-loaded end handles lay flat and won’t catch on obstructions. Top handle for easy one-person carrying.
Sturdy hasp latch designed for use with padlock (not included). Reinforced door hangs perpendicular to the box
when open to serve as a convenient shelf. Show whips snap easily into the lid. Zinc-plated over steel chain and
hook allow for easy hanging. Special care is recommended when packing show boxes with heavy items. Overloading shelves, drawers, and trays can cause them to buckle, bend, or otherwise malfunction due to excessive weight.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Hanging Show Boxes.

51" L x 16" H x 9" D with door closed.
Z49081N111 Aluminum. Sh. wt. 35 lbs. — $378.95
Z47632N111 Steel. Sh. wt. 45 lbs. — $224.50

Deep Hanging Show Boxes.

54" L x 18" H x 121⁄2" D with door closed.
Z49080N111 Aluminum. Sh. wt. 36 lbs. — $368.95
Z47626N111 Steel. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. — $266.95

3. Weaver® Mini Deep Hanging Show Box

Not going to have enough room at your next show to take your bigger show box? Now you can get the storage you
need for essentials like liquids and grooming tools in a smaller space! Deep design gives you plenty of room for
grooming essentials. Holds up to two gallon bottles. Sturdy handle for easy carrying. Convenient hook and chain
for hanging. 33" L x 121⁄2" W x 171⁄2" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Galvanized Show Box. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.
Aluminum Tread Plate Show Box. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

Z49975N111 — $160.00

Z49976N111 — $205.00
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C08041N111

Wrangler® Cowboy
Cut® Youth-Size
White Jeans

4-H Exhibitor Number Harness

The original cowboy cut, official ProRodeo Competition
Jean with an adjust-to-fit
waistband. Five-pocket
styling. 100% cotton heavyweight, broken twill denim.
Prewashed white. Machine
wash and tumble dry. Sized
to fit either young boys or
girls. Cannot be sold outside
of the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33256N111 Size 8, Regular
C33257N111 Size 9, Regular
C33258N111 Size 10, Regular
C33259N111 Size 11, Regular
C33260N111 Size 12, Regular
C33261N111 Size 14, Regular
C33263N111 Size 16, Regular

SHOWING + GROOMING

Exhibitor Harnesses + Clothing

Young exhibitors can show their 4-H pride in
the ring with this number harness featuring
1" nylon webbing construction and embroidered 4-H name and logo. Adjustable waist
and shoulder straps provide a great fit while
the snap on the elastic waist strap allows for
easy on and off. Simply slip the number into
the plastic window pocket. Size small/
medium (youth/ladies). Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C31319N111 — $17.70

Each — $23.95

C33244N111
C33257N111

Exhibitor Harnesses

These adjustable harnesses are constructed from 1" nylon webbing, sculptured elastic,
sturdy naugahyde, clear plastic, and nickel-plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
Small Size. Suitable for a child or small individual. Black. 10" x 7".

C14549N111 — $13.05 10+ $12.49
Medium Size. Suitable for the junior showman to adult. Black.
C08041N111 — $13.55 10+ $12.79
Large Size. Suitable for large adults. Adjustable on sides and shoulders. 10" x 8".
C14548N111 Black
C28293N111 Brown
Each — $14.95 10+ $13.17

C31355(B)N111

Wrangler® Cowgirl Cut® Women’s White Jeans

You’ll never want to ride in another pair of jeans. Ideal for the show ring. This riding jean has a slimming, stylish
cut and features a no-gap waistband and flat seam to make riding even more comfortable. Mid-rise style with
spandex for added stretch and comfort. The 12-oz. weight denim is 100% cotton. Cannot be sold outside of the
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C33242N111 Size 1, 34" L
C33247N111 Size 7, 36" L
C33252N111 Size 13, 34" L
C33243N111 Size 3, 34" L
C33248N111 Size 9, 32" L
C33253N111 Size 15, 34" L
C33244N111 Size 5, 32" L
C33249N111 Size 9, 36" L
C33254N111 Size 17, 34" L
C33245N111 Size 5, 36" L
C33250N111 Size 11, 32" L
C33255N111 Size 19, 34" L
C33246N111 Size 7, 32" L
C33251N111 Size 11, 36" L

Each — $36.50

Wrangler® Cowboy Cut® Original Fit Men’s White Jeans

Wrangler® at its best! The original fit for original cowboys and the official ProRodeo Competition Jean. Tough,
heavyweight, broken twill denim with five-pocket styling, made from 100% cotton. Perfect white for the show
ring. Leg opening fits over boot. Cannot be sold outside of the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C31002N111 28" W x 30" L
C31010N111 32" W x 34" L
C33236N111 38" W x 34" L
C31003N111 28" W x 32" L
C31011N111 34" W x 32" L
C33237N111 38" W x 36" L
C31004N111 28" W x 34" L
C31012N111 34" W x 34" L
C33238N111 40" W x 32" L
C31005N111 30" W x 30" L
C31013N111 34" W x 36" L
C33239N111 40" W x 34" L
C31006N111 30" W x 32" L
C33232N111 36" W x 32" L
C33240N111 42" W x 30" L
C31007N111 30" W x 34" L
C33233N111 36" W x 34" L
C33241N111 42" W x 32" L
C31008N111 32" W x 30" L
C33234N111 36" W x 36" L
C31009N111 32" W x 32" L
C33235N111 38" W x 32" L

C32736N111

C32370N111

Weaver® Exhibitor Number
Harnesses with Sparkle Overlay

Sparkle overlays lend sophisticated style to these exhibitor
number harnesses. Quality constructed from 1" poly
webbing with adjustable waist and shoulder straps, these
harnesses offer a perfect fit. A snap on the elastic waist
strap allows for easy on and off. Simply slip number into
plastic window pocket. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Small/Medium Size. For youth/ladies. Black webbing
w/ pink sparkle.

C32372N111 — $21.40
Medium/Large Size. For adults.
C32370N111 Black Webbing w/ Black Sparkle
C32736N111 Black Webbing w/ Silver Sparkle
Each — $21.40

Each — $39.95

Fitter’s Stripe Overall with Zipper

Features include brass zipper front, adjustable elastic shoulder straps, two breast pockets (one with flap/one
with pencil slot), two lower-front swing pockets, two hip pockets, rule pocket, side-access openings, hammer
loop, double-stitched pockets and waistband for extra strength, and reinforced stress points. 100% cotton denim.
Machine washable. Available in regular and tall sizes. Features heavy-duty, 10-oz. denim. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
Regular Sizes. 30" L.
Tall Sizes. 32" L.
C31354(A)N111 Chest Size 36
C31355(A)N111 Chest Size 38
C31354(E)N111 Chest Size 38
C31355(B)N111 Chest Size 40
C31354(B)N111 Chest Size 40
C31355(E)N111 Chest Size 42
C31354(F)N111 Chest Size 42
C31355(C)N111 Chest Size 44
C31354(C)N111 Chest Size 44
C31355(F)N111 Chest Size 46
C31354(G)N111 Chest Size 46
C31355(D)N111 Chest Size 48
C31354(D)N111 Chest Size 48

Each — $83.50

Sullivan’s Extra-Small
Exhibitor Harness

Made out of quality nylon for a
stronger, longer-lasting harness.
Waist and shoulder straps are
fully adjustable for a perfect fit.
Adjustable silver strap across
back fits smaller showmen.
Black. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33358N111 — $14.50
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Whips + Cattle Show Sticks
Fiberglass Sorting Pole

An extra-long, 60" sorting pole to control your animals. Has
a golf club-style grip and a rubber tip on the end. Color may
vary. NOTE: Cannot be burned. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. N

C14431N111

C14431N111 — $10.30

Weaver® Intel Gel Handle Pig Whips

C32730N111

Unrivaled comfort with a nonslip grip! Intel Gel handles
offer a secure feel in the hand. The unique gel handle
helps reduce hand fatigue so exhibitor can stay focused
on the task at hand. Features a 6" black-and-white
popper that is easily replaced if it ever wears out. 42" L
(without popper). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
Lime Green
Purple
Hot Pink

Each — $24.60

C31655N111

C32730N111
C32733N111
C32732N111

C30564N111

U.S. Whip

The most popular pig whips on the market today. Unique soft nylon material
makes it ideal for driving hogs in the show ring. Includes a 6" lash braided
into the body of the whip and a soft molded handle with a chrome ferrule
and end cap. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Color

Cat. No.
C31651N111
C31652N111
C31653N111
C31654N111
C31655N111
C31656N111
C25087N111
C25088N111

Black
Blue
Neon Orange
Neon Pink
Graffiti
Fusion
Purple
Green

Shaft
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Fiberglass
Fiberglass

Length
(w/o Popper) Price
36"
$9.35
36"
$9.35
36"
$9.35
36"
$9.35
36"
$9.35
36"
$9.35
39"
$10.10
39"
$10.10

C34064N111

Weaver® Deluxe Pig Whips with Chrome Tips

This whip features a sturdy shaft, a chrome accent above the rubber handle, and a
chrome tip at the end of the handle for a deluxe show ring appearance. 6" popper can
be easily replaced when it wears out. Measures 39" without popper. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Solid Color
Black
Hurricane Blue
Lime Zest
Pink Fusion
Orange Crush
Purple Jazz

Cat. No.
C30561N111
C30562N111
C30563N111
C30564N111
C30565N111
C30567N111

Price
$10.50
$10.50
$10.50
$10.50
$10.50
$10.50

Black/Hurricane Blue/Lime Zest
Royal Blue/Silver/Orange
Pink Fusion/Purple Jazz/Hurricane Blue
Purple Jazz/Hurricane Blue/Lime Zest

Cat. No.
C34063N111
C34064N111
C34065N111
C34066N111

Price
$12.90
$12.90
$12.90
$12.90

Multicolored

Weaver® Replacement Poppers for Pig Whips

Pack of two 6" L poppers in black and white to easily replace worn
poppers on Weaver® pig whips. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C32522N111 — $1.55

Weaver® Cattle Show Sticks

C30555N111

With comfortable grip rubber handles, these quality aluminum shaft show
sticks come in a variety of fun, trendy colors.

Color
Lime Zest
Pink Fusion
Hurricane Blue
Hurricane Blue

Cat. No.
C30555N111
C30557N111
C30556N111
C30560N111

Length

Sh. wt.

54"
54"
54"
60"

0.63 lbs.
0.63 lbs.
0.69 lbs.
0.75 lbs.

Price
$15.70
$15.70
$15.70
$18.05

C05724N111

N
C34039N111

HOT-SHOT® Adjustable Show Sticks

Lock at 38", 44", and 50" (collapses to 29" for storage). 10" L golf-club-style
grips. Cast aluminum end hooks. Aluminum shaft. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C05724N111 Silver — $19.95
C05725N111 Black — $19.95

C34042N111

Sullivan’s Total Grip Show Stick

All-black show stick includes top-to-bottom coverage using a texturized
grip paired with a black tip, making it a very sleek-designed show stick.
Easier grip for choking up. Great for kids since the grip makes it less likely
to slip out of their hands. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34039N111 54" L — $35.50
C34040N111 60" L — $35.50 N

Sullivan’s Carbon Fiber Show Stick

Elite show stick constructed from high-end carbon fiber material commonly
used for aerospace parts. Carbon fiber is five times stronger than steel, yet
features a feather-light feel that is 25% lighter than aluminum sticks. Has incredible flex characteristics that can bow but will not kink or dent. Beautiful,
high-gloss, checkered, translucent pattern appearance. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34041N111 54" L — $56.95
C34042N111 60" L — $57.75 N
C34043N111 68" L — $58.75 N

C34865N111

NEW
U.S. Whip Aluminum Show Sticks

High-quality, tapered aluminum shaft with powder-coat finish. Each stick includes a stainless
steel 2" showman tip and a rubber, golf-grip handle. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
Length
Black
Blue
Purple
Red
Silver
48"
C34855N111 C34856N111 C34857N111 C34858N111 C34859N111
54"
C34860N111 C34861N111 C34862N111 C34863N111 C34864N111
C34865N111 C34866N111 C34867N111 C34868N111 C34869N111
60" N

Each — $17.75
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Whips + Cattle Show Sticks

NEW

Weaver® Stick Calm

Slides on the end of your show stick to aid in calming
your animal in the show ring. Three rows of staggered
teeth provide massaging action. Perfect for cattle sensitive to a show stick’s metal hook. Also great to relax
animals during clipping. 83⁄4" x11⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34592N111 — $12.95
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SHOWING + GROOMING

Coveralls + Pedigree Signs

Waterproof Bibbed Overalls

Bibbed overalls feature a lightweight, waterproof design to keep you comfortable and dry. Veterinarians and farmers alike use them
for milking, washing down parlors, feeding calves, washing up bottles, power washing equipment, delivering calves, herd checks, and
vaccinating. Wear these over your pants, long underwear, or shorts. Features a secure inner pocket with zipper for cell phones and
chest pockets for medicine and syringes. Machine wash and dry; avoid bleach, hot water, and heat. Inseam length on all bibbed pants
is approx. 30", but tends to fit 32"-34" length due to the lower crotch. Waterproof nylon. Fabric imported.

Size

Description

Adult
X-Small/
Youth 14-16

Fits men’s waist 26"-28";
women’s sizes 6-8;
C33328N111
youth size 14-16

Adult
Small/
Youth 18-20

Adult
XX-Large

Fits men’s waist 28"-30";
women’s sizes 8-10;
youth size 18-20
Fits men’s waist
32"-34"; women’s
sizes 12-14
Fits men’s waist
36"-38"; women’s
sizes 14-16
Fits men’s waist
40"-42"; women’s
sizes 18-20
Fits men’s waist 44";
women’s size 22

Adult
XXX-Large

Fits men’s waist 46"+;
women’s size 24+

Adult
Medium
Adult Large
Adult
X-Large

Black

Blue

Pink

Green

Sh. wt.

Price

C27179(A)N111

C32606N111

C33771N111

0.88 lbs.

$57.75

C33329N111

C27179(B)N111

C32607N111

C33772N111 1.25 lbs.

$57.75

C30508N111

C30509N111

C32608N111

C33773N111 0.88 lbs.

$60.75

C30506N111

C30507N111

C32609N111

C33774N111 1.25 lbs.

$60.75

C30504N111

C30505N111

C32610N111

C33775N111 1.25 lbs.

$60.75

C30510N111

C30511N111

C32611N111

C33776N111 1.25 lbs.

$65.25

C33330N111

C33327N111

C32612N111

C33777N111 1.25 lbs.

$73.25

Seal-Flex Wet Weather Bib Overtrousers

Seal-Flex breathable overtrousers flex and move with you to make wet weather bearable, while
providing warmth and dryness. Features fully adjustable elastic braces, bib front for extra protection,
double-crutch seam for maximum durability, and inside front pocket. 100% waterproof. Tear resistant.
Green. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
(A) Medium (28" inseam; 36" waist)
(B) Large (30" inseam; 38" waist)
(C) X-Large (31" inseam; 45" waist)
Indicate size by letter code. EXAMPLE: C23530(A)N111 Medium.

C23530N111 — $68.50

Extra-Long Plain Waterproof Apron

This durable nylon apron is lightweight, comfortable, and waterproof. Machine wash and dry. Adjustable
neck strap and adjustable buckles at the waist. 51" L x 35" W. Black. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C27169N111 — $21.75

C23530(A)N111

C27169N111

Z19835N111

C24100N111

Z19836N111

Pedigree Signs

Available in three formats, these rugged plastic signs can be customized in one or two colors to include
the owner, company, association, show, and farm or ranch name/logo of your choice. 12" x 18" signs are
made of durable, reusable 5⁄8" thick white plastic. Erasable markers recommended (not included; sold
separately below). Two 1⁄4" dia. holes for hanging. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Standard Information Sign. Blue information lines on white background.

Tote

Industrial strength, handheld caddy. Ideal for carrying show day
supplies to the ring. Keeps everything close. Portable, high-density
polypropylene/polyethylene tote has extra-strength ribs for support.
5" deep compartments make transporting tools, supplies, and loose
parts easy. 181⁄4" L x 133⁄4" W x 83⁄4" H. Blue. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C26731N111 — $7.90

C24100N111 — $9.30
Custom Signs. Minimum quantity of 10 must be ordered. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Z19835N111 Name — $19.65
Z19836N111 Name & Logo — $19.65
Expo® Low-Odor Dry-Erase Marker Set. For use on pedigree signs or

6100285N111

any white dry-erase board. Set of four markers (black, red, blue, green). Ink erases easily and completely.
Nontoxic. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

6100285N111 — $5.35

12+ $4.71
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C33456N111

NEW

NEW

C33862N111

Weaver® Clipper Boxes

Fits perfectly in a show box! Inside features dividers
that keep blades, clippers, and accessories separate
and organized. The 21⁄2" thick foam padding on the
bottom and lid secure and cushion clippers. Outside
has two heavy-duty latches for padlocks and a sturdy
handle for easy carrying. 215⁄8" W x 141⁄8" H x 5" D
standing up.

Aluminum. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C33862N111 — $159.75
Galvanized Steel. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.
C33456N111 — $107.50

C34584N111

C34587N111

Heiniger SAPHIR Cordless Professional Trimming Clipper

• For small animals and sensitive areas
• Quiet and powerful — allows continuous trimming
• Ideal for veterinary surgeons and groomers
• 35-watt, 2,650 rpm, permanent magnet motor
• High-performance battery with latest lithium ionic technology
• 2 batteries for continuous shearing (one battery will last up to 60 minutes; recharging time is only 45 minutes)
• Additional battery pack for continuous clipping
• Solid, durable charger unit with separate charging bay for second battery pack and charge indicator
• Detachable blade system compatible with A5-type blades
• Case holds a 1.5 mm cutter and comb set, charger, 2 batteries, brush, and instruction manual
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C34584N111 — $364.95

Heiniger SAPHIR-Style Professional Trimming Clipper

Oster® Grooming Storage Case

The go-anywhere-with-everything-you-need
grooming case! Enough room for two clippers
and blades! The perfect solution to keep valuable
grooming equipment and tools neat, organized, and
protected. Spacious lower bin holds dryers, clippers,
trimmer, and more. Covered top lid compartments
hold blades, combs, oil, and brushes. Removable
tray holds shampoos, lubes, nail grinders, and scissors. 18" L x 10" W x 7" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

•
•
•
•

Ideal for small animals and sensitive areas
Quiet and powerful
35-watt permanent magnet motor
Detachable blade system compatible with A5-type blades

Cordless Professional Trimming Clipper.

• Comes with one high-performance battery with
the latest lithium ionic technology (will last up to
60 minutes; recharging time is only 45 minutes)
• Solid, durable charger unit with separate
charging bay
• 2,650 rpm
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Corded Professional Trimming Clipper.
• 10-ft. (3 m) cord
• 3,200 rpm
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34588N111 — $249.95

C34587N111 — $319.95

C25802N111 — $21.40
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CLIPPERS

Andis® Heavy-Duty Small Clippers

Andis® DBLC Pulse ZR
Cordless Detachable Blade Clipper

• Powerful rotary motor
• 2,500-4,500 spm
• Comes with a CeramicEdge® #10 blade

• Cordless 5-speed detachable blade clipper
• Delivers a 2-hour run time on a 2-hour charge
• Lithium ion power
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33877N111 — $289.50
NEW Clipper with Super Blocking Blade. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34570N111 — $308.95

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Andis® Excel Variable 5-Speed Detachable-Blade Clippers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variable, 5-speed clipping
Equipped with a 4x4 blade drive with 25% more blade torque
Anti-slip soft-grip housing is contoured to fit your hand
10% faster than the AGC Super 2-Speed™
A5-type detachable blades (sold separately)
Available in 240V through special order

1. Clippers with #10 Blade. Includes a CeramicEdge® #10 blade. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Spring Green
Purple

C32592N111
C32593N111

Fuchsia C34655N111
Burgundy C34656N111

6.

NEW
NEW

Each — $209.95
2. Clippers with Super Blocking Blade. Includes chrome-plated, carbon-edged, Super Blocking blade.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Spring Green C33515N111

Each — $223.75

Blue C34654N111

NEW

3. Andis® ProClip™ 2-Speed Detachable Blade Clipper
• Powerful, heavy-duty clipper
• 2 speeds: 2,300 and 4,500 spm
• Anti-slip, soft-grip housing for secure hold
• Ergonomic shape is lighter and easier to hold
• 14-ft. cord
• Metallic black
• 120V, 60Hz
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

• Uses A5-type detachable blades
• Includes clippers with EGT™ blades and blade
oil, PLUS an UltraEdge® blade for general clipping on underbody, face, and head.
• Made in the U.S.A.
• 1-year warranty

Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Blue
Burgundy
Purple
Pink
Spring Green
Blaze Orange
Fuchsia

Andis® Cordless EasyClip®
Li Adjustable Blade Clipper

C34495N111 — $68.75
Replacement Blade Only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C34496N111 — $20.95

• Quiet operation
• Runs so cool that fans and air vents that can become clogged with
hair are not needed
• Shatterproof housing
• Locking switch button
• Maintenance free — no oiling of internal parts

4. 2-Speed Clippers. 3,400/4,400 spm. with #10 blade.

C33887N111 — $224.95

• Lithium-ion power delivers over two hours
of run time and charges in 90 minutes
• Lithium-ion power mated with powerful
rotary motor to cut through single-coated
breeds
• Blade adjusts from sizes 30 to 9 for cutting
versatility
• Lightweight for greater comfort
• Cord/cordless feature for uninterrupted
grooming
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Andis® UltraEdge™ AGC Super 2-Speed™ Clippers

• 11-piece kit includes clipper, charging adapter,
six attachment combs (1⁄8", 1⁄4", 3⁄8", 1⁄2", 3⁄4", 1"),
blade guard, blade oil, and a durable storage
case
• Made in the U.S.A.
• One-year warranty

C25725N111
C23209N111
C31956N111
C31957N111
C32594N111
C33519N111
C34488N111

Each — $159.95
5. 2-Speed Cattle Clipper with Super Blocking Blade.

3,400/4,400 spm. Blue. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C28165N111 — $170.25
6. Andis® AGC Super 2-Speed™ Horse Clipper with T-84 Blade.
Detachable blade horse clipper. Two speeds: 3,400 spm and
4,400 spm. Features 14-ft. heavy-duty cord. Works with all
Andis® UltraEdge® and CeramicEdge® blades and A5-type
detachable blades (sold separately). Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C19686N111 — $171.95
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ANDIS®
SLIMLINE ION®

Andis® SlimLine Ion®
Cordless Trimmer

A single-speed, lithium ionpowered trimmer offering 120
minutes of nonstop trimming. This
quiet, cordless trimmer is ideal for
touch-ups around the face, ears,
and tail and features a contoured
housing for comfort and sure
handling. Provides 6,000 spm. Includes a stainless steel blade, four
attachment combs (1⁄16", 1⁄8", 1⁄4", and
3
⁄8"), blade brush, blade oil, and
charging plug. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

CLIPPERS

Andis® Clippers

ANDIS®
MBG2™

C33335N111 — $42.95

Andis® MBG2™ Animal Clipper

Extremely quiet, powerful rotary motor is maintenance
free and provides a 3,800 spm blade speed. The
break-resistant housing is contoured to fit your hand.
Clipper comes with a size 10 UltraEdge® blade, 14-ft.
cord, clipper oil, and a sturdy carrying case. Uses A5type detachable blades. One-year warranty. Available
in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C30768N111 — $86.50

CHARGER

Andis® ProClip Pulse Ion™ Clipper

Cordless lithium ion power for easy clipping. Two hours of run time, one hour of charge time.
Adjustable stainless steel blade with four attachment combs. LED charge indicators on clipper.
LED indicators on charger stand indicate half-full and full charge levels. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C31706N111 — $176.95
Replacement Blade Only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C31705N111 — $39.95
Replacement Charger Only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C31704N111 — $57.50
Replacement Battery Only. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C31703N111 — $74.95

BLADE

BATTERY

AGRC
CORD PACK

BLADE

1. Andis® Super AGR+™
Cordless Rechargeable Clipper

Powerful cordless detachable blade clipper designed for
all-day heavy use. 3,800 spm blade speed. Includes a
high-capacity battery pack that runs continuously for one
hour. Sensa-Charge system recharges removable battery
in one hour or less; or refresh to maximum performance
overnight. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Has the versatility of a corded clipper when used with the AGRC cord
pack — 4,500 spm (C27231N111, sold separately below).
Includes clipper, size 10 blade, battery pack, charging
system, clipper oil, and carrying case. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

2.
1.

C27232N111 — $249.95
Replacement Battery. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C19650N111 — $59.75

2. Andis® Super AGR+™ Vet Pak

Cordless, detachable blade clipper for quick and easy results during any procedure. Runs continuously for one hour. Two removable NiMH battery packs can be charged
separately from clipper. Compact charger recharges battery in 8-10 hours and will not overcharge. Comes with a car adapter for quick charges. Virtually maintenance free with
no oiling of internal parts needed. Includes: rechargeable clipper, #40SS CeramicEdge™ detachable blade set, charging unit, two NiMH battery packs, car adapter, 1⁄2-oz. tube of
blade oil, instructions, and storage case. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C28756N111 — $249.95
Andis® CeramicEdge™ #40SS Replacement Blade. Stainless steel. 1⁄100" (0.25 mm). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C33148N111 — $28.95
AGRC Cord Pack. Convert your cordless clipper to corded for endless hours of use. For use with C27232N111 and C28756N111. 14-ft. cord. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C27231N111 — $33.50
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Wahl® Power Grip™
Professional 2-Speed Clipper
WAHL® KM5 Rotary 2-Speed Professional Clipper

German-engineered two-speed (3,000-3,500 spm) clipper delivers maximum performance, increased power and torque, and extended durability with essentially no maintenance. To reduce wrist fatigue, the clipper was designed with superior comfort and
control featuring a correctly balanced, low-vibration, and lightweight ergonomic design.
Has the efficiency of Constant Speed Control that automatically delivers more power
when clipping through mats and thick coats, making quick work of tough situations.
High-performance blade has superior tooth geometry for exceptional feeding. Uses
A5-type detachable blades. Includes clipper with 14-ft. grounded power cord, Ultimate
Competition Series #10 detachable blade set, blade oil, cleaning brush, and operating
manual. WAHL® Ultimate and Competition blades fit the KM5. Two-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C32618N111 — $181.75

WAHL® KM10 Professional 2-Speed Corded Animal Clipper

A popular body style with an internal PowerDrive® system that
provides optimal power with less vibration and noise that your
animals will love. Delivers more power and torque to complete the toughest jobs. Two speeds — 3,000 and 4,000 spm.
Ergonomically shaped to roll in your hand easily for all clipping
angles. Rounded front housing to prevent hair clogging. Lightweight at only 14.3 oz. to reduce wrist fatigue. Patented easy-toreplace drive-tip system means you no longer have to remove
clipper parts for occasional maintenance. Ideal for all animal
coats including dogs, cats, horses, and large animals. Use for
thick coats, matted coats, coarse coats, complete shave downs,
full body clipping, and show cuts. Corded clipper comes with
drive tip removal tool, two extra replacement drive tips, cleaning
brush, blade oil, and instruction book. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34128N111 — $158.25

Two-speed (3,000-3,700 spm), German-engineered clipper featuring the revolutionary
performance of a brushless motor that includes an extended motor life of greater than
10,000 hours, offering the maximum in power and torque with the utmost dependability a professional clipper can deliver. This clipper was designed with superior comfort
and control to reduce wrist fatigue. Features a low-vibration, correctly balanced, and
lightweight ergonomic design. Constant Speed Control automatically delivers more
power when clipping through mat and thick coats. Superior tooth geometry on the
high-performance blade provides exceptional feeding. Uses A5-type detachable
blades. Includes clipper with 14-ft. grounded power cord, Ultimate Competition Series
#10 detachable blade set, blade oil, cleaning brush, and operating manual. WAHL®
Ultimate and Competition blades fit the KM10. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
Turquoise

Each — $215.50

C32619N111

Berry

C33890N111

WAHL® Pro Ion Equine Clipper Kit

WAHL® Stable Pro Plus Single-Speed Clipper Kit

Perfect for trimming face, ears, bridle path, and fetlocks.
Ergonomic design provides ease of use and the comfort
required when grooming. High performance blade easily
adjusts blade to sizes #10, #15, and #30. Lithium ion battery
gives optimal performance, providing professional power
up to 6,000 spm and up to two hours of runtime. Takes 3-5
hours to fully recharge with a 15-minute quick-charge option
for up to 10 minutes additional use. Charging indicator light is
lit blue while charging and turns off when charge is complete.
Kit includes rotary-motor rechargeable clipper with adjustable
blade, black clipper blade guard, lithium ion battery, cleaning
brush, blade oil, stainless steel scissors, Equine Grooming
DVD, instruction book in English and Spanish, and storage
case. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C33868N111 — $59.95
Replacement Blade Set. Standard adjustable

blade set for clipper above. Cut length: 3⁄64"-3⁄32".
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

A powerful, single-speed professional clipper that easily handles all coat types and
conditions. Amazing power with 3,200 spm to clip fast and efficiently. Cool running,
lightweight, and has contoured and ridged finger grips for comfort and maximum
control. Excellent blade system — blades stay secure and are easy to detach. Great for
all-over grooming with professional performance and long-lasting durability. Comes
with a #10 Competition Series blade set for better clipping performance. Uses A5-type
detachable blades. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C33275N111 — $117.95

WAHL® Super Pocket Pro Cordless Trimmer

Quiet and powerful! Ideal for precision trimming. Durable
chrome body. 6,000 spm. Single-speed trimmer comes
with standard #40 blade and #40 T-blade, two close-cut attachment guide combs, cleaning brush, blade guard, blade
oil, and convenient travel pouch. 4" L. Requires one “AA”
battery (included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C30675N111 — $16.70

C34487N111 — $19.75

WAHL® Pro Series Cord/Cordless Rechargeable Animal Clipper Kit

Combines state-of-the-art battery technology with the most powerful rotary-motor in its class to provide
full-size power in a lightweight rechargeable clipper.
• Includes clipper, #10 detachable torsion spring
• Powerful 3.6V DC rotary motor (6,000 spm)
blade, blade guard, cleaning brush, blade oil,
• 60 minute run time
grooming and clipping DVD, charging unit, hoof
• Higher performance blades run cooler
pick, and instructions
• Comfort-grip design (ergonomic)
• Made in the U.S.A.
• Black
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C23139N111 — $54.95

#10 SET

#30 SET

#40 SET

Replacement Blade Sets
C15937N111 #10 set. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C15938N111 #30 set. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Each — $23.35

C18958N111 #40 set. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
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WAHL® Cordless Arco Clippers

The latest in lightweight cordless technology! This professional, rotary-motor,
gear-driven animal clipper kit features
an indicator light, housing that resists
rust and corrosion, 5,500 spm, and
cool running (no spray coolant needed).
Lightweight and quiet. Includes two dropin NiMH rechargeable battery packs,
charging base with indicator light, four
attachment guide combs (1⁄8" cut #3, 1⁄4"
cut #6, 3⁄8" cut #9, and 1⁄2" cut #12), cleaning brush, lubricating oil, and instructions.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

WAHL® Chromado Lithium Ion Clipper

Designed for long running times of 90 minutes with
only a 60-minute full-charge time — operates at full
speed until depleted. Can be charged thousands of
times without any noticeable loss in battery capacity
ensuring high performance and long service life.
Exceptionally quiet, no vibration, lightweight, durable,
and maintenance-free with 5,000 spm. Both clipper
and blade will never get hot. Clipper comes with 5-in-1
fine blade (C23085N111), six attachment guide combs
(1⁄8" cut #1, 1⁄4" cut #2, 1⁄3" cut #3, 1⁄2" cut #4, 3⁄4" cut #6,
and 1" cut #8), charge stand/charger, cleaning brush,
lubricating oil, soft storage case, and instructions. Oneyear warranty. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

WAHL® Cordless Adjustable Arco

Clippers. Comes with a 5-in-1 fine blade
(C23085N111) and blade guard. Runs
up to 60 minutes before recharging is
needed.
Silver
Radiant Pink

C23084N111
C34127N111

CLIPPERS

Clippers + Accessories

C32620N111 — $169.95

C23084N111

C32613N111

C34127N111
Each — $126.75
WAHL® Cordless Arco SE™ Clipper. Same as above, but includes #45 non-adjustable

surgical cut blade set (C30896N111) and soft storage case. Runs up to 80 minutes
before recharging is needed. Teal color.

C32613N111 — $126.75
Replacement NiMH Rechargeable Battery. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C28664N111 — $40.95

WAHL® Bravura SE Clipper

Powerful rotary motor with constant speed control and cord/cordless capability. Maintenance free. Blade and clipper always run cool. 5,500 spm. Durable and lightweight.
Lithium-ion battery technology provides up to 90 minutes of cordless operation. No
battery memory. Uses WAHL® 5-in-1 blade. Kit includes clipper, detachable 5-in-1 blade,
charging stand, charger, six attachment combs, blade oil, cleaning brush, instructions,
and soft carry case. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

WAHL® Figura Lithium Ion Clipper

• Unique curved design fits
comfortably in your hand
• Higher performance, longer
usage times, and consistent
reliability
• Lithium Ion no-memory
battery prevents overcharging, overheating, and only
consumes the energy it
needs to charge
• 10-minute quick charge for
5-minute additional runtime
Includes rechargeable clipper, 5-in-1 fine blade (C23085N111) with
five adjustable sizes (#9, 10, 15, 30, and 40), charge stand, four
attachment guide combs (#1, 2, 3, and 4), cleaning brush, blade
oil, and instruction book. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
• Professional power with up to
6,000 spm and 90 minutes
of runtime
• 5-in-1 blade technology
adjusts blade to sizes #9, 10,
15, 30, and 40
• ProLithium brushed chrome
clipper is slim, quiet, and
lightweight
• Lithium Ion battery technology gives optimal performance

Gunmetal Gray
Berry

Each — $169.95
1.

C32614N111 — $128.75

C32617N111
C33891N111

2.

Turquoise C33892N111

3.

4.

5.

WAHL® Replacement Blades

The blades listed below can be used with WAHL® Arco, Bravura, Chromado, and
Figura all found on this page.

WAHL® Comb Set

Add longer cutting length to your
clippers. Combs glide through
coats quickly and efficiently
for a smooth finish. Smooth
tips for snag-free grooming.
Combs fit WAHL® Arco, Bravura, Chromado, and
Figura. Eight cutting lengths (1⁄8"-1"). Set of eight,
color-coded combs in a convenient storage case
with lid. Combs fit all WAHL® clippers that use
WAHL® 5-in-1 adjustable blades. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Cat. No.

Description

Sh. wt.

Price

1. C31661N111

5-in-1 Pro blade with improved tooth geometry
for better cutting and feeding performance, strong
adjustable tab for less breakage, and a dirt shield
(adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)

0.25 lbs.

$33.25

0.25 lbs.

$49.25

0.25 lbs.

$28.75

0.25 lbs.

$28.75

0.25 lbs.

$29.50

5-in-1 Diamond blade with carbon coating to
allow higher clipper performance and 40 times

2. C32621N111 more blade durability with the strength of diamonds
(adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)
5-in-1 fine blade with 24 teeth

3. C23085N111 (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)
5-in-1 coarse blade with 19 teeth

4. C23086N111 (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)

C30897N111 — $42.50

Surgical-cut blade cuts through even the toughest coats

5. C30896N111 with ease (#45, nonadjustable)

WAHL® BravMini+ Cordless Trimmer

• 2 hours to full charge time
• Cool running with 100 minutes of cordless operation
• Lightweight and powerful with 5,350 spm
• Exceptionally quiet with low vibration
• Excellent for feet, face, and finish work
• Convenient cordless operation for all-over trimming
Includes cordless trimmer, #30 snap-on/off blade
(1⁄32" cut), five-position adjustable attachment comb
(3 mm to 6 mm), charging stand, blade oil, cleaning
brush, and operating manual. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

• Quiet enough for sensitive or shy animals,
but has the power to get the job done
• Glides through coats quickly and efficiently
with low vibration
• Easy to hold and maneuver with all animal
coats, especially in sensitive areas
• LED charge control display lets you know
when trimmer is fully charged

C32622N111 — $87.25
Replacement Blade Set. #30 fine blade set for trimmer listed above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31271N111 — $23.30
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Oster® Blue PowerPro™ Ultra Cordless Clipper

Optimal combination of power, speed, and sweep to maximize cutting performance, while
minimizing blade heat.
• Available car adapter for extra conve• 15% lighter than the previous PowerPro™
nience on-the-go
• Soft touch for comfortable, no-slip grip
• Charging stand is compact and light• 3,300 spm
weight
• Increased battery run time to 60 minutes
• Includes #10 blade, two batteries,
(50% improvement)
charging stand, and carrying case
• Two batteries provided for nonstop cord• Uses A5-type detachable blades
less clipping
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C17994N111 — $226.50
PowerPro™ Ultra Charging Stand.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Replacement Battery Only.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C31922N111 — $45.25
C17995N111 — $48.95
PowerPro™ Ultra Car Adapter Cord. Charge your PowerPro™ Ultra on the go from your
car’s cigarette lighter with this adapter. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C28937N111 — $13.80
AC Adapter Only. Upgrades any PowerPro™ cordless clipper to a powerful corded clipper.
Compatible with any PowerPro™ Ultra or PowerPro™ model (green version). Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C28765N111 — $31.95

1.
C17994N111

2.

Oster® 2-Speed Outlaw Clipper

Designed to handle everything from general-purpose grooming to precision clipping
on any coat type. Smooth, quiet, reliable, and cool-running, this clipper delivers
high-quality performance with two speeds. Heavy-duty motor with silent running,
low-heat housing. No-vent design prevents hair from blowing. Compatible with
Cryogen-X™ and Elite Cryogen-X™ blades with the wider Take-Down-Quick™ wide blade
series. Includes a #10 blade. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C31171N111 — $129.95

Closeout! — $89.95

Oster® Lithium+Ion® Volt Cordless Clipper

Designed with heavy-duty cordless power and extreme run
times in mind. Detachable Li+Ion battery runs up to two hours
on a single charge, while also providing quick charge capability
to further extend cordless cutting time. When you combine this
with its lightweight ergonomic design and the extreme power
you get from the Li+Ion battery technology, you can feel comfortable knowing that you are using the right tools to keep your
animal well groomed and looking its best.
• Li+Ion battery provides consistent power versus
Nicad batteries during use
• Li+Ion loses only 3% of its charge a month when not in use vs.
30% for NiMH and 15% to 30% for Nicad
• Heavy-duty single-speed rotary motor design (2,400 spm)
• Lightweight ergonomic design
• 8" L x 13⁄4" W x 11⁄2" D
• Clear-coat protectant protects from dirt, smudges, and
fingerprints
• Uses A5-type detachable blades
• Includes clipper, #10 blade, cleaning brush, and oil
• UL listed/CSA approved
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C31331N111 — $319.95
Replacement Battery Only. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C31976N111 — $74.95

Oster® Golden A5® and Turbo A5® Clippers

Wider sweep for faster cutting! These clippers give you both comfort and
versatility with a powerful, cooler-running Universal Motor. Oster® detachable
blade system makes for quick, easy blade changes and increased versatility.
Cryotech™ blades stay sharper longer. Virtually unbreakable housing under normal working conditions. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Made in the U.S.A.

1. Golden A5® Clipper with Size 10 Blade (C27070N111). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C24828N111 Single-speed, 2,100 spm. Electro Silver. — $109.95
C24829N111 Two-speed, 2,700 spm. Graphite Gray.
Available in 220V special order. — $119.95
2. Turbo A5® Clipper with Size 10 Blade (C27070N111)
C24830N111 Single-speed, 3,100 spm. Midnight Blue. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $133.25
C24831N111 Two-speed, 4,000 spm. Ice Blue. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $146.75

Oster® PowerMax™ Clipper with Size 10 Blade (C27070N111)

Maximum power, maximum comfort, and maximum speed! Designed to deliver the
Oster® Power Advantage, the PowerMax™ will maintain its exceptional cutting performance through even the toughest of coats. One of the lightest clippers in its class, the
PowerMax™ is 20% lighter than the Oster® A5. This whisper-quiet, two-speed clipper
delivers 4,200 spm to deliver precise, smooth results every time. Cool Comfort Grip is
soft and contoured for incredible comfort and feel, while remaining cool for maximum
comfort. For maximum protection, it features the CryogenX™ blade with AgION® antimicrobial coating — the only blade in the industry protected by antimicrobial coating,
reducing the growth of a broad range of bacteria, mold, and mildew. Detachable blade
system makes for quick, easy blade changes and increased versatility. Permanent
magnetic rotary motor. 12-ft. cord. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C29237N111 — $113.25
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Andis® Pet
Clipper Kit

This easy-to-use clipper kit provides plenty of power to fully groom a washed and
brushed dog, with four times the power of a comparable magnetic motor clipper. The
high-powered, pivot-motor clipper goes from “fine” to “coarse” cutting lengths at the
touch of a lever. Adjustable carbon steel blades are precision-made for a long cutting
life. Kit includes clipper, instructional DVD, six attachment guards, blade brush, guard,
oil, and carrying case. 120V, 60Hz. UL listed. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C16634N111 — $45.95

1.

Andis® ShowEdge®
FHC Clipper

• Provides the best possible angle
for hard-to-reach locations such as
hooves and armpits
• Small and lightweight, but powerful!
• Rotary clipper cuts 3,400/4,400 spm
• Works with current Andis® detachable blades
(UltraEdge®, CeramicEdge®, and ShowEdge®)
• 14-ft. cord
• Made in the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

2.

C32596N111 — $244.50
Andis® ShowEdge® Blades. Detachable A5-type blades

for use with the clipper above (C32596N111). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

1. AESCULAP® FAV 5® German Red Clipper

C33149N111 General, 1⁄8" (3.2 mm) — $54.25
C33150N111 Medium Coarse, 5⁄32" (3.9 mm) — $54.25
C33151N111 Surgical, 1⁄64" (0.5 mm) — $54.25

C30748N111 — $379.00

Hemp’s
Topline Clipper

A 35-watt, single-speed clipper with a strong, ball-bearing, high-torque motor.
Features unbreakable, ergonomically designed casing; high-quality carbon steel
parts; long-lasting metal blade tongue; ventilation system for cool running; and a
removable air filter for easy cleaning. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Includes
13-ft. cord and a size 10 blade. 2,300 spm. One-year warranty. Ten-year warranty on
motor. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

2. AESCULAP® FAV 5® CL Cordless Clipper

For professional groomers of small animals — a cordless clipper for snap-on blades
and compatibles. DC motor with planetary gear motor drive provides 2,300 spm. Lithium ion battery technology (i.e., no more “memory effect”). Running time: 60 minutes.
Charging time: 50 minutes. Package includes FAV 5® CL clipper, #10 blade, charger,
two lithium ion batteries, oil, operating manual, and a protective case. Uses A5-type
detachable blades. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C31716N111 — $479.00

Weaver® Small Clipper Guard

Designed for a tight fit to keep blades in place and teeth from
getting nicked or damaged, this durably constructed, dark
chocolate, bridle leather clipper guard is like none other on the
market. Clippers are kept in place with a full-length leather back
and leather strips with hook-and-loop closures, while a leather
loop with snap on the back piece helps keep the cord wrapped
and untangled. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C32400N111 — $15.00

The next generation
of topline clippers!
Preferred by professionals, this clipper has the
same smooth, sleek design
as the discontinued Oster®
topline clipper that they have
been using for years. Features
a side-actuated switch, clip-off
blades, and is very lightweight.
Improvements include harder blades
that stay sharp longer. The wider-spaced teeth
of the blades go through hair faster and better with a more
even cut the first time — even on hair with adhesive applied. No more broken bottom
housings due to broken plastic clips. Comes with replaceable metal clips that hold
blades in place. Blades pop off and latch in place easily for quick changing. Run time
is approximately twice as long as other topline clippers. Beginner friendly — excellent
for the young 4-H member or beginning fitter. Comes with one blade and two, twosided comb attachments. One comb has clipping heights of 3 mm and 6 mm; the
other comb is 9 mm and 12 mm. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29837N111 — $79.00
Topline Blade Only. Fits Hemp’s Topline Clipper above. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C30294N111 — $20.00
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ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE® (A5 TYPE)

Andis® Large Universal Comb Sets

For use with Andis® detachable A5 clippers and most other brands. Work best with blade sizes 40, 35, 30, and 10.

8-Piece Set. Includes 5⁄8", 11⁄16", 3⁄4", 13⁄16", 7⁄8", 15⁄16", 1", and 11⁄4".
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C27233N111 — $13.70
9-Piece Set. Includes 1⁄16", 1⁄8", 3⁄16", 1⁄4", 5⁄16", 3⁄8", 7⁄16", 1⁄2", and
⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

9

OSTER® CRYOGEN-X™ (A5 TYPE)

C29814N111 — $13.70

Works on all clippers
that use A5-type blades!

Fits clippers that use standard
A5-type detachable blades.

WAHL® COMPETITION (A5 TYPE)

Oster® 10-pc.
Universal Comb Set

ANDIS® Ultraedge® (A5 Type)
Cutting
Height

Description

Cat. No.

Super
Blocking

1⁄100"

For beef cattle legs and body.

C25981N111 0.31 lbs.

Size T-10

1⁄16"

For body clipping.

C29301N111 0.25 lbs. $33.75

3⁄32"

For easy blending and fading.
Smooth finish.

C30404N111 0.44 lbs. $37.25

3⁄16"

For body clipping.

C14196N111 0.31 lbs.

$29.95

Price

Size/Type

Medium
Blending
T-84
(X-Wide)

Sh. wt.

Includes 10 comb attachments in the following sizes:
1
⁄16", 1⁄8", 1⁄4", 3⁄8", 1⁄2", 5⁄8", 3⁄4", 7⁄8",
1", and 11⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Price
$37.95

C30726N111 — $22.30

Oster® Cryogen-X™ (A5 Type)
Size/Type

Cutting
Height

Description

Cat. No.

Coarse

3⁄16"

Medium stubble.

C25216N111 0.31 lbs.

$31.50

Size 10
(X-Wide)

3⁄32"

Cuts to medium length.
Good for general trimming.

C27076N111 0.31 lbs.

$29.95

Medium

1⁄8"

Short stubble.

C25215N111 0.31 lbs.

$31.75

Blocking

1⁄8"

For beef cattle legs
and body.

C27110N111 0.31 lbs.

$33.25

Opti-Block

1⁄100"

Increased bevel angle.

C24243N111 0.31 lbs.

$36.25

Sh. wt.

WAHL® Stainless Steel Combs

Universal, self-adjusting, snap-on combs feature a four-sided
security fit. Stainless steel combs glide quickly and efficiently for
smooth finish. Smooth tips for snag-free grooming. Color-coded
combs for easy reference. For best performance, use with a WAHL®
#30 Ultimate or Competition Series blade. Can also be used with
other similar A5-type detachable blades or with any brands’ #10,
#15, or #30 standard detachable blade. Set of eight combs in a
convenient storage stand with lid. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

WAHL® Competition (A5 Type)
Size/Type

Cutting
Height

Size 10 W
(X-Wide)

1⁄16"

X-Block™

1⁄32"

Description

Cat. No.

Sh. wt.

Cuts to medium length.
C27923N111 0.31 lbs.
Good for general trimming.
For cattle toplines. Fits C32618N111,
C25803N111 0.25 lbs.
and C32619N111.

Price
$25.25

C32491N111 — $42.25

$37.75

BLADE SHARPENING — CLIPPER REPAIR
Call Nasco at 1.800.558.9595 for clipper blade sharpening and clipper repair information.
Please see our website, eNasco.com/showing_grooming for clipper parts and accessories available.
Just send the blades to be sharpened or the clipper to be repaired with your return address and phone number, typed or printed for legibility,
to: Nasco, 901 Janesville Avenue, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
If special instructions are necessary, place your letter inside the package. For your safety, please wrap the blades individually and insure your clipper blades and/or clipper
when shipping to Nasco. To avoid extra charges, please clean blades before sending to Nasco.
A $20.00 service fee will be charged on clippers that are not repaired and are reassembled.

Sharpening Price Per Clipper Blade Set

A set consists of one top cutter and one bottom comb, or one small clipper blade assembly.

Clipper Blade Sharpening
ZS00002(G)N111 1-4 sets — $8.70

5+ $8.21

Sheep Shear Sharpening
ZS00002(H)N111 1-2 sets — $9.95

3+ $9.24

NOTE: Please add $1.00 per set for postage. Any C.O.D. charges will be extra.
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Andis® UltraEdge® Blades

Exclusive process adds carbon to cutting edge to keep blades sharper
longer. Special chrome finish resists rust and keeps blades at optimum
performance.

Andis® CeramicEdge® Blades

Zirconium oxide ceramic offers superior durability and break resistance.
Patented blades stay up to 75% cooler than steel cutters.

C26252N111

C13815N111

Oster® Cryogen-X™ Blades

Innovative heat-reducing technology and legendary cutting performance
provide the user with the coolest and sharpest blade possible.

CLIPPERS

Clipper Blades

WAHL® Ultimate Black Blades

Smoother feeding and faster cutting ability. Leaves no clipper tracks. Black
chrome finish for superior rust protection. Blades fit WAHL®, Switchblade,
Storm, Storm II, PowerGrip, Stable Pro Plus, SS Pro, KM2, KM5, KM10, and all
standard detachable-blade clippers. Made in the U.S.A.

C13816N111

C26382N111

C30240N111

C27105N111

STANDARD DETACHABLE BLADES (A5 TYPE)
Size

Cutting
Height

Description

Andis®
UltraEdge®

#10

1⁄16"

General clipping on underbody, face, and head.

#15

3⁄64"

Semi-close clipping on cattle, horses, dogs, and cats.

#30

1⁄50"

Very close clipping on udder and tail head.

#40

1⁄100"

Clipping on udder, surgical clipping, shaving, and toplines.

#50

1⁄125"

Cuts very close for surgical/veterinary use.

C13814N111

Andis®
CeramicEdge®

C26252N111

Oster®
Cryogen-X™

C27070N111

WAHL®
Ultimate Black

C30017N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

$22.30
C13815N111
$22.30
C13816N111

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

$22.30
C13817N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$22.30
C25091N111

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

$17.45

$26.30
C26253N111

$26.30
C26254N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$26.30
C26382N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$26.30
C26381N111

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

$22.55

$25.85
C27071N111

$25.85
C27072N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$26.50
C27073N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$25.85
C27105N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$25.85

$24.75
C30241N111

$24.75
C30018N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$24.75
C30240N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$24.75
C30672N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$24.75

Detachable Clipper Blades
All blades on pages 68 and
69 fit all clippers that use
interchangeable detachable
blades (commonly referred
to as A5 type).
C33863N111

C25090N111

C31001N111

C29381N111

C25095N111

C14879N111

C32449N111

THICK-TYPE DETACHABLE BLADES (A5 TYPE)
Size

Cutting
Height

Description

3⁄4" HT

3⁄4"

Eliminates use of comb attachments.

5⁄8" HT

5⁄8"

Eliminates use of comb attachments.

33⁄4 FC
#4
#4F/FC
#5

1⁄2"

For cattle, horses, and hogs.

Andis®
UltraEdge®

Oster®
Cryogen-X™

WAHL®
Ultimate Black

Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

——

——

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

——

——

C33863N111

$54.50
C25090N111
$41.75
C31001N111

Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

$34.50
C29381N111

3⁄8"

For general clipping of cattle, horses, and hogs. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

3⁄8"

For clipping hogs for show,
cattle, horses, and dogs.

1⁄4"

For general clipping.

#5F/FC

1⁄4"

For general clipping. Full-tooth design, smooth
finish.

#7

1⁄8"

For general clipping.

#7F/FC

1⁄8"

For general clipping. Full-tooth design, smooth
finish.

$33.25
C23461N111

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

$31.25
——

——
——

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$29.75
——

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

For general clipping. Full-tooth design, smooth
finish. 1⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C29817N111 — $33.95

Andis® UltraEdge® Trimmer

C07063N111

$36.50
C32448N111

C30767N111 — $18.90

$33.75
C14877N111

$36.50
C32447N111

——

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

$33.75
C14879N111

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25093N111

$30.95
C27075N111

$27.25

$30.95

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C32446N111

C30767N111

$36.50
C32445N111

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25095N111

——

C29817N111

Andis® CeramicEdge®
#5F/FC Trimmer

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

For extremely close clipping. Leaves hair 1⁄150"
(0.1 mm). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$36.50
C32450N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$36.50
C32449N111

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

$36.50

Andis® CeramicEdge®
AG/BG Medium Cutter

For cattle and horses. Leaves hair 3⁄4" (19 mm).
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C30766N111 — $9.25
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CLIPPERS

Clippers + Blades
LISTER
STAR

LISTER
LASER

LISTER
LEGEND

Lister Legend Clipper

Lister Star Clipper

The Star permanent magnet motor clipper is a powerful, fast, and efficient clipper that maintains a constant speed
even in areas where the coat becomes particularly thick or dirty. A slim, balanced grip for comfort, and is lightweight
to minimize fatigue when clipping. 2,800 spm. Ventilated head technology to prevents blades and head from
overheating. Overload switch to protect the motor from damage in the event of a jam. Removable and replaceable
air filters for easy maintenance. Includes fine blade (C115471N111) and case. Compatible with blade sets listed below.
110V. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.
Green C26770N111
Each — $279.95

Purple C31659N111

Turquoise C31665N111

Red C33966N111

Lister Laser Clipper

Has no equal for combining high power, low vibration, light weight, and cool operating temperatures. Advanced
design features include reduction gears (to generate the torque that enables a Laser to plow so easily through
dense hair and fiber), forced air-cooled heads, precision-balanced industrial motors, extra-fine air filters to resist dirt,
and overload switch to prevent motor burnout. Plastic clipper head uses the same blades as the Lister Star, Legend,
Liberty, and Laser clippers. A fine blade is included with a storage case. Provides 2,600 spm. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C24301N111 — $389.95

Perfect for clipping livestock and horses. Motor features
a permanent magnet for consistent speed, optimized for
high torque, plus it is rubber-mounted to reduce noise
and vibration. “Mixed-flow” fan design sends highspeed airflow under the blades for cooling. Slide switch
at front end for easy access and one-handed operation.
Molded-in grip with dual-grip positions (balanced front
grip for normal clipping and unique rear grip ideal for
cattle blocking). 3,100 rpm. Comes with a wrist cord, oil,
grease sachet, screwdriver, cleaning brush, instructions,
and hard carrying case. 95⁄8" L. 110V. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C29236N111 — $309.95

Call Nasco at 1.800.558.9595 for clipper blade
sharpening or clipper repair information.

Lister Clipper Blade Sets

Blades fit Lister Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers
1.

2.

3.

4.

Cat. No.

6. C16642N111
7. C29172N111

Hog Blade Set 13 mm — leaves hair approx. 1⁄2" or 13 mm

2. C16654N111
3. C15471N111
6.

7.

8.

4. C15472N111
5. C34905N111

9.

10.

11.

Description
Super Surgical Blade A2SS/AC — For slick shearing club lambs and
surgical preparation; blade should only be used by experienced users
since it gets closer to the skin than any other blade in the range; use with
caution (leaves hair 0.02" or 0.5 mm)
Surgical Blade Set A25 — 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top, surgical A25/AC
blade set (leaves hair approx. 1⁄32" or 1 mm)
Fine Blade Set A2F — 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top
(leaves hair approx. 1⁄16" or 1.4 mm)
Medium Blade Set A2 — 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top
(leaves hair approx. 3⁄32" or 2.5 mm)
Coarse Blade CA2/AC — 18-tooth coarse blade ideal for clipping
very thick, dense areas of horse hair, as well as llamas and alpacas; strong
teeth suitable for cleaning up dirty animals (leaves hair 0.1" or 2.5 mm)
“Cover Cote” Plucking Blade Set — (leaves a smooth finish of 3⁄16" or
5 mm of hair)

1. C34904N111

5.

INDICATES NEW PRODUCT

Lifter Blade 19 mm — Allows you to tidy animal up while leaving a
8. C34481N111 longer coat; guard on comb lets you leave hair 3⁄4" (19 mm) longer
than a standard blade
Wizard 13T SS Blade Set — Blade (13-tooth comb) set (short, sharp
blade has lower teeth that are no longer than the upper teeth; tips are prickly;
9. C16640N111 designed to eliminate the need for shearing heads when blocking cattle;
leaves hair approx. 5⁄32" or 4 mm)
Wizard 13T LR Blade Set — Sheep blade (13-tooth comb) set
10. C16641N111 (for slick shearing, blocking and shearing sheep, and for clipping on the skin;
leaves hair approx. 1⁄4" or 3.5 mm)
Wizard 20T LR Blade Set — Sharp-tip show set (takes precision cutting
11. C23100N111 and shaping of show animals to a higher level; 20 teeth, leaves hair approx.
3⁄16" or 4.8 mm)

Sh. wt.

Price

0.50 lbs.

$48.95

0.50 lbs.

$56.50

0.50 lbs.

$48.25

0.50 lbs.

$48.25

0.50 lbs.

$59.95

0.44 lbs.

$71.50

0.44 lbs.

$71.95

0.63 lbs.

$69.95

0.44 lbs.

$70.50

0.44 lbs.

$70.50

0.50 lbs.

$71.75

Premier 4000c

For slick-shearing club lambs and “plowing” off cattle
hair by experienced people in a hurry. Provides 2,850
strokes at 120V. More usable power than any other. Will
drive shear head. Includes fine blade and case. Threeyear warranty. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C24731N111 — $328.95

Premier XtraCover Clipping Blade Set

For clipping show pigs and goats and also for creating a smooth,
high-fiber finish on cattle and sheep for production sales. Set
includes a 24-tooth lower blade, 22-tooth upper blade, and a metal
storage box. Cutting depth of 1⁄4". Leaves 300% more fiber depth
than a “Premier Fine.” Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C30881N111 — $50.95

Premier Clipper Blades

Blades fit Premier 1000c, 3000c, and 4000c clippers. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C24733N111 Coarse
C24734N111 Medium
C24735N111 Fine
C24736N111 Surgical

Each — $41.50

C24736N111
C30881N111

Weaver®
Clipper
Guard

Designed to fit Andis® HC, Oster®
510/610, and Aesculap® Econom CL
large animal clippers. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32392N111 — $18.95
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AESCULAP®
ECONOMY II

XPERIENCE

CLIPPERS

Clippers + Blades

XPLORER

AESCULAP® Economy II Large Animal Clipper
• Single speed, 3,200 spm
• Comes with 31-tooth bottom
and 15-tooth top blade and blade set
• Measures 121⁄4" without cord
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C27975N111 — $459.00

AESCULAP®
ECONOM CL

• Longer motor to allow entry into housing
for maintenance
• Case included
• One-year warranty
• Available in 240V through special order

AESCULAP® Econom CL Battery-Operated Clipper for Cattle
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for cattle shearing
2,750 spm
Maximum voltage: 21.6V
Noise level: <70 dB(A)
Battery running time: approx. 70 minutes (with one Lithium Ion battery)
Includes clipper, charging station, upper plate, lower plate, oil, screwdriver, user
manual, sturdy plastic case

NEW C34708N111 3,000 spm clipper with one battery.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $599.00
C33146N111 2,750 spm clipper with two batteries. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $699.00
Replacement Lithium Ion Battery. For use with clippers above. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33147N111 — $185.00
1.

2.

3.

4.

Andis® Xperience
Single-Speed Cattle
and Horse Clipper

• Innovative connection between the
clipper head and housing reduces
noise and vibration
• Quiet, cool operation
• Perfectly contoured housing
• 2,500 spm
• Tool-free tension adjustment
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

PROGRESS HP

• Interchangeable blades
• Six-piece kit includes clipper, 31-23
blade set, lubricating blade oil, screwdriver, blade brush, instruction manual,
and durable carry case
• One-year warranty

C33563N111 — $352.95

Andis® Xplorer Single-Speed Cordless Clipper
• Cordless, single-speed clipper with
lithium-ion battery for two hours of
nonstop run time; recharges in two
hours
• 2,450 spm
• Quick, tool-free blade
tension adjustment
• Quiet and cool operation
• Perfectly contoured housing
Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C33560N111 — $485.95
Replacement Charger Only.

Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

• Interchangeable blades
• Seven-piece kit includes clipper,
31-23 blade set, lubricating blade oil,
screwdriver, blade brush, charger
stand, instruction manual, and durable
carry case
• 120V, 60 Hz
• One-year warranty

Replacement Battery Pack Only.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33834N111 — $132.95
C33835N111 — $164.75
Replacement Battery for Andis® RC Cordless Cattle & Horse Clipper.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15038N111 — $143.75
5.

6.

7.

8.

AESCULAP® Clipper Blades

Blades fit AESCULAP® and Oster® ClipMaster® clippers.
BOTTOM BLADE

TOP BLADE

Description

Sh. wt.

31-tooth standard bottom (GT502), leaves hair 3⁄32"

0.31 lbs.

Price
$27.95

2. C30799N111

31-tooth bottom (GT511), for close
clipping, leaves hair 1⁄32" (1 mm)

0.31 lbs.

$36.25

3. C18219N111

18-tooth bottom (GT504), wide teeth, leaves
hair 1⁄8" (3 mm), ideal for dirty cattle

0.19 lbs.

$35.50

4. C14849N111
5. C14850N111
6. C14846N111
7. C18218N111
8. C14848N111

Plucking blade (GT510)

0.31 lbs.

Surgical blade (GT508)

0.19 lbs.

15-tooth standard top (GT501)

0.19 lbs.

17-tooth top (GT503), wide teeth

0.13 lbs.

23-tooth top (GT505)

0.19 lbs.

$51.95
$49.75
$24.25
$24.70
$24.25

C09882N111

31-tooth bottom/15-tooth top
(see C14847N111 & C14846N111 above)

0.63 lbs.

$52.25

C13521N111

Bottom plucking blade/23-tooth top
(see C14849N111 & C14848N111 above)

0.25 lbs.

$76.50

C14858N111

Bottom surgical blade/23-tooth top
(see C14850N111 & C14848N111 above)

0.50 lbs.

$72.95

Stewart handy three-point screwdriver. All-purpose — but particularly
designed for changing combs and cutters. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C02143N111 — $18.95

• Durable, cool, and quiet
• Powerful rotary motor provides
2,200 spm
• Quick blade tension adjustment
• Slim grip and lightweight design
simplify handling and control
• Hardened steel blades ensure
long-lasting performance
Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

• 12-ft. cord enables convenient movement around large animals
• Six-piece kit includes clipper,
31-23 blade set, lubricating blade oil,
screwdriver, blade brush, instruction
manual, and durable carry case
• 120V, 60 Hz
• One-year warranty

C33562N111 — $331.75

BLADE SET

Cat. No.
1. C14847N111

Shearer’s Screwdriver

Andis® Progress HP Single-Speed Clipper

1.

2.

Andis® Clipper Blades

Blades fit Andis® Models LG-C,
HC, RC, and Progress; Oster®
ClipMaster® Models 510 and 610;
and AESCULAP® Large Animal
Clippers. Quality Swiss made.

3.

4.

5.

Cat. No.

Description

1. C18969N111
2. C31966N111

31-tooth bottom for cattle & horses, leaves
hair 1⁄16" to 1⁄8"
31-fine-tooth bottom (31F) for cattle & horses,
leaves hair 1⁄16" to 1⁄8"

3. C31251N111

53-tooth bottom surgical blade

4. C18968N111

15-tooth top for cattle & horses

0.25 lbs.

$18.80

5. C18966N111

23-tooth top for beef & dairy cattle

0.25 lbs.

$18.80

C18970N111

31-tooth bottom/15-tooth top
(see C18969N111 & C18968N111 above)
31-tooth bottom/23-tooth top
(see C18969N111 & C18966N111 above)

0.44 lbs.

$40.25

0.44 lbs.

$40.50

C28052N111

Sh. wt.

Price

0.31 lbs.

$25.50

0.31 lbs.

$33.25

0.31 lbs.

$55.75
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CLIPPERS

Clippers + Blades

Call Nasco at 1.800.558.9595
for clipper blade sharpening
or clipper repair information.

BOTTOM BLADE

TOP BLADE

BLADE SET

C25773N111

C00212N111

C04738N111

C15943N111

C00226N111

C00211N111

Oster® Clipper Blades
Variable-speed body
clipping!

C25774N111

Oster® ClipMaster® Clippers

• Operates on 120V AC, 150 watts
• Quiet and cool running
• 15-ft. heavy-duty insulated cord
• Tension knob allows for easier blade
• Use on cattle, horses, and goats (except
adjustment
Angora)
• Stays oiled for up to 100 hours
• Comes with deluxe storage case with
• Soft-touch grip for better control and
compartments
comfort
• Made in the U.S.A.
• Set screw cap secures grease hole
Model 510 Single-Speed Clipper. 3,000 spm. Available in 220V by special order.
Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C25773N111 — $289.95
Model 610 Variable-Speed Clipper. 700-3,000 spm. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C25774N111 — $299.95

Blades fit Oster® clippers.

Cat. No.

Description

Sh. wt.

Price

C00212N111

ClipMaster® bottom (84AU), leaves hair 1⁄8"

0.31 lbs.

$16.30

C04738N111

ClipMaster® surgical (EA1-SUR), for veterinary use and
freeze branding, clips as close as 0.002" to skin (for 0.31 lbs.
use with C00211N111 below)

$19.15

C15943N111

#1511-14 full-tooth plucking blade, leaves 3⁄8" stubble
0.38 lbs.
of hair on animal (for use with C00211N111 below)

$64.75

C00226N111

Thick plucking blade (35BA), leaves 3⁄8" stubble of hair
0.38 lbs.
on animal (for use with C00211N111 below)

$59.75

C00211N111

ClipMaster® top (83AU)

0.19 lbs.

$12.95

C14859N111

Set of ClipMaster® bottom & top (see C00212N111 &
C00211N111 above)

0.50 lbs.

$28.65

Clipper Guard Set
(For Blocking Beef Cattle)

C30822N111

C30821N111

Trims tails for clean and
healthy cows, milk, and staff!

TailWell2® Power Tail Trimmer

A cordless drill attachment with circular blades that trim a dairy cow’s tail quickly
and easily. In just a few seconds, with no pre-cutting, the cow’s tail is trimmed for a
year. Lower cost and cleaner design makes this device one every dairy operation,
big or small, should have. As the industry and consumers move away from tail
docking, TailWell2® is a much better alternative over scissors and clippers. Lightweight, cordless drill attachment is best fitted to a 14V, 1,200-1,700 rpm cordless
drill. Designed for minimal maintenance, only a few drops of oil every 20-25 tails.
Hardened steel blades. To view a TailWell2® Service demonstration, search the
product number at enasco.com/farmandranch. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C30821N111 — $504.95
Replacement Blades Only. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C30822N111 — $201.75

Weaver® Aluminum
Clipper Blade Caddy

Keep all your clipper blades organized,
safe, and clean with this caddy featuring
waterproof foam padding. Blades should be
cleaned of debris and oiled before storage.
Waterproof foam in this caddy will not absorb the oil, helping to eliminate dulling
and rust on the blades. 11" L x 81⁄2" W x
31⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Fits Oster® ClipMaster® Models 510 and
610 (C25773N111 and C25774N111, listed at
left), as well as Oster® ShowMaster™ and
Oster® ShearMaster® (C25776N111 and
C25775N111, listed on page 74). Also fits
Andis® clippers (C33563N111, C33560N111,
and C33562N111, listed on page 71)
and Aesculap clippers (C33146N111 and
C27975N111, listed on page 71). Leaves animal’s hair all one length. Helps beginners
get the feel of using clippers, and eliminates mistakes that cannot be corrected.
Great for fast blocking on sale cattle. Set
includes 1⁄4", 3⁄8", and 5⁄8" high guards, and
two adapting screws. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C12130N111 — $34.50

Andis® Blade Storage Case

Attractive design with sturdy handle for complete portability. Durable construction and resilient exterior for long life. Holds most detachable
blades with room for up to 12 blades. Case
is lined with high-density foam for maximum
protection of blades. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29808N111 — $14.25

C34055N111 — $69.95

Weaver® Kirk Stierwalt
Nylon Clipper Bag
Weaver® Kirk Stierwalt
Nylon Blade Bag

It takes many different blades to clip your
animals. Why not stay organized while
protecting your expensive blades with
this handy bag that allows quick and easy
access? Stores up to 12 blades of various
sizes secure in closable pockets. Folds
neatly for compact storage. Adjustable
handle attaches to chute or post with
quick-release buckle. Black. Fabric U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C34113N111 — $15.20

The best way to take your clipper
supplies on the go! This handy bag
easily holds everything you need from
combs and brushes to clippers, clipper
oil, blades, and more. Simply fill it,
take it with you, and hang it on a post
or chute bar for easy access. Padded
bottom protects clippers. Features 12
blade pockets with closure for security.
Mesh side pockets won’t trap dirt or
debris. Handle and adjustable shoulder
strap for easy carrying. Black. Fabric
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34112N111 — $26.95
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Sharpeners + Accessories

Andis® Clipper Oil

C25816N111

C25817N111

Premier 4000s Sheep Shear

For those with experience that wish to plow through wool and hair as fast as possible.
No motor-in-the-hand shear matches the 4000s for grip, balance, and nearly unstoppable torque (power). Provides 2,800 spm at 120V. Comes with a 13-tooth comb and a
four-point cutter with case. Three-year warranty. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C31874N111 — $366.75

Proper weight and grade of
oil to keep your clipper in
top operating form. Use on
blades before, during, and
after each use. Colorless
and odorless. 4 fl. oz.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C29323N111 — $2.15

Andis® Dry Care™ High-Pressure Air Cleaner

Blasts hair and debris from clipper and trimmer blades to keep
tools running at optimum performance. Concentrator focuses airflow, making it easy
to clean hard-to-reach spots, especially areas where the blades are attached to the
housings. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C33866N111 — $12.20

Premier Interchangeable Shearing and Clipper Heads

For 3000/4000 models. Requires just two screws, three minutes, and a screwdriver
to switch from a Premier shearing head to a clipper head and vice versa. Clipper head
drives either Premier or Lister clipper blades. Shear head drives any make of 3" comb
and four-point cutter. Both heads include ports to allow airflow to cool the blades.
Shearing Head Only. Cutter or comb not Clipper Head Only. Blades not included.
included. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C25816N111 — $152.95

C25817N111 — $76.75

Andis® Cool Care Plus™

A five-in-one coolant, disinfectant, lubricant, cleaner, and rust preventative for clipper
blades. Leaves a light, lubricating film on clipper blades that reduces friction, smooths
the clipping action, and prolongs the effective life of the blade. 151⁄2-oz. aerosol can.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C24665N111 — $8.00

Andis® Blade Care Plus™

Washes away hair, buildup, and preservatives that accumulate on clipper blades. Vitamin-enriched seven-in-one formula works as a coolant, deodorizer, lubricant, cleaner,
rust preventative, and decontaminate. Within 10 seconds, Blade Care Plus™ leaves
blades clean, lubricated, and cool for optimal performance.
16-oz. Pump Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
161⁄2-oz. Jar. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Oster® Blade Wash

An excellent cleaner for use at the end
of the cutting operation. Flushes out
hair accumulated between upper- and
lower-cutting blades. Lengthens blade life.
18-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C29188N111 — $11.95

C29391N111 — $10.80

C10826N111 — $6.95

Oster® Kool Lube®

Cool, lubricate, and clean blades
while you clip. Formulated to reduce
heat, friction, and even blade wear
without leaving a heavy residue of oil.
14-oz. aerosol can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Nickel-Plated Hand Clipper

Handheld, multipurpose spring-type shearing clipper is ideal for last-minute show
touch-ups or whenever electricity is not readily available. The 15-tooth comb works
for cows, horses, or sheep. High-quality C.S. blade. Nickel-plated handle. Overall
length: 93⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C06826N111 — $8.10

C33889N111 — $32.50

Oster® Spray Disinfectant

Specially formulated to kill most germs,
this disinfectant helps to prevent mold
and mildew. Clean fragrance helps eliminate odors. 14-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15375N111 — $6.95

Oster® Blade Lube

Premium lubricating oil for clippers
and blades. 4 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C18040N111 — $2.45

Sullivan’s LAZER Blade Sharpener™
Square base constructed of cast aluminum to
provide the utmost stability. Equipped with a
1
⁄4 horsepower motor that turns the wheel at
1,725 rpm. Sh. wt. 26 lbs.

C30047N111 — $499.75
12" Replacement Disc. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C30046N111 — $279.95

Perfecto Clipper Blade Grinder Set

Set includes grinder, 2 lbs. of regular grit, 2 lbs. of coarse grit, 29⁄16" orange magnet, and instructions. 1⁄4 hp/110V motor. 8-ft. cord. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.

C23520N111 — $658.70

Groomer’s Choice™
Clipper Blade Sharpener

This hand-operated sharpener allows
you to quickly touch up blades for just
pennies. With little effort, almost anyone
can sharpen blades with this easy-to-use
clipper blade sharpener. Sharpening plate
surface is machined to 0.0005 of an inch for
perfect grinding. Includes a special formula
sharpening compound, simple instructions, and
a soft case. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C27159N111 — $44.95
Replacement Sharpening Compound. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C13323N111 — $6.05

Nasco Price $636.75

Perfecto Clipper Blade Grinder

Saves time and money! Takes only a few minutes to sharpen a set of blades.
Easy-to-operate, precision-made, 12" aluminum grinding disc base mounted on rubber.
Big enough to sharpen sheep shearing and animal blades. On/off switch mounted on
base of grinder. One lb. of regular grit and instructions included. 1⁄4 hp/110V motor. 8-ft.
cord. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

C19660N111 — $614.50
Replacement Grit. 1-lb. plastic bottle.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19661N111 Regular Grit 180 — $10.50
C19662N111 Coarse Grit 120 — $10.50
Power Plate Magnet. Use to hold
blades while sharpening. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C23141N111 — $2.20
12+ $1.82

12" Replacement Disc. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C23785N111 — $296.95
Refacing and Balancing of Old Disc. If

you want your old disc to be like new, just
send it back to Nasco and we’ll reface and
balance it for you! Please allow 10 days.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

Z30394N111 — $36.95
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CLIPPERS

Shearers + Blades
Variable-speed shearing!

Ideal for fitting cattle and
shearing sheep and llamas!

Oster® ShowMaster®
Variable-Speed Clipper/Shearing Machine

Oster® ShearMaster® Single-Speed Clipper/Shearing Machine

This single-speed shearing machine with a 3" head is lightweight and powerful. Stays
oiled for up to 100 hours. Its 13-tooth comb and four-point cutter give a high-quality
shearing job with few second cuts in the fleece. Heavy-duty, 15-ft. insulated cord.
Comes with a durable toolbox with a removable storage tray and lots of storage space
for all your grooming supplies. Provides 3,000 spm at 120V. 150 watts. UL approved.
Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C25775N111 — $319.95

An improved variable-speed shearing machine — great for show fitting and trimming
cattle, sheep, and goats. You can create a smooth, finished appearance with the
20-tooth goat comb and four-point cutter. Adjusts your cutting from 700-3,000 spm.
The 3" shearing head is cool running and stays oiled for up to 100 hours. Comes
with a durable toolbox with a removable storage tray and lots of storage space for
all your grooming supplies. Provides 3,000 spm at 120V. 150 watts. Made in the
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C25776N111 — $349.95

C02123N111

Oster® Standard Single-Speed Motor

Oster® Clipper Replacement Heads

For EW311A, EW311B, and EW311C Shearing Heads;
510A Clipping Head; and Model 510 Clipmaster®.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Heads are compatible with ClipMaster®,
ShearMaster®, and ShowMaster®.

C04582N111 — $144.50

ClipMaster® Replacement Head. Can also be
used as an accessory head on ShearMaster® or
ShowMaster®. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Oster® Variable-Speed Motor

For EW610 Clipmaster®. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C02123N111 — $138.50
ShearMaster®/ShowMaster® Replacement Head.

C07206N111 — $157.75

Can also be used as an accessory head on ClipMaster®.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C02127N111

C02127N111 — $180.25
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Andis® Xpedition Single-Speed Shearer
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Innovative connection between the clipper head and housing reduces noise and
vibration for the user and animal. Quick tension-adjustment knob and interchangeable blades provide a vast array of grooming options. Patented floating fork
system extends comb and cutter life. Provides 2,500 spm. Includes single-speed
shearer, blade brush, screwdriver, blade oil, and durable hard case. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C33561N111 — $500.95

Oster® Cutters & Combs
Cat. No.

Description

Sh. wt.

P2311 wide diamond cutter (regular style); widely used shearing
1. C02128N111 four-point cutter with clean-cut shape, fine angles, and finish (for 0.19 lbs.
ShowMaster® or ShearMaster® shearing machines)

$12.60

$10.70

0.13 lbs.

$12.60

P7112 20-tooth goat comb with closer spacing of teeth to reduce
4. C02136N111 scratches and cuts (recommended in screw worm-infested areas) 0.31 lbs.

$24.40

3. C07207N111 faster, cleaner cutting; enters wool easier

C18973N111

20-tooth comb for trimming and blocking beef cattle, can also
be used for sheep, teeth are sharpened to a point, do not use for
5. C07205N111 regular shearing (for use on all 3" ShearMaster® and ClipMaster® 0.25 lbs. $24.40
clippers)

C18971N111

C19651N111

Andis® Cutter & Comb
Cat. No.

Wide diamond cutter (thin heel style); use on sheep, cattle, goats,

2. C04579N111 and llamas; for use on shearing head and professional hand pieces0.13 lbs.
34AB AAA wide cutter; perfect mesh of cutter teeth with comb for

Price

Description

Sh. wt.

Ovina 13-tooth comb (special grinding process produces
C18973N111 blades with a longer-lasting, exceptionally durable cutting
edge; designed to be easily resharpened)
Cobra cutter (special grinding process produces blades

C18971N111 with a longer-lasting, exceptionally durable cutting edge;
designed to be easily resharpened)

Price

0.25 lbs. $29.50
0.19 lbs.

$9.75

Sh. wt.

Price

AESCULAP® Comb
Cat. No.

Description

0.25 lbs. $65.50

C19651N111 Professional 13-tooth comb; super-fast shearing!

Grazer™; for sheep shearing; wide, 13-tooth flared Golden Ram™
6. C13749N111 comb; for use on 3" shearing heads and professional hand pieces 0.25 lbs. $24.40
Harvest-All™; wider blends and deeper bevels all for smoother
shearing of sheep at greater speeds; wide, 9-tooth flared Golden

7. C13750N111 Ram™ comb; for use on 3" shearing head and professional hand

0.25 lbs. $26.85

pieces

24-tooth show comb for sheep or cattle (can be used on

8. C14538N111 ShearMaster® or ShowMaster® with 3" shearing head)

Show Groomer™ I; 24-tooth show comb designed with bevel for
very close, smooth shearing and show trimming of sheep, cattle,

9. C18164N111 and goats; for use on 3" shearing head and professional hand

C24742N111

C24744N111

C24741N111

Premier Cutter & Combs
0.25 lbs. $24.40

0.31 lbs.

$23.60

pieces

13-tooth Arizona thin comb (P1082) developed for shearing hard,
0.19 lbs.
10. C28259N111 gummy sheep

$24.40

Cat. No.

Description

C24742N111

Spirit 13-tooth short bevel comb for Premier 3000s &
0.25 lbs.
4000s (compatible with Oster® and Andis® sheep shears)

$26.75

C24744N111

Phantom R 20-tooth comb (round)
Spitfire four-point cutter for Premier 3000s & 4000s
(compatible with Oster® and Andis® sheep shears)

0.25 lbs.

$23.90

0.19 lbs.

$8.85

C24741N111

Sh. wt.

Price
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Oster® ShowMaster®
C25776N111
Oster® ShearMaster®
C25775N111

Andis® Clipper
C33563N111

CLIPPERS

Replacement Parts

AESCULAP®
Large Animal Clipper
C27975N111
27

Item # Product #
1.
C32554N111
2.
C32555N111
3.
C02125(YD)N111
4.
C02123(YL)N111
5.
C02123(YK)N111
6.
C02123(YM)N111
7.
C32561N111
8.
C02125(YG)N111
9.
C02125(YZ)N111
10.
C02127(YB)N111
11.
C02127(YC)N111
12.
C02127(YD)N111
13.
C02123(YP)N111
14.
C02127(YE)N111
15.
C02125(YE)N111
16.
C02125(YF)N111
17.
C02125(YK)N111
18.
C02125(YJ)N111
19.
C02125(YB)N111
20.
C02125(YP)N111
21.
C32993N111
22.
C02125(YY)N111
23.
C02125(YC)N111
24.
C32556N111
25.
C32557N111
26.
C32992N111
27.
C02127(X)N111
28.
C02125(YA)N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Two Screws-MS
Two Screws-SP
Nut-MS
Gear Assembly
Ven-Gear-Crankshaft
Cover Assembly
Two Screws-MS
Pin-Tension
Upper Housing Assembly
Fork Assembly
Yoke-Mach-R.H.
Yoke-Mach-L.H.
Insulator Gear
Spring-Retaining
Roller-Crank
Nut-Tension
Spring-Tension
Cup-Tension Nut
Spring-Retaining
Crankshaft-ShearMaster®
Grease Plug
Lower Housing Assembly
Screw-MS
Two Screws-MS
Two Screws-MS
Nameplate-ShearMaster® Spare HD
Clipping Head (No Combs)
Fulcrum Pin

0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.31 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.02 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
2.25 lbs.
0.06 lbs.

Each
$ .72
$5.40
$ .40
$31.75
$18.15
$7.05
$ .75
$4.80
$60.50
$55.75
$18.15
$18.15
$2.05
$2.60
$11.90
$15.65
$ .99
$4.15
$1.35
$36.50
$ .67
$77.50
$ .33
$ .48
$ .60
$ .93
$180.25
$4.25

24
Oster® ClipMaster® — Model 510
C25773N111
Oster® ClipMaster® — Model 610
C25774N111

Item #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.
11.
14.
15.
17.
18.
20.
24.

Product #
C02123(YL)N111
C02123(YK)N111
C02123(YM)N111
C32561N111
C02123(YE)N111
C02123(YP)N111
C01896N111
C32562N111
C01895N111
C32560N111
C02123(YB)N111
C02123(YH)N111
C02123(YJ)N111
C01897N111
C32557N111
C02123(X)N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Gear Assembly
Ven-Gear-Crankshaft
Cover Assembly
Two Screws-MS
Front Case Assembly
Insulator Gear
Block-Slide
Two Spacers
Yoke Assembly
Two Screws
Screw
Crankshaft
Bushing Assembly
Tension Plate Assembly
Two Screws-MS
Clipping Head Complete

0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.56 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
1.75 lbs.

Each
$31.75
$18.15
$7.05
$ .75
$52.50
$2.05
$1.45
$3.50
$22.30
$3.95
$2.15
$18.15
$29.75
$12.15
$ .60
$138.50

Andis® Clipper — C33563N111
Item # Product #
1.

Z47705N111

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

C15402(C)N111
C32774N111
C32773N111
C15402(G)N111
C15402(M)N111
C32770N111
C32769N111
C32772N111
C15402(E)N111
C32771N111
C32559N111
C15402(F)N111
C15402(A)N111
C15402(H)N111
C15402(N)N111
C15402(B)N111
C15402(J)N111
C15402(I)N111

Description
Clipper Head Case (shipped
directly from our supplier; allow extra
delivery time)
Cutter Driver
Crank Spindle Sleeve
Crank Spindle
Crank Block Nut
Gear (31 Teeth)
Tension Screw
Distance Screw
Pressure Plate
Centering Ring
Pressure Spring
Triple-Laminated Springs (set of 2)
Laminated Sprint Screw
Blade Screw
Head Mounting Screw
E-Ring Clip
Cutter Driver Small Screw
Brush w/Spring (not pictured)
Brush Cap (not pictured)

Sh. wt.

Each

1.50 lbs.

$61.50

0.13 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.04 lbs.
0.02 lbs.
0.03 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.02 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.13 lbs.

$67.75
$18.95
$19.35
$8.80
$36.25
$10.45
$5.45
$10.80
$2.95
$3.65
$40.50
$1.00
$10.15
$1.30
$ .95
$2.35
$22.75
$2.60

AESCULAP® Large Animal Clipper — C27975N111
Item # Product #
C24803(A)N111
C24803(C)N111
C24803(F)N111
C24803(G)N111
C24803(H)N111
C24803(J)N111
C24803(L)N111
C24803(M)N111
C24803(N)N111
C24803(P)N111
C24803(Q)N111

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

C24803(R)N111

13.
14.
15.

C24803(T)N111
C24803(U)N111
C24803(K)N111
C14810(T)N111
C14810(Z)N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Cutter Head Housing
Spur Wheel w/Shaft
Oscillator Block
Regulating Screw
Knurled Nut
Spring Bridge
Spring Bridge Screw
Left Spacer
Right Spacer
Oscillator Spring
Guide Pin
Oscillator Assembly [Includes
items C24803(P)N111 and C24803(Q)N111]
Locking Screw/Cutter Plate
Countersunk Screw
Cylinder Screw
Carbon w/Wire (not pictured)
Sliding Switch (not pictured)

0.56 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.

Each
$129.95
$29.50
$2.65
$9.10
$13.15
$13.60
$1.65
$6.55
$6.70
$1.95
$2.45

0.19 lbs.

$71.75

0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.
0.06 lbs.

$9.65
$ .81
$ .67
$7.30
$19.55
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HOG EQUIPMENT

Canes + Holders + Slappers

FEATURED
Heavy Duty Shorty Hog Holder
Flexcane

The ideal livestock cane for working cattle at shows, in the auction
ring, or on horseback. Made of ultra-high molecular weight polymer
in a hot pink color. 38" L round cane with curved handle and no-slip grip.
Lifetime guarantee. NOTE: Cannot be burned. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14364N111 — $23.75

Easy, quick way to control pigs in tight
spaces. Tested to withstand a pull load
of up to 1,400 lbs. of pressure. Features
heavy-gauge construction of zinc-plated
steel for professional look and long-lasting durability. Comfort-grip rubber handle with galvanized aircraft cable loop. Approx. 8" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26886N111 — $34.95

1. Hog Snare with Hook
C07436N111

C12624N111

1.

2.
Handy hog snare is small
enough to fit in your back
pocket, but large enough
to get the job done. Use it
when giving shots or taking blood
tests. The hook allows you to catch a hog and
hook the snare on a nearby fence, making the task a one-person job. Snare measures
41⁄2" x 7", plus the cable (add 6" for hook). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29629N111 — $34.25

2. EZ-Catch Hog Snare
Extra-Heavy Round Cane

An ideal unlacquered wood cane for showing livestock. 36" L.
NOTE: Cannot be burned. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C07436N111 — $10.30

Hog Show Cane

10+ $9.15

No other snare can compare! This is the fastest, simplest way to control a hog for
injection, inspection, clipping, or other treatment. The snare operates easily and holds
securely using only one hand, leaving the other hand free to administer treatment.
U.S.-made snare is very sturdy and dependable. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C29387N111 — $32.95

A short, lightweight wood cane designed for use in the hog show ring. 24"
hardwood cane. Round, 7⁄8" dia. NOTE: Cannot be burned. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C12624N111 — $6.15

Poultry and Piglet Catcher

45" L, 3⁄16" tempered wire with powder-coated finish. Handle is 12" x 3⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C18943N111 — $7.45

6+ $6.59

CANE BURNING AVAILABLE
C00108N111

Large Hog Catcher

Heavy-duty large hog catcher designed for easily catching and holding larger hogs.
Made of heavy metal with hand grips and a self-locking device. 37" L including the
cable loop. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C13375N111 — $22.35

C00109N111

C07434N111

Decker Ring O-Matic Hog Catcher

36" Canes
Medium-Weight Stockman 7⁄8" Dia. Octagon Cane. Plain. May be
personalized with burning. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C00108N111 — $9.60 10+ $8.59
Medium-Weight Stockman Octagon Cane. Burnt and lacquered.
May be personalized with burning. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C00109N111 — $10.30 10+ $9.25
Elephant 11⁄8" Dia. Octagon Cane. Plain. May be personalized with

burning. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C07434N111 — $13.55

10+ $11.61

Unique design for handy, one-man use and operation. Aircraft control cable on steel
handle, with self-locking feature, allows for quick, easy snaring of animal. 35" L. Loop
extends to approx. 51⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C00769N111 — $32.25

Pig Flapper

A one-piece, handheld wand with flexible, spaced
“flap” extensions that, when struck against a hard
surface (such as a free hand or the pig’s flank), make
a loud cracking sound. An effective, humane method of directing or driving animals.
Color may vary (no choice). 20" L x 17⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C31523N111 — $16.25

Plain Wood Sticks and Sorting Poles

Available plain, or may be personalized with burning.
54" L Octagon. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C00110N111 — $8.30 10+ $7.50
66" L Octagon. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. N
C00111N111 — $10.70 10+ $9.57

Fiberglass Whip

Whip is 26" L with fiberglass shaft, plastic handle, and wrist loop. 11⁄4" W x 21⁄2" L.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C27107N111 — $7.40

Cane Burning

We can provide old-fashioned cane burning! Printing with ink is adequate,
but for long wear, burning is the only answer. Lettering specifications: one
line only, maximum 26 spaces, 3⁄16" letters. Minimum order of 15 identically
printed canes. To order, use the cane’s stock number followed by an A.
EXAMPLE: C00108(A)N111.

Burning cost per line — $ .75
Burning cost per line for 50+ canes — $ .65

Animal Grabber Tongs

The animal grabber tongs are a useful tool for veterinarians, animal control officers,
and zoos. Comes with custom-made rubber jaw cushions with air pockets in them
to create a softer grip. Made from cast aluminum with a special mix of titanium and
magnesium for greater strength. Stainless steel aircraft-grade cable and components.
No exposed cables or springs. 38" L. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C23594N111 — $88.25
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TOOTH NIPPERS

TAIL DOCKERS

2.

1.

9.

3.
8.

1. STONE Deluxe Tooth Nipper

The best nipper available lets you clip needle teeth precisely and
quickly. Surgical quality, 5" nipper. Precisely ground undercut leaves
clean edges. Chrome-plated, high-quality steel holds edge longer than
stainless steel. Spring-operated action. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

10.

HOG EQUIPMENT

Nippers + Notchers + Tail Dockers

C26889N111 — $34.95

2. Needle Teeth Nipper

Works extremely well for clipping needle teeth in baby pigs. Some
breeders also use the clipper for docking tails and for castration. Coated
handles ensure a steady grip. 5" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C10698N111 — $7.05

3. Stainless Steel Pig Tooth Nipper

Hardened stainless steel nipper with no gap in the jaws, allows eye teeth
to be cut, not crushed as with other nippers. Designed for use by people
with small hands. Thin, angled jaws make it easy to reach eye teeth. Bevel
on the lower side of jaws prevents tissue cutting. Spring is one-piece
stainless steel locked in place. 5" L. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C16697N111 — $11.45

EAR NOTCHERS
4.

5.

8. Tail and Navel Severing and Cauterizing Instrument

Severs and cauterizes in a single operation. Heated blade instantly cauterizes the severed area and eliminates bleeding. Cauterizing action prevents
open wounds and eliminates chances of infection. Precision-ground blades
for faster cutting action. Tripod design allows instrument to remain in upright
position while heating and between cauterizations. Plug instrument in 110V
outlet to heat blade. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C07538N111 — $81.25

9. Nasco’s Electric Tail Dockers

Heats in minutes and stays hot for constant docking. Great for docking tails
on older pigs when cannibalism is a problem. The heated cutting element is
a special alloy that will not rust, oxidize, or scale. Specially designed handle
allows for easy squeezing that will reduce forearm fatigue. The special,
double-action construction of these pliers provides a shorter, easier pull.
Includes a 6-ft., three-wire grounded cord. Great for big or small hands.
Select either 110V or 220V models. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C25730N111 110V — $245.75
C28752N111 220V — $207.50

10. Tail Docker/Emasculator

Designed for both tail docking and emasculating. Excellent for docking
the tails of small pigs and sheep. High-quality stainless steel tool with a
polished finish. 9" L. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C13669N111 — $29.75
6.

7.
12.

11. Ringer with Spring
4. “V” Shape Ear Notchers

Provides quick, clean cut ear markings for animal identification. “V”
shaped cut. Aluminum construction. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C07792N111 — $11.90

5. V-Cut Ear Notcher

A high-quality, stainless steel ear notcher. Cuts a “V” notch 1⁄4" W at the
base, 5⁄8" L. Cuts a good, clean notch. 6" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C13668N111 — $11.50

C12957N111 — $10.25

12. Hill Hog Rings

To aid in the prevention of hogs rutting in the ground. Box of 100
hog rings. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C12956N111 — $3.05

Barrier II™ Wound Care Spray with Pain Relief

STONE Notchers

Made of strong, lightweight, die-cast aluminum. All cutting plates are carefully ground after being hardened and tempered. Comes with patented and
adjustable-depth gauge to set depth of cut. Dies are not interchangeable.

6. Medium Ear Notchers. Cuts notch 1⁄2" W at base. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C07154N111 With inverted U-shaped die, 75⁄8" L — $51.95
C07156N111 With inverted U-shaped die, 91⁄2" L — $62.50
7. Large Notchers. Cuts notch 13⁄16" W at base. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C00024N111 With V-shaped die, 83⁄4" L — $43.95
C00023N111 With V-shaped die, 93⁄8" L — $58.95

Apple Porkplay

11.

Designed for use with rings
listed below. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

NEW

A 2% iodine solution that kills up to 99% of surface germs that may
cause infection. Contains lidocaine to alleviate pain in wounds and
surgical incisions. Dries in approximately 90 seconds and forms a
highly visible and durable coating. Showed reduced bleeding and
faster healing in a clinical trial treatment group. Hold sprayer 4"-6"
from area to be treated and spray one or more times. Labeled for all
animals. Do not use on food-producing animals less than one week
prior to slaughter. 16-oz. bottle with trigger sprayer. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31351N111 — $23.85

Rattle Paddles

Add inches to your arm length! Animal-friendly paddles help move livestock easily.
Handle is fitted with a rubber grip for better handling and extra comfort. Steel balls
trapped in the paddle allow you to move animals by sound alone. Make moving, sorting, and loading livestock easier. Shatterproof 1⁄2" extruded fiberglass core, comes with
a rubber handle so no more splinters! Heavy-duty one-piece construction.
C34272(X)N111 37" L. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $13.45
C34271(X)N111 47" L. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $14.95

Ideal enrichment device for pigs of any size.
The apple scent is attractive and the toy greatly
reduces fighting among pigs. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34763N111 — $26.50

Rattle Cup

Hot-Shot® Sorting Paddles

Colorful red plastic paddle head creates a visual barrier for livestock. Animals respond
to the sound of BBs inside the paddle. Features a comfortable golf club-style grip and
vinyl covering for protection and easy cleaning.
C26462N111 42" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $13.60
C26463N111 48" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $13.60

Animal friendly! Steel balls inside the cup allow you to
move animals by sound alone. Makes moving, sorting,
and loading livestock easier. Made of high-density,
durable polyethylene and built to last. Large handle
for easy use and carrying. 61⁄2" W x 7" H x 5" D with a
6" x 21⁄2" handle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33943N111 — $11.75
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Sorting Panels + Grading + Feeders
GRADING TOOLS
1.
2.

3.
1.

3.

2.

1. Two-Way Sorting Panels

Molded in durable, high-density polyethylene. Hand grips on top
and side to use two ways. Tough, yet easy to clean.
C16514N111 11⁄2 ft. x 30" panel. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. — $21.10
C15688N111 3 ft. x 30" panel. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. N — $34.25
C15697N111 4 ft. x 30" panel. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. N — $45.25

4.

2. 72" Double-Hinged Sorting 96" Double-Hinged Sorting
Panels. Two 30" x 48" panels
Panels. Two 30" x 36" panels

1. Hog Weighing Tape

C26059N111 — $124.95

C01546N111 — $4.15

with 20" hinge.
Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N

with 20" hinge.
Sh. wt. 28 lbs. N

C26060N111 — $150.95

Heavy 60" Tyvek® plastic tape accurately estimates weight of 125- to 260-lb. hogs,
including meat type, by both length and heart girth. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

3. Pig Sorter Panel

Durable plastic panel to aid in the manipulation and movement of pigs. Handle cutouts
along edges. An effective, humane method of directing or driving animals. 30" x 48".
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C31531N111 — $37.50

Developed for the USDA, these probes are of etched style, 1⁄2" x 6", 0.02" stainless
steel, rectangular shape with square corners, and no holes. They are processed on
one side with depressed black enamel figures, and have satin-finished backs with
pocket clips. Graduations on one end are 1⁄10", opposite end is .04". Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C02615N111 — $2.95

Ideal for use prior to breeding, farrowing, or
transporting. Contains aloe. Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C33307N111 — $25.95

5. Tek-Trol® Disinfectant
Cleaner Concentrate

6.

4.

100+ $2.45

3. Swine Back Fat Probe

5.

4. Tek-Trol® HogWash Sow Shampoo

3+ $3.94

2. USDA Preliminary Cutability Grade Ruler

Know how your hogs measure up to new standards. Handy probe rule with pocket
clip. Stainless steel. Make a small cut with a sharp knife or blade, insert probe
through back fat until it strikes pork chop muscle. Read fat thickness on probe.
Does not injure hog. Graduated in 10ths. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.

C00155N111 — $2.90

100-998 $2.52

999+ $2.23

4. Hormel Judging Computer

For use on ratite ranches, aviaries, swine
producing facilities, equine facilities, veal
barns, and calving operations. Effective
against Staphylococcus, Pseudomonas,
Salmonella, Aspergillus, Tuberculosis,
viruses, fungi, parvo, and mildew. Kills
Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus
(formerly called swine flu). Deodorant.
Do not use in milking stalls, milking parlors, or milk houses. Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

It’s not about winning — it’s about keeping score! Use this instrument to teach the
basics of scoring classes and for tabulating official scores at local/regional/district
area or state events. Computing slide uses top score of 50 with penalties for
switching the top, middle, and bottom pairs as the basis of grading. Easy-to-score
individual placings. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C07437N111 — $48.75

5+ $46.27

The Illustrated Guide to Pigs
How to Choose Them,
How to Keep Them

C33308N111 — $35.25

6. Tek-Trol® Disinfectant Aerosol & Deodorizer

A broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent for environmental surfaces. Eliminates odors
by attacking them at their source. Kills HIV-1 (AIDS virus), and Herpes Simplex Type II
viruses on pre-cleaned environmental surfaces/objects previously soiled with blood/
body fluids. Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus (formerly called swine flu). Disinfectant, virucide, and tuberculocidal. Fungicide against pathogenic fungi. Mildewstat
on hard, nonporous, inanimate surfaces. 17 oz. Not for sale in South Dakota, Hawaii,
Alaska, California, Kansas, and New York. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33309N111 — $9.20

3M™ Particulate Respirator

Designed to help provide reliable worker protection against
certain non-oil-based particles. For pollen, grain dust, moldy
hay, dry fertilizers, and molds. Features adjustable nose clip.
Constructed of advanced Electret Media. Lightweight and
comfortable. Compatible with other safety equipment. This
respirator contains no components made from natural rubber
latex. Box of 20 respirators. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C12128N111 — $22.65

By Celia Lewis.
With a resurgence of interest in raising
animals, this delightfully illustrated and
informative book is ideal for anyone who
wants to choose the most suitable pig
breed. It covers 38 of the most common
breeds of pig in North America and Europe.
Includes helpful introductory sections with
practical advice about pig rearing and husbandry, outlining the difference between the breeds. There are also sections on how
to buy pigs, equipment required to keep them, and advice on their basic care, feeding,
and hygiene. 176 pages, 85⁄8" x 105⁄16". Hardcover. ©2011. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C32240N111 — $16.95

Small-Scale Outdoor Pig Breeding

By Wendy Scudamore.
A comprehensive guide to breeding and rearing pigs in natural conditions without
compromising their wellbeing. Provides support for novice pig-keepers hoping to breed
their own pigs. It’s also a valuable reference for more experienced breeders and offers
information about different breeds of pigs and their respective needs. Topics include
choosing a breed, selecting a boar, hogging and mating, gestation care, farrowing, and
hand rearing. 144 pages, 61⁄2" x 91⁄2". ©2012. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C31503N111 — $24.95

C34273N111

C34274N111

Kane Snap Feeders

Designed to feed baby pigs dry food while in the farrowing crate. The Low Profile Model is
utilized by producers who early wean and provides easier access for younger pigs. Can be
fastened to all types of nursery flooring in the farrowing creep area. Round design allows
baby pigs access from all sides. Placement in the creep area should be done in an area that
the sow’s feet won’t reach the feeder. A spring-loaded hook makes the snap feeders easy
to install and remove (an arrow on the top indicates the hook direction). Features include a
Feed Saver Lip that reduces feed waste, positive J-hook locking device, push-turn to attach
and release for easy and quick installation, and a built-in grill keeps pigs from getting into the
trough. Durable, high-density, high-impact styrene and stainless hook-and-spring assembly.
Easy to clean. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34273N111 23⁄4" H Low Profile Feeder
C34274N111 4" H Standard Feeder

Each — $15.95
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Poly-Tuf Small Pig Feeders

Maintenance-free polyethylene hog feeders will withstand the toughest abuse
from your animals. The lightweight, durable feeders are corrosion-resistant
and won’t dent or chip. Each feeder has an adjustable feed gate inside. For
pigs under 100 lbs.

Two-Hole Feeder. Holds 1⁄2 bushel of Six-Hole Feeder. Holds 2 bushels of
feed. 12" L x 7" D x 19" H. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. feed. 341⁄2" L x 7" D x 191⁄2" H.
Shipped directly from our supplier.
C13290N111 — $55.75
Four-Hole Feeder. Holds 11⁄2 bushels Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N
of feed. 231⁄2" L x 7" D x 19" H.
Z30377N111 — $114.75
Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time.
10-Hole Double-Sided Feeder.
Sh. wt. 15 lbs. N
Holds 21⁄3 bushels of feed. 29" L x
7" D x 201⁄2" H. Shipped directly from
Z09511N111 — $98.75
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 25 lbs. N

Z30377N111

HOG EQUIPMENT

Feeders + Troughs

Z09512N111

Z09512N111 — $170.75

Kane’s Polyethylene
Single-Sided
Nursery Feeders

High-density durable polyethylene.
Stainless steel grills and top slide
gate adjustment. Nonrusting, noncaking, 30% faster, and easier to clean. No
sharp corners.
58-lb. Capacity Feeder. Three slots.
18" L x 8" W x 24" H. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C26061N111 — $153.50
102-lb. Capacity Feeder. Six slots.

36" L x 8" W x 24" H. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N

Z18614N111 — $201.50

Z06164N111

Z29927N111
C34313N111

Brower® Hog Feeders

Wide doors allow even the largest hogs to eat comfortably! Heavy doors with sturdy lid
supports close automatically. Outside catch keeps damaging moisture and rodents out.
Inverted “V” bottom maintains steady grain flow. Feed saver flange on trough prevents
animals from raking feed out. Swing-type hinges allow top to drop down flush with side
of feeder. Made of 20-gauge zinc-coated steel with 16-gauge doors. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

20-Hog Feeder. Four-trough feeder for 20 hogs. Capacity: 7 bushels. 251⁄2" L x
42" W x 40" H. Sh. wt. 98 lbs.

Z06164N111 — $390.50
8-Hog Feeder. Two-door, single-sided feeder for eight hogs. Capacity: 33⁄4 bushels.

C08429N111

36" H x 23" W x 20" D. Sh. wt. 47 lbs.

C08428N111
C26062N111

Creep/Mineral Feeder

A baby pig creep feeder that lets you regulate feed flow. Made of durable, highdensity polyethylene. This creep feeder has a feed portion board that gives you two
different feed flows and also has a feed-saver rolled lip. Easy to install, feeder snaps
in and out of its rustproof polyethylene bracket in less than five seconds. Long lasting,
this feeder is noncorrosive, noncaking, and nonrusting. Holds 9 lbs. of feed.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C08429N111 — $25.25

Heavy-duty waterer specially designed for watering or medicating baby pigs. Has a
keyhole adjustment that’s easily adjusted up as the pigs grow. Holds up to 2 gallons.
Constructed of USDA-approved polyethylene for extra-long life. Stainless steel nipple.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C08428N111 — $27.25

Milk Replacement Feeder

High-density, durable polyethylene. Translucent, graduated milk level reservoir.
Noncorrosive, nonrusting, easy-to-clean feeder. One-piece construction, easy to fill.
Unique vacuum feed. 21⁄2-gallon capacity. 123⁄4" x 31⁄4" x 171⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C26062N111 — $47.25

Galvanized die-stamped, seamless 27-gauge prime with
heavy, rolled top. Approx. 2-gallon capacity. 151⁄4" dia.,
35⁄8" D. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C00261N111 — $5.80

Single Door Hog Feeder

Heavy-gauge steel is extra thick in the trough and feed doors. Deep trough has a
feed-saver lip to conserve feed. Top door flips open from the back for easy loading
from the rear or outside the pen. Slots in back side for mounting on wall or rail. 50-lb.
capacity. 19" L x 123⁄4" W x 291⁄2" H. Completely assembled. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

Baby Pig Feeders

Durable feeders manufactured from 24-gauge
galvanized steel. Designed for crate or stacked
nursery, the feeders have open troughs for easy
removal of stale feed.

2-Hole Feeder. Holds 7 lbs. of feed. 121⁄2" H x
81⁄8" W x 77⁄8" D. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C29590N111 — $17.75
3-Hole Feeder. Holds 9 lbs. of feed. 123⁄8" H x
C29591N111 — $21.95

C29591N111

12+ $5.43

Duraflex Molded Rubber Pan

Only 4" D to prevent overturning. Constructed of
heavy-duty rubber fiber. Molded in one piece with
reinforced sides; rubber fiber construction cannot crush,
rust, or dent.
3-Gallon Pan. 17" top dia. 14" bottom dia. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C04272N111 — $8.10 6+ $7.80
2-Gallon Pan. 141⁄2" top dia. 111⁄2" bottom dia.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
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Z29927N111 — $89.75

121⁄8" W x 77⁄8" D. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

Round Metal Feed Pan

C04272N111

12" W x 291⁄2" H x 20" D. Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

C34313N111 — $84.95

Baby Pig Waterer

C00261N111

Z29928N111 — $142.75
4-Hog Feeder. Single-door, single-sided feeder for four hogs. Capacity: 11⁄2 bushels.

C18879N111 — $5.75

6+ $5.37

C04814(A)N111

Heavy-Gauge Hog Troughs

Over 21⁄2-gallon capacity per foot of trough! Safe, easy feeding. All 14-gauge welded. Galvanized steel. Rust-resistant paint. Each trough measures a full 12" W and 51⁄2" D inside.
6-ft. Trough. Shipped directly from our
2-ft. Trough. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
C24645N111 — $38.75
Sh. wt. 39 lbs. N
4-ft. Trough. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. N

C04814(A)N111 — $59.95

Z30984N111 — $78.75
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Heating Sources
1.
2.

Humane Hog Mats

1. KANE Heat Pads

Designed for all types of farrowing — farrowing crates, free stall, comfort stall, etc. Puts the heat under
the baby pig, where it belongs. Works as a draft barrier on slatted flooring, woven wire, and any type of
coated wire or plastic flooring. Heat rises, putting the heat under the baby pigs’ stomachs, so the entire
body is warm. When using heat mats, the dampness of the concrete or the draft through slatted-type
flooring is eliminated. Heat mats provide a large heated area for baby pigs to rest and sleep; eliminates
piglets from piling and bunching, causing less stress to each piglet, which means a much faster growth
and weight gain. Results are healthier piglets at weaning time and stronger pigs going into nurseries
means shorter time to market. Heat mats are very economical to operate. Insulated bottom prevents
heat loss to the floor. Dead air space inside the mat, above the heater, aids in maintaining heat longer
and reheats quicker. These mats are 80% more efficient than heat lamps. CSA approved. Available in
240V through special order.

2 ft. x 3 ft. Mat. Uses 129 watts. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C13611N111 — $170.25 5+ $157.96

2 ft. x 4 ft. Mat. Uses 169 watts. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
C13612N111 — $184.25 5+ $170.95

2. Heated Poly Pet Mat

Select and maintain the ideal heat mat surface temperature for your pets, small animals, and reptiles.
The state-of-the-art controller will maintain any preselected temperature between 40° and 105° F. Unique
safety mechanism is a “high limit” setting that self-activates and is relative to the set point of 105° F. 18" x
28". 110V. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C33655N111 — $248.50

Humane rubber hog mats for gestating and farrowing sows are
both economical and easy to install. Saves time and labor, cuts
bedding costs, and provides more cushioned comfort than straw
over concrete. They are easier to clean and more sanitary than
concrete because they are nonporous and won’t absorb liquids
or germ bacteria. NOTE: Due to the destructive nature of swine,
these hog mats carry no warranty. N
Pig Creep Mat. 30" x 48" x 3⁄4" mat. Sh. wt. 46 lbs.

C11765N111 — $32.75
Breeding/Gestation/Farrowing Stall Mat. 48" x 60" x 3⁄4" mat.
Sh. wt. 89 lbs.

C17992N111 — $53.90

10+ $49.84

Thermo Cube
Thermostatically
Controlled Outlet

Plugs into any 15-amp, 120V electrical
outlet which turns the power on and off automatically, according
to outside temperature (turns on under 35° F and turns off over
45° F). Each unit has two grounded receptacles for use with
more than one electrical device. Use with stock tank deicers,
pond deicers, unheated rooms, pump houses, and greenhouses.
UL and CSA listed. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C24150N111 — $15.30
1.

Temperature
Controlled Outlet

Provides the narrowest on/off
window available to maximize energy
savings. Microprocessor is controlled
with temperature sensors accurate
to within 0.1° F — it turns on at 35° F and turns off at 37° F. Plug
the unit into an existing outlet and plug the device you wish to
control into the unit. Can be used indoors or outdoors. Saves
money when used with heat lamps, heat tapes, engine heaters,
or any de-icer, and can also be used to turn on a lamp to serve as
a “freeze” warning. Power-on indicator light. 120V, 15 amps. UL
listed. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

2.

1. Stanfield® Heat Pads

Eliminating cold floors and drafts means healthier and faster-growing
pigs. Inexpensive to operate, these pads reduce your heating costs. The
pads provide a uniformly warm surface which is 30-35° F above air temperature. Nonslip pads work well on either slat or solid flooring. The pads and all
electrical parts are completely water resistant, and may be power washed or
submersed for cleaning with power off (if unit is plugged in, power stays on). Only Stanfield® pads are 100% flame retardant and water resistant, and may be power washed or
submerged for cleaning with power off (if unit is plugged in, it stays on). Ultra heavy-duty
fiberglass-reinforced plastic is an incredible 3⁄8" thin. Complete installation instructions included. Equipped with a 10-ft. electrical cord. 110-120V. Certified to UL, CSA, IEC, CE, and
PSE standards. Recommended to use with Stanfield® Power Control (C08090N111) listed
at right. One-year limited warranty. Available in 240V through special order.
2 ft. x 3 ft. Pad. Use in a twin crate.
2 ft. x 4 ft. Pad. Use in a twin crate.
160 watts. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
200 watts. Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N

C08087N111 — $168.50

5+ $161.02

C31103N111 — $36.25

3.

5.
4.

C08088N111 — $199.95
5+ $191.11

3 ft. x 6 ft. Pad. Use in a nursery. 400 watts. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 42 lbs. N

Z08190N111 — $395.25

5+ $383.39

2. Stanfield® L-Shaped Heat Pad

Specially designed for narrow creep areas and large litters. Provides evenly distributed heat on the 7"
horizontal and 5" vertical sides at 30°-35° F (16°-20° C) above air temperature. This narrow heat pad
safely keeps piglets a maximum distance from the sow, minimizing crush losses. The heater element is
completely enclosed in a durable composite plastic, making it 100% watertight. Raised traction treads
give pigs solid footing. Heat pad readily attaches to creep dividers with predrilled holes on the vertical
portion. Washing the underside of the pad is easy — simply raise up the creep divider and place a spacer under the creep divider to wash the underside. 6 ft. L x 7" W x 5" H. 150 watts. UL, CSA, CE, IEC, and
PSE tested and certified safe to operate. Sh. wt. 46 lbs. N

C34424N111 — $222.95

Designed to shield heat pad cords from animal access. Made from fiberglass reinforced plastic and is
designed to run along creep divider panels.
end allows creep divider panels to move without
putting undue stress on the heat pad cord. When a
sharp 90° exit is required for a heat pad cord, this
protector is the best option. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C33836N111 — $23.95

Regulate heating pad temperatures with this energy-saving,
power control unit. Portable; no rewiring necessary. Two power
control outlets will control up to 600 watts of heat pads. Includes
a positive on/off switch, an indicating pilot light, and a manual
temperature control. 110-120V. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C08090N111 — $78.75

5. Stanfield® Heat Pad Indicator Light

3. Heat Pad Power Cord Protectors

16" Cord Protector with Flared End. The flared

4. Stanfield® Power Control

24" Cord Protector. Straight cord protector.

Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33837N111 — $16.55

Provides visual confirmation that your heat pad is providing heat
for newborn piglets in farrowing and growing pigs in nurseries.
Unlike other heat pad indicators, this unit features two lights —
the bright red LED shows that the electrical circuit is functional,
while the green LED light indicates heat pads are drawing electricity and providing heat. The system works on variable voltage
systems or controlled circuits, with consistent brightness of the
lights. Mounts on standard, sealed single-gang electrical boxes.
Maximum current: 20 amps. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34425N111 — $49.25
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1.

1.
2.

1. Obstetric Gloves for Pigs

Designed for assisting in the birth of piglets — useful when a piglet is stuck and
it eliminates the need to use instruments.
Pack of 5 gloves with strings.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

1. Portable Infrared Heater

Plugs into any 120V outlet with a 7-ft. cord. Metal
rod heating element only heats whatever is directly
below it. When installing the heater, it should be
6"-12" from the ceiling and 36" from the object to be
heated. Heater measures 36" L. 13' chain, “S” hooks,
and screw eyes included. 120V, 800 watts, 6.7 amps,
1 phase. UL listed. Available in 240V through special
order. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

3.

C30713N111 — $20.15

4.

C06868N111 — $226.25

2. Nasco’s Pig and
Lamb Resuscitator

HOG EQUIPMENT

Piglet Supplies

2.

Constructed of stainless steel and high-density
polyethylene. Bellows: 21⁄2" dia. x 6" L x 13⁄4" solid
height. Face mask: 21⁄4" dia. x 4" L. Cap transfer
connector: 11⁄4" dia. x 1" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

2. Brood-All Heater

Infrared heater provides supplemental heat for baby pigs in
farrowing crates, or nurseries. Features a long-life, industrial-type,
ceramic infrared generator. Provides the maximum heat needed
without overheating. 120V AC, 500 watts. Five-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C11652N111 — $16.05

3.

3. Pig Holder

C34569N111 — $332.50

3. Halogen Heat Lamp Holder

Ideal for pigs and poultry. An exceptional holder for IR halogen heat lamps from 100-250
watts with a high/low switch to regulate power. Bulb not included. Single lamp holder
measures 141⁄2" L x 81⁄2" W. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C19289N111 — $24.95
Halogen Bulb Only. Red, 250 watts. Approx. 8,000 hours of use. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C19290N111 — $9.05

Will hold pigs up to 30 lbs. for easy castrating,
vaccinating, etc. Sold in sets of two holders…a
small unit for pigs 2- to 4-weeks-old, and a larger
unit for pigs 3- to 6-weeks-old. Rust free.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C05162N111 — $41.75

4. Brooder and Heat Lamp

Rubber-style 8-ft. cable, 101⁄2" reflector, porcelain socket, with hook and guard. UL listed.
Uses 250-watt (or less) bulb. Bulb not included, sold separately below (C09857N111).
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C07559N111 — $8.80

Brower® Four-Lamp Heat Lamp

Sturdy brooder equipped for four heat bulbs. Reflectors
extend over the lamps and protect them from ceiling
moisture. Capacity: 350 chicks. For 250-watt infrared
bulbs (not included). Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

Infrared
“Sweeter Heater®”

C06997N111 — $141.25

Electric Infrared Heat Bulbs

Use with electric brooder for brooding chicks, pigs,
lambs, and other young stock. Also for warming milk
houses, treating livestock, thawing pipes, etc.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

Clear, 125 Watt
C24452N111 — $2.75
Clear, 250 Watt
C06437N111 — $2.75
Red, 250 Watt
C09857N111 — $5.85

C06997N111

12+ $2.64
12+ $2.64

C09857N111

C06437N111

12+ $5.42

Halogen Infrared Heat Bulb with Reflector
Works in all standard socket brooders/lamp holders.
250-watt halogen bulb with red filter and reflector.
51⁄4" W x 61⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C15870N111

Made from high-impact polystyrene and fiberglass, there are no metal parts to corrode
or short out. The heater is an entirely sealed unit that can be sanitized (when properly
contained) with a power washer. The larger heat pattern in the creep area can result
in less stress during farrowing, heavier pigs at weaning, increased survival rates, and
increased sow comfort as the heat is limited to only the 11" W creep area. Use one per
crate suspended from the ceiling 16"-20" above the animal (can be raised as needed).
Also allows for flush mounting. Full three-year warranty against defects in materials or
workmanship. Available in 240V through special order.
Overhead-Mount Heaters. For suspending overhead. Chains and hooks included.
C31504N111 OH1116, 11" x 16", 50 watts/0.45 amps. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $102.95
C31505N111 OH1130, 11" x 30", 100 watts/0.9 amps. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $102.75
C15872N111 OH1140, 11" x 40", 150 watts/1.4 amps. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $128.50
Side-Mount Heaters. For flush mounting to ceiling or wall. Brackets included.
C15870N111 SM1116, 11" x 16", 50 watts/0.45 amps. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $97.75
C15871N111 SM1130, 11" x 30", 100 watts/0.9 amps. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $120.75
C31506N111 SM1140, 11" x 40", 150 watts/1.4 amps. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $128.50

C19295N111

C19295N111 — $11.70

Dyne® High-Calorie Liquid Nutritional Supplement for Livestock

The ideal supplement for all classes of livestock. Provides additional calories and vitamins for thin animals or animals being readied for show. Apply over top, mix into grain,
or feed ration; lower the amount fed according to the improving condition of livestock.
Dosage and administration: Feed full-size calf 2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed
miniature calf 1 fl. oz. three times per day, feed full-size adult cattle 4 fl. oz. two times
per day, feed miniature adult cattle 2 fl. oz. two times per day; feed full-size lambs and
kids 1⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed full-size adult sheep and goats 11⁄2 fl. oz. three
times per day, feed miniature adult sheep and goats 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times per day; feed
full-size and miniature baby pigs 1 tsp. per 5 lbs. of body weight per day, feed full-size
adult pigs 11⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed miniature adult pigs 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times
per day. WARNING: Do not feed to cats.
1. C34742(X)N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $17.85
2. C34743(X)N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $58.75

3. Swine Prefer® Iron Boost™

An oral preparation containing iron and trace minerals for newborn and suckling piglets. Recommendation: Provide 2 ml (1 pump) to piglet within 7 days after farrowing;
repeat after one week if needed. 14-fl.-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30819N111 — $22.30

4. Swine Prefer® Piglet Blast™

A high-energy supplement formulated with select vitamins and iron to help maintain
normal growth and digestion in small, underweight piglets. Recommendation: Provide
2 ml (1 pump) to piglet soon after birth and repeat 6 hours later; repeat the next day if
needed. 14-fl.-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30816N111 — $35.50

5. SOWEENA® LITTER LIFE™
Sow Milk Replacer

The ideal replacement for sow’s milk,
LITTER LIFE™ sow milk replacer combines
milk proteins with animal plasma and
animal fat, and is also formulated with
De-Odorase™, the urease inhibitor
(helps to reduce odor and ammonia
emissions). University and commercially tested to ensure proven results
and assist producers in weaning
more pigs per litter. Digestible and
palatable. Expect 1 lb. of gain for
every 1 lb. consumed. Warm water
mixing. Stays fresh and won’t sour.
Mixing and administration: Mix 4
oz. to 1 qt. water or 16 oz. per gallon
of water; feed to pigs four hours
after birth and provide milk replacer
as a supplement to sow’s milk for
the first seven days; make available
to pigs at all times. 10-lb. bag.
Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
1.

C30287N111 — $34.75

5.

NEW

2.

3.
4.
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Waterers
C34674N111

C34679N111

NIPPLE DRINKER VALVES

NEW

C05181N111

C34677N111 C34682N111

Why not buy the best? Up to 70% water savings! These water cups have the most
advanced shape and are the most effective water cup on the market. No wrinkles or
sharp edges. Made of stainless steel for easy cleaning and longevity. The nipple position allows better water consumption and minimizes water overflow. Mount 4" off floor.

Complete Nursery Water Master Cup.

For 13-lb. to 77-lb. pigs; up to 30 pigs per
cup. Includes water cup, 48" bent pipe,
nipple, and bolts/nuts. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34674N111 — $37.75
Nursery Water Master Cup Only.

8" H x 5" W x 53⁄8" D. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34676N111 — $19.05
48" Bent Pipe Only. For use with Nursery
Water Master Cup. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34675N111 — $16.90
Nipple Only with Rubber Spring.

For use with Nursery Water Master Cup.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
For use with Water Master Cup Nipples.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34678N111 — $ .63

C14249N111

C12883N111

Complete Wean-to-Finish Water
Master Cup. For 7-lb. to 280-lb.

pigs; 15 to 20 pigs per cup. Includes
water cup, 48" bent pipe, nipple,
and bolts/nuts. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34679N111 — $40.95
Wean-to-Finish Water Master
Cup Only. 12" H x 77⁄8" W x 51⁄2" D.

Fresh, clean, uncontaminated drinking water flows out the hollow nipple control
into the hog’s mouth. Shuts off automatically. All stainless steel. Works on the
pressure 10-100 psi. Standard 1⁄2" male pipe thread. Adjustable water flow. No
training problem. Proven performance, guaranteed satisfaction. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C05181N111 — $10.45

10+ $9.44

⁄2" Pig Nipple Drinker

1

Features an adjustable-flow orifice so there’s no need to change orifices to
regulate water flow. May be used for gravity or pressure systems. Stainless steel
construction. 1⁄2" standard pipe thread for mounting. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C12885N111 — $6.25

⁄2" Pig Bite Nipple

1

Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Mechanical nipple uses biting action that eliminates water waste. Each valve has
two different orifices for either high or low water pressure. Durable brass and
stainless steel construction. One nipple drinker services 12 pigs. 1⁄2" connection
for mounting. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Wean-to-Finish Water Master Cup.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

1

C34681N111 — $22.25
48" Bent Pipe Only. For use with
C34680N111 — $16.90
Rubber Spring Only. For use with
Water Master Cup nipples.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C14249N111 — $9.10

⁄2" Pig Nipple Drinker

Adjustable-flow orifice — no need to change orifices to regulate water flow.
Designed for gravity or pressure systems. Standard 1⁄2" pipe thread for mounting.
Stainless steel construction. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C12883N111 — $2.65

C34683N111 — $ .75
Nipple Only with Stainless Steel
Spring. For use with Wean-to-Finish

Piglet Nipple Drinker

C34682N111 — $2.85
Nipple O-Ring Only. For use with

Nipple Drinker Brackets

Water Master Cup. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Nursery and Wean-to-Finish Water
Master Cups. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34684N111 — $ .38

C06414N111

Standard, 1⁄2" threaded flat stainless steel nipple drinker with
screen filter to keep out unwanted debris. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31440N111 — $2.50

Heavy-duty adjusting brackets for nipple drinkers. Spring
lock permits easy fingertip height adjustment. Both models
have 1⁄2" male pipe threads for water lines and 1⁄2" female
threads for nipple drinkers. Galvanized steel construction.
With 26" Pipe for Single Drinker. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C14628N111 — $19.40
With 24" Pipe for Double Drinker. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.
C14629N111 — $23.35

C02519N111

Trojan Gravity-Type
Automatic Hog Waterer

Easily installed on steel drum or barrel, wood, steel, or
concrete tank. Shaped to accommodate the largest hog,
yet serves small pigs equally well. Ideal for any location
without water lines. Works like an automatic pressure
model. Solid cast-metal bowl and trip plate; long-life
Trojan valve. Not nonsiphoning. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C06414N111 — $82.25
Replacement Parts
C04411N111 Complete model 290 gravity valve.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $56.75
C04413N111 Spring. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $ .95
C04414N111 Valve leather. Pack of 5.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $5.85
C28257N111 Leather washer for outside gravity valve.
Pack of 3. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $6.65

Trojan Model 33 Nonsiphoning Compact
Pressure Waterer for Pigs and Hogs

Just 7" L and 2" H. Big enough for sows, small enough
for baby pigs – ideal for all installations. Works automatically on all pressure systems; easy to install. Castaluminum bowl has no corners, ridges, or crevices.
Trojan valve won’t leak, clog, or bind. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C02519N111 — $39.75

C31440N111

Lixit Hog Nipple Valve

Water Master Cups

C34677N111 — $2.85
Stainless Steel Spring Only.

C12885N111

Complete
Standard Cup Waterer

Pigs drink easier and more often
with this efficient, economical cup
drinker. Stainless steel cup with
centered nipple serves up to 25
pigs from wean to finish and mounts
easily to gates and walls. Reduce
water and medication waste by 50%
compared to standard drinkers and
up to 43% vs. swing drinkers. Standard cup, nipple, 36" stainless steel
pipe with welded bracket.
Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C33652N111 — $55.95

C14629N111
C14628N111
(Nipple sold
separately)

Sullivan’s Pig
Waterer with Hanger

Consisting of a 4" dia. x 36" H
PVC water tube and nipple, this
waterer holds approx. 2 gallons
of water. Metal bracket keeps
nipple from rotating and keeps
tube attached to the rack. Chains
in multiple places to keep animal
from lifting off (will fit young show
pigs up to breeding stock size).
Has two mounting height options.
One-year warranty against manufacturer defects. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C32268N111 — $101.25

21⁄2-Gallon
Pen Waterer

An easy-to-use, efficient, and
quick way to provide a water source
to farm pens or fairs and shows. Use to
water pigs, goats, sheep, dogs, cats, and
rabbits. Can also be used to medicate
animals. Constructed of high-impact
plastic to resist rust and corrosion. Easy to mount, move,
fill, drain, clean, and store. Motion and jarring will not
activate the water valve. Holds approx. 21⁄2 gallons of
water and includes drinking nipple. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C34004N111 — $69.50

Baby Pig Waterer

Sanitary, plastic baby pig waterer with
a heavy-duty, linear polyethylene jar.
Vacuum-type waterer is leakproof
and rustproof. Easy-to-clean jar is
transparent with a visible waterline.
Has a 5" opening for easy access.
91⁄2" W x 13" H x 7" D. Holds one
gallon. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C07900N111 — $13.95
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“Dead Sled” Carcass Cart

Pull and load from either end, using a
snare. Deep “V” so pig stays on. Will
move up to a 600-lb. animal and will
turn in most alleyways. Features tapered sides, guide bumpers, one-piece
construction, carrying handles, and
phenolic wheels. 38" L x 18" W. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N

Z50101N111 — $181.25

Market Hog Carcass Cart

Solid panel, V-shaped cart with
rounded corners and pneumatic
tires. Features a 900-lb. winch with
a 3⁄16" cable. 181⁄2" W. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 70 lbs. N

Z50102N111 — $335.75

Bottom View

Z50101N111

HOG + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Carcass Carts + Detection Devices

Z50102N111

Generation II Carcass Cart

Heavy-duty cart with a reclining bed for balance, four-point anchor system, and two-speed hand winch with 25 ft.
of 3⁄16" galvanized aircraft cable. Able to pull at 90° angles. Also features a user-friendly handle, 1" solid rod frame,
enclosed trough area, 20" frame width, pneumatic tires and casters, free spooling feature, 2,800-lb. line pull winch,
and power in and out. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 275 lbs. N

Z50103N111

Z50103N111 — $1,006.75

Dramínski® Pregnancy
Detectors for Pigs/Sheep/Goats

Effective and early diagnosis of pregnancy. Early pregnancy diagnosis allows
for rapid separation of fertile and barren
female. Used to confirm pregnancy by detecting
the amniotic fluid in the uterus. It uses the principle of wave reflection. Applied to the
female body, the probe sends ultrasound beams that bounce off the uterus filled with
amniotic fluid back to the probe, causing a signal change generated by the appliance.
Proper contact with the animal body is indicated by a pulsing sound and green LED.
Slowly move the probe to let ultrasound beams hit the uterus filled with amniotic fluid,
the change of tone and light to intense pulse confirms pregnancy. Requires one 9V battery (included). Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Pregnancy Detector for Pigs. Can be used 18-75 days after breeding; optimal examination 25-35 days after breeding.

C24477N111 — $349.75
Pregnancy Detector for Sheep/Goats. For sheep: Can be used 40-120 days after

breeding; optimal examination 60-90 days after breeding. For goats: Can be used 40120 days after breeding; optimal examination 60-90 days after breeding.

Pregtest Ultrasound
Pregnancy Detector
for Smaller Animals

Ideal for smaller animals,
such as mini mares,
donkeys, llamas, goats,
sows, ewes, and alpacas.
Because palpation is not
usually a practical option
for smaller animals, the
Pregtest is the best option available for the determinations of pregnancy. The ultrasound instrument displays the exact location of density changes or tissue interfaces
in your animal. When properly aimed at the uterus, the display will show a pattern for
spike indicating pregnancy and no spike if the animal is open. Pregnancy detected as
early as 14 days after breeding. Comes ready for heavy-duty field use. Rechargeable
batteries allow for full portability. 9" L x 81⁄2" W x 31⁄2" H. Two-year warranty. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

Z30373N111 — $2,295.00

C24475N111 — $394.95

Dramínski® Estrus Detectors

Preg-Tone II® Plus

Detects pregnancy as early as 18 days. With practice, you can achieve 100% accuracy at 30 days
on healthy animals! Safe — all testing is done
externally. Probe is built right into unit so there
are no cables to become tangled. No lights to
watch, just listen for the unique sound. Operates
on a 9V battery (included). Solid-state circuitry.
Acid-resistant plastic housing cleans with soap
and water. 100% tested to ensure reliability and
accuracy. For swine only (not pot belly pigs). Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33525N111

C33524N111

BioPRYN® Early Pregnancy Detection Test Kits

Safe, accurate, and easy-to-use alternative for confirming pregnancy
in livestock. Measures the presence of Pregnancy-Specific Protein B
(PSPB), a protein only produced by the placenta of a growing fetus, in
the blood circulation of the animal. Test will accurately identify open,
non-bred animals with over 99% sensitivity. Blood samples can be
submitted to any one of 40 BioPRYN® affiliate labs across the country for
fast and accurate results.
BioPRYN® Cattle Early Pregnancy Detection Test Kit. Heifers and
cows can be tested at 28 days or later after breeding, but lactating cows
must be at least 73 days after calving. Kit contains: 12 vacuum tubes, 12
needles, two reusable needle holders (interface between the tube and
needle), 10 prepaid vouchers for pregnancy results, and blood collection
and submission instructions. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

FEATURED

Detect the best moment for mating or insemination. Breeder
benefits:
• Saves on time needed for visual animal observation
• Saves on valuable sperm by mating or inseminating in
optimal time
• Saves on fodder and abbreviation of period between next
pregnancies through elimination of silent heat
• Confirms early pregnancy, facilitating proper treatment of the
pregnant animal
Helps breeders determine the exact moment of the estrus cycle when ovulation takes place (also in the case of silent heat).
Measurements are taken simply by properly inserting the probe
in the vagina and taking the reading. Requires one 9V battery
(included). Comes with instruction manual and plastic carry/
storage case. Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C30401N111 For Pigs — $349.75
C30402N111 For Sheep and Goats — $349.75
C25982N111 For Cows and Mares — $349.75

C33525N111 — $39.95
BioPRYN® Goat/Sheep Early Pregnancy Detection Test Kit. Does

C16068N111

C13431N111 — $255.75
Preg-Tone II® Plus w/ Earphone. For use in extra-noisy conditions. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C16068N111 — $288.50

and ewes must be 30 days post breeding. Kit contains: six vacuum
tubes, six needles, two reusable needle holders (interface between the
tube and needle), five prepaid vouchers for pregnancy results, and blood
collection and submission instructions. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33524N111 — $39.95
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Kid Care

FEATURED
1.

1. Weaver® ProCool™ Mesh
Goat Blankets with Reflective Piping

Constructed from a breathable mesh material that provides
excellent ventilation to help keep animal cool and blocks 98%
of UVA/UVB rays. These blankets provide protection from
the elements as well as a barrier against fungus. Rear cutout
provides ample room for tail. Leg gussets allow for extended
leg movement during exercise. Snap and ring ends on the
adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to help prevent
rubbing and chafing. All blankets feature reflective piping for
added visibility. Machine wash separately with cold water,
gentle cycle; do not bleach; line dry only. Fabric imported.

Color
Lime Zest
Lime Zest
Lime Zest
Red
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Purple
Purple
Purple

Each — $32.95

Cat. No.
C32716N111
C32714N111
C32712N111
C33391N111
C33392N111
C33396N111
C33397N111
C33398N111
C33393N111
C33394N111
C33395N111

Size

Sh. wt.

Small
Medium
Large
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large

0.94 lbs.
0.94 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
0.94 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
0.94 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.

2.

2. Weaver® ProCool™
Mesh Goat Blankets

Popular ProCool™ blanket in goat
sizes with a rear tail cutout provide
protection from the elements as well as
a barrier against fungus. Constructed of
breathable mesh material that provides excellent ventilation and blocks 98% of UVA/UVB rays.
Leg gussets allow for extended leg movement during exercise, while the snap and ring ends of
the adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to help prevent rubbing and chafing. Machine wash
separately with cold water, gentle cycle; line dry only; do not bleach. White with black binding.
Fabric imported
C32434N111 Medium (40-60 lbs.). Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C32435N111 Large (60-80 lbs.). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Each — $27.90

3.

5.
4.

3. Weaver® Cotton Goat Tubes

98% natural, breathable cotton with 2% spandex for
the right touch of stretch to help keep your show goats
clean. Use alone or under a blanket for dirt-free hair and
hide. Reinforced leg holes stretch over hooves for easy
on and off. Fabric U.S.A.

Color

Cat. No.
C34091N111
C34088N111
C34089N111
C34090N111
C34092N111
C34093N111
C34094N111
C34095N111
Each — $23.95
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple

Size

Sh. wt.

X-Small
Small
Medium
Large
X-Small
Small
Medium
Large

0.25 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.31 lbs.
0.44 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.25 lbs.
0.44 lbs.

Weaver®
Deluxe
Adjustable Goat/
Sheep Muzzle

Made of heavy-duty Cordura® material and vinyl-coated
mesh, this muzzle helps keep sheep from eating bedding, biting other animals, and wool picking while also
providing breathability and access to water. Nylon crown
strap with adjustable slide and rounded cone shape provide the perfect fit. Cloth binding protects the edges and
provides a finished look. Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
Hot Pink
C32684N111
Lime Green C32685N111

Each — $8.10

Blue C32686N111

4. Weaver® Animal Print Spandex Goat Tubes

Available in a fun assortment of patterns, these poly/spandex blend tubes are ideal for keeping show goats clean.
Tubes stretch for a perfect fit. Assorted animal prints (no choice). Patterns vary and may include zebra, leopard,
giraffe, etc. Machine wash separately in cold water, gentle cycle; do not bleach; line dry only. Fabric U.S.A.

C32704N111 Small (50-80 lbs.).
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Each — $14.80

C32703N111 Medium (80-110 lbs.).
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32701N111 Large (110-140 lbs.).
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

5. Nasco’s Goat Blankets

Use for a show or for everyday use. Body of blanket is white, ridging is colored depending on the size you order.
Made of heavy cotton duck. Strap and buckle are under belly. Tail end is open. Tan. Fabric U.S.A.
Small — for 60-lb. Goats. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
Large — for 115-lb. Goats. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C25792(A)N111 — $23.40
Medium — for 80-lb. Goats. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C25792(B)N111 — $24.25

Goats Prefer®
Probiotic Plus Paste™

When given as directed, helps maintain
normal appetite and natural immunity. A
source of lactic acid bacteria and vitamins.
Feed this paste to goats during times of
stress, such as birthing, weaning, ration
changes, weather changes, shipping and
receiving, and traveling. Dosage and administration: 1-2 cc for newborn and 5 cc
for adult goats. 80 cc. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C30815N111 — $9.75

C25792(C)N111 — $30.75
X-Large — for 130-lb. Goats. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C25792(D)N111 — $32.75

Prairie Pride®
NEW
Vitamins & Electrolytes
Powdered Multi-Specie Supplement

Water-soluble vitamins and electrolytes formulated for poultry, swine, cattle, sheep, goats, and
horses. For use when animals and poultry are
under stress. Convenient to use as a water or
feed additive. Dosage and administration for
drinking water: Dissolve contents of one-half
of an 8-oz. packet (4 oz.) in 55 gallons of water
or one 8-oz. packet in 110 gallons of water. Dosage and administration as a feed additive: Thoroughly mix one 8-oz. packet per ton of
complete ration containing the regular levels of fortification. 8-oz.
packet. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34752N111 — $2.75
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1.

3.

2.

1. Sav-A-Caf® Lamb/Kid Colostrum Replacer

SHEEP + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Supplements + Resources

4.

Convenient, premeasured colostrum replacer for newborn lambs and kids. Each
pouch contains six 2-oz. packets. Formulated with bovine colostrum to provide 35%
protein, 25% fat for critical energy, and 65g/lb. of globulin protein. Made with dried
bovine colostrum. Contains essential vitamins and trace minerals. Dosage and administration: For a replacer, mix 2-oz. packet into 7 oz. of warm water per 4 lbs. of body
weight and split the mixed solution into 2-3 feedings over the first 24 hours of life; for
a supplement, mix 1⁄2 packet (1 oz.) into 31⁄2 oz. of warm water per 4 lbs. of body weight
and add the mixed solution to maternal colostrum if there is not enough maternal
colostrum (such as in the case of multiple births or if the quality or quantity of maternal
colostrum is unknown). Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C33959N111 — $16.95

2. LAND O LAKES® Bovine IgG Colostrum
Replacement for Kid Goats and Lambs

A strong herd or flock begins with top-notch newborn care. This colostrum replacement
is formulated to protect newborns, setting them up to meet their full potential. Provides
consistent protection, reduces risk of disease transmission, minimizes variability in
quality or quantity, and contains greater than 20% immunoglobulins (providing essential
antibodies). Licensed by the USDA. Dosage and administration: Each feeding is based
on body weight of the kid goat or lamb; feed weight-appropriate amount three times in
the first 18 hours of life. 235 g Pouch. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

See our Animal Health section
on pages 163, 166-168 for goat
veterinary supplies!

4. LIFELINE® Rescue™ Lamb & Kid Complete Colostrum Replacer

Ensuring lambs and kids consume enough colostrum in the 24 hours following birth is
critical to their survival; and Rescue™ helps you do that if you have preemies, multiples,
orphans, or there just isn’t enough colostrum to go around. This replacer delivers energy plus 88 grams of total protein (based on body weight) to ensure your newborns
thrive. The only serum-based colostrum replacer specifically for newborn lambs and
kids, it is made from natural bovine serum. This highly concentrated powder delivers
complete nutrition in small feedings that are easy for baby animals to eat and digest.
Feed to lamb or kid via nipple feeder or esophageal feeder. Dosage and administration: For each feeding, mix 1⁄4 cup of powder into 4 oz. of water and give three feedings for a 4-lb. animal, five feedings for a 6-lb. animal, six feedings for an 8-lb. animal,
and eight feedings for a 10-lb. animal. To feed as a supplement: Mix 2 tbsp. of powder
into 2 oz. of water and feed in addition to colostrum (when used as a supplement, one
tub feeds 6-14 animals). 1.3-lb. (600 g) tub (feeds 3-7 animals). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34289N111 — $42.75

C32969N111 — $21.95

3. LAND O LAKES® Ultra Fresh® Optimum Lamb Milk Replacer

A milk replacer featuring an enhanced fatty acid profile that makes it more similar to
ewe’s milk, a balance of 25% protein and 30% fat, Digesterom® (a mix of essential
oils, herbs, spices, extracts, and natural flavors to positively support gut health), and
Beta Glucan (a complex carbohydrate that promotes gut health and strong immunity).
Suitable for hand feeding or free-choice feeding methods. Dosage and administration: After colostrum feeding to three days — feed 1⁄3 cup of reconstituted lamb milk
replacer four to six times per day at four-hour intervals; four days to two weeks —
gradually decrease the number of feedings and increase the amount of milk replacer
per feeding (at two weeks old, 8-fl.-oz. replacer three times per day is sufficient); two
weeks to weaning — feed reconstituted lamb milk replacer twice daily and in gradually
increased quantities. 8-lb. pouch. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

Navel-Guard™ Iodine-Free Naval Dip

A solution to the 2% iodine regulations — prevent umbilical infections
with this ready-to-use “iodine-free” navel dip for newborn animals.
Effective, safe, and environmentally green. Uses a combination of two
acid technologies and isopropyl alcohol (which also aids in drying the
navel). Nonhazardous, nontoxic, and noncorrosive. Uses a food-grade
dye to identify application. Dip as soon as calf is physiologically stable
after birth.
C31349N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.55
C31350N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.95

C32971N111 — $31.25

Practical Goat Keeping

By Alan Mowlem.
There are over 200 identifiable goat breeds in the world,
as well as many cross-breeds. Distinctive cheese and
yogurt, prime lean meat, and highly prized cashmere and
mohair fiber are all products of this unique species. This
well-illustrated manual provides essential information for
successful goat keeping. Includes a chapter on showing.
112 pages, 71⁄2" x 93⁄4". ©2001. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Goat Gestation Calendar

Identify the date of conception and the calendar
identifies the approx. birthing date and other events.
Water-resistant printing is blue to allow for easy
reading of the wheel. Made of durable plastic.
Comes with a hole punched in the top corner for
hanging. 81⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C30847N111 — $7.70

C34255N111 — $32.95

Meat Goat Management Wheel
Clinical Examination of Farm Animals

By Peter Jackson and Peter Cockcroft.
Assists clinicians in performing a detailed clinical
examination of the individual animal. Text is divided
into sections (cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs) and offers
detailed examination procedures for various regions of
the body. This book will assist veterinary students in their
understanding of farm animal clinical examination and act
as a quick reference for clinicians who are called upon
to examine an unfamiliar species. 304 pages, 7" x 10".
©2002. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C25593N111 — $
$152.25

Versatile, easy-to-use wheel makes decisions
about meat goat management and production
simple. Use it in the way that best suits your
management style — rotate the wheel to your
ideal kidding date to learn the recommended
dates for all the doe, buck, and kid management tasks for the entire year; rotate the wheel
to the date breeding began to find out when the
kids should start arriving; or rotate the wheel
to the date the kids arrived to determine when
to give vaccinations, increase nutrition, and
perform other necessary tasks. High-quality,
washable plastic. 77⁄8" x 77⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30689N111 — $12.00
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Supplements + Hoof Care
C27944N111

Merrick’s Super Lamb®
Instant Milk Replacer

C24482N111

The ideal replacement or supplement to ewe’s milk!
Keep lamb milk replacer on hand for those times
when newly fresh ewes aren’t producing quite
enough milk, or if you don’t have time to pasteurize
milk for the next lamb feeding. Formulated just for
lambs with direct-fed microbials, added selenium,
and the highest guaranteed level of Vitamin E. Low
lactose level helps reduce bloat. Carefully formulated
to provide all the essential nutrients to maximize
survival and growth rates of baby lambs. Feed 8-16
oz. per feeding depending on age of lamb.

8-lb. Pail. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C12954N111 — $27.75
25-lb. Bag. Sh. wt. 28 lbs.
C30357N111 — $71.50

McCulloch Medical™ Lamb Aspirator/Resuscitator Kit

An effective, all-in-one device used to clear respiratory passages and pump air
into a struggling newborn animal’s lungs. Developed, tested, and proven for use
with newborn animals in respiratory arrest or having difficulty breathing. Ideal for
use with animals requiring resuscitation in post-trauma, drowning, or smoke-inhalation status. This simple, convenient instrument aspirates on one end and
resuscitates on the other, delivering an appropriate volume of air with or without
oxygen. Can be matched with a variety of aspirator/resuscitator mask sizes and
used on newborn lambs, kids, alpacas, and llamas. A vital tool for veterinarians,
farmers, breeders, and pet owners.
• Pumps and masks are
• Easy-to-use and convenient — only one person is
long lasting and durable —
needed to operate
accompanied by a two-year
• Safe, effective, and humane — eliminates traditionreplacement warranty
al revival methods such as shaking or swinging
• Easily cleaned in 1:20 solution of bleach and water
Kit includes aspirator/resuscitator pump, aspirator mask, resuscitator mask, instructions, and soft carry bag. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Lamb & Kid Colostrum Oral Gel

A nutritional product for newborn goats that contains
a source of live (viable) naturally occurring microorganisms, dried colostrum milk, and vitamins. Dosage
and administration: Give 10 ml to newborn goats,
sheep, or calves as soon as possible after birth; then
10 ml the second day and 10 ml the third day. 30 ml
syringe. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C27944N111 — $9.65

Lamb & Kid Paste

A source of live natural microorganisms to minimize
intestinal disorders and enhance the digestion of food.
Protects lambs and kids during the first critical 24 hours.
Gives an immediate energy boost at birth and aids
in the control of scours. Use at the first sign of health
problems and to supplement colostrum. Dosage and
administration: Give 3-5 g on the back of the tongue of
newborn lambs or kids; administer 5-15 g to older animals; repeat dosage as needed. 15 g dial-a-dose tube.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C24482N111 — $9.85

C11880(C)N111

C31612N111

Feeding Tube & Syringe

During lambing, every sheepman is faced with the
problem of feeding lambs suffering from exposure and
weakness. This pliable feeding tube is a very effective
way of feeding the newborn lambs the ewe’s colostrum,
which is essential for their survival. Includes a 60 cc
syringe. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C27427N111 — $66.50

Goat Care-2X Goat Dewormer

Approved for use on all classes of goats for the removal and control of
mature gastrointestinal nematode infections. Safe enough to be used
frequently, yet does not adversely impact reproductive performance or
cause milk withdrawal. Convenient, single-dose treatment can be given at
any time during the production cycle, allowing an entire herd of goats to
be dewormed at once. Palatable and stable in any feed formulation. 3-lb.
resealable bucket with a flip-top lid includes 4-oz. scoop for simple dosing
of 1 oz. per 121⁄2 lbs. of body weight. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C26794N111 — $16.70

C11880(C)N111 — $2.70
Feeding Tube Only. 16" L rubber tube. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C11880(B)N111 — $1.80

Slap-Shot® Flexible Oral Doser

Provides ease, consistency, and accuracy for
small-animal use, especially pigs in the nursery. Soft
tip prevents injuries and can be used to dose pigs,
dogs, cats, lambs, goats, and calves. 21⁄2" soft tip can be
trimmed to desired length to meet your needs. Attaches
easily to disposable or pistol-grip syringes. It’s reusable
and can be easily cleaned and disinfected. Constructed
of medical-grade USDA-approved materials. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31612N111 — $4.15

Sheepmat

One of the best methods of treatment
for lameness in sheep — any remedy
used in a foot bath can be used more
effectively and economically. Sheep treat
their hooves by simply walking over the
mat. The weight of the foot on the solution-filled mat forces the liquid up into the
hoof by hydraulic action reaching all the
crevices. Even passing over the mat once
or twice a week is effective in reducing
hoof disorders. Mat must be placed on a
concrete, wood, or other level impervious surface. For best results, animals
should be confined in a clean place after
treatment so the solution has a chance
to work. Fill mat with the remedy of your
choice, using a bucket or watering can. After use, simply hang mat over
a wood rail and hose off. Do not use when frozen. 60" x 18". Made of
11⁄2" foam core with a cover made of durable permeable blue poly fabric.
Holds approx. 3 gallons of solution. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

Sheep Chair

The first of its kind! Adjusts quickly with no
ropes — pull pin takes only seconds to adjust
canvas depth. A great tool for trimming feet,
tagging ears, or medicating. Holds sheep in a
relaxed position. Rugged poly mesh material
for long-lasting durability. 571⁄2" x 101⁄2". Has a
200-lb. to 250-lb. weight capacity. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. N

Z19648N111 — $129.75

C23411N111 — $153.25
Nolvasan® Solution. A general disinfectant containing chlorhexidine

diacetate. Recommended for disinfecting farm premises. Instructions: Mix
1 qt. Nolvasan® and 6 oz. of glycerin (C31031N111 on page 162), then add
water to make 1 gallon of solution. Cannot be sold to California customers due to state regulations. Please call for restriction details. Gallon.
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C12725N111 — $94.95
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Can attach to
almost any bucket!

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

1. Replacement Nipple for Lamb Saver
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C05010N111 — $1.65

Ideal for small, weak lambs. Soft, pliable nipple to make
suckling easier. Neck I.D. 11⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C06249N111 — $2.05

12+ $1.45

EZ Nurse™ Bottle with Nipple

A 2-qt. size with pint markers and pliable rubber nipple.
Plastic won’t crack or break; lasts indefinitely.
Lightweight, cleans quickly and easily. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

2. Topper Pop Bottle Nipple

Recycle any plastic screw-top soft drink bottle with a 1.1" dia.
neck by adding this cap and nipple to create a lamb nursing
bottle. Compression-molded rubber nipple lasts longer than
latex and the ball valve in the cap promotes nursing by letting air
in steadily. Long life, UV-protected, rubber compound. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25271N111 — $2.45

Plastic Bottle

C01560(A)N111 — $7.55 5+ $7.35
Replacement Nipple. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C01557N111 — $4.20 5+ $3.87

12+ $2.13

3. Lamb Nipple

Fits an ordinary soda bottle. 21⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C00231N111 — $2.00

12+ $1.84

4. Lamb Nipple Set

This simple, rugged bucket teat unit mounts at the bottom of almost any bucket or
plastic container by drilling a 11⁄2" hole. No tubes necessary. Quickly comes apart for
easy cleaning. Because there is no one-way valve inside the nipple, lambs have nothing to “chew” on. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C13700N111 — $7.30
Replacement Red Rubber Nipple. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C13700(B)N111 — $1.50

SHEEP + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Nipples + Hoof Care

NEW

Farm Babies™
Nursing Bottle

For lambs, kid goats, and other farm babies. Plastic
bottle with nipple. Quart. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34906N111 — $5.50
Replacement Nipple Only. For nursing bottle above.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34907N111 — $1.50

5. Pritchard Flutter Valve Nipple

Best for feeding weak or newborn lambs. Soft red latex teat with plastic base screws
onto a 28 mm glass or plastic bottle (pop bottle size). A metal bearing “valve” inside
nipple lets airflow in smoothly, but controls milk flow. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C16651N111 — $2.75

12+ $2.45

Foot Master

An invaluable aid to any sheep farmer looking for
a solution to foot rot and diseased hooves. The
easily controlled, spouted valve on the can allows
either a broad or concentrated spray application.
Allows saturation of badly infected areas. 405 ml
can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

1.

C15089N111 — $12.95

1. Saboten Hoof Shears

2.

Compact, lightweight trimmer features easy-action handles and
very sharp blades for fast, easy cutting. Blades have nonstick coating
to prevent rust and give friction-free, smooth clean cuts. 71⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C17016N111 — $20.95

2. Saboten Large Angled Hoof Shears

Electric Hoof Knife for Goats & Sheep

Designed for the goat or sheep owner who needs a
hardworking and easy-to-use trimming tool, this electric
hoof knife can meet all your basic trimming and hoof
maintenance needs. Use it to quickly and effortlessly trim
the hoof wall, sole, and heel with smooth results every time.
Quiet, comfortable, and easy to control so you can feel confident putting your animal’s hoof care in your hands. Includes
111⁄2" L electric hoof knife, medium grit disc for trimming baby
or small hooves, coarse grit disc for trimming hooves of any
kind, safety glasses with UV protection, and carrying case.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33999N111 — $265.25
Replacement Discs. 2" flat profile,

abrasive discs with a 10 mm center
hole. Uses tungsten carbide grit to
gently buff away hoof material and leave a smooth finish.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C34000N111 Medium Grit for Baby/Small Hooves (Gold)
C34001N111 Coarse Grit for Hooves of Any Kind (Blue)
C34002N111 X-coarse Grit for Tough Hooves (Silver)

Each — $36.25

Weaver®
Goat Hobble

With hook-and-loop
fasteners for easy
leg-cuff adjustment,
these hobbles are
made from 2" black
polypropylene webbing. The middle strap measures 2" W x 31⁄2" L. Durable
nickel-plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C29738N111 — $9.90

Easy-cutting blades are 21⁄2". Longer blade design makes it easier
to work around hooves. Trimmer blades are “F” coated to prevent rust.
Self-lubricating, nonstick, and easy to clean. 8" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

3.

C20135N111 — $25.95

3. Corona Hoof Trimmer

Hot drop-forged and hardened. Tapered curved blade, rounded, perfectly
matched points. Handle latch is up front. 73⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

4.

C09360N111 — $21.40

4. Felco Sheep Hoof Shears

Superior shears have comfort-grip handles that are angled for direct access
to the cut. Replaceable blades are specially hardened for long life and cut
even the hardest corn easily and cleanly over prolonged periods. Blades are
coated with Xylan to increase hygiene and prevent rust. Self-servicing key is
provided for simple maintenance after prolonged use and for precision adjustment of the blades to ensure a perfect cut. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

5.

C15099N111 — $92.75
C15215N111 Anvil blade for hoof shear. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $17.75
C18878N111 Cutting blade for hoof shear. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $15.30

5. Foot Rot Shears

Economically priced foot rot shears. Great for 4-H clubs, schools, etc.
Polished steel. 21⁄4" L double blades with sharp points. 83⁄4" L. Stainless steel.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

6.

C11514N111 — $11.90

6. GrowTech Hoof Trimming Shears

Sharpness, durability, and balance. ARS blades are sharper, retain sharpness
longer, and are designed to prevent spreading. Ergonomic design for comfortable use. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C27418N111 2" L Blades — $31.25 C28947N111 3" L Blades — $38.75

7.

7. Serrated Foot Rot Shears

Economically priced, serrated foot rot shears. Tough serrated jaws make
cutting dry, hard hooves easier. Sharp points. 91⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C12680N111 — $17.55
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Lamb + Goat Feeders

C28830N111

Shoof Lamb/Kid Milk Train

2 7⁄8-Gallon
Lamb Feeder

Two-compartment bucket with six natural rubber
teats (three on each side). Includes valves.
Rugged plastic bucket has a heavy metal handle
for hanging or carrying. 27⁄8-gallon/11-liter capacity.
111⁄2" x 101⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C19291N111 — $32.95
Replacement Red Rubber Lamb Teats. Natural rubber. Pack of 6. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C19292N111 — $7.65

C28833N111

Four-place feeder uses the Shoof Little Softy no-leak
teat to ensure proper feeding. Total capacity is 4 quarts
(with splash space to spare) with individual chambers of
25 oz. (750 ml) each. Feeders join together to make an
8- or 12-place feeder as required, and also stack with
the teats on for convenient movement and storage.
Replaceable rail hooks secure the feeder to most pipe
or wood rails up to 11⁄2" (38 mm) thick. For greater versatility, rail hooks can be removed and a bracket attached
for wall mounting. 161⁄2" L x 6" W. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28753N111 — $69.95

C28832N111

Milk Bar™ Nursers
for Lambs/Goats
Shoof
Lamb/Kid 10-Place
Feeder Rail Bucket

This 10-place plastic
feeder bucket will hang
on any rail or gate up to
11⁄4" thick. The Little Softy
nipples are soft and provide fast flow. They do not leak milk, even after many
uses. Feeder capacity is 5.3 gallons. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

Lamb Creep Feeder

Durable feeder that creep feeds lambs efficiently! Made
of high-density polyethylene, this feeder is nonrusting,
noncaking, noncorrosive, and long lasting. Easy to
clean. Has a 72-lb. capacity. 24" L x 8" W x 24" H. Each
opening is approx. 11" x 5". Bottom lip is 31⁄2" H. No lid
available. Includes mounting brackets. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. N

C28212N111 — $141.75

Milk Bar™ 1 for Lamb/Goat. Holds about 3 quarts.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C28830N111 — $37.25
Milk Bar™ 7 for Lambs/Goats. Holds about 4 gallons.

C13911N111 — $104.75

See pages 8, 10, 11 and
16-18 for our large selection
of sheep tags!

C30637N111
C30740N111
2.

C12609N111

C12610N111

Calfeteria-Type Feeding Outfit

3.

1. Hanging Hay Bag

Excellent-quality hanging hay
bag is great for barn or trailer.
Two O-rings at the top for
easy hanging. Red. 20" x 10" x
29". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27341N111 — $18.65

2. Miniature Canvas
Hay Bag Tote

Easy-to-fill, top-loading bag. Holds one small flake of
hay. Cotton canvas with contrasting nylon web trim.
Ideal for miniature horses and foals. Mesh gussets.
Blue. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27826N111 — $9.55

Made of soft nylon cording. Large enough for one
small flake of hay. 21" L with 4" x 4" openings. Blue.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C27193N111 — $4.35

Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C28833N111 — $102.50
Milk Bar™ 10 for Lambs/Goats with EZ-Lock. Fea-

tures patented E-Z lock mounting bracket that will fit
any rail width from wire up to 21⁄2", will lock in place, yet
is easily removed with a light touch of the catch. Holds
about 9 gallons. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs. N

C28832N111 — $164.75
Milk Bar™ Teat for Lambs/Goats. Lasts twice as long

1.

3. Miniature Hay Net

C28831N111

Milk Bar™ self feeders are the easy way to give milk to
lambs and goats that don’t require hand-feeding. Exclusive nipple design slows down gulping that prevents
choking and also promotes salivation, which is essential
for proper digestion and stomach development. Helps
prevent cross-sucking that can expose young animals
to infection. Durable pink poly container hooks onto
wire or one-by-four wood rail and the gravity-flow
nipples require no valves or tubes. Patented Milk Bar™
nipples promote slow-nursing for maximum salivation
and healthy digestive development. When the salivation
urge is satisfied, animals are more content and they
ingest enzymes and natural antibodies in the saliva
without choking or guzzling.

This feeder is a labor saver! It’s a bucket with lamb-level
holes, each fitted with a special nipple and a tube that
reaches into the milk. Lambs “drink through a straw.”
Feeds 10 lambs at once — handles 50 to 60 lambs in
less than half an hour. Includes 31⁄2-gallon bucket with lid,
10 nipples, 10 tubes, plus a tube-cleaning brush. Bucket
holder ring sold separately (below). Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C12609N111 — $58.25
Replacement Nipple.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Replacement Tube.

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C09958N111 — $2.35
C09959N111 — $2.10
Lamb/Kid Lambar Pink Teat. Pink nipple with round
hole tip. Fits Calfeteria-Type Feeding Outfit or fits
through a 1⁄2" (14 mm) hole. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30637N111 — $1.60
Lamb/Kid Lambar Teat. Black rubber lamb and kid

feeding teat that can be used in a Calfeteria-Type Feeding Outfit. Teat can be fitted through a 1⁄2" (14 mm) hole
and will take 7⁄16" (11 mm) O.D. Calfeteria-type delivery
tubing in the back. Or it can be stretched over a “pop”
bottle as a bottle feeder (needs an air inlet in this configuration). Cross-cut tip. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30740N111 — $1.70

Bucket Holder Ring

Elevates feeding buckets to an ideal height. Bolt or weld
to a tire rim for a no-tip bucket holder. 11" dia. welded
metal ring with four 8" legs. Ideal for holding Feeding
Outfit (C12609N111, listed above). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C12610N111 — $27.25

as other nipples! Black rubber nipple for lambs and
goats fits all styles of Milk Bar™ Self Feeders.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C28831N111 — $3.75

12+ $3.30

Milk Bar™ Colostrum
Teat for Lambs/Kids

A soft yellow nipple for colostrum
feeding of newborn lambs or kids.
Milk Bar™ nipples promote slow nursing for maximum salivation, healthy digestive development, and a minimum
of choking and guzzling. Nipples require no valves or
tubes. Pack of 5. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C33482N111 — $20.45

Little Softy Starter Nipple

Inverted tip design prevents
leakage in gravity feeders. Nipple is soft for newborn lambs and
kids and is supplied standard
in Shoof lamb and kid feeders.
Specially designed as a “starter” nipple and may not
last well with older lambs and kids; change to a regular
nipple at that stage. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28211N111 — $3.50

Excal Lamb/Kid
Regular Teat

Designed to replace softer lamb/kid teats as the animals
get stronger and start chewing the teats. Black teat is
made of stronger, harder rubber that is longer lasting
than softer teats. (NOTE: This teat is too firm for very
young lambs and kids.) Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30704N111 — $3.50
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3.

2.

Weaver® Slow
Feed Hay Net

Designed with smaller size holes
for slower feeding and better
digestion, these 36" rope hay
nets are perfect for holding hay
at shows. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Red
Purple
Hot Pink
Lime Green
Blue
Black

Each — $10.95

C34082N111
C34083N111
C34084N111
C34085N111
C34086N111
C34087N111

4.

NEW

1.

1. Milk Bar® Lick Station

Station holds a standard lick block, rock salt, or loose
salt/mineral mix (not included) and can be attached to
the wall of a building or can hang on rails. Sloped top
prevents animals from climbing on it, and unique hole
shape helps eliminate debris from contaminating the
salt and/or minerals. 101⁄2" L x 131⁄4" W x 11" H.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34731N111 — $73.95

2. Mineral Feeder

Permits free choice in feeding. Features two independent 13⁄4-qt. compartments designed to administer feed,
supplements, minerals, and vitamins. Flanges on both
top and bottom of feeder allow sturdy installation.
121⁄2" L x 53⁄4" H x 61⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Lamb Cradle

Carry and weigh your new lambs safely and securely
with this cradle. Simply place the cradle under the lamb
with large cutout toward the back legs to allow navel
to protrude through the hole. Use of the cradle allows
lamb to be carried near the ewe in a more natural
position and helps prevent rupture. Carry up to four
lambs at one time (two lambs per hand), using four
cradles (one for each lamb). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C14994N111 — $3.95

3. Square Salt Block Holder

Constructed of heavy-duty polyethylene featuring predrilled holes for easy mounting on most surfaces.
31⁄2" W x 33⁄4" L x 5" H. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C28549N111 — $4.95

C29346N111 — $9.35

SHEEP + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Feeders + Lambing Supplies

4. 9-qt. Hookover Trough

A great little feeder for goats, sheep, alpacas,
and llamas. Ideal in creep pens or when feeding
multiple animals together. Unique design reduces feed waste while promoting animal safety and
improved health. Galvanized steel grid forms six
feeding slots; helps keep animals from pushing
others out while eating. Grid also adds strength
to the feeder, and its reinforced hooks provide
extra support on the ends. Made of tough,
impact-resistant, high-density polyethylene that
protects against warping, stress cracks, and
UV damage. Universal secure mounting on any
2-by-wide board or wire livestock panels makes
this a great indoor/outdoor trough for barns,
yards, and show pens. Mounting hardware
included, light assembly with screwdriver
required. 373⁄4" L x 87⁄16" W x 411⁄16" H. Holds 9 qts.
(21⁄4 gallons). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C32326N111 — $18.95

Gambrel Sheep/Goat Restrainer

It works like a charm! The ideal restrainer for
transporting, holding, foot trimming, lambing,
etc. Keeps the animal so tranquil it will even
feed. Plastic with durable cord. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C12030N111 — $19.65

C32222N111
C12926N111

Large Weigh Sling

For weighing larger lambs and small breeding animals. Adjustable chest strap and
tail strap for animal containment. Large metal O-rings connect straps and the fabric
together. Sling fits beneath the animal’s torso. Chest strap connects behind the neck
and tail strap connects over animal’s back. Large O-rings are hooked to the scale. Will
hold up to 200 lbs. Nylon fabric and straps. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C32222N111 — $23.40

Nasco’s Small Animal Weighing Sling

Excellent for newborn calves, baby lambs, and other small animals. This 191⁄2" x 12"
sling is constructed of a heavy nylon material with reinforced stitching, 13⁄4" straps, and
easy-to-connect 2" D rings. It has an overall length of 46", is easily cleaned, and won’t
rot or deteriorate. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C12926N111 — $24.75

Little Critter Heater

An absolute essential for lambing and kidding
sheds! This microwavable blanket is specifically
designed to rapidly raise the core temperature
of hypothermic lambs or kids with little effort
from you. To use, simply remove the bags from
the blanket and microwave them for 13⁄4 minutes.
Replace the bags into the water-resistant
blanket, wrap around the lamb/kid, and fasten
the hook-and-loop strap. You are then free to tend to other lambs or kids. The blanket
will reach peak temperature of approx. 110° (depending on microwave) and gradually
cool down over the next 45-60 minutes. Once the lamb/kid is strong enough to move
around on its own, it no longer requires this blanket. American-made blanket is reusable, water-resistant, and washable. Machine wash gentle cycle, tumble dry delicate
cycle. Color will vary (no choice). 11" x 201⁄2". Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28843N111 — $39.95

Lambing Instrument

Save both the ewe and the lamb, even in the most difficult cases, without damage to
either. It helps in holding the head until you get a hold of the feet. Use it to pull the
lamb. Made from specially prepared synthetic. Easy to sterilize. Handy to carry. Can
also be used in pulling other animals. Built to last for years. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C02606N111 — $14.50

Splint Kit for Baby Lambs & Goats

An affordable and practical solution to help
you offset the economic loss caused by broken
back legs on newborn lambs. The unique forward angle of the splint promotes healing without impeding the mobility of the lamb. Designed
to allow for growth for the entire duration of
use. Reusable splint pays for itself many times
over. Lightweight, but very durable. Can be cut
with a hacksaw if needed. Kit includes both
right and left acrylic splints, vet wrap, and wooden sticks for extra support. Made in the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C33682N111 — $40.50

Sheep Gestation Wheel Calendar

Designed to allow the farm manager to determine birthing dates quickly and accurately. The manager needs
only to identify the date of conception and the calendar
identifies the approximate birthing date. 81⁄2" x 81⁄2" with
a hole punched in the top corner so it can be hung anywhere. Blue print allows for easy reading of the wheel.
Water resistant. Plastic material is durable in harsh barn
conditions. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25169N111 — $9.80
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Feeders + Panels

Z18121N111

Z20573N111

Poly Hay/Grain Feeders

Portable, lightweight, and easy to move around your farm. Provides years of
service because UV inhibitors keep the poly plastic from breaking down over
time. Special clevis brackets to secure to most panels. Use for sheep, goats,
horses, and calves. Feature 5⁄16" solid bars for the manger. Blue. One-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
50-lb. Capacity. 22" W x 24" H x 8" D. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

Z18121N111 — $126.50
100-lb. Capacity. 451⁄2" W x 231⁄2" H x 81⁄2" D. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.
Z20573N111 — $221.75

Z15607N111
Z48514N111

Six-Sided Feeder with Poly Tub

The 1⁄2" solid steel shaft supports, plus the bottom support, result in a tub height of 16" above
the ground. Poly tub insert is easy to clean and
will save on feed loss. Spacing between vertical uprights is 7". Comes in three steel sections
that pin together. 36" H x 32" dia. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 58 lbs. N

Z15607N111 — $241.50

Mini Solid-Back Wall Feeder

A portable yet durable metal fence
feeder that’s ideal for smaller livestock,
such as llamas and goats. High-quality
powder-coat finish. 191⁄2" H x 221⁄2" W
with a 91⁄2" x 20" top opening. Comes
with brackets to hang over a 2 x 4
fence rail. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C28405N111 — $42.25

Small Square Bale Feeder

Box Feeder

Small animal box feeder holds hay and
grain. Finished with a high-quality powder-coat finish. 20" H x 16" W x 10" D with
a 10" x 15" top opening. Sh. wt. 19 lbs. N

C28508N111 — $70.75

Z48515N111

A great way to feed small square bales. Sheet metal on bottom helps reduce
hay waste. 24" x 24" x 42". Made in the U.S.A. One-year warranty. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 60 lbs. N

Z48514N111 — $279.95
Poly Pan for Small Square Bale Feeder. For use with feeder above. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. N

Z48515N111 — $37.95

2.

1.

1. Adjustable Roller Creep Panel

Perfect for entrances into creep feeding areas for lambs and kids.
Vertical 1⁄2" pipe for rollers that are adjustable for width, so baby animals can
go through into feeding area with ease. Features a horizontal roller bar with
three adjustable heights to keep skinny ewes or nannies out also. Top and
bottom pieces are made of a heavy plate with multiple holes for adjustment
of width of roller bars. 421⁄2" H x 48" W. Additional drop pins are included for
pinning to other panels. One-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 50 lbs. N

Z18112N111 — $248.50

Tilt Table

2. 5-ft. Folding Panel

Double panel with one #495 pin. Overall measurements: 10 ft. L x 40" H. Bars
are spaced 41⁄2" apart. One-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 43 lbs. N

Z18110N111 — $138.95

3. Weaver® Aluminum Show Rail

Perfect for use at home, sales, or shows that don’t allow full-size
trimming stands, this rail comes with removable/adjustable nose
loops. Lightweight design and removable stem make this stand
easy to move and transport. Includes base and nose loop.
16" L x 16" W x 36" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. N

Z48323N111 — $127.75

3.

Makes trimming hooves, vaccinating, and general maintenance of sheep and
goats easier! Animal enters the unit, its legs and body are secured, and then
the operator may tip the table for easy access to legs, hooves, and other hardto-reach areas. Sliding gates are on each end for quick animal flow-through.
Adjustable width — there are pipe connectors and buttons on the ends for
easy side panel changes. Main frame construction: 11⁄4" square tubing. Cage
construction: 3⁄4" horizontal members, sheet metal on one side of lower section
to contain animal’s legs, and expanded metal on the other side to secure
animal’s body and prevent slipping when the cage is tipped. False floor swings
away for easy access to hooves. Top adjusts to keep sheep/goats close to
the false floor when they are being rotated. 721⁄2" L x 49" W x 46" H. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 279 lbs. N

Z15905N111 — $1,462.25
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Z49980N111
Z18104N111
Z49981N111

Sheep
Trimming Stands

Z47628N111

C34105N111

Weaver® Trimming Stands & Head Piece Kits

Constructed to handle long days of shearing and clipping. Easy to transport — folds
completely flat and features bolts to help keep legs secure when carrying. Front and
back legs easily fold via strong piano hinges that also help distribute the animal’s
weight evenly. Wide pad base on each leg provides extra stability. Adjustable front
legs and head piece for ease of trimming. Rounded corners eliminate sharp edges.
Three cross bars support the wire mesh floor. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time.

Weaver® Trimming Stand with Nose Loop Head Piece. Light enough to carry.

Heavy-duty aluminum cross bars. Assembled: 481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W x 19" H. Collapsed:
481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W x 5" H. Head piece: 46" L. Sh. wt. 34 lbs. N

Z49980N111 — $325.00
Weaver® Trimming Stand with Wire Form Head Piece. Easy to transport. Head

piece adjusts up and down for comfort of animal and ease of trimming. Plastic chain
holds animal’s head in place. Head piece measures 46". Knobs securely tighten the
leg and head adjustments. Heavy-duty aluminum cross bars. Assembled stand:
481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W 19" H in upright position. Collapsed stand: 481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W x 5" H.
Max. weight 170 lbs. Sh. wt. 28 lbs. N

Z47628N111 — $323.25
Weaver® Steel Trimming Stand. Black powder-coated trimming stand is made to

Easy transport. Constructed of 1" square
tubing; platform framed
Z15191N111
with 11⁄2" angle iron;
3
floor is ⁄4", 9-gauge flat
expanded metal; neck
reach is 11⁄4" square
tubing; and head piece is formed of one-piece steel with
plastic chain. Deck height: 17". Deck dimensions: 48" x 20".
(Side safety rails must be purchased separately below.) Oneyear warranty.

Z18104N111 — $505.95
Standard Sheep Trimming Stand. Features adjustable neck reach. Deck height is

19". Head piece is adjustable from 0"-8" from deck. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 63 lbs. N

Z15191N111 — $298.95
Wheel Kit. Convert the Standard Sheep

Trimming Stand (Z15191N111, listed above)
or Goat Stanchion (Z15594N111, listed
below) to a portable unit with this pair of
6" poly wheels. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 5 lbs. N

handle larger animals like breeding sheep and goats. Steel cross bars. 501⁄2" L x
243⁄4" W x 19" H. Sh. wt. 70 lbs. N

vides adjustability for smaller animals with this aluminum head piece
that works perfectly with Weaver® Trimming Stands. Wire head rest
allows for easy access to animal’s face. Measures 40" and adjusts
from approx. 18"-40". Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N

Z18107N111 — $159.95

Z49982N111 — $74.50
Weaver® Head Piece Conversion Kit for Larger Animals.

Easily attaches to Weaver® Trimming Stands with Chicago screws
and wipes clean with just soap and water. Comfortable flat strap is
constructed from 3⁄4" black Brahma Webb® and features 7" of adjustment. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Z49982N111

C34105N111 — $6.95

Gate Attachment Head Piece. May be used with Pen Divider

above. When shows won’t allow trimming stands or you just don’t
want to put your lamb or goat back in the pen before showing, this
head piece simply attaches to a gate or rail to best suit your needs.
Powder-coated steel construction easily attaches with bolts. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. N

Z49974N111 — $69.25

Z49974N111

Four-Head Lamb/Goat Chariot

Features adjustable-height
head rests to accommodate
different-sized lambs and goats!

A great way to teach lambs/goats to
lead with halters. Helps build muscle in
the loin and rear end. Engineered with
the sheep showman in mind. Features
adjustable-height head rests to accommodate different-sized lambs. Easy
one-person setup and handling. Quality
manufacturing ensures ease of handling
and durability. Hooks behind a riding
lawn mower or ATV. 12" dia. wheels
make easy work of rough terrain. Unit
is 48" W and platform for front feet is
12" D. Removable tongue for shipping
and storage. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 98 lbs. N

Z15595N111 — $560.95

Z18107N111

Deluxe Portable Sheep Trimming Stand. With easy-loading
ramp. Handles the heaviest sheep with the ease of walking them up the ramp, plus you
have the ability to roll the stand where you want it. Features curved neck reach, fold-up
ramp, and wheel kit. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 102 lbs. N

Z18105N111 — $37.95
Ramp for Trimming Stand. Attaches

Z49981N111 — $240.00
Weaver® Head Piece Conversion Kit for Smaller Animals. Pro-

SHEEP + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Stands

to Standard Sheep Trimming Stand
(Z15191N111, listed above) or Goat Stanchion (Z15594N111, listed below). 36" L x
201⁄4" W. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 34 lbs. N

Z15205N111

Side Safety Rails. Easily attach to
Sheep Trimming Stands (Z18104N111 and
Z15191N111, both listed above). Helps contain sheep on deck. Set of two. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

Z15205N111 — $76.95

Fold-Up Goat Stanchions

Practical equipment for pygmy and
dairy goats. Serves equally as well as
goat trimming stands or milking/feeding
platforms. Folds up easy carrying or
storage. Angle iron supports provide
rigidity for even heavyset animals with
lateral bracing. Stanchion assembly is
well designed and fits properly with
ample adjustments — up, down,
and sideways. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time.

Aluminum Stand with
Stanchion & Trough.

Z45660N111

Z15594N111

Lightweight stand with goat
stanchion only weighs 34 lbs.
Has a 48" x 20" deck and is 171⁄2" off the ground. Stanchion head piece can be
extended out 8" from the deck. Minimum stanchion height is 16" with a maximum height of 37". Includes a 1-ft. poly feed trough. Sh. wt. 34 lbs. N

Z45660N111 — $564.25
Steel Goat Stand with Stanchion & Trough. Latch is simple, effective, and

quick. Deck measures 48" x 20" and is 171⁄2" H. Includes fold-up stand with poly
feed trough; neck reach adjusts from 0"-8" from deck. Sh. wt. 64 lbs. N

Z15594N111 — $386.25

Aluminum Fold-Up Stand

Features adjustable height from deck to
headpiece from 21"-43". Neck reach adjusts from deck horizontally from 0"-8".
48" L x 20" W x 171⁄2" H deck. One-year
warranty. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 30 lbs. N

Z45725N111 — $444.25
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Collars + Miscellaneous
2.

1.

3.

5.

4.

WEAVER®
BUNGEE
WALKING TIE

WEAVER®
SHEEP/GOAT
WALKING HALTER

Weaver® Brahma Webb® Goat Collar
Comfortable, flexible and easy to use. Perfect
for training your goats at home so you can
keep your leather collars nice for the show ring.
Weather-resistant handle is easy to clean.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

1. Collar w/ Nickel-Plated Regular Chain.
Black
Lime Green
Pink
Hurricane Blue

NEW
NEW
NEW

Brown
Orange
Purple

C34102N111
C34103N111
C34104N111
C34411N111
C34628N111
C34629N111
C34624N111

Each — $12.95
2. Collar w/ Oil-Rubbed Pronged Chain.
Black
Lime Green
Pink
Hurricane Blue

NEW
NEW
NEW

Each — $24.95

Brown
Orange
Purple

C34099N111
C34100N111
C34101N111
C34647N111
C34626N111
C34627N111
C34625N111

Weaver® Brahma Webb® Goat Lead

3. Weaver® Leather and Chain Goat Collars

Soft, smooth leather handle feels great in your hand
while helping you maintain control. Chrome-plated
snaps allow sizing to be adjusted quickly and easily —
simply snap into any link for a perfect fit! Constructed
from rolled chestnut bridle leather with smoothed,
darkened edges and durable, chrome-plated chain.
Overall length includes handle.
C30069N111 24" L. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $15.25
C30068N111 26" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $15.50
C30070N111 28" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $15.80

4. Weaver® Pronged Goat Collar

A humane approach to giving the handler added control
of the animal, this collar features 31⁄2" of blunt 1⁄4" prongs
in the center of the chain that help distribute pressure
more evenly. Rolled chestnut bridle leather handle feels
great in the hand and features smooth and darkened
edges for a classic look. Oil-rubbed finish is a classy,
ideal color match. Measures 24" overall with 12" of oilrubbed chain. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33402N111 — $25.50

Ideal for showing mature goats including bucks and
does. Nickel-plated pronged chain helps distribute
pressure more evenly while giving you added control
of the animal. 5⁄8" lead with 8" loop are constructed from
Brahma Webb®, an exclusive brand of coated webbing
with a believable leather finish. Brahma Webb® is weather-resistant, easy to clean, and provides the feel of soft
supple leather in your hands. Nickel-plated snap-on
lead for easy attachment to chain. Pronged collar is 24"
overall with 12" pronged section. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33404N111 — $16.40

Nylon Goat
Collars

C28430N111 — $1.90

3

20" L x ⁄4" W Collar. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C19656N111 — $5.35
26" L x 1" W Collar. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C28655N111 — $6.85

C34096N111

An industry first! Premium bungee tie stretches and
retracts to allow proper head positioning and a more
natural gait when used with a walking halter and a
mechanical lamb/goat walker. With snaps at both ends
for easy on and off, this tie features 1" elastic covered
with 13⁄16" blaze orange nylon for enhanced visibility.
Webbing measures 181⁄4" at rest and 23" fully extended.
Nickel-plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Weaver® Sheep/Goat Walking Halters

Designed for use with a mechanical lamb/goat walker,
these 3⁄4" doubled and stitched black nylon halters
feature a dee ring at the top of the nose for easy lead
attachment and correct head positioning. Also works
great for tying animals while training them to keep their
heads at the proper height. Nickel-plated hardware.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C33459N111 Small — $11.95
C33460N111 Medium — $12.75
C33461N111 Large — $13.25

Weaver® Adjustable Walking Tie

Weaver® Choke Chain Collar

Double-stitched,
dual-layer nylon collars
are perfect for home or the
show ring. Metal hardware. Black.

Weaver® Bungee Walking Tie

C33462N111 — $12.95

5. Weaver® Pronged Chain
Goat Collar and Lead Set

Perfect for small hands, this soft lead is easy to clean
and great for controlling your goat. Smaller size makes
it the perfect lead for peewees! Snaps effortlessly to
any goat chain. 6" loop. Brown. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34111N111 — $9.95

WEAVER® ADJUSTABLE
WALKING TIE

Quality, chrome-plated choke chain collar is constructed
for heavy-duty use. Use only under proper supervision
(not recommended for tie out). 22" L with 2.5 mm links.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Convenient design precisely adjusts for attaching walking halters to a mechanical lamb/goat walker at a length
that ensures the animal’s head is at just the right height.
Tie is constructed from 1" black nylon that adjusts from
81⁄2"-13" L with swivel snaps at both ends for easy on
and off. Nickel-plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33463N111 — $7.30

Weaver® Rope Sheep and Goat Halters

Made from traditional “parachute rope,” these durable, soft, and fully adjustable 3⁄8" poly rope halters are designed with a snap and feature a shorter
lead that is great for tying sheep or goats in the pen or wash rack. 52" fully
extended. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
Blue/Lime
Purple/Lime/Blue
Berry/Reflective
Tan/Black/Reflective
Dark Blue/Turquoise/Reflective
Royal Blue/Berry/Reflective

Each — $4.95

C32634N111
C32636N111
C34073N111
C34074N111
C34075N111
C34076N111

See pages 25-26
for training leads!

C34097N111

SHEEP CROOK/CANE

C34098N111

Weaver® Beaded Goat Collar

Take things up a notch in the ring with these hand-beaded and stamped leather collars that will have your fellow
showmen envious. Oil-rubbed 10" bronze chain with
snaps. 24" overall. 1" width is easy to grasp.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C34096N111 Red/White/Black
C34097N111 Turquoise/Black/White
C34098N111 Red/Turquoise/White
Each — $30.95

60" Oak Sheep Cane

Plain. Round with beveled handle, 1" dia. Unfinished.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. N

C07435N111 — $13.05

C07435N111

10+ $11.63

60" Sheep Crook

Wooden sheep crook with extra-wide opening. Use on larger neck sheep
including rams and those with excessive fleece. Round with beveled handle,
1" dia. Unfinished plain wood. 60" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. N

C13018N111 — $13.05

C13018N111

10+ $12.43
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C32632N111

Weaver® Poly Rope
Sheep and Goat Halters

Constructed from soft braid “ski rope” in a great selection of on-trend colors. Fully adjustable halters are perfect for both sheep and goats. 7⁄16" x 4 ft. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

1.

2.

C32630N111
C32632N111
C34077N111
C34078N111
C34079N111
C34080N111
C34081N111

Green/Blue/Purple
Pink/Orange/Yellow
Hurricane Blue/Royal Blue/Rose
Berry/Gray
Tan/Black/Gray
Dark Blue/Turquoise/Gray
Royal Blue/Coral/Gray

Each — $3.95

Sheep Halters
C11572N111

This halter’s versatility makes it an outstanding buy.
Excellent for breaking animals to lead. Durable
enough for use during washing and grooming, yet
attractive enough for show. Halter is constructed of
strong, braided plastic. Halters also feature a swivel
snap. 6-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C11571N111
C11572N111
C11573N111
C26783N111
C29560N111
C26781N111
3+ $2.76

Yellow
Green/White
Blue/White
Red/White
Red/Black
Green/Black

Each — $3.25

3.

SHEEP + GOAT EQUIPMENT

Halters + Shears

1. Nylon Adjustable Sheep Halters with Chain Leads

Constructed from 3⁄4" doubled and stitched nylon, these fully adjustable sheep halters
feature a versatile, single-buckle crown with seven holes to fit various sizes from
show-age lambs to adult sheep. Chain lead features a snap on the end. Nickel-plated
hardware. Chain measures 361⁄2", including quick link and snap. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
Hurricane Blue
Purple Jazz

Each — $14.85

C31322N111
C31323N111

2. Adjustable Sheep Show Halters
Polypropylene Sheep Halter
C12432N111

An 8-ft. sheep halter made of three-strand,
twisted, monofilament polypropylene. 3⁄8" dia.
6" nose band. Ends are heat fused and end
whipped. No metal clips. Black. Fiber U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C12432N111 — $2.90

3+ $2.57

Fine-quality nylon, adjustable halter. Double-stitched 3⁄4" nylon webbing with double
adjustable head straps and adjustable muzzle. Complete with 45" lead strap. Fits all
sheep. Fiber U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
Red C12710N111
Each — $15.30 3+ $13.09

Blue

C20081N111

3. Nasco’s Leather Sheep Halter

Designed exclusively by Nasco, features a round strap nose band, 3⁄4" W leather crown
top strap and lead, with a 3⁄4" x 45" lead with snap and chain, and a bright nickel finish.
9" nose band. Black. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C11675N111 — $38.25

4. 3 ⁄2" Hand Shears
1

Good for head and leg work. Double bow, hollow ground.
Blade: 31⁄2" L. Overall: 9" L. Made in England. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

4.

C24660N111 — $39.75

5. 6" Sheep Shears

Sheffield imported steel. Believed to be the best on the
market! Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C33904N111 — $46.25

Nasco’s Traditional
Burlap Wool Bag

5.

6. Super-Duty Rigged Sheep Shears

Forged from highest-quality steel with double hollow
ground 61⁄2" blades. Red enameled handles are taped and
covered with leather to provide a better, more comfortable
grip that makes them easier on your hands. Has wood
blocks to keep from clicking together. 131⁄4" L overall. Made
in England. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Popular 4-lb. wool bag
made of 12-oz. burlap.
90" x 40" with hem top.
Cut full-size and sewn with
100% cotton thread. Holds
approx. 30-35 fleeces.
Fabric U.S.A. and imported.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

6.

C13213N111 — $77.25

7. Double-Bow “Drummer Boy”
Red Shank Shears

C07072N111 — $11.50
10+ $8.65

World’s best-selling shear! Fully polished double hollow
ground and swaged blades that are narrow, straight, and
come to a sharp point. 61⁄2" blade length. Red enameled
handles with extra-large double bow. Made in England.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

7.

C11659N111 — $43.25

Blanket Pins

4" L steel pins for show
use. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C00397N111 — $ .50
5-24 $ .46
25+ $ .41

Shear Sharpener

Keeps blades in top condition
for clean cutting. Easy to use
with long-life abrasive wafer.
Spare wafer supplied inside
sharpener. Guaranteed to
sharpen at correct angle.
21⁄2" W x 23⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C20052N111 — $11.50

8. Kamer Sheep Shears

High quality at an economical price! Double-bow, red painted sheep shears with straight blades. Handle and blades
are one-piece forged steel.

8.

5" Sheep Shears. 12" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C29351N111 — $12.35
61⁄2" Sheep Shears. 131⁄2" L overall. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29350N111 — $12.35

9. Sheep Shear Holder

Created with sheep shearers in mind, this all-leather shear
holder is designed to be worn on the belt. Approx. 133⁄4" L,
holder is heavy-duty stitched and riveted at stress points.
Features a strap to hold shear handles securely in place. At
the widest part, the holder is approx. 31⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

9.

C10744N111 — $7.70
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Tail Dockers + Breeding Supplies
1.

3.

MATINGMARK Mating
Harness and Crayons by Rurtec
4.

2.

Enjoy the ease and simplicity of fitting and
changing crayons with the unique “click-in” crayon holder. Features wide, comfortable, durable
straps with brisket mold for snug fit; extra-large
sizing to fit large show bucks; quick, simple
snap-lock buckles with easy strap-length adjustment; convenient
sliders to secure loose strap ends; and low walls on crayon holder
for better crayon usage. Instructions included.

Deluxe Harness. Large size with adjustable straps and sliding

buckles. Extra-wide webbing for ram’s comfort. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30493N111 — $25.00
Harness Conversion Kit. Convert any other breeding harness

to simplify fitting and changing MATINGMARK crayons with the
unique “click-in” crayon holder. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

1. Nasco’s Electric Tail Dockers

Heats in minutes and stays hot for constant docking. Great for docking tails on newborn
to older lambs. Heated cutting element is a special alloy that will not rust, oxidize, or
scale. Special, double-action construction of these pliers provides a shorter, easier pull.
Includes a 6-ft., three-wire grounded cord. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C25730(X)N111 110V — $245.75
C28752(X)N111 220V — $207.50

2. All-In-One Lamb Castrator/Docker

A combination lamb castrator and docker. Blades are detachable for sharpening.
Scissor blades cut off end of scrotum and dock tails. “Teeth” remove testicles. Complete
with blades. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C13348N111 — $85.25
C00532(A)N111 Set of two replacement blades. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $24.60

C30526N111 — $5.00
Harness Buckle Replacement Kit. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C30641N111 — $5.00
MATINGMARK Crayons. Can be used in all common breeding harnesses. Available

in a range of strong bright colors that have been certified as “wool scourable” in
New Zealand, Australia, and the U.K. Used in conjunction with MATINGMARK harnesses means you get the benefit of the unique “click-in” crayon fitting and changing
feature with no need for cotter pins. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Color
Orange
Red
Green
Blue

3. Elastrator

Used to place rubber ring that goes over the purse (scrotum) to castrate lambs; and for
docking (de-tailing) lambs. The circulation of blood is shut off almost immediately. 2"
opening. Elastrator only; rings must be ordered separately, listed below. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C00232N111 — $15.75
4. Elastrator Rings. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C00233N111 — $1.90 5+ $1.74

Each

Hot Climate
C30632(A)N111
C30633(A)N111
C30634(A)N111
C30635(A)N111
$4.00

Mild Climate
C30632(B)N111
C30633(B)N111
C30634(B)N111
C30635(B)N111
$4.00

Cold Climate
C30632(C)N111
C30633(C)N111
C30634(C)N111
C30635(C)N111
$4.55

1.

Weaver® Ram
Marking Harnesses

2.

Ideal for purebred farm, flock, and
western-range operators. Holds
sheep marking crayons C12362N111
through C12370N111, listed below.

See pages 8, 10, 11, and 16-18 for
our large selection of sheep tags!

1. Leather Marking Harness.

Prolapse Harness

The most effective and gentle “antidote” for a
prolapse. The soft red nylon webbing minimizes
the risk of tissue damage around the udder and
vulva. Holds vaginal prolapse in long enough to
get the ewe to her lambing date. The neck, back,
and leg straps adjust to fit ewes of all sizes. Snap
buckles enable easy attachment, removal, and
adjustment. Made from 1" and 2" nylon strapping.
Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C31588N111 — $18.85

Secures shoulder strap in place.
Quick-release buckles for handy
fastening. Adjustable nylon straps for
a secure fit. Unique plate angle keeps
marking crayons in place. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34357N111 — $38.50
2. Nylon Marking Harness. Made of

premium-quality nylon with nickel-plated
hardware, this weather-resistant harness
is fully adjustable with a crossover design
for more secure fit. Corners are smooth and
rounded and will not irritate. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C12521N111 — $24.70

The Original Howard’s
Sheep Cards for Best in Show

Sheep Marking Crayons

NOTE: In nearly every case, there is a use for both No.
2 and 3 cards on the same sheep, as the wool varies
on different parts of the body. Made in the U.S.A.

No. 1 Card. Straight tooth for “raking.” This card

provides a good, rugged combing to get out all
dirt and foreign matter. 6" x 41⁄2". Metal handle.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C01118N111

Designed for varying climatic conditions. Imported from Australia. The hard crayon is for temperatures over 85° F (30° C),
medium for 60°-85° F (15°-30° C), and soft for temperatures
under 60° F (15° C). These nonrust, plastic-backed crayons are
approx. 4" x 2". Will fit harness C34357N111 and C12521N111,
listed above. Marks 30-40 ewes/rams based on the weather. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C01118N111 — $31.50
No. 2 Card. Bent wire for light, open, short fleeces such as Cheviots, some Oxfords,

Color

C10781N111 — $30.75
No. 3 Card. Bent wire for dense fleeces such as Hampshires, Southdowns, Suffolks,

Blue

Tunis, and some of the long-wool breeds. 6" x 41⁄2". Metal handle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Shropshires, and Dorsets. 6" x 41⁄2". Metal handle. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C10782N111 — $30.75
No. 4 Card. Small card for use around the head, ears, and legs. 41⁄2" x 2". Wood
handle. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C01121N111 — $14.75

Universal Slicker Brush

Curry, comb, and brush in one operation! Can also be
used for plucking. Made of solid anti-rust, hygienic
plastic. 33⁄8" L x 41⁄8" W brush head with 41⁄4" handle.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C13991N111 — $3.90

Red
Green

Soft (Cold)
C12362N111
C12365N111
C12368N111

Medium (Mild)
C12363N111
C12366N111
C12369N111

Hard (Hot)
C12364N111
C12367N111
C12370N111

Each — $4.45

Weaver® Self-Cleaning
Slicker Brush

Great for fitting cattle flanks, legs, and tail
heads, this 4" W brush reaches deep to separate and untangle hair while building volume
and smoothing out any lines. Also works great for
lifting leg wool on lambs to add dimension and the
appearance of bigger leg bone. Plus, any hair or leg wool is
quickly removed from the brush with a push of a button. Small stainless steel teeth.
Nonslip grip for safe handling. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C31670N111 — $8.75
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FEATURED

Nasco’s Sheep Blankets

Made of a cotton blend, these blankets can breathe and will not cause
any damage to the fleece. To measure: Start from front of neck (center of
chest) and measure alongside the rib
cage to the outside edge of the hind
leg. Has adjustable nylon leg straps.
Fabric U.S.A.

Cat. No.
C12918N111
C12919N111
C12920N111
C12921N111
C12922N111

Size

Hash Marks
on Tail Piece Sh. wt.

34" x 18" Small
38" x 22" Medium
44" x 25" Large
46" x 25" X-Large
50" x 25" XX-Large

I
II
III
IIII
IIIII

1.50 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
2.25 lbs.
2.25 lbs.

Each
$22.40
$25.45
$28.75
$30.75
$31.95

3+
$18.58
$21.65
$24.46
$25.73
$26.75

Lamb Sweater Tube Blankets

Sweater blankets for market lambs. These
unfinished cotton/spandex blend blankets
will keep lambs cleaner, keep pressure on
muscles, and remove wrinkles. Fabric U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Small (70-120 lbs.)
C14064N111 — $17.30
Medium (120-135 lbs.)
C14065N111 — $17.30
Large (135-175 lbs.)
C14066N111 — $17.30

Weaver® ProCool™ Mesh Sheep Blankets

Provides excellent ventilation and block 98% of UVA/UVB rays, making
them great for slick shorn lambs. Durable, rip-resistant material offers
effective protection from fly bites and provides a barrier against fungus
while keeping the animal clean and cool. Snap and ring ends on the
adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to help protect lamb from
rubbing and chafing. Mesh butt provides added air circulation. Leg gussets allow for extended leg movement. Machine wash separately with
cold water, gentle cycle; do not bleach; line dry only. Fabric imported.

Color
Red w/Reflective Piping
Red w/Reflective Piping
Red w/Reflective Piping
Blue w/Reflective Piping
Blue w/Reflective Piping
Blue w/Reflective Piping
Purple w/Reflective Piping
Purple w/Reflective Piping
Purple w/Reflective Piping

3+ $14.95
3+ $14.95
3+ $14.95

SHEEP EQUIPMENT

Lamb Blankets

Each — $32.95

Cat. No.
C33415N111
C33416N111
C33417N111
C33418N111
C33419N111
C33420N111
C33421N111
C33422N111
C33423N111

Size

Sh. wt.

Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large

1.25 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.50 lbs.
1.75 lbs.

Weaver® Cotton
Lamb Tubes
Sullivan’s Lamb Sweats

A great tool for removing unwanted fat cover from the neck,
shoulder, and rack area while
leaving the top exposed. Made
of a durable neoprene material
that will yield tremendous results.
Removable hook-and-loop straps
allow you to adjust and hold it
securely in place to achieve a
perfect fit. If needed, the material can be trimmed to allow for a custom fit. Fabric
U.S.A. One-year warranty against manufacturer defects. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C32261N111 Medium (fits 100-160 lbs.)
C32260N111 Large (fits 160 lbs. and up)

Each — $93.25

Colorfast material is a perfect
blend of natural, breathable 98%
cotton with 2% spandex for the
perfect touch of stretch. These
tubes feature roomy leg holes
reinforced with durable binding
for generous sizing that stretches
over hooves for easy on and off.
Machine wash separately in cold
water, gentle cycle; line dry only;
do not bleach.

Color
Purple
Purple
Purple
Blue
Blue
Blue

Cat. No.
C33409N111
C33410N111
C33411N111
C33412N111
C33413N111
C33414N111

Size

Sh. wt.

Small (80-120 lbs.)
Medium (110-140 lbs.)
Large (130-170 lbs.)
Small (80-120 lbs.)
Medium (110-140 lbs.)
Large (130-170 lbs.)

0.31 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.31 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.38 lbs.

Price
$21.60
$21.60
$21.60
$21.60
$21.60
$21.60

Goat Weight Tape

Measures the heart girth and converting length
to an estimate of the animal’s body weight up to
200 lbs. Marked in inches and millimeters. 44" L.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C13681N111 — $5.45

1.

2.

1. Weaver® Livestock Chamois

Quickly and easily dries or cools your animal. Featuring a combination of 90% PVA and
10% polyester, this chamois absorbs water without feeling heavy for thorough drying
results. Approx. 30" x 14". Machine or hand wash with soap or detergent; line dry only.
Purple. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32650N111 — $6.85

2. Weaver® Sheep & Goat Leg Wraps

This set of elastic leg wraps helps prevent sheep and goats from pulling, picking, and
biting at legs. Great for keeping leg wool and hair clean and free from bedding debris
and feces, as well as maintaining softness and manageability for easy grooming,
rinsing, and applying conditioning products. Pack of four purple 41" x 4" leg wraps with
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C32687N111 — $25.25

Weaver® Miscellaneous
Print Lamb Tube

Tubes stretch for a perfect fit. Machine
wash separately in cold water, gentle
cycle; do not bleach; line dry only.
Poly/spandex. Patterns vary and may
include stripes, swirls, floral, paisley,
polka dots, etc. No choice. Fabric
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32709N111 Small (80-120 lbs.)
C32707N111 Medium (110-140 lbs.)
C32705N111 Large (130-170 lbs.)
Each — $16.40
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POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Poultry Feeders
3.

2.

NEW

1.
4.

5.

4. Solid Bottom Feeder

1. 12-lb. Hanging Metal Poultry Feeder

Heavy-gauge galvanized steel for many years of service, with
rolled edges for safety. Hanging handle included. 12" dia. x
101⁄8" H. Holds approx. 12 lbs. of feed. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C33840N111 — $16.50

2. 30-lb. Hanging Feeder

Standard in poultry industry for decades. An ideal item for winter
feeding. This hanging feeder is constructed of high-quality galvanized steel with rolled edges for safety. 15" H x 14" dia. feeder pan.
Pan depth is approx. 21⁄2". Feeds 30-50 hens. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C19446N111 — $20.95
Hanging Feeder Cover. For use with 30-lb. Hanging Feeder

(C19446N111) above. Prevents roosting and helps keep feed dry.
Works with 12-lb., 30-lb., and 40-lb. feeder tubes. Feeder must be
suspended. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

3. 40-lb. Galvanized
Hanging Feeder

Hanging poultry feeder
constructed of heavy-gauge
galvanized steel with rolled
edges for safety. 40-lb. feeder
tube with 17" dia. feeder pan.
17" L x 17" W x 201⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C34825N111 — $25.60

C29901N111 — $4.05

NEW

3-lb. Feeder. 81⁄4" dia. x 83⁄4" H.

Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34823N111 — $8.45
7-lb. Hanging Feeder. 103⁄4" dia. x 81⁄2" H.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C30458N111 — $11.75

Kane Poultry
Creep Feeder

C26648N111 — $20.65

5. Galvanized High-Capacity Poultry Feeder

Dispenses up to 25 lbs. of mash, pellet, or crumble feed. Feeder
easily mounts on wall or frame. The specially designed chute
provides a steady food flow while the feed saver grid prevents
the bottom from overfilling and keeps birds from sweeping feed
out of unit. Made of tough, galvanized steel. Comes completely
assembled. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C34312N111 — $41.25
6.

Hanging Poultry Feeders

Molded from durable polyethylene and
works great outdoors or in the coop. Features
a built-in feed saver lip designed to minimize
spillage, hardened-steel center axle with an
unlimited number of feed level settings, plus
anti-scratch vane to limit scratching, feed waste,
and crowding.

Professionally designed for
improved feed management
efficiency. Exclusive semi-tubular
deflector guard with 1⁄4" lip keeps
feed in the feeder. Includes
swing-open riveted cover, hanger
for easy mounting, and a built-in
card holder. Rounded edges for smooth feel. Stands up to years
of continued use. Solid bottom keeps all feed inside trough. Fully
assembled. 51⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

7.

8.
C34824N111

NEW

11-lb. Feeder.

C30458N111

12" dia. x 11 ⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
1

C34824N111 — $16.25
22-lb. Feeder. 171⁄10" dia. x 141⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C19806N111 — $24.95

NEW

6. Little Giant®
Plastic Flip-Top Feeder

NEW

Can be used for any dry feed
materials, such as ground
feeds, pelletized feeds or
powder additives. Made of
high-density durable polyethylene that is noncorrosive.
No sharp corners for feed to
wedge into and get stale. It has
an adjustable meter plate for
metering the amount of feed
into bottom of trough. The
feed saver rolled lip on front of
C34814N111
trough eliminates waste. Holds
5 lbs. of feed. 13" L x 5" W x 14" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

9.

An economical feeder for 20-25 birds. Top opens and shuts
thousands of times with no failure. No sharp edges to cut hands.
Excellent feeder for small flocks. Bright red color attracts birds. Will
not dent or rust; resists sun deterioration. Has a 2-lb. feed capacity.
20" L x 4" W x 3" H. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C13089N111 — $4.00

7. Brower® Slide-Top 24" Feeder

Virtually indestructible feeder features 28 holes for simultaneous
multi-bird feeding. Top slides off for easy cleaning and filling.
Approx. 11⁄2-lb. feed capacity and 25-chick capacity. 24" L x 41⁄4" W x
3" H. Galvanized steel. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C27374N111 — $5.15

C34814N111 — $25.95

C34813N111

Kane Poultry Feeder

Designed for easy cleaning, maximum consumption, and minimal waste. High-density, durable polyethylene. Solid, nonporous surface is easy to clean, reducing the presence of bacteria and cutting costs
associated with cleaning and maintenance. Install feeder into fencing or mount directly to fence or
wall. Feed-flow panel is ridged, but pliable, and easily adjusted using the feed meter plate. 72-lb. feed
capacity. 24" L x 8" W x 24" H. Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

C34813N111 — $104.50

8. 36" Chicken Feeder

Off-the-ground feeder that is perfect for larger birds. Made of rust-resistant galvanized steel and 1⁄2" flange along trough keeps birds from
billing out feed. No bolts or nuts. Legs are wide to prevent tipping
and removable so feeder can be set on the floor for day-old chicks.
Adjustable, sturdy, four-blade X-reel has turned edges to protect birds
while preventing roosting. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C33644N111 — $16.60

9. 48" Chick Feeder

All the advantages of a slide-top feeder with off-the-ground design
for your larger birds. Metal bar on top prevents roosting. Constructed of high-quality galvanized steel. 7" W x 63⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C19445N111 — $21.75

50-lb. Superbowl Feeders

Patented slots allow flooding of feed for newly hatched birds. Quick assembly or breakdown with patented fastener
structure. Field-tested, grower-approved feeder is constructed of high-density polyethylene virgin resin with UV
inhibitor added. Plastic lid snaps securely into place on top of feeder (sold separately). Tops and bases stack for
convenient storage. Lid prevents rodents from contaminating the feed or birds from perching on it. Base height: 25⁄8".
Poultry Feeder Bucket. Base height: 25⁄8".
Feather Feeder. Base height: 2". Lid included.
Lid sold separately. See below. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C20070N111 — $31.25
Lid Only. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C20071N111 — $2.55

C28780N111 — $30.95
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2.

3.

8.

1.
11.

1. Chick 8-Hole Galvanized Feeder

Long-lasting galvanized steel construction. Fills from the top and top snaps onto
bottom. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33645N111 — $3.55

10.

2. Mason Jar Feeder

Bright spangled, premium steel unit includes feeder only. Just add 1-qt. jar and easily fill.
Approx. 11⁄2-lb. feed capacity and 15-chick capacity. 7" dia. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C27375N111 — $3.05

3+ $2.78

12.

9.

13.

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Poultry Feeders + Supplements

8. Gallon Plastic Screw-On Poultry Waterer Jar

3. 1-Qt. Plastic Feeder Base

Feeder base combines with the 1-qt. screw-on jar (C18737N111, sold separately
below right) to make a gravity feeder for baby chicks and small birds. Features eight
openings with ribs to minimize feed overflow and spillage. 63⁄8" dia. x 21⁄2" H. Made of
heavy-duty polypropylene. Red. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32922N111 — $3.05

Screw-on plastic jar is molded from durable transparent polyethylene so the water
level is always visible. 91⁄4" H x 7" dia. Fits Screw-On Bases sold separately below
(C34317N111, C34318N111, C34319N111). Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34316N111 — $2.80
9. Gallon Screw-On Poultry Waterer Base. Combine with the Screw-On Poultry

Waterer jar above (C34316N111) to make a gravity-feed waterer. Made of heavy-duty
polystyrene. 11⁄2" H x 9" dia. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

6.

Purple C34317N111
Each — $2.95

Lime Green C34318N111

Yellow C34319N111

10. Galvanized 1-Qt. Jar Fount Waterer
5.

4.

7.

Made of heavy galvanized steel to fit 1-qt. jars (not included). The pan has a heavy
rolled edge. 11⁄2" H x 6" diameter. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C12217N111 — $3.10

10+ $2.28

11. 1-Qt. Screw-On Jar

Fits the feeder base C32922N111 and fits the two bases below. Jar is molded from
durable transparent polyethylene so the content level is always visible. 71⁄4" H x 31⁄2"
dia. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C18737N111 — $1.50
12. 1-Qt. Screw-On Quail Base. Smaller base is perfect for quail, partridge, bantams,
and other small birds. Made of hard plastic and easy to clean and disinfect. For glass
or plastic quart jar. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

4. “Best of Show” Poultry Kit

Here’s an array of products used by Blue Ribbon Chicken owners in one convenient
kit! Contents: 4-oz. poultry protector (removes parasites and insects naturally), 4-oz.
shampoo (perfectly balanced to clean without drying skin; fragrance free), 8-oz.
vinegar (removes residual soap for lustrous, healthy looking feathers that won’t stick
or streak), 4-oz. glycerin (brings luster out in feathers for a shining glow), 21⁄2-oz. comb
reddening (brings out the true color of the comb and diminishes blemishes), and stepby-step instructions and tips guide. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C31995N111 — $29.95

C18736N111 — $1.50
13. 1-Qt. Screw-On Fount Base. For watering baby chicks. Attaches to glass or

plastic quart jar. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33637N111 — $2.20

Big Bin® Dispenser

5. Poultry Protector

The elimination of fleas, mites, and lice will lead to a less-stressed, less-aggressive
bird and an increase in egg production and body weight gain. The elimination of
parasites and insects decreases the mortality rate in young birds. 33.9-oz. bottle.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C30528N111 — $14.45

A unique wall-mounted dispenser that stores, then pours
any dry bulk material — perfect for dog food! Pulling the
one-piece handle automatically dispenses contents into a
large handled cup. Durable, weather-resistant polyethylene
material. Waterproof lid. Hangs anywhere. Large 40-lb.
capacity. 25" H x 16" W x 10" D. Black. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C15243N111 — $40.50

Healthy Pen Odor & Waste Digester

Three-in-one product provides a clean, natural environment for your poultry. Coops
and barns are never parasite free, they are homes to mites, lice, and fleas. These
parasites live in the cracks, crevices, and bedding where they come out at night to
feed on the adult and baby birds. Flies and mosquitoes are a constant nuisance that
carry deadly viruses that can affect the health of your flock. Ammonia NH3 is extremely
harmful to the respiratory systems of birds. Healthy Pen eliminates all of these problems in one simple product, providing you with happier and healthier birds.
6. C32067N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $43.50
7. C32068N111 33.9 oz. (1 liter). Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $17.95

Showing Poultry

A Complete Guide to Exhibiting Your Birds

By Glenn Drowns.
Offers all the information and guidance you need to successfully exhibit your poultry at fairs and expositions. Learn how
to select the best breeds for exhibition and how to raise them
with the proper diet, healthcare, and handling so they are at
their best by show time. Includes a useful countdown to help
you plan tasks, from pest prevention to cage training, as well
as dozens of tips on what judges are looking for. 88 pages,
5" x 7". ©2016. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34379N111 — $8.95

NEW

Little Farmer Chicken Treats

GardStar® Poultry Dust

Laying eggs and molting deplete your flock of proteins, so chickens naturally search
for bugs and worms to add protein to their diet. Add these treats to your flock’s diet to
boost protein levels. 1-lb. package. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34790N111 Add a Bug
C34791N111 Add a Worm C34792N111 Surf and Turf

Each — $15.95

A broad-spectrum, ready-to-use insecticide for use on poultry, swine,
and dogs. In poultry, controls Northern fowl mites, poultry mites, and
lice, and is applied directly to birds at a ratio of 1 lb. per 100 birds. To
control lice on swine, apply 1 oz. every 10 days to head, shoulders, and
back. For dogs, dust entire animal and rub or brush dust down to the
skin to control fleas, ticks, and lice. Use 1⁄2 oz. on dogs weighing less than
20 lbs. and 1 oz. on dogs over 20 lbs; reapply every two weeks. Active
ingredient: 0.25% Permethrin. For outdoor residential use only. 2-lb. can.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28266N111 — $7.70
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Poultry Waterers

31⁄2-Gallon Hen Hydrator

Provide access to clean water on demand using this gravity-feed hen
hydrator. Translucent bucket provides UV protection to prevent algae
growth and allow for easy viewing of the water level. Lid fits tightly to
prevent spills and protects contents while easy-to-remove fill plug allows
for refilling without having to remove the entire lid. Each of the four nipples
can accommodate up to four birds. Recommended for adult birds only.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C32947N111 — $22.10
Poultry Watering Nipples. Transforms a standard

bucket or PVC pipe into a watering device. Nipples are easy to install, help
keep water clean, and prevent disease. Each nipple accommodates up to
four birds. Nipples should be mounted vertically. Recommended for adult
birds only. Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32941N111 — $5.55

C32324N111

C32325N111

Galvanized Round Hanging Waterer

Built-in hooks allow this waterer to hang off the ground
to reduce spillage and soiling of water. Saves space on
your hutch or coop floor, too. Gravity-feed design is easy
to fill and clean. Galvanized steel has rolled edges for
safety. Economical and perfect for a small flock of adult
birds. 1-pint capacity. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C32324N111 — $6.75

Galvanized Bucket Waterer

K&H 21⁄2-Gallon Poultry Waterer

Finally, a poultry waterer that works and stays clean! Revolutionary patent-pending design incorporates an easy-carry reservoir
handle, spill-proof cap, water filter ring, and an ingenious shape
that eliminates roosting and the dirty water that comes with it.
Can be easily refilled without spilling or having to empty the
whole waterer. BPA free. Unheated. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

Unique design serves as a bucket for filling and carrying, then converts to a gravity-feed waterer. Sturdy galvanized steel has rolled edges for safety. 1-gallon size
with built-in handle is perfect for small poultry flocks.
Recommended for adult birds. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33994N111

C32325N111 — $12.10

C33952N111 — $32.50
Heated Waterer. Tested in sub-zero temperatures to ensure your chickens will
have ice-free water during those cold months! Thermostatically controlled.
60 watts. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C33951N111 — $59.75
Chick Saver. Helps save chicks′ lives and can prevent accidental drowning. Precut for a perfect fit. Installs in sec-

onds and fits waterers above. Easy rinse for simple sanitation. Simply throw away when no longer needed. One size
only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33994N111 — $7.75

2.

Plastic Feed/Water Cups

Sav-A-Chick® Supplements

Easily hangs on cage or wire, this plastic feed/water
cup is virtually indestructible. High-density polyethylene
construction is not damaged by extreme cold or heat.
1. Cup. 33⁄8" L x 31⁄4" W x 21⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Keep your flock healthy with these essential supplements. NOTE: Always make fresh solution daily.

Probiotic Supplement. Designed for small flocks, each

C27338N111 — $1.05
2. Pint. 43⁄4" L x 33⁄4" W x 21⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C13812N111 — $1.90
3. Quart. Oblong. 8" L x 4" W x 23⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C14241N111 — $2.40
4. Two Quarts. 47⁄8" L x 71⁄4" W x 41⁄16" H. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C27340N111 — $2.95

4.
1.

3.

Poultry Drinkers

Easy fill, easy clean poultry drinkers are molded from long-life plastic with durable fountain, twist-lock system, and a hanger/carry handle.

5-Qt. Poultry Drinker. Handles up to 32 poultry or game chicks. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30503N111 — $5.80
31⁄2-Gallon Poultry Drinker. Handles up to 56 poultry or game birds. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C33641N111 — $16.70

C29835N111

pre-measured packet mixes into one gallon of drinking
water. Formulated specifically for poultry (chickens,
ducks, turkeys, and other domestic poultry). Promotes
digestive health by supporting a more diverse population of beneficial bacteria in the digestive tract. Dosage
and administration: Mix a single packet into 1 gallon of
clean, cool water and offer the mixed solution to birds
newly arrived, during periods of stress, and after antibiotic treatment. If using with Sav-A-Chick® Electrolyte
(C30378N111, listed below), mix one packet of each
product into the same gallon of water. Pack of 3, 0.17-oz.
packets. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C31562N111 — $3.05
Poultry Electrolyte & Vitamin Supplement. Electro-

lytes help regulate a bird’s hydration and blood pH, plus
are necessary for proper muscle and nerve function.
Offer in any situation when birds are stressed, such as
hot weather, sickness, housing change, or transportation. The single-use, pre-measured packets are
convenient (no measuring required), assure an accurate
dose, and keep the product fresh. Each packet yields
1 gallon of electrolytes — the optimal quantity for 1-10
birds. Dosage and administration: Mix one individual
packet of dry electrolyte powder into 1 gallon of clean,
cool water; offer the mixed solution for 1-5 days during
hot weather or other stress. Pack of 3, 0.25-oz. packets.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30378N111 — $2.40

NEW
18" Automatic Water Trough

Attach to water faucet, turn water on, and the plastic float with brass valve
maintain a constant water level. Made of durable plastic with rotating reel on
top to keep birds off. Sits on ground or may be easily mounted on a 4" or 6"
block, or suspend it for larger birds and to keep trash out. Equipped with a
4-ft. hose, ready to attach to faucet. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C29835N111 — $39.25

8-Gallon Tri-Pod Waterer

Large-volume waterer for those who tire of frequently refilling small waterers.
To keep water clean, it has three legs that elevate the waterer off the ground
or bedding. Make sure valve is closed when filling. Once full, screw the cap
back on and open the valve to enable the water to flow. Water will stop on its
own due to vacuum seal. 14" W x 30" H. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C31587N111

C31587N111 — $47.50

Prairie Pride®
NatuPlan™
Poultry & Gamebirds

Antibiotic-free plan to support
overall poultry health. Formulated with Alltech® Natustat® and
Actigen®. Includes high-quality
zinc and copper for immune
support, plus yucca extract. Also
features sulfur to promote mite
control. Crumble supplement to promote growth and
good health. Dosage and administration: Mix 1 lb. of
supplement with 20 lbs. of poultry feed. 3-lb. package.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34755N111 — $10.00
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C19443N111

C19442N111

C29887N111

Large-Capacity Automatic Waterers

Large-capacity plastic waterers are rust-proof, dent-proof, and easy to fill. Vacuum-sealed
cap creates an automatic water flow. Rugged handle makes transport around the yard
easy. Jar snaps compactly into base.

3-gal. Poultry Fount. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
C19442N111 — $29.25
5-gal. Poultry Fount. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C19443N111 — $32.75
7-gal. Poultry Fount. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C29887N111 — $42.75
Fount Accessories
1. C30286N111 Cap with handle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $6.60
2. C29903N111 Cap without
handle. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.15

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Poultry Waterers

C19449N111

C19450N111

C29886N111

Double-Wall Founts

1.

Constructed of heavy-gauge steel; edges are rolled for safety and feature arched
inner handles for added strength. Brass valves and rubber seals produce a positive
water shut-off. Seams are constructed and tested to prevent leaks. Founts also
feature locking pin.

3.

2.

3-gal. Double-Wall
Fount. 281⁄2" around,

9" dia., 15" H, 12" trough
dia. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

3. C29904N111 Three

O-rings and one cap.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $2.95
4. C29902N111 Jar base.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $8.20

C19449N111 — $28.95

5-gal. Double-Wall

Fount. 35" around,
11" dia., 16" H, 15" trough
dia. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C19450N111 — $30.50

8-gal. Double-Wall
Fount. 341⁄2" around,

12" dia., 22" H, 15" trough
dia. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C29886N111 — $44.75

4.

2-Gallon Double Wall Drinker

Auto Poultry Waterer with Cover

Constructed of heavy-duty galvanized steel and
built to last. Water stays cool and clean in structure. A constant flow of water is maintained by
vacuum. Handles up to 51 poultry or game birds.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

Never carry water to your birds again! Great
design includes a 3⁄4" hose that attaches to
a standard garden hose for a continuous
flow of fresh water for your flock. Automatic
float controls the water level so there’s
no spilling or overflow. Oversized cover
extends beyond the edge of bowl to prevent roosting and keep debris out of the water.
Easy to assemble, easy to clean. Bowl is made of
high-density polyethylene, cover is white polypropylene
attached to a metal bracket. Designed for use with adult birds
(not intended for baby chicks). 14" L x 123⁄4" W x 101⁄2" H. Holds 5 quarts. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C30457N111 — $22.40

Heated Base

C32322N111 — $31.95

Prevents water from freezing in temperatures
as low as 10° F. Designed for use with double
wall metal founts only. Thermostatically
controlled to operate only when necessary.
Bottom cover keeps straw and other debris
away from heating element. For outdoor use in
a dry, covered area. 33⁄4" H x 16" dia. 125 watts.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C29906N111

Poultry Fountains

Fully automatic water fountains! Plastic bowls
feature a nonrusting brass fountain stem,
attach to a standard 1⁄2" pipe, and work on
pressure or gravity system. The weight of
the water in the bowl automatically shuts
the fountain off. The bowl itself raises and
lowers against the water valve assembly.
Recommended for layers.

C30871N111 — $44.75

C29905N111

Regular Fountain. Holds 2 pints of water and waters

up to 175 birds. Bowl is 61⁄2" dia. x 21⁄2" deep. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C10877N111 — $22.65
Baby Chick Fount. Extra-shallow bowl

helps reduce the risk of baby birds
drowning. Holds 11⁄2 pints of water and
waters up to 200 baby chicks. Bowl is 71⁄4"
dia. x 13⁄4" deep. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C29905N111 — $24.50

2.

Heated water!

Automatic fill — no
more carrying water!

of water and waters up to 250 adults
birds. Bowl is 81⁄2" dia. x 23⁄4" deep.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C29906N111 — $30.50

Heated Poultry Fount
3.

1.

C10877N111

King-Size Fount. Holds up to 11⁄2 quarts

4.

5.

6.

Fountain Accessories
1. C29897N111 Brass screen. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.05
2. C29898N111 Stem assembly. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $21.80
3. C29899N111 61⁄2" x 5" bowl. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $5.85
4. C29900N111 Water valve. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.20
5. C29882N111 Control and lock nut. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.20
6. C29907N111 Bowl guard. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $6.40
7. C29883N111 3⁄4" rubber gasket. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.05

Another problem solved! An
all-season plastic poultry fountain
with a custom-built, thermostatically controlled heater. Convenient bottom fill. No need to
remove the tank from the base to
refill. 3-gallon capacity. Uses 100
watts of power. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C29400N111 — $39.50
7.

C29400N111

Automatic Hanging Poultry Fountain

C31030N111

Automatically ensures a constant water level at all times. Works with pressures
above 20 psi. Connect a hose to the hose that’s included and no more carrying
water! Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C31030N111 — $41.50
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Coops + Cages + Heaters

NEW

Z47875N111

Z50596N111

ecoFLEX™ Fontana Chicken Barns

An ideal backyard habitat for your brood. Sized for up to six hens (based on standard breed sizes). Designed with hens’ health in mind, this coop is well ventilated and easy to
clean with raised floors that don’t touch the ground for separation from the cold, damp ground. Features a separate compartment for egg laying with easy and secure outside
access, front access doors with turn lock, wide roosting bar, and pre-installed connections for a Fontana Pen addition (sold separately below). Made from ecoFLEX™, a blend of
recycled polymers and reclaimed poplar wood fibers. Won’t warp or splinter; can be painted or stained. Waterproof so urine and feces wash away with a rinse from a hose (lack of
liquid absorption is critical in coops — reduces the potential for foul odors and disease-bearing materials). Nontoxic. Easy 20-minute assembly requires no tools. Can be used as a
stand alone coop or with a Fontana Pen attached (sold separately below). 10-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Standard Fontana Chicken Barns. 523⁄4" L x 29" W x 281⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 64 lbs. N
NEW Z50596N111 Red — $225.00
Z47875N111 Natural — $225.00

NEW

NEW

Jumbo Fontana Chicken Barns. 593⁄8" L x 461⁄4" W x 401⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 134 lbs. N
Z50597N111 Red — $435.00
Z50598N111 Natural — $435.00

Fontana Pen Additions

Designed to be used as a free-standing pen or as an add-on pen for Fontana Chicken
Barns (above). Features a door in pen for easy access. Wire in pen is galvanized after
welding to minimize places where rust can begin. 20-ga., 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" wire keeps predators
out. Frame made from ecoFLEX™, a blend of recycled polymers and reclaimed poplar wood
fibers. Won’t warp or splinter; can be painted or stained. Natural color. 10-year warranty.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Standard Fontana Pen Addition. 47" L x 34" W x 241⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 31 lbs. N
Z47874N111 — $149.95

NEW

Jumbo Fontana Pen Addition. 593⁄4" L x 411⁄4" W x 291⁄4" H.

Sh. wt. 39 lbs. N

Z50599N111 — $259.00

Z47874N111

Z50599N111

Brinsea ChickSafe
Automatic Chicken
Coop Door Openers

Z47731N111

Chicken Coop Pet Cottage

The handcrafted coop offers tool-free assembly and the
rustic appeal of an old barn. Roof is made of high-tech, lightweight corrugated poly used in high-end greenhouses. Coop
maintenance is easy; simply remove planked flooring and ramp
Z47732N111
and use a garden hose to rinse off. With two nesting boxes and one
perch, this coop will comfortably house four to six hens. Also makes a
great home for ducks and rabbits. Constructed of 100% Western Red Cedar.
Coop includes two nesting boxes, a perching rod, and a traction-coated ramp with minimal slope.
Assembles in 15-30 minutes. 45" L x 45" W x 48" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 138 lbs. N

Z47731N111 — $750.25
Chicken Coop Run. Expanding is simple! Add this matching run to the Chicken Coop Pet Cottage
(Z47731N111) above. Adds 14 sq. ft. of exercise space. 45" L x 45" W x 23" H. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. N

Z47732N111 — $250.25

Premium features include an integrated timer and light sensor, full
manual door control, and unique
fail-safe mode for that extra peace of mind — giving you total flexibility
over how and when you want your coop door opened or closed. The
all-in-one design makes setting up a breeze — no messy wiring or
limit switches to attach to your coop. Simply secure the control box
to the front of your coop, tie the lifting cord to the existing door, set
opening and closing preferences, and you’re ready to go! Buttons are
extra large so you can easily press them with gloves on in the winter.
Features digital display for ease of use, integrated timer and light
sensor for total control, manual control with a simple press of a button,
configurable fail-safe mode (program the door to close even if it’s still
light), easily adjustable light sensitivity, long battery life, low-battery
warning indicator, door closed indicator visible up to 100 yards away,
no minimum or maximum door heights, suitable for both externally and
internally mounted doors, and is low maintenance. Requires four “AA”
batteries (not included). Two-year warranty. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Premium Door Opener. Suitable for 5° to 120° F. NOTE: This opener is
designed to operate with up/down sliding coop doors weighing up to
4 lbs.; if your door is heavier or not of the sliding type, an optional Coop
Door Kit is available; call 1.800.558.9595 for details. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Z48469N111 — $219.95
Extreme Door Opener. Suitable for –20° to 120° F. Built for extreme

weather conditions with a high-powered motor and military-grade electronics and coatings. NOTE: This opener is designed to operate with
up/down sliding coop doors weighing up to 9 lbs.; if your door is heavier or not of the sliding type, an optional Coop Door Kit is available; call
1.800.558.9595 for details. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Z48468N111 — $249.95
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2.

3.

1.

C06363N111

4.

5.

C33664N111

The Incredible Egg Candler™

Test egg fertility and monitor chick
growth. Clamps to tabletop for easy
hands-free use. Spring-style clamp. On/
off switch. Highly polished aluminum.
Bulb included. 120V AC. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C33664N111 — $34.50

1. Hi-Intensity Egg Candler
C32098N111

Jiffy-Way Egg Candler

Durable construction. Economical to operate. Bright
interior reflects light. Has heavy leather cushion at
candling opening. Requires standard 40-watt bulb (not
included). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C06363N111 — $28.75

Egg Candler

See the live embryo inside the egg as it develops. Helps
identify infertile or “dead in shell” eggs for removal.
Lightweight and easy to use. Plugs into standard 120V
AC outlet. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C32098N111 — $13.35

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Candlers

Features a narrow beam light source with a prescribed focal length and gives maximum light penetration into the
egg, making it highly effective on dark and mottled eggs. Light is so bright it should not be looked at with the naked
eye. Long-life lamp is supplied by a heavy-duty transformer and the unit is air cooled to minimize heat. A control
is provided to vary the light intensity over its upper range so only the amount of light needed can be used. Light
tube and aperture adapters make the unit usable to candle small, medium, and large eggs — even an ostrich egg
has been successfully candled with this unit. Chicken and turkey eggs can be candled without being in a darkened
room. Also excellent for candling game bird eggs and many exotic bird eggs that are hard to see into, making it ideal
for laboratories and a must for zoos. 120V AC, 50-60 Hz. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33798N111 — $341.95

2. Econo Egg Candler

For candling incubating eggs to determine whether embryos are developing. Also used to check for blood spots
in food eggs. The lower level of LED light of a 100-watt bulb is concentrated into the egg through an orifice over
which the egg is set. To prevent overheating, a push-button switch turns the light off when released. Not effective on
brown eggs. 120V AC. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33797N111 — $78.95

3. Speed-King Green Filtered Candling Light

Offers a high-intensity light beam for brown-shelled eggs, low-intensity light for white-shelled eggs. Green filter for
easy blood spot detection; easy on the candler’s eyes. Light intensity may be changed by throwing a simple switch.
Lamp is a No. 11 W7 GE base-type automobile lamp, 12.5V bulb, 32 candle power. Pre-focused so that no errors can
occur through faulty adjustment. 120V. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C06372N111 — $308.25
Replacement Lamp. For lights produced in 1991 and after. All others need to be special ordered — call
1.800.558.9595 for details. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C06373N111 — $14.95

4. Battery-Powered OvaView Candling Lamps

Designed to be either handheld or can be left on a work surface. Battery powered for convenience, they use high-output, high-efficiency, LED illumination — no bulbs to replace and no worry about overheating the eggs during inspection.
Comes with a flexible black ring to seal against the egg shell. Requires four “AA” batteries (included).
Standard Candler. For pale, plain shells (most species of hen, duck, goose, etc.). Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C29806N111 — $39.95
High-Intensity Candler. For darker and mottled eggs (quail, pheasant, etc.). Higher light output from a higher-spec

K&H Heated
Chicken Perch

LED. Supplied with both the normal flexible black ring, plus a special smaller ring for smaller eggs. Larger power drain
means that four rechargeable “AA” batteries are needed (not included). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

The thermo poultry perch provides gentle warmth to
feet and aids in the retention of body heat. Warms the
entire body utilizing the bird′s own circulation system.
Dual internal thermostats regulate the perch to the
perfect temperature, day and night. One-year limited
warranty.

26" L, 45 watts.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34283N111 — $42.25

37" L, 55 watts.

Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34284N111 — $50.95

C29807N111 — $49.95

5. OvaScope Egg Scope

Great for classroom use, the OvaScope can be fitted with a webcam and is ideal for demonstration purposes. This
innovative aid to egg candling improves the clarity and visibility of the egg and its contents by completely blocking
out ambient light, slightly magnifying the image of the egg and allowing the viewer to rotate the egg smoothly as it
is observed. Uses high-output, high-efficiency, LED illumination — so there are no bulbs to replace and no concerns
about overheating the eggs during inspection. Suitable for any size egg up to goose eggs. Supplied with a small
black ring to seal against the egg shell of smaller eggs. Requires four “AA” batteries (included). Two-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29805N111 — $74.95

C15872(X)N111

C15871(X)N111

Pin-Less Peepers

The elimination of a separate connecting pin makes
the process of attaching peepers to your game birds
easier and faster! Constructed of polypropylene plastic
material to ensure long life and durability of the unit.
Will not break or become loose as older models once
did. Pliers for application not included (C33662N111 sold
separately below). Available in packages of 100 or 1,000
to meet your needs.

Bag of 100 Pin-Less Peepers. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C33844N111 — $18.55
Box of 1,000 Pin-Less Peepers. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C33843N111 — $105.95
Pliers for Pin-Less Peepers. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C33662N111 — $17.50

Infrared “Sweeter Heater®”

The 50-watt/0.45 amp heaters are ideal for heating chicks and small birds,
100-watt/0.9 amp heaters are used for heating nesting areas, and 150-watt/
1.4 amp heaters are used for bird cages and bird incubators. Overhead
or side mounting units available. Three-year warranty. Available in
240V through special order.

C15870(X)N111

Overhead-Mount Heaters. For suspending overhead. Chains and hooks included.
C31504(X)N111 OH1116, 11" x 16", 50 watts/0.45 amps. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $102.95
C31505(X)N111 OH1130, 11" x 30", 100 watts/0.9 amps. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $102.75
C15872(X)N111 OH1140, 11" x 40", 150 watts/1.4 amps. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $128.50
Side-Mount Heaters. For flush mounting to ceiling or wall. Brackets included.
C15870(X)N111 SM1116, 11" x 16", 50 watts/0.45 amps. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $97.75
C15871(X)N111 SM1130, 11" x 30", 100 watts/0.9 amps. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $120.75
C31506(X)N111 SM1140, 11" x 40", 150 watts/1.4 amps. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $128.50
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Egg Handling

FEATURED

2.

1.

3.

5.
6.

4.

The Incredible
Egg Washer

Uses water and bubbled air to gently clean the eggs (air compressor not included). An affordable alternative to expensive
egg washers. No more broken eggs by hand scrubbing too
hard. Small enough to use in any kitchen, yet large enough
for the small farmer’s egg production. Capacity: 8 dozen eggs.
Includes egg washer, 10" egg basket, egg brush, egg scrubber,
1 lb. of egg wash powder, 24" combination air chuck/anti-backwash hose, support stand, 71⁄2" and 81⁄2" weight disc, and
complete instructions. Requires 1.5 cubic feet of air per minute
from an air compressor (not included). Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C26865N111 — $134.25
10" Dia. Basket. Holds 8 dozen eggs. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26869N111 — $16.10

Egg Baskets

Basket design allows for easy cooling, washing, and quick drying of eggs. Made of heavy-duty
coated wire that protects from corrosion.
1. Small Egg Basket. Holds up to three dozen
2. Large Egg Basket. Holds up to eight dozen
large eggs. 8" x 8" x 5". Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
large eggs. 13" x 13" x 6". Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32946N111 — $6.65

C32945N111 — $8.75

3. Vintage-Style Egg Basket

Decorative vintage-style with smooth wire finish to keep eggs safe from the coop to the kitchen.
Holds up to four dozen eggs. Also great for fruit, crafts, and other items. 121⁄2" dia. x 7" H (with handle
down). Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C33332N111 — $17.45

Air Compressor

The perfect air compressor match for the
Incredible Egg Washer (C26865N111)
above. Provides 1.5 cfm — just
the right amount of air to gently and thoroughly wash eggs
without cracking them. Can be
lifted and moved easily with
its comfort-grip carry handle.
Plugs into any household outlet. Draws very little current
and is extremely quiet. Oilless and maintenance free.
On/off switch. Coiled phone cord-style air hose for uncluttered operation.
One-year warranty. 115V AC. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

Wire Egg Baskets

Sturdy, steel wire framework welded at every joint. Rubberlike plastic coating cushions eggs and
reduces breakage.

4. Small Egg Basket. Holds seven dozen
eggs. 13" top dia., 93⁄4" bottom dia., 61⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

5. Large Egg Basket. Holds 15 dozen eggs.
81⁄2" H with 141⁄4" top dia. and 10" bottom dia.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C24560N111 — $13.75

C06371N111 — $14.35

6. Ceramic Nest Eggs

Use these realistic eggs to induce hens to lay where you want, keeping them from laying on the
floor. Kiln-fired ceramic eggs are hollow, yet have the texture and weight of “fresh” eggs. Pack of 12
chicken-size eggs. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29403N111 Pastel Colors — $12.45
C29990N111 White — $12.15
C29419N111 Brown — $11.15
11.

C28472N111 — $156.75

7.

7. Corrugated Egg Cases

9.

Heavy-duty, corrugated egg cases. Durable, collapsible cases come
with a built-in S-liner. One case equals a 15-dozen capacity. Pack of 25
cases. Case size: 12" W x 12" D x 13" H. Order Super Pocket Egg Flats
(C15756N111, below) to place eggs in case. Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

C15753N111 — $27.75

2-3 $26.15

4+ $24.69

10.

8. Super Pocket Egg Flats

Enhance production and reduce reordering problems. The edge of the
flat is notched so the push bar will not catch the flat and slow production. Unique one-size-fits-all funnel-shape egg cradle enables any size
egg to stand upright. Gray. One flat holds a total of 30 eggs. Case of
140 flats. Recycled newspaper and stack flats measure 111⁄2" x 111⁄2".
Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N

C15756N111 — $17.50

2-4 $16.95

12.

5+ $16.32

9. Unlabeled Egg Cartons

An inexpensive egg carton that is great for the small flock owner. Made
from recycled molded pulp. Cartons feature a blank area that can easily
be identified with your own farm name, stamp, or label. Dozen-size
carton for Grade A large eggs. Pack of 25. Colors may vary, no color
choice. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. N

C14067N111 — $6.90

4-9 $6.26

10+ $5.74

See-Through Plastic Egg Cartons

See-through plastic egg cartons make ideal packaging for specialty, colored, and premium eggs. Made of recycled plastic, these eco-friendly cartons feature an innovative
design that offers superior protection against breakage. Cartons will hold small to
extra-large size eggs safely and securely.

10. 6-Egg Cartons
C32755N111 Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $15.35
C32583N111 Pack of 200. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $54.50 N
11. 12-Egg Cartons
C32754N111 Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $19.90
C32584N111 Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $62.75 N

8.

13.

12. Incredible Egg Scale™

Perfect for small farm or home use. Attractive vintage style is accurate for weighing
your chicken eggs. Full-steel construction. 93⁄4" L x 3" W x 73⁄4". Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C28431N111 — $31.25

13. FDA Required Warning Label

Pressure-sensitive adhesive labels will stick to paper cartons. Must be placed on all
retail cartons. Text reads — “SAFE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS: To prevent illness from
bacteria: keep eggs refrigerated, cook eggs until yolks are firm, and cook foods containing eggs thoroughly.” Sheet of 80 labels. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C26862N111 — $1.75
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Egg Cleanser

The unique blend of all-natural enzymes attacks
organic stains and protein residue for effective
removal of contaminants. A great alternative to
chlorine. 33.9-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Incredible Steel Fowl Catcher

A 49" solid steel fowl catcher made from a single piece of heavy-gauge steel
wire that is twisted at one end to form a comfortable handle and hanging hook.
The catching hook has smooth no-snag edges, bent for a sure catch. Solid
construction makes it virtually unbreakable. Red powder-coat finish. Lifetime
guarantee. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30529N111 — $16.35

Incredible Egg Wash Powder

C29389N111 — $10.95

Powder for soaking and mechanical washing of eggs.
Alkaline, chlorinated, foam-controlled powder cleans
and removes stains from egg shells, plus limits foam
accumulation in egg washing machines. Safe to use,
USDA approved. Highly concentrated, so a little goes
a long way.
C26871N111 1-lb. pkg. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $10.95
C26867N111 16-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. — $58.25

Building Chicken Coops
C26867N111
C30529N111

C33761N111 — $3.95

Egg Scrubbing Pad

Reusable scrubbing pad gently removes heavy soil and
debris from eggs. Nonscouring (will not damage eggs).
41⁄2" L x 6" W x 1⁄4" thick. Pack of 5. Color may vary. No
choice. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C26864N111 — $8.75

Chicken Coops

45 Building Ideas for Housing Your Flock

By Judy Pangman.
How-to drawings and conceptual plans for 45 coops — from strictly practical
to flights of fancy. A 16-page color section shows photos of many of the coops.
176 pages, 81⁄2" x 107⁄8". ©2006. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33760N111 — $19.95

Egg Brush

Nonscouring, does not damage eggs. Poly fiber brush
with wood handle. 5" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C26866N111 — $8.65

Open Nesting Box

By Gail Damerow.
Practical, hands-on instructions
designed to help you master
building chicken coops quickly
and easily. 32 pages, 51⁄2" x 81⁄2".
©1999. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Coops + Egg Cleaning

C32948N111

Single open nesting box
made of high-density,
impact-resistant polyethylene that will not rust, rot,
or corrode. Hen-friendly.
Features an open back and
top to allow better ventilation and easier access to
C31563N111
eggs. The front edge helps
prevent loss of bedding and the slightly graded floor leads to a back drainage hole.
Mounts securely on wall with slide-type screw holes or sits squarely on a shelf. The
17" L x 12" W x 12" H, space-saving modular layout can be mounted vertically or
side-by-side on 16" on-center studs. Black. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C32948N111 — $9.05

Nesting Box

Space-saving. Mounts vertically or side-by-side. Made of high-density polyethylene
that is easy to clean and will not rust, rot, or corrode. Sloped roof prevents undesired
roosting. Ventilation holes for fresh air. Pre-installed perch gives hens a place to land
before entering the nest. Raised panel in front keeps bedding and eggs from being
pushed out. Slightly sloped floor allows water to drain through a weep hole in back.
Mounts to 16" on center studs. Can be placed on shelf or hung on peg hooks. Hang
three units vertically and fit within recommended guidelines. 161⁄2" L x 157⁄8" W x 193⁄4" H.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Caring for the Small Laying Flock
Backyard and Small-Scale Production

NEW

By the University of Illinois.
Provides the resources to start a small-scale flock for egg production. Learn about housing and equipment, floor and feeding
space, how to feed your flock, tips for a healthy flock, indicators
of when to cull hens, identification tips for non-laying hens, and
proper care and storage of eggs. This book gives you the tools
to develop a robust care and management program. 12-pages,
81⁄2" x 11". ©2017. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34878N111 — $7.95

The Chicken Encyclopedia
An Illustrated Reference

By Gail Damerow.
Contains breed descriptions; definitions of common chicken
conditions, situations, and behaviors; and much more. Offers
solutions to problems and instructions for tasks from catching
a chicken to candling an egg. Full-color photos and illustrations
throughout. 320 pages, 7" x 91⁄4". ©2012. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C31619N111 — $19.95

Laying Six-Hole Nest Unit

Metal nesting unit incorporates all of the
advancements in modern nest design, including
plastic nest bottoms and perches. Two-tier
construction. Recommendation: 8-10 birds per hole
of nest. 36" L x 12" W x 341⁄2" H. Assembly required.
Sh. wt. 26 lbs.

C31563N111 — $16.50

C24569N111 — $185.95

C33532N111

10-Hole Metal Nests

C33639N111

These units combine economical pricing
with unsacrificed quality and functionality.

Brower Roll Out Nest

The easy way to collect eggs! This one-hole nest has four easy fasteners that make it
easy to switch between front and back roll-out options, enabling you to collect eggs
either outside or inside the coop — whatever works best for you! Rugged galvanized
steel construction. 211⁄2" L x 151⁄2" W x 231⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C33532N111 — $52.95

2-Hole Nesting Box

This two-hole nesting box with front and back panels is made of rust-resistant galvanized steel with folded edges and ventilation holes. Features a hinged perch to allow
closing. Bottom metal inserts are easily removed for cleaning. 263⁄8" x 77⁄8" x 163⁄4".
Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C33639N111 — $58.95

C31023N111

10-Section Metal Nest. A square-hole nest made from 28-gauge galvanized

steel. The nest is 28" H x 12" D x 60" L, and the nest openings are 8" x 113⁄8" W with
easy-cleaning, removable bottoms. Vertical ends are beaded for added stiffness and
punched for proper ventilation. Nests provided with one perch in bottom and top tier.
Entire unit is galvanized steel except for wood perches. Easy to assemble. Rivet gun
required for assembly. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. N

C30299N111 — $165.50
Standard 10-Hole Nest. Plastic perches and nest bottoms make sanitizing the entire

unit easy. High front and back panels eliminate scratching of litter out of nests. Durable construction enables nest to provide multiple seasons of trouble-free use. Outside
dimensions: 33" H x 60" W. Hole size: 7" H x 111⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. N

C31023N111 — $238.50
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POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Coops + Poultry Processing

Nasco’s Caponizing Kit

The ideal kit for caponizing your
chickens quickly and easily.
Contains a knife, rib spreader,
sharp pointed hook, probe, forceps, two “S” hooks, cord, and a
guide to caponizing. For experienced users only. Knowledge of
caponizing required. Imported.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Cage Leg Kit

C10606N111 — $40.75

Picture shown with two
stacked units.

Standard-Size Poultry Coop

Ideal unit for safely transporting birds to shows and
sales. Lightweight, durable, high-density polyethylene
coop minimizes bruises and broken wings. Safe to
handle; bird loading and unloading is quick and easy.
Engineered for better ventilation (49% open area)
to reduce stress during transport. Features a large
spring-latch door located in the center of the coop.
Coops interlock top and bottom for easy stacking and
storage. Outside dimensions: 35" x 23" x 101⁄4". Door
opening: 14" x 143⁄4". Sh. wt. 16 lbs. N

C14521N111 — $73.25

These strong metal cage
legs attach to most wire
cages. Legs raise the cage
approx. 10"-12" off the
ground. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C20139N111 — $18.55

Multi-Stacking Poultry Layer Cage

A stackable two-compartment pen with a 1" x 1" wire mesh sloped floor and an
egg tray make this cage ideal for two or four hens. Each 18" L x 18" W x 36" H
section has a 1⁄2" x 1" wire mesh divider to create two 18" L x 18" W x 18" H compartments. Doors swing out with plastic liners on door opening for protection.
Side and back guards are made of galvanized metal. 1" x 2" wire mesh outer
sides. Includes two 51⁄2" solid bottom feeders and water cups and four interlocking legs. Cages may be stacked in multiples of two or three (picture shown with
two stacked units). Sh. wt. 27 lbs.

2+ $66.98

C16751N111 — $236.50

Brower® Chick and
Quail Brooder

Removes feathers from chickens, ducks, turkeys, and pheasants in as little as 30 seconds.
Just scald fowl in 145°-150° F water and hold on grill above drum. Rubber fingers efficiently remove feathers, including pinfeathers. Box is high-strength polyurethane with other
parts steel. 32" H x 12" W x 42" L. One-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 60 lbs. N

An electric brooder for baby
poultry or quail. Capacity: 125
day-old chicks, 100 one-weekold, 100 two-week-old, 65 threeweek-old, 50 four-week-old. Quail
capacity: 100 to fourth week. Use in
any building where the temperature
does not fall below 50° F. Galvanized
construction. Sliding poly mesh door
panels on the front and one side. Includes
a 3-liter bottle drinker and 580-cu.-in. capacity feeder. Both feeder and drinker
fill from the outside. Drinker trough is self-cleaning. 1⁄2" PVC coated wire floor.
Dropping pan is easily removed for cleaning. Thermostatically controlled
heater. 250 watts. Bulbs not included. Overall size: 33" W (including drinker
and feeder); width without drinker and feeder is 27" x 42" L x 191⁄2" H (interior
height: 10"). 110V AC only. Assembly required. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 79 lbs. N

Fiberglass Chicken Dipper

Lyon Super Beak Trimmer

Z08779N111
Z08782N111

Chicken Picker with 1⁄6 HP Motor

Z08779N111 — $507.75
Replacement Rubber Fingers. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C11393N111 — $2.65

Keeps water at the correct temperature for optimum feather removal. Automatic heavy-duty
heating element maintains water temperature. Will do 20-25 chickens per hour. Unit will hold
a 25-lb. turkey. Use hot tap water. Takes 20-30 minutes to get to correct temperature. Unit is
preset to reach approx. 155-158° F. 18" H x 20" L x 20" W, 120V AC. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. N

Z08782N111 — $209.50

Poultry Restraining Cones

Restrains birds during processing and makes cleanup easy. Made of
heavy-gauge galvanized steel with hemmed edges for safety. Flat-back
design allows for easy mounting.
Small Cone. For use on game
Large Cone. For use on large
birds, bantams, ducks, and small
capons and medium turkeys up to
layers. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
18 lbs. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C32942N111 — $15.25
Medium Cone. For use on large

C32944N111

C32944N111 — $24.55

layers, broilers, roasters, and
young turkeys up to 10 lbs.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32943N111 — $18.05

Rapid Water Warmer

A 1,000-watt heater designed to safely and rapidly heat water. Unique
safety device virtually eliminates any fire danger. Heats one gallon of
water from 60° to 130° F in 10 minutes. Stainless steel guard makes
heater safe for use in nonmetallic containers. Measures 17" L x 3" dia.
Heating element is 71⁄2" L. Fits up to 50-gallon pail or tank. For water
use only. Lock N’ Dry compatible. Cord is 6 ft. L. 120V. CSA approved.
UL listed. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C13444N111 — $51.75

C10732N111 — $351.95

Stop losses from pecking, cannibalism, fighting,
and egg eating. Quickly cauterizes off part of
upper beak. Heavy duty. Reaches cauterizing
heat within five seconds. Adjustable for chicks,
hens, or turkeys by the touch of a knob. Can be
used for wing clipping as well as for debeaking.
It’s ideal for debilling (simple cauterization).
Blade can be bent to round beak if desired. Does
not require water cooling. Furnished with 7-ft. attachment
cord and directions.
C06356N111 90-130V AC. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $390.25
X00109N111 220V, 60-cycle operation. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $414.75
C06357N111 Extra blade. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $4.60

Poultry Lung Rake

Easily removes cavity parts and flushes at the
same time. Simply flex the handle for instant
on/off control — the more you flex, the more
volume you get. Claw assembly is welded
stainless steel. Extension is 6" L. Handle assembly is solid brass. 12" L. Has 1⁄4" NPT female
inlet. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33668N111 — $57.95

Poultry Flush Valve

Easily flushes the inside of finished
birds. The 6" extension is attached
to a solid brass handle assembly.
12" L. Has 1⁄4" NPT female inlet. Made
in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33667N111 — $33.25
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2.
1.

1. Clamp Lamp

4.

6.
5.

3.

4. Brooder and Heat Lamp

Features vented, aluminum 81⁄2" dia. reflector; pushthrough switch in nonmetallic socket; and strong,
double-swivel clamps with vinyl grips. 6-ft. cord. UL listed. Bulb not included. Not recommended for anything
larger than 100 watts. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Rubber-style 8-ft. cable, 101⁄2" reflector, porcelain socket,
with hook and guard. Uses 250-watt bulb [not included;
see C09857(X)N111, listed at right]. UL listed.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

2. 101⁄2" Brooder Clamp Light

5. The Incredible Brooder Light™

C33559N111 — $7.75

C33663N111 — $18.25

C11387N111 — $8.15

Features a scratch-resistant vinyl sleeve and adjustable
ball joint. The 101⁄2" dia. brooder light, with a porcelain
ceramic socket, will handle up to a 300-watt incandescent bulb (not included). 6-ft. cord. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

3. Brood-All Heater

Infrared heater provides supplemental heat. Features a
long-life, industrial-type, ceramic infrared generator. Provides the maximum heat needed without overheating.
120V AC, 500 watts. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34569(X)N111 — $332.50

C07559(X)N111 — $8.80

Clamps to tabletop or hangs from chain. Heavy-duty
aluminum reflector with double wire guard. High-heat
porcelain socket. Strong, spring-style clamp. Uses up to
a 250-watt bulb (not included). Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

6. Brower® Four-Lamp Heat Lamp

Equipped for four heat bulbs to heat with infrared rays.
Reflectors extend over the lamps and protect them from
ceiling moisture. Capacity: 350 chicks. For 250-watt
infrared bulbs (not included). Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C06997(X)N111 — $141.25

See page 81 for
more lamps.

Electric Infrared
Heat Bulbs

Use with electric brooder for
brooding chicks, pigs, lambs,
and other young stock. Also
for warming milk houses, treating livestock, thawing pipes,
etc. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Chick Equipment

C24452(X)N111
Clear, 125 watt.

Each — $2.75
C06437(X)N111
Each — $2.75
C09857(X)N111
Each — $5.85

12+ $2.64
Clear, 250 watt.

12+ $2.64

Red, 250 watt.

12+ $5.42

7.

100-Watt Rough
Service Incandescent Light Bulbs

8.

Inside frost bulbs that have additional filament supports
to prevent damage. 120V bulb with brass base. Pack of
6. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C29724N111 — $3.20

Ideal for letting show birds out to exercise. Rounded
corners on all panels for safety. Folds flat for storage and
travel. Corrosion-free, gold zinc coating. Attach two or
more pens together to create a larger enclosure. Basic
pen measures 583⁄8" across and comes with eight panels,
eight ground stakes, four easy-to-use bolt snaps, and
plastic carrying handle. 36" H. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

FEATURED

7. Exercise Pen

9.

C26924N111 — $59.75

8. Cage with Blue Plastic Tray

Easy-to-clean, deep plastic tray helps contain bedding and litter for less mess. Ideal for transporting bantam
and standard-size chickens to exhibitions. Top and front door access. Rounded corners for safety. Dual
handles for transport. 40" L x 19" W x 21" H. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. N

C28247N111 — $61.95

9. Heated Poultry Mat
Baby Chick
Starter Home

Holds 15 chicks. Folds flat for easy storage. Durable
plastic panels are washable and perfect for multiple
uses. Includes ten 12" W x 18" H plastic panels and
adjustable-height brooder lamp hanger (lamp not
included). Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C32097N111 — $23.70

Sexing All Fowl, Baby
Chicks, Game Birds,
Cage Birds

By Loyl Stromberg.
Well-illustrated with authoritative
sexing information on chicks,
quail, pheasants, partridge,
grouse, pigeons, ostrich, parrots,
and other caged birds. 96 pages,
6" x 9". ©1977 (revised 2002).
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C08137N111 — $9.95

Constructed of durable, weather-resistant plastic with welded seams for safety and longer life. Designed
to be used for both adult birds and chicks. The low wattage and thermostat provide adequate heat without
overheating birds, while also using less power. Unique, patented design allows airflow completely around
the heating element to eliminate hot spots common with other plastic mats. 19" L x 13" W x 1" H. 35 watt,
120V. UL listed. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C34320N111 — $45.25

Electric PoultryNet®

A 164-ft. roll of fence that stands 48" H, complete with
end, corner, and line posts. Prefabricated with vertical
strings every 3", and welded to electroplastic horizontals
supported by plastic posts every 91⁄2 ft. Horizontals are
only 2" apart at poultry and predator heights, providing
a pain and a physical barrier. When energized, the fence
is impenetrable to poultry, raccoons, dogs, and coyotes.
NOTE: Support posts may be needed for ends and
corners, depending on terrain. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. N

Z30371N111 — $160.75

Poultry Fence

Plastic fencing features a smooth top and bottom for easy handling and installation. Use for poultry
applications, gardens, safety netting, temporary fencing, compost bins, etc. 3⁄4" x 3⁄4" mesh size.
Black. 3 ft. x 25 ft. roll. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C25532N111 — $25.75
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Incubators
NEW

FEATURED

Pro Series Digital
Circulated-Air Incubator
with Automatic Egg Turner

Digital display shows temperature, humidity, and days to hatch. Incutek™ heater
heats to factory preset of 100° F within
minutes. Days to hatch countdown is set
at 21 days, but is adjustable for a variety
of eggs. High/low temperature notification light flashes when outside of range
(<97° F or >103° F). Integrated fan pulls in
and circulates fresh air to stabilize temperature and improve hatch. Automatic egg
turner holds 41 eggs and eliminates manual handling. Egg candler allows you to
check the internal development process of the eggs. Durable plastic shell protects
incubator and is easy to clean. Large viewing window provides 360° unobstructed view inside incubator. Deep bottom tray accommodates even large duck and
goose eggs. Eco-friendly — made with recycled and insulating polystyrene foam.
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C19556N111

C33567N111 — $134.50

C34826N111

C29894N111

Little Giant® Deluxe Circulated-Air Incubator
with Automatic Egg Turner

Made of durable warmth-retaining Styrofoam™ to help keep a constant
temperature. Features a digital control board for easy temperature setting
and self-regulating temperature control. Two 4" x 8" viewing windows,
thermometer, and moisture rings. Built-in fan circulates warm air to maintain
proper temperature and improve egg hatching conditions by circulating a
constant flow of warm air. Helps maintain a constant temperature of 99.5° F.
Automatic egg turner safely turns eggs to exercise the developing embryo.
Reduces egg handling to improve hatch rate. Automatic egg turner also
includes large egg cups and six egg rails. LCD display with LED light shows
accurate temperature and humidity readings instantly. 18" L x 18" W x 9" H.
Holds 41 large chicken or up to 120 bantam or quail eggs (does not hold
goose eggs). Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Automatic Egg Turner Only. For use with incubator above (C33567N111). Automatically turns eggs completely every four hours to eliminate manual handling and
improve hatch rate. Simple to use — place in bottom of incubator and plug in! No
assembly required. Dishwasher safe (egg rails snap out for easy cleaning). Comes
with 41 large egg cups and thermometer. Optional small quail egg trays available
(C33022N111; not included, sold separately below). Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

above, except egg cups and turner are not included (sold separately
below). Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33022N111 — $13.95

C34826N111 — $116.75
Little Giant Standard Circulated-Air Incubator. Same as incubator

C33025N111

C33022N111

C33025N111 — $44.95
Quail Rails for Egg Turner Only. For use with automatic egg turner (C33025N111;
sold separately above). Designed for quail and other small eggs. Replaces the
standard rails and holds up to 120 eggs (each rail holds 20 eggs). Easy to install
and dishwasher safe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19555N111 — $82.25
Automatic Egg Turner. For use with Little Giant Circulated-Air Incubator

(C19555N111) above. Includes motorized egg turner, large egg cups, and six
egg rails. Holds 41 chicken eggs (does not hold goose eggs). Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C19556N111 — $41.95
Small Egg Rails. Six egg rails designed for quail and other small eggs.

120-egg capacity. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C29894N111 — $14.40

Turn-X Incubator

Manually turn eggs without opening
incubator! Reliable, see-through incubator
allows you to watch the incubation,
hatching, and brooding of chicks. Sets
eggs anytime without disturbing other
eggs. Includes an adjustable water
fountain for regulated control of humidity,
complete circulation of air from the
heater throughout the incubator, and a
solid-state temperature control (holds
temperature within 1⁄10 of one degree, and
Clear dome allows you to watch
is adjustable from the outside). There
the hatching of chicks!
are two thermometers in the center of the
incubator, one for temperature and one for humidity. Includes one chicken turning ring
as standard equipment, but rings for quail, pheasant, and goose eggs are available.
Eggs are turned by rotating the dome on the baseplate. No assembly required.
Includes instruction manual. Holds 18 chicken, 48 quail, 27 pheasant, or nine goose
eggs. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

SB00712N111 — $267.50
SB00711(A)N111 Replacement instruction sheet. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $5.00
SB00711(B)N111 Replacement wicks. Pack of 6. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $4.50
SB06970N111 Replacement wet/dry thermometer. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $4.20

Fertile Chicken Eggs — Live

An ideal egg to use for incubation. Fertile Longhorn chicken
eggs arrive ready for incubation. Please specify Monday or
Tuesday shipping date when placing order. Allow 2-3 weeks
for delivery. Some eggs may not hatch or may break in transport. Package of one dozen eggs. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. N

Complete Incubation Kit

The kit includes the Marsh TX-6 incubator with the clear see-through dome for
easy observation during hatching. Also incorporates a solid-state temperature
control, wet- and dry-bulb thermometers, 18-egg turning ring, and a hands-free
automatic egg turner (AT-1). Includes two instruction books, feeder, waterer, egg
candler, and brooder ring. Shipped directly from our supplier Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

Z19094N111 — $448.95

Eggs of North American Birds

Set of 36 stunning, true-to-life replicas
show eggs laid by a diverse collection of
North American birds, from the diminutive
ruby-throated hummingbird to the great blue
heron. Eggs are secured inside a labeled
12" x 16" exhibit case. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

SB51345N111 — $350.00

Z10237N111 — $32.95
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Nasco’s Classroom Incubator Kit

Everything you need to incubate and hatch eggs, plus
teaching materials for classroom instruction! Kit includes
Hova-Bator Incubator with Picture Window (SB15219N111
below), a Hova-Bator Automatic Egg Turner (SB12143N111
below), A Guide to Better Hatching, Nasco’s Chicken
Embryology Poster Set (SB42872N111, listed at left),
Cool-Lite Tester, and In an Eggshell book. Available in
240V through special order. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C28125N111

C28125N111 — $189.95

A Guide To Better Hatching

By Janet Stromberg. An exclusive book,
the only one published on this subject. 100
pages, 51⁄2" x 81⁄2". ©1975. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C18770N111

C08356N111 — $8.95

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Incubators

Nasco’s Classroom Brooder Kit

After hatching, use this complete brooder kit to continue healthy growth of chicks. Kit
will hold 4-6 chicks comfortably until 3 weeks of age. Depending on chick size, there
may be a need to put a cardboard border around the base to prevent chicks from getting out. Kit includes Pet Home (24" L x 12" W x 12" H), Plastic Poultry Waterer, Plastic
Waterer Base, 5 lbs. of Chick Feed, and Clamp Lamp (100-watt bulb not included).
Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C18770N111 — $52.95
C18772N111 Extra Chick Feed. 5-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $5.80

Nasco’s Chicken Embryology Poster Set

Use real photos to show the development of a chick embryo. Set of
three posters may be used separately or joined together. First poster shows days 0-6,
second shows days 12-21, and the third shows day 21. Each measures 21" W x 71⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SB42872N111 — $15.95

Nasco’s Classroom Incubator and Classroom Brooder Kit

Complete hatching set includes Nasco’s Classroom Incubator Kit
(C28125N111 above) and Nasco’s Classroom Brooder Kit (C18770N111 above).
Sh. wt. 28 lbs.

C18771N111 — $270.50

Nasco Price $228.50

HOVA-BATOR INCUBATORS BY GQF
Hova-Bator Incubator
with Circulated Air

Improve egg hatching
conditions by circulating
a constant flow of warm
air. Similar to C15905N111
listed at right, but with
an electronic thermostat
that has greater accuracy and stability for hatching bird
eggs. Maintains a uniform set point even when room
temperature fluctuates. Without an automatic turner in
place, the incubator will hold 50 large chicken or duck
eggs or 130 quail eggs. Includes plastic bottom liner
and thermometer. 18" x 18" x 91⁄2" H. Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33116N111 — $87.75

Hova-Bator
Automatic
Egg Turner

Complete with six
egg racks, each
holds seven eggs
(for a total of 42). Holds
any size from small partridge egg up through large
chicken egg. NOTE: Will not turn
turkey eggs. 151⁄4" x 151⁄4" x 31⁄4". Fits all Hova-Bator
Incubators including Nasco numbers C33116N111,
C25502N111, SB15219N111, and C15905N111, all listed
on this page. TUV listed. Available in 240V through
special order. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

SB12143N111 — $45.50
Nasco’s Incubator Kit. Includes

Hova-Bator Incubator with Circulated
Air (C33116N111 above) and Hova-Bator
Automatic Egg Turner (SB12143N111 above). Available
in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C17015N111 — $133.25

Nasco Price $126.75

Replacement Parts

Wafer Temperature Sensor
Only. Fits GQF Hova-Bator

and Lyon Technologies Marsh
Roll incubators. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs

C08352N111
C08352N111 — $16.55
Replacement Thermometer. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
SA08841(A)N111 — $4.15

Hova-Bator
Incubator with
Picture Window

Hova-Bator GENESIS Incubator with
Circulated Air and LCD Display

Perfect for use in classroom and laboratory settings,
this incubator is preset for bird eggs. Simply plug it
in, then add water for humidity and eggs. While the
thermostat set temperature can easily be fine tuned,
most users won’t find it necessary. LCD display shows
set temperature, actual temperature, and humidity
percentage in both Fahrenheit and Celsius. Preset
microprocessor based thermostat digitally regulates
itself. The digital technology in the thermostat means
the command setting is never affected by changes in
humidity, temperature, or dust. Built-in sensors prevent
the “burn up” of eggs. Like all incubators, it requires
a stable room temperature and should not be used in
areas like sheds or barns. Thermostat can be set to any
temperature required for bird eggs and can also be set
for reptile eggs down to 60° F (room temperature has to
be 50° F for the unit to regulate 60° F). Includes picture
window and plastic bottom liner. Turner not included
(sold separately at left). Without an automatic turner in
place, the incubator will hold 50 duck or chicken eggs
or 130 quail eggs. 181⁄2" x 181⁄2" x 91⁄2". U.S. plug and cord
set supplied. Input: 100-240V, 50/60 Hz. Output: 12V
DC. 1.5 3,000mA. TUV listed. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C25502N111 — $149.95

Hova-Bator
Sanitary
Plastic Liner

Removable
sanitary plastic
liner lifts out for easy
cleaning. Makes incubator bottoms last longer. Fits all Hova-Bators
produced after January 2004. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

SB33201N111 — $10.10

Circulated-air model is
similar to C15905N111,
listed below, but has
double-plated, clear
plastic window ideal for
group observation. Large
picture window has
air-space insulation to
help eliminate moisture
buildup that would
obstruct viewing. Holds
42 large poultry eggs or
a larger number of smaller eggs. Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

SB15219N111 — $104.95

Hova-Bator
Incubator — Still Air

Like a mother hen, this
incubator hovers over the
eggs, gently warming them
until they hatch. Made of
thermal plastic that holds
a constant temperature.
Maintains constant
humidity. Holds up to
42 chicken eggs.
Thermal airflow
incubator includes
a thermometer, thermostat, two 4" x 5"
observation windows,
and plastic sanitary bottom
liner . 18" L x 18" W x 71⁄2" H. 110V, 25 watts. Available
in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C15905N111 — $52.50

The Incredible
Incubator
Thermometer™

Provides accurate
temperature reading in both Fahrenheit and Celsius.
Delicate glass is secured to metal plate for long-term
durability. 5" W x 21⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

C33331N111 — $11.95
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Incubators

Z50111N111
Z50110N111

Brinsea Ovation Egg Incubators

Fully digital, fully automatic egg incubators designed with ease of use and consistent high hatch rates in mind. Incorporates Brinsea Dual Airflow system that represents a breakthrough in incubator design and achieves new levels of temperature consistency for optimum hatching conditions. Eggs are held in tilting egg carriers; standard egg carriers are
supplied for hen eggs of all sizes. Incorporates Brinsea antimicrobial plastics that reduce the risk of contamination. Three-year warranty.

Ovation Eco Incubator. Features a highly accurate digital control displaying tempera-

ture and automatic egg turning.
C34170N111 28-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $323.25
C34172N111 56-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $369.25
Ovation Advance Incubator. Features highly accurate digital control displaying temperature and humidity, automatic egg turning, and temperature alarms (including room
temperature alarm). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
C34171N111 28-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $359.95
Z50111N111 56-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. — $415.50 N
Ovation Advance EX Incubator. Features fully automatic humidity control with integrated water pump, highly accurate digital control displaying temperature and humidity,
automatic egg turning, and temperature alarms (including room temperature alarm).
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z50109N111 28-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $430.00
Z50112N111 56-egg incubator. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. — $507.75

Ovation Advance Classroom Pack. Comprehensive incubation and embryology

kit for elementary and middle school complete with the “The Egg Story” lesson plan
manual on CD-ROM. This detailed, full-color lesson plan is full of resources, hands-on
activities, and vivid photos of developing embryos correlated to the National Science
Standards. Not only does it show how an egg is formed, what its different parts and
functions are, and how an embryo develops and hatches, but it also gives an insight
into blood circulation, respiration, and bone structure. Kit comes in a sturdy, reusable
storage box and contains all the equipment needed, including a 28-egg Ovation
Advance Incubator (C34171N111), OvaScope, Ecoglow 50 chick brooder (C30787N111),
plastic chick enclosure, feeder and drinker, plus operating/troubleshooting instructions
and a list of sources for fertile eggs. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. N

Z50110N111 — $659.95

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Adobe® Acrobat® Reader.

C34166N111

C34167N111

Brinsea Maxi II Egg Incubators

Watch your eggs hatch every time with this Maxi incubator. This is a high-quality, lowcost, egg incubator combining ease of use, performance, and exceptional value. Provides the essential environmental control necessary for successful egg hatching. The
clear walls of the egg chamber mean fantastic visibility of the hatching eggs without
lifting the lid and the fan-assisted design, coupled with detailed airflow analysis, results
in exceptionally even heating of the eggs. Incorporates Brinsea antimicrobial plastics
which reduce the risk of contamination. Three-year warranty.
Maxi Eco II Incubator. Holds 30 hen eggs (or equivalent) and provides fine temperature control to ensure consistent and reliable hatches. Temperature is monitored on
a liquid-in-glass thermometer and, although factory set, the electronic temperature
control allows fine tuning of the temperature setting if required. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34166N111 — $175.50
Maxi Advance II Incubator. Features automatic egg turning with auto stop two days

prior to hatching, countdown to date-of-hatch, and temperature alarms (including room
temperature alarm). Digital display shows the status of your hatch. Eggs are turned by
rotating egg discs. Includes one disc for 14 eggs of all sizes up to duck. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34169N111

Maxi Advance II Classroom Pack. Comprehensive incubation and embryology kit
for elementary and middle school complete with the “The Egg Story” lesson plan
manual on CD-ROM. This detailed, full-color lesson plan is full of resources, hands-on
activities, and vivid photos of developing embryos correlated to the National Science
Standards. Not only does it show how an egg is formed, what its different parts and
functions are, and how an embryo develops and hatches, but it also gives an insight
into blood circulation, respiration, and bone structure. Kit includes Maxi Advance II
Incubator (C34167N111), OvaScope, Ecoglow 20 chick brooder (C29804N111), plastic
chick enclosure, feeder, and drinker. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.
C34169N111 — $461.75

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Adobe® Acrobat® Reader.

C34167N111 — $267.75
Maxi Advance EX II Incubator. Features fully automatic humidity control with inte-

Incubation Disinfectant Concentrate

C34168N111 — $406.25

C30785N111 — $10.05

grated water pump, programmable automatic egg turning, and temperature alarms
(including room temperature alarm). Digital display shows the status of your hatch.
Eggs are turned by rotating egg discs. Comes with one disc for 14 eggs of all sizes up
to duck, and another disk for 40 smaller eggs like quail or pheasant. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

This concentrated disinfectant (fully biodegradable halogenated tertiary amines) is formulated to be used for cleaning eggs, incubators,
and brooders. Both safe and effective against yeasts, fungi, viruses,
and bacteria, which can cause fatal damage to the growing embryo.
100 ml bottle (makes 2.64 gallons). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
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OVA-Easy Advance II Cabinet Incubators

Large capacity and high performance — designed for breeders needing to hatch substantial
numbers of eggs. Fitted with a proven digital control system that provides a range of useful
and easy-to-use extra features like humidity readout and temperature alarms. Features flexible egg handling to suit a wide range of egg sizes, programmable turning, double-glazed
observation door, energy-efficient insulated cabinet, digital control system (temperature and
humidity readout and menu-driven options), and unique laminar airflow to eliminate cold
spots. Two-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
OVA-Easy 580 Advance II. Capacity of
OVA-Easy 190 Advance II. Capacity of
576 chicken eggs (hatching tray not
192 chicken eggs (including 48 in integral
included). Sh. wt. 95 lbs.
hatching tray). Sh. wt. 70 lbs.

Z47706N111 — $2,278.75
OVA-Easy 380 Advance II. Capacity of

384 chicken eggs (including 96 in integral
hatching tray). Sh. wt. 80 lbs.

Z46217N111 — $1,799.99

Z46218N111 — $1,499.99
OVA-Easy 100 Advance II. Capacity of 72
chicken eggs, but fits a wide range of egg
sizes from quail to goose.
Sh. wt. 42 lbs.

Z48257N111 — $1,200.25

Z47707N111

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Incubators + Brooders + Identification

OVA-Easy Advance II Hatcher. This separate matching hatcher is the ideal complement to the OVA-Easy 580, 380, or 190
(Z47706N111, Z46217N111, Z46218N111). No other hatcher available can give you so many healthy chicks for so little money. Features
digital display of temperature and humidity, fully factory calibrated auto-temperature control in °F/°C, high/low temperature alarms,
and a set of four covered hatching trays. Sh. wt. 53 lbs.
Z47707N111 — $1,349.99
OVA-Easy Advance Humidity Pump. Upgrade the cabinet incubators and hatcher above to have fully automatic humidity

control. Effectively maintains the humidity level precisely at the level the user sets irrespective of changes in room humidity to
overcome problems that can commonly lead to eggs failing to hatch (especially in the later stages of incubation). Includes an
external water reservoir, eliminating the chances of water in the incubator harboring bacteria. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Z46217N111

Z46216N111 — $159.00

“Sportsman” Model #1502
Circulated-Air Incubator with
Pre-Set Electric Thermostat

C29804N111
C30787N111

EcoGlow 20 Chick Brooder

Ideal for up to 20 chicks or ducklings and suitable for any waterfowl or
game bird chicks. Uses a tenth of the electricity of typical suspended
infrared lamps because the chicks are in contact with its warm surface.
Runs at 12V for safety from a mains transformer (included) and with the
convenience of a generous (3m+) power lead. Different sizes of chicks
are accommodated by adjustable height settings and an indicator light
confirms the brooder is connected. The affordable price of this brooder
means that larger numbers of chicks are able to be warmed by multiple
brooders. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C29804N111 — $99.95

EcoGlow 50 Large Chick Brooder

Accommodates up to 50 chicks. This radiant heater, rated at the nominal
50 watts, is far more efficient than conventional infrared lamps, as well
as being safer since it runs from 12V from a mains transformer (included).
Brooder panel height can be adjusted to match chicks of different sizes
from quail to goose. 22" L x 16" W. Available in 240V through special order.
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C30787N111 — $183.95

A complete incubator and hatcher that offers an accurate digital thermostat with LCD display of temperature
and humidity. An on-board computer monitors systems
and the environment every second to keep itself
updated and to share this data with you. Electronic egg
turning control, audiovisual indicators, and a standard
easy-view door highlight a number of features. In addition to having three automatically turned racks, it has a
hatching tray in the bottom of the incubator. So if you
are just getting started with a small flock, all you need
is this one incubator. Set the eggs each week or so and
then hatch the oldest setting eggs at the same time.
Settings are rotated among the three turning trays so
that the hatching tray can accept the eggs from one
of the setting trays each cycle. This incubator includes
digital command center thermostat, three turning racks,
plastic hatching tray (no cover), moisture pan with two
Z14570N111
wick pads, samples of paper egg trays (one each for
quail and chicken/duck), and instruction booklet. Total capacity with plastic trays: 1,368 quail
eggs (set and hatch 250 per week) or 216 larger eggs, such as duck, etc. Each turning rack
holds approx. 496 quail eggs, 118 chukar or pheasant, 90 small chicken eggs, 40 goose eggs
(not over 33⁄4" overall height), or 60 duck eggs. 301⁄4" D x 153⁄4" W x 313⁄4" H. Metal setting trays
and plastic egg trays not included. 110V AC, 225 watts. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 98 lbs. N

Z14570N111 — $884.50
Quail Egg Tray Only. Incubator above will hold up to four quail trays. Each tray will hold 456

quail eggs and has molded posts on each tray permitting double stacking for a total of 1,368
quail eggs. Outer edge positions of double stacked trays may not be used in top turning rack.
Plastic. Set of 6. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C30866N111 — $50.95

POULTRY IDENTIFICATION
Adjustable
Aluminum Leg Bands

⁄2" W. Large, clear embossed
numbers. Style 15 adjustable
for Mediterranean, American, and
Asiatic breed females. Style 15L for Asiatic males,
extra-heavy breeds, turkey hens, and toms. Sets numbered 1 to
100 — no sets broken. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C06364N111 Style 15 — $12.90
C06365N111 Style 15L — $8.15
1

Spiral Leg Bands

These bands stay on better than lightweight bands.
Will not fade. Available in red or blue in bundles of 100.
Breeds named below indicate comparable sizes. YOU
MUST SPECIFY CATALOG STOCK NUMBER WHEN
ORDERING OR WE SHIP RED. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Breed and Color
Leghorns, Red Bands
Leghorns, Blue Bands
Rocks, Red Bands
Rocks, Blue Bands
Turkeys, Red Bands
Turkeys, Blue Bands

Cat. No.
C06374N111
C06375N111
C06380N111
C06381N111
C06383N111
C06384N111

Size
9⁄16"
9⁄16"
5⁄8"
5⁄8"
1"
1"

Pack
$14.55
$14.55
$25.75
$25.75
$32.75
$32.75

Jiffy Seal
Poultry
Wing Bands

For day-old chicks or grown
birds. Made of tempered
aluminum, 3⁄16" W. Easy-to-read
stamped numbers in series 1
to 100. Instant application —
lifetime identification. Minimum
order 100 bands (no series
broken). Available 1 to 100 only.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C06367N111 — $13.65
5-9 $11.94 10+ $11.16

Plastic Bandettes

Ideal poultry/small animal leg bands.
Constructed of heavy-gauge plastic in bright
colors (red, blue, green). Pack of 100 numbered
1-100. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
(A) Red
(B) Blue
(C) Green
Indicate color by letter code.
EXAMPLE: C30328(A)N111 Size 7 (7⁄16”), Red.
C30328N111 Size 7 (7⁄16") — $45.75
C30329N111 Size 9 (9⁄16") — $58.75
C30330N111 Size 11 (11⁄16") — $62.50

Jiffy
Band Applicator

Instantly seals band to wing by
pressure on the handle.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C06368N111 — $13.60
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HORSE ESSENTIALS

Riding Equipment + Halters + Fly Control

FEATURED

1.

Shoofly Leggins™
2.

1. 12" Pony Saddle and Square Skirt

Here’s a brown leather pony saddle ideal for that beginner or young rider. Basket
stamped, 12" suede-padded seat. 21⁄2" leather-covered horn. Rear leather cinch not
included. Shade of brown may vary. No choice. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

C14100N111 — $132.95

2. Horse Sense® Original Fly Mask

Protects eyes from pesky, biting insects and UV rays. Strategically placed eye darts
keep mask away from eyes. Adjustable hook-and-loop fasteners ensure a simple and
secure fit. Durable netting is double-stitched and made to last. Fits full on the face, yet
is cool and comfortable. Easy to clean, just hose off. No decorations to attract other
horses. Gray with black trim. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

The best fly-bite protection for horses on the planet!
Prevents painful bites from flies and other biting insects,
reducing leg stress from stomping. Prevents botflies from
laying eggs causing hoof damage. Decreases healing time of
abrasions and wounds by allowing air flow. Does not restrict
blood flow or range of motion. Made from flexible, plastic
mesh to allow air circulation. Easy to attach, comfortable to wear,
and will not sag due to unique sewn-in plastic stays. Patented
chemical-free design with heavy-duty hook-and-loop fasteners.
Sold in packs of 4. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Size

Dimensions

Orange

Blue

Pack

Mini

61⁄4" L; 81⁄2" bottom circumference
and 10" top circumference

C34489N111

C34490N111

$50.95

Yearling

121⁄2" L; 13" bottom circumference
and 151⁄2" top circumference

C34483N111

C34412N111

$57.75

Small

139⁄16" L; 139⁄16" bottom circumference and 171⁄2" top circumference

C34413N111

C34414N111

$57.75

Medium

141⁄2" L; 141⁄2" bottom circumference
C34415N111
and 181⁄2" top circumference

C34416N111

$57.75

Large

15" L; 15" bottom circumference
and 191⁄2" top circumference

C34418N111

$57.75

C34417N111

C30663N111 — $12.85

Absorbine® UltraShield®
EX Insecticide and Repellent
High-quality, rugged leather punch is drop
forged steel and features a comfort-grip,
spring-action handle that helps prevent hand
fatigue. Provides you with clean, sharp cuts
every time. Revolving head has six different
size tubes and locks in place. Tubes are
replaceable. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Repels flies, mosquitoes, and gnats on horses
for up to five days. Its ready-to-use, water-based
formulation has three active ingredients (natural
pyrethrin, permethrins, and piperonyl butoxide)
and is pleasantly scented with citronella. Apply
with sponge or sprayer directly on animal. Also
contains sunscreens, coat conditioners, and skin
conditioners, including aloe and lanolin to help
groom as well as protect from insects.
C17812N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $24.95
C17811N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $73.25

Cotton Rope Leads

ULCERGARD® Ulcer Treatment

Deluxe Heavy-Duty Leather Punch

C15166N111 — $32.25

High-quality, white cotton rope leads. 10 ft. L.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C17178(X)N111 Lead with bull snap — $5.25
C17179(X)N111 Lead with brass bolt snap — $8.85

Prevent Equine Gastric Ulcer Syndrome
(EGUS) in horses using this FDA-approved,
nonprescription ulcer treatment. Stress from traveling, training, and competition can
lead to stomach ulcers in as little as five days. Dosage and administration: 0.45 mg/lb.
(1 mg/kg) per day or 1⁄4 syringe for horses weighing 600-1,200 lbs. Four-dose syringe
(6.15 g). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34124N111 — $43.75

Weaver® Basic Halter

When you’re looking for the perfect combination of dependability and value, this basic 1" halter is the perfect
choice. Features brass-plated hardware, box-stitching at stress points, and oblong buckle holes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Size

Red
C34359N111
C34360N111
C34361N111
Each — $11.40
Small
Medium
Large

Green
C34362N111
C34363N111
C34364N111

Blue
C34365N111
C34366N111
C34367N111

Weaver® Adjustable Chin and Throat Snap Halter

With top quality nylon construction, heat-sealed, oblong buckle holes, box-stitching at stress points, and true-to-fit
sizing, this will be your go-to halter! The 1" halter features a convenient, adjustable design, a comfortable rolled
throat, and brass-plated hardware (except looped-on throat snap that is nonrusting solid brass). Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C34368N111 Small Horse/Weanling Draft
C34370N111 Yearling Horse
C34369N111 Average Horse/Yearling Draft
C34371N111 Large Horse/2-Year-Old Draft

Each — $18.35

Poly Lead Ropes
C34359N111

C34368N111

These 5⁄8" solid premium polypropylene leads have a soft, broken-in feel that’s comfortable and kind to the hands.
Each lead features a solid brass bolt snap. 10 ft. L lead rope. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Red/White/Blue C21019(X)N111

Black/Blue/Green C28420(X)N111

Each — $12.15
C21019(X)N111

C21097(BX)N111

Cotton Lead Ropes

Vibrant color and cotton comfort make these lead ropes a popular choice. These leads are soft, easy on the hands,
and reasonably priced. Nonrust, solid brass 225 snap. Each lead is 10 ft. L x 5⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

(AX) Black
(BX) Red
Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: C21097(AX)N111 Black.
C21097N111 — $7.25
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See page 157 for hoof knives.

Horse Farrier’s Hoof Trimming Kit

7.

Designed especially for trimming hooves and shoeing
horses. Contains one each of the following hoof trimming
instruments: hammer, hoof nipper, hoof knife, nail clincher,
clinch cutter, pritchel, rasp, and shoe puller — a total of eight
items in a durable carrying case with latches. Storage case:
191⁄2" L x 9" W x 10" H. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

2.

C13593N111 — $247.50

Replacement Tools

1. C15558N111 Hammer. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $32.95
2. C15559N111 Nail Clincher. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $60.75
3. C15560N111 Clinch Cutter. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $22.10
4. C15561N111 Pritchel. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $16.90
5. C00123N111 Rasp. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $18.35
6. C13670N111 Hoof Knife. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $4.35
7. C13649N111 Hoof Nipper. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $41.95
8. C14754N111 Shoe Puller/Spreader. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $41.75

3.
4.
8.

5.
1.

6.

1. Farrier Nipper

15" nipper forged from high-quality tool steel. Machined
to precise tolerances and heat treated for wear resistance. Offers a very sharp cut. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C24456N111

1.

C11410N111 — $91.95

HOOFLEX®

2. Hoof Nail Puller

Excellent for relief
and prevention of dry,
cracked feet; promotes
healthy hoof growth. High
lanolin content helps to quickly restore
cracked hooves. For coronet, sole, frog,
and heel. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Use for pulling out nails from horseshoes. Constructed of
chrome vanadium steel. Long head gives the farrier extra
leverage to remove tough nails. 12" L. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

2.

C34144N111 — $66.75

3. Threaded File Handle

C24456N111 — $22.85

HOOFLEX® Liquid Conditioner

HORSE ESSENTIALS

Hoof Care

C30861N111

Creates a breathable barrier of mineral oil and neatsfoot oil
to promote proper moisture balance in the hoof. All-weather,
brush-on formula maintains long-lasting moisture balance.
Antibacterial and antifungal to help prevent infection. Makes
an excellent show ring dressing to condition and leaves a
satin shine. 15 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Durable wooden handle for use with a rasp. Handle
will self-thread itself onto the rasp — just turn the
tang into the handle’s metal area. 14" size stamped
on end of handle. May be used with Hoof Rasp
(C24398N111) below. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

4.

C24399N111 — $3.85

4. Hoof Pick

Nickel-plated steel hoof pick. 55⁄8" L. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

5.

C02121N111 — $1.80

C30861N111 — $18.80

5. Hoof Rasp

20% Drawing Salve

C24398N111 — $33.50

Soothing salve formula relieves itching and
minor skin irritations. Contains lanolin as an
emollient agent to treat dry, cracked, and
brittle hooves and nails. Antiseptic ointment
promotes healing. Commonly used to pack
hooves after work or racing to draw out stones or pebbles.
Promotes healing in wounds and helps treat chronic
inflammation. Can be used as an antiinflammatory and helps
relieve itching and swelling. For external use only. 14-oz. jar.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

3.

Super-sharp, 14" tanged horse rasp. Flat with rasp
cut on one side and a double-cut file on the reverse.
14" L x 13⁄4" W. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

6.

6. Tanged Horse Rasp

Medium weight, 14". Rasp teeth top. File teeth bottom. Handle not included. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C01680N111 — $10.85

C30657N111 — $16.35

Sound® Hoof Conditioner

Protects hooves from harmful elements
by forming a protective barrier that
works against extreme wet and dry climates. Also replenishes by moisturizing
the hooves and promoting hoof growth.
Prevents dry coronary bands, quarter
cracks, and hoof cracks. All-natural
hoof dressing made in the U.S.A. with
safe, natural ingredients. Will not discolor horse’s hair. Quart. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C30685N111 — $22.50

1-lb. Cotton Roll

Great for wound care and
padding. Bright white,
seed-free, long-stem cotton.
All layers in the roll are separated by blue paper. Outer
white poly bag. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C25385N111 — $5.55
30-Count 1-lb. Cotton Roll Case. Contains 30, 1-lb. cotton
rolls. Sh. wt. 38 lbs.

C25386N111 — $125.95

Hoof Stand

HOOF
STAND

FARRIER’S
APRON

Easily perform farrier
duties with more ease and
less weight on your back.
Supports the hoof for daily
maintenance, including
treatment, bandaging, and
polishing. Consists of one
standard adjustable base
with two magnets, one
rubber cradle, and one
rubber post. Heavy-duty
diamond-plate finish.
Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

C30977N111 — $78.75

Farrier’s Apron

Made from 5-6 oz. split-chap leather — good, heavy material to last
a long time. Apron has one hoof pick pocket and a 1" W x 55" L belt.
Each leg piece is 28" L x 24" W. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C02335N111 — $83.75
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Hoof Trimming Equipment
Best Friend
Deluxe Grazing
Muzzle

Davis Equine Boot-Hoof Saver

Features a therapeutic pad to hold medication! Soft,
pliable upper comforts the foot during use. Durable,
triple-layered bottom made of a tough polyvinyl
compound. Prevents injuries during shipping; ideal
for continuous soaking when conditions such as
abscesses, thrush, puncture wounds, and other
aggravated foot conditions exist; ideal for soaking
dry, cracked hooves; relieves pressure when signs
of bruises, corns, and cankers appear; allows for
continuous soaking; and keeps hooves clean before
horse shows. Opens wide for easy on-off application.
Closes tightly just below the fetlock and won’t fall off.
Reusable. NOTE: Measure from the front of the hoof to the
rear. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C13851N111 Size 1 (51⁄2" W) — $26.75
C13852N111 Size 3 (61⁄4" W) — $30.25
C28675N111 Size 4 (71⁄4" W) — $34.95
C28674N111 Size 6 (91⁄2" W) — $41.25

For equine weight
management, proven
to prevent and treat
founder, laminitis, and
obesity. A muzzle
and halter all-in-one
combo for controlling
over-eating by
limiting the intake
of grass through the
small opening at the
bottom of the muzzle
and allowing unlimited water intake. Five-way adjustable system with plastic siderelease buckle as its breakaway system. Padded nose band. Easy clip-on. Lightweight.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C25134N111 — $48.95

One-Man Twitch

Small Round
Hoof Tester

Made of durable steel with
clear zinc plating, this twitch
requires only one person to
operate it. Made with round
edges, and has a simple gripand-lock handle. Use on lower lip or upper lip. Twitch offers several working positions
for desired pressure and size of the horse. Easy to use — open twitch, lay the handle
over the horse’s nose, then grip and lock the handle with the link placed in the appropriate notch. Will not bend or break. 12" L. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Premium-quality, stainless
steel hoof tester. Small round
shape. 13". Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32829N111 — $45.95

Shoe Puller

A long-time favorite of
those doing hoof work.
Designed especially for removal of a
horseshoe. Extra-wide,
deep-cutting jaw. Forged from superior quality steel. Special hardening and tempering give this puller long-lasting cutting edges. 13". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32832N111 — $25.95

C14018N111 — $20.35

Nose Twitch

Handy instrument used to subdue stubborn animals. Hardwood handle with convenient polished grip and chain
twitch. 18" handle, 7" chain. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C00700N111 — $6.30

Horse Hoof Leveler

Designed to accurately give
correct length and angle of hoof.
Solid brass with precise calibration. Horse size. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15403N111 — $30.95

FoalWatch™ Test Kit for
Foaling Management

Leather Breeding Hobble

Made of the finest double and stitched
saddle leather. 13⁄4" neck strap and 11⁄2"
belly strap. Latigo-lined hock straps.
1
⁄2" white nylon rope is fed through
heavy, galvanized pulley.
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C27258N111 — $209.75

Easy-to-use test kit predicts
foal birth within 24 hours. The
veterinarian-recommended
FoalWatch™ Titrets® ampules
provide dependable results in
about three minutes. The test
measures the concentration of
calcium in the mare’s colostrum,
which rises sharply before birth.
Begin testing once or twice a
day about two weeks before the
expected foaling date. When the
calcium concentration consistently exceeds 200 ppm, the birth is imminent. Contains
no hazardous or toxic chemicals, is noninvasive, and requires no medical training to run.
Enough supplies to perform 20 tests and complete instructions. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C18869N111 — $40.50

McCulloch Medical™ Foal Aspirator/Resuscitator Kit with Oxygen Recovery Mask

An effective, all-in-one device used to clear respiratory passages and pump air into a struggling newborn animal’s lungs. Developed, tested, and proven over 16 years for use with newborn animals in respiratory arrest
or having difficulty breathing. Ideal for use with animals requiring resuscitation in post-trauma, drowning, or
smoke-inhalation status. Simple, convenient instrument aspirates on one end and resuscitates on the other,
delivering an appropriate volume of air with or without oxygen. Can be matched with a variety of aspirator/
resuscitator mask sizes. A vital tool for veterinarians, farmers, breeders, and pet owners.
• Easy-to-use and convenient — only one person is needed to operate system using simple push-pull action
• Safe, effective, and humane — eliminates traditional revival methods such as shaking or swinging
• Pumps and masks are long-lasting and durable — accompanied by a two-year replacement warranty
• Easily cleaned in 1:20 solution of bleach and water
• Supplemental oxygen adapter offers ability to resuscitate with or without oxygen
Kit includes aspirator/resuscitator pump, aspirator mask, resuscitator mask, supplemental oxygen adapter, oxygen
recovery mask, instructions, and soft carry bag. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C25880N111 — $196.75
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Dental Care

Series 2000 Speculum
Stainless Steel Series 4000 Speculum Climax

Changeable leaflet spring makes this speculum very handy. High-quality, heavyweight
stainless steel with fine finish and leather straps. 4-5 ratchets count. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C30958N111 — $458.50
Replacement BioThane® Strap. Washable BioThane® strap. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C30948N111 — $50.00

Can be used during dental procedures on both horses and cattle. Forged stainless
steel construction and gloss finish give it superior quality, durability, and resistance to
rust. Durable BioThane® straps are hygienically clean. It can be fit with both regular
and wide plates. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34146N111 — $667.00
Replacement BioThane® Strap. Washable BioThane® strap. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C30948N111 — $50.00

EQUIVET Dental Rasp

Thomsen pattern with movable rasp plate to bring tooth rasp in desired position.
Heavy-duty plastic handle. Rasp is curved and has tungsten carbide chips for durability. 11⁄2" x 41⁄2" convex blade with 24" handle. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C17705N111 — $147.75
Replacement Rasp Plates. Screws included. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C17707N111 — $65.75

C32825N111

Horse Dental Float

Combination angular head and straight jointed head with one handle. Two screws in
back to hold steel blade. Wooden handle. Polished, nickel-plated. Includes a rasp and
file cut blade and a rasp and rasp cut blade. Approx. 22" L. Uses a 1" x 3" blade.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32825N111 — $28.75

Equine Dental
Anatomy and Aging

Presents an extensive look at
horse teeth and jaw structure. Provides a complete picture analysis
to determine a horse’s age. 26" x
20". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25864N111 — $21.95

C04466N111

C04467N111

Dental Float Replacement Blades

Steel replacement blades will attach to a dental float
using two screws. 1" x 3". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C04466N111 Rasp w/File Cut Blade — $8.95
C04467N111 Rasp w/Rasp Cut Blade — $11.40

Horse Anatomy:
A Coloring Atlas

Conformation Anatomy

Vividly detailed wall chart illustrates the parts of a horse’s front
and back legs and hooves. Essential to understanding the equine
body. 26" x 20". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25863N111 — $21.95

By Robert A. Kainer,
DVM and Thomas O.
McCracken, MS.
Unique anatomy text contains 81 detailed drawings
of every aspect of the
horse. Perfect for anatomy students, farriers,
4-H, pony clubs, trainers,
and owners who want to
communicate intelligently
with their vet. As you
read the descriptions and
study the illustrations, you
can color the part being described to experience almost
hands-on learning. Detailed drawings cover the surface
of the body, organs of locomotion, head, digestive system, body cavities and serous membranes, cardiovascular system, hemic lymphatic system, respiratory system,
urinary system, female/male reproductive system, and
nervous system. 2nd edition. 180 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". Spiral
bound. ©1998. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C23407N111 — $36.95
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Lariats + Ropes

1. Soft Nylon Lariat

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

4. Weaver® Kid’s Rope

A 30-ft. lariat made from soft, pliable nylon rope. 7⁄16" dia.
Features a quick-release honda that makes it easy to
tighten or release without loosening rope from saddle
horn or snub post. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Sized perfectly for kids, this waxed, medium lay rope
features a rawhide burner. 20 ft. x 5⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34375N111 — $13.70

C14660N111 — $21.35

5. Texas Supreme Nylon Lariat with
Quick-Release Honda

2. Weaver® Ranch Rope

Medium lay. 7⁄16" x 30 ft. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Medium lay rope made from 100% waxed nylon with
rawhide burners. 30 ft. x 7⁄16". Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C17695N111 — $20.50

C34374N111 — $22.80

3. Weaver® Ranch Rope with
Quick-Release Honda

1.

6. Silver Dot Vet Rope

Quick-release honda ideal for extra-fast rope releases
while remaining mounted on your horse. 100% waxed
nylon with rawhide burners. 30 ft. x 7⁄16". Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

The right rope when you need to let go in a hurry!
Economically priced, 7⁄16" x 30 ft. vet rope made of
dungeness rope with a quick-release honda. Not affected by barnyard muck. Rope is stiff to hold loop open.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C34390N111 — $23.50

C27277N111 — $18.35

7. Silver Dot Ranch Rope

A great rope and a low price! 7⁄16" x 30 ft. lariat made of
dungeness rope. Tied straight with leather burner.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C27821N111 — $16.45

8. Soft-Full-Twist Nylon Lariat

Extra-fine, 7⁄16", three-strand, soft-full-lay, nylon rope lariat
(not a soft rope). This is a basic utility rope for general
use. Same quality as the Leather Burner Lariat below
(C01471N111), only a softer lay. 30 ft. L with quick-release
honda. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C03234N111 — $23.25

Extra-fine nylon roper, 7⁄16" dia., three-strand, 69-thread
rope with tied-in leather burner and Turk’s head knot.
30-ft. rope. 5,000-lb. tensile strength. Made in the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C01471N111 — $19.50

BULL
ROPING
DUMMY

QUICK-RELEASE
HONDA

C16093N111 — $38.25

Has small inside release trigger. Makes it easy to release struggling
animal, or tighten rope without loosening rope from snub post or saddle
horn. Replaces solid honda or use with regular rope. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C00377N111 — $5.30

30-ft. Vet-Rope

5+ $4.80

Soft, safe, non-burning rope makes this the best animal-handling rope
you can buy. Machine washable (cold water) rope improves with every
wash. Excellent lunging rope. Has eye splices at both ends. 291⁄2 ft. L.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C28202N111 — $110.75

Put an end to your horses
biting or gnawing on
wooden stalls, gates, fence
rails, trees, horse trailers,
etc. Treat wood with this
multipurpose brown stain
that preserves wood and
repels insects, rodents, and
fungi. Easily applied — goes
on fast with any wide brush. One application is effective
for four years. One gallon covers 200 sq. ft. of dressed
lumber. Gallon can. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C08182N111 — $37.95

Quick-Release Honda

Realistic-looking, molded plastic steer
head with horns is used by professionals to perfect swing and delivery.
Features two 15" L prongs to securely
mount to a bale of straw. 15" H; 24" from
horn tip to horn tip. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

2+ $16.52

Halt Cribbing Paint
30-FT.
VET-ROPE

Bull Roping Dummy

2+ $19.68

9. Leather Burner Lariat

6+ $35.08

Horse & Pony
Weighing Tape

Accurately estimates the
weight of all horses from 82
to 1,321 lbs.; the height in
hands (up to 20 hands); and
serves as a daily guide to
feeding, conditioning, and maintaining the health of the
animal. Double-thick, Tyvek® plastic tape is 80" L with
sewn side and metal end tips. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C04487N111 — $4.15

3+ $3.94
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WEAVER®
HAY BAG

WOUND CLEANSERS

PREMIUM
SLOW-FEED
POLY HAY NET

NYLON
HAY NET

4.

NEW

2.
3.
5.

HORSE ESSENTIALS

Hay Nets + Whips + Wound Care

Weaver® Hay Bag
1.

6.

Chlorhexidine Solution

An aqueous solution for horses and dogs
containing 2% chlorhexidine gluconate. For use
on nonfood producing animals for application to
superficial cuts, abrasions, or insect stings. For
external use only.

1. Pint. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C31033N111 — $4.45
2. Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
C31245N111 — $11.40

An easy-to-fill hay bag featuring convenient snap closures. Simply
snap closed to minimize hay loss. Has a round, 9" feed hole, an
inner liner and a dee ring on the back for easy snap attachment.
Black Cordura with mesh. 301⁄2" L x 23" W x 12" D. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C34373N111 — $15.20

Nylon Hay Net

Premium Slow-Feed Poly Hay Net

C12297N111 — $3.80

C34812N111 — $9.95

A knotted hay net made of heavy, mildew-resistant nylon.
24" x 42" square mesh. Blue. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Poly hay net with 2" x 2" openings encourages slower feeding. 42" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Povidone Iodine Solution

A water-based iodine solution that is indicated
for gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria
plus fungi, viruses, protozoa, and yeasts.

C12282N111

3. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C30960N111 — $14.45
4. Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
C31298N111 — $28.75

C34358N111

C09848N111

5. Povidone-Iodine Surgical Scrub

A highly effective germicidal cleanser for
pre- and post-operative skin washing. Also
effective as a cleanser for bacterial and fungal
skin infections. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C30997N111 — $17.75

6. Fura-Zone® Ointment

Used topically for the prevention or treatment
of surface bacterial infection in wounds, burns,
and cutaneous ulcers. May also be used as
a sweat. Contains 0.2% nitrifurazone in a
water-soluble base of polyethylene glycol. Pint.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30656N111 — $10.50

C09847N111

Lunge Whip

A lunge whip with a flexible fiberglass center covered with braided nylon.
5 ft. 5" L with a 6-ft. nylon drop lash with popper. Molded golf-club handle.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. N

C12282N111 — $10.20

Weaver® Stock Whip

A 50" stock whip with an 8" drop, 8" popper, and a rubber handle that
offers a comfortable grip. Red and white. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C34358N111 — $9.50

Fiberglass Whips

NEW

Get your horses moving with these fiberglass whips! Each
sturdy whip has a machine-twisted popper and a golf-club
handle. Assorted colors. No choice. 50" shaft. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C09848N111 Whip with 18" Drop — $11.85
C09847N111 Whip with 8" Drop — $11.85 N

Weaver® Cotton Lunge Line

C34372N111

Flat cotton lunge line with a durable nickel-plated snap end. Measures
25 ft. x 1". Off-white color. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C34372N111 — $12.95

Conformation Basic Skills Workbook

By Deb Bennett, Ph.D.
Designed for horse owners, riders, breeders, and
trainers; suitable for all horse breeds and styles of
riding. The workbook takes you through all the steps in
becoming a conformation and livestock-judging expert.
Clearly labeled illustrations show how to find palpation
points. Contains exercises to reinforce concepts, plus
suggested follow-up activities and field trips. Includes
an anatomical dictionary, glossary of terms, and an
index. Especially useful to Ag teachers at the high
school, junior college, and college level; 4H, FFA, and
Pony Club groups; as well as individual horse owners.
104 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2016. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34914N111 — $49.95

Sorting Poles with Golf Grip

41⁄2-ft.

41⁄2-ft. sorting poles are made of 1⁄2" fiberglass with golf grip for comfort. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Blue
Orange

Each — $8.80

C31546(X)N111
C31869(X)N111

Green C31868(X)N111
Red
C31883(X)N111

White C31884(X)N111
Pink C31885(X)N111

Sorting Flags

These flags work well for turning, moving, and sorting cattle and horses; flagging colts;
and for lunging horses. Tightly woven nylon thread, large rubber handle, and ripstop
nylon flag. Flag color may vary — no choice. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C28846(X)N111 60" L — $21.40 N
C28845(X)N111 52" L — $21.20
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ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Equine Supplies

EQUITAINER®
Equitainer® I: 70-Hour Sample Maintenance

Perfect for international shipping and for those times when you need
an extra cushion of time, this unit offers the longest maintenance of
your shipped semen. Also provides the highest level of protection
against potential X-ray-induced damage of the enclosed semen
sample. Designed to provide durability, convenience, and sample
protection. Features include built-in X-ray protection (X-ray shielding in
the Equitainer® I lid reduces potential harmful effects of airport X-rays),
redesigned Isothermalizer (uses centrifuge tubes for easy sample
handling, is perfect for shipping cooled embryos, and features built-in
X-ray protection), recessed latch (increases durability during shipping
and protects against bent latches), recessed hinge (increases durability
during shipping and prevents “popped” rivets), and in-mold graphics
(helps maintain a “just-like-new” appearance). Constructed of molded
polyethylene and copolymer, designed to withstand the rigors of repeated shipping. The spring lock, internal rubber ring, and inherent
insulation capability create an airtight seal and maintain internal
temperature. Includes instruction booklet.

Equine Express II™
Cooled Semen Shipper™

Shipping semen and having it arrive in excellent
shape is the goal of this specially designed
disposable container. Handles shipping volumes
up to 120 cc of extended semen. Contains two
50 ml, sterile, all-plastic syringes. Easy to use
— no semen manipulation required. The only
USDA-APHIS container approved for international
shipping. University tested for consistent quality
assurance. No container tracking or deposits
needed. When tested under various external
conditions at 24 hours, results proved 80.67%
total motility average, 51.33% progressive motility
average, and exceeded 77 hours long-range
cooling. Outer packaging consists of a doublewall corrugated box and does not require any
sealing tape to ship. Inner packaging consists of
1.625" thick polystyrene with recessed die-cut
cavity for capped, product-full syringe; gel pack;
and polystyrene divider. Fully loaded, unit does
not exceed 4 lbs. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N

C18403N111 — $31.95

Cup-Style Isothermalizer. Includes two ballast bags, two freezer
cans, and one sterile cup. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C26106N111 — $265.75
Tube-Style Isothermalizer. Includes six 50 ml tubes and two freezer

cans. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C26107N111 — $265.75

C26106N111

Equitainer® Accessories
1. Tube-Style Isothermalizer.

Uses 50 ml centrifuge tubes.
Features foam core for insulation,
two lined internal wells, internal
X-ray protectant base, and external
cupped vinyl base. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C27034N111 — $93.50
3. Isothermalizer Lead Cover.

Made of durable latex material. Wall thickness: 0.0125".
Measures 123⁄4" L x 53⁄4" W at base and 33⁄8" W at top
opening. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C16484N111 — $12.15

4. Freezer Cans. Cooling power
behind the Equitainer® system. Cans
contain exact amount of nontoxic,
nonflammable coolant required to cool
sample at a precise rate and maintain
the internal temperature for sperm
survival. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

4.

C27032N111 — $93.50
C27035N111 — $14.30
2. Isothermalizer Lead Shielded
Cup. Heavy lead shield complete- 5. Ballast Bags. Maintain correct
ly surrounds specimen providing
unmatched protection against
harmful X-rays. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Stallion Condom

1.

Heavy lead-shielded lid offers
maximum protection. Best
results when combined with
Isothermalizer Lead Shielded Cup.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C27033N111 — $23.60

thermal regime. Each bag contains
60 ml of protective fluid marked with
dark blue dye. Number of bags needed
depends on the amount of semen
shipped. Set of 4. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

2.

C27036N111 — $13.25
6. Sterile Cup Set. Holds and

protects specimen and ballast bags.
Possesses exact diameter needed to
achieve thermal transfer (should not be
substituted). Set of five. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27029N111 — $19.95

Large-Animal Disposable
Vaginal Speculum

3.

6.

C32980N111

Disposable, 18" equine vaginal speculum that is foil-lined and has a foil-coated
exterior. Sterilized. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30279N111 — $1.65

5.

C32979N111

Stylet for Equine Pipette

Disposable Equine Culture Swab

Double-guarded culture swab is individually wrapped and sterilized. 28" L swab design uses two levels of protection, so that upon insertion in the vagina, the outermost
“capped” tube protects the inner tube and swab from contaminants. The inner tube
is then pushed through the perforated tip and the cotton swab is extended to swab a
sample. The swab is then retracted, the inner tube retracted, and the entire assembly
removed from the animal. Inner tube and swab have a 6" breakaway section that allows placement in transport media while the swab stays protected. End caps are also
included with the swab for this breakaway section. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

A straw is placed on a stylet, cotton plug end first, and is placed into the pipette
until the straw reaches the tip. After introducing the pipette into the mare’s uterus,
it is emptied by pushing the cotton plug forward with the stylet. After insemination, the empty straw and stylet are taken out of the pipette and the straw is
pulled off the stylet.
C32980N111 For 65 cm pipette. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $88.50
C32979N111 For 75 cm pipette. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $88.50

C31526N111 — $3.05

C32982N111

Equine Insemination Pipettes

Appropriate for use in equine artificial insemination with fresh semen, chilled semen,
and frozen semen in Macrotubes and in 0.5 ml straws.

Equine Disposable Insemination Kit

Sterile, convenient, economical kit for horse artificial insemination. Includes disposable
25" infusion tube with adapter, 20 cc syringe, and 34" shoulder glove. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C17342N111 — $3.00

10+ $2.54

Pipettes with Inner Catheter. Pack of 5.
C32982N111 65 cm. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $24.20
C32981N111 75 cm. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $25.95
Pipettes. Pack of 5.
C32984N111 65 cm. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $8.75
C32983N111 75 cm. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $9.95
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Nasco’s Equine Artificial Vaginas — Missouri Style

C26716N111

These units are well accepted by the major breeders in the U.S. and the world. Three sizes of the
heavy-duty inner liners are available: 13" miniature horse, 16" standard horse, and 22" large horse.
Carrying cases for all sizes are available — the leather case permits the vagina to be carried easily
and gives rigidity to the inner liner; the insulated cover thermally insulates the collection liner and
also provides a stable structure both lengthwise and crosswise. Each of the Missouri-style artificial
vagina assemblies consists of a vagina, two bottles or six bags for collection, leather casing, and
instructions. Choose the assembly that best suits your needs from the chart below.

Standard Horse, 16"
Sh. wt.

Leather Casing with
Plastic Bottles
C26716N111

Leather Casing with
Whirl-Pak® Bags
C26717N111

4.50 lbs.

3.50 lbs.

N

Each
2+

$349.50
$339.01

$351.75
$341.20

Large Horse, 22"
Sh. wt.

C26720N111

C26721N111

4.25 lbs.

4.25 lbs.

Each
2+

$380.25
$368.84

$390.75
$378.64

C26717N111

C06250N111
C18877N111

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Equine Artificials – Missouri Style

Replacements for Nasco’s Equine Artificial Vaginas

Setting the standard in the horse A.I. industry! For experienced professionals. Knowledge of
equine semen collection is required.

13" Miniature Rubber Liner.

18" Standard Rubber Liner.

22" Large Rubber Liner.

C18877N111 — $264.75

C06250N111 — $269.50

C12589N111 — $329.95

Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C12589N111

2.

9.
10.
1.

3.

1. Max-Flow Semen Gel Filters

Offers the flexibility needed to adapt to any collection setup. Special seams will not tear out
with excessive gel output. Filters are also super colostrum filters.
C25003N111 Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $10.75
C25004N111 Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $18.35

2. Next Generation™ A.V. Funnel Fill Adapter

Allows the bladder to be properly filled without hyper-extending the gum rubber liner and
inducing a dry rot situation. Simply unscrew the brass valve/pin, screw on the funnel fill
adapter, bring water to temperature, hold the funnel under water faucet, and fill the bladder
to the desired pressure. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C19402N111 — $18.50

Fill your Missouri A.V. with ease and get an accurate temperature of the water filling your A.V.
Easily detaches from faucet. Filler is machined from solid brass, then plated with the highest
quality zinc finish. All rubber components are the finest industrial-grade nitrile lubricated
with hypoallergenic silicone grease ensuring years of trouble-free service. Aerator adapter
is threaded for the common 13/16 aerator to easily install on most faucets with no tools
required. Includes 4 ft. of high-quality transparent hose for easy monitoring of the filling process and a quick-acting end that connects to all Schrader-type stems. Thermometer has auto
shutoff and an extra battery. (A.V. and faucet not included.) Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Z47633N111 — $112.50

5.

4. Leather A.V. Holders
C30714N111 — $65.75

12.

NOTE: Equine Vagina is guaranteed free from defects when shipped, but we
cannot be responsible for a vagina that is older than one year.

Nasco’s Equine Artificial Vaginas Accessories

7. Adapter for Bottle to Vagina. Specially designed unit fits between the bottle
C12539N111 — $10.95
8. 8-oz. Plastic Collection Bottle. Neck I.D. 11⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C06249(X)N111 — $2.05
9. Poly Disposable All-In-One A.V. Liner. Designed to fit 16" vaginas. The

collection pouch and filter are built into the total design. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15367N111 — $44.25
10. A.V. Water Fill Valve. Allows user to easily put water into Nasco’s

Missouri-Style Artificial Vagina. Fittings attach directly to male garden hose.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C15036N111 — $27.25
Replacement Air Valve Stem Assembly. For 16" vaginas. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C06251N111 — $23.35
11. Filters. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C15245N111 — $5.00 5+ $4.64
12. Write-On Whirl-Pak® Collection Bags. Ideal for semen collection. Sterilized,

4.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

11.

8.

and vagina. Also makes attaching the Whirl-Pak® bag easier and more secure. Recommended for use with a gauze pad (not included) for straining. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

3. Missouri A.V. Filler with Thermometer

13" L Holder.

7.

16" L Holder.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

22" L Holder.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C06248(YA)N111 — $38.75 C12762(A)N111 — $42.25

easy to store, disposable, and economical. Makes sample identification easy!
Designed with a white write-on strip that can be written on by a ballpoint pen or
pencil. No labels to come off! Made of heavy, transparent polyethylene. Each 18-oz.
(540 ml) bag is 41⁄2" W x 9" L with a 2" x 41⁄2" write-on strip. Bags should not be
used at temperatures above 180° F (82° C). Bags can be frozen to any temperature,
including liquid nitrogen temperatures down to -346° F (-210° C) — careful handling
required after freezing.
C32520N111 Box of 100. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $18.75
B01065N111 Box of 500. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs. — $69.40

5. Insulated Cover for 16" A.V.

An insulated MO model cover designed to fit a 16" artificial vagina. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33845N111 — $65.95

6. Stallion A.V. Liners — Disposable

Manufactured of high-quality, soft blue polyethylene for durable reliability. Missouri-type liner,
11⁄4 mil, 36" (91.44 cm) L. Bag of 100. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C26963N111 — $34.50

6.

A.V. Hanger

A simple yet effective method of hanging an A.V. between
breed days. Made from extra heavy-duty aluminum, this hanger
will allow storage in a closet where it can remain clean and
free from dangerous UV rays. When cared for properly, it will
offer many years of trusted service. A.V. sold separately above.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25007N111 — $9.95
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Equine Breeding Supplies
Disposable
Artificial Vagina

An inexpensive way to
collect semen and, because
it’s disposable, you eliminate
possible contamination.
Strong construction — double
water jacket liner, heavy cardboard outer shell is 20" L x 53⁄4" dia., and vinyl tapered liner. Comes with three extra
filters. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C14020N111 — $50.25

2+ $46.88

Modified Tail Wrap

Contour design prevents short hair from
slipping out at the top of the tail. Reproductive
and/or surgical-type procedures can be accomplished without accidental contamination. Hand
wash and air dry. 3 mm black neoprene. 18" L x
13" W top x 8" W bottom. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C25008N111 — $20.25

Uterine Infusion Kit
with Ultra-Sens Sleeve

Plastic infusion tube is 21" L with flexible
adapter to fit syringe. Pack of 10 individually
wrapped gamma-irradiated pipettes and
plastic arm-length sleeve. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C14832N111 — $17.40

Plastic Luer-Slip Syringes

Disposable type, Luer-slip syringes
for use in combination with uterine
pipettes (C08273N111 and C13729N111,
listed on page 127). All-plastic barrel, plunger, and tip — plastic is nontoxic to sperm.
Features 0.5 ml graduations. Needle not included. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C13044N111 10 cc — $3.00 10+ $2.57
C16790N111 20 cc — $5.40 10+ $4.60
C16792N111 30 cc — $7.25 10+ $6.60
C16791N111 60 cc — $8.95 10+ $7.61

140 cc Disposable
Luer-Lock Syringe

A nonsterile, 140 cc polypropylene syringe
with Luer-lock tip. 5 cc graduations. Can be autoclaved. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C12889N111 — $7.65

Revolution™ Stallion Semen
Extender with Antibiotics

A great general-use sugar and milkbased extender formula. The extender
comes as two components — the foil
packet of dry powdered extender mix
and the premeasured bottle of sterilized
water. Revolution™ with Amikacin and Potassium Penicillin has the
antibiotic powder mixed directly into the powdered extender formula,
eliminating the necessity for an extra mixing step.
C31512N111 100 ml. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $5.55
C31511N111 200 ml. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $7.55

VMD-Z Stallion Semen
Extender with Antibiotics

VMD-Z formula stallion semen extender has outstanding
duration characteristics and is a great choice for
“difficult-to-ship” stallions. In addition to the foil packet
of dry powdered extender mix and a premeasured bottle
of sterilized water, a bottle of Amikacin and potassium
penicillin is also included. Preparation instructions included. 200 ml. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C30280N111 — $30.75

Kenney Semen Extender
with Gentamicin Sulfate

Maintains sperm viability and motility in horses. Prevents
agglutination of spermatozoa so that forward motility can
be determined. Helps destroy infectious pathogens when
an antibiotic has been added. Buffers the pH of antibiotics
added to the semen. Maintains a higher percent of forward motility over time as compared to raw semen. Increases the insemination dose
volume making it easier to handle and minimizing spermatozoa loss in equipment
such as insemination pipettes. Allows for storage of cooled semen for use up to 48
hours after collection. Includes a 92 ml bottle of sterile, filtered water and a packet of
semen extender powder. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C14831N111 — $7.55

Next Generation® Universal™ Semen Extenders

The dual sugar and nonfat dry milk component of this semen
extender is recommended for all A.I. purposes. Semen may
be cooled for extended storage periods for transport. It may
also be used the same day on the farm with or without antibiotics. Each kit contains the component parts which, when
mixed together, provides 150 ml of extender. Bottle includes
special anti-leak foil seal. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
Universal™ Semen Extender without Antibiotic. 150 ml
dose includes water and dry components pouch. Pack of 10 doses.

C27050N111 — $79.95
Universal™ Semen Extender with Antibiotic. 150 ml dose containing Amikacin and

K-Penn includes water and dry components pouch. Pack of 10 doses.

C27051N111 — $96.75

Next Generation® Universal™
Dr. Kenney Semen Extenders
Equivet Uterus Flushing Tube

The original Dr. Kenney formula! Available with or without
antibiotics. Each kit contains the component parts which,
when mixed together, provide 150 ml of extender. Excess
extender can be frozen in smaller amounts for future use.
Bottle includes special anti-leak foil seal. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C18357N111 — $6.95

Semen Extender without Antibiotic. 150 ml dose includes water and dry compo-

Ensures an easy and secure coupling of flushing tube and flushing liquid. Sterile,
190 cm tube with bore spikes. Disposable. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

nents pouch. Pack of 10 doses.

C27049N111 — $79.95
Semen Extender with Antibiotic. 150 ml dose containing Amikacin and K-Penn
includes water and dry components pouch. Pack of 10 doses.

C27052N111 — $96.75

Equine Uterine Flushing Catheter

Large silicon catheter with large Foley inflatable balloon. Embryo transfer/collection.
Lateral eyes on open-ended tip. Inflatable balloon allows fluid retention in uterus when
the catheter is passed beyond the cervix. Includes two different adapters, reducing
connector to attach tubing, and barbed connector with standard Luer fitting. 8 mm I.D.,
11 mm O.D. 65 cm L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25937N111 — $50.75

Squeeky Clean Sheath Cleaning Gel

Developed by a veterinarian and an organic chemist for
the removal of accumulated body oils and dirt (called
smegma) from the sheath and genital areas of horses.
Contains no disinfectants or foreign substances that can
alter normal flora and encourage growth of pathogenic
bacteria. 16-fl.-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C14990N111 — $8.95

A.V. Scrubber Brush

This brush easily cleans the A.V. while
protecting the finish of the gum rubber.
Extra-soft head with a 14" handle. Works
exceptionally well in conjunction with the
A.V. Antibacterial Scrubber Gel at right. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25006N111 — $10.55

A.V. Antibacterial Scrubber Gel

Special formula was developed to specifically clean, disinfect, and preserve the rubber gum of the A.V. Clean with gel, rinse thoroughly, and
air dry. 16-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C25005N111 — $14.95
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EQUINE
Equine “Y” Uterine
Flushing System

Ultrasound
Probe Protector

Gives in-flow and out-flow. System
includes “Y” connector with 12"
arms, two shut-off clamps, two different adapters (reducing connector
with female Luer fitting to attach
tubing and double-ended barbed
connector with standard Luer fitting,
4-12 mm).
C34263N111 95 cm.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $58.75
C34265N111 135 cm.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $66.60

Disposable plastic guard for the protection of
ultrasound probe. Fits most ultrasound probes
used in reproduction. Soft, 30 microns thick
material offers great resistance while it ensures animal’s well-being. Protects ultrasound
probe from humidity and dirt, extending its
productive life. Reduces risk of cross contamination during ultrasound. 251⁄2" L. Box of 500.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34247N111 — $236.95

Deep AI Catheter

Unique insemination pipette allows for cooled or frozen
semen to be deposited directly into the uterine horn.
Each catheter is individually wrapped and gamma sterilized with a sanitary over-sheath featuring a precut finger
slit to provide sanitary management during insemination.
34" catheter with a rounded tip allows easy navigation
through the mare’s uterus, directly into the uterine horn. Secure connector piece
ensures a tight seal with a variety of syringes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Equine Tail Guard

A sanitary guard designed to be placed
on the mare’s tail during reproduction
work. 32 microns thick material provides
sanitary protection during palpation,
insemination, or ultrasound. May also
be used as a disposable liner for equine
artificial vagina. 351⁄2" x 93⁄4". Pack of 25.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34238N111 — $5.00

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Equine + Sheep + Goat Breeding Supplies

C34246N111 — $5.50

INRA 96 Equine
Semen Preservation Medium
Flexible 30" Catheter

A 30" flexible equine insemination pipette that allows for fresh or cooled semen to
be deposited into the uterus body or horns. Each catheter is individually wrapped
and gamma sterilized with a sanitary over-sheath that has a pre-cut finger slit to
provide sanitary management during insemination. Has the flexibility to allow for easy
navigation through the mare’s uterus, eliminating concern of uterine damage during
insemination. A secure connector piece ensures a tight seal with a variety of syringes.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34244N111 — $1.75

Formulated for the preservation and transportation of fresh and
cooled equine semen for up to 48 hours. Sterile and ready to use
in a liquid presentation. No need to source or manage individual
components or antibiotics. Provides protection against bacterial
and fungal contaminants. The antibiotics (penicillin 27 mg/L and
gentamycin 76 mg/L) and antifungal (amphotericin B) are included
in the formula, eliminating additional steps prior to use. Formulated using the purified
fraction of milk micellar proteins that have proven favorably to protect sperm cells, especially in stallions with various fertility issues. 63⁄4-oz. (200 ml) bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34248N111 — $28.50

SHEEP & GOAT
QuickLock Classic Insemination Gun for Sheep and Goats

Suitable for all types of semen straws and for split and unsplit A.I. sheaths for insemination of sheep
and goats. Special design of the tube provides an exact centering of the semen straw — no matter
which diameter or length. Plunger is secured against dropping out. After insemination, the sheath is
released by pressing the white releasing knob on top of the holding ring. 13" L. Made in Germany.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Lane Ram Ejaculator

A preset, handheld unit for rams and goats. Operates off two 9V batteries
(included) that are easily replaced by the operator. 11⁄4" (32 mm) dia. Oneyear warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27113N111 — $403.25

C32976N111 — $49.25
Goat Sheath Only. For use only with Insemination
Gun (C32976N111) above. Un-slit with blue insert.
Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33948N111 — $6.50

C33948N111

All-2-Mate® Goat Insemination Gun

Constructed of durable stainless steel. This 1⁄2 cc insemination gun is individually wrapped in a poly
bag. Designed to utilize 1⁄4 cc straws. 101⁄2" L x 1⁄8" O.D. (26.67 cm x 0.363 cm O.D.) Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C24291N111 — $31.50
Goat Sheath — 1⁄2 cc Style with Slit. PVC sheath for use with the

insemination gun above (C24291N111) and 1⁄2 cc wick and powder
plug straw. 121⁄8" L x 3⁄16" O.D. (30.79 cm L x 0.424 cm O.D.) Uses
1⁄4 and 1⁄2 cc semen straws. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C24290N111 — $8.60

C24290N111

Goat Sheath with Apex

Designed for 1⁄2 cc or 1⁄4 cc straws. Apex tip is tapered to a
small diameter to allow dispensing at the cervix. The interior
of the apex tip is designed to center-seat either size straw.
Pack of 5. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C30281N111 — $5.05

C30281N111

Steramine™ Sanitizer Tablets
Sheep/Goat Artificial Vagina

A complete artificial vagina that is 8" L x 21⁄4" dia. Unit is fitted with an air
and water-filling valve (complete with pressure rubber bulb), latex inner liner, two wide rubber bands, and latex semen-collecting bag. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C09802N111 — $127.95
A.V. Inner Liner. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C09803N111 — $17.95

A.V. Collecting Cone.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C09804N111 — $9.60

Quarternary ammonium germicide multipurpose sanitizer for sanitizing instruments,
equipment, footwear, and food-contact surfaces. Registered with the U.S. E.P.A. and
authorized by the U.S.D.A. for use in federally inspected meat and poultry plants.
Steramine™ sanitizing solutions of 200 ppm concentration may be safely used on
food processing equipment and utensils and on other food contact articles. Kills
HIV-1 (AIDS virus) when used as directed for sanitizing. One tablet produces a
solution of approx. 200 ppm when used in one gallon of water. A color indicator
is added for the purpose of making the presence of the germicide apparent in
solution. Noncorrosive. Bottle of 150 tablets. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C06270N111 — $7.05

6+ $6.77
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A.I. Lubricants + Canine Breeding
10. J-Lube by JorVet

4.

A versatile, concentrated hand
lubricant. Stir into water to form
a mild, nonirritating lubricant
that is great for obstetrical and
palpating purposes. May also
be pumped into the uterus as
an aid in prolonged “dry” cases
of dystocia. Ingredients: 25%
polyethylene polymer and 75%
dispersing agent. One 10-oz.
plastic bottle with shaker top
makes 6 to 8 gallons of lubricant. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

1.

12.
10.

14.

C08175N111 — $14.15
2+ $13.05
2.

3.

All-purpose practical lubricant with a handy pump for easy dispensing. The ideal lubricating jelly for rectal examinations, gynecological, and therapeutic procedures. Minimizes irritation to sensitive skin and membranes. Nontoxic.
Gallon jug with pump. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

Nasco Price $24.90
Pump for Gallon Only. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C19020N111 — $5.55

SAFE-LUBE™

You know the challenges of getting a cow pregnant — proper semen handling and A.I.
technique are a must to obtain high fertility rates. By adding this nonspermicidal breeding
lubricant to your A.I. program, you can be sure that you have taken another step toward
success. It is a nontoxic, highly viscous, gel-like formulation that uses the latest in chemical
technology to make palpation easy. Not recommended for breeding horses. It’s water
soluble, stainless, colorless, and odorless. Can also be used for vaginal exams, vaginal
implants, catheters, and stomach tubes. Serves as an excellent aid in the birthing process.
Ingredients: water, cellulose, 1-2 propanediol, and preservative.
2. C25506N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $12.95
3. C25507N111 8-oz. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $6.50

4. Better Lube™

A super slick OB lube that is paraben-free, glycerine-free, will not dry out mucous membranes, and is nonirritating. Apply liberally to hands and arms. For animal use only. Gallon.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C34291N111 — $16.75

Priority Care®
Nonspermicidal Lubricants

7.

This exceptional powdered lubricant serves as an aid in any obstetrical activity.
Simply add water to a small amount of OB Lube to create a liquid, nongreasy
lubricant. Nonirritating formula is ideal for obstetrical/rectal exams, artificial insemination, lubricating catheters and stomach tubes or other veterinary instruments,
as well as other procedures. Each bottle can yield approx. 6-8 gallons of lubricant.
10-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C31888N111 — $12.95

12. Therio-gel™ Veterinary Fertility Lubricant

Clinically shown to not harm sperm, embryos, or sensitive tissue, this fertility lubricant is suitable for all animal species. Using the right lubricant can improve sperm
numbers and quality during semen collection. Therio-gel™ is perfect for artificial
insemination of cattle, mares, sows, sheep, goats, llamas, alpacas, and dogs;
embryo transfer in cows and horses; collecting semen for breeding from stallions,
pigs, sheep, goats, llamas, alpacas, and dogs; safe, mild lubrication during whelping or queening; breeding soundness evaluation of stallions; and lubrication for
natural cover of mares. 3.6-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32232N111 — $5.20

13. SLIX™ Nonspermicidal Lubricant

Great for artificial insemination applications at an unbeatable price! This nonspermicidal lubricant comes in a convenient 5-oz. flip-top tube. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C31528N111 — $3.05

14. Pinnacle™ Lubricant

Sperm friendly! The ultimate nonspermicidal, water-soluble lubricating gel approved for all types of veterinary procedures, including artificial insemination procedures. Complies with stringent manufacturing guidelines for pH and osmolarity
and is proven nontoxic to sperm cells. 5-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

9.

Virtually nontoxic, nonspermicidal, and
minimizes irritation to the skin and the
delicate mucous membranes of animals.
All-purpose lubricant for use when performing gynecological and rectal exams.
The bland lubricating qualities minimize
irritation to the operator’s skin as well.

C34211N111 — $3.25

15. HR® Lubricating Jelly™

A sterile, greaseless sperm-friendly lubricant used by veterinarians during many procedures. Water soluble for quick, easy cleanup. Fragrance-, salt-, and alcohol-free.
Nonirritating and hypoallergenic. Dye- and latex-free. Can double as an ultrasound
gel and has great viscosity for better resolution. Nontoxic. 4-oz. flip-top tube.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

5. 5-oz. Tube. Sterile jelly.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C15190N111 — $2.90 12+ $2.69
6. 8-oz. Bottle. Nonsterile lube.

C31485N111 — $2.25

Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C19628N111 — $3.55
7. Gallon Bottle. Nonsterile lube.

Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C31032N111 — $10.35

CushionFluid for Equine Semen
6.
5.
8.

J-Jelly

An ideal all-around lubricant for rectal and obstetrical procedures. Contains methylcellulose.
8. 8-oz. Reusable Flask. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
9. Gallon Bottle. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C30854N111 — $4.40

15.

11. OB Lube

1. Professional Lube™ Lubricating Jelly & Pump

C30248N111 — $26.45
Gallon Only. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C17341N111 — $20.90

13.

11.

A special medium used for gentle centrifugation of stallion
spermatozoa. Because of this clear solution’s special mixture,
it assures a considerably higher yield of sperm cells compared with standard centrifugation methods. 100 ml bottle.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Z47793N111 — $279.50

C33826N111 — $28.50

CANINE

Find Dr. Kenney Semen
Extenders on page 118.

Canine Express®
Cooled Semen & Genetic
Preservation Transport System

Canine Insemination Kits

Insemination kits for dogs include pipette, 10 ml allplastic syringe, One Shot™ Non-Spermicidal Lubricant,
and a pair of nitrile gloves. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Kit for Small Dogs. Pipette is 6" L.
C28351N111 — $4.75
Kit for Medium Dogs. Pipette is 9" L.
C28352N111 — $4.75

Experience the true economic benefits of
shipping fresh cooled semen in a disposable
container using syringes and/or capped plastic
tubes. USDA-APHIS approved disposable
container for international shipping. System
includes two 15 ml all-plastic centrifuge tubes
with caps, two Thermoregulating Sleeves™, two
One-Shot™ Non-Spermicidal Lubricant, two 10
ml all-plastic syringes, two Next Generation®
insemination pipettes, one Thermoregulating
Plate™, one pair of nitrile rubber gloves, and
one Special Coolant Pac™. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C28308N111 — $32.50
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A.I. Assist

Fast, easy, and economical! Simply slip the A.I. Assist over the sow’s
hips so the end of the rod is directly above the tail. Insert a catheter,
connect bottle, and squeeze to get a free flow. The sow takes the
bottle at her own pace, eliminating human error. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C16629N111 — $23.65

Continental Intrauterine Sow Catheter

Quality, 31" intrauterine sow catheter in a signature
blue color. Features smooth, seamless lines and
just the right amount of rigidity. Designed for use
with Continental Complete Blue™ Foam Catheters
(C30680N111 and C30683N111, listed below), this
catheter slides easily through the barrel of the
Complete Blue’s™ 22" rod. Due to stringent quality
parameters for tube diameter, this catheter will stay in place even if the inner rod
is not being held by the user. 31" length allows adequate capacity for breeders to
manipulate the inner device through the cervix. Pack of 5. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32795N111 — $1.35

34 oz. (1,000 ml). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Improved PCAI catheter includes flexible inner rod. Tip is molded instead of glued, decreasing the potential for tips to come off. Inner catheter has increased flexibility. Inner
diameter of foam tip allows user to feel inner catheter pass through end of catheter.
Enables the ability to use reduced dose size. Inner rod is sized to lock with GTB bags,
minimizing the occurrence of leaks. Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34240N111 — $15.40

DeepGoldenpig Catheter

Post Cervical Artificial Insemination (PCAI) catheter using the original Goldenpig foam
tip. Tips assembled for more secure connection to rod (molded not glued). Inner
diameter of foam tip allows user to feel inner catheter pass through the cervix. Allows
for insemination dose to be deposited further in tract, decreasing the size of the dose
needed. Inner rod sized to lock with GTB bags, minimizes the occurrence of leaks. Bag
of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34241N111 — $16.15

C34212N111 — $14.50

Big Mouth® Bottles

3.
2.

Extremely soft polyethylene bottles graduated 10-90 ml. Labels and pen
markings will adhere. Two-part cap (collar and spout) makes for a leakproof bottle. Spouts available in clear only.

1. Big Mouth® Bottles w/o Caps. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34210N111 — $11.55
1. 2. Collars for Big Mouth® Bottles. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C34215N111 — $9.65
3. Spouts for Big Mouth® Bottles. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C34216N111 — $8.50

White Spiral-Tip Catheter

A molded Melrose-style spiral tip allows insertion without damage to the reproductive
tract. Spiral tip is made of a high-quality thermoplastic rubber. 22" tube length catheter
with handle. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30682N111 — $4.95

The Blue Bag: Semen
Collection Bag with
Integrated Filter

C30679N111

Provides a completely disposNEW
able solution from collection
to dispensing. Nontoxic plastic
bag has an integrated filter of nonwoven fabric with a perforation to tear off after use.
Eliminates the filter and bag being touched with the hands. Volume: 3.5 liters. Pack of
100. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34915N111 — $47.95

Pocket Filters

Nonspermicidal, fast-flow filter with
excellent gel retention. The “pocket shape” makes it much more
user-friendly than the traditional
round filter. Simply place the filter
over the collection vessel, snap
C34213N111
C34214N111
a rubber band in place, push the
bottom of the filter down into the collection vessel, and you are ready to collect! Will
work with all typical collection bags and vessels. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34213N111 — $22.95

Semen Collection Filters

Nonwoven, nonspermicidal, fast-flow filter with excellent gel retention. 9" dia. Pack of
200. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34214N111 — $23.25

Long-Term Swine Liquid Semen Extender

An extender with antibiotics suitable for storage of liquid semen for
5-7 days. With an average ejaculate, one liter of extender can be used
to produce 12-15 insemination doses of approx. 80 ml each. Mix entire
packet with 1,000 ml of distilled water. Dilute semen to extender in a
1:3 to 1:10 ratio depending on sperm concentration. Store extended semen at 18° C. Gently mix semen twice a day until used. Store powder at
5° C. Store unused mixed extender at 5° C for one week or –20° C for
2-3 weeks. 60 g bag. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C11458N111 — $8.35

Long-term liquid extender concentrate for swine semen. Provides protection
for up to eight days. 100 ml bottle is concentrated to make one liter. Minimal
preparation needed due to being in a concentrated liquid form. BioShield
compound increases cell membrane protection and protects against damage from temperature variation. Product contains BSA. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34242N111 — $10.95

Complete A.I. kit has everything you need to begin on-farm semen processing
and insemination. Features BTS extender, bags, filters, and gloves for 20 collections. Also includes microscope slides and cover slips for semen evaluation,
as well as bottles for packaging and insemination supplies to breed the sows.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. N

Z40639N111 — $189.95
Semen Collection Cup Only. Insulated cup for collection of boar semen.

IMV PCAI Catheter

SafeCell+ Semen Extender

Beginner’s Swine A.I. Kit

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
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C30683N111

Foam Catheters

C33858N111

The soft foam facilitates entering the reproductive
tract with minimum risk of entering the urethra. Soft foam
provides for an excellent lock in the cervix. Shaft is recessed to
protect mucous membranes. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Classic Blue™ Catheter. Eliminate the need to buy a separate gilt catheter. The
more slender foam shape is suitable for breeding gilts as well as sows.
C23081N111 Catheter Only — $3.95
C30679N111 Catheter w/Attached Handle — $5.25
Complete Blue™ Catheter. A conventional foam shape that is suitable for all breeding females.
C30680N111 Catheter Only — $3.95
C30683N111 Catheter w/Attached Handle — $5.25
Intrauterine Combination Catheter. Consists of an intrauterine catheter inserted
into a Complete Blue™ Catheter. Pack of 25.

C33858N111 — $10.90

Boar Semen Coolers
Provides uniform temperature and continuous
air circulation. Designed
to provide both heating
and cooling capabilities.
Precision controlled
accuracy to within ±41° F
(±5° C). Preprogrammed
for a temperature of 63° F
(17° C). Temp-lock feature
prevents unwanted tampering. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. N

1.7 cu. ft. Cooler.
Holds 50 doses.
Sh. wt. 53 lbs.

Z50115N111 — $768.50
4.4 cu. ft. Cooler. Holds 225 doses. Sh. wt. 70 lbs.
Z50116N111 — $1,015.00
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SWINE
Hog Mate™

Boar odor spray for heat
detection and management of
breeding pigs. Use to determine
whether or not a gilt or sow is at a
correct stage of estrus for artificial
insemination. Spray contains a
solution of the same pheromone
compound that occurs naturally in
the boar and which is responsible
for the “boar odor.” The need to
keep and maintain “teaser” boars
is no longer necessary. Also
used for the stimulation of libido in reluctant boars and
improves efficiency and semen output. 40 ml.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31509N111 For Gilts & Sows — $18.55
C31510N111 For Boars — $18.55

EZ-Ti Boar Harness

A tether device for ease in controlling
boars without altering natural unpredictability and sometimes aggressive
behavior of the animal. An adjustable
two-belted system that helps to lower
production costs and reduce labor. Made
of heavy-duty materials and easy to
apply. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C31514N111

C31513N111 — $144.25
Rope for Boar Harness. 1051⁄2" L rope

attaches to the boar harness above and
features a spring snap at one end.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C31514N111 — $28.25

C31513N111

BOVINE
Stainless
steel!

Polansky Vaginal Speculum for Cattle

For wide exposure. Features butterfly screw with two
blades on top, for a total of three blades. Stainless steel.
133⁄4" (35 cm). Max. opening: 4" (10 cm). Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C27272N111 — $149.25

NASCO-Guard® Preserved Reproductive Tract of Cow

Ideal for instruction of the manipulative process in artificial insemination, and the study
of the gross anatomy of the female reproductive system. Complete tract including ovaries, oviducts, uterus, vagina, bladder, and external organ. Preserved with a patented,
odorless, nontoxic solution (not formaldehyde). Can be kept in a plastic bag and used
repeatedly for long periods of time. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

LS02798N111 — $76.00

Teach basic cow artificial
insemination without
the entire cow!

A fine rubber model. Uterus, ovaries, cervix, etc., are in
natural color. Actual size. Includes comprehensive guide showing
correct names, descriptions, and size for each part. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C06117N111 — $30.75

Goblet Rack (Cane) Shur-Bend Model DDS

Holds two 9 mm or 10 mm straw goblets. Has a shelf to prevent goblets from
slipping. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

10-50 $ .20

Developed to aid in the prediction
of dystocia in heifers. In recent
years, it has also been used to
determine bull’s pelvic area and
aids the rancher in determining
which bulls and heifers to breed.
Instrument consists of two cast aluminum arms and a scale graduated in centimeters. Comes with instructions for taking
measurements and a table showing the pelvic size/calf weight relationship to dystocia
and bull traits. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C31242N111 — $234.75

Cow Reproductive Organs Model

C12471N111 — $ .40

Rice Pelvimeter

51+ $ .16

Kow-Ball Marker

The marker fits under the chin of
the teaser (Gomer) bull. The stainless steel ball bearing, working on
the same proven principle as the
ballpoint pen, marks cows in heat
with a specially formulated, nontoxic
marking fluid that adheres to the ball
and resists drying. Adjustable leather harness holds the reservoir
securely under the bull’s chin. Fluid reservoir holds a sufficient supply for 50-60
mountings. It is easily refilled by removal of the marker from the animal and inserting
ink through the inspection valve at the top of the tank. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C07026N111 — $113.75
Marking Ink. Will last 3-7 days, depending on weather. Gallon. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
C07034N111 Yellow
C07036N111 Green
Each — $46.95

Straw Goblet

Clear plastic straw goblet is 43⁄4" L with
a 3⁄8" I.D. Holds 7-8 standard-size straws.
Designed to fit the Goblet Rack (cane)
Shur-Bend Model DDS (C12471N111 listed
above). Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

See page 94 for
marking crayons.

C12470N111 — $ .29 10-50 $ .22 51+ $ .17
Pack of 200 Straw Goblets. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34444N111 — $41.95

CHINMARK™
Deluxe Mating Harness

Straws with Wick
and Powder Plug

Use on teasers (Gomers) and bulls to monitor
estrus/heat and mating activity. For use with
MATINGMARK® Crayons — use Cold type for best
marking. Easy to see how much marker remains
and fast and simple “click-in” crayon change.
Wide, comfortable straps are easily adjustable for
snug fit after snap-lock buckling. Built strong and
durable to last. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Commonly used for freezing
and insemination. PVC plastic
straws are designed to fit A.I.
guns and in the common goblets for frozen storage. Clear
and non-sterile. 51⁄4" L. Pack of
100. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31515N111 1⁄4 cc — $10.20
C31516N111 1⁄2 cc — $10.20

C30702N111 — $48.25

Cane Tabs for Straw Freezing

Small, colored aluminum fittings that snap onto the cane and
can be used as is, or with additional labeling for further identification. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.
C31850N111 Yellow
C31852N111 Green
C31851N111 White

Pack — $10.75

Sharpie® Ultra-Fine Point Black Markers

A permanent black marker for precise, detailed marking on almost any surface. Waterand fade-resistant ink. Use on wood, plastic, glass, and metal. Nontoxic formula is
quick drying. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

9717998(A)N111 — $12.40
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Assures proper
temperature
and pressure!

Used throughout the

cattle A.I. industry!
Eazi-Breed™
CIDR® Cattle Insert

Nasco’s Master Artificial Bovine Vagina

Finest artificial vagina ever offered. Its smooth finish and cushioned ends are sanitary and
safe for valuable bulls. Just right stiffness. Water-filling valve is smooth inside. Pressurerelease control consists of three escape holes around cylinder and covering rubber band.
Pressure which might cause vagina to “explode” is released inside rubber band. Saves
semen and eliminates necessity of close checking of water. 16" L x 21⁄4" ID. Includes collection funnel and inner liner. Black. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C06180N111 — $100.95
Cylinder Only. With pressure release. 16" L x 21⁄4" ID. Black. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C06184N111 — $65.75
Screw Cap Filling Attachment Only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C06196N111 — $21.65

Standard Artificial Vagina
Collection Funnel

The standard type of collection funnel
made of dipped latex rubber. High quality throughout. Fits tightly over end of vagina cylinder.
Ends and edges are not formed or doubled. Funnel without vent. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C06157N111 — $12.35

10+ $11.65

Graduated Glass Collecting Tube

Fits onto the end of a collection funnel. Features a 15 ml capacity, graduated
in tenths. Stud labs use and prefer graduated tubes for more detailed studies
of virility of sires, etc. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C06161N111 — $20.55

Successful breeding just got easier with this
cattle insert (progesterone) that improves the
timing and efficiency of any breeding program
you’re currently using. It’s indicated for synchronization of estrus in dairy yearlings
and for synchronization of
return to estrus in lactating
dairy cattle. Synchronizes return to heat
and tightens estrous
synchronization so
groups come into
heat and can be
bred in a narrow
window. Induces
fertile estrus,
regardless of the
stage of cycle. Results in: higher pregnancy rate (PR), because more cows
and yearlings become pregnant at early breedings; easier and more
accurate heat detection; improved value from semen and greater genetic
gain, due to greater potential for successful artificial insemination; more
focused heat detection and easier A.I. breeding, since groups of cows
and yearlings come into heat and can be bred at approx. the same time;
yearlings freshening at a younger age; accurate breeding and calving
dates of cows and yearlings; a more profitable dairy herd; more cows becoming pregnant in the first two cycles after the voluntary waiting period;
and improved efficiencies in labor management. Each Eazi-Breed™ CIDR®
contains 1.38 grams of progesterone in silicone molded over a nylon
spine. Pack of 10. Applicator not included. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
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C25746N111 — $124.75

Artificial Vagina Inner Liner

Made for 161⁄2" and 14" standard vaginas. These pure latex inner liners have no seams.
Ample length to fit over ends of vagina and also provide rubber bands, if needed. 26" L,
23⁄4" W. Rough surface for maximum stimulation. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C06154N111 — $13.90

12+ $12.61

Long Applicator. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C25747N111 — $18.95

Artificial Vagina
Inner Liner

Scrotal Measuring Tape

Made from natural latex material, this liner is washable and reusable. English, smooth, 26",
heavyweight for cattle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

A convenient tool for the efficient means of bull evaluation and a rough guideline for associating scrotal
circumference with age. Full instruction card with a
chart of the average scrotal circumference of beef
breeds compared by age. Printed in centimeters.
Metal. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31522N111 — $27.50

Rough Surface Inner Liner

An inner liner proven highly successful both in everyday
use and on difficult bulls. Heavier material than our
inner liner (C06154N111 listed above). Has rough,
wavy texture to simulate natural feel. Users agree
roughened surface gives improved service. Some bulls
that refuse smooth-surfaced inner liners work well with this type. Approx. 5 ft. L. Inner
liners: 3" ID with 1⁄8" wall. Fits all standard artificial vaginas. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C06179N111 — $13.50

Latex Cone for Bovine
Artificial Vagina

A latex director cone with rolled ends
for use in an artificial vagina for bulls.
Approx. 270 mm. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32986N111 — $17.25

Estrotect™

Self-adhesive detector used to determine animals in standing heat. This is an
economical, simple to use, and highly effective heat detection aid. It features simple
“scratch-off” technology for superior results in your heat detection program. Use as a
management tool for artificial insemination breeding programs, recipients and donors,
as well as natural breeding programs. Easy to do! Keep Estrotect™ warm before use,
clean application area before mounting the animal so that the heat detector will adhere
to animal’s hair, stick across the backbone, and check for heat in the morning and evenings. Signal layer will begin to show after the first mount. True standing heat can be
detected after several mounts. Unequaled accuracy. No messy glue. One application
per heat cycle. Friction activated. Can be used in all weather conditions. Package of
50. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26258N111 Red/Orange
C26260N111 Brilliant Green
C26259N111 Fuchsia
NEW C34761N111 Yellow

Each — $78.95

Short Applicator. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C28647N111 — $18.95

C07790N111 — $29.95

Kamar® Heatmount®
Detector for Cows

Takes the guesswork out of detecting heat in
beef and dairy cattle. These low-cost detectors make artificial insemination easier, more
practical, and more profitable. Invaluable in
pregnancy determination and detection of
estrus. 95% accurate. Apply the small (41⁄2" L x
2" W) plastic detector, with adhesive, over the
sacrum of the cow (located on the line between
the hipbones and the tail head). The detector
remains white until it is triggered. Triggering
takes place when the pressure from the brisket
of a mounting cow turns the detector a bright,
easy-to-spot red indicating the cow is ready to
be bred. Includes adhesive.
Box of 25. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C06223(C)N111 — $34.95 10+ $32.06
Box of 50. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C06223(A)N111 — $68.95 10+ $62.99
Kamar® Adhesive. For use with Heatmount® detectors above. 4.1 oz.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C31255N111 — $6.30
Kamar® QuickStick® Heatmount® Detectors. Peeland-stick application — no tubed adhesive necessary!
Pressure from the brisket of a mounting animal
requires approx. three seconds to turn the detector
from white to red. Box of 40. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C26954N111 — $55.75

Livestock Tag Cement

Works with Kamar® Heatmount® Detectors
(listed above). 5 oz. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C12168(X)N111 — $5.95
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Lane Pulsator IV Bull
Electronic Ejaculator
3.
1.

2.
4.

1. Cito Thaw Units

Properly thaw semen to a constant temperature of 95°-98° F. Made of tough ABS
noncorrosive plastic, these units will take a lot of abuse, but at the same time protect all working elements. Indicator lights show when the unit is ready to use, and
when it is working and maintaining the proper temperature. Hinged lid is made of
reinforced nylon, and the replaceable cover seal is of thermoplastic rubber. Both
units consist of a base 12V DC digital model and includes a power supply, a 6-ft.
120V AC cord, and a 12-ft. 12V DC cord (for use with a vehicle cigarette lighter) so
that the unit can be used with both voltage requirements. Both units also include
a lift-out basket and thermometer. Available in 240V through special order. Designed to fit in the accessories rack in the Technician Box (C12560N111, listed on
page 125). 12V/120V. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34470N111 Fahrenheit Unit — $195.00
C34469N111 Celsius Unit — $195.00

2. Digital Warm Thaw Unit

The digital display on the base of this stainless steel thaw unit shows exactly
what the internal water temperature is in a bright, easy-to-read manner. Multiple
temperature sensors and elements ensure an accurate, consistent water temperature throughout. Screw-top lid won’t leak. No glass liners required. 110V AC.
Will operate on 220V with adapter or 220V cord. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C31521N111 — $196.95

3. Embryo/Semen Thaw Unit with Temperature Control

A simple-to-use, reliable, user-friendly embryo and semen thaw unit that is built
to survive under any working conditions. Robust unit is made out of high-impact
plastic and has no glass inner flask — drop proof. Automatically heats and
maintains an accurate temperature for embryo or semen thawing. You select the
temperature settings from these options: 77° F (25° C), 82.4° F (28° C), 86.0° F
(30° C), 89.6° F (32° C), 93.2° F (34° C), 95° F (35° C), 96.8° F (36° C), 98.6° F
(37° C), and 100.4° F (38° C). The Inner cylinder contains a four-slot divider that
helps you identify/organize your straws. Lifter elevates the straws in order
to prevent the use of fingers, which can cause the embryo/semen to warm
unevenly, affecting embryo viability and lowering the number of live sperm.
Features a three-in-one power pack kit — 12V/110V/220V, 13-ft. power cord/12V
car plug adapter, 12V socket with battery connecting clips, 110V/220V automatic
power supply wall adapter for mains, easy-to-see solid stem thermometer for
rapid reading of temperatures, shockproof protection sleeve cover, CTT™ heating
system, and four-slot chamber. Kit contains thaw flask, 10-ft. 12V cable, 12V
adapter with alligator clips, power adapter (110V/220V US plug), CryoTherm™
solid stem thermometer, and carry case. Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C34156N111 — $235.75

4. Thermos® with Thermometer and Retriever

Safely holds approx. 30 straws during thaw period and for easy retrieval of
straws after thawing. Includes pint-sized Thermos® fitted with Fahrenheit
dial thermometer and perforated polypropylene thaw basket with retriever.
Range: 25° to 125° F. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13727N111 — $47.75
Wide-Mouth Thermos® Only. No color choice. 1-pint capacity. 45⁄16" W x
51⁄2" D x 81⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C11026N111 — $15.75

A.I. Thermometers

Pocket dial thermometers with
1" dia. face, 5" stem, and clip holder.

Fahrenheit A.I.

Thermometer. Range: 0° to
220° F. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C11021N111 — $13.50

C11021N111

NEW Celsius A.I.
Thermometer. Range: –5° to
50° C. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C34923N111 — $12.95

Thaw Monitor

Used by major breeding organizations. Its accuracy and reliability exceeds the presently used dial thermometer. Based
on liquid crystal technology, it is essential if you use the warm
water thaw method. Easy to use. 47⁄8" L x 2". Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C13407N111 — $4.35

C13407N111

The only electronic ejaculator
on the market with a five-year
warranty. It has three modes of
operation: manual, program,
and learn, allowing the
operator complete control
during the ejaculation
process. Bull or ram
models available. Can
be operated by an
internal 12V battery
(charger and
battery included)
or a 110V
outlet (power
supply included).
Consists of the
following: Pulsator
IV machine, battery charger,
power supply, 60 mm dia. bull probe, two
probe cords, semen collection handle, scrotal tape, 100 disposable vials, 100 disposable
cones, instructions, and carrying case. A ram probe is available separately below. Fiveyear warranty. Sh. wt. 32 lbs.

C27112N111 — $2,095.00
Pielstick Bull Strap. A common problem for stock breeders

and veterinarians when working cattle in a chute is the animal
lying or falling down on its front legs. This can cause serious
injury to both the animal and the chute operator and can also
prevent the procedure from being performed properly. ReducC34287N111
es choking. Saves time and effort, reducing frustration. Strap
is designed to give support under the brisket area, even for the biggest bulls. Benefits
include quick hookup to any standard-sized chute, heavy-duty reinforced nylon webbing,
and a winch with a quick-release feature. Suggested uses: BSE (especially when using an
electro-ejaculator), Caesarian sections, eye surgeries, penile surgeries, foot exams (treatment and trimming), standing laparotomies, and show prep and grooming. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C34287N111 — $385.00
Ram Probe Only. Designed to collect se-

men from goats and sheep. 11⁄4" dia. probe
with cord. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C27123N111 — $249.00
Probe Cord Only. Connects to the back of

the Pulsator III or IV unit and into the probe
(ram or bull). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Disposable Polystyrene Vials Only. Pack
of 100. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C31038N111 — $26.95
Disposable Director Cones Only. Open
end. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31039N111 — $36.95

C27117N111 — $82.95

Z46723N111

ElectroJac® 6 Semen Collection Unit

An automated semen collection unit with automatic and manual settings. Features stateof-the-art technology, bright numeric display, red/green battery indicator light, unparalleled simplicity of use, and improved electronics to ensure longer battery life. Each unit
includes a remote control, 20-ft. probe cable assembly, metric scrotal tape (also sold separately on page 123), AC battery charger, semen collection directory cone, semen collection
vial, semen collection handle assembly, carrying case, and your choice of probe size. With
its unique flexibility of automatic and manual settings, ElectroJac® 6 is the perfect field unit
for even hard-to-collect bulls. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 32 lbs. N
Z46698N111 Complete set w/1" (25 mm) ram/boar probe — $2,499.95
Z46723N111 Complete set w/2" (51 mm) bull probe — $2,499.95
Z46724N111 Complete set w/21⁄2" (64 mm) bull probe — $2,499.95
Z46725N111 Complete set w/3" (76 mm) bull probe — $2,499.95
Replacement Parts & Accessories for ElectroJac® 6. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z46699N111 1" (25 mm) ram/boar probe. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $260.25
Z46700N111 2" (51 mm) bull probe. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $275.75
Z46701N111 21⁄2" (64 mm) bull probe. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs. — $312.25
Z46702N111 3" (76 mm) bull probe. Sh. wt. 6.25 lbs. — $338.25
Z46703N111 20-ft. Dwell cable assembly. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $207.75
Z50010N111 20-ft. probe cable assembly. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $153.25
Z46726N111 AC battery charger. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $97.75
Z46705N111 Carrying case. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $214.25
Z46704N111 Replacement battery. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $151.75
Z46727N111 Replacement wireless remote control. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $213.75
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FEATURED
AG A.I. Gun
Warmer

A.I. Gun Warmer

Compact unit with no wiring or electronics. The
heat source uses removable and reusable mini-gel
packs warmed for a few seconds in a microwave (or
you can substitute disposable glove/boot warming
packs). This means there are no heavy battery
packs and no shorted wires or electronics that may
fail over time. Holster or quiver carrying style allows
you to easily buckle this gun warmer around your
waist or sling it over your shoulder. The warming pack options allow use of
the warmer in areas with no power source. There are also pockets within
the warmer for storing and warming the popular adhesive-backed heat
detection sheets (which are recommended to be heated before application
on a cow’s tailhead). Without wiring or electronic parts, this gun warmer is
readily washable when necessary. Heavy insulated weave material with
reinforced seams. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Designed to keep
semen warm in the
coldest of outside
temperatures, protecting
it from cold shock when
performing A.I. procedures
on winter days. Extremely useful
if there is a long distance between
your cows and thawing devices, or if
you are doing several A.I. procedures
in a row and need to carry several A.I.
guns outdoors for an extended period
of time. The inside of the warmer can be maintained in a range from 77° to
95° F (25° to 35° C) by use of a rechargeable heating unit. When using the
heating unit, it can maintain your semen at a safe temperature, regardless
of temperature drops. Comfortably lightweight with an adjustable strap
that can be hung from the shoulder, around the neck, or around the waist,
providing easy access to A.I. guns while allowing you to keep your hands
free when needed. Vinyl lining makes for a highly waterproof interior environment that’s easy to clean and forms a barrier against moisture and other
contaminants. Warmer includes battery-operated heating unit with a fully
rechargeable lithium-ion battery and a USB charger. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Breeding Supplies

C31742N111 — $177.25

C30494N111 — $54.75

Nasco’s Artificial Insemination Kits for Cattle

Complete artificial insemination kits including everything you need for insemination.
The 181⁄2" L x 8" W x 83⁄4" H stainless steel carrying case conveniently holds one
package of paper towels, two 8-oz. plastic squeeze bottles, package of 50 sheaths
with blue insert/unslit barb-style insemination gun, one wide-mouth Thermos®, straw
cutter, pack of shoulder-length plastic gloves, and an insemination tube carrier with cap.

A.I. Kit — Fahrenheit. Includes
thermometer with range of 0° to 220° F.
Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C11019N111 — $339.00
KI01640N111 — $339.00
Stainless Steel Carrying Case Only. Durable 24-gauge polished stainless steel case

Complete A.I. Kits for Cattle

Very sturdy, indestructible, yet lightweight technician kits made of noncorrosive ABS
plastic material. Removable accessories tray and sheath storage compartment in the
cover. Includes technician box with tweezer and cutter (listed below), package of 100
gloves, 12V/120V Cito Thaw Unit (choose kit with either Fahrenheit or Celsius Thaw
Unit), two 8-oz. bottles of lubricating jelly, pack of 50 sheaths with blue insert (unslit),
and one barb-style insemination gun. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.
C34772N111 Fahrenheit A.I. Kit
C34771N111 Celsius A.I. Kit

Each — $340.35
Nasco Price $313.25
Technician Box Only. Comes with one straw tweezer and one straw cutter. Conve-

nient outlet hole in lower front side of box allows for plug in and use of Cito Thaw Unit.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C12560N111 — $92.75

Aluminum Insemination Tube Carrier

Made of long-lasting, lightweight aluminum. Removable plastic slip-over cap with
3
⁄4" lip. 13⁄4" dia. For 16"-18" tubes (181⁄2" L). Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C28256N111 — $15.95

A.I. Kit — Centigrade. Includes
thermometer with range of -5° to 50° C.
Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

with full-length piano-stop hinge, heavyweight sturdy latch, and a top-carrying plasticcoated handle. Features a retaining ring to accommodate a Thermos® bottle, a bracket
on the opposite side to secure two 8-oz. bottles, and a cradle in front designed to hold
a 2" dia. sheath holder. 181⁄2" L x 8" W x 83⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C28262N111 — $212.25

Polybox Artificial
Insemination Kit

The perfect starter kit for
inseminators combining
the best tools for bovine
artificial insemination.
Includes three packs of
50 Alpha sheaths, two
boxes of 150 sensitive
gloves, one Kombicolor
syringe, and two rolls of
80 sanitary sheaths (21").
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34237N111 — $189.75
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ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Breeding Supplies
2.

3.

4.

6.
5.
7.

1.
9.
8.

Economical and
easy to use!

10.

1. CSS Complete Extender

Bovine semen freezing extender. A two-step freezing media specially formulated for bovine semen. Minimal prep necessary, only requires the addition of
distilled water and egg yolk. Certified Semen Services (CSS) approved kit with
supplemental antibiotics included. 10 times concentrated, the 100 ml bottle
produces one liter of final product. Sterile media. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34250N111 — $32.75

2. OptiXcell Extender

A novel, animal protein-free, one-step bovine semen media for frozen semen
preservation. Completely clear, particle-free media for enhanced microscopic and
computer-assisted semen analysis evaluation. Enhanced post-thaw motility. 250 ml
bottle is concentrated three times, just add water — makes 750 ml of final product.
Sterilized through filtration. Liposome-based formula to protect sperm without the
sanitary concerns associated with the use of egg yolk. Contains broad spectrum antibiotics — 18-month expiration. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Z50117N111 — $69.95

3. Continental Coveralls™ Sheath Covers

Sanitary protection in the form of a bag! Unroll a bag, slipping the sheath and gun
inside, then advancing the sheath and gun once inside the cow. Keep your sheath and
gun clean and your procedure sanitary. 21" (53 cm) L. Roll of 80 bags. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31165N111 — $8.95

4. Straw Cutter

Designed to quickly cut off the sealed end of the semen straw. The push of a button
cuts off the proper length. Sanitary, made from nylon and stainless steel. Easy to wash
and disassemble without tools. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C08340N111 — $7.55

Polyester Straw Tweezers

61⁄4" tweezers for quick and easy removal of straws from canisters, and other handling of straws. Scientifically shaped, specially grooved tips grip and surround the
straw, yet do not crush it. Instrument does not transmit heat or cold. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
5. C08341N111 White, 1⁄2 cc — $3.70 12+ $3.36
6. C34468N111 Red, 1⁄4 cc — $7.25

7. Stainless Steel 12" Straw Tweezers

Designed with notched tips created especially for the practical handling of freezing
straws or transfer straws. 12" L tweezers can accommodate either 1⁄2 cc or 1⁄4 cc straws.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31527N111 — $16.70

8. Curved Specimen Forceps

Heavy-duty, 10" L curved forceps of fine-quality stainless steel. Durable and virtually
nonrusting. Offset points allow access to hard-to-reach areas. Serrated tips provide
excellent grip. Deep, knurled shank for better hold in wet conditions. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C34393N111 — $4.75

Sharpvet Artificial Insemination Straw Tweezers
Embryo Transfer Sheaths

Transfer sheaths with blue metallic tips and 3 mm inside diameter. For mini straws. 21" L.

Specially designed tweezers for handling freezing straws and transfer straws. Stainless steel.
9. C34203N111 51⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs. — $5.50
10. C34202N111 8" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $8.95

Pack of 5 Sheaths.

Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

C32137N111 — $15.20
Individually Wrapped Sterile Sheath. Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.
C32333N111 — $3.90

DT Embryo Transfer Straw

Yellow mini straws for bovine embryo transfer.
Used for freezing bovine embryos. Sterilized
through irradiation and can be used without
concern of ethylene oxide toxicity. Pack of 5.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34251N111 — $7.25

C32975N111

QuickLock Universal Bovine Insemination Guns

Suitable for all types of semen straws and for split and unsplit
A.I. sheaths for insemination. Special tube design provides an
exact centering of the semen straw — no matter what diameter
or length. Plunger is secured against dropping out. Made in
Germany. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Cristal Embryo Transfer Straw

Mini straws with tri-color plugs used for freezing
bovine embryos, not for direct transfer. Straws
are sterilized through irradiation and can be
used without concern of ethylene oxide toxicity.
Pack of 5. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

QuickLock 2000 A.I. Gun. After insemination, the semicircular
snap is pulled back and the sheath and straw are removed. 18" L.

C34252N111 — $8.15

C32974N111 — $49.25
QuickLock Classic A.I. Gun. After insemination, the sheath

is released by pressing the white releasing knob on top of the
holding ring. 18" L.

C32975N111 — $49.25

C32974N111

Embryo Transfer Syringe

Embryo transfer gun for bovine and equine use.
4.1 mm syringe for transfer of embryos. For use
with mini embryo transfer straws. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34253N111 — $99.25

JorVet Freemartin Probe

Vaginal probe to detect freemartin heifers and/or determine if heifers born co-twin to
a bull have a normal reproductive tract. The crucial probe end length is 23⁄4" (7 cm),
since research has shown that no freemartin calf has a vaginal length longer than
23⁄4" (7 cm). Distal end of the narrower center section is 51⁄2" (14 cm) from the tip. Over
95% of heifers born co-twin to a bull and with a normal reproductive tract have a
vaginal length of 51⁄2" (14 cm) or more. Animals with a vaginal length of 23⁄4"-51⁄2"
(7-14 cm) should have chromosome testing done to confirm if a freemartin. Designed
to be used on heifers 30 days or less of age. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28566N111 — $29.75

Miniaturized Embryo Transfer Syringe

Shallow chamber straw seat. 21" L x 3 mm dia. For
use with 0.25 ml cut mini straws. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32136N111 — $103.25

Deep Chamber Embryo Transfer Syringe
Deep chamber syringe for use with 0.25 ml uncut
mini straws. 21" L x 3 mm dia. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32133N111 — $127.75
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Kombicolor Syringes

These syringes are 4 cm
longer than conventional A.I.
guns (with sheath); the entire
length of the sheath is optiC32140N111
mized for deeper insemination. Sheath is easily secured
and bigger ring fits your fingers better. Fits mini and medium straws. Best 18/10
stainless steel for trouble-free use. Built to last. To be used with unslit sheaths.
Easy to clean. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Green C32134N111
Yellow C32135N111
White C32138N111

For use with the slit sheath containing a green insert (C25760N111, listed below).
Designed to utilize 1⁄4 cc and 1⁄2 cc semen straws. 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C24280N111 — $34.95

French-Style Straw Gun

Durable stainless steel gun made
for extra durability and rust prevention. Recommended by both the professional
inseminator and the direct herd operator. Made for use with 1⁄2 cc straws and slit
sheaths (C25756N111, listed below). 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Red C32139N111
Blue C32140N111

Each — $46.50

All-2-Mate® Barb-Style Insemination Gun

All-2-Mate® O-Ring
Insemination Gun

C31164N111

Designed to utilize 1⁄4 cc and 1⁄2 cc semen straws. For use with unslit sheaths.
Packaged in a clear protective tube. 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C10989N111 — $34.50
Replacement O-Ring. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C25755N111 — $3.25

C31164N111 — $30.75

1.

1.

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Cattle Breeding Supplies

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

Slit Sheaths (Green Insert)

4.

1. Sheath with Insert. For 1⁄4 cc or 1⁄2 cc wick and powder straw. Use with All-2-Mate®
O-Ring Insemination Gun (C24280N111, listed above). Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Unslit Sheaths (Blue Insert)
1. Sheath with Insert. For 1⁄4 cc or 1⁄2 cc wick and powder straw. Use with gun
C31164N111, listed above. Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C25760N111 — $3.45
2. Sani-Pak™ Sheath with Insert. Individually wrapped sheaths in a soft plastic sleeve

sleeve. Can be used as a double-walled insemination device to minimize intrauterine
contamination. Bag of 50 unslit sheaths with blue inserts. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C31167N111 — $12.40
3. Pushed Insert Sheaths. Twin tapered. Includes tube and insert pushed to coned

C25757N111 — $3.45
2. Sani-Pak™ Sheath with Insert. Sheaths are individually wrapped in a soft plastic

that can be used as a double-walled insemination device to minimize intrauterine contamination. Bag of 50 slit sheaths with green inserts. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C31166N111 — $12.40
3. Pushed Insert Sheaths. Twin tapered. Includes tube and insert pushed to coned

end. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34220N111 — $3.95
4. Pushed Insert Unslit Sani-Pak™ Sheaths. Sheaths are individually wrapped in a

plastic sleeve that can be used as a double-walled insemination device to minimize
intrauterine contamination. Twin tapered. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

end. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

soft plastic sleeve that can be used as a double-walled insemination device to minimize intrauterine contamination. Twin tapered. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34219N111 — $12.70

Alpha Sheath (Unslit)

A novel bovine artificial insemination unslit sheath for
use with medium and mini straws. Domed head design
and flexible shaft facilitates optimum navigation and placement in
the female reproductive tract. Dual-lateral side delivery ports aid in semen
expulsion. Minimizes trauma in the female reproductive tract. Better straw fit with
medium and mini straws, reducing semen backflow. Improved connection, preventing
separation from the artificial insemination gun. Universal for medium and mini straws.
Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34249N111 — $10.70

C34218N111 — $3.95
4. Pushed Insert Sani-Pak™ Sheaths. Sheaths are individually wrapped in a soft
C34217N111 — $12.70

French-Style Sheaths
(Slit, Without Inserts)

An excellent, neat, sanitary slit sheath that provides
superb fit when used with French-Style Straw Gun
(C10989N111 listed above) for 1⁄2 cc straws. 171⁄2" L.
Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C25756N111 — $3.40

Individually Packaged French-Style Sheaths
(Slit, Without Inserts). Pack of 50 sheaths individually wrapped. One-piece unit
with built-in tip. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C25759N111 — $12.75

Uterine Infusion/Insemination
Tubes with Drilled Ends
Infusette® Tubes with Caps

Featuring a smooth, protective cap mounted on a 21" drilled infusion tube for gentle
intrauterine treatments. Four holes are positioned near the protective cap for easy
dosage and minor residual. Pack of 8. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34221N111 — $4.65

Next Generation™ Sterile Insemination Pipettes

A snug, friction fit is ensured for all
syringes when you use these tubes with
integral drilled ends. Eliminates need
for connector adapters. Tubes are made
from quality polyvinyl chloride and have
smooth, rounded polished ends. Tooled
to the following specifications: 0.110"
I.D. x 0.215" O.D. Pack of 25 in a zipper
closure bag.
C08273N111 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $4.15
C13729N111 21" L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $5.00

4-39 $3.81
4-39 $4.49

40+ $3.59
40+ $3.98

“Flex Tip” offers a secure hold to the syringe tip. Each 22" pipette is individually wrapped
and sterilized. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C19401N111 — $10.50

Disposable Sheath Protector
Standard Infusette® Tubes with Adapters

PVC tubes designed for use with many of the common uterine solutions on the market.
Tubes feature smooth, round, polished ends. Sterile. Individually wrapped. 0.110" I.D. x
0.196" O.D. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C17761N111 21" tubes — $12.50
C19316N111 25" tubes (for use with draft horses) — $12.40

Disposable 12" sheath protector is used as a protective cover on insemination sheaths. This protector aids against the transfer of contaminants into the
uterus during the insemination process. Simply apply a slight forward thrust
when reaching the exterior of the cervical canal, and the insemination sheath
will “pass through” the protective tip, allowing the tube to proceed through the
cervix. For Continental or French-style sheaths. Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C11050N111 — $6.75

5+ $5.95
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Alpha-IU® Ready-to-Use Intrauterine Infusion Wash for Cattle & Equine

A mixture of naturally occurring ingredients designed to support normal uterine function in postpartum
cattle and horses. Manufactured with naturally occurring ingredients that have been extracted as
needed from plant-based sources without the use of any external solvents or chemicals. The Soft-Tip®
pipette has a tip that helps prevent any damage to the uterine wall during the infusion process. Safe,
effective, and environmentally friendly. No meat or milk withholding. Kit includes two 125 ml bottles, 10
Soft-Tip® pipettes, one sterile disposable 35 ml syringe, and instructions. Enough for 10 doses. Dosage
and administration: Administer 25-35 ml into the uterus depending on the severity of infection, using
the specially designed Soft-Tip® pipette. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

FEATURED

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Breeding Supplies

C33687N111 — $109.95
1.

1. APE Band-A-Sleeve®

Tired of shoulder-length gloves that are constantly sliding
down your arm? Band-A-Sleeve® addresses this irritating
problem by incorporating an elastic band at the top that helps
hold the sleeve up. Clear gloves are 35" L x 1.25 mil thick.
Bag of 100. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C29820N111 — $15.55
2.

2. Shoulder-Length
Artificial Insemination Glove

Blue 34" shoulder-length glove with regular hand and smooth
seams. 1 mil thick. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C30309N111 — $9.95
3.

3. Nasco’s Shoulder Plus Gloves

Heavy-duty, shoulder-length glove designed for exam use.
Extra-long, 39" glove is made of high-quality, 11⁄4 mil thick
polyethylene. Brown. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C26964N111 — $13.45

4.

10+ $12.85

4. Nasco’s Fingerless Mitts – Dispenser Pack

Made from 1 mil polyethylene film with welded side seams that
won’t split. Approx. 30" L. Dispenser pack of 100.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C06236N111 — $11.10

5.

10+ $9.94

5. Nasco’s Shoulder-Length
Gloves – Dispenser Pack

Shoulder-length 11⁄4 mil gloves with watertight, strongly welded seams. Universal size. Single use only. Dispenser pack of
100. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C06271N111 — $11.30
10-49 $10.91 50+ $10.20

6.

6. Nasco’s Supersensitive™ Soft Shoulder Gloves
Polyethylene material is extremely sensitive and stretches for
a perfect fit. 35" L x 1 mil thick. Made in the U.S.A. Box of 100
gloves. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C17346N111 — $12.55

7. Super Sensitive Gloves
7.

8.

Silky, copolymer glove for equine palpation and insemination. Extra-long, 393⁄8" (100 cm), shoulder-length palpation
gloves offer excellent tactile sensitivity, making them ideal
for equine care where precise touch and sensitivity are
essential. Features a tear-off strip that, when placed around
the user’s arm, enables a secure grip during palpation/
insemination. No palpable inseam which helps to avoid
damage. Box of 100. Sh. wt 2.25 lbs.

BioPRYN® Early
Pregnancy Detection Test Kits

Safe, accurate, and easy-to-use alternative for
confirming pregnancy in livestock. Measures the
presence of Pregnancy-Specific Protein B (PSPB), a
protein only produced by the placenta of a growing
fetus, in the blood circulation of the animal. Test will
accurately identify open, non-bred animals with over
99% sensitivity. Blood samples can be submitted
to any one of 40 BioPRYN® affiliate labs across the
country for fast and accurate results.

BioPRYN® Cattle Early Pregnancy Detection Test

Kit. Heifers and cows can be tested at 28 days or
later after breeding, but lactating cows must be at
least 73 days after calving. Kit contains 12 vacuum
tubes, 12 needles, two reusable needle holders
(interface between the tube and needle), 10 prepaid
vouchers for pregnancy results, and collection and
submission instructions. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C33525(X)N111 — $39.95
BioPRYN® Goat/Sheep Early Pregnancy
Detection Test Kit. Does and ewes must be 30

days post breeding. Kit contains six vacuum tubes,
six needles, two reusable needle holders (interface
between the tube and needle), five prepaid vouchers
for pregnancy results, and collection and submission
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33524(X)N111 — $39.95

Manual Straw
Filling Units

Complete, easy-to-use systems
for the manual filling of medium
or mini straws — perfect for
the small operation wanting to
package semen. Each kit consists of a filling nozzle, a straw
clip, 25 bubbler dishes, combs,
a support, and connective tubing. Requires a vacuum pump
for use. Shipped directly
from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Z50119N111 Unit
for 20 mini (0.25 ml)
straws
Z50118N111 Unit for 15
medium (0.5 ml) straws

Each — $520.00

C34254N111 — $19.95

8. Nasco’s Shoulder Gloves

9.

It looks different because it is! These 0.85 mil thick, 34" L
gloves have a supreme feel and flexibility to maximize user
dexterity. The durability of thicker gloves with the sensitivity
of super-sensitive gloves. Unique raspberry glove is a winner
among insemination technicians. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C26676N111 — $11.60

9. Red Breeder’s Sleeves

Affordable, high-quality shoulder-length glove. Ideally suited
for artificial insemination and breeding applications. Strong,
smooth seams allow for simultaneous strength and sensitivity.
Convenient dispenser box for easy, dust-free storage. 1.0 mil
thick x 36" L. Red. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C29336N111 — $13.50

10+ $12.33

Super Touch Shoulder Glove

Long, disposable gloves are equipped with a neck strap
in order to keep the glove in place and the shoulder
covered by the glove. Made of polyethylene. Box of 50.
C28575N111 Small. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $22.90
C27260N111 Large. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $24.75
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Key Industries’ Men’s Short-Sleeved
Lightweight Poplin Unlined Coveralls

Short-sleeved unlined poplin coveralls with two-way nylon zipper, six
pockets, action back, and elastic waist take-up. 30" inseam. 51⁄4-oz. 55%
cotton/45% polyester. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Navy
C29293(B)N111
C29293(C)N111
C29293(D)N111
C29293(E)N111
Each — $29.50

Medium (38/40)
Large (42/44)
X-Large (46/48)
XXL (50/52)

Khaki
C29876(A)N111
C29876(B)N111
C29876(C)N111
C29876(D)N111
Each — $29.95

Medium (38/40)
Large (42/44)
X-Large (46/48)
XXL (50/52)

Key Industries’ Men’s Unlined Twill Coveralls

Long-sleeved twill coveralls feature a leg zipper to the knee, allowing you
to slip over boots or shoes easily. Wrinkle-resistant, stain-repellent finish.
Two-way front zipper, adjustable snap cuff, snap closure at neck, six pockets
including zipper chest pockets, bi-swing back, oversized utility pocket, pocket
pass through, pencil pocket on sleeve, elastic waist take-up, wide-leg construction, and hammer loop. 30" inseam. 81⁄2-oz. 55% cotton/45% polyester.
Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
(A) Small (34/36)
(B) Medium (38/40)
(D) X-Large (46/48)
(C) Large (42/44)
(E) XXL (50/52)
Indicate size by letter code. EXAMPLE: C28721(A)N111 Small, Loden Green.
Loden Green C28721N111

C29287N111

Navy

Each — $39.75

C29293(B)N111

C29876(A)N111

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Breeding Supplies

C28721(A)N111

Extended sizes and lengths
available by special order. Please call
1.800.558.9595 for details.

1. Artificial Insemination Vests

Designed to keep valuable semen safe and
warm in a convenient front lapel pouch. Hold
up to four individual pipettes safely and out
of the way, so your hands and arms are free.
Pipette pouch has a slanted design for easy
access located on the left chest, zip-open
bottom for cleaning, and lined with
Thinsulate™ insulation that includes a
hand-warmer pocket to help keep semen at
the optimal temperature. Two roomy front
patch pockets, right breast pocket with 10 cc
syringe slip, convenient towel dispenser on
the right side, and a handy OB lube pocket
on the left provide ample storage. Made of
comfortable 8.5 oz. dark blue twill fabric with
standard vet caduceus emblem and full brass
zipper front. Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C30731N111 Medium
C31195N111 Large
C31196N111 X-Large

1.

NEW

2.

Body Guard

Each — $71.25

3.

OB Pullover Top & Pants

Veterinary apparel made from
a urethane-coated nylon oxford
material. Highly water resistant,
yet breathable. May be worn on
either side. Has a buckle with
adjustable strap. 60" L for full
coverage. One size fits most.
Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34834N111 — $59.95

Oxford nylon, urethane-coated specialty vet apparel is great for performing
Cesarean sections and other large animal procedures. Highly water resistant
and breathable. Machine washable. Navy blue. Made in the U.S.A. Fabric
U.S.A. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

2. Pullover OB Top
C32216N111 Medium
C32217N111 Large
C32218N111 X-Large
Each — $51.50

3. OB Pants
C32212N111 Medium
C32213N111 Large
C32214N111 X-Large
C32215N111 XX-Large
Each — $45.25

SonoSleeve Examination Gloves

An innovative examination glove
with a 6th finger designed especially
for palpation with an ultrasound
transducer probe inside the 6th finger.
Allows for easy manipulation of the ultrasound
transducer and keeps it physically clean for each
palpation performed. A lubricant should be placed on the transducer
before inserting it into the SonoSleeve examination glove, as this will
facilitate its introduction into the 6th finger. It will also eliminate any air
gap and thereby ensure an ultrasound image of the highest possible
quality. Eliminates the need for multiple types of protective equipment
where sleeves are changed between each animal palpated. 1 mil thick.
Available with or without a shoulder protector.

Examination Gloves
w/Shoulder Protector.

Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34267N111 — $24.95

Examination Gloves
w/o Shoulder Protector.

Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Shoulder Guard

This waterproof shoulder guard is
ideal for palpating and breeding.
Quick-release buckles for easy on
and off. Arm band features elastic
for a perfect fit and hook-and-loop
strap allows it to fit larger arm sizes.
Machine wash and dry. Made of
waterproof nylon. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C29334N111 Black/Left
C29335N111 Black/Right
C33779N111 Green/Left
C33780N111 Green/Right

Each — $25.25

C34266N111 — $24.95
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Exam Gloves + Calving Detection
Moocall Calving Sensor

Alerts you approx. one hour prior to calving so
you can assist heifers or cows having a difficult
time delivering and identify complications early
on — decreases the risk to the calf, as well as
its mother. Accurate in over 95% of calvings.
Simply charge the unit overnight and fit to a cow.
Rechargeable battery holds a charge up to 30
days. On average, it’s recommended to have
one device per 50 head of cattle. The tail-mounted, noninvasive design is safe and secure. After
calving, just move on to the next cow. Works
anywhere in the world with GSM. Features an
LED status indicator and texts up to two phone
numbers to alert you to calving. Adjustable for
quick attachment to any size tail. Suitable for all
breeds. To set up Moocall, activate the device
through an online form or over the phone. Customer support is available if needed, including
follow-up training and information calls direct to
you. PLEASE NOTE: Each device comes with an
annual service charge one year after purchase;
the charge is $136.00 per device for connection,
software, and SMS. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34322N111 — $299.99

Shoe Covers

High-density latex rubber.
Manufactured with the tread
etched in the mold, unlike
other covers where the tread
is acid etched. Covers offer
an excellent slip resistance in
wet and dry applications and
longer wear time. Designed
to fit perfectly over leading
brand shoes and boots. Sizes
based on typical U.S. men’s
shoes (different styles such as
steel toe, extra-wide, etc., may require alternative sizes). Bag of 10 pair.

Size Large. Fits over size 7-9; length is 13"±1⁄2". Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C33893N111 Yellow
C33896N111 Black
Bag — $40.95 12+ $38.90
Size X-Large. Fits over size 10-12; length is 14"±1⁄2". Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C33894N111 Yellow
C33897N111 Black
Bag — $40.95 12+ $38.90
Size XX-Large. Fits over size 13-15; length is 15"±1⁄2". Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
C33895N111 Yellow
C33898N111 Black
Bag — $43.75 12+ $41.47

Milker’s Helpers Nitrile
Low-Powder Disposable Gloves

SyrVet™ Pro-Tect 6 mil™ Nitrile Gloves

Extra protection at 6 mil thick! Powder-free,
latex-free gloves are lightly textured with a rolled
hem for easy removal. Resistant and supple.
Hypoallergenic. Ambidextrous. Nonsterile.
Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C32283N111 Small
C32284N111 Large
C32282N111 Medium
C32285N111 X-Large

Farm tested, udder approved! A low-powder,
latex-free disposable glove with textured fingers made
of a unique blend of synthetic nitrile for stronger,
longer, superior, puncture-resistant protection. For milk
house, including use with pre-dip, post-dip, and udder
rub. 91⁄2" L glove features a 4 mil beaded cuff, 5 mil
thick palm, and 6 mil fingers. Box of 100.
C29632N111 Small. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C29633N111 Medium. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C29634N111 Large. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C29635N111 X-Large. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C29636N111 XX-Large. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Box — $12.95

Vinyl Powder-Free
Disposable Examination Gloves

Provide a latex- and powder-free solution to hand
protection. Made from a special synthetic component and soft PVC material, gloves are soft like
premium leather, and are more elastic to fit snugly
and comfortably for even the toughest job. 4 mil
thick. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C31840N111 Medium (Box of 100)
C31841N111 Large (Box of 100)
C31842N111 X-Large (Box of 90)

Box — $4.55

Plastic Powder-Free
Disposable Gloves — Wrist Length

Perform like a second skin, giving you a free-moving, sensitive touch. Complete protection without
bulk or stiffness. After use, you strip them off, inside
out, and discard. No mess, no bother, no cleanup.
Made from 11⁄4 mil plastic, heavy enough to give
good wearing quality without sacrificing maneuverability. Best of all, you guarantee sanitary protection
when you use disposable gloves. Box of 100 large
gloves. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
See page 192 for
disposable coveralls!

Box — $13.00
5-9 $12.35 10+ $11.71

HERO® Latex Powder-Free Exam Gloves

Designed to provide the highest level of protection for high-risk and
heavy-duty applications. Glove fingers are almost four times thicker
than regular latex exam gloves. Each glove is 14 mil thick with an
extended cuff and 12" length to provide coverage over the wrist and
forearm for additional protection. Box of 50. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C32498N111 Small
C32501N111 X-Large
C32499N111 Medium
C32502N111 XX-Large
C32500N111 Large

Box — $12.50

Dura-Ink® 15 Silver Permanent Marker

Ideal for marking on black or dark blue nitrile gloves. Marker
has a fine bullet tip for precise marking. Wear-resistant,
fast-drying ink with durable tip and barrel makes this marker
ideal for industrial environments. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.

C06281N111 — $7.15
10-49 $6.17 50+ $5.71

Synsation™ Synthetic Latex-Free,
Powder-Free Exam Gloves

Ideal for those who are sensitive to natural rubber
latex. Eliminates risk and cost associated with
powder contamination and skin and respiratory
irritation. Advanced polyvinyl chloride formulation
provides superior tensile strength, fit, and grip. An
economical alternative to rubber latex. Ambidextrous. 5 mil thick. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C18154N111 Medium C18155N111 Large

Pack — $6.25

10+ $5.43

The choice of professionals who demand quality
and protection, with minimum risk of potential
glove-related chemical or protein allergies. Manufactured with light chlorination rinse, these gloves
maintain a nonslip, tacky surface that provides
excellent grip for both dry and wet applications.
4 mil thick. Box of 100 gloves for medium and
large; box of 90 for X-large. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Medium

Box — $7.50

C31909N111
Large

Adenna® Nitrile Powder-Free/
Latex-Free Disposable Gloves

Formulated with 100% synthetic nitrile polymer,
these gloves are latex free, powder free, and odor
free. Unique thermal sensitive, polymer compound
absorbs body heat and easily conforms to the
user’s hands; exerts virtually no pressure on the
hands and reduces fatigue after extended wear.
5 mil thick. Box of 100 for sizes small, medium, and large; box of 90 for size X-large.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C20030N111 Small
C20032N111 Large
C20031N111 Medium
C20033N111 X-Large

Box — $10.75

Adenna® Gold Latex
Powder-Free Exam Gloves

C31908N111

C33206N111 — $1.40

C31910N111
X-Large

10-19 $9.85

20+ $9.22

Adenna® Shadow® Black
Nitrile Powder-Free Exam Gloves

An alternative for those allergic to natural rubber latex. The preferred choice for professionals
because the distinct color stands out and masks
stains, inks, and dyes during use. 100% synthetic
nitrile polymer is soft and elastic. Latex-free.
Textured surface provides strong grip for both wet and dry applications. Superior
puncture, tear, and chemical resistance with excellent dexterity. 5 mil thick. Box of 100
gloves for medium and large; box of 90 for X-large. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C31837N111 Medium
C31838N111 Large
C31839N111 X-Large

Box — $9.45
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For a small animal pregnancy test unit
see item Z30373N111 on pg. 83.

Z30374N111

Pregscan Ultrasound for Large Animals

A fully external, A-scope ultrasound machine used for the detection of
pregnancy in large animals. In less than a minute, the unit will provide
accurate information about the reproductive status of animals, allowing the
breeder to minimize costly breeding sessions or A.I. procedures. Since the
Pregscan is external, there is no danger of perforation or risk of abortion
associated with usual palpation practices. By the use of the ultrasound,
the unit displays the exact location of density changes of tissue interfaces
in the animal’s reproductive tract. When properly aimed at the uterus, the
display will show a pattern of spikes indicating pregnancy. If no spikes are
shown, it identifies the animal is open. Because the animal’s uterus changes density shortly after conception, you can identify pregnancy as early as
14 days after breeding in mares and 22 days after breeding in cattle. Unlike
similar units built with fragile CRT screens and older components, the
Pregscan is manufactured with modern circuitry, sophisticated electronics,
and digital output that provide 98% accuracy in determining pregnancy.
Constructed of durable materials, making it ready for heavy, rugged field
use. Rechargeable batteries allow for full portability. Also comes with a
detailed instruction manual, training video, charger, and carrying case.
9" L x 81⁄2" W x 31⁄2" H. Two-year warranty. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Ultrasound + Boot Protectors

Z30374N111 — $2,795.00

Preg-Tone® Ultrasonic Pregnancy Tester

Fast, safe, and accurate ultrasonic pregnancy
tester. No buttons to push! No lights to watch!
Ultrasonic pregnancy detection with the
Preg-Tone® is a proven and accepted
herd-management technique. Uses highfrequency sound waves called ultrasound
to detect amniotic fluid present during
pregnancy. When this fluid is detected,
the instrument produces a loud continuous tone. When used on an animal that
is not pregnant, the instrument produces an
intermittent tone. The intermittent tone also
indicates that good skin contact is being made.
No guessing and no question! Since the unit uses
only loud, easy-to-hear tones to indicate both pregnancy and nonpregnancy, it can be clipped on the
For hogs, sheep, goats,
belt or kept in a pocket — it does not need to be seen
alpacas, and llamas!
or held during testing, so attention is not diverted from
the animal. Rugged all-metal construction guarantees against interference by radio waves
in the atmosphere. Uses rechargeable NiMH batteries (included) in a pack that will last for
years and give many hours of testing on one overnight charge. Unique circuitry causes the
unit to turn itself off when the battery needs recharging, preventing erroneous readings due
to insufficient power. 110V-240V battery charger included. Clinically proven 100% accurate
on normal sows. Pregnancy testing in swine can begin as early as 18 days (large litters, 11-12
piglets). Open sows can be diagnosed as early as 30 days. Normal testing time in sows and
gilts is 30-73 days. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

To special order a small animal
pregnancy test unit, call 1.800.558.9595.

Preg-Alert Pro®
Ultrasound Scanner

Can be used for pregnancy
detection in pigs, goats, sheep,
cows, horses, and more.
Superb results when using this
unit if you plan to do pregnancy
testing in large mammals at
earlier than 40 days gestation.
Can also be used for measuring
the thickness of back fat and
loin muscle, blubber thickness
in certain aquatic animals, and
breast thickness in chickens.
Backlighted display for dim light
conditions. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C29221N111 — $1,701.50
Optional Deep Probe. For

early pregnancy detection in
cattle, mares, and other large
mammals. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29222N111 — $450.00

ELASTIC-TOP
BOOT

ELAST-A-BOOT®

Elastic-Top Boot

A disposable, embossed polyethylene boot with an elastic top to keep the
boot up on the leg. Fits men’s shoe size up to 13. 191⁄2" H. Light duty, 3 mil
thick. Color may vary. No choice. Bag of 50. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C23472N111 — $14.55

C16070N111 — $522.75

10-19 $13.36

20+ $12.73

ELAST-A-BOOT®

Convenient elastic-topped boots with a lightly embossed texture. 17" H x 6
mil thick. Fits men’s shoe size up to 12. Footing may be slippery on certain
surfaces; do not use on snow or ice. Blue. Box of 50 boots. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C24395N111 — $19.10

Treader® Disposable Boots

Disposable boots with bite! These boots have a sole with tread for extra grip
on unsure, slippery surfaces and for extra durability in the heaviest-wear
area. Elastic cuffs at the top — no need to tie. Box of 40.
C32977N111 X-Large. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $29.25
C32978N111 Jumbo. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. — $30.95

TREADER®
DISPOSABLE
BOOTS

PLASTIC
TIE BOOTS

Plastic Tie Boots

Over-the-shoe plastic boots are easy to slip on and off. Handy tie closure.
Made of polyethylene plastic. Can be worn once and discarded. Box of 50 (25 pair).

Small Size. 13" L, 16" H.
C18867N111 4 mil. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $22.10 10-19 $20.91 20+ $20.09
Regular Size. 141⁄2" L, 18" H.
C12169N111 4 mil. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $12.35 10-19 $11.71 20+ $11.09
C13316N111 6 mil. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $17.30 10-19 $16.41 20+ $15.89
Nasco’s Big Boot. 16” L, 21” H.
C14019N111 4 mil. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. — $15.50 10-19 $14.38 20+ $13.43
C17348N111 6 mil. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $20.80 10-19 $19.43 20+ $17.94
Jumbo Boot. 183⁄4” L, 21” H. Perfect to fit over extra-large work shoes or winter boots. 4 mil.
Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C21039N111 — $19.15

10-19 $18.27

20+ $17.40
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Storage Tanks
MVE Liquid Nitrogen Freezers

Whether you require long-term storage or high-capacity storage, MVE has a tank designed to
meet your needs. Lightweight aluminum construction makes them efficient, durable, and convenient for reliable cryogenic storage. Each unit includes stainless steel canisters and has a hinged,
lockable cap to properly secure and protect container contents. By integrating features users
requested with the widest variety of holding times and storage capacities, MVE freezers are the
units of choice. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Z14555N111

Z08859N111

Specifications
Liquid Nitrogen Capacity
Normal Field
Working Duration
Static Holding Time
(when shipped from
factory)
Neck Diameter

Straw/Vial Capacity

Weight Empty
Weight Full
Overall Diameter
Overall Height
Number of Canisters
Warranty on Vacuum
Sh. wt.
Cat. No.
Price

• Color-coded canister/lid numbering system
• Advanced Chemical Vacuum Retention
System — designed for superior vacuum
performance over the life of the product
• Spider design — for easy retrieval and
insertion of product canisters
• Insulation — MVE’s advanced insulation system provides maximum thermal performance

• SC denotes “standard capacity.”
The first numeral after SC indicates approximate liter capacity; the second numeral
denotes approx. weeks of holding time.
• XC denotes “extra capacity”
• Super strength, lightweight aluminum
construction
• High-strength neck tube reduces liquid
nitrogen loss

Z50200N111

Vapor Shipper Model
SC 4/2V

Model
XC 20 Signature

Model
XC 33/22

Model XC
34/18

Model
XC 43/28

Model
XC 47/11-6

Model
Doble 47-10
QWick™

3.6 liters

20.5 liters

33.4 liters

34.8 liters

42.2 liters

47.4 liters

46.0 liters

------

142 days

154 days

123 days

193 days

76 days

72 days

14 days

227 days

238 days

193

301 days

121 days

30 days w/ vapor only

2.7" (69 mm)

2.16" (55 mm)

2.75" (70 mm)

3.5" (89 mm)

2.75" (70 mm)

5" (127 mm)

5" (127 mm)

660 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 879
280 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 440 (1⁄2 cc straws, (1⁄2 cc straws,
bulk, 1 level) 95 (1.2 ml & bulk, 1 level)
210 (1.2 ml & 2.0 ml
2.0 ml vials, 5/cane)
vials, 5/cane)

1,260 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 1,764 (1⁄2 cc
straws, bulk,
1 level) 360
(1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane)

2,100 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 3,300
(1⁄2 cc straws, bulk, 1
level) 630 (1.2 ml &
2.0 ml vials, 5/cane)

1,260 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 1,764
(1⁄2 cc straws, bulk,
1 level) 360
(1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane)

4,500 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 6,216
(1⁄2 cc straws, bulk,
1 level) 1,320
(1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane)

3,500 (1⁄2 cc straws,
10/cane) 6,216
(1⁄2 cc straws, bulk,
1 level) 1,050
(1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane)

11 lbs.
18 lbs.
8.7" (221 mm)
18.4" (467 mm)
1

26 lbs.
62.4 lbs.
14.5" (368 mm)
26" (660 mm)
6

34 lbs.
94 lbs.
18.2" (462 mm)
26" (660 mm)
6

45.9 lbs.
104.4 lbs.
18.2" (462 mm)
33.5" (850 mm)
6

36 lbs.
111 lbs.
20" (508 mm)
26.4" (671 mm)
6

36 lbs.
120 lbs.
20" (508 mm)
26.5" (673 mm)
6

41 lbs.
117 lbs.
20" (508 mm)
26.5" (673 mm)
10

3 years

5 years

5 years

2 years

5 years

5 years

3 years

14 lbs.

26 lbs.

40 lbs.

46 lbs.

46 lbs.

46 lbs.

61 lbs.

Z14555N111
$991.50

Z45593N111
$624.00

Z06199N111
$1,221.50

Z50201N111
$1,115.50

Z08853N111
$1,585.00

Z08859N111
$1,539.50

Z50200N111
$1,539.50

FEATURED
Taylor-Wharton Liquid Nitrogen Refrigerators

High-performance, streamlined, lightweight refrigerators with super insulation present a strong commitment to flexibility, efficiency, and economy. The XT series provides
extra-long holding time for a given quantity of liquid nitrogen; the HC series provides storage of more semen at liquid nitrogen temperature; and the Cryo Express CX series
features a unique absorbent material that prevents a liquid spill if the unit is tipped over. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

NEW

NEW

Model XT10

Model TXT24

Model HC20

Model HC34

Model
VHC35

10 liters

24 liters

20 liters

34 liters

35 liters

38 liters

4.1 liters

100 days

253 days

87 days

200 days

130 days

120 days

22 days

62 days

158 days

54 days

125 days

81 days

75 days

17 days

0.10 liters

0.095 liters

0.23 liters

0.17 liters

0.27 liters

0.31 liters

0.19 liters

34.3 lbs.
2" (51 mm)
23.8" (569 mm)
11.4" (605 mm)
6
1.5" (38 mm)
11" (279 mm)
180

69 lbs.
23⁄16" (55.4 mm)
25.8" (655 mm)
15.6" (396 mm)
6
1.65" (41.9 mm)
11" (279 mm)
252

62 lbs.
3.6" (91 mm)
24.25" (615 mm)
15.6" (396 mm)
6
2.75" (70 mm)
11" (279 mm)
684

95.9 lbs.
3.6" (91 mm)
26.31" (668 mm)
18.8" (478 mm)
6
2.75" (70 mm)
11" (279 mm)
684

100.2 lbs.
4.7" (119 mm)
26.8" (681 mm)
18.8" (478 mm)
6
3.71" (94 mm)
11" (279 mm)
1,260

104.7 lbs.
5" (127 mm)
26.8" (681 mm)
18.8" (478 mm)
6
4.13" (105 mm)
11" (279 mm)
1,512

19.5 lbs.
2.75" (70 mm)
18.38" (467 mm)
9.25" (235 mm)
1
2.63" (67 mm)
11" (279 mm)
102

Straw/Vial Capacity

540 (50 cc straws
in 13 mm goblets)

252 (1.2 ml vials,
6/cane), 720
(0.50 cc straws,
10/cane), 1,122
(0.50 cc straws,
bulk, 1 level)

570 (1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane) 684 (1.2 ml &
3,000 (50 cc
2.0 ml vials, 6/cane)
1,850 (50 cc straws
straws in 13 mm
1,850 (1⁄2 cc straws, 10/
in 13 mm goblets)
goblets)
cane) 2,940 (1⁄2 cc straws,
bulk, 1 level) 5,880 (1⁄2 cc
straws, bulk, 2 levels)

1,512 (1.2/2.0 ml
vials, 6/cane),
3,528 (0.50 cc
straws, 10/cane),
11,512 (0.50 cc
straws, bulk, 2
levels)

85 (1.2 ml & 2.0 ml vials,
5/cane), 102 (1.2 ml &
2.0 ml vials, 6/cane),
280 (1⁄2 cc straws, 10/
cane), 490 (1⁄2
1⁄2 cc straws,
bulk, 1 level), 980 (1⁄2 cc
straws, bulk, 2 levels)

Warranty on Vacuum
Sh. wt.
Cat. No.
Price

5 years
16 lbs.

5 years
35 lbs.

5 years
38 lbs.

5 years
36 lbs.

5 years
38 lbs.

5 years
47 lbs.

3 years
18 lbs.

Z42003N111
$715.00

Z50646N111
$660.00

Z45645N111
$975.00

Z09356N111
$986.00

Z09357N111
$1,265.00

Z50647N111
$1,375.00

Z14559N111
$840.00

Specifications
Liquid Nitrogen Capacity
Static Holding Time
(when shipped from
factory)
Normal Field
Working Duration
Evaporation Rate
(liters/day)
Weight Full
Neck Diameter
Overall Height
Overall Diameter
Number of Canisters
Canister Diameter
Canister Height
Ampule Capacity

Model
VHCB38

Model CX100

Z45645N111

Z14559N111
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Morphology Stain

This live/dead stain is composed of nigrosin and
eosin B. Eosin B will penetrate and stain the dead
sperm cells and the viable cells will repel it. To
achieve best results, staining of the sperm should
be done as soon after collection as possible.
15 ml bottle. Should be stored in a location with
cool temperatures. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28233N111 — $25.95

Handycope™ Portable Handheld Microscope

Ken-A-Vision® Digital PupilCAM with Rubber Adapter

Make your microscope digital with the ultra-high resolution PupilCAM! Megapixel,
HD 1080P, high-resolution microscope camera 2.0 MP with digital CMOS technology.
Complete with Applied Vision™ Software to record images or movies, time-lapse sequences, and to capture still images. EduCam smartphone and tablet app ready. It has
a pre-attached 7-ft. USB cable and a built-in microscope adapter for direct interfacing
to your computer. The adapter provides a secure and precise alignment to your microscope. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

SB46571N111 — $311.75

High-powered portable microscope designed as a fast and
reliable instrument for fertility screening in artificial insemination applications. Using the Handycope™, both sperm with
reduced motility and nonviable sperm are easily identified,
preventing ineffective inseminations and generating higher
pregnancy rates. Easy to handle and use, the high-powered
LED light guarantees clear and bright images even in dark
working environments. 400X magnification. Powered by a
lithium battery. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29345N111 — $207.75

Microscope Slides

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows® XP/Vista/7, Intel® processor;
Macintosh® OS 10.6.8+, Intel® processor.

Clear white. 1" x 3" x 1.0 mm
thick. Box of 72. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

SA04463N111 — $4.50

Immersion Oil — Cargille

Glass Microcover Slip

Type A. Low viscosity, PCB-free. Meets microscope man-

ufacturer’s exact requirements for refractive index (1.515)
and dispersion as specified by ISO. Glass rod in cap for
convenient dispensing. 1 oz. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

S08464N111

S08464N111 — $1.85

NEW

Type B. Thick enough for viewing multiple slides with
one application. Saves time during batch processing.
1-oz. container. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SA04463N111

Ideal for use in labs where the best technical quality possible is desired at budget
prices. No. 1 thickness range 0.13-0.17 mm. 22 x 22 mm. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

SB15325N111 — $14.45

SB44347N111 — $16.15

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Microscopes + Incubators

SB15325N111

SB44347N111

NEW

NEW

Soft-Tek Microfiber Cloth

Thick, ultra-soft microfiber cloth easily removes smudges and fingerprints. Traps dust.
Chemical free. Will not scratch. 73⁄4" x 73⁄4". Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34911N111 — $4.95

Optical Lens Tissue

Extremely soft and virtually lint free lens tissue. Safe for use with microscopes, telescopes, binoculars, and camera lenses. Perforated for easy removal. Booklet of 25
tissues; each 51⁄2" x 4". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34912N111 — $2.25

Lens Paper

A fine, soft, silk-like paper. Does
not collect dust or become greasy.
Recommended for cleaning microscope slides, optical instruments,
and other lenses. 100, 4" x 6"
sheets per book. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

SA08888N111 — $1.65
12+ $1.32

Lens Cleaning Spray
RESPONSE Paper Towels

Bleached one-ply paper towels ideal for
carrying in your insemination kit or car.
91⁄2" x 91⁄2". Pack of 250. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C11020N111 — $4.30

20+ $4.05

An optical cleaner that’s safe for all lenses. No smear, no residue. Use with
lens-cleaning tissue or microfiber cloth. 1-fl.-oz. spray bottle with cap. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34910N111 — $5.95

2.
1.

1. Lab Incubators

Versatile lab incubators custom developed for laboratories that need dependable,
compact incubators for cultures, test kits, eggs, microbiology, and biologicals. Temperatures up to 62º C can be maintained accurately and uniformly. Sensitive heat
controller maintains temperatures to ±1º C. Beakers, flasks, petri dishes, and test tube
trays can be processed at the same time. Includes safe, non-mercury spirit thermometer; shielded heater to protect against spills; UL listed, see-through door; and
aluminum interior. Comes ready to use — no assembly is required. 120V AC, 120 watts
for 0.7 cu. ft. and 235 watts for 2.0 cu. ft. Three-prong grounded plug.
0.7-cu.-ft. Capacity. Minimum
2.0-cu.-ft. Capacity. Minimum
temperature is ambient +2° C. Interior:
temperature is ambient +2° C. Interior:
7
18"
W x 12" D x 16" H. Exterior: 19" W x
12" W x 10" D x 10" H. Exterior: 12 ⁄8" W x
13" D x 21" H. Sh. wt. 41 lbs. N
103⁄4" D x 15" H. Sh. wt. 23 lbs.

SB21186N111 — $405.20

SB26217N111 — $517.75

2. Thermo-Scientific Science Teaching Incubator

Economical incubator supplies a controlled environment ideal for checking sperm survival rate. Features a glass door to permit observation of materials without disturbing chamber temperature. Corrosion-resistant chamber with perforated stainless-steel shelves. Rugged door with positive latch provides an excellent seal ensuring temperature stability.
Peltier element controls heat uniformity in chamber, allowing adjustment of temperature of the unit to match the display setting. Minimal footprint for space restricted labs, with
0.65-cu.-ft. capacity. Simple user interface to set temperature at or below ambient. Internal light facilitates sample observation. Easy-to-clean interior protects against contamination. May also be used for bacteriological cultures and hematology studies. Ambient operating temperature range: 63° to 104° F (17° to 40° C). Chamber: 71⁄8" W x 121⁄8" H x 113⁄8" D.
Exterior: 103⁄16" W x 165⁄16" H x 181⁄2" D. Volume: 0.65 cu. ft. 120V, 45 watts, 0.45-0.85 amps. Two-year warranty. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

C31691N111 — $646.25
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Microscopes

Nasco’s Full-Feature
Full-Size Microscopes
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Wide-field locked-on 10X eyepiece with
pointer
• 360° rotatable head
• Objectives are DIN parfocal, parcentered,
achromatic, color coded 4X, 10X, 40XR
(retractable)
• Triple nose piece with positive click stops
• Coarse and fine coaxial focusing with built-in
slip clutch
• Locked-on spring-loaded stage clips
• Illumination is 20-watt tungsten
• Heavy-duty three-wire cord
• Packed with dust cover
• Limited lifetime warranty
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
SB31369N111

SB31361N111

• Siedentopf binocular head with diopter
adjustment on the left eye tube
• Objectives are DIN achromatic, parcentered, parfocal, color-coded 4X, 10X,
40XR (retractable), 100XR (retractable) oil
• Positive stops at both ends of travel to
prevent damage to delicate specimens
or optics
• Tension adjustment eliminates stage drift
• LED illumination
• Coaxial or separate focusing
• Reverse nose piece provides more working room on the stage
• Limited lifetime warranty

Cat. No.

Focusing

Head

Objectives

Price

SB31361N111

Separate

Monocular

4X, 10X, 40X (R)

$359.95

4X, 10X, 40X (R),
100X (R) Oil
4X, 10X, 40X (R),
100X (R) Oil
4X, 10X, 40X (R),
100X (R) Oil
4X, 10X, 40X (R)
4X, 10X, 40X (R)
4X, 10X, 40X (R)
4X, 10X, 40X (R),
100X (R) Oil
4X, 10X, 40X (R),
100X (R) Oil

$412.50

SB31364N111

Separate

Monocular

SB31365N111

Separate

Double 45°/Dual

SB31366N111

Separate

Binocular

SB31367N111
SB31368N111
SB31369N111

Coaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial

Monocular
Double 45°/Dual
Binocular

SB31370N111

Coaxial

Monocular

SB31372N111

Coaxial

Binocular

Replacement LED Bulb. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
SB41334N111 — $19.95

Head

Stage

$369.95
$515.95
$320.25
$367.95
$533.50
$388.95
$566.75

5+
$202.79
$237.86

SB19120N111 — $13.05

Nasco’s Standard
Stereo Microscope

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 45° inclined head for optimum viewing
efficiency and comfort
• Wide-field 15X eyepieces
• 3X objectives
• 45X total magnification
• Head raises, lowers, and rotates 360°
on pillar for off-base viewing
• Paired wide-field eyepieces with
rubber eye shields
• Interpupillary adjustment
• Diopter adjustment on one side
• Rack-and-pinion focusing protected by slip clutch
• Tension-control adjustment eliminates drift
• High-intensity, low-voltage, top and bottom illumination
• All parts lock on
• Reversible black/white stage plate and frosted glass stage plate
• LED illumination
• Base-mounted on/off switch
• Heavy-duty three-wire safety cord and plug
• Dust cover
• Limited lifetime warranty
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

SB26447N111 — $300.25

5+ $282.33

Swift® Advanced-Level
Compound LED Microscope

CXL Binocular Microscope

SB51296N111 — $799.50

SB45770N111 — $581.75

Combining a curved handle design that
encourages proper handling, variable LED
illumination, and smooth coaxial focusing, this microscope fits the needs of taxing clinical and student
environments. Requires three “AA” rechargeable nickel hydride batteries. Battery charger included (plug
directly into wall outlet). Single eight-hour charge
allows up to 50 hours of use. 110V-220V switching
power supply; American plug included.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• 10X wide-field eyepieces
• Binocular viewing head with
45° inclined eyepieces, with diopter and interpupillary adjustment 54 mm to 76 mm
• Semi-plan, parfocal, parcentered, and color-coded
lenses
• 4X, 10X, 40XR, and 100XR objectives
• Coaxial coarse and fine-focusing controls
• Stage: 53⁄4" x 43⁄4"
• Overall: 91⁄4" L x 6" W x 141⁄4" H
• Batteries included
Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

Price

0.65 NA condenser
$210.25
SB24173N111
five-hole disc diaphragm
45° Inclined
Add-on mechanical stage
SB25252N111
$245.75
Monocular
disc diaphragm
Replacement Bulb. 20-watt, 110 V tungsten. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Monocular

Nasco’s High School Compound Microscopes
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Rack and pinion, movable 1.25 ABBE condenser and iris diaphragm for resolution
and contrast control
• Only coaxial microscopes have built-in
mechanical stage allowing smooth X-Y
travel in 0.1 mm graduations
• Spring-loaded stage clamp for exact
positioning of the specimen
• Superior-quality, locked-on 10X wide-field
eyepiece with calibrated pointer for
measurement
• Monocular 45° inclined, double 45° inclined dual view, or binocular 45° inclined
head, 360° rotation
Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

Cat. No.

SB24173N111

Observe specimens comfortably and effectively
with this binocular microscope. Packaged in
Styrofoam® box with operational manual, Allen
wrench, dust cover, cleaning cloth, power cord,
spare bulb, and spare fuses. CE and cULusa rated.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Binocular tube at 45˚ incline with 360˚ rotation
• Interpupillary distance of 54-74 mm
• Lockable wide field focusing eyepieces at WF
10X/18 mm
• Foldable eye guards
• Quadruple nose piece with rubber grip
• LP series spring-loaded objectives at 4X, 10X,
40X, and 100X
• 135 x 124 mm stage plate with X/Y travel range
of 76 x 50 mm
• Iris diaphragm with snap-in blue filter
• Rack-and-pinion movements on metal guides
• Smooth-moving coarse and fine focusing
• Halogen 6V-20W illumination with variable control (2,000-hour life)
• Universal power input for 100V-240V AC adapters
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.
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Nasco’s Basic Microscope

Celestron® PentaView™ LCD Digital Microscope

Ideal microscope for simple laboratory use such
as general examination of collected semen. Limited
lifetime warranty.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Sturdy, well-balanced, aluminum die-cast stand
with rubber footpads
• Locked-in, wide-angle, 10X eyepiece with a
built-in calibrated pointer
• Coaxial coarse and fine focusing with rackand-pinion mechanisms and positive stops
at both ends of the stage travel to prevent
damage to delicate specimens or optics
• 360° rotatable head
• Built-in 0.65 NA condenser on three objective models with a five-hole disc diaphragm
• Objectives: 4X NA 0.10, 10X NA 0.25, 40X
NA 0.65
• Built-in LED illumination system in
base with on/off switch and three-wire
ground power cord
• Monocular head
• 115 mm x 120 mm stage with locked-on stage clips
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

Professional-level digital touchscreen microscope with advanced
features at a reasonable price. Features five fully achromatic
lens objectives, mechanical stage with upper and lower built-in
LED illumination, 45⁄16" TFT full-color touch screen, 5 MP built-in
digital camera, and an included 4 GB SD card for storing photos
and videos. Taking high-resolution images and videos of specimen slides has never been easier. High-definition LCD screen
rotates 180° so you can easily share your viewing with others.
For an even bigger audience, use the AV output cable to
display on a television or projector. Includes 10 prepared
slides, dustcover, touch pen, USB cable, AV output cable,
universal AC adapter with multi-plugs for international
usage, and a hard carry case.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Magnification range: 40X to 600X
(2400X with digital zoom)
• Objective nosepiece has 4 positions with click stop
• Objective lens diameter: 4X, 10X, 20X, 40X, 60X
• Microscope dimensions: 7" x 51⁄2" x 13"
• Stage dimensions: 31⁄2" x 31⁄2"
• Screen resolution: 320 x 240 pixels
• Supports SD card up to 32 GB
• Optional battery mode requires four “AA” batteries (not included)
• Two-year warranty
Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

SB26450N111 — $345.25

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Microscopes + Surgical Kits

5+ $331.44

SB51150N111 — $539.50

Vet Tech Surgical Instrument Kit
with Identification Flash Cards

Learning to identify veterinary instruments is made
easier when users can handle each instrument
and compare action, weight, and feel. Kit contains
29 of the most common surgical instruments
for veterinarians with display case and ID flash
cards. Kit includes alligator forceps, Adson thumb
tissue forceps, Babcock tissue forceps, Allis tissue
forceps, bone chisel, Backhaus towel clamps,
Brown-Adson thumb forceps, bone curette, Crile
forceps, cold sterile tray, Gelpi retractor, DeBakey
vascular thumb forceps, Kelly Forceps, Halsted
mosquito hemostatic forceps, Littauer suture
removal scissor, Lister bandage scissor, MayoHegar needle holder, Mayo dissecting scissors,
Metzenbaum dissecting scissors, Olsen-Hegar
needle holder, Rochester-Carmalt hemostatic
forceps, rat tooth thumb forceps, Rochester-Pean
forceps, Rochester-Ochsner forceps, Russian
thumb forceps, Snook ovariohysterectomy hook,
Tenotome knife, Weitlaner retractor, and wire suture
cutting scissors. Comes with care and handling
instructions. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C33788N111 — $377.95

General Surgery Basic Kit

A 20-piece surgical tool kit including one each of #3
scalpel handle, 63⁄4" straight Mayo scissors, 7" Snook
ovariectomy, 7" curved Metzenbaum scissors, 7x7 teeth
Brown-Adson forceps, 51⁄2" Olsen Hegar needle holders,
and sterilization case; two 51⁄2" straight Kelly hemostatic
forceps; three 5" curved mosquito hemostatic forceps;
and four each of 61⁄4" curved Rochester Carmalt forceps
and 51⁄4" Backahaus towel clamps. Comes with care and
handling instructions. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Porcelain Vet Tray

A clean surface to place your surgical scalpels, needles,
or other veterinary instruments (not included). Porcelain
finish. 11" x 15". Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

3+ $12.49

Surgical Kit

C28317N111 — $28.50

C33789N111 — $30.75

Z48512N111 — $515.50

9713012N111 — $14.15

A quality kit with the following stainless steel instruments:
51⁄2" thumb forceps, 51⁄2" tissue forceps, 6" Mayo-Hegar
needle holder, 5" Halstead mosquito, 41⁄2" straight iris
scissors, scalpel handle, 51⁄2" straight operating scissors,
51⁄2" Littauer stitch, 51⁄2" Lister bandage scissors, and 10
Sharpex surgical blades. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Dissecting Kit

Nine-piece surgical tool kit includes 41⁄2" dissecting scissors, 4" dissecting scissors, 51⁄2" dissecting forceps, 4"
micro dressing forceps, #4 knife handle, straight teasing
needle, angled teasing needle, #22 surgical blade, care
and handling instructions, and roll-up canvas case.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Veterinary Towels

Highly absorbent blue cloth towels for a multitude of
uses. Ideal for veterinary use. Each 100% cotton towel
measures 16" x 28". Machine washable. (Instruments not
included.) Pack of 12. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19070N111 — $27.25

Large Animal Veterinary Kit

A complete veterinary kit in a canvas roll case with
adjustable loops that will hold additional instruments.
Kit contains:
• Canvas roll case with two pockets
• 61⁄4" stainless steel Peans hemostat
• 51⁄2" stainless steel Kelly hemostat
• No. 3 stainless steel scalpel handle
• No. 10 scalpel blades (6)
• No. 11 scalpel blades (6)
• 41⁄2" stainless steel iris scissors
• 51⁄2" stainless steel operating scissors
• 51⁄2" chrome, straight, medium-point forceps
• 41⁄2" chrome, straight, fine-point forceps
• 21⁄2" double-prong flesh hooks
• 51⁄4" section lifter
• 6" chrome probe and seeker
• Metal, straight dissecting needles (2)
• 6" celluloid ruler
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

SA01129N111 — $24.20
10-49 $22.00 50+ $20.23
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Surgical Instruments

FORCEPS
1.

8.

5.

10.

2.
9.
3.
6.

7.

11.

4.

1. Thumb Forceps

Popular stainless steel forceps. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
SA04467N111 51⁄2" L — $1.75 12+ $1.55
S08381N111 41⁄2" L — $1.50 12+ $1.32

2. Curved Specimen Forceps

Heavy-duty, 10" L curved forceps of fine-quality
stainless steel. Durable and virtually nonrusting.
Offset points allow you to access hard-to-reach
areas. Serrated tips provide excellent grip. Deep
knurled shank for better hold in wet conditions.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C34393(X)N111 — $4.75

3. Brown Adson Tissue Forceps

Surgical-grade stainless steel with 7x7 teeth. Mirror
finish. Length: 43⁄4". Lifetime guarantee. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C19072N111 — $8.45

4. Curved Mosquito Forceps

8. Kelly Forceps

C32348N111 — $33.50

C32343N111 — $33.50

Straight. 51⁄2" (14 cm) L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

31⁄2" (8.9 cm) L. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

9. Olsen Hegar Needle Holder

5. Rochester-Oschner Forceps

Stainless steel, 61⁄2" L. Flat shank jaws, serrated.
Ratchet-lock handle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Straight forceps. 61⁄4" (15.9 cm) L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32349N111 — $25.95

C00880N111 — $6.95

6. Kelly Hemostatic Forceps

10. Mayo Hegar Needle Holder

Straight tip, 51⁄2" Kelly forceps. Satin finish,
surgical-grade stainless steel has less glare.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Highly polished stainless steel, 6" L. Box-lock narrow
jaw, serrated and indented. Ratchet-lock handle.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C19073N111 — $15.85

C00879N111 — $6.45

7. Kelly Hemostatic Forceps

11. Snook Oviarectomy Hook

C27278N111 — $4.80

C32347N111 — $27.95

Straight stainless steel forceps with satin finish. 51⁄2" L.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Instrument is 7" (17.8 cm) L.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SCISSORS
12.
16.

20.

13.
21.

17.
14.
15.

18.

12. Micro-Dissector Iris Scissors

Extremely fine straight blades for delicate dissection.
Serrated handle with spring band for control. 43⁄4" L
overall with 1⁄2" blade. High-quality stainless steel.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

SB46568N111 — $17.60

Metzenbaum Scissors

Each scissors is 511⁄16" (14.5 cm) L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
13. C32344N111 Straight — $36.75
14. C32345N111 Curved — $36.75

19.

17. Surgical Scissors

Stainless steel scissors with sharp/sharp points.
Superior grade. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
SB15417N111 41⁄2" Straight — $3.25 12+ $2.74
SB10282N111 51⁄2" Straight — $1.45 12+ $1.16
SB15405N111 51⁄2" Curved — $3.10 12+ $2.49
SB15406N111 61⁄2" Straight — $2.45 12+ $2.08

18. Scissors

Curved double-blunt surgical scissors. Stainless steel.
51⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C01323N111 — $3.60

19. Littauer Scissors

15. Surgical Scissors

Straight surgical scissors with sharp/blunt tips. 65⁄16"
(16 cm) L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Autoclavable, stainless steel scissors for cutting stitches.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C24647N111 31⁄2" — $4.55
C24648N111 51⁄2" — $8.60

16. Surgical Scissors

20. Lister Bandage Scissors

C32342N111 — $33.50

C32340N111 — $25.95

C32341N111 — $33.50

Scissors with curved, sharp/blunt tips. 65⁄16" (16 cm) L.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

A 6" (15.2 cm) bandage scissors with 19⁄16" (4 cm) L blades.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

23.

22.

21. Lister Bandage Scissors

Made of surgical-grade stainless steel. 71⁄4" L scissors
feature a satin finish to reduce glare. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C19071N111 71⁄4" L — $7.95
C31429N111 51⁄2" L — $5.80

22. All-Purpose Shears

All-purpose shears made of the finest stainless steel,
fully hardened, with serrated nonslip cutting edge and
plastic finger contour handles for maximum comfort.
This 8" shears easily cuts gauze, bandages, leather,
metal sheets, clothing, etc. Sterilized by gas or cold
solutions. Autoclave up to 320° F. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C09827N111 — $2.20

SCALPELS
26.

24.

Swann-Morton
Disposable Scalpels

Equipped with surgical stainless steel
blades, disposable scalpels offer
convenience in multiple environments.
Manufactured in England. Box of 10.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
23. C31423N111 Size 10 — $11.40
24. C31424N111 Size 22 — $11.40

25.

27.

25. Sterile Disposable Scalpels

Easy-to-use, sterile, disposable scalpel featuring a
stainless blade on a plastic handle. This lightweight, No.
22 scalpel has a tapered handle and a thumb or finger
rest for greater control. 67⁄16" L. Not autoclavable. Includes
replaceable cover for blade protection before and after
use. Box of 10 scalpels. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C10931N111 — $9.95

4+ $9.44

Sharpex Disposable Scalpels

A great alternative to similar higher-priced scalpels. Stainless steel blades.
Single use. Box of 10. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
26. C31425N111 Size 10 — $5.70
27. C31426N111 Size 22 — $5.70

Braided
Umbilical Tape

Contains 20 yards of 1⁄4"
carbolized tape in plastic
bottles. Nonsterile polyester. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C16360N111 — $13.45
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3.
1.
2.

4.

1. Litmann™ Master Classic II Veterinary Stethoscope

Patented suspended diaphragm assures high acoustic sensitivity and consistent
frequency responses and soft-sealing ear tips for comfort and a good seal. Lightweight
headset and chest piece. Crack-resistant reinforced yoke allows you to fold the scope
easily into your pocket. Snap-on rim is constructed of a tough polyurethane elastomer.
Internal, double-leaf binaural spring helps assure a long life and allows easy adjustment
of ear tube tension. 13⁄4" dia. solid stainless steel chest piece and 32" navy blue tubes.
Three-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C29543N111 — $153.95

2. Dual Stethoscope

Dual head swivels for cardiac exams and breathing auscultation. 30" L. Colors may vary.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34260N111 — $27.25

3. Spectrum® Dual-Head Stethoscope

Chrome-plated binaural, lightweight anodized-aluminum chest piece (13⁄4" dia.), 22"
vinyl Y-tubing, spare diaphragm, and a pair of soft mushroom ear tips. 30" L. Limited
lifetime warranty. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C12316N111 — $9.90

4. Stethoscope

Monitors heart and respiratory sounds and detects fetal sounds. Medium chest piece
is 13⁄4" dia. Chrome plated. Flat chest piece has single stem. Hard rubber ear tips.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SA01176N111 — $3.25

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Stethoscopes + Veterinary Resources

Surgical Soap

Concentrated, multipurpose
soap. Old Franklin formula
preferred by veterinarians.
Use as surgical cleanser,
OB prep, skin cleansing,
and shampoo. Eliminates
feces and urine odor. Pint.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30889N111 — $13.40

NEW

Veterinary Mini Fiber Optics Otoscope

A fiber optics otoscope with three veterinary specula
in a pouch. Specula sizes: 9 x 29 mm, 10 x 29 mm,
and 11 x 29 mm. 3V LED bulb. For veterinary use only;
not for use on humans. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C34695N111 — $45.25

VETERINARY RESOURCES

Study Course in Animal Reproduction

By Carl L. Ruppel and Harold J. Hill, DVM.
Over 215 photographs with easy-to-follow instructions. Covers internal exploration of
the pelvic cavity, insemination, female organs, heat detection, reproduction, pregnancy
diagnosis, calving problems, semen collection, and much more. 170 pages, 81⁄2" x 11".
©1985. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Z09822N111 — $120.00

Dairy Herd Health

By Hoard’s Dairyman.
Covers maintaining a healthy herd; from calf to cow; achieving reproductive efficiency;
the udder and mastitis; digestive and metabolic disorders; respiratory diseases; foot,
eye, and skin disorders; other diseases and disorders; biosecurity on the farm; and
care of bulls. 104 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2010. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C30811N111 — $26.95

Feeding Guide

Mike Hutjens is one of the leading
experts in ruminant nutrition in the U.S.

By Mike Hutjens.
Topics include dairy cow physiology, optimizing dry matter intake, feeding and the
gestation/lactation cycle, ration formulation, purchasing and valuing feed, special
feeding challenges, BST, hot weather, and 3X milking. Includes both English and
metric measures. Features new chapter on applying NRC 2001. 84 pages, 81⁄2" x 11".
3rd edition. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C29292N111 — $13.80

Beef Practice: Cow-Calf Production Medicine

By Phyllis A. Holst, MS, DVM.
Covers how to select the right breeding stock; the breeder’s responsibilities and
ethical considerations; predicting ovulation, planning the optimum time to mate, and
handling the mating; cooled and frozen semen, vaginal cytology, progesterone tests,
ultrasound, transcervical insemination, and surgical insemination; prenatal care of
the bitch, whelping, postnatal care; care of newborn puppies, sick or weak puppies,
and problems; and reproductive problems in the dog or bitch. Includes color photos,
illustrations, charts, selected references, glossary, and index. 276 pages, 6" x 9". 3rd
edition. ©2011. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C24244N111 — $24.95

Dictionary of Veterinary Terms

Vet-Speak Deciphered for the Non-Veterinarian

By Jennifer Coates.
Written in dictionary format, this book clearly describes thousands of words that one
may encounter at the vet’s office. Includes charts in the appendices, covering commonly prescribed drugs with possible side effects and major uses; acronyms and abbreviations; weights, measures, and conversions; and normal physiologic parameters
for a variety of pets and livestock. 320 pages, 61⁄8" x 83⁄4" . ©2007. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30521N111 — $22.95

The Merck Veterinary Manual

By Peter J. Chenoweth, BVSc, PhD, and Michael W. Sanderson, DVM, MS.
Combines beef production and veterinary diagnosis and treatment. Covers record
and epidemiology, herd health, biosecurity for beef production nutrition, behavior and
handling, bull assessment and management-assisted reproduction, calving and calf
management, economics quality assurance, welfare, and environment health management of cows and calves. 310 pages, 7" x 10". ©2005. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C30984N111 — $121.95

Canine Reproduction: The Breeder’s Guide

Edited by Cynthia M. Kahn and Scott Line.
This veterinary classic has been completely revised and redesigned. A two-column
format and use of color throughout make the text and tables easy to read and color
images have been included to enhance and illustrate the text. In addition to extensive
revisions and updates, this edition includes expanded coverage of exotics, material
on zoonoses, and up-to-date chapters on new and emerging topics in veterinary medicine. 3,225 pages, 53⁄8" x 81⁄2". 11th edition. ©2016. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C26853N111 — $62.95
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Instruments
Safil® #2 Suture
Cassette

Ultra-smooth surface
allows gentle passage
through animal tissue,
preventing any sawing
effect and reducing
tissue trauma. Specifically designed for bovine
and equine surgery, this
synthetic, absorbable,
braided and coated suture is 100% polyglycolic
acid. The unique construction, together with
the magnesium stearate coating, provides
excellent handling properties. Maintains 50%
of its strength for 18 days. Suture comes in a
convenient, clear plastic dispenser cassette. 15
meters. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Suture Kit

Because of its polyfil construction,
Braunamid thread is considerably
more flexible than monofil sutures.
Suture, size 2 USP, consists of a
large number of fine twisted strands
covered by a smooth, seamless,
homogeneous polyamide cover.
Knot-pull tensile strength substantially exceeds USP requirements. Knot-holding ability
is excellent because of its inner polyfilament structure.
Noncapillary. Sterilized. Meets or exceeds all legal requirements set forth by the U.S. Government. Comes on
a dispenser cassette with 50 meters. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C28557N111 — $47.75

C28570N111 — $11.75

Chromic Catgut
and Needle

Consists of 30" catgut and one halfcircle, size 0, reverse-cutting needle.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C12644N111 — $4.50

Transfer
Needle

Used to mix medicines with sterile water. Double pointed. Stainless steel. 14 gauge x 3". Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C26286N111 — $1.35

Dr. Buhner Needle

Stainless steel prolapse needle. 12" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31443N111 — $12.80

LDA Toggle Suture Button

Has a number of different applications in bovine surgery, the most
common being LDAs. It is a flat,
pliable, oval-shaped disc with four
round contoured holes. Helps reduce suture tension
by distributing the pressure over a wider surface area.
Suggested uses: LDA toggle button repair, uterine/
vaginal prolapse repair, and umbilical hernia in calves.
4" L x 15⁄8" W x 1⁄16" thick. Pack of 6 buttons with
directions. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28571N111 — $8.90

Modified
Trocar/Cannula

ProFix® Tubes

Designed for the repair of rectal
prolapse in swine, ovine, and
bovine, these precision-molded
disposable plastic tubes are fully
C30530N111
tapered on one end for easier insertion and have extra-deep center grooves for better
retention. Eliminates the stricture problems sometimes
associated with reduction methods of treatment.

For Large Feeder Animals/Under 40 lbs. 3⁄4" x 2".

Box of 16 tubes. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30530N111 — $15.75
For Animals Over 40 lbs. 1" x 21⁄4". Box of 12.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30527N111 — $15.25

Sponge gauze of 100% pure
cotton in 20x12 mesh is fully
bleached. Meets USP standards.
Bag of 200 sponge gauze squares
(each 4" x 4"). Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C28573N111 — $6.95
C25377N111

C28572N111

Farm Animal Anesthesia

Equine Brown Cling Gauze
Cattle Trocar

Low-priced, cattle-size trocar. Used to relieve bloating.
Complete with cannula, hollow tube remains when trocar is
withdrawn to allow gas to escape. Metal handle. 9" L. Tube
is 51⁄2" L. 3⁄8" I.D. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C00308N111 — $11.95

Brown “cling” gauze is 100% pure cotton and comes in
fine 24 x 17 mesh. 3" x 5 yds. Pack of 12. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C25377N111 — $7.00

“Cling” Gauze

Brown “cling” gauze sticks to itself. 100% pure cotton in
fine 24 x 17 mesh. Pack of 12 rolls (each is 6" x 5 yds.).
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C28572N111 — $11.30

Elastic Adhesive
Bandage Tape
Professional Multi-Tip Trocar Kit

Relieves bloating in cattle and sheep. Leave hollow stainless steel cannula in after point is removed to allow gas to
escape. Four size diameters in one handle: 7 mm, 5 mm,
3.5 mm, and 1.5 mm. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C28324N111 — $27.95

KRUUSE Red Devil Trocar

KRUUSE pattern. Plastic cannula and stiletto..
45⁄16" L (110 mm). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30705N111 — $25.25

Vet-Tie™
Braided Tape

For use with ProFix Tubes
(rectal rings), this nonsterile,
polyester braided tape is
used in repairing rectal
prolapse in swine, ovine,
and bovine. Available
in narrow (1⁄8") and wide
(5⁄16") widths, Vet-tie™ can also
be used in surgical procedures as
a suture material or umbilical tape. Comes packaged
in a unique plastic vial that permits dispensing of tape
without removing the lid. 30 yards in length.
C30525N111 Narrow, 1⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $10.60
C30531N111 Wide, 5⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $16.05

4+ $1.20

Sponge Gauze

Used in conjunction
with toggle sutures (not
included) to perform
the Grymer/Sterner
method for nonsurgical percutaneous fixation of the left
displaced abomasum (LDA). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C28569N111 — $37.75

Used in the Grymer/Sterner
method for nonsurgical percutaneous fixation of the left
displaced abomasum (LDA).
Pair. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30642N111 — $11.20

Z45429N111 — $53.25

Braunamid Suture

DA Toggle Suture

Ethicon size 2-0 coated
Vicryl (violet braided)
suture; 27" (7 cm) with
a taper, CP-1 needle;
sterile, synthetic, and absorbable
suture. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Stretchable tan woven fabric
tape with red centering line to
help make wrapping easier.
Box of 4 rolls; each 3" x 5 yds.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C28578N111 — $17.75

Wrapid-CUT™

Unique, specially designed cutting instrument
used to cut and remove
bandages on cattle
hooves or any wrapped
appendage. Can be used on most standing cows,
eliminating the need for bandage removal by restraint
with a hoof trimming table or by lifting the bandaged leg
with a rope. Saves time and reduces the risk of injury.
Recessed cutting blade, enclosed within a guarded
frame, allows user to slide the instrument under a bandaged hoof and safely cut the bandage. Durable handle
grip contoured for comfort and ease of use. Handle
features a guard extending the length of the instrument
providing separation of the user from the cutting edge
of the instrument. Durable plastic with the blade securely insert-molded into handle. Many additional uses,
including the removal of matted fur on dogs and cats,
efficient use in large animal surgeries, routine package/
bag opening, or other applications. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32963N111 — $8.30

Cattle, Small Ruminants,
Camelids, and Pigs

Edited by HuiChu Lin and
Paul Walz.
This resource offers complete
coverage of anesthetics and
anesthetic techniques in farm
animals with a focus on practical
applications. Providing thorough
information on pain management
and residues, the book also covers specific techniques
for common surgical procedures and considerations for
animals with pathophysiological conditions. Includes
chapters on preanesthetic considerations, anesthetic
drugs, chemical restraint and standing sedation,
injectable anesthesia, inhalant anesthesia, local
techniques, specific procedures, pain management,
residues, and euthanasia. 296 pages, 65⁄8" x 95⁄8".
©2014. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Z48485N111 — $93.50

Gestation
Wheel
Calendars

Determine birthing
dates quickly
and accurately.
Identify the date
of conception and
approx. birthing
date. 81⁄2" x 81⁄2" with
a hole punched
in top corner for
hanging. Water-resistant blue print for easy reading.
Plastic material is durable in harsh barn conditions.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C25168N111 Cattle
C25170N111 Sow
C25171N111 Equine

Each — $9.80
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Handheld Thermistor Rectal Thermometer

FEATURED

Digital thermometer ideal for many applications. Portable
and lightweight — offers a wide temperature range of –40° F
to 302° F (–40° C to 150° C) with 0.1° F or C resolution and a
system accuracy of ±0.3°. Maximum/minimum memory records
highest and lowest temperature. Hold button lets you freeze
a reading for documentation. Also features auto shut-off after
five minutes of non-use. Handheld thermistor-based digital
temperature tester has a sealed membrane touch pad and
easy-to-read, backlit, 0.4" LCD display. Display indications: LO
(temperature below –40° F or open probe), LO-P (discharged
battery), HI (temperature above 302° F or shorted probe), °F
(temperature in Fahrenheit), °C (temperature in Celsius). System accuracy °F (±0.2 °C). Read response time: ±30 seconds.
61⁄2" x 21⁄8" x 11⁄8". Includes a detachable, fast-acting, blunt-tip
probe and a durable carrying pouch. Requires two “AAA”
batteries (included). Five-year instrument warranty. One-year
warranty on probe. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

AG-Medix Animal Thermometer

C13618N111 — $286.75
Replacement Probe Only. Maximum tip temperature range: 300° F (149° C). 31⁄2" rigid, blunt-tip veterinary probe. Response time: 6 seconds. 6-ft. cable length (uncoiled).
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C13618(A)N111 — $70.25

Portable Noncontact Thermometer

B01377N111

Handheld, noncontact thermometer uses infrared
technology to measure the temperature of animals up
close or from a distance. Simply aim, pull the trigger,
and read the temperature on a large, backlit LCD display.
Lightweight, compact, and easy to use. Safely and remotely measure animal temperature. Temperature range: –25°
to 999° F (–32° to 400° C), select either °C or °F. Accuracy:
±1% or ±1°, whichever is greater at 73° F (23° C) ambient operating temperature. Read response time: ≤0.5 seconds at
95% of reading. 52⁄5" x 13⁄5" x 77⁄10". D:S ratio: 12:1. Reads only
surface temperature; will tell the skin or hide temperature,
but not the internal temperature. The farther away from the
animal, the larger the area read. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

B01376N111

Records temperature in just 7 seconds! For veterinarians and professional
animal handlers, this thermometer is smartphone-sized, fast, lightweight,
water-resistant, and reliable in harsh environments. Perfect for temperature
acquisition of cattle, equine, exotics, swine, sheep, dogs, cats, and other medium-sized animals. Safety armband/belt mount holster gives you the free
hand you need while taking the temperature of restrained or unrestrained
animals. Armband protects the device from dirt, dust, and moisture in the
field and provides storage sleeve to hang the probe. Features a programmable alarm to safely check temperature. Set the alarm for the temperature
your vet recommends as suspect for sickness, listen for the alarm, and never
take your eyes off the animal. Bright, backlit LCD screen is perfect for lowlight days or inside the barn. Universal screen icons allow for ease of understanding rather than cryptic messages or codes. Included straight or angled
probes are waterproof for accurate temperature recordings. Temperature
accuracy: ±0.1° F. Stores up to 25 peak temperatures. Rechargeable lithium
battery will give you 2-3 days of typical use on one charge. Recharging is
fast, easy, and convenient via USB-A port with a PC, 120V wall outlet, or the
included vehicle adapter. USB connection can also be used to download the
latest product software releases. USB port features a sealed waterproof cap
that keeps the power connection dry when not in use and LCD window is
protected by heavy-gauge, optically clear LEXAN™ for reliable durability.
23⁄4" L x 5" W x 3⁄4" H. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Thermometers

C33878N111 — $358.25
C34125N111 Replacement Straight Probe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $106.75
C34126N111 Replacement Angled Probe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $106.75

B01377N111 — $234.20

Minitemp Noncontact Thermometer

Compact, lightweight thermometer with laser sighting and infrared technology takes
readings without contact. Safely measures animal temperature from a distance. Simply
aim, pull trigger, and read the temperature on a large, backlit LCD display. Select
either °C or °F for display. Temperature range: 0° to 525° F (–18° to 275° C). At ambient
operating temperature of 73° F (23° C) accuracy is ±2% of reading or ±3° F (±2° C),
whichever is greater. 6" x 4" x 11⁄2". D:S ratio: 8:1. Reads only surface temperature; will
tell the skin or hide temperature, but not the internal temperature. The farther away
from the animal, the larger the area read. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

2.

3.
1.

B01376N111 — $163.95

4.

Sharptemp Mercury-Free
Thermometer

5.

The glass cylinder of this thermometer is oval in shape and filled with
mercury-free gallium. 13" L. Measures in
Fahrenheit or Celsius. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

1. FlashPoint™ Infrared Temperature Gauge

C34199N111
C34388N111 — $6.15
Thermometer w/ Cord & Clip. Same as standard model but includes a cord and

alligator clip for easy attachment on horse tail. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

C34199N111 — $6.49

Safely read animal temperature from a distance — just point, push a button, and read
the results only a second later! Palm-sized unit requires no direct contact with animal.
Temperature range: –27° F to 428° F. Auto-off timer shuts down after 15 seconds of
nonuse. Large LCD for easy viewing. Handy wrist strap and lithium battery included.
Not medically certified or designed for medical application. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25985N111 — $29.25

Large Animal Ring-Top Thermometer

High-quality, economically priced ring-top thermometer. Gold backing with large numbers allows for quick readouts. Fahrenheit scale reads
from 96° to 110°. Normal animal temperatures on
back of thermometer. Large glass ring top for tie. Complies with ASTM-E667 Standards.
5" thermometer in plastic case with clip. Contains mercury. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C19255N111 — $2.65

2. Quicktemp Digital Thermometer

Compact size, fast readout, and round-tip probe make it ideal for large and small
animal use. Features wide temperature range, display-hold feature and instant
Fahrenheit/Centigrade conversion capabilities. Reads in tenths of a degree with ±1°
accuracy across 40° F to 311° F range. Automatically updates every second. Display-hold
and battery-saver feature with 10-minute auto shutoff. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C15624N111 — $31.85
WA20916N111

C19157N111

3. Large Animal Digital Thermometers

Oral and rectal digital thermometers, designed for veterinary use. Reads accurately.
Wide and easy-to-read display window. Rounded tips. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

9" L Thermometer. 5" L probe.
C31434N111 Fahrenheit — $21.95
C31436N111 Celsius — $21.95

Bi-Therm Hi-Visibility Pocket Test Thermometer

1" dial with a linear scale length 60% longer for easier reading. Slim 5" stainless steel
stem. Requires only 2" immersion in liquids, 4" in gases. Adjustment tool ensures
accuracy at all times. Durable plastic with antimicrobial additive pocket sheath. Pocket
clip acts as a handle for use in extreme temperatures, splashing liquids, and vapors.
Range: –40° F to 180° F. NSF listed. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

7" L Thermometer. 3" L probe.
C31433N111 Fahrenheit — $21.95
C31435N111 Celsius — $21.95

4. Digital Thermometers

C19157N111 — $11.90

Easy-to-read, requires only 60 seconds for the sensing probe to take the temperature.
Compact, 5" L thermometer features digital display and a sturdy case of high-impact
plastic. Features temp lock, low-battery indicator, and auto shutoff. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C24798N111 89.6° F to 107.6° F — $4.65
C28178N111 32° C to 43° C — $4.55

Instant-Read Thermometer

5. Digital Long Probe Thermometer

Stainless steel 11⁄8" dia. thermometer has a temperature range of 0° F to 220° F with
+1% accuracy. Easy-to-read, shatterproof plastic lens. External recalibration. 5" pointed
stem. Super shock protection. Pocket case can be used for handle. Stainless steel
stem. NSF approved. Exclusive Safe-T-Set™ recalibration feature. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

WA20916N111 — $6.65

Perfect for farm, laboratory, and home use. Temperature range of –58° F to 572° F
(–50° C to 300° C) with an accuracy of ±2°. Thermometer features a 3" stainless steel
probe, Fahrenheit or Celsius temperature units, and an easy-to-read LCD display.
Comes with a protective cover. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31630N111 — $15.45
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Syringes + Accessories
NOTE: The sale of disposable syringes and needles
is controlled in the state of New York. We are unable
to ship to individuals who do not have a Certificate
of Need. The Certificate of Need is issued to people
who will be using the needles for industrial, agricultural, and/or educational uses. The Certificate of
Need is available by writing to:

Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement
433 River Street Suite 303
Troy, NY 12180
Call 1.866.811.7957 to request faxed forms.

Please include your Certificate of Need number with
your mail order; if ordering by phone you must state
your Certificate of Need number for verification.

C04124N111

Disposable Syringes with Needles

Made of polypropylene, a nontoxic plastic,
and is compatible with all known medications.
Sterile needles and syringes are ready for use
anywhere, and can be autoclaved in their sealed
polypropylene containers. Luer-lock tips. 1"
needle length.

3 cc Syringe — Box of 100. 20 gauge, 1⁄10 cc

Quick Tip™
IV Simplex
Set with
Threaded
Cap Adapter

C31445N111
C31457N111

Dexco Intravenous Sets

Fits any standard bottle. Bottle holder with air vent
attached to 48" medical-grade tubing. The flow pinch
clamp helps control fluids. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Latex Tubing
C31445N111 12 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.80
C31828N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.80
C31444N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.80
Clear Tubing
C31457N111 12 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.40
C31455N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.40
C31456N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2" — $8.40

C33674N111 — $16.75

Simplex
Intravenous Set

Quick Tip™ IV
Simplex Adapter

Transfer from bottle to bottle
quickly without interruption.
Adapts to any bottle with a 28 mm to 33 mm neck finish.
Attaches to either latex rubber or plastic funnel of a
Simplex assembly.

graduation. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Pack of 3. Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs. Bag of 10. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32884N111 — $13.95
C32178N111 — $42.25

graduation. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Luer-Lock Needles for Disposable Syringes

C04124N111 — $15.95
12 cc Syringe — Pack of 3. 18 gauge, 2⁄10 cc

Easily and efficiently transfer IV
Simplex from bottle
to bottle. Adapts to
any serum bottle size from
28 mm to 33 mm neck finish.
Specialized adapter fits most
28 mm bottle neck finishes.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

IV set with plastic flow
regulator and needle. Plastic
funnel with air vent and tubing
fits any standard 500 ml
bottle. Includes a 14 gauge x 2"
stainless steel aluminum hub
needle. Reusable. Made from
high-quality silicone-based plastic. Tubing is extra long
at 72". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C30652N111 — $9.45

Luer-lock. Fit Monoject disposable syringes, as well as any other syringes. Sterile, disposable.

C29517N111 — $1.20

C33165N111

C33185N111

Disposable Sterile
Syringes Without
Needles

A disposable-type, regular
C29518N111
Luer-slip syringe ready for
immediate use. Polypropylene
barrel and plunger with rubber tip. Compatible with
Luer-lock needles. Needle not included.
3 cc Syringe. Graduations: 1⁄10 cc.
C15780(A)N111 Box of 10. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $2.65
C15780N111 Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $13.95
12 cc Syringe. Graduations: 2⁄10 cc.
C29518N111 Pack of 3. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.05
20 cc Syringe. Graduations: 1 cc.
C29516N111 Pack of 3. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $1.75
C11879(A)N111 Box of 5. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $4.25
C11879N111 Box of 50. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs. — $29.95

C33191N111

Polypropylene Hub — Pack of 6.

Polypropylene Hub — Box of 100.

Pack — $ .85

Box — $5.45

Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C33185N111 16 gauge x 1"
C33186N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33187N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C29519N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33188N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33189N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
C33190N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C29522N111 20 gauge x 1"
C29523N111 20 gauge x 11⁄2"

Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C33191N111 16 gauge x 1"
C33192N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33193N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33194N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33195N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33196N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
C33197N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33198N111 20 gauge x 1"
C33199N111 20 gauge x 11⁄2"

Aluminum Hub — Pack of 6.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C33165N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33166N111 14 gauge x 2"
C29521N111 16 gauge x 1"
C29520N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33167N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33168N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33169N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33170N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
C33171N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33172N111 20 gauge x 1"
C33173N111 20 gauge x 11⁄2"

Pack — $2.25

C31449N111
C31453N111
C31452N111

DURATEK Round Hub Hypodermic Needles

NEW

C34880N111

NEW

C34882N111

IN-JECT Disposable Syringes

Disposable syringes in soft pack. Available in Luer lock or Luer slip.
Cat. No.
Description
Size Packaging
Sh. wt.
6 cc
Box of 100
2 lbs.
C34880N111 Luer Slip
12 cc Box of 100
2.75 lbs.
C34881N111 Luer Slip
3.25 lbs.
C34882N111 Luer Lock w/18-gauge x 1" Needle 12 cc Box of 100
35 cc Box of 50
3.25 lbs.
C34883N111 Luer Slip
60 cc Box of 25
2.50 lbs.
C34884N111 Luer Slip

C33174N111

IN-JECT Aluminum Hub Needle

Price

$12.65
$14.85
$16.80
$18.85
$15.00

C33183N111

Single-use hypodermic needles with aluminum hubs come packaged in individual
sterile cartridges that are color-coded by gauge. Needles are tri-beveled, ultra-sharp,
and anti-coring. Stainless steel cannula is cut to a lancet point. Disposable. Box of 100.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C33174N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33179N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33175N111 14 gauge x 2"
C33180N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33176N111 16 gauge x 1"
C33181N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
C33177N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33182N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33178N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33183N111 20 gauge x 1"

Box — $14.60

Reusable stainless steel round hub needles are constructed of strong materials for multiple uses. Beveled cannula. Needles feature 8 mm knurled hubs and lancet points.
Box of 12. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C31448N111 14 gauge x 1"
C31451N111 18 gauge x 1"
C31449N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33163N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C31446N111 16 gauge x 1"
C31452N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
1
C31447N111 16 gauge x 1 ⁄2"
C33164N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C31450N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C31453N111 20 gauge x 1"

Box — $4.20

DURATEK Square Hub Hypodermic Needle Packs

Stainless steel square hub needles are constructed of strong materials for multiple
use. Beveled cannula. Pack of 12 reusable, lancet point, economy needles.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C33153N111 14 gauge x 1"
C33158N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33154N111 14 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33159N111 18 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33155N111 16 gauge x 1"
C33160N111 20 gauge x 1⁄2"
C33156N111 16 gauge x 11⁄2"
C33161N111 20 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33157N111 18 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33162N111 20 gauge x 1"

Pack — $1.45

Detectable Needles™

Broken needles are a major concern, and these have detectable alloy in the cannula allowing the needle to be detected in metal detection systems while maintaining their
stainless steel classification. In addition, they address
packer HACCP and quality assurance programs. Pack of
100. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C33215N111 16 gauge x 3⁄4"
C33217N111 18 gauge x 1"
C33216N111 16 gauge x 1”
C33218N111 20 gauge x 1"

Pack — $40.50
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25 ML
50 ML

Allflex® Ultra Precision Syringes

Volume repeater syringes accurately deliver a preselected
dose ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 ml for the 25 cc syringe and
1 to 5 ml for the 50 cc syringe. Special locking mechanism
prevents air or contaminants from entering the syringe. Delivers medication when pressure is applied to the back of the
grip — a more natural motion for giving injections. Chrome, metal, and Lexan
construction. For use with Luer-lock needles. Amber-colored barrel. NOTE:
Replacement parts available — call 1.800.558.9595 for details.
C16505N111 25 cc syringe. Sh. wt 1.25 lbs. — $77.95
C15244N111 50 cc syringe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $83.25

C31367N111

C31368N111

25 ml O-Ring Replacement.

50 ml O-Ring Replacement.

C16505(A)N111 — $2.55
25 ml Barrel and O-Ring
Replacement. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C16505(C)N111 — $19.30

C15244(A)N111 — $3.45
50 ml Barrel and O-Ring
Replacement. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C15244(C)N111 — $18.95

Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C31369N111

C31360N111

NJ Phillips Metal Semi-Automatic Repeater Syringes

Heavy-duty syringe with comfortable handle used to administer a variety of vaccines.
Easy to clean and maintain. Adjustable dosage settings for ease and accuracy. Colored knobs sold separately (C31366N111 listed below). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

25 ml Syringe. Adjustable dosage settings from 0.5-2.5 ml.
C31368N111 — $87.75
50 ml Syringe. Adjustable dosage settings from 1-5 ml.
C31369N111 — $87.75

NJ Phillips Plastic Semi-Automatic Repeater Syringes

Ergonomically designed fingertip action reduces hand strain when giving lots of injections. Comfortable squeeze with built-in needle magazine. Adjustable dosage settings.
Colored knobs sold separately (C31366N111 listed below). Durable, cost effective, and
reliable. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

25 ml Syringe. Adjustable dosage settings of 0.5-2.5 ml.
C31367N111 — $61.50
50 ml Syringe. Adjustable dosage settings of 1-5 ml.
C31360N111 — $61.25
Barrel Kits with O-Rings for Plastic & Metal Repeaters. Works with both metal and

plastic repeaters by NJ Phillips.
C31370N111 25 ml kit. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $24.25
C31365N111 50 ml kit. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $24.75

Hauptner Automatic
Multidose Syringes

This product has been in our catalog for
over 30 years! Accurate and correct dosing.
Once the desired dose has been fixed, the
same dose is injected by a simple pressure on the
trigger until the syringe is empty. Dosages are 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 cc.
Aluminum body with stainless steel plunger rod and dose measuring mechanism.
C29541N111
30 cc Syringe with Glass Barrel. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C03828N111 — $89.95
50 cc Syringe with Glass Barrel. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C29541N111 — $99.50
Replacement Parts for 30 cc Syringe. For C03828N111 above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C07222N111 Unbreakable barrel — $2.70
C03286N111 Rubber packings. Set of 4. — $7.00
Replacement Parts for 50 cc Syringe. For C29541N111 above.
C29540N111 Glass barrel. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $4.45
C03286N111 Rubber packings. Set of 4. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $7.00

NEW

Bottle Holders

Colored Knobs for Repeaters

For 25 ml and 50 ml repeaters by NJ Phillips. Pack of 4 includes
red, blue, yellow, and green. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.

C31366N111 — $8.35

Designed to fit and protect medicine and vaccine
bottles. Prevents or reduces vaccine temperature
fluctuations and shields vaccine from harmful UV
light. Protects glass bottle from outside impact.
Easy and comfortable use. Built-in needle holders
for convenience. Small size holds 100/125 ml;
medium holds 250/500 ml; and large holds
500/1,000 ml. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Arm Band Bottle Holders
C34892N111 Small — $15.95
C34893N111 Medium — $16.95
C34894N111 Large — $20.95

50 cc Mega-Shot™

Provides multidose injections for livestock. Double
rubber plunger for positive seal. Plastic barrel will
withstand etching from harsh drugs. Precision rear dosage
dial makes it easier to change the dosage, prevents dose
slippage, and has a selection of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 cc. Holds 50 cc.
Patented needle guard means less broken and bent needles and
reduces trauma and tissue damage. For veterinary use only. Made in
the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Repeater Syringes

Belt Bottle Holders
C34895N111 Small — $16.95
C34896N111 Medium — $17.95
C34897N111 Large — $19.95

PLASTIC SYRINGES

C15555N111 — $62.50
Plastic Barrel Replacement Kit. Includes a 50 cc pistol-grip barrel with end

C15820N111

washers, packings, O-ring, and Luer-lock adapter washer. Holds 50 cc.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C15856N111 — $16.60

C18754N111

“Stubby” Sharpvet Nylon Syringe
BOVIVET PLUS 50 ml Revolver Syringe

Semiautomatic, 50 ml revolver syringe with unbreakable
plexiglas barrel, Luer lock. Innovative polyamide and
fiberglass. Ergonomic design. Dosing: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 ml.
Comes in a strong plastic case. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C25125N111 — $99.75

50 cc Pro-Shot™

Closeout $89.75

Durable 50 cc pistol-grip syringe at an economical price. Frame,
handle, and major components are engineered to be lightweight.
Syringe is designed with a forward pitch to allow for a more natural
motion while injecting and lessen the degree of tissue damage.
Rear dose selector with 1 cc to 5 cc increments. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C18755N111

The 20 cc syringe designed especially for small hands. More and more vaccination is being done by women, so these syringes have been designed with a
bigger barrel and shorter piston to accommodate smaller hands. Adds comfort
and reduces fatigue. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C18754N111 — $10.30
Replacement O-Rings. Set of 3. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C18755N111 — $2.60
Feeding Nozzle Only. Luer-lock attachment. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C15820N111 — $4.85

Ardes Plastic Syringes

Unbreakable plastic syringe. Designed for
one-hand operation. Metal plunger rod. Uses
Luer-lock needles. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C15631N111 10 cc syringe — $6.65
C15632N111 20 cc syringe — $7.30
C15633N111 50 cc syringe — $9.20

C15633N111

C24310N111 — $25.95
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Bottle Mount + Draw Syringes

BOTTLE MOUNT SYRINGES
NEW

C34750N111

C28790N111

C33512N111

Allflex® Bottle Mount/Tube Feed 6 ml Injector Syringe

Automatic self-filling injector syringe with Luer-lock tip. Easy V-grip design with soft comfort grips for high-volume
use. Easy set dial-a-dosage with easy view dosage window. Adjustable dosage from 0.5-6 ml in 0.5 ml increments.
Unique spring adjustor for custom handle tension for different medication viscosity. Durable plastic and metal
design; metal barrel cage with removable plastic barrel for cleaning. Adjustable bottle feed or tube feed configurations. Replaceable front and rear valve. Includes a minor maintenance kit. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Prima Tech
Bottle-Mount
Vaccinators with Fast-Fit System

With a Prima Bottle-Mount Vaccinator (BMV),
medicine bottles can quickly and easily be
changed to save time and money. Designed with
a steel needle nib that adds strength to a critical
stress point. Comes packaged with a metal
Luer-lock needle nut; 125 ml Fast Fit; 20 mm,
30 mm, and 33 mm neck bottle collars. 7" x 10" x 1".
Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.
C24336N111 2 ml — $35.95
C24337N111 5 ml — $35.95

C34750N111 — $69.25

Allflex® Bottle-Fed Syringe with Universal Bottle Adapter

Automatic, self-filling syringe with five, color-coded universal bottle adapters included. Universal bottle adapters enable multi-size bottles to fit on the syringe. Metal Luer-lock tip. Removable barrel for cleaning. Durable plastic design.
Amber-colored barrel to reduce UV sunlight exposure. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
2 ml. Adjustable dosage from 0.25 ml to 2 ml.
5 ml. Adjustable dosage from 0.5 ml to 5 ml.

C33512N111 — $35.75

21⁄2-Liter Poly
Backpack Container
Can be used with the
SyrVet™ 10 cc Automatic
Injector (C13778N111) on
page 143. Kit includes
backpack, standard cap,
vented cap, and strap.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C33511N111 — $35.75

Allflex® Bottle-Feed Syringes

Excellent for nearly all species and designed for use by veterinarians and livestock producers to administer most
animal health medications. Features heavy-duty bottle cage for bottle protection; an easy-to-use, comfortable V-grip;
removable barrel for easy cleaning; durable plastic design; and amber-colored barrel that reduces UV sunlight
exposure. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
2 ml. Adjustable dosage from 0.25 ml to 2 ml.
5 ml. Adjustable dosage from 0.5 ml to 5 ml.

C28791N111 — $25.95

C13140N111 — $19.60

C28790N111 — $25.95

DRAW SYRINGES
5 ml
Prima Tech
Adjustable-Dose
Vaccinator

C33509N111

C33510N111

C26056N111

Allflex® Ultra Precision Syringes

C33508N111

Allflex® Self-Filling Injector Syringes

Automatic, self-filling syringe with easy-set
dial-a-dosage and easy-view dosage window.
Easy V-grip for high-volume use. Includes Luer-tip
injector (choose from three different sizes below), 51⁄2"
drencher nozzle, and pour-on tip. Removable barrel for
cleaning. Replaceable front valve and spring with lockin-place feature. Durable plastic design. Amber-colored
barrel reduces UV sunlight exposure. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
12.5 ml. Adjustable dosage from 0.5 to 12.5 ml.

C33509N111 — $79.25
30 ml. Adjustable dosage from 5 to 30 ml.
C33510N111 — $76.50
70 ml. Adjustable dosage from 7.5 to 70 ml.
C33508N111 — $81.95

Durable syringes feature an ergonomic design with
an easy grip for high-volume use and an exclusively
designed amber-colored barrel to protect vaccines and
antibiotics from UV sunlight exposure. Includes draw
hose and bottle-mount connector. 1⁄4" I.D.
C26055N111 10 ml. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $101.25
C26056N111 20 ml. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $104.25
Drench Nozzle Only. 51⁄2" for syringes above.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26481N111 — $11.60
Replacement Barrels Only. For syringes above.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26055(A)N111 For 10 ml syringe — $5.55
C26056(A)N111 For 20 ml syringe — $5.85
Replacement Piston O-Ring Only. For syringes

above. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26055(B)N111 For 10 ml syringe — $3.45
C26056(B)N111 For 20 ml syringe — $3.45
Draw-Off Caps Only. For syringes above. Self-piercing
spike. Plastic one-piece construction. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26483N111 20 mm (white) — $6.95
C26484N111 30 mm (blue) — $6.95
C26485N111 33 mm (green) — $6.95

Designed with a steel needle nib that
adds strength to the tip of the barrel.
Also designed with a hook for hanging
out of the way or for storage. Features
the versatility of a fully adjustable dose
dial; easy-to-read number increments
printed on the barrel; a quick-change Luer-lock needle
nut; quality medical-grade tubing; and 20 mm, 30 mm,
and 33 mm draw-offs. Easy-to-replace parts and simple
to clean. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C25395N111 — $33.95

Syringe Cleaner

Simply dilute 1 tbsp. of this syringe cleaner solution in 1 gallon
of hot water, set the syringe
dosage system on maximum,
and briskly pump the detergent
solution through the medication
reservoir, feed tube, and instrument. Rinse by pumping clean
water through syringe until clean
water is expelled, then apply Syringe Lubricating Oil (C33041N111
sold separately below) to all rubber parts. For mineral deposits or
milkstone, take apart syringe and
soak overnight in detergent solution
(rinse and lubricate as described above). 12-fl.-oz. bottle.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33042N111 — $3.95
Syringe Lubricating Oil. 1-fl.-oz. flip-top bottle.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33041N111 — $2.05
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1.

NEW
2.

3.

Allflex® Bottle Mount/Tube
Feed 30 ml Drencher

Easy-set, dial-a-dosage with easy view dosage
window. Easy V-grip design with soft comfort grips
for high-volume use. Automatic self-filling drencher
with 31⁄2" nozzle. Adjustable dosage from 4-30 ml in
1 ml increments. Unique spring adjustor for custom
handle tension for different medication viscosity.
Durable plastic design. Has tube feed or rear bottle mount configurations.
Removable plastic barrel for cleaning. Replaceable front and rear valve.
Drencher comes with a minor maintenance kit. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

4.

5.

C34751N111 — $73.95

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Drenchers

DRENCH
NOZZLE

30 ml Big Gun™
Drencher

6.

1. Labelvage 600 ml Drench Gun

Ideal for dosing larger animals such as cattle and sheep. Body is constructed of
durable plastic with a curved metal drenching nozzle. 600 ml drencher is adjustable
by 50 ml increments and has a replaceable O-ring. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28394N111 — $103.75

2. Dr. Register’s 300 cc Drench Gun

Comfortable contoured grip reduces fatigue. Made of durable high-impact materials,
this drench gun features a nonstick coated O-ring, long-wearing nylon nozzle, and
adjustable metering limiter. No lubrication is necessary. Instructions included.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Easy-to-adjust dosage dial with settings from 3-30 ml in 1 ml increments.
Dose indicator window. V-grip design
for user comfort. Large 3⁄16" (50 mm)
I.D. draw hose. Comes with a plastic
shower nozzle (additional nozzle sold
separately below). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

DRENCH
HOOK

C31372N111 — $45.95
Metal Drench Nozzle.

21 cm Metal Drench Hook. Drench-

C31373N111 — $25.95

C31379N111 — $29.45

Drenching accessory for use with Big
Gun™ (C31372N111) above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

ing accessory for use with Big Gun™
(C31372N111) above. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C29354N111 — $96.25

3. 200 cc Drencher

200 cc drencher with ergonomic handle made of strong ABS plastic. Calibration
through distal screw. Supplied with the cannula. Increments of 10 cc. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19304N111 — $39.25

4. Ardes Drench Guns

An economical way of drenching cattle, sheep, and hogs for worming and other uses.
Lightweight, easy-to-handle drencher. Body is constructed of durable plastic with a
brass nozzle. May also be used to administer pour-on insecticides. Easy-to-adjust
dosages and easy to clean. Nonautomatic. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C15627N111 60 ml gun — $31.25
C15628N111 150 ml gun — $41.75

5. Sheep/Goat Nylon Syringe

Virtually unbreakable. Features centered tip, etched black markings on barrel for lifetime visibility. Probe screws onto syringe for greater stability. 100 cc capacity marked
in 20 cc increments. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C15819N111 — $17.70
Feeding Nozzle Only. Fits syringe listed above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C24809N111 — $4.15

A 12.5 ml applicator
designed to maximize
user comfort. Dial-a-dose
system for easy dose
settings (1 ml to 12.5 ml in
0.5 ml increments). Handle
spring covers for greater
hygiene. Dual-size hose
barb for either vaccine or
drenching draw-off tubes.
Simple cleaning and re-lubricating process. NRG (needle release grip) cap allows simple attachment and release of needles with greater durability. Lightweight, compact,
and durable. Soft-grip handle. Kit comes with a 12.5 ml Optimiser™ syringe with NRG
cap, metal drench nozzle, plastic drench nozzle, plastic T-bar pour-on nozzle, 42" L
tubing, and two needles. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C24320N111 — $43.90

6. Drencher with Threaded Cannula

This popular syringe and drench nozzle is sold as a kit for goat/sheep drenching, cattle
drenching, and more. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C31381N111 20 ml drencher — $11.20
C31378N111 50 ml drencher — $12.05

Safe-T-Flex® Pole Syringes

Pole syringes specially designed for safe, fast, and simple injection of both large
and small animals. Ideal for situations where adequate restraint facilities are not
available. Pole is flexible enough to give in any direction, so it eliminates the bending
or breaking of needles caused by animals jumping. 42" flexible nylon handle. Needle
not included.
10 cc Pole Syringe. 10 cc Luer-lock tip
20 cc Pole Syringe. 20 cc Luer-lock tip
attached to handle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
attached to handle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C09923N111 — $69.50

Small Farmer’s Kit

C11883N111 — $77.95

10 cc Automatic Injector

Specially designed for mass
treatment of livestock, this 10
cc capacity, self-refilling precision
injector/drencher is dose adjustable
from 1 cc to 10 cc. Features springless
valves, a chrome- plated brass handle
and lever, transparent 1 cc to 10 cc
graduated barrel, and a Luer-lock tip.
Dosage can be easily adjusted by the screw
and locknut. Sturdy hose allows automatic refill
by vial through a specially designed draw off
needle. Supplied complete with canula and straps for holding the vial upside-down.
Will work with 21⁄2-liter poly backpack container (C13140N111 on page 142).
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13778N111 — $101.50

FEATURED

Long Shot Pole Syringe

Slap-Shot® Flexible Vaccinator Tubing

C16059N111 — $98.35
Replacement 30 cc Syringe. For C16059N111. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C18920N111 — $31.75

C14747N111 — $12.75

Allows you to medicate animals
from up to 11 ft. away. Easily injects
medication automatically with
forward movement of the pole. Standard 30 cc syringe and 14-gauge x 1" Luer-lock
needle are replaceable as needed. Round tube is made of tough fiberglass, positively
locks easily at desired length, and measures 41⁄2 ft. when retracted and 8 ft. when fully
extended. Lightweight and evenly balanced. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Reduces injuries to the handler, wasted vaccine,
and eliminates needle breakage in animals. Clear,
flexible tubing with Luer-lock ends that accept any
standard Luer-lock needles or syringes. Made of
the finest medical-grade FDA-approved materials,
the tubing remains flexible at subzero and 100+
degree temperatures. 30" L. For use on cattle and
hogs. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
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Drenchers
Allflex® Heavy-Duty 20 ml Drencher with Backpack

Adjustable drencher utilizes a chrome-plated brass body and fittings, porcelainized
aluminum handle with springs that are precisely balanced for exact-dosage delivery. Lexan
barrel has clearly visible graduations from 21⁄2 to 20 ml. Refills automatically, is easy to adjust,
and holds dosage throughout use. Light and comfortable to use with adjustable tension on
the handle to adjust for an easy refill with different viscosities. Comes with a 51⁄2" cattle nozzle.
Complete unit includes drench nozzle [C26481(X)N111, listed below], 21⁄2-liter poly backpack container (C13140N111, listed on pg. 142), and drencher [C26056(X)N111, listed below]. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C05227N111 — $135.45
Nasco Price $132.95
20 ml Automatic Syringe/Drencher Only.
51⁄2" Drench Nozzle Only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C26481(X)N111 — $11.60
C26056(X)N111 — $104.25

C05227N111

50 ml Automatic Drencher

Suitable for most drenches and solutions. Refills automatically from the included plastic container. Comfortable, aluminum
alloy gloss-enamel handle and lever. Adjustable, dripless stainless steel nozzle. Unbreakable graduated and transparent
polycarb barrel. Uniquely designed springless valves, located inside the plunger, don’t require disassembling for cleaning.
50 ml drench kit includes 3-liter plastic container and strap. Adjustable from 5-50 ml. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C23051N111 — $95.50

C23051N111

Veterinary Injection Pump

Continuous flow, pumps on both up and
down strokes. Use with a stomach tube
for drawing fluid out of the stomach by
attaching the stomach tube to the bottom
nipple. Heavy brass seamless tubing.
Nickel plated. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28485N111

C00639N111 — $54.95
Repair Kit for C00639N111. Includes felt

The Whiplash™ Complete
Stomach Pump System
Blitz Captive Bolt Stunner Kit

Built tough in Germany, it can withstand rugged
farm conditions with its nickel coating. Loads a 9 mm
center-fire blank cartridge producing high-velocity
penetration. Center-fire cartridges can hold higher
pressures than rim-fire cartridges, making them more
powerful and more efficient. Internal parts lead to a
highly efficient product that is affordable and easy to
maintain. Kit includes Blitz unit, 8-oz. Hoppes solvent,
150 blank cartridges, cleaning brushes, one set of
spare parts (rubber buffer and bolt spring), and instructions. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N
◆Z46750N111 — $350.00
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material

Surcharge.

Blitz Center-Fire 9 mm
Cartridges. For use with Stunner

Kit above. Center-fire cartridges are
larger and capable of higher power
loads. Box of 50. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C32534N111 Low, 370 mg (Green)
C32536N111 Medium, 390 mg (Yellow)
C32533N111 Strong, 410 mg (Blue)
C32535N111 Power, 460 mg (Red)

Box — $26.75

Developed for the delivery of high-volume oral fluids
to ruminants. Long, stainless steel, flexible stomach
tube features a bulb head to pass easily down the
esophagus. Nose clamp allows oral delivery without
assistance. Top-quality, durable stainless steel pump
delivers 335 ml per stroke, three strokes deliver one
liter. Durable 6-ft. rubber hose to connect pump with
stomach tube. Elongated 60° probe completely enters
the rumen and allows for high-volume fluid delivery.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C28485N111 — $430.50
Med-Eze™ Stomach Pump Only. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C28673N111 — $173.50

Stomach Tube
for Calves

washer, felt washer retainer, and O-ring.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C18944N111 — $13.95

Frick Speculum Kit

Used to relieve bloating
in immobilized ruminant animals.
Kit includes Frick Speculum Tube
(chrome plated; 20" L x 11⁄4" dia.)
and one Koroseal Stomach Tube
(3⁄4" O.D. x 1⁄2" I.D. x 10 ft. L).
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C21043N111 — $45.55 Nasco Price $38.25
Frick Speculum Tube Only. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C05883N111 — $23.20
Koroseal Stomach Tube Only. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C00640N111 — $22.35

Thygesen pattern, stainless.
Cupped hose. 1⁄2" x 471⁄4"
(12 x 1,200 mm). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30742N111 — $126.75

Thygesen Stomach Tube

Thygesen pattern, stainless. Cupped hose. 11⁄16" x 707⁄8"
(18 x 1,800 mm). Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C30743N111 — $204.50

2.

1. Drench-Mate® Drench

NEW
Blitz-Lo Captive
Bolt Stunner Kit

Non-penetrating captive bolt stunner for animals
under 40 lbs. (small pigs, turkeys). Built tough to withstand rugged farm conditions. Kit includes 150 blank
“low” cartridges, set of cleaning brushes, buffer,
spring, oil, instruction sheet, and carry case. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

Z50593N111 — $500.00

Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products
outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under
the condition that you will not ship or carry it outside
the U.S. without a Federal Export License. Contact
Nasco for more information.

Combats milk fever, aids in dehydration, improves
digestion, stimulates appetite, and improves
performance. Special blend of calcium propionate,
yeast, yeast products, enzymes, minerals, niacin,
and other nutrients for dairy cattle. Dosage and
administration: Mix 1 to 11⁄2 lbs. powder into at least
5 gallons of warm water and administer via drenching system after calving; mix 1 lb. into 5 gallons of
warm water and administer once daily for next two
days if needed. Do not feed dry powder to cattle.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. N

5-Pack. Each pack is 1.50 lbs.
Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

Z46654N111 — $24.95
131⁄2-lb. Bucket. Sh. wt. 13.50 lbs.
Z47871N111 — $44.95

1.

50-lb. Bag. Sh. wt. 50 lbs.
Z46655N111 — $122.50

2. Drench-Mate® I — 6 1⁄2 Gallons (Single Dose)

Single-dose system has a 61⁄2-gallon bucket, 111⁄2-ft. poly-hose, and camlock fitting for easy detachment. Hose locks
onto the nose tong and frick tube, so the hose does not slip out of the rumen while you are pumping. Hand diaphragm pump with the capacity to drench a cow in 1 to 11⁄2 minutes. Made of hardened plastic and stainless steel
hardware. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. N

Z46656N111 — $349.00
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Daisy-Lifter Cow Lifts

C00888N111

C11432N111

Shanks® M & M Cattle Sling

Picks up a down cow by her hipbones for a short period of time for treatment, arranging bedding, or milking. To use, place over hipbones and tighten adjusting crank until
the sponge rubber pads have a firm grip on each side. Attach block and tackle to the
eye bolt in the center of the sling and lift. Should not be left on animal for long periods
of time. Hot dip galvanized. Sh. wt. 36 lbs. N

C00888N111 — $305.00
Replacement Parts
C07139N111 Crank. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $19.25
C00888(A)N111 Right square nut. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $4.10
C00888(B)N111 Left square nut. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $12.45
C24418N111 Threaded rod. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $64.00

Cow Lift

Specially designed for lifting cows that are down due to milk fever or calving injury, and
for assisting cows down on wet cement. There is only one adjustment to make no matter what size cow it is used on. Place over the cow’s hips and crank — tightening the lift
as necessary to prevent slipping when lifting the cow. Use with a wire stretcher, power
pull, or similar device attached to a tractor, etc., to easily lift the animal. Rubber padded
stirrups prevent scraping the cow’s hips. Bronze bearings eliminate friction and binding
on screw. Movable parts are sealed and permanently lubricated. Self-contained folding
crank. 20" folded, 28" extended. Capacity: 2,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

Gentle lifting, with support from the
backside to the brisket, ensures that the
cow is not harmed. Includes an open
area for the udder to hang through,
thus reducing stress and pressure.
Lifting straps and buckles accommodate
animals up to 2,200 lbs. Made from
heavy-duty, reinforced, long-lasting PVC
with the webbing and thread constructed
of durable polyester. The cow is gently
rolled onto the sling, straps are adjusted,
and the C-hooks secured to a front-end
loader or bucket. The cow is then gently
lifted and moved to a hospital. Includes
drawstring carrying bag. One-year warranty. (Product design may vary slightly
from photo.)

Standard (Fits Medium-Size Dairy
Breeds/Medium-Size Holstein). Sh. wt. 24 lbs.
See page 178 for
C25940N111 — $438.95
calf head restraints!
Standard Replacement Sling Only. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C28191N111 — $344.95
X-Large (Fits Large-Size Dairy Breeds/Large-Size Beef Cattle).

Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

C28187N111 — $544.95
X-Large Replacement Sling Only. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C28190N111 — $379.50

Liftease™ Cow Lifter

C11432N111 — $212.50

Increases comfort by preventing or reducing
sweating inside fully closed slings. When used for
longer periods, these can lead to skin ulcers and
hide damage. It is recommended that the cow is
first lifted by a hip-clamp device or the Liftease™
can simply be pulled through under the down
animal. Lift straps each have three lift loops to
give variation of lift height. Loops are designed
to fit on a silage fork and are less likely to slip
off than metal hooks. Designed to lift up to
4,400 lbs. (2,000 kg) without risk. Can also be
used for horses. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C01638N111

C33853N111

Vink Cow Lift

Indispensable tool for every dairy farm. Adjusted easily with a removable handle that
will fit on both sides of the spindle. To help a downed cow, bring the apparatus around
the hips of the animal and turn the spindle tight. Lift the animal up slowly so that it can
stand up easily. As soon as the animal is standing, take the tension off the cable, and
it will hold the animal so that it does not fall sideways. Constructed so that, with proper
use, it will not cause bruising around the hipbone. Sh. wt. 27 lbs.

C33853N111 — $195.00

Improved Cow Lift

Lightweight device has many uses, including post parturient paresis, assisting a cow
down on wet cement, prolapsed uterus, restraint during surgery, assisting the cow
in cases of generalized weakness, and obturator paralysis of fracture repair. Fits the
largest or smallest cow. Easy to use, place the cow lift over the back of the cow or calf.
Turn the convenient handle on the threaded rod and pull the rings snug to the hipbones, but not too tight, just enough so they will not slip off when the cow is raised.
Remove by reversing the threaded rod. CAUTION: Do not use over 15-20 minutes at
a time. Excessive use may injure the pelvis. Crank can only be used on one
side. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C01638N111 — $159.50

Quick-Lift™ Cow Lifter

High-strength, lightweight 2" (50 mm) O.D. pipe is a comfortable fit
for cow pin bones. Just slip the Quick-Lift™ onto the pin bones and
ratchet tight with a few quick strokes on the ratchet lever. If the cow
needs to be released quickly, the ratchet lever is simply pulled down
and the clamp instantly opens. There is no handle to lose or spindle
to damage or bend. Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Animal Lifts

C33517N111 — $385.00

Livestock Slings

Supports the animal over
extended periods of time, while
allowing the repair of torn
muscle and nerve damage. Just
Z18629N111
roll the animal onto the sling,
attach crossbars, and lift. Each
sling package includes sling,
crossbars, cable pullers, and
Z09820N111
detailed instructions. Made of
strong zinc-plated tubing and durable polypropylene strap
webbing. Sizes adjustable to fit almost any size animal. All U.S.
made parts. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. No returns on
items that have been used. N
Small Animal Slings. For goats, lambs, pigs, and dogs. Use for birthing problems, artificial
insemination, strains, fractures, and trimming feet. Holds up to 250 lbs. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.
Z18627N111 3" chest strap — $400.75
Z18628N111 6" chest strap — $400.75
Z09821N111 9" chest strap — $400.75
Medium Animal Sling. For yearlings, sows, and llamas. Use for birthing problems,
artificial insemination, strains, fractures, and trimming feet. Holds approx. 250-800 lbs.
Sh. wt. 54 lbs.

Z18629N111 — $928.75
Cow Sling. For downed cows, birth paraly- Horse Sling. For injured muscles and

C33516N111 — $181.25

Front-End Sling

Allows the whole cow to be lifted safely to a standing
position for longer periods of time. Using a hip lift alone
may cause a fair amount of muscular and tissue damage
around the hip area. Raised by the same methods as a
sling, the front-end sling takes weight off of the animal,
and provides minimal discomfort. The 12" belt slides
under the cow behind its front legs. A harness keeps
the belt from slipping. Adjustable to any size cow. Made
of rubber belting, bar is made of 2" pipe, and straps are
canvas. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C12627N111 — $332.95

Weigh Sling

Weighs and carries calves and foals.
33" x 14" nylon mesh sling with front and
rear adjustable, 2" W nylon straps, each
with a heavy-duty plastic snap buckle.
Metal D-rings and bolt snaps. Scale not
included. Green and blue. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C28540N111 — $89.25

sis, milk fever, and strained muscles. Holds
approx. 800-2,800 lbs. Sh. wt. 67 lbs.

Z09820N111 — $937.50

ligaments, strains, and fractures. Holds
approx. 1,300 lbs. Sh. wt. 64 lbs.

Z09819N111 — $1,329.95

Cattle Sling

Solve the problem of supporting a down cow for a longer
length of time than with a cattle lift. Use with a lift, once
the animal is lifted. Sturdy vinyl coated nylon material
60" L x 35" W with 4" turnover on each end. Three
4" triple-stitched webbing straps run the full length
of material for added strength and support. 2"
edge binding runs the full length on each edge of
the material portion. Loops in the material to accommodate two 42" x 1⁄2" O.D. rods to
attach ropes or chains for suspension. For animals up to 1,500 lbs. Designed to immobilize, not to support total animal weight. Includes rods. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C07126N111 — $147.25

Beam Hook

Opens a full 10" to serve as a speedy, movable support for a sling
or winch. The more pressure applied, the better the grip. Load
limit: 1,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C01637N111 — $31.95
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Dehorners

DECREASE INJURY IN YOUR ANIMALS
BY DEHORNING WHEN THEY'RE YOUNG
Place the dehorner over the horn and rotate to make certain the high temperature is
applied to all horn cells at the base of the horn. In four to six weeks the horn button will
drop off, leaving a smooth, well-healed area. No loss of blood or severe shock during or
after dehorning. Can be done safely any month of the year.

STERIBUD Heavy-Duty Electronic Dehorner

A heavy-duty dehorner in an all-in-one kit. Battery-powered dehorner
minimizes animal stress and pain. Features instant heating (7.5
seconds per bud) with electronically controlled time and heat level.
Dehorns 100+ calves on one battery charge. Includes electronic
dehorner, wall charger adapter, car charger adapter, two replacement
ceramic heads, two replacement heating blades, Allen key for ceramics replacement, wrist wrap, and carrying case. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C33097N111 — $330.75

NEW

PROPANE
DEHORNER

D-Bud Dehorner

Now it’s possible to dehorn anywhere!
Hooks up to an ATV or any vehicle with a
12V battery. Cuts and cauterizes all blood
vessels, stopping blood supply to the horn.
Takes approx. five seconds to debud the calf (ideal
age to debud is 3-6 weeks). Stress on calf and operator is minimal (a calf will eat right after you debud and
will not have any weight loss). Tip heats up in about five
minutes with a tip temperature of 1,275° F. Tip dia.: I.D.
11
⁄ 16", O.D. 3 ⁄4". No flies, infection, or bleeding. Lightweight,
portable, handheld tool features aluminum and stainless
steel construction. Dehorner comes with cable and battery
clips that you can use to hook up to a 12V battery. 15-ft. cord.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C24125N111 — $254.50

For trouble-free performance,
we highly recommend using
quadruple-refined gas only.

PISTOL-GRIP
DEHORNER

Portasol Dehorner III

NEW

NEW

C29559N111 — $165.00
C30331N111 5⁄8" tip only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $31.25
C30332N111 3⁄4" tip only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $31.25
C14240N111 10-fl.-oz. butane refill for C29559N111,
listed above. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $6.35
Repair Kit for Portasol Dehorner III. Includes 2.5 mm Allen wrench, 1.5 mm Allen wrench,

INLINE
DEHORNER

grub screw, jet assembly, flat wrench, and ignition ceramic assembly. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Express Green Propane Dehorner

Economical, well-designed, propane-powered dehorner heats up fast —
reaches a working temperature of 1,100° F (595° C) in less than three minutes!
Lightweight (less than 1 lb.) and features a built-in hook for hanging and storage
slot in handle for hex key. Has a reversible brass 0.67"-0.8" tip and includes
hose with fittings for propane supply. Comes with hose, regulator, flint striker,
and storage box.

Dehorner with 15-ft. Hose.

Fits standard-size propane tank (not
included). Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C34924N111 — $102.50

The perfect tool for dehorning herds of young calves and goats that are 3-8 weeks old.
Removing the pre-emergent (debudding) is the most humane and efficient way to eliminate
horn tissue in calves. This method simultaneously kills horn growth and controls bleeding
by cauterizing the blood vessels, while minimizing potential infection. Makes it possible to
dehorn and debud anywhere. Length: 93⁄8". Unit equipped with 5⁄8" (15 mm) tip. Operating
time: 45 minutes. Tip temperature: 1,200° F. Refill time: 20 seconds. Does not include
butane. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Dehorner with 5-ft. Hose. Fits 14-oz.

propane cylinder (not included) and
belt clip hanger. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C34925N111 — $91.95

Express Green Pistol-Grip Dehorner

Designed for easy handling, quick trigger ignition, fast heating, and easy maintenance. Features a high-power fuel mix cartridge that installs into the handle,
eliminating cords and bulky tanks. Maximum temperature is reached in under
three minutes and will operate for approx. two hours at up to 1,200° F (650° C).
Lightweight — weighs only 1.3 lbs. with a full fuel cartridge. Pistol-grip design
is comfortable and easy to control. Comes with reversible brass 0.67"-0.8" tip,
one fuel cartridge, instructions, and metal carry case. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33323N111 — $25.00

See page 138 for Farm
Animal Anesthesia book.

HornStop Dehorner

Comparable to Buddex®! Save time and reduce stress with this humane method of dehorning. Instant heat — 6 to 8 seconds per horn bud. This cordless dehorner can handle
15 calves per charge. No setbacks and calves can remain on feed. Use on newborn calves
under 3-4 weeks old. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C23211N111 — $257.75

NASCO PROPANE DEHORNER ACCESSORIES

C34927N111 — $164.95
Replacement Cartridge Only. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34928N111 — $7.90

Express Green Inline Dehorner

Portable, easy to handle, safe, fast, and efficient. Compact, ergonomicallydesigned dehorner is fueled by a butane/propane mix in a cartridge that fits
into the handle — no cords or bulky propane tanks are required. Features an
automatic piezo ignition and a totally enclosed combustion chamber for safety.
Heats to working temperature in less than five minutes and reaches temperatures up to 1,100° F (595° C). One fuel cartridge provides enough dehorning
power for 2-5 hours, depending on outside temperature. Constructed for heavy
use, it will dehorn calves up to 10 weeks of age. Comes with one fuel cartridge,
a 3⁄4" tip, instructions, and metal carry case. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34926N111 — $206.75
Replacement Cartridge Only. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34928N111 — $7.90

C31948N111

C31949N111

C24133N111

Replacement Tip and Base. For use with a Bernzomatic propane gas

torch (Model TS4000; customer supplied). Use with caution. Includes brass
tip, brass base, cap screws, and set screws. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C31948N111 — $90.75
Replacement Tip. Includes brass tip and cap screws. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C31949N111 — $47.75
5-ft. Propane Hose Only. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C24133N111 — $28.95
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Dehorners
Item No.
1.
2.
3.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Cat. No.
C09786N111
C09785N111
C02430N111
C33963N111
C33964N111
C33965N111
C12425N111
C12426N111
C01017N111
C01625N111

9.

C05506N111

10.

C31901N111

11.

C31900N111

4.

13.

Description
Model L200CD Goat/Calf. Power Cord 41⁄2 ft.
Model L125CD Goat/Calf. Power Cord 41⁄2 ft.
Rhinehart X30 Electric Goat/Calf Dehorner
Rhinehart X30E Electric Dehorner for the U.K.
Rhinehart X30E Electric Dehorner for Europe
Rhinehart X30E Electric Dehorner for Australia
Goat Dehorner. Available in 240V through special order.
Electric Calf Dehorner. Available in 240V through special order.
Rhinehart X50-A Calf Dehorner with Thermostat Temp. Range: 1000°- 1400º F
Rhinehart X40 Calf Dehorner
Small Dehorning Tip. Fits C01017N111 and C01625N111 dehorners only.

For calves up to 4 months
3⁄8" Adapter Goat Tip. Fits the X40 and X50 dehorners. Optional tip for
C01625N111 and C01017N111. Mounting hardware included.
1⁄4" adapter for pygmy goats. Fits the X40 and X50 dehorners. Optional tip for
C01625N111 and C01017N111. Mounting hardware included.
Solder Tip. Fits the X40 and X50 dehorners. Optional tip for and C01017N111
C01625N111. Mounting hardware included.

12.

C31899N111

13.

C05506(YA)N111 Clips only for C05506N111

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Dehorners

Tip Dimensions
Overall
I.D. O.D. Depth

Length Watts

Power
Current

Sh. wt.

1⁄2"
9⁄16"
9⁄16"

7⁄8"
3⁄8"
7⁄8"
3⁄8"
13⁄16" 7⁄16"

14"
12"
93⁄4"

200
125
200

120V AC
120V AC
110V AC

2 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.75 lbs.

Price
$117.25
$51.75
$82.75

3⁄4"

7⁄8"

1⁄2"

11"

600

240V AC

2.50 lbs.

$169.95

5⁄8"
3⁄4"
3⁄4"
3⁄4"

7⁄8"
15⁄16"
11⁄2"
11⁄2"

7⁄8"
open
11⁄2"
11⁄2"

123⁄4"
123⁄4"
91⁄2"
91⁄2"

350
240
239
165

115/120V AC
110V AC
110/120V AC
110/120V AC

3 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
2.50 lbs.
2 lbs.

$97.95
$64.75
$99.75
$65.95

1⁄2"

7⁄8"

——

——

——

——

0.25 lbs.

$18.25

3⁄8"

9⁄16"

——

——

——

——

0.31 lbs.

$18.25

1⁄4"

1⁄2"

——

——

——

——

0.25 lbs.

$18.25

——

——

——

——

——

——

0.38 lbs.

$29.00

——

——

——

——

——

——

0.19 lbs.

$4.45

FEATURED

STONE Double Dehorner

Saves time! One instrument handles newborns 3-10 days old; flip it over for larger
calves up to 12 weeks old (some breeds up to 6 months). Cauterizing action reduces
blood loss and helps prevent infection after mechanical dehorning. Solid brass
heating element for long life. Stays hot longer. Temperature range: 1,100° to 1,200° F.
Inside diameters are 3⁄4" and 1". 91⁄2" L. 110V AC, 240 watts. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Rhinehart X50 Dehorner Package

Thermostatically controlled and will withstand the vigorous demands of industrial
farms. Package includes X50 dehorner, 1⁄2" tip for calves up to 4 months, 3⁄8" tip for
goats, and 1⁄4" tip for pygmy goats. Thermostat temperature range: 1,000°-1,400° F.
3
⁄4" I.D./11⁄2" O.D. Overall depth: 11⁄2". Length: 91⁄2". 110/120V AC, 239 watts.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C32753N111 — $147.95

Dehorning Paste

Use calves up to eight weeks of age — preferably
1-7 days old. Clip hair from horn buttons and roughen
skin from tip to base of button (do not draw blood).
Not for use on goats. 6-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C29472N111 — $5.20

Reverse
Side

12+ $4.84

C27103N111 — $137.75

Knuckle Saver
Precision Barnes Dehorners

It has 18° offset tubular steel handles that allow
the user to fully open the cutting edges of the
dehorner in much less space than required by
straight-handle dehorners. Features cutting
blades that are perfectly matched so they
operate smooth and easy with no binding or
uneven cuts. Blades have precision-sharpened cutting surfaces for fast, clean cuts
and no skin tags. Heavy-duty instrument is quality built to last a lifetime. Total length
of the 18° angle tubular steel handles and rubber grip is 16".
C16663N111 Large. For horns approx. 13⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $61.95
C16664N111 Extra-large. For horns approx. 21⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $70.75

Dr. Naylor Dehorning Paste

Provides a quick, economical method of dehorning young animals at any time of the year. One
application over horn button does it. No cutting
or bleeding. Use as soon after birth as possible
up to 8 weeks old. Will dehorn over 40 calves.
4-oz. jar. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Barnes-Type Large-Size Dehorner

C11910N111 — $5.55

Dr. Larson’s™ Dehorning Paste

Eliminates blood, infections, and trauma caused by dehorning saws and gouging dehorners. Inhibits horn growth before it starts. Easy to apply. Syringe applicator system
minimizes the risk of exposing the user to dehorning paste. Calibrated applicator
applies a consistent, uniform dose with little waste. One tube dehorns up to 24 calves.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C26000N111 — $5.70

12+ $5.32

Cutting blades made of high-grade tool steel, featuring a rust-resistant oxidized
finish. Cutting edges on the inside permit the operator to cut out the horn button.
Heavy construction, chrome-plated, with metal handles. 171⁄2" L. For horns approx.
11⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C00181N111 — $28.50
Calf Dehorner. For use on 2- to 10-month-old calves. 13" L. For horns approx. 1" dia.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14750N111 — $22.30
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Dehorners + Castration
Super Jet Power
Dehorning Saw

High quality!

A precision dehorning saw with safety
features to protect the operator as
well as the animal — two rotating blade
guards wrap around the horn as it is being
severed. Open-end design means no threading over the end of the horn. Just place “V” of
blade guards at the desired location on the horn, start
the motor, and push forward. Horn is severed in seconds,
before the animal senses any pain. Cut is clean with no bruising or
crushing. Features include: 3.5 hp, double-insulated, right-angle grinder motor;
9" high-quality chrome steel blade (cuts up to 31⁄2" dia. horn); and bottom plate
guard held on with two thumb screws (removes in seconds for cleaning).
Comes completely assembled. 115V AC. Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

C14529N111 — $599.50
C14530N111 Replacement blade only. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $50.95

Heat Dehorning Iron Set

Brass head is heated and applied over horn button. Horn sloughs off in 4 to 6 weeks.
Set includes a small iron (5⁄8" I.D., 3⁄8" D), a medium iron (3⁄4" I.D., 3⁄8" D), and a large iron
(7⁄8" I.D., 1⁄2" D). Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C01341N111 — $54.75

Stiff-Backed
Dehorning Saw

Easy-to-use, generous-size
dehorning saw with easy-grip
handle. Finest quality. Features
12 teeth per inch. 12" blade.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C06562N111 — $8.95

FEATURED

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Convex Dehorner

When there are only a few animals to be dehorned each year, the improved Convex
Dehorner will serve nicely. One knife does the entire cutting job, aided by a buffer
plate that forms the lower jaw. Because there is only one cutting surface, the knife
can be removed from the cut during operation and easily replaced. 161⁄2" dehorner
with 25" wood handles. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

C00183N111 — $188.75
C01605N111 Extra blades. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $47.25

C15399N111

Henderson Castrating Instrument

2. Convex Junior Dehorner

Calves should be dehorned during the first year, before their horns become large and
tough. For operating on both calves and goats. Constructed precisely like the popular
Convex Dehorner (C00183N111 above) in design and operation, it is smaller and lighter,
yet powerful enough to do a neat, clean job on young animals. Just as efficient in
operating on goats. 111⁄2" dehorner with 141⁄2" wood handles. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C05638N111 — $161.75
C05639N111 Extra blades. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $42.75

This instrument and technique minimize blood loss and risk of hemorrhage through
the severed cord. Utilizes twisting action that effectively closes the severed cord.
Used with a standard, variable-speed drill (not included) — a cordless unit is best for
convenience and safety. Should only be used with a variable-speed drill with a 3⁄8”
chuck. Easy to use and faster than many other forms of castration. Field tested by
veterinarians. Comes with instructional DVD.

Cattle Castrating Instrument. May be used on any age bull, but is an especially

effective method to use on older, heavier bulls (500 to 900 lbs.) where it is important
to minimize the risk of blood loss, swelling, and infection. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

3. Improved Keystone Dehorner

This is the “last word” in dehorning instruments. Outer edge of the cutting knife is
pointed and its surface is parallel to the cutting edge. This makes the knife stronger
and less likely to crack. 24" wood handles. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

C00175N111 — $188.75
C00175(YA)N111 Replacement bolt only. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $7.00
C00177N111 Extra blade set only. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $82.75
C00176N111 Extra pair of handles only. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $42.25

C15399N111 — $233.50
NEW Equine Castrating Instrument. Jaw design specifically developed for

equine. Removable bolt in pivot joint to enhance cleaning and sterilizing of the
instrument. Constructed of stainless steel with nonstick coating to resist rust, easily
sterilized, autoclavable. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34836N111 — $278.75

4. Farmhand™ Heavy-Duty Dehorner

Heavy-duty dehorner made of cast steel, with stainless steel blades and Australian
hardwood handles. Gear set is precision cast to create the most cutting force with the
least handle effort. To aid in this, the main pivot points are brass brushed, to reduce
moment loads. Blade opening is 31⁄8". 27" handles. 48" L. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C34398N111 — $399.00
C34399N111 Replacement blade only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $128.50
C34400N111 Replacement bolt set only. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $66.25
C34401N111 Replacement handle only. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $49.75

C00287N111

C00290N111

OB Saw Wire

Quickly cuts through bones or horns.
A total of 32.8 ft. (10 m) of rustresistant saw wire. Twenty-seven
wires threaded. Plastic storage
container. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Emasculatomes

Precision-made instruments for the humane and bloodless castration of livestock
by severing the testicular cord without injury to the bag (scrotum). No bloodshed,
therefore no loss due to blood poisoning, flies, or screw worms. Slipping of the cord
is prevented by the patented cord stops. Complete atrophy of the testicles follows in
about six weeks. The animal does not suffer and no special attention or treatment is
required. High-quality steel, nickel plated, with cord stops. For docking lamb’s tails,
use either extra-small or small instrument. Cut off tail inside the closed jaws. Crush of
pincers will reduce bleeding.

C31958N111 — $18.45
Dehorner Saw Handles.

For use with OB Saw Wire
(C31958N111 above). Pair.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C00624N111
C00624N111 — $16.35
Metal Wire Handles. For use with OB Saw

Wire (C31958N111 above). Pair. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C16023N111 — $14.80

Artery Forceps

C16023N111

See page 178 for
calf restraints!

A handy instrument around livestock. Use to pick up an
artery end in wounds, to pull an artery in dehorning, or to
pick up tissue for suturing in operations. Stainless steel.
53⁄4" L. Straight. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C00813N111 — $3.15

Extra-Small, 9" Castrator.

Large, 16" Castrator.

For lambs. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

For mature bulls. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

young calves, or for docking lambs.
Wooden handles. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

For bulls, horses, buffalo, and camels.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C00287N111 — $33.75
Small, 12" Castrator. For lambs and
C00288N111 — $45.75
Medium, 14" Castrator. For calves and

C00289N111 — $57.25
Extra-Large, 19" Castrator.
C00290N111 — $58.95

young bulls. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C00227N111 — $51.75
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1.

8.
2.

9.

3.

1. White’s Improved Emasculator

Made from the finest surgical stainless steel. A removable wing nut simplifies disassembly
for thorough cleaning and also serves as an adjustment for the tightening or approximating of the blades. Double crushing blade prevents primary or secondary hemorrhage because of multiple crushing of the spermatic cord and artery. Completely severs
the artery. 12" L. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C24799N111 — $385.75

Closeout — $335.75

2. Stainless Steel Emasculator

The removable wing nut simplifies disassembly for thorough cleaning and serves
as an adjustment for the tightening or approximating of the blades. Double crushing
blade prevents primary or secondary hemorrhage because of the multiple crushing of
the spermatic cord and completely severs the artery. 12" L. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

8. “Tri-Band” Bander — Bigger — Stronger

Designed for bulls weighing from newborn to 350 lbs. Band opens to
21⁄2" x 21⁄2" x 21⁄2". “Tri-Band” bands also work on standard pliers and are twice
as strong as the green bands. The applicator requires no tightening of any
kind; simply open, put in place, and release. A tetanus toxoid injection is
recommended prior to banding. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C32824N111 — $82.50

C24393N111 — $39.25
C24394N111 Pack of 25 bands. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $7.75

3. Double-Crush Emasculators

9. XL Bander

C13669(X)N111 — $29.75
12" Emasculator. For use on horses. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C14864N111 — $40.75

C28341N111 — $99.95
C28340N111 Bag of 50 bands. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $49.95

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Castration + Navel

This applicator requires no tightening of any kind — simply open, put in place, and
release — it’s that simple! Designed specifically for castrating bulls weighing between
250 and 750 lbs. Bands (not included) open to 4" x 3" x 3". A tetanus toxoid injection is
recommended prior to banding. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Stainless steel, curved handle.
9" Emasculator. For use on small ruminants. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

6.
4.

Newberry Castrating Knife

A stainless steel castrating knife with interchangeable 2" blades. Will split the scrotum
for easier removal of testicles. 101⁄2" L.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C10844N111 — $19.45

4.

2.
5.

1.

7.

4. Premium Band Castrator

3.

An easy-to-use instrument designed for the one-person operation of castrating lambs,
calves, goats, and other animals quickly and easily. May also be used for docking and
prolapses. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C30643N111 — $22.70

5. Sharpvet Band Castrator

Band castration is easy and affordable. Expands an elastic “O” ring that slides over
the scrotum, including testicles. Can also be used on tails. The released “O” ring
squeezes shut all arteries supplying blood. After a period of 10-20 days, the tail or
scrotum falls off. This model is slightly wider than most, allowing the bands to fit
around larger testicles. The latch is used to hold the handles in place for proper
positioning. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34201N111 — $8.95

1. Barrier II™ Wound Care Spray with Pain Relief

6. Elastrator

Specially compounded rubber ring is easily put in place with the Elastrator, and left
there. Circulation is shut off, and any sensation of discomfort passes quickly as the
part becomes numb and eventually falls off. Opens up to 2" dia. 91⁄2" L. 2" opening.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C00232(X)N111 — $15.75
7. Elastrator Rings. Pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C00233(X)N111 — $1.90 5+ $1.74

C31351(X)N111 — $23.85

2. Navel-Guard™ Iodine-Free Naval Dip

Navel Cord Clamps

Llocin clamps help prevent navel infection such as Escherichia
coli and Streptococci by sealing off the navel cord. Apply as
soon after birth as possible. Clamp may be removed in 24-36
hours, or it will drop off of its own accord in 3-5 days. Reusable.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Clamp for Pigs & Lambs. Bag of 25.
C06995N111 — $6.75 3+ $6.07

Clamp for Calves & Colts. Bag of 10.
C07005N111 — $5.80 3+ $5.25

Umbilical Cord Clamps

Attach as soon as possible after birth. Remove after
24 to 48 hours. Place clamp approx. 3⁄16" from top
of umbilical cord. Cut cord below clamp to prevent
suckling. Clamps can be disinfected and reused
if desired, or can be left to fall off naturally. Ideal
for piglets as clamps are large enough not to fall
through creep floors. Clamps measure 25⁄8" L. Pack
of 100 clamps. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C31270N111 — $22.80

A 2% iodine solution that kills up to 99% of surface germs that may cause infection. Contains lidocaine to alleviate pain in wounds and surgical incisions. Dries in
approx. 90 seconds and forms a highly visible, durable coating. Showed reduced
bleeding and faster healing in a clinical trial treatment group. Hold sprayer 4"-6"
from area to be treated and spray one or more times. Labeled for all animals. Do
not use on food-producing animals less than one week prior to slaughter. 16-oz.
bottle with trigger sprayer. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

A solution to the 2% iodine regulations — prevent umbilical infections using
this ready-to-use “iodine-free” navel dip for newborn animals. Effective, safe,
and environmentally green. Uses a combination of two acid technologies and
isopropyl alcohol (that also aids in drying the navel). Nonhazardous, nontoxic, and
noncorrosive. Uses food-grade dye to identify application. Dip as soon as calf is
physiologically stable after birth.
C31349(X)N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.55
C31350(X)N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.95

3. Vetericyn Umbilical, Navel & Udder Gel

For use as an aid in cleaning the umbilical and navel of newborn animals. A
great alternative to strong iodine or chlorhexidine. Helps eliminate infection and
provides a protective barrier. May also be used for udder sores, lesions, cuts, and
udder cleft issues. 16-oz. spray bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32200N111 — $38.75

4. 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Gallon. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C12167N111 — $19.40 4+ $18.24
Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material Surcharge.
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Castration + Leg Splints
NEW

Callicrate Pro Bander™ Kit

Stretches over the scrotum before being tightened and then locked firmly into
position. Banded animals rarely go off feed and show little discomfort. Works well
on cattle, goats, alpacas, and sheep. Can used for castration, removing horns and
treating prolapses. Light, sleek, and easy to use. No crimping. Large loop opening
makes placement easy. Features a durable pull strap and 360° tension indicator.
Includes cutter, five loops, and carry case. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Callicrate SMART Bander®

Can be used for dehorning and tail docking. The loop and clip
unit makes the job fast, easy, and convenient and works well on
any size animal. Built-in tension meter senses proper tightness
every time, regardless of the operator or the size of the animal.
Tetanus toxoid must be used. Contains the bander, five loops,
and cutter. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C18381N111 — $306.25
Callicrate SMART Loops®
C16150N111 Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $71.50
C16151N111 Bag of 100. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $285.75

C34703N111 — $305.00
Callicrate Pro Loops. For use with Pro Bander™ above.
C34705N111 Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $67.50
C34706N111 Bag of 100. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $270.00
Prolapse Loops. For use on prolapses with Pro Bander™ above. Bag of 5.
C16150N111

Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34704N111 — $25.00

California Bander

Made of stainless steel with a soft foam handle.
Precut, 6" natural latex bands (C25924N111) have an
aluminum T-clip attached to one end. To use, simply
place the clip into the slot of the tool, stretch the
band around the scrotal sac, and lock the other end
of the band onto the clip. The clip will hold the band
tightly and securely without crimping. Band and
tool are then separated by tilting the tool slightly
backwards. No need to cut the band. Easy to use,
it saves time and money. For use on animals of all
sizes. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C25844N111 — $39.95
Bands for California Bander. Pack of 25.

C18364(A)N111

C18363N111

EZE Bloodless Castrator – Model T-1

C14761N111

Minimizes stress and discomfort to the animal. Tool applies a latex ring around the
scrotum and pulls it extremely tight, cutting off the blood supply. An aluminum clip
secures the construction. Scrotum should fall off in 20-30 days. Can be used on
cattle, sheep, and goats. Works best on calves 250 lbs. and over. Tetanus toxoid
injection should be given at time of banding. Comes with enough latex tubing and
clips to do 25 animals. Includes instructional DVD. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C25924N111 — $26.75

Hired Hand EZY Banding Tool

C18363N111 — $200.50
C18364(A)N111 Pack of 50 latex bands. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $45.95
C14761N111 Pack of 50 clips. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $32.25
13-ft. Replacement Tubing for EZE Bloodless Castrator
Original Bander. For use with old-style EZE Bloodless

Works for elastration or surgical removal with any type of
elastration tool. Prevents testicles from sliding back into
the abdomen; pushes testicles through the band when the
scrotum is simply pulled through. Once a band has been applied or the
testicles surgically removed, simply remove the tool for reuse. Black plastic.
3" L x 31⁄4" W x 31⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Castrator; NOT for use with C18363N111 above. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C34479N111 — $7.50

C14762N111 — $11.50

C14762N111

LEG SPLINTS
Bovine Orthopedic Splints (BOS) are molded from PVC and lined with closed-cell foam for maximum comfort for calves and cows. Use with heavy-duty elastic adhesive bandage
to secure splint. Administration of anti-inflammatories at initial splint application may also be beneficial. NOTE: The BOS splints can be slightly modified or molded to suit the leg
by using a heat gun or hair dryer.

1. Calf Leg Splints

Reusable!

When a calf is born with a contracted flexor tendon, the fetlock joint is caused to knuckle under, causing serious limitation to
the mobility of the calf. With the application of the BOS splint to the back of the leg with the bottom edge at ground level, the
calf should have normal mobility immediately. Remove the splint after 4-5 days.
Front-Leg Splint Kit. Includes one calf front-leg splint
Calf Front-Leg Splint, Yellow. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
(C27390N111 at right), 3" x 5 yd. roll of elastic adhesive banC27390N111 — $36.75
dage, and instructions. Splint length: 173⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
Calf Rear-Leg Splint, Green. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C28222N111 — $46.95
Rear-Leg Splint Kit. Includes one calf rear-leg splint

C27127N111 — $36.95

(C27127N111 at right), 3" x 5 yd. roll of elastic adhesive bandage, and instructions. Splint length: 153⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C24222N111 — $47.25

2. Cow Leg Splints

Used in cases of calving paralysis that commonly cause knuckling under of one, or sometimes both, hind legs. The BOS splint
is simply applied to the back of the leg using the special adhesive elastic bandage included in the kit. Application of the splint
will allow the animal normal mobility almost immediately after application. Remove the splint after 4-7 days.
Large Kit. 20" splint is for use with larger Friesian or Holstein Extra-Large Kit. 22" splint is for use with very large Holsteins.
cows. Includes one large cow rear-leg splint (C27128N111
Includes one extra-large cow rear-leg splint (C27391N111
below), 3" x 5 yd. roll of elastic adhesive bandage, and
below), 3" x 5 yd. roll of elastic adhesive bandage, and
instructions. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
1.

2.

C24224N111 — $56.50
Large Cow Rear-Leg Splint, Orange. For use with larger

Friesian or Holstein cows. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C27128N111 — $46.50

C28223N111 — $50.95
Extra-Large Cow Rear-Leg Splint, Lilac. For very large

Holsteins. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C27391N111 — $50.95
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Cow or Horse Balling Gun

Straight with spring. Stainless steel head: 1" x 31⁄4".
Takes 1⁄2- and 1-oz. capsules. 3⁄4" (20 mm) I.D. 17" L.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Small Bolus Gun with
Interchangeable Heads

Features a spring-loaded center shaft and includes
three interchangeable heads to accommodate different
size boluses. 1⁄4" and 3⁄8" I.D. 111⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34420N111 — $45.95

C00302N111 — $15.25

Adult Animal Balling Gun

Young animal balling gun!

Multi-Bolus Balling Gun

Up to six, 240 grain boluses
can be administered per animal. Pistol-grip handle; outside spring and trigger
to prevent freezing. Spring tip retains boluses
in instrument. 1" (25 mm) I.D. Barrel length: 11".
Holds six pills. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C07856N111 — $48.95

Red plastic gun for use on feed lot or dairy animals.
15
⁄16" inside dia. head. Will administer large, 15 g boluses or 1-oz. gelatin capsules. Thumb and finger loops
on plunger rod. 15" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C14843N111 — $2.25

Young Animal Balling Gun

Specially made for smaller boluses for calves, lambs,
and colts. Four pliable ribs inside round 5⁄8" dia. head
securely hold bolus before administering. Thumb
loop on plunger rod. 14" L. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C14842N111 — $1.75

Multidose Balling Guns

NEW

Finger-Grip™ Stainless Steel Bolus Gun

Bolus Gun

Plastic gun created specially for administering capsules.
12" gun has an I.D. of 5⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31274N111 — $1.35

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Bolus Guns + Magnets + Calf Pullers

Delivers the Transition™ Calcium Bolus (C32965N111)
as well as other large calcium boluses. The degree
of bolus retention is controlled by slightly twisting the
bolus on the welded set screw located in the base
of the cup. Inside dia. of cup: 13⁄8" (35 mm). Length of
shaft and cup: 181⁄8" (46 cm). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34694N111 — $134.50

Simplest design for ease of administration. High-impact PVC tube. Holds
up to five boluses of any size for any
procedure. Lightweight — only
11⁄2 lbs. Field tested for over five years
at some of the country’s largest feed yards.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C28568N111 Adult size, 1" I.D. — $39.10
C28579N111 Calf size, 7⁄8" I.D. — $23.45

Plastic Balling Gun

Ideal for use with Rumen Magnet (C17692N111 at left).
13⁄8" I.D. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C30890N111 — $13.65

Medium Bolus Gun

Sturdily constructed balling gun with 5⁄8" I.D. and reinforced head for sheep, calves, or colts. Clear plastic
head with chrome-plated body to resist corrosion.
Includes spring clips. 13" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C24646N111 — $16.80

1.

Multi-Bolus Balling Gun

Heavy-duty brass, plated with copper, nickel, and
chrome. Barrel end especially curved in to eliminate
sharp edges in animal’s mouth. Barrel length: 171⁄2". Easily disassembled for fast and thorough flush cleaning.
Designed to hold 5-6 large-size boluses. Barrel I.D. is
13
⁄16" (21 mm). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C04339N111 — $71.50

2.

1. FerriMAX™ Cow Magnet

A single magnet made from 16 pieces that
do not come apart. Silver and gray with steel
end caps. 31⁄8" L x 3⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C23544N111 — $2.50

12+ $2.28

2. FerriMAX™ Plasti Cap Magnet

3 ⁄8" L x ⁄4" dia. Silver and gray. Plastic end caps.
Ringed ferrite magnet. Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.
3

3

C13950N111 — $2.50

Rumen Model

This mini model of the rumen is
an ideal teaching aid for classroom or field use. Designed with
exacting detail to properly display
internal and external differences
between the four compartments
of the bovine rumen. Durable
plastic model requires minimal
care and allows easy cleaning.
71⁄2" x 6" x 3".
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C26380N111 — $47.95

BOVIMAX Rumen Magnet for Cows

Well-known magnet recommended by vets everywhere due to its magnificent composition. The right
length and deep grooves in the plastic cage provide
extra protection from sharp, uneven pieces of metal.
35 mm x 100 mm. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C17692N111 — $1.70

12+ $1.40

12+ $2.28

1. Super Black
Max II Magnet

Metal lays parallel to the
2.
length of the magnet due to
its special magnetics — all
six surfaces are magnetic.
High-density magnet has a
high power-to-weight ratio,
and a special coating built tough to resist breakage. Fits
most balling guns. 23⁄4" L x 3⁄4" W x 1⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C18150N111 — $2.35

SilverSTAR™ AlniMAX II™ Cow Magnet

Stainless steel, polished to a smooth, chrome-like
finish. 3" L x 1⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C27472N111 — $2.50

12+ $2.28

Power Plate Magnet

FDA-approved nylon coating. 29⁄16" L x 5⁄8" W x 11⁄16" H.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C23141(X)N111 — $2.20

12+ $1.82

1.

12+ $2.12

2. GreyMAX™ Armorcoate™

Has a special Armorcoate™ coating, built tough to resist
breakage. Fits most balling guns. Unique and effective
cross magnetism. 23⁄4" L x 3⁄4" W x 1⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C13979N111 — $2.35

12+ $2.12

GYN-stick® Torsion Fork/Obstetrical Crutch

An innovational tool for bovine obstetrics — a modern and safe torsion
fork with additional function as an obstetrical crutch. Uterine torsion is
a common cause of bovine dystocia. Using it as a torsion fork, it has a
closed aperture at the anterior end for fixating the calf’s legs. After applying calving ropes to the calf’s legs, the ropes are threaded crosswise
through the anterior aperture. Next, the ropes are tightly tied to the aperture at the posterior end of the stick, which is also used for the torque
rod, and the assistant can apply force to the torque rod and generate
torsional movement. The optimal length of the GYN-stick® also affords
the vet practitioner enough space for manual assistance during rotation
of the calf. Even under severe structural strain, the plastic unit is stable, but also offers good flexibility. These
features allow accurate control of the rotational force applied, preventing fracturing of the calf’s legs. To make
it more versatile, the posterior end is modified based on the principles of the Kühn’s obstetrical crutch. It is formed
into two rounded arms with eyelets for the string that are wider to substantially reduce the danger of injuring the
cow. Other applications include correction of bilateral hip flexion and the bilateral shoulder flexion posture. For
additional pictures, instructions, and demonstration videos, go to eNasco.com/gynstick2012.html. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C31843N111 — $349.00

EYEhook

Easy, one-hand application that allows you to fix the calf’s
head to assist in the calving process. The EYEhook fits like a
goggle around the calf’s head to provide stable pulling into
the birth canal. The one-hand/two-finger application method
makes it easier to reach even the most twisted calf head.
Made of anticorrosive metal. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32531N111 — $93.50
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Birthing Aids

FEATURED
5. Sharpvet
OB Chains

1.
2.

5.
6.

Heavy-duty, zinc-plated construction.
C34204N111 30" L. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $6.50
C34207N111 45" L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $7.95
C34205N111 60" L. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $9.95

3.

7.

NEW

6. Heavy-Duty Veterinary Obstetrical Chains
4.

1. STONE OB Handle

The finest available. Stainless steel, heavy-duty obstetrical chains assist in the delivery of calves. Easy to
clean and convenient to use.
C26348N111 30". Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $56.50
C26347N111 60". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $65.75

7. Sharpvet Stainless Steel OB Chains

Easy-grip, cushioned handle. Heavy-duty, one-piece cast iron
construction. Sturdy, smooth, nickel plated. Hook will not spring or let
chain slip. Made in U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26887N111 — $14.05

High-quality, 316-L stainless steel obstetrical chains.
C34800N111 30" L. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $33.50
C34801N111 45" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $41.75
C34802N111 60" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $49.95

2. Obstetrical T-Bar Handle

8. 30" Obstetrical Chain

Easy-grip, two-hand pull, obstetrical T-bar handle. Hook will not spring
or let chain slip. Grips OB chain at any point. Smooth, zinc plated.
C27386N111 Single Hook. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $14.20
NEW C34838N111 Double Hook. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $20.50

3. STONE OB Chains

High-quality, heavily chrome-plated obstetrical chain is
convenient to use and easy to keep clean and sanitary. Much more effective and
easier to use than ordinary rope, this 30" OB chain provides a good grip on the calf
without injury when used in difficult calving situations. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C00335N111 — $5.35

Strong! Tested to withstand a minimum of 1,200 lbs. of pull. High-quality,
smooth, nickel-plated steel, twisted-link type. Long lasting and easily
sanitized. Made in U.S.A.
C26885N111 30". Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.75
NEW C34837N111 45". Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $24.10
C26884N111 60". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $30.50

4. Leg Catch OB Chain

Specially designed for use with an OB handle or with a calf puller to catch
the leg, hoof, or hock, assisting in breech deliveries. Leg catch hook is
used in hooking and turning the calf or foal for proper delivery and is
designed with an offset shank to ensure a straight line pull. Leg catch hook
comes fitted with a 30" OB chain. Heavy-duty plated steel construction.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
NEW C34839N111 41⁄2" Leg Catch Hook — $41.25
C27387N111 81⁄2" Leg Catch Hook — $43.95

8.

9.

HANDLES
LISTED CAN
BE USED WITH
ANY CHAIN OR
STRAP LISTED
ON THIS PAGE.

11.

10.

Sharpvet OB Handles

11. STONE OB Handle

Special coating on handle makes gripping
easier. Handle will hook on chain at any length.

9. Stainless Steel OB Handle. Stainless

steel — will not rust! Rubber grip. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34200N111 — $41.75
10. Zinc-Plated OB Handle. Zinc-plated

Handle will grasp chain at any length.
Good quality, medium duty.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C01014N111 — $8.05

construction with rubber grip. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C34206N111 — $9.50

15.

12.

18.

19.

14.
16.

13.

17.
20.

12. Low-Trauma Nylon Calving Strap

Strap is 1" W nylon webbing and 32" overall. Two
metal loops are sewn in with a double thickness of
strapping and may be used to attach a calf puller
or traction device for harder deliveries. Straps are
easily cleaned and disinfected. 1" strap required for
each leg. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C19737N111 — $7.15

13. Obstetrical Calf Strap

Made with soft nylon. Nickel-plated hardware.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C10751N111 30" Strap — $3.45
C10752N111 60" Strap — $5.25

14. Calf Puller Strap

Designed to fit around your waist for simple calf-pulling
assistance. Full body support and hand loops for leverage. Blue nylon web strap with reinforced stitching and
stainless steel D-rings. 103" L x 1" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C28538N111 — $21.80

15. Pig Obstetrical Snare

Durable pig obstetrical snare made from
aircraft cable. Great for use with smaller
animals, too. 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C08178N111 — $31.75

16. Pig Puller

Strong, 3⁄32" galvanized cable with metal handle support. Plastic outer tubes cover the cables. Soft, pliable
snare loop expands from 2"-7". Disposable. Nonsterile.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C14726N111 — $8.85

17. Piglet Puller

This 24" L, coated aircraft cable snare is easily inserted
and forms a natural opening to snare the piglet. Can be
attached with ease behind the head and under the jaw
or around the back legs by pushing the slide tight. Once
the slide is tightened, it stays put. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C13129N111 — $13.95

18. Deluxe Calf Snare

Cable crosses over with a unique tightening
device — can’t slip down when pressure is applied.
Heavy-duty attachment block. 33" L. This product is
built for the heavy-duty use it will receive. Vinyl-coated.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C11884N111 — $65.00

19. Save-A-Calf Snare

Obstetrical loop quickly and easily made larger or
smaller by sliding yoke. Snare has metal thimble for use
with OB hook. Fabricated from high-grade aircraft steel
cable. Yoke removes for cleaning. 35" L. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C16649N111 — $35.95

20. HEADhunter

This calf puller saves time during dystocia (10% of calves
are lost due to dystocia). Access the calf’s head and extremities faster and easier to improve calving success.
Also useful during C-section. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32530N111 — $153.50
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FEATURED

Vink Stainless Steel Calf Puller

Important advantages include single-handed operation,
impossible to slip away from the cow, and permits
pulling tension straight up for posterior presentation or
down in the direction of the udder for a normal birth.
The alternate action lever mechanism of the calf puller
is equipped with two hooks that will be drawn one by
one when pulling a calf. Pole can be moved sideways
a maximum of 30°; a move sideways of more than 30°
can damage the apparatus — always take care to ensure sufficient room around the cow during the delivery
since this renders a sideways movement of the pole
unnecessary. 71". Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 26 lbs. N

Z49003N111 — $386.50

64" Willman
Calf Puller

Continuous roller
chain gives straight,
even pull; reverses quickly for a second pull. Hook-on roller chain accommodates two 60" obstetrical chains (OB chains not included.) Trigger in handle
releases tension quickly; ratchet lock permits slow or rapid extraction. Shaft
and breech of sturdy aluminum alloy. Removable, reversible operating handle
is a plated steel ratchet wrench. 45" travel, 64" L. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. N

Double-action calf
puller. Variable
side-to-side pull for
maximum control
and maneuverability.
Provides straight,
consistent pulling
action. 77" solid steel rod provides long, continuous pull and eliminates
need for reattaching chains. Deep grooves on pole provide positive locking
to prevent slippage of ratchet, and damage to pole. Heavy-duty, solid steel
construction of pole and ratchet is strongest available. Pole threads together at
midpoint for easy breakdown and assembly. Precision hook design grips Stone
OB chain securely at any point to prevent slippage or slack. Ratchet is capable
of 1,400 lbs. of pull. Aluminum alloy breech spanner with washable web strap
included. Kit includes Ratch-A-Pull with breech spanner and strap, two 30" OB
chains, cleaning brush, OB hook, and carry bag. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.

C26888N111 — $384.25
STONE Ratch-A-Pull Only. Includes Ratch-A-Pull with breech spanner and

strap and two 30" OB chains. Sh. wt. 23 lbs.

C13410N111 — $267.25

Z18525N111 — $497.50
C10699(A)N111 Connecting link. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $5.00
70" Willman Calf Puller. All the benefits of the Z18525N111 Willman Calf

Power Pull with
Calf Attachment

C00446N111

This come-along style
calf puller is up to onethird lighter than other
pullers — easier and
more convenient to use.
Has a 14:1 power ratio with 1,500-lb. capacity. The Power Pull locks onto the
calf puller attachment by a simple, foolproof “turn buckle” arrangement. 9-ft.
steel aircraft cable enables the user to deliver a calf with ease. Consists of
a strong, lightweight breech spanner; a tubular steel rod in two sections; a
heavy web strap; and a 30" OB chain. For two-person use. Sh. wt. 23 lbs.

Puller above, with six more inches. 51" travel, 70" L. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 16 lbs. N

Z18524N111 — $510.50

Calf Eze™ Calf Puller

Dual-action pull. Easy, one-person operation.
Utilizes nonslip cam traction. Traction on the
calf and the counterthrust against the cow
induce the spreading of the pelvic bones,
the elevation of the abdomen, and arching
of the cow’s back. Makes “locked hip”
deliveries relatively easy. Features aerospace,
heat-treated, aluminum alloy jack; state-of-the-art handle
release; four hardened steel cams; two cam springs; precision,
two-section rod assembly; 23" cast aluminum breechen; and
nylon web strap. OB chains (C00335N111) sold separately on
page 152. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C17338N111 — $257.95

STONE
Ratch-A-Pull Kit

VETERINARY SUPPLIES

Calf Pullers

C00446N111 — $344.75
Power Pull Only (Ratchet Mechanism). 9-ft. cable without calf puller

attachment. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C00373N111 — $181.50

Westguard Calf Puller

Dr. Frank’s® Fetal
Extractor with Chains

C07591N111 — $200.00

C13900N111 — $217.75

Ratchet-style calf puller operates on
hollow square tubing. Ratchet and shaft
turn 360° to the right or left for easy,
one-person operation. Quickly locks into
position: just set the T-bolt provided. Easy
to release and reset. Complete with
60" OB chain and hip strap. 82" L.
Sh. wt. 26 lbs.

Features friction jack drive mechanism for
uniform tension — no slipping or backing up.
Pulls from a single point. Single-hand jack
release. Includes 23" Breechen that induces
spreading of pelvic bones; adjustable rump
strap; leg and traction chains; precision threaded connection for smooth operation;
and heavy cut steel Shelby tubing extractor shaft. 76" L. Jack is made of cast iron.
Chain is 45". One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 25 lbs.
C28565N111

First Euro Calf Puller

Hercules Calf Puller

Dual-action ratchet walks up the shaft in
an alternating fashion. One hook on each
ratcheting mechanism allows for pulling in a
zigzag manner. Economical calf puller made
of heavy-duty, high-quality, nickel-plated steel.
Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

With one of the handles, you can move the two separate hooks alternately,
pulling first one limb and then, with the next movement of the handle, the other
limb. The most difficult presentation can be zig-zagged out in this manner.
Extra-long, 65", no-slip shaft disassembles in the middle. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C28565N111 — $188.75
Economy Calf Puller. Designed same as above, but breech does include

C32828N111 — $141.75

chain. Pulling mechanism is medium duty. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C14267N111 — $131.50

Chart includes calf pullers listed above.
Item No.

Description

Length

OB Chain

Breech
Width

Material

65"

36" Chain

25"

Plated Steel

67"

Not Included

23"

Plated Steel

Chrome Chain

21"

Chrome Plated Steel

64"
70"

21"
21"

Aluminum Alloy
Aluminum Alloy

74"

Not Included

22"

Plated Steel

65"

Z18525N111 64" Willman Calf Puller
Z18524N111 70" Willman Calf Puller
C17338N111 Calf Eze™ Calf Puller
C07591N111 Westguard Calf Puller

82"

60" Chain

25"

Plated Steel

C32828N111 First Euro Calf Puller
Z49003N111 Vink Calf Puller

82"
71"

39" Chain
Not Included

——
——

Nickel-Plated Steel
Stainless Steel

C13410N111 STONE Ratch-A-Pull

79"

Two 30" Chains

21"

Plated Steel

76"

OB Hook

23"

Plated Steel

Dr. Frank’s® Fetal Extractor
C13900N111 with Chains
C28565N111 Hercules Calf Puller

C14267N111 Economy Calf Puller

Hip Strap
Web Belt
80" x 1"
Chrome Chain
Chrome Chain
Web Strap
72" x 1⁄2"
Web Strap
85" x 1⁄2"
20"
221⁄2"
Web Belt
72" x 1"
Web Strap
96" x 1⁄2"
Chrome Chain

30" Chain and OB
Hook
Not Included
Not Included

C00446N111 Power Pull with Calf Puller

Drive Mechanism

Sh. wt.

Price

Come-along style with 9-ft. cable

23 lbs.

$344.75

Continuous roller chain
Continuous roller chain
Double friction jack with side-to-side
or single pull on smooth bar

15 lbs.
16 lbs.

N
N

$497.50
$510.50

20 lbs.

$257.95

Ratchet operation on square tubing

26 lbs.

$200.00

Dual-action ratchet
Alternate action lever mechanism
Ratchet, side-to-side pull on a
grooved bar, pulls in both directions

18 lbs.

Friction jack on smooth rod
Ratchet jack
Ratchet, side-to-side, or single pull
on grooved bar

26 lbs.

N

$141.75
$386.50

23 lbs.

$267.25

25 lbs.

$217.75

22 lbs.

$188.75

22 lbs.

$131.50
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HOOF CARE

Hoof Trimming Tools

See page 159
for bandages!

Cattle Farrier’s Hoof Trimming Kit

Nasco’s Professional-Quality Horse Farrier’s Kit

An essential kit for trimming and shoeing horses. Kit includes one each of the following:
14" hoof rasp, threaded file handle for rasp, farrier nipper, rounding hammer, semipolished clincher, Swedish right-hand hoof knife, polished shoe puller, hammer, clinch
cutter, pritchel, and a grooming storage case for storage and transport. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C25922N111 — $409.75

1.

Now it’s easy to trim beef and dairy cattle hooves with this specially designed kit! Kit
contains 10" shoe rasp, 14" hoof nipper with double cutting jaws, 3" right-handed hoof
knife, hand hoof chisel, 35⁄8" double-edged searcher knife, and wire hoof brush. All
pieces store in a handy carrying case with latches. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C13594N111 — $102.95
Hand Hoof Chisel Only. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C02193N111 — $6.40
Wire Hoof Brush Only. 14" L. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C08604N111 — $7.95

Hoof Nipper

Heavier jaw allows for less chance of misuse by beginner.
Do not use on hardened nails or wire. Has double cutting
jaws. Jaws are thin so they will cut through hooves with little effort. Will cut horseshoe nails, but should not be used
for other nails. 14" L. Cushion-grip handles. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C00234N111 — $40.25

C00234N111

Hoof Nipper

Designed exclusively for trimming hooves. Professional-quality nipper features a wide, flat head and thin jaw,
enabling the user to get close into the hoof. Heat-treated jaw. Cushion-grip handles. Not for use on hardened
nails or wire. 14" L. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

1. Shoof Vet-Rope Leg Rope

Prevent injury to man or animal with
this soft, safe, non-burning rope.
Specially woven hollow-center braided
rope. Ready-spliced eye loop won’t
slip or fray. Ideal for securing leg of
cattle while hoof trimming. Measures
1" dia. x 8 ft. L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14911N111 — $49.25

C13649(X)N111 — $41.95
2.

2. Hoof Lifter

Secures to a suitable rail, then release the ratchet, and pull the rope out and
over a higher rail and then down to hook around the cow’s ankle. Wind the winch
to lift the leg to the required height then tie off to the rail using Vet-Rope (see
C14911N111 above). Fully galvanized for long life. May be used for front or rear
legs. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C30739N111 — $207.50

C13649(X)N111

Handy Hoof Trimmer

It’s easy to keep cows’ hooves neatly trimmed. Safe to
use; little danger from kicking. 30" handle lets you stand
away. Use also as a dehorner. The only hoof trimmer we
have available for cutting hooves on a standing animal!
Wooden handles. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C02112N111 — $74.25
Replacement Handle. With ferrule. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C02113N111 — $14.20

C02112N111

Compound Action Hoof Trimmer

Vet-Rope Hock-Lift Sling

Made especially for dairymen who need
to lift a cow’s leg inside a barn. The
sling is attached at the hock, and does
not chafe or cut the leg while being
lifted with the normal rope tackle. 24" L.
Has two eye splices. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C28204N111 — $24.40

Compound action construction with extra-sharp blades,
rubber grips, and an adjustment screw. For use on
horses and cattle. Handle length: 12". Overall length:
151⁄2". Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C34419N111

C34419N111 — $99.95

Hoof Tester

This hoof tester is slightly larger than the standard-size
testers and is all stainless steel. 131⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C07150N111 — $25.50

C07150N111

Hoof Pick/Brush

A combination hoof pick and
brush. Use the hoof pick to
remove large quantities of caked
mud and dirt, and use the brush
to remove smaller particles. Made
with a plastic handle, super-stiff
nylon bristles, and a tempered
steel pick. Color may vary. No
choice. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C11455N111 — $1.80

Nicholson Rasp

14" L. Plain, half file, regular. Good quality.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Absorbine® Supershine®

A high-luster hoof polish that dries in less than a
minute. Available in clear and black in an 8-oz. jar
with handy dauber. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C10898(X)N111 Clear C10897(X)N111 Black

Each — $14.75

C00245N111 — $26.95

Hoof Chisel

Designed especially for trimming hooves of larger beef and draft horse animals. Onepiece, solid steel construction. 81⁄2" L from 3⁄4" stock. Chisel end is 13⁄4" W. Especially
tempered and ground. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C03016N111 — $19.95
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C23567N111

HOOF CARE

Hoof Blocks

C27061N111

HOOF-it® Bovine 20-Pack for Cows

Flexible, durable, won’t damage hooves — quick and easy to use. A quick-curing, hightech dental acrylic resin is the key material in the HOOF-it® system. Less odorous than
other products on the market, it’s easy to mix and use and provides consistent results.
With accelerator treatment, it can be done in four minutes, even at –22° F. Includes
two bottles of Fast-Cure Powder, 473 ml of MMA liquid, 20 spatulas, 10 large blocks, 10
small blocks, 10 right mixing toes, and 10 left mixing toes. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C27061N111 — $179.95
Replacement Parts
C31163(A)N111 Bovine boot, left. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $1.10
C31163(B)N111 Bovine boot, right. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $1.10
C18904N111 473 ml MMA liquid. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $32.95
C18905N111 Wooden block, small. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $1.55
C18906N111 Wooden block, large. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $1.55
C18919N111 Accelerator liquid. 60 ml bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $22.15
Fast-Cure Powder. Faster setting powder for use in temperatures 75° F and below.
1-lb. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29557N111 — $41.25
Slow-Cure Powder. Slower setting powder for use in temperatures 75° F and above.

1-lb. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30245N111 — $41.25
HOOF-it® Mixing Toe/Cup. Simplifies the LP mixing process, plus provides a stronger

bond with claw and wood block and more natural toe structure for walking comfort.
Easy-to-mix powder and liquid with use of wood blocks. Flexible toe for easy tight fit.
Smart design simulates shape of toe and replaces mixing cup. Stays on to protect block.
Must be used with a wood block (not included). Available in left or right claw side.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C31163(A)N111 Left — $1.10
C31163(B)N111 Right — $1.10

CowSlips®

C33865N111

C31844N111

Orthopedic shoes fitted to the healthy claw of the affected hoof, removing weight
from the diseased or injured claw. Mobility is increased, thereby improving milk
yield or weight gain. Made of recycled PVC with raised, non-slip latticed sole.
CowSlips® are quick, clean, easy to fit, and will stay in place for several weeks and
then fall off. For Jerseys, Guernseys, Ayrshires, and Holstein heifers. Contains five
right shoes, five left shoes, and adhesive. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33864N111 — $139.50
CowSlips® Plus. All the same features and advantages of the CowSlips® listed

above (C33864N111), except these have a 1⁄2" longer sole; slightly forward tapered
sole with approximately 1⁄8" increased depth at the heel; 1 mm wider; and rounded
rear inside edge of sole for increased cow comfort. For Holsteins and beef breeds.
Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C33865N111 — $139.50
C33865(A)N111 CowSlips® Plus, Right Shoes. Box of 10.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $139.50
CowSlips® XL. For very large or abnormal size claws that would be better fitted

with a bigger shoe. Use CowSlips® XL to easily accommodate even the largest of
dairy cattle — a full 51⁄2" (140 mm) long! For North American Holsteins and large/
abnormal claws. Box of 10 (five left and five right). Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C23567N111 — $139.50
CowSlips® “The Doc” (Wider and Longer). For use on especially large or abnor-

mal claws. 10 applications. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
See page 156 for
hoof adhesives!

C31844N111 — $139.50

Oak Hoof Block

Scored both vertically and horizontally, this oak hoof block is 43⁄4" L x
3
⁄4" thick. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Medium

C32820N111 — $1.25

C32820N111

Deluxe Hoof Block

Made of beechwood and easy to install and
remove, this hoof block keeps cows healthy and
productive by preventing limping. Fits left or right
claw (scored on both sides). 43⁄4" L x 2" W x 7⁄8" H.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Small
Large

C23588N111

C23588N111 — $2.00

The Moover

Designed by a professional foot trimmer, Moovers are the quickest and easiest
shoe to fit to a claw. 100% biodegradable. Made from beech and oak with a unique
“chocolate bar” tread pattern to maximize grip. Wood provides a natural feel for the
cow, wears at a steady rate, and provides the most secure grip on concrete floors.
The base is over-molded with a strong, flexible TPU upper in bright colors according
to sizes. The upper is a great visual aid for the farmer so they can keep an eye on the
cow and monitor health. Moovers are applied using a block adhesive.

Small Green Moover. Fits small breeds
such as Jerseys and British Friesians. Box
of 12. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C34556N111 Left
C34557N111 Right

Medium Yellow Moover Pairs. Box of 12;
six each of left and right. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34563N111 — $95.95
Large Red Moover. Fits large Holsteins

Box — $85.75
Small Green Moover Pairs. Box of 12;

and bulls. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C34560N111 Left
C34561N111 Right

C34562N111 — $88.75
Medium Yellow Moover. Fits Holsteins

six each of left and right. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

six each of left and right. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

and small breed bulls. Box of 12.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34558N111 Left
C34559N111 Right

Box — $93.50

Box — $100.75
Large Red Moover Pairs. Box of 12;
C34564N111 — $102.75

UltraBlock

Color-coded universal,
left, and right blocks add
convenience to your
blocking routine, making
it easier to find the right
block. An added measuring
line provides efficiency and
convenience to the use of liquid and powder adhesives. This line eliminates the need
to use a separate mixing cup, saving you both time and money. Coarse points of contact allow for advanced adhesion. Optimal fit and support to prevent tendon damage
and enhance the healing process for treated cows. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C31162(A)N111 Left (blue) — $5.95
C31162(B)N111 Right (pink) — $5.95
C31162(C)N111 Universal (green) — $5.95
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HOOF CARE

Hoof Blocks + Adhesives

C33685N111

C34403N111

C33686N111

C33906N111

C33684N111

Hoof-it® QuickBlock+ Adhesive

One shot to the block and you’re done! It doesn’t get any easier than QuickBlock+! Designed to be used in conjunction with bovine Boot Block® or a wooden block system, it is fast curing within 30 seconds and is easy to work with.
Provides a simple one-step process with the mixing done in the tip. 200 ml. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C34403N111 — $23.60

Hoof Tite™ Bovine 2-Part Block Adhesive

A superior, two-part, urethane, fast-set adhesive used to bond blocks to bovine hooves. The revolutionary cartridge
can be closed airtight and stored for later use. Simply reinsert the same dual chamber plug removed to add the
mixing tip. There is no cutting required to open the cartridge system. No mixing, no curing, no waste, no mess! Durable, commercial-strength cartridge with dual chamber eliminates cross contamination. 30-second fast set. Airtight
storage. Easy on and off cap. No harmful odors. 200 ml cartridge. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33686N111 — $24.95

Bovibloc® Adhesive

Long-lasting bonding adhesive system for attaching a wood or rubber. Create custom shoes in minutes to alleviate
painful hoof problems known to reduce milk production and fertility. Two-part adhesive system supplied in a convenient cartridge system to avoid any hand mixing. Working time of 30-40 seconds and curing time of 2-4 minutes.
One of the best adhesives for cold temperature resistance. Use tube C33684N111 and gun C33685N111 to apply
glue. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C33906N111 — $22.35

6+ $15.59

Applicator Gun

200 ml capacity. Use with Hoof Tite™ (C33686N111),
Hoof-it® QuickBlock+ (C34403N111), and Bovibloc®
(C33906N111). 9" x 8" x 6". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33685N111 — $60.50

Mixing Tubes

1:1 ratio mixing tubes. Use with Hoof Tite™ (C33686N111),
Hoof-it® QuickBlock+ (C34403N111), and Bovibloc®
(C33906N111). Pack of 12. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

JorVet™ Smart Block

Innovative design channels the hoof glue through an
inlet port on the bottom to exit ports on top to evenly
distribute the glue in the proper amount. Saves glue by
using the exact amount every time, with no waste, no air
pockets, and no guesswork. Saves time since the glue
reaches the hoof and the block at exactly the same time,
eliminating any wasted curing time — plus, it ensures
the most secure bond possible. Soft, but tough, material
gives flexibility and comfort. Durable enough to maintain
its structure and shape throughout the healing process.
Raised area of block is a glue-free zone located on the
back inside corner, ensuring no glue touches the soft
spot of the inner heal. Blocks are less likely to fall off
prematurely because glue is “anchored” to the flock
through the “Y” shaped glue canals. Color coded: left is
gray, right is green. Works with standard polyurethane
glue adhesives or cartridges. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C34262N111 Gray
C34261N111 Green

Each — $5.65

C33684N111 — $12.40

Hoof Tite™ Safe Block

Specially formulated material provides strength and
flexibility blocking lame cattle. Rubber design provides
maximum comfort, as well as unbeatable traction on
wet or slippery surfaces. Bonds easily with hoof glue.
Large 3⁄4" x 51⁄4". Black. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34209N111 — $1.85
C23586(A)N111
C23585N111

C24260N111

Sure-Bond™ Fast-Set Adhesive

Designed to apply wooden or rubber blocks or plastic slip-ons in the treatment of bovine lameness. Sets fast — it
takes only 30-40 seconds. Create a custom shoe in minutes, perfect for foundered or laminitis cases. Foal extensions can be attached in seconds or custom ones made in minutes. Easily complete a variety of hoof repairs in no
time at all. 180 ml tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C23585N111 — $31.95
Double-Barrel Applicator for Sure-Bond™.

Pack of 12 Replacement Tips for Sure-Bond™.

C23586(A)N111 — $71.25

C24260N111 — $12.25

Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Large Animal Clinical Procedures for Veterinary Technicians

By Kristin J. Holtgrew-Bohling, BS, AAS, LVT, RLATG.
Covering the role of the veterinary technician in large-animal care, this text provides a
comprehensive guide to large-animal clinical diagnostic, medical, and surgical procedures. Not only does this book show why and how each procedure is performed, but
it shows the vet tech’s role in preparing for, assisting in, and following up on each one.
Coverage of herd health care helps you understand the essentials of behavior and
handling, safety, breeds, vaccination schedules, and common parasites. Contains case
studies and clinical applications in each chapter, and a new section with an overview
on livestock management. This book helps you pass your boards and gain certification, and can also be used as an on-the-job reference. 584 pages, 81⁄2" x 107⁄8". 2nd
Edition. ©2011. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C31480N111 — $77.95

Wear Guard

Effectively prevents lameness in the future. Apply when
a cow is walking slow (tender footed) or shows signs
of excessive hoof wear. (Note: This is not therapeutic
blocking). Treat both claws in situations of excessive
wear such as fresh concrete, coarse sand, long walking
distances, rough-textured concrete, etc. In most cases,
if one foot is worn thin, it is recommended that Wear
Guards are put on all four claws (i.e., both front or both
back feet to allow the cow to re-grow to normal hoof
length). Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.

C34394N111 — $1.90
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BEST KNIVES
C27877N111

HOOF CARE

Hoof Knives

C27878N111

C27873N111
C27871N111

Hoof Knives

Top-quality, durable hoof knives that stay sharper
longer! Eliminate the danger of using dull knives that
may not cut properly. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Single-Edge AESCULAP® Knife. 8" L knife with
wooden handle.
C27877N111 Right handed, 31⁄4" x 5⁄8" blade — $31.50
C27876N111 Left handed, 31⁄4" x 5⁄8" blade — $31.50
C27872N111 Right handed, 3" x 7⁄16" blade — $31.50
C27875N111 Left handed, 3" x 7⁄16" blade — $31.50
Thin Ground Blade Knife. Single edge, 8" L knife
with 3" x 1⁄2" blade and wooden handle.
C27878N111 Right handed — $31.75
C27879N111 Left handed — $31.75
Single-Edge AESCULAP® Knife with Ebony Handle.

73⁄4" L knife with stainless steel blade.
C27873N111 Right handed, 3" x 7⁄16" blade — $48.50
C27874N111 Left handed, 3" x 7⁄16" blade — $48.50
Double-Edge AESCULAP® Knife. 8" L knife with
31⁄4" x 1⁄16" blade and wooden handle.

C27871N111 — $29.95

DRAW-STYLE HOOF KNIVES

Deluxe
Hoof Knife

Electric Hoof
Knife Set for Cattle

Designed for the professional hoof trimmer, dairyman, or herd owner who need a hardworking and easy-touse trimming tool, this electric hoof knife set can be used for corrective trimming, preventative care, and light
maintenance trimming. It can easily trim around sole abscesses, hairy tack, soft toe, and other hoof diseases,
removing as little hoof as possible for the cleanest and safest results every time. It can also assist in the
preparation of both hoof and block when treating an injured hoof. Designed to relieve wrist, hand, arm, and
back strain and can be sharpened with a diamond-coated chainsaw file (included) so you never have to send
it in for sharpening. Set includes an 111⁄2" L electric hoof knife, chainsaw disc (four-tooth disc with tungsten
carbide coated teeth), diamond-coated chainsaw file (sharpener for chainsaw teeth), safety glasses (clear,
UV-protective, wrap-around design to provide full protection), instructional DVD with comprehensive and easyto-follow instructions, and a canvas carrying case. Available in 220V through special order. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C33208N111 — $271.95

Complete Hoof Trimming Set. Same as the Electric Hoof
Knife Set above, plus it comes with the Hoof Boss Trimming
Disc — a unique, six-tooth tungsten carbide-coated chainsaw
disc designed exclusively for high-volume cow hoof trimming.
Unlike traditional rotary blades, the Hoof Boss cuts on its face
making trimming smooth, pain-free, and easy. Does not work
with any electric hoof knives. For use on a 41⁄2" angle grinder.
Available in 220V through special order. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C33209N111 — $322.50
Replacement Trimming Disc. Unique, six-tooth, tungsten

carbide coated chainsaw disc designed exclusively for high
volume cow hoof trimming. Designed to make trimming
pain free and easy, as it uses a smooth gliding motion to
remove hoof material. Cuts on its side instead of its face, so
it reduces strain on your hands, wrists, shoulders, and back.
Disc comes with a diamond-coated file, so you never have to
send it back for sharpening and can trim thousands of cows
before needing a replacement chain. Fits most standard 41⁄2"
angle and disc grinders. Also includes a comprehensive,
easy-to-follow DVD. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Hoof Boss Replacement Chain
Only. Replacement chain for use

with disc sold in C33209N111 at left.
Does not work with any electric hoof knives.
Only works on a 41⁄2" angle grinder.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33211N111 — $49.75
Replacement Four-Tooth
Tungsten Carbide Chain Only.

For use with the sets above and at
left (C33208N111 and C33209N111). While the
teeth on the four-tooth chainsaw disc can be
resharpened many times and can last for years,
eventually you will need to replace the chain.
Having a replacement chain is also handy if you
do a lot of trimming and don’t want to stop to
sharpen the teeth. You can make the trimming
process more efficient by having an extra chain
with you. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33210N111 — $42.25

C34003N111 — $75.75

Superior-quality hoof knife. Used for cutting
and cleaning large areas of the sole in cattle
and other large animals. Handle design
provides maximum leverage and pressure.
Overall length: 7". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C13670(X)N111
C27222N111

C15933N111 — $29.25

C27224N111

FROST LINE
C27223N111

KRUUSE Broad Blade Hoof Knives

C28323N111

C28322N111

Genuine Frost Hoof Knives

Made in Sweden, these hoof knives feature fine
steel blades and riveted handles with durable wood
finish. Easy-to-sharpen carbon steel blade. Tang
extends deeply into handle for good leverage and
long life. Overall length: 8". Handles are 5" L. Plastic
blade sleeve included. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C28323N111 Right handed — $21.65
C28322N111 Left handed — $21.65

Swedish
Right-Hand
Hoof Knife

Constructed from the highest-quality Swedish cutlery
steel blades. Durable wooden handles. 8" L. Blade is
23⁄4" L x 5⁄16" W. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25921N111 — $14.40

Crafted from rugged stainless steel and a
comfortable hard wood handle. Reliable, sharp
blades for multiple use. Blades measure
80 mm. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C27222N111 Double Sided
C27224N111 Right Handed
C27223N111 Left Handed

C12301N111

Hoof Knives

An economical hoof knife designed with a stainless
steel blade. Durable blade is held by two rivets in the
hardwood handle and it extends 21⁄4" into handle. 1⁄2"
blade at heel, 3" L. 81⁄8" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C13670(X)N111 Right handed — $4.35
C13745N111 Left handed — $4.35
Double-Edged Hoof Knife. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C12301N111 — $3.85

Each — $22.25

Hoof Knife Sharpening Steel

A handy tool for keeping hoof knives and cutting instruments sharp. Designed like a pen, where the sharpening
blade can be retracted and protected when not in use.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C17688N111 — $39.50

SHARPVET
Nonstick-Coated Hoof Shears

Nonstick-coated, carbon steel blades for maintaining sharpness. Blade lock. Durable, ergonomically
molded plastic handles. Overall length: 71⁄2". Blade
length: 2". Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C33992N111 — $11.60

Hoof Knife Hone

Specifically designed to fit inside
the curl on hoof knives. 11⁄2" x 6".
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C07149N111 — $15.25
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Grinding

C23387N111

C11498N111

Makita Hoof Trimming Kit

Metabo 4 ⁄2" Angle Hoof Grinder Set
1

For the professional who demands a tool with the power and balance of a
fine German car — this is the grinder for you! “Gentle on” feature starts the grinder without jerking, then the TC speed control maintains an even rotation, no matter what the
load. A lightweight, yet strong, 510-watt, 8.0 amps 10,500 rpm, no-load speed grinder,
perfect for trimming hooves. Performs double-duty as shop grinder. Complete with side
handle, wheel guard, flange nuts, face spanner, and grinding wheel. 1 ft. L. Includes flex
pad and sanding discs. Wrench included to change wheels. Made in Germany. Includes
C11498(D)N111, C11498(A)N111, and C11498(B)N111 (listed below). Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

A kit that meets all of your animal’s hoof trimming needs! Includes a
Trim-Tec Shaver II wheel (see C23388N111 listed below for description), five
replaceable carbide cutting blades, Makita 4" grinder, hoof knife, wrenches, safety
glasses, hoof trimming guide, and carrying case. Works with both 5⁄8" and 7⁄8" dia.
arbor discs. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C23387N111 — $344.75

C11498N111 — $220.60
Nasco Price $205.25
Grinder Only. Works with both
Flex Pad Only. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
5
⁄8" and 7⁄8" dia. arbor discs.
C11498(A)N111 — $14.20
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.
Sanding Discs Only. Pack of 10.
C11498(D)N111 — $195.25
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C11498(B)N111 — $11.15

Shaver II Hoof
Trimming Carbide Wheel

Made of aircraft aluminum, this
wheel leaves a show cow finish,
allowing for easy maneuvering
to get between the animal’s toes
while the non-gyrating wheel
provides extreme control during
operation. It’s the perfect size
and angle to cup or model the animal’s foot. The wheel
uses a long-lasting, four-sided carbide insert. Perfect for
herdsman, dairyman, hoof trimmers, and veterinarians!
When the insert edge dulls, simply rotate the insert
to have a sharp cutting edge. Will trim approximately
3,500 cows. Includes T-25 Stardriver. 4" dia. wheel fits
5
⁄8" arbor. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C23388N111 — $134.75
Blades for Shaver II Hoof Trimming Wheel.

Four-sided, carbide blades. Grade 1 (3 mm) inserts are
14 mm x 14 mm. Set of 10. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C24067N111 — $58.25
Replacement Screws for C23388N111. Set of 10.

Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

Hoof Grinding Kit
C31876N111

C31875N111

Pro-Style Hoof Grinder

A hand-held grinder that’s built to last. Runs at 4,500 rpm,
3.9 amps. Lightweight and easy to handle while trimming
hooves. Comes with a coarse fiber disc. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C31620N111 — $179.95
Grinding Discs Only. 6" dia. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31876N111 Fine — $10.00
10.00
C31875N111 Medium — $10.00
10.00

Convert your electric grinder to a hoof grinder. These
special discs are designed for grinding the bottom of
the hoof as well as between the toes. Kit includes five
41⁄2" abrasive discs, backing pad, disc nut (5⁄8"-11 UNC
thread), and spanner wrench. Because of its spiral
design and air holes, the 24-grit abrasive grain disc
runs cooler, preventing loading, increasing production,
and extending life 30-50%. Special backing pad gives
maximum support to the disc and increases air flow
between disc and pad. Other nut sizes are available;
call 1.800.558.9595 for details. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C14068N111 — $58.50
Pack of 5 Replacement 41⁄2" Abrasive Discs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C14072N111 — $41.75

Ag-Tek® Trimming Disc
C33949N111

C28952N111

C28953N111

Metal Hoof Grinding Discs

Updated design makes discs stronger than previous
metal hoof grinding discs, and a sharper grit makes for
easier hoof shaping. For use with grinders not exceeding
1,200 rpm. Angle flange required for attaching to grinder
(not included). 6" dia., 15⁄16" hole.
Fine Grit. Perfect for precision finish work. 36 grit.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C28952N111 — $27.50
Medium Grit. Ideal for quick work. 24 grit.

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C28953N111 — $27.50
Power Hoof Rasp. Converts 3⁄8" drill to a power hoof

rasp. Medium grit disc. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33949N111 — $64.75

Ideal for situations where a less aggressive, easy-to-handle disc is preferred for cutting hooves. Lightweight
aluminum construction allows for
easier control. Blades are manufactured
of tungsten carbide and are double sided for extended
use. Unique wheel design allows for gentle hoof cutting
without smells, dust, or heat. Reduces trimming time to
a very low cost per animal. Fits most standard handheld
drills. 4" dia., 7⁄8" arbor hole. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C28442N111 — $310.50
Replacement Blades. Set of 6. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C30395N111 — $105.25

Roto-Clip
Hoof Trimming Disc

Uniquely designed trimming disc is
easily attached to a 41⁄2" or 5" mini
grinder. Will trim 10-15 head before
it needs resharpening — may be
resharpened 20 to 30 times. 41⁄2"
dia. 7⁄8" arbor hole. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C14790N111 — $27.50

C24067(A)N111 — $6.00

C19703N111

C19702N111

C15974N111

Hoof Trimming Aluminum
Carbide Flat Discs

These discs have carbide inserts that are actually
screwed right into the disc. Discs will trim about 100-150
animals before the inserts need to be resharpened or
replaced. The inserts are rectangular, so when one side
becomes dull, you simply unscrew the insert and turn it
180° in the disc. Each set of inserts may be resharpened
5-6 times before needing replacement. Slots remain
open all the way to outside of disc, allowing shavings to
clear out of disc more easily. Ideal for large herds and
professional trimmers.
Six-Slot Carbide Flat Disc. Includes six inserts and
screws. Includes 3⁄32" T-handle Allen wrench. 41⁄2" dia.
Fits 7⁄8" arbor. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C19703N111 — $271.50
Four-Slot Carbide Flat Disc. Allows for a more aggres-

sive cut to remove hoof material more quickly than the
six-slot version. Includes four inserts and screws. Includes 3⁄32" T-handle Allen wrench. 41⁄2" dia. Fits 7⁄8" arbor.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C19702N111 — $271.50
Replacement Parts.
C15974N111 Set of 10 inserts.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $120.00
C18945N111 Replacement screws only. Set of 10.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $12.95

Carbide Sharpening Burr

Mounts in a regular wood router, Dremel, or
die grinder. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C15533N111 — $24.60
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Manual of Foot Care in
Cattle Book and DVD

By Dr. Jan Shearer
and Dr. Sarel van Amstel.
Greatly expanded, this invaluable guide covers infectious
and noninfectious diseases
in two chapters. The section
on the diagnosis of upper leg
lameness in calves through adult cattle is probably the
most complete information found anywhere. Presents
the latest data on managing foot baths, staying on top
of herd foot problems through better data management, and the tools needed to do this. Cow handling
facilities are described and illustrated. Finally, protocol
for humanely managing lame cows is covered. Offers
great basics on anatomy and foot trimming, and causes of lameness. DVD is 30 minutes. 132 pages, 81⁄2" x
11". Second Edition. ©2013. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C32470N111 Book and DVD — $38.95

Wrapid-CUT™

Unique, specially designed cutting instrument used
to cut and remove bandages on cattle hooves or any
wrapped appendage. Can be used on most standing
cows, eliminating the need for bandage removal by
restraint with a hoof trimming table or by lifting the
bandaged leg with a rope. Saves time and reduces
risk of injury. Recessed cutting blade, enclosed within
a guarded frame, allows user to slide the instrument
under a bandaged hoof and safely cut the bandage.
Durable handle grip contoured for comfort and ease of
use. Handle features a guard extending the length of
the instrument providing separation of the user from the
cutting edge of the instrument. Manufactured of durable
plastic with the blade securely insert-molded into the
handle. Many additional uses. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Sureflexx™ Self-Adhesive Bandages

FEATURED

Try some and see what all the talk is about! Self-adhesive — no clips or fasteners needed. Easy to apply
and easy to remove — sticks only to itself and will not
adhere to other surfaces such as skin or hair. Leaves
no residue on skin. Still sticks and will not shrink when
wet. Easy to tear, breathable, easy-to-start roll. Resists
absorption of moisture that can harbor bacterial
growth. Offers lightweight compression and will not
cut off circulation when used as directed. Does not
loosen or slip over time. May be used as a secondary
bandage over sterile gauze. Use as a leg or tail wrap.
A unique bandage at an affordable price made to
exacting specifications. Available as individual rolls or
as a box of 18 rolls.

Individual Rolls. 4" x 5 yds. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Yellow
Dark Green
C29670N111
Pink
Orange
C29671N111
Black
Hot Pink
C29672N111
Dark Blue C30169N111
Lime Green
Each — $1.70
Box of 18 Rolls. Each roll is 4" x 5 yds. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Yellow
Dark Green
C30182N111
Pink
Orange
C30183N111
Black
Hot Pink
C30184N111
Dark Blue C29573N111
Lime Green
Box — $27.95

C29674N111
C29675N111
C29676N111
C29677N111

Red
White
Teal
Purple

C29678N111
C29679N111
C29680N111
C29681N111

C30174N111
C30175N111
C30176N111
C30177N111

Red
White
Teal
Purple

C30178N111
C30179N111
C30180N111
C30181N111

HOOF CARE

Bandages + Foot Baths

Co-Flex Cohesive Flexible Bandage

A lightweight, flexible, cohesive bandage used in a variety
of applications. It’s an excellent pressure bandage without
cutting off circulation, and it wraps easily to adapt to even
the most difficult body contours. Adheres to itself, no clips
or fasteners are needed. Will not stick to hair. 4" x 5 yd. roll.
Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C13818N111 White
C17622N111 Green
C13819N111 Blue
C17623N111 Purple
C13820N111 Red

Each — $1.65

6+ $1.58

C32963(X)N111 — $8.30

1.

Tel Zn — Zinc Sulfate Monohydrate

2.

Effective in killing foot rot and foot scald organisms when powder is mixed with dishwashing
liquid and water. Mix and pour straight into foot
bath — won’t damage metal or stain wool like
copper sulfate. Add 8 lbs. of mixture to 10 gal. of
water. Adding 1 cup of liquid laundry detergent to
the solution will increase penetration. Fill a spray
bottle and use as a topical treatment to spray/
treat individual feet. Safe for humans and animals
to breathe, unlike formaldehyde. Best results
obtained when sheep are allowed to stand or
soak in the zinc for 15 minutes. Water soluble.
36% zinc. 50-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 52 lbs. N

NEW

C13682N111 — $64.95

Traffic C.O.P. Powder

Foot pan powder for use in poultry and swine facilities. It is a unique blend of chlorine, deodorizers, silicates, and
acid impregnated zeolites designed for foot pans. Comes in an easy store container. Directions for use: Add 1⁄2" of
powder to pan and add as needed to maintain that depth. It is recommended that powder is changed every two
weeks to maintain designed cleaning and odor control benefits. 18-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C34566N111 — $38.75

1. Heavy-Duty Foot Bath

3 ft. x 3 ft. x 71⁄2" D container constructed of black
polyethylene. Features a nonskid sand-finish bottom
with a flared edge that must be supported with a 2" x
8" wooden frame. Wood not included. We recommend
using two of these in a chute (fits most chutes) or in an
enclosed gate area. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. N

C13188N111 — $101.25

2+ $95.07

2. Fiberglass Foot Bath

Solid one-piece fiberglass construction with rounded,
reinforced edges that prevent cracking and breaking.
Rough surface so animals will not slip. Approx. 1⁄4" thick.
Warranted two years under normal use. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
3 ft. x 3 ft. x 4". Holds 20 gallons. Sh. wt. 42 lbs.

Z16265N111 — $317.75
3 ft. x 6 ft. x 5". Holds 45 gallons. Sh. wt. 85 lbs.
Z11442N111 — $580.75
4 ft. x 6 ft. x 5". Holds 60 gallons. Sh. wt. 110 lbs.
Z11443N111 — $580.75

Premium Hoofmat™

An innovative product that replaces the traditional foot bath for prevention and treatment of lameness. The soft, foamfilled, porous mat is 71" x 36" x 11⁄2". Easy to use…just pour copper sulfate solution or other hoof treatment solutions onto
the mat where it soaks in, then let cows walk over it as they enter the milking parlor, feeding station, etc. After use,
simply hang up to wash and drain. Benefits include lower cost, easy installation, less chemical usage, greater safety,
more effective treatment, and less environmental contamination. One 8-gallon fill will treat 80 cows. Mat will last for
approx. 100,000 cow passes. Use on level surface. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C16681N111 — $299.00
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Hoof Treatment + Accessories
8.
5.

4.

2.
3.

7.
1.
6.

1. Kopertox®

Kopertox® has valuable antifungal, antiseptic, and astringent properties; forms
a water-resistant coating; and offers hoof protection without bandaging. Pint.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C05481N111 — $31.50

2. Sullivan’s Fungus Fighter™ for Ringworm & Foot Rot

Liquid fungus treatment successfully kills existing fungi and prevents future outbreaks
of ringworm. Foot rot, thrush, and other hoof and hide bacteria can also be treated
with this product. Works great on all livestock. Improves overall hoof conditioning. 1-qt.
bottle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C18991N111 — $24.95

3. Dr. Naylor® Hoof ‘n Heel®

An effective, antibacterial treatment for hoof rot, foot rot, and foot scald — no residue
and no withholding period for meat and/or milk. The concentration of zinc sulfate and
sodium lauryl sulfate rapidly penetrates the hoof and site of infection, controls hoof
rot in unpared sheep and goats, and eradicates hoof rot with minimal hoof trimming.
Has a quick clinical response (rapid loss of lameness). Hoof will not shrink. Does not
cause hoof to become discolored, hard, or brittle. 16-oz. topical solution. Ready-to-use
squeeze bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13713N111 — $7.10

4. New-Hoof™ Concentrate

A triple-action formula for managing hairy heel warts, foot rot, white line, and other associated conditions. This safe, effective, biodegradable product can be used on cattle
(beef and dairy) and sheep. Provides the benefits of ionized copper, a low adjusted
pH, and a detergent/surfactant. The wide spectrum of solutions in this product enables
it to work under the toughest hoof and environmental conditions. Carefully formulated
foot bath additive to help maintain normal hoof health when used in combination with
proper nutrition and good herd management practices. Use in foot bath as part of
your routine hoof care program. Prepare the foot bath using one quart of concentrate
per 50 gallons of water. Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C17239N111 — $47.50

Claw-Check

Device gives practical guidance to achieve the correct
form and function of the bovine hoof. Ensures that weight
is evenly distributed on both the inside and outside claw.
Simplifies the work of hoof care for veterinarians, bovine
podiatrists (claw trimmers), and farmers. Angle of the
Claw-Check is set at 50° allowing easy recognition of the
acceptable variation of 45°-50°. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28338N111 — $8.60

3+ $7.16

Cow Boot

Ideal for continuous soaking when conditions such as warts, puncture wounds, or
other aggravated foot conditions exist. The boot also relieves pressure when signs
of bruises appear. Opens wide for easy on/off application. Durable triple-layered
bottom is made of a tough polyvinyl compound making it reusable many times over.
Standard-size boot fits adult cow. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C16623N111 — $23.65

Goat/Sheep Boot

Ideal for application of hoof medications. Rubber boot features a 3⁄4" nylon strap with a
3
⁄4" cam fastener. 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C17978N111 — $14.25

5. Pro Select Foot Bath™

Concentrated, buffered, inorganic acid that significantly reduces the amount of
copper sulfate required in foot baths. Convenient and easy to use with antimicrobial
properties. Can be used in all foot baths. Effective in the control of hoof warts and foot
rot. Safe for cattle. Nontoxic. For a 50-gallon foot bath, add 32 oz. of Pro Select Foot
Bath™ and 10 lbs. of copper sulfate.
◆C33809N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. — $45.00
◆C33810N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 66 lbs. N — $200.00
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Materials surcharge.

Hoofsure Hoof Health Products

A complete product range to optimize hoof health in dairy cattle. All Hoofsure
products combine organic acids and tea tree oil to protect and heal hooves. Nontoxic
ingredients.

6. Hoofsure Konquest Penetrating Hoof Gel. Highly concentrated gel has a po-

tent penetrating action together with advanced bio-adhesion properties that help the
gel stick to both skin and hoof. Improves hoof infections. On difficult cases, it should
be used with a hoof bandage wrap. Stable in extreme temperatures. Promotes natural
healing and protects against manure and urine. 300 g tube (30 applications per tube
on average). Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C34151N111 — $40.25
7. Hoofsure Combat Adhesive Film Spray. Unique, film-forming foot spray dries on

the hoof to form a persistent, long-lasting, waterproof antibacterial film. Provides natural healing to cases of heel warts, cuts, and minor cases of foot rot. Protects against
manure and urine. 50 applications per 500 ml bottle on average; 100 applications per
1,000 ml bottle on average.
C34152N111 500 ml. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $25.50
C34153N111 1,000 ml. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $46.95
8. Hoofsure Endurance Footbath Solution & 25% Spray. Contains five antibacterial agents with three modes of action providing the solution to significantly reduce
heel warts. Complex wetting agents provide enhanced deep penetration to ensure
continued activity after the solution has dried on the hoof. Conditions the hoof and
works in dirty surroundings. Biodegradable. A 50-gallon footbath is effective for up
to 500 cows.
C34154N111 11⁄4 gallons. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $89.75
Z50105N111 5 gallons. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N — $330.00
Z50106N111 15 gallons. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 120 lbs. N — $922.50

McCulloch Medical™
Calf Aspirator/
Resuscitator Kit

Used to clear respiratory
passages and pump
air into a struggling
newborn animal’s
lungs. Ideal for use with
animals requiring resuscitation in post-trauma,
drowning, or smokeinhalation status.
Simple, convenient
instrument aspirates
on one end and resuscitates on the other,
delivering an appropriate volume of air with or
without oxygen. Can be matched with a variety of aspirator/resuscitator mask sizes.
A vital tool for all veterinarians, farmers, breeders, and pet owners.
• Pumps and masks are long lasting and
• Easy-to-use and convenient — only
durable — accompanied by a two-year
one person is needed to operate
replacement warranty
system using simple push-pull action
• Easily cleaned in 1:20 solution of
• Safe, effective, and humane —
bleach and water
eliminates traditional revival methods
such as shaking or swinging
Kit includes aspirator/resuscitator pump, aspirator mask, resuscitator mask, instructions,
and soft carry bag. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C25879N111 — $108.25
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2.
1.

1. Tylan Injection for Respiratory Ailments

Indicated for use in swine for the treatment of swine arthritis, pneumonia, erysipelas, and acute swine dysentery
when followed by appropriate medication in the drinking
water and/or feed. Used in beef cattle and nonlactating
dairy cattle in the treatment of bovine respiratory complex
(shipping fever, pneumonia), foot rot, diphtheria, and
metritis. Tylosin is injected intramuscularly. Discontinue use
in swine 14 days before slaughter; in cattle 21 days before
3.
slaughter. Do not use in lactating dairy cattle. Not for use in
horses or other equines — injection in equines has been fatal. Each ml contains
200 mg of tylan. 250 ml vial. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

ANIMAL HEALTH

Medications

C18909N111 — $48.75

2. Liquamycin® LA-200®

Long-acting formulation of injectable oxytetracycline effectively treats susceptible bacterial infections of beef cattle, nonlactating dairy cattle, and swine. Provides sustained
antimicrobial activity, eliminating the need for daily treatment — one shot is equal to
three days on conventional therapy. Provides unsurpassed control of respiratory infections; the only injectable antibiotic for treatment of bovine pinkeye. Each ml contains
200 mg of oxytetracycline base in a unique 2-pyrrolidone carrier.
100 ml Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
250 ml Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13299N111 — $25.25

24+ $23.98 C13300N111 — $47.50

12+ $45.14

7.

8.

3. Sterile Penicillin G Procaine

Recommended for treatment of bacterial pneumonia in cattle and sheep, erysipelas
in swine, and strangles in horses. An injectable antibiotic in aqueous suspension for
veterinary use. 300,000 units per ml. Beef cattle should be withheld from slaughter for
food use for 30 days following last treatment. Do not use in calves to be processed for
veal. Treatment in beef cattle must be limited to two doses.
C27936N111 250 ml. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $15.40
C27935N111 500 ml. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $25.95

6.

Ultra DMSO Solvent

5.

DMSO is a dimethyl sulfoxide product
that is used as a solvent only. Should
not be used for medicinal purposes. Not
approved for human use. Pyrogen-free,
acetone-free.
4. C34407N111 Gel, 4.25 oz.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $6.20
5. C34406N111 Gel, 16 oz.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $11.95
6. C34408N111 Liquid, 16 oz.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $8.55

8. Iron Dextran Injection

A convenient, economical method of preventing or treating the symptoms of baby pig
anemia caused by iron deficiency. Iron Dextran Injection is a stable, sterile solution
containing 100 mg/ml of elemental iron. When used as directed, there is no ham staining and no runout at the injection site. For use on piglets. 100 ml vial. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C18533N111 — $9.65

Tetanus Toxoid

Used to aid in the prevention and treatment of tetanus in livestock.
Administration is recommended for a nonimmunized animal (or one
whose immune status is unknown) when they sustain a deep penetrating wound that may become contaminated with soil. Provides
quick, short-term protection to animals following docking, castration,
or other procedures performed on premises where tetanus infection
has been an issue. Dosage and administration: Tetanus antitoxin
provides immediate passive immunity after administration, lasting
about 7-14 days; subcutaneous or intramuscular administration of 1,500 units is the recommended dose for prevention. Pkg. of 10 doses. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. N

Multipurpose insecticide spray can be used as a wound spray (kills flies
and maggots), kills screw worms, controls ticks (including ear ticks on
livestock), and protects against mosquitoes. Controls pests for up to four
weeks. Can be used as a premise spray or may be sprayed on livestock.
Active ingredient: Permethrin (0.50%). 12-oz. aerosol can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

An aid in the treatment and prevention of coccidiosis
caused by Eimeria bovis and E. zurnii in calves. For a
satisfactory diagnosis, a microscopic examination of
the feces should be done before treatment. Dosage
in drinking water: For a 5-day treatment — add
solution to drinking water at the rate of 16 fl. oz./100
gallons of water and offer as the only source of water
for five days; for 21-day prevention — add solution
to drinking water at the rate of 8 fl. oz./100
gallons of water and offer as the only source
of water for 21 days. Dosage as a drench: For
a 5-day treatment — add 3 fl. oz. of solution
to 1 pint of water and, with a dose syringe,
give 1 fl. oz. of this drench solution for each
100 lbs. of body weight and give daily for five
days; for 21-day prevention — add 11⁄2 fl. oz.
of solution to 1 pint of water and, with a dose
syringe, give 1 fl. oz. of this drench solution
for each 100 lbs. of body weight and give
daily for 21 days.

C27932N111 — $9.15

70-Grain Aspirin Bolus
(Analgesic/Antipyretic)

Gallon Jug. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C27940N111 — $103.95

The first product specifically labeled to both treat and prevent bovine coccidiosis.
Indicated as an aid in the treatment and prevention of coccidiosis (bloody scours)
caused by Eimeria bovis and E. zurnii in calves. Easy to administer — just mix with
drinking water or administer as a drench. Palatable and readily accepted by cattle.
Dosage and administration: For prevention, use a 21-day prevention program —
mix one 10-oz. packet with 250 gallons of water; for treatment, use a 5-day treatment program — mix one 10-oz. packet with 125 gallons of water. 10-oz. packet.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C29691N111 — $20.05

C18516N111 — $10.60

Screw Worm Aerosol

Corid® 9.6% Oral Solution

Corid® 20% Soluble Powder

For use as a supplemental source of B-complex vitamins in cattle,
horses, swine, sheep, dogs, and cats. Intramuscular injection
is recommended. May be administered subcutaneously or
intravenously at the discretion of the veterinarian. Dosage and
administration: 1-2 ml per 100 lbs. body weight for adult cattle
and horses, 5 ml per 100 lbs. body weight for calves, foals, swine,
and sheep, and 0.5 to 2 ml for dogs and cats; may be repeated
as necessary. 250 ml bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Z47146N111 — $26.50

4.

Pint Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29690N111 — $16.60

7. High Potency Vitamin B Complex Injection

For oral use only as an aid in reducing fever and
in the relief of minor muscular aches and joint
pains. Each bolus contains acetylsalicylic acid.
Boluses provide optimum degradation rates
and contain highly absorbable ingredients. A
convenient method of administering medication to animals. Packaged for easy access and
C32001N111
convenient storage between treatments. For
C18525N111
best results, lubricate bolus and use a balling gun. Animals should be
encouraged to drink water after administration. NOTE: Aspirin has been approved for
use in organic animal production. Dosage and administration: For calves, foals, and
lambs, administer orally one bolus 1-2 times daily. Jar of 50. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32001N111 — $10.45

Aspirin Bolus

To be used orally as an aid in reducing fever and for relief of minor muscle aches and
joint pain in cattle and horses. Dosage and administration: 2-3 times per day: 1-3
boluses for mature cattle and horses; 1-2 boluses for calves and foals. Allow animals
to drink water after administration. Not for use in lactating dairy animals. Each bolus
contains 240 grains of acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin). Jar of 50. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C18525N111 — $13.45
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Medications
Ring Out Concentrate

1.

2.

4.

All-natural solutions used to control ringworm and
fungus. Great for all livestock including sheep, cattle,
horses, goats, dogs, etc. Also kills bacteria, spores,
and viruses. Reduces scarring and hair loss.
1. 32-oz. Shampoo. Gentle formula containing the
ringworm killing chemistry of Ring Out. Kill contagious
pathogens as you wash them off instead of spreading
them to other animals. Leaves hair soft and nice smelling. After rinsing, treat infected animals with Ring Out
Concentrate Spray [C32839(X)N111 below]. Safe and
nontoxic. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32838(X)N111 — $19.95
2. Spray Bottle Only. 32-oz. capacity. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33466(X)N111 — $2.45
3. 4-oz. Spray Concentrate. Mix 4 oz. of concentrate
with water to make a 32-oz. spray. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32839(X)N111 — $14.95
Ring Out Concentrate Kit. Includes 4-oz. spray

concentrate (C32839N111) and 32-oz. spray bottle
(C33466N111). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33465(X)N111 — $15.15

Ring Out Concentrate & Shampoo Kit. Includes 4-oz.

Ring Out spray concentrate (mix with water to make 32-oz.
spray), 32-oz. empty spray bottle (use for mixing 4-oz. Ring
Out spray concentrate with water), 32-oz. Ring Out shampoo,
and 1⁄2-oz. ProH pocket sprayer (a ready-to use sanitizer that
safely kills dangerous fungus, bacteria, viruses, and ringworm
on animals, hands, and other surfaces — use to clean combs,
tools, boots, and even spray stall areas — water soluble,
biodegradable, hypoallergenic, and nontoxic). Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C33490(X)N111 — $37.50

4. ProH Antimicrobial Solution

An effective antimicrobial solution that mixes with water and
sprays to safely kill viruses, dangerous bacteria, fungi, and
spores. Can be used in livestock facilities to prevent the
spread of dangerous pathogens such as E. coli, Salmonella,
Avian Bird Flu, Thrush, Staph, and many others. A food-safe
product that will not harm you or your animal, yet will do the
job to keep you and your animals safe. Even use as a wash
for the animals and effective treatment of ringworm, rain rot,
and other topical skin conditions resulting from bacteria, fungi,
and spores. 32-oz. concentrate (makes 21⁄2 gallons of spray).
Water soluble. Biodegradable, hypoallergenic, and nontoxic.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32836(X)N111 — $41.75

3.

ScourGuard 4® (K)/C

Vetericyn® Wound &
Infection Treatment

Kills 99.9999% of infection-causing
bacteria, viruses, and fungi on contact.
Use to treat and prevent cuts and
scrapes, ringworm, hot spots, rain rot,
eye infections, skin rashes, cinch fungus,
skin infections, burns, post-surgical
sites, skin ulcers, strep, staph (MRSA), E.
coli, Salmonella, and fungi. Eliminates
wound odors and increases oxygen to
the wound site while reducing chronic
inflammation. Safely replicates the
animal’s own immune system. Does
not harm healthy tissue. 100% nontoxic,
nonirritating, and nonstinging — as safe
as water! Antibiotic-free, steroid-free,
and tests free on competitive animals.
No alcohols, iodines, or tea tree oil. 8-oz.
bottle. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C30025N111 — $24.95

Provides broad-spectrum protection against the most common
causes of calf diarrhea (scours),
as well as severe enteritis, dysentery, and toxemia. Dosage and
administration: For cattle, give
2 ml intramuscularly; for pregnant
cows, give two intramuscular
Z41776N111
Z41759N111
doses at least two weeks apart,
with the second dose given 2-3 weeks before calving; revaccination with a single
dose 2-3 weeks before each subsequent calving. Vial of 10 doses. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. N

Z41776N111 — $57.95

Calf-Guard®

Oral vaccination of newborn calves stimulates rapid, active immunity against
rotavirus and coronavirus diarrhea. Intramuscular vaccination of pregnant cows
stimulates immunity that is transferred to nursing calves via colostrum. Dosage
and administration: For calves, give a single 3 ml dose orally as soon as possible
after birth prior to ingestion of colostrum; for cows, give two 3 ml doses administered 3-6 weeks apart during late pregnancy with a second dose administered
within 30 days prior to calving; cows should be revaccinated with two doses
during each subsequent pregnancy. Contains 25 doses. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. N

Z41759N111 — $100.50

Vetericyn® Pink Eye Spray

Specially formulated for irritated eyes. Apply to eyes to provide relief from infections,
burning, stinging, itching, pollutants, and other foreign materials. Also use to clean and
soothe eyes from the effects of pink eye. This steroid-free, antibiotic-free, no-rinse
solution is nontoxic and speeds healing. It is a revolutionary antimicrobial solution that
kills antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria as well as fungi, viruses, and spores. It is
as safe as saline because it’s based on an oxychlorine compound similar to that produced by the animal’s own immune system. Having the same pH as normal tear fluid,
it will not sting when applied. Use to wash away mucus secretions and discharges.
16-oz. trigger sprayer. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Bloat Treatment

For use as an aid in the treatment of frothy
bloat in ruminants and as a fecal softener.
Administer as a drench or via stomach tube.
Dosage and administration: 12 fl. oz. for adult
cattle; 6 fl. oz. for young cattle, sheep, and
goats. 12 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C27938N111 — $5.50

C33114N111 — $35.95

Uterine Proteolytic Bolus

Vetericyn Super 7+ Navel Dip

A nonmedicated urea bolus for use as an antiseptic and proteolytic aid in dairy cattle, beef
cattle, and sheep. For intrauterine or topical
use only. Contains 50 boluses. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

An umbilical cord dry-out and protective solution for newborn animals. Effective, completely safe formula has been developed strictly for the purpose of animal umbilical
cord dry-out. Formulated with ingredients that are safe for animals and the environment. Dries down the umbilical up to 50% faster than other products on the market.
Nonflammable. Nontoxic. Environmentally safe. Effective alternative to 7% tincture of
iodine. Dyed solution for rapid identification.
C32913N111 16 oz. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $13.70
C32912N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $56.50

C27209N111 — $7.65

Mineral Oil
Calcium Gluconate 23%

To be used as an aid in the treatment of parturient
paresis (milk fever) in cattle. Administered intravenously or intraperitoneally. 500 cc. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C00329N111 — $5.85

50% Dextrose Sterile Solution

C00329N111
C14720N111

To be used as an aid in the treatment of uncomplicated
ketosis of dairy cattle. 500 ml bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14720N111 — $4.75

For use as a mild laxative for
lubricating the intestinal tract of
horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and
dogs. Gallon bottle. 95 viscosity.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C31052N111 — $18.70

Glycerin — 99%, U.S.P.

This product is 99% U.S.P. glycerin
which enhances its ability to blend
with other compounds such as
iodine. Gallon bottle. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C31031N111 — $33.50
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1.

Orbeseal®
(Bismuth Subnitrate)
Nonantibiotic Paste

3.
2.

4.

1. Go-Dry™ Dry Cow Mastitis Treatment by U.S. Vet

An intramammary infusion intended for the treatment of bovine mastitis in dry
cows. Effective against udder infections caused by Streptococcus agalactiae.
Administer at time of drying off by infusion in all four quarters (one tube in
each quarter), one time only. Each 10 ml single-dose syringe contains 100,000
units of Procaine Penicillin G in sesame oil. Box of 12 disposable syringes
(each 10 ml). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C12945N111 — $26.95

6+ $24.39

2. Masti-Clear™ by U.S. Vet

An intramammary infusion intended for treatment of bovine mastitis in lactating cows. Effective against udder infections caused by Streptococcus agalactiae and Streptococcus
uberis. Each 10 ml single-dose syringe contains 100,000 units of Procaine Penicillin G in
sesame oil. Dosage is 10 ml per infected quarter. Treatment may be repeated at intervals
of 12 hours. Do not administer more than three consecutive doses. Box of 12 syringes
(each 10 ml). Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C12946N111 — $26.95

6+ $24.39

3. ToDAY® Mastitis Therapy

For the treatment of bovine mastitis in lactating cows. Use at the first signs of inflammation or at the first indication of any alteration in milk. Effective in the treatment of
mastitis caused by Streptococcus agalactiae and Staphylococcus aureus including
strains resistant to penicillin. Administer 10 ml into each infected quarter. Milk taken
from animals during treatment and for 96 hours (eight milkings) after the last treatment
must not be used for food. Treated animals must not be slaughtered for food until four
days after the last treatment. Box of 12 syringes (each 10 ml). 200 mg cephapirin per
tube. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C18512N111 — $45.25

4. ToMORROW® Mastitis Therapy

For treatment of mastitis in dairy cows during the dry period. Extensive clinical studies
have shown ToMORROW® to be effective in the treatment of mastitis in dry cows, when
caused by Streptococcus agalactiae and Staphylococcus aureus including penicillinresistant strains. Use no later than 30 days prior to calving. Administer 10 ml into each
infected quarter. Milk from treated cows must not be used for food during the first 72
hours after calving. Treated animals must not be slaughtered for food until 42 days after
the last treatment. Box of 12 syringes (each 10 ml). 300 mg cephapirin per tube.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C18513N111 — $37.45

Sterile, nonantibiotic paste for intramammary infusion of nonlactating cows
as an aid in preventing new mastitis
infections throughout the dry period
by providing a malleable barrier in the
teat canal. Mimics the cow’s natural
first line of intramammary defense, the
keratin plug. Contains bismuth subnitrate, a safe, inert sealant with a high
specific gravity that allows it to sink
into fissures and folds of the teat canal, forming a nearly impenetrable barrier
that remains in place for 100 days or more. Results in fewer cases of mastitis.
No residue, no milk withholding. Dosage and administration: After last milking
at dry-off, clean and disinfect the teats with the alcohol swabs provided, then
infuse the entire contents of one Orbeseal® syringe into each quarter by inserting the nozzle into the teat and applying gentle continuous pressure to the
plunger until the paste is expressed.

ANIMAL HEALTH

Mastitis Treatments + Dewormers

Pack of 12 Syringes. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C30336N111 — $44.25
Bucket of 144 Syringes. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.
C27106N111 — $373.75

Milk Check Isopropyl Alcohol Wipes

Convenient, high-quality wipes designed specifically for general use. Wipes are impregnated
with 70% isopropyl alcohol and 30% purified
water. Popup dispensing canister contains 175
wipes, each 7" x 7". Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C32576N111 — $11.95

Fight Bac®

A better way to disinfect teats! Developed by a veterinarian, this teat disinfectant for
the control of mastitis is safe and effective under NMC guidelines. Convenient and
ready to use, there is no mixing or preparation. Sanitary since there's no chance to
spread infection by a dirty teat dip cup. Economical because there's no waste compared with traditional teat dip preparations. 22-oz. aerosol can is the same as using 1⁄2
gallon of teat dip. One can will treat 300 cows. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C16208N111 — $12.00

Privermectin®
Drench for Sheep

Prohibit® Soluble Drench
Powder Anthelmintic

A ready-to-use, free-flowing
solution of ivermectin for the
treatment and control of worms
and bots in sheep. 0.08% solution. Enough for eighty 100-lb.
doses. 960 ml. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31047N111 — $62.95

Ivomec® Sheep Drench

For effective treatment of gastrointestinal roundworms, lungworms, and nasal bots in
sheep. Sheep drench should be administered orally at the recommended dose level
or 200 mcg per kg of body weight. 3 ml is sufficient to treat 26 lbs. of body weight.
Dosage and administration: 3 ml for 26 lbs., 6 ml for 52 lbs., 9 ml for 78 lbs., 12 ml
for 104 lbs., 15 ml for 130 lbs., 18 ml for 156 lbs., 21 ml for 182 lbs., 24 ml for 208 lbs.,
27 ml for 234 lbs., and 30 ml for 260 lbs. Any standard drenching equipment or any
equipment that provides a consistent dose may be used. Ewes may be treated at any
stage of pregnancy. Sheep must not be treated within 11 days of slaughter for human
consumption. 960 ml container. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

NEW

This broad-spectrum anthelmintic is effective against
the following nematode infections in cattle and sheep:
stomach worms, intestinal worms, and lungworms.
Administer orally as a standard drench with standard
drench syringe or administer as a concentrated drench
solution with an automatic drenching syringe. Dosage
and administration: For cattle, mix one packet into 1 qt. of water and administer as a
single drench dose 1⁄2 fl. oz. per 200 lbs. of body weight; for sheep, mix one packet
into 1 gallon of water and administer as a single drench dose 1⁄2 fl. oz. per 50 lbs.
of body weight. RESIDUE WARNING: do not administer to cattle within 48 hours of
slaughter for food; do not administer to sheep within 72 hours of slaughter for food;
to prevent residues in milk, do not administer to dairy animals of breeding age.
52 g packet. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34762N111 — $22.95

C18530N111 — $94.25

NEW
NEW

Prairie Pride® Goat Dewormer

Double concentrated formula breaks the life cycle of three major gastrointestinal worms. Safe to be used with
pregnant or lactating does. Contains Rumatel®. Top dress feed using the convenient measuring scoop. Package will
treat twelve 50-lb. goats. Dosage and administration: Feed as a single therapeutic treatment at 0.44 g per 100 lbs.
of body weight. 3-lb. package. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34756N111 — $12.00

Prairie Pride® Safe-Guard® 0.5% Dewormer

For removal and control of gastrointestinal worms. Formulated for beef cattle, dairy cattle, and horses. Contains
Safe-Guard® (fenbendazole) and made with alfalfa meal to enhance palatability. Does not require milk withdrawal
(for dairy cows). Top dress feed using the convenient measuring scoop. Dosage and administration: For cattle (dairy
and beef), feed pellets at the rate of 1 lb. per 1,000 lbs. of body weight with grain and forage as the sole ration for
one-day; for horses, feed 5 mg per 1 kg of body weight in a one day treatment. 10-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C34757N111 — $63.75
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Dewormers
Ivomec® Eprinex® Pour-On for Beef & Dairy Cattle

Deliver highly effective internal and external parasite control in one easy application. Its broad-spectrum efficacy in a
weatherproof formulation with no meat or slaughter withdrawal and zero milk discard, make it a convenient product
for parasite control. One dose applied along the topline treats and controls 24 stages of adult internal parasites,
L4 larvae and inhibited L4 larvae, horn flies, cattle grubs, four species of lice (including biting lice), and two species of
mange mites. Lasts 21 days for internal parasites; 7 days for external parasites. 250 ml will treat 10 head of 550-lb.
animals or 5 head of 1,100-lb. animals. One liter will treat 40 head of 550-lb. animals or 20 head of 1,100-lb. animals.
Dosage and administration: 1 ml/10 kg (22 lbs.) of body weight.
C18910N111 250 ml bottle. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $46.25
C18911N111 1-liter bottle. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs. — $133.95
2.5-Liter Collapsible Pack. Connect a dosing applicator (not included) and draw-off tubing (not included) to the
collapsible pack and follow manufacturer’s directions for adjusting the dose. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C29692N111 — $269.25
Eprinex® 65 ml Pour-On Gun. For use with Ivomec® Eprinex® Pour-On (C29692N111 above). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C31929N111 — $16.75
1.

See page 167 for probiotics
to use after deworming.

Ivomec® 0.5% Pour-On for Cattle

One low-volume dose effectively treats and controls roundworms,
lungworms, grubs, sucking and biting lice, mange mites, and
horn flies. Should be applied along the topline in a narrow strip
from withers to tail head. The adjustable MAGICAP™ makes
application fast and easy. Simply set the dose by turning the
top section of the cup to align the correct body weight with
the pointer on the knurled cap. Each ml of Ivomec® Pour-On
contains 5 mg of Ivermectin, sufficient to treat 22 lbs. (10 kg)
of body weight. Available in two pack sizes: 250 ml pack
containing sufficient solution to treat 10 head of 550-lb.
cattle, or a 1-liter pack containing sufficient solution to treat
40 head of 550-lb. cattle.
C18551N111 250 ml pack. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $40.95
C18552N111 1-liter pack. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $117.75

2.

3.

4.

1. Zimecterin® Gold Horse Dewormer Paste
Ivomec® Plus Injectable for Cattle

Kills more types of internal and external parasites, including adult
liver flukes, roundworms, lungworms, and mange mites, than any
other injectable product — all in a single dose. Use for calves and
replacement yearlings. Contains 1% w/v Ivermectin and 10% w/v
clorsulon in a sterile solution. Dosage and administration: Inject
1 ml per 110 lbs. of body weight subcutaneously behind the shoulder. Do not treat cattle within 49 days of slaughter. Do not use in
female dairy cattle of breeding age.
C26616N111 50 ml. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $49.75
C26617N111 200 ml. Use with automatic-syringe equipment only.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.— $140.50

Ivomec® 1% for Swine and Cattle

Extremely effective against lungworms, roundworms, grubs, lice, and mange
mites in swine and cattle. Swine dosage: 1 ml per 75 lbs. of body weight.
Cattle dosage: 1 ml per 110 lbs. of body weight. For subcutaneous injection.
Do not treat animals within 35 days of slaughter for human consumption. 1%
sterile solution, each ml contains 10 mg of Ivomec®.
C18549N111 50 ml. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $43.25
C18550N111 200 ml. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $139.95

For best results with worm control,
it is recommended that over time,
you alternate deworming products
containing different active ingredients.

Safe-Guard® Top Dress
Cattle & Horse Dewormer

Remove and control worms using this medicated pellet dewormer. Effective on lung, stomach, intestinal, bankrupt, and
nodular worms. Just spread the pellets in a uniform fashion
over the daily ration for cows or horses. No withdrawal of feed
or water necessary. Cattle cannot be slaughtered within
13 days following last treatment. Fenbendazole 0.5%.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C23688N111 1-lb. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $7.70
C34484N111 5-lb. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $32.75

Safe-Guard® Paste Cattle & Horse Dewormer

Effective worm control for maximum performance and improved weaning weights.
Very safe, no side effects or stress. Compatible with organophosphates. Controls
brown stomach worm, barber pole worm, bankrupt worm, small stomach worm,
cooperia, thread necked worm, hookworm, nodular worm, and lungworm. Safe for
pregnant beef and dairy cattle (8-day withdrawal), and horses not intended for slaughter. 92 g tube (treats eight 500-lb. cattle). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C15698N111 — $35.95

Now approved for use in two-month and older foals. The gold standard in parasite
control! Offers a spectrum of control so complete, it even protects against tapeworms. Use to treat and control tapeworms in addition to other species and stages
of parasites. Approved by the FDA to treat and control large strongyles, small strongyles, bots, tapeworms, roundworms, pinworms, hairworms, large-mouth stomach
worms, lungworms, intestinal threadworms, and neck threadworms. Also provides protection against parasitic larvae that cause summer sores and dermatitis. One 0.26-oz.
syringe contains enough paste to treat one 1,250-lb. horse. Contains 1.55% Ivermectin
and 7.75% Praziquantel. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25753N111 — $14.20

2. Zimecterin® Horse Dewormer Paste

The only wormer that controls 16 types of worms and bots with one low-volume
dose. Contains Ivermectin, an active ingredient that offers advantages unequaled
by any other paste now available. Removes the deadly, migrating stages of the large
bloodworm, S. vulgaris. It’s the only paste that kills immature neck threadworms,
plus there are no known Zimecterin®-resistant strains of small bloodworms. One
standard, low-volume paste dose worms up to a 1,250-lb. horse. 0.21-oz. syringe.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C12418N111 — $9.25

3. Strongid® Paste Equine Anthelmintic

For use in foals (2-8 months). The one dewormer that combines superior effectiveness
against parasites with unsurpassed safety for your horse. For the removal and control
of mature infections of bloodworms, small strongyles, pinworms, and large roundworms
in horses and ponies. Chemically unrelated to other horse dewormers; ideal for rotational
deworming programs. Convenient paste dosage form is easy to administer, with four
weight increments marked on syringe. Each 20 ml syringe treats 1,200 lbs. of body
weight. Active ingredient: Pyrantel Pamoate. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C13292N111 — $9.50

12+ $9.10

4. Ivermax® Equine Paste Dewormer

Safe and effective! This broad-spectrum dewormer controls a wide variety of
worms and bots with a single use. Provides treatment and control of the following
parasites in horses: large and small strongyles, pinworms, ascarids, hairworms,
large-mouth stomach worms, bots, lungworms, intestinal threadworms, summer
sores, and neck threadworms. For oral use in horses only. Will treat up to 1,250-lb.
body weight. Store in a cool, dry place. Individually boxed syringe; 0.21 oz. (6.08 g).
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30658N111 — $4.35

Cydectin® Antiparasitic Pour-On for Cattle

For the treatment of infections and infestations due to internal
and external parasites of cattle. Zero slaughter withdrawal for
beef cattle and nonlactating dairy cattle. For use in lactating and
dry dairy cows and veal calves. When applied at the recommended dose level of 0.5 mg/2.2 lbs. (0.5 mg/kg) body weight
is effective in the treatment and control of the following internal
and external parasites: gastrointestinal roundworms, lungworms,
cattle grubs, mites, lice, and horn flies. 500 ml bottle treats
twenty 550-lb. cattle.
C18553N111 500 ml bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $80.50
C18554N111 1-liter bottle. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $107.25
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EfferSan™ Tablets

Multipurpose effervescent tablets. Sanitizes, disinfects, and protects
against odor. Kills 99.999% of bacteria in 60 seconds. Effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella
enterica, and Salmonella typhi. For use in sanitation and disinfection
in milk processing facilities, dairy farms, poultry farms, beverage and
food processing plants, veterinary clinics, and zoos. Disinfects precleaned, hard, nonporous surfaces in five minutes and sanitizes in one
minute. Noncorrosive and nonirritating. Eliminates odors by eliminating
bacteria — does not mask with scents. The “bleaching” effect of traditional chlorine
has been eliminated, making EfferSan™ skin and fabric friendly. Tested, proven, EPAregistered product.
C33269N111 24 tablets. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $27.95
C33268N111 100 tablets. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $74.95

ANIMAL HEALTH

Disinfectants

Parvosol® II RTU

Virkon® S Broad Spectrum Disinfectant

A low-cost alternative to disease outbreak! Use this highly effective broad spectrum
disinfectant in livestock containment and producer facilities. Gives you proven efficacy
against viral, bacterial, and fungal pathogens. Powdered premix is ideal for cleaning
and disinfecting surfaces, equipment, and instruments. Can also be used in aerial
disinfection. Powder formula dissolves quickly in water. One gallon of solution treats
135 square feet. 10-lb. pail. Not legal for sale or storage in CA. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C23526N111 — $93.25
Virkon® S Tablets. Convenient to store and easy-to-handle presentation simplifies

the preparation of an accurately dosed disinfection solution. Jar of 50 tablets (each
5 g). Makes 6.60 gallons (25 liters) of disinfection solution. Each tablet makes one pint.
Not legal for sale or storage in CA. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C29329N111 — $21.95

Ready to use from the bottle, this next generation of synergized quaternary ammonium
compounds serves as a cleaner, disinfectant, and deodorizer. Stays stable in its original
container. No mixing and no mess. Spray-bottle application can be used on large surfaces in veterinarian clinics. Contains clear, no-stain formula. Effective against Escherichia
Coli, Pseudomonas Aeruginosa, Salmonella Choleraesuis, Staphylococcus Aureus,
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus, Vancomycin intermediate-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus, and Vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus Faecalis; Fungi: Trichophyton
Mentagrophytes; Virus: Canine Parvovirus, HIV-1, Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Poliovirus Type
1, Hepatitis C Virus (HCV), and Tuberculocidal activity. Active ingredients: Dimethyl Benzyl, Ammonium Chloride (0.105%), and Dimethyl Ethybenzyl Ammonium Chloride (0.105%).
Gallon. Not for sale in California. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C28185N111 — $13.50

Nolvasan® Solution

A general disinfectant containing chlorhexidine diacetate. Recommended for disinfecting farm premises. Instructions: Mix 1 qt. Nolvasan® and 6 oz. of glycerin (C31031N111
on page 162), then add water to make 1 gallon of solution. Cannot be sold to California customers due to state regulations. Please call for restriction details. Gallon.
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C12725(X)N111 — $94.95

Tek-Trol® Disinfectant Cleaner Concentrate

For use on ratite ranches, aviaries, swine producing facilities, equine facilities, veal
barns, and calving operations. Effective against Staphylococcus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Aspergillus, Tuberculosis, viruses, fungi, Parvo, and mildew. Kills Pandemic
2009 H1N1 influenza A virus (formerly called swine flu). Deodorant. Do not use in
milking stalls, milking parlors, or milk houses. Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C33308(X)N111 — $35.25

VIROCID® — The Global Disinfectant

Tek-Trol® Disinfectant Aerosol & Deodorizer

Where VIROCID® is being applied, bacteria, viruses,
fungi, and spores have no chance. Safe for people,
animals, and their environment. Characteristics:
“hospital grade” disinfectant; highly efficient to kill
bacteria, spores, viruses, and fungi; residual action;
no resistance; very low dilution rate; extremely
economical cost-in-use; versatile usage (spraying,
foaming, fogging, booth dips, wheel dips); active at
all temperatures; effective in hard water (even sea
water); effective in presence of organic matter; and
safe for equipment (neutral pH) and environment
friendly. Use for daily disinfection of animal housing,
animal transport and materials, storage and processing rooms for feed and food,
food transport, boots, and wheels via dipping baths. Mixing/dilution ratios vary
depending on the bacteria you wish to eliminate; the strongest recommended ratio
is 1:200 by mixing 2⁄3 fl. oz. of concentrate per gallon of water. 1.33-gallon bottle of
concentrated disinfectant. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C30158N111 — $50.95

Sterilex Ultra Powder

The most cost-effective waterline treatment
product on the market, Effective against porcine
epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV), Salmonella, E.
coli, Listeria, Enterobacter, and more. Can be
applied via custom medicator or by sump pump.
Designed for farm premise, waterline, processing,
and hatchery environments. Competitive line
“cleaners” either do not have the required EPA
registration to kill organisms in waterlines or are
only approved to kill gram-negative organisms.
10-lb. pail. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. N

♦Z49097N111 — $79.75
♦Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Materials surcharge.

A broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent for environmental surfaces. Eliminates odors
by attacking them at their source. Kills HIV-1 (AIDS virus), and Herpes Simplex Type II
viruses on pre-cleaned environmental surfaces/objects previously soiled with blood/
body fluids. Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus (formerly called swine flu). Disinfectant, virucide, and tuberculocidal. Fungicide against pathogenic fungi. Mildewstat
on hard, nonporous, inanimate surfaces. 17 oz. Not for sale in South Dakota, Hawaii,
Alaska, California, Kansas, and New York. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33309(X)N111 — $9.20

Incubation Disinfectant Concentrate

This concentrated disinfectant (fully biodegradable halogenated tertiary
amines) is formulated to be used for cleaning eggs, incubators, and
brooders. Both safe and effective against yeasts, fungi, viruses, and
bacteria, which can cause fatal damage to the growing embryo. 100 ml
bottle (makes 2.64 gallons). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C30785(X)N111 — $10.05

Wash ‘N Bleach Extra 2®

Breaches in biosecurity represent a serious
monetary threat to food producers of poultry, meat,
and dairy products. Ideal for washing work clothes
and reusable dairy towels! Prevents the spread
of pathogens from unit to unit, animal to animal.
This certified green product washes, bleaches,
deodorizes, and disinfects laundry. Convenient,
economical, and environmentally sustainable.
Gentle on fabrics and safe on all colors when used
as directed. Use in a washing machine to provide
protection against disease-causing pathogens.
Unlike chlorine, this product does not react with
organic matter to form trihalomethanes, linked to
various forms of cancer. 6 lb. jug. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C33888N111 — $71.50
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ANIMAL HEALTH

Ketone Testers + Remedies
NEW

CentriVet™ Blood Glucose & Ketone Starter Kit
C33956N111
C33955N111

BHBCheck™ Blood Ketone Test

If subclinical ketosis is a problem…on-farm testing is the solution! Use the products
below to measure BHB (Beta Hydroxybutyrate Dehydrogenase) levels in blood for
detection of subclinical ketosis in dairy cows.

BHBCheck™ Starter Kit. Includes the

BHBCheck™ Blood Ketone Meter, 10 test
strips, 10 lancets, pouch, and instructions.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C33955N111 — $71.50
BHBCheck™ Blood Ketone Meter. An

accurate and affordable test that uses
one drop of blood to provide quantitative
results in five seconds. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33953N111 — $39.95

BHBCheck™ Blood Ketone Test Strips.

One drop of blood is placed on the test
strip and then read in the BHBCheck™
Blood Ketone Meter. Vial with 25 test
strips. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C33954N111 — $71.50
BHBCheck™ USB Meter Cable for Data
Input. Use this cable to transfer data from
the BHBCheck™ Blood Ketone Meter to a
computer. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33956N111 — $28.75

C34637N111 — $34.95
CentriVet™ Blood Glucose & Ketone
Meter Only. Includes meter, reference

materials, two batteries, and a carrying
case. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34635N111 — $34.95
CentriVet™ Bovine Blood Ketone Test
Strips Only. Vial of 25 test strips.

CentriVet™ Ketone Control Solution
Only. Two 2-ml bottles of solution.

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34634N111 — $5.95

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

The PortaBHB® Milk Ketone Test

Quick, affordable, and accurate! This test kit is for
detecting ketone bodies in cow milk. Ketosis occurs
in dairy cattle frequently in the postpartum period,
especially in high-producing cows. By detecting
ketosis early, producers can take steps to avoid
clinical health effects and loss of income. This milk
ketone test is a semi-quantitative dipstick for the
detection of subclinical ketosis. Dip the test strip into a milk sample and compare to
a color chart. The higher the concentration of BHB, the greater the color change. It’s
that easy! Includes instructions. Refrigeration not required.

100 Test Strips. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C33325N111 — $105.00

Blood glucose and ketone results in the palm of your hand in a matter of seconds; 5
seconds for glucose and 10 seconds for ketones! Exceptional clinical accuracy without
compromising cost. Features species-specific code chip technology, which means you
get accurate results for every animal. Ideal for use in veterinary clinics and emergency
animal hospitals or for mobile vets, farm, and home use because of its portability and
size. Meter features helpful meal markers, hypo and hyper alarms, ketone test alert,
five daily reminder options, user-friendly design, large display with bold numbers,
strip port that faces the animal, convenient test strip ejector that reduces the risk of
contamination, and automatic shutoff two minutes after last action or five seconds
after strip removal. Audible fill detection reduces wasted strips. Memory stores up to
450 records with date and time. Measurement ranges: glucose 10-600 mg/dL (0.633.3 mmol/L); β-ketone 0.0-8.0 mmol/L. Hematocrit range: 20-60% for both glucose
and ketone. Meter size: 31⁄2" x 21⁄4" x 3⁄4". Display size: 19⁄16" x 17⁄16". Kit includes meter, 10
ketone test strips, ketone control solution, reference materials, two batteries (battery
life of 3,000 tests), and a carrying case. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

25 Test Strips. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31120N111 — $41.25

C34638N111 — $34.95
See page 167 for dispensing gun.

C15866N111

C13901N111

Cal-C-Fresh®

A mineral supplement for use in fresh cows.
Contains calcium and certain vitamins to help
maintain normal calcium and vitamin levels
during freshening. 300 ml tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15866N111 — $6.75

Ketone Test Strip

Convenient, fast, accurate way to detect ketone bodies (acetoacetic acid) in urine of cattle and sheep. This “dip and read” impregnated reagent strip features a range of purple color changes
that provides a semi-quantitative result in 40 seconds. Enough
for 100 tests. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C23206N111 — $11.25

C13902N111

C30981N111

C31964N111

Cal-Gel™

A specially formulated mineral supplement. Helps maintain normal calcium levels during
stressful prepartum and postpartum periods. Gel formulation helps prevent lung
aspiration. Each 300 ml cartridge contains 54 g calcium plus magnesium chloride and
cobalt sulfate in a gel suspension. 5.5 pH helps prevent the calcium chloride salts from
precipitating out. Not recommended for cows showing severe milk fever symptoms.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C13901N111 — $6.55

6+ $5.58

Keto-Gel™
Dr. Larson’s™ CMPK Drench

Use pre- and post-freshening as a milk fever
preventative. Aids appetite stimulation. Contains
essential minerals and propylene glycol. Dosage
and administration: 200 ml per feeding. Gallon.
Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C33673N111 — $34.95

Dr. Larson’s™ CMPK Gel 300 g

Unique gel blend of calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, and potassium. Delivers key minerals for
transitional cows and nutritional aid for the prevention of milk fever and ketosis. Contains 54 g calcium
chloride, 10 g phosphorus, 2.9 g magnesium,
1 g potassium. Includes cartridge with super-short
nozzle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27054N111 — $5.95

Highly concentrated energy gel packed with vitamins, amino acids, and trace minerals
that are readily absorbed and play an integral part in preventing ketosis, or aiding in the
recovery from ketosis. Used as an aid to help maintain normal blood glucose (sugar)
levels during stress periods when ketosis often develops. Contains 290 g propylene
glycol, 40,00 units Vitamin A, 10,000 units Vitamin D, 100 units Vitamin E, 6 g niacin, 6 g
choline, 5 g methionine, and cobalt. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C13902N111 — $8.55

6+ $8.25

Jump Start Liquid Gel Tube

First and only nonburning calcium chloride tube with a patented 15-minute
response. Contains food-grade calcium in both the calcium chloride form and the
calcium propionate form, selenium, vitamin E, B vitamins, electrolytes, trace minerals,
and many other ingredients. Use on your top producers and highly stressed cows.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30981N111 — $7.45

Activated Clay Gel

May be used in animals during stomach discomfort and digestive disorders. For use on
cattle, horses, sheep, goats, dogs, and cats. Contains attapulgite clay and kaolin. Dosage
and administration: For adult cattle and horses give one 10-fl.-oz. (300 ml) tube, for
sheep and goats give 1-3 ml per 2.2 lbs. (1 kg) of body weight, for dogs and cats give
1-3 ml per 1 lb. (0.45 kg) of body weight; repeat dosage after 1-3 hours or as needed.
10-fl.-oz. (300 ml) tube. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C31964N111 — $12.45
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5.
4.

1.

2.

Probios® Supplements

3.

Helps overall health and performance by supporting nutrient absorption and gut
microflora balance. Contains guaranteed levels of lactic acid bacteria to help maintain
natural immunity. For use during times of stress such as freshening, shipping/receiving,
change in feed, or after antibiotic therapy.

1. Probios® Oral Boluses for Ruminants. Recommendations: Under 400 lbs., give 1⁄2
bolus; over 400 lbs., give 1 bolus. Jar of 50 boluses; each bolus is 1⁄2 oz. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C30814N111 — $45.75
Probios® Bovine One Oral Gel. Available in either a 60 g Dial-a-Dose tube (no ap-

plicator gun needed) or a 300 g tube (applicator gun needed for use; fits C09772N111
sold separately below). Recommendations for beef and dairy cattle: 5 g at birth for
newborns; 10 g for calves under 400 lbs., 15 g for calves over 400 lbs.; 10 g for heifers
under 400 lbs., 15 g for heifers over 400 lbs.; 10 g for cattle under 400 lbs., 15 g for cattle
over 400 lbs.; 30 g at freshening for cows; and 15 g on first and last day of therapy in
hospital. A serving of 5 g of Probios® Bovine One Gel may also be used for sheep and
goats at birth.
2. C19541N111 60 g Dial-a-Dose Tube. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $9.55
3. C19539N111 300 g Tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $28.25
Super Rachet Epoxy Poly-Gel Gun. Easy-to-use applicator, similar to using a caulking
gun. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C09772N111 — $19.55
Probios® Dispersible Powder. Can be given to cattle, swine, goats, sheep, poultry,

and companion animals. Available in either a 1⁄2-lb. (240 g) jar or a 5-lb. (2.27 kg) jar.
Recommendations: 5 g/head/day with fluids for beef calves, 5 g/head/day in milk
replacers for dairy calves, 2 g/head/day in milk replacer for nursery swine, 5 g/head/day
in milk replacer for foals, 5 g/head/day in ration for adult horses, and 5 g/head/day in
milk replacer for sheep and goats. 5 g equals one rounded teaspoon (teaspoon scoop
enclosed).
4. C30812N111 1⁄2-lb. (240 g) Jar. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $12.25
5. C19687N111 5-lb. (2.27 kg) Jar. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $52.75

NEW
Dyne® High-Calorie Liquid
Nutritional Supplement for Livestock

Ruminant MBO

A natural, organic source of direct-fed
microbials (DFM), yeast, enzymes, and
vitamins that promote gut health and have
shown in-field evaluations to enhance
vigor and performance. For use with
lactating dairy cows, it gets cows healthier
and more productive and promotes better
appetite and a healthier look. Removes
unhealthy bacteria including E. coli and
Salmonella. Breaks down specific
carbohydrates, proteins, and cellulose.
Enables the ruminant to efficiently digest.
Dosage and administration: Feed 1 oz.
per head per day during transition
(3 weeks prior to freshening to 70 days in
milk); feed 1⁄3 oz. per head per day for the
remainder of lactation. Easy to dose with
handy 1⁄2 oz. scoop enclosed. 25-lb. pail
Sh. wt. 28 lbs.

ANIMAL HEALTH

Supplements

C34404N111 — $109.50

Fresh Cow YMCP Plus™

Help high-producing dairy cows recover
from the stress of calving and preparing for
milk production at the start of lactation. This
product has been shown to improve feed
intakes after calving. Provides four sources of
calcium, plus phosphorus, magnesium, and potassium to help recovery after calving. It
also provides vitamins, the veterinarian-recommended dose of niacin to help prevent
ketosis, and direct-fed microbials including yeast and lactic acid bacteria. Cows with a
history of milk fever or hypocalcemia should receive 2-3 additional days of treatment.
Dosage and administration: Administer 1 lb. immediately after calving, followed by
two additional feedings of 1⁄2 lb. within the next 24 hours. Convenient 25-lb. tub with
carry handle. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.

C32106N111 — $143.95

Prairie Pride® Vitamins & Electrolytes
Powdered Multi-Specie Supplement

NEW

Water-soluble vitamins and electrolytes formulated for
poultry, swine, cattle, sheep, goats, and horses. For use
when animals and poultry are under stress. Convenient to
use as a water or feed additive. Dosage and administration
for drinking water: Dissolve contents of one-half of an 8-oz.
packet (4 oz.) in 55 gallons of water or one 8-oz. packet in
110 gallons of water. Dosage and administration as a feed
additive: Thoroughly mix one 8-oz. packet per ton of complete ration containing the regular levels of fortification. 8-oz.
packet. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34752(X)N111 — $2.75

The ideal supplement for all classes of livestock.
Provides additional calories and vitamins for thin
animals or animals being readied for show. Apply
over top, mix into grain, or feed ration; lower the
amount fed according to the improving condition
of livestock. Dosage and administration: Feed
full-size calf 2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed
miniature calf 1 fl. oz. three times per day, feed
full-size adult cattle 4 fl. oz. two times per day,
feed miniature adult cattle 2 fl. oz. two times per
day; feed full-size lambs and kids 1⁄2 fl. oz. three
times per day, feed full-size adult sheep and goats
11⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed miniature adult
sheep and goats 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times per day; feed full-size and
miniature baby pigs 1 tsp. per 5 lbs. of body weight per day, feed full-size adult pigs
11⁄2 fl. oz. three times per day, feed miniature adult pigs 3⁄4 fl. oz. three times per day.
WARNING: Do not feed to cats.
C34742(Y)N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $17.85
C34743(Y)N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $58.75

Transition™ Calcium Bolus

Transition cows demand both immediate and sustained calcium for
metabolic support during freshening. These calcium boluses give
you a quick solution that is safe for the animal, easy to administer,
prepares cows to enter the milking herd in a normal time frame,
and has no withdrawal period. Each bolus contains three proven
sources of calcium for immediate and sustained release: calcium
chloride, calcium propionate, and calcium carbonate. Vitamin D3 is
also introduced to help the absorption and metabolism of calcium
and phosphorus. When administered during the freshening period,
these boluses help prevent milk fever and other complications before they start.
Dosage and administration: Administer one 176 g bolus immediately after calving and
again 12 hours after calving. Box of six 176 g boluses. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C32965N111 — $37.50

Calf-Master MV™

A balanced blend of protein, carbs, and fats to fuel
growth, enhance vitality, and improve appearance.
Essential vitamins and organic trace minerals
optimize immune response and promote calf
health. Microencapsulated direct-fed microbials
support a healthy digestive system and ease
dietary transitions. All-natural, targeted enzyme
package, delivered by BovaZyme®, helps aid digestion and maximize nutrient utilization. Dosage and
administration: Provide free choice to calves of
any age (biggest benefit coming in post-weaning
socialization). 20-lb. pail will last four calves up to
three weeks on average. 20-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

C34397N111 — $34.75

Kaolin-Pectin Anti-Diarrheal Liquid

Controls diarrhea in horses, cattle, dogs, and cats.
Administer orally after the first sign of diarrhea
and after each loose bowel movement, or as
needed. Dosage for horses and cattle: 6-10 fl. oz.
Dosage for foals and calves: 3-4 fl. oz. Dosage
for dogs and cats: 1-3 tablespoons. For animal
use only. Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C18585N111 — $9.95
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CALF REARING

Supplements
RE-SORB® Oral Hydration
Electrolyte Products for
Scouring Calves

An electrolyte-glycine powder
administered orally to calves to
treat dehydration associated with
diarrhea (scours). Rapidly replenishes lost electrolytes and fluids in
the scouring calf. Individual packets
permit precise dosing — no waste.
Easy to mix, dissolves rapidly, and
stays in solution. Palatable formula
tastes good; avoids stress of tube
feeding. Mixing directions: Add
the contents of one packet to
2 qts. of warm water and stir until
dissolved. Dosage and administration: For scouring calves, feed
2 qts. of solution twice daily for 2
days (4 feedings), then for the next
4 feedings (days 3 and 4), use 1 qt.
of solution mixed together with 1 qt.
of milk or milk replacer; for newly
purchased calves feed 2 qts. of
solution instead of milk as the first feed upon arrival, then use 1 qt. of solution
mixed together with 1 qt. of milk or milk replacer for the next scheduled feeding. Each packet is 21⁄4 oz. (64 g).
C09906N111 Box of 12 packets. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $43.75
C28649N111 Bucket of 72 packets. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. — $231.95

Merrick’s Blue Ribbon
Calf Electrolytes™ with
omni-bos®CB Plus
Microbials

A source of live, viable, naturally
occurring microorganisms. Specifically
designed for calves and formulated
to provide a supplemental source of
electrolytes, nutrients, and direct-fed microbials in one product. Highly palatable.
Dosage and administration: Mix one
4-oz. scoop with 2 qts. of 90°-110° F water
and feed 2-4 hours after milk/milk replacer feeding; feed sick/scouring calves
2 qts. 2 times per day; feed weaned
calves 2 qts. 3-4 times per day; and feed
moved or transported calves
2 qts. 1-2 times per day.

4-oz. Packet. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C33860N111 — $1.70
18-lb. Pail with Packets. Contains 72 individual 4-oz. packets.

Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C33859N111 — $113.50
25-lb. Pail. Contains 100 doses. Sh. wt. 26 lbs.
C33861N111 — $105.95

NEW

Revitilyte™

When mixed with water, Revitilyte™ provides a concentrated
nutritional supplement for calves containing dextrose,
electrolytes, and amino acid glycine in a readily available form.
Also suggested for foals, lambs, kids, piglets, and companion
animals. Recommended for stress associated with ration
changes, weaning, disease conditions, shipping, scours, or
weather change. Feed the solution using an open pail, nipple
pail, nursing bottle, or esophageal feeder. If conditions do not improve, consult your
veterinarian. 3.5-oz. pouch. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Revitilyte-Basic™
C19500N111 — $1.90

Lifeline® Rescue™ High Level
Colostrum Replacer

Completely replaces maternal colostrum in a single feeding.
This high level colostrum replacer is proven effective, both
in the lab and on the farm. Fast results. A single feeding
provides 150 g of globulin protein, plus essential vitamins,
minerals, and energy calves need at birth. Simply add
1.2 lbs. of Rescue™ to 11⁄2 qts. of warm water and stir well with
a whisk. Bottle feed entire mixture in a single feeding as soon
as possible following birth. 1.2-lb. carton. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Revitilyte-Gelling™. Has a thickening
agent to slow fluid loss.

C34854N111 — $42.95

C19501N111 — $2.55

2.
1.
3.

First Defense® Bovine
Coronavirus-Escherichia coli Antibody Boluses

Electrolytes Plus™ Multi-Species Supplement

A concentrated, nutritional hydration supplement fortified with dextrose, glycine, sodium bicarbonate, and direct-fed microbials to help replenish energy and electrolytes
during periods of stress. Balanced levels of essential electrolytes help to rehydrate the
animal. High levels of beneficial bacteria help restore and maintain healthy digestive
function. Safe and effective for use in pre-weaned veal and herd replacement calves,
foals, lambs, goat kids, baby pigs, llama and alpaca crias, fawns, and elk calves. Also
effective in adult horses, llamas, alpacas, goats, and sheep. Dosage and administration: For calves, mix 1 packet or scoop into 2 qts. warm water and feed solution 1-3
times daily; for foals, mix 1⁄2 packet or scoop into 1 qt. lukewarm water and offer 2-3
times daily at a rate of 1-2 pts. per 100 lbs. body weight; for lambs, goat kids, fawns, or
alpaca crias, mix 1⁄4 packet or scoop into 1 pt. warm water and offer 4 fl. oz. per 6 lbs.
body weight; for piglets, mix 1 scoop into 2 qts. lukewarm water and offer free choice
for 1-2 days during hot weather or other stress; for adult horses, llamas, alpacas,
sheep, or goats, mix 3 oz. (1⁄2 packet or scoop) per gallon of lukewarm water and offer
free choice during stress or transport — offer as the only source of drinking water for
1 hour, 2-3 times daily.
6-oz. Packet. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C31204N111 — $2.15
6-lb. Reclosable Bag. Includes measuring scoop. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C31203N111 — $14.85
25-lb. Plastic Pail. Includes measuring scoop. Sh. wt. 28 lbs.
C31202N111 — $53.25

Delivers Immediate Immunity™ for newborn dairy and beef calves. The only USDA
and CFIA approved, colostrum-derived product to defend against K99+ E. coli and
Coronavirus. The easiest scours prevention product to use with the most accurate
dosage. OMRI listed, suggested for use in organic operations. Dosage and administration: Administer one bolus per calf within the first 12 hours after birth. Do not vaccinate
calves with oral Coronavirus or Rotavirus products within five days of administering
First Defense®.
1. C31275N111 Box of 5 doses. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $40.50
2. C31273N111 Box of 30 doses. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $198.75
3. Bolus Gun. Plastic gun created specially for administering First Defense® capsules.
12" gun with 5⁄8" I.D. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31274(X)N111 — $1.35

Merrick’s Anti-Diarrheal Bolus

Help stop diarrhea and soothe irritated intestinal tissue.
Reduces water loss, firms the stool and adsorbs (binds)
harmful toxins that may be associated with diarrhea. Specific
ingredients produce a soothing film that coats and relieves
inflamed intestinal tissue, while others provide a mild antacid
effect. Administer orally. Cattle and horse dosage: 2 boluses
at 4-6 hour intervals as needed. Calves and foals: 1 bolus
at 4-6 hour intervals. Discontinue use of product after three
days and consult veterinarian if symptoms continue beyond
that time. Jar of 50 boluses. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C29373N111 — $9.75
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FEATURED
Sx Oral Electrolyte Nutritional Supplement

The best tool for fighting scours in young calves! Sx Oral
Electrolyte quickly rehydrates calves by promoting the
absorption of fluid within the intestinal tract, to either improve
or maintain hydration and to improve the consistency of
the feces. This nutritional supplement provides the correct
balance of sugars, amino acids, critically needed salts, and
other components for a healthy gut. Not only does it quickly
rehydrate calves, it also supports a strong immune system.
Typically rehydrates calves in as little as six hours while
reducing mortality/morbidity by up to 75% compared to other
products currently on the market. Dosage and administration:
Requires only one premixed 50 ml oral feeding by stomach
tube or oral drench.

NEW

Fight Strong™
for Calf Stress

Fight calf scours with these highly
effective capsules that reduce
the pathogen load and stimulate
immunity to get calves eating and
drinking for healthier, faster maturing calves. Dosage and administration: Administer 2 capsules
orally during times of stress.
C34294N111 Pack of 10 capsules.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $15.50
Z50123N111 Pail of 200 capsules.
Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N — $240.25

8-oz. (250 ml) Bottle. Provides five feedings. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34691N111 — $64.95
16-oz. (500 ml) Bottle. Provides 10 feedings. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.
C34692N111 — $119.95

2.

Calf Scour Bolus Antibiotic

A broad-spectrum antibiotic for use in beef and dairy calves. Each
bolus contains 500 mg of oxytetracycline hydrochloride. Not for
use in lactating dairy cattle or calves to be processed for veal.
Dosage and administration: For control of bacterial enteritis and
bacterial pneumonia in beef and dairy calves, administer orally
half a bolus per 100 lbs. of body weight every 12 hours for up to 4
consecutive days; for treatment of bacterial enteritis and bacterial
pneumonia in beef and dairy calves, administer orally one bolus
per 100 lbs. of body weight every 12 hours for up to 4 consecutive
days; dosage should continue until the animal returns to normal
and for 24-48 hours after symptoms have subsided; treatment should not exceed
4 consecutive days. Jar of 25 boluses (each 500 mg). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C27941N111 — $33.25

Neonorm™
Enteric-Coated Calf Boluses

CALF REARING

Supplements

Helps maintain gut health and normal stool formation
in calves. The newborn calf is essentially born as a
monogastric (single-stomached) animal; the abomasum
is the only functional stomach. When the calf is fed
milk or milk replacer, the pH increases from 1.5 to 6
within three minutes of feeding. When the stomach pH
is higher than normal, pathogens such as E. coli and
Salmonella can pass through the stomach intact and
cause disease in the intestine, resulting in diarrhea. This
is not an electrolyte, but an advanced product designed to function at the cellular level.
It works by inhibiting water loss from the circulatory system of the animal through the
epithelial cells in the lining of the intestine, thus supporting and promoting the normal
health of the gut. May be used along with electrolytes if calf is dehydrated. Dosage
and administration: Give one bolus twice a day for 3 days.
C33298N111 30 boluses. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $61.95
C33299N111 60 boluses. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $117.95

Start Strong™ for Calves

Delivers foundational immune support
1.
at key stages of life to set the stage
for success. Provides critical nutrients
that stimulate appetite to get calves up and
drinking to promote growth and immunity. It is
a colostrum-based oral drench that prepares
calves in the first moments of life. Dosage and
administration: Administer 10 ml orally immediately
after birth (1 pump = 5 ml).
1. C34292N111 60 ml bottle.
3.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $27.75
2. C34293N111 250 ml bottle.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $81.95

3. Provita Protect Oral Supplement

Oral supplement providing high-level multi-strain probiotic bacteria to prevent diarrhea in newborn calves. The only probiotic that is medicinally licensed for the prevention of calf scour — clinically proven to reduce calf scour by 83%. This oral liquid suspension supplies unique, triple-strain probiotic bacteria that rapidly colonize the sterile
gut of the newborn calf, preventing harmful pathogens such as E. coli from attaching
to the gut wall through competitive exclusion. Probiotic bacteria also produce lactic
acid, therefore lowering the pH in the gut further inhibiting harmful pathogens. The
combination of more bacteria and lower pH also improves digestion as demonstrated
by a 31% increase in growth rates in clinical trials. Dosage and administration: Give
to newborn calves at birth, bought-in calves, after digestive upsets, or after antibiotic
therapy. 100 ml bottle with automatic dispenser (one bottle contains approx. ten, 10-ml
applications). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34155N111 — $67.95

Calf’s Choice Total® Gold and HiCal

Shouldn’t your colostrum product be made from real colostrum? This is the natural choice...no blood serum, no
cheese whey, and no artificial ingredients! Made from 100% natural first-day colostrum; nutritionally balanced and
complete. Available in two performance levels: Gold (high immunity) and HiCal (high calorie). Up to 120 g of bovine
globulin proteins per dose. IgG concentration equal to, or greater than, good-quality maternal colostrum. Protect
your heifer replacements and help control dangerous diseases transmitted via maternal colostrum such as Johne’s,
Leukosis, Salmonella, and Mycoplasma. For best results, feed within two hours after birth. Proven effective. USDA
licensed and proven to be an effective aid in the treatment of failure of passive transfer.

Gold — High-Immunity Colostrum Replacer. Dosage and administration: For replacer use, mix two packets (450 g)
with 6 cups hot water and feed; for supplement use, mix one packet (225 g) into 3 cups of hot water and feed. 225 g
packet. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C30109N111 — $20.95
HiCal — High-Energy Colostrum Replacer. Dosage and administration: For replacer use, mix one packet (700 g)

with 5 cups hot water and feed; for supplement use, mix 1⁄2 packet (350 g) into 21⁄2 cups of hot water and feed. 700 g
packet. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C30108N111 — $28.75
HiCal — High Energy Colostrum Replacer 40-lb. Pail. Buy in bulk and save! Dosage and administration: For

replacer, use 3-6 level scoops; for supplement, use 11⁄2-3 level scoops (see product packaging for detailed mixing
instructions). 40-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 43 lbs.

C34478N111 — $612.50
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Colostrum + Milk Replacers

1.

2.

1. Colostrum Plus

The only colostrum replacer on the market with USDA-Center for Veterinary Biologics dual-claim approval
and 100 g of IgG. Proven to aid in the treatment of
failure of passive transfer of immunity and to aid in the
prevention of death associated with Escherichia coli
K99. Single-dose, 500 g packet. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Sav-A-Caf® K-Cal Calf Energy Supplement
Designed to be mixed with calf milk replacer or whole
milk and fed to pre-weaned herd replacement calves
to increase the caloric density of the diet during
periods of cold weather or other stress. Economical
source of energy — typically costs less than feeding
more milk replacer powder. Mixes easily in warm milk
or reconstituted milk replacer. Dosage and administration: Add 1-2 oz. of powder to 2-3 qts. of warmed
whole milk or reconstituted calf milk replacer and mix
thoroughly; adjust the addition rate based on outside
temperature and calf exposure to environmental
stresses; feed mixture twice daily or at normal feeding
intervals. 8-lb. pouch. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C31926N111 — $34.50

2. First Colostrum

This colostrum supplement has USDA-CVD, dual-claim approval to aid in the treatment of failure
of passive transfer of immunity in newborn calves
and to aid in the prevention of death associated
with Escherichia coli K99. Contains a dose of E. coli
antibody and 50 g of bovine-origin IgG. Single-dose,
350 g packet. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C23390N111 — $14.15

Colostral•Aid

A revolutionary colostrum product delivering unmatched levels of colostral Ig in an oral syringe formula.
Dual-purpose colostrum paste provides fast, convenient
colostral immune support to newborn calves and helps
address stress-related issues in high-risk animals. Highly
concentrated colostrum formula is packaged to allow
for fast and effective use in almost every calf-birthing
environment. Delivers immunoglobulins, electrolytes,
and nutrients to help animals in times of stress. Use
when there is not adequate time or convenience for a
full feeding of colostrum. Dosage and administration:
In small amounts, feed entire contents of syringe into
back of mouth, allowing time to swallow. For beef and
dairy animals.
C31939N111 30 ml syringe. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $10.75
C31938N111 60 ml syringe. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $11.90

12+ $13.73

NEW

C33950N111 — $19.85

Sav-A-Caf® Calf Ultra Start® Multi Colostrum Supplement

Calf Solutions® ULTRA START®
150 Calf Colostrum Replacer

Calf colostrum replacer and supplement with 100%
bovine globulin protein from select U.S. Grade A dairies.
Contains highly digestible fats, vitamins, and minerals
in a small feeding size. Mixes easily and completely!
Contains a minimum 150 g of bovine globulin proteins
per feeding, providing one replacer feeding or up to
three supplement feedings. Contains vitamins and minerals. Instantized ingredients designed to mix easily and
completely for easy feeding. Small feeding size allows
for maximum intake, even in small calves. Supports a
consistent and active approach to biosecurity. 12-oz.
(350 g) pouch of dry powder.

Ultra Start® 150 Calf Colostrum Replacer. Formulated

with 10% fat, vitamins, and nutrients. Dosage and administration: Mix entire contents of one pouch into 11⁄2 qts.
of clean, warm water at 105°-110° F; mix with wire whisk
until powder is completely dissolved; feed entire volume
of solution as soon as possible after birth (within 2 hours
if possible). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30268N111 — $30.95
Ultra Start® 150 Plus Calf Colostrum Replacer
Featuring First Defense Technology. Highly fortified

with 26 essential vitamins and chelated trace minerals,
including elevated levels of key antioxidant vitamins.
Dosage and administration: Add dry powder to clean,
warm water at 110-120° F (43-49° C) and mix thoroughly
until completely dissolved and allow solution to cool
before feeding; if mixing with maternal colostrum, mix
dry powder with water first, then blend solution into
warm colostrum; feed entire volume of solution as soon
as possible after birth (within 2 hours if possible); begin
feeding calf milk replacer at the next feeding 6-12 hours
later. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C31278N111 — $37.95

Provides a supplemental source of nutrients to calves, foals, goat kids, lambs, baby pigs, fawns, elk calves, llama and alpaca crias less than 4 days old that do not receive enough maternal colostrum. Contains 30 g of globulin protein. Made
with dried bovine colostrum and contains vitamins and minerals. Dosage and administration: For calves, mix 1 pouch
into 11⁄2 qts. warm water and feed entire volume as soon as possible after birth, repeat every 8 hours for the first 24
hours of life; for foals, mix 1 scoop into 1 cup warm water and offer 1 cup every 2-3 hours; for lambs or kids, mix 1
scoop into 3⁄4 cup warm water and offer 1⁄4-1⁄2 cup every 4 hours; for cria, mix 2 scoops into 3⁄4 cup warm water and offer
3
⁄4-1 cup every 4 hours for llamas and 1⁄2-3⁄4 cup every 4 hours for alpacas; for piglets, mix 1 scoop into 2⁄3 cup of warm
water and offer 1-2 oz. every 2-3 hours. 16 oz. reclosable pouch with measuring scoop. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30416N111 — $10.60

Sav-A-Caf® Calf Colostrum 100 Replacer

For calves that do not receive adequate quality or quantity of maternal colostrum. Formulated with dried bovine colostrum and contains vitamins and minerals. Contains a minimum of 100 g of globulin proteins per feeding, providing
one replacer feeding or two supplement feedings. Made with bovine colostrum from select U.S. Grade A dairy herds.
Instantized ingredients designed to mix completely for easy feeding. Small feeding size allows for maximum intake,
even in small calves. Dosage and administration: Add 350 g pouch of dry powder to clean, warm water and mix thoroughly until completely dissolved (if mixing with maternal colostrum), mix the dry power and water first, then blend the
solution into warm colostrum; feed entire volume of solution as soon as possible after birth (within 2 hours if possible);
begin feeding calf milk replacer at the next feeding 6-12 hours later. 350 g pouch. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C33958N111 — $28.25

Grade A® Ultra 24 Multi Species Milk Replacer

The “gold standard” for multipurpose milk replacers! Made with 100% milk proteins for superior digestibility and performance in calves, foals, baby pigs, lambs, goat kids, llama and alpaca crias, fawns, and elk calves. 100% instantized
for easy mixing. Contains 24% protein and 24% fat with balanced levels of essential vitamins and minerals. Also recommended for use as a dry feed supplement to encourage intake during the weaning period. 8-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C26842N111 — $24.65

Sav-A-Caf® Calf Health Supplement

Designed to support early calf health and is intended to be fed for the first 14 days of life. It is a nonmedicated supplement formulated with research-proven ingredients including colostrum to help support calf intestinal health in the
early stages of life, probiotics to help support digestive health, essential oils to help support optimal animal growth,
and yeast metabolites. Dosage and administration: For newborn calves, feed high-quality maternal colostrum or
colostrum replacer on day 1, then begin adding one scoop of Calf Health Supplement to whole milk or prepared milk
replacer solution and feed twice daily for two weeks; for older calves still receiving milk or milk replacer, begin adding Calf Health Supplement with first feeding after arrival, then add one scoop of Calf Health Supplement to whole
milk or prepared milk replacer solution and feed twice daily for two weeks. 1⁄2-lb. (220 g) pouch includes 1⁄4-oz. (7.5 g)
measuring scoop. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34707N111 — $20.95
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Oral Calf Feeder Bag with Probe

Use for the administration of medicines, nutritional products, or colostrum. Single-piece,
rigid plastic probe retracts to allow the flexible
tubing to easily slide down the esophagus.
Hard plastic piece can be placed between the
calf’s teeth to prevent the tubing from being
compressed. 21⁄2-liter bag features a handle
for hanging and a zipper top. Probe comes with
a clamp to control the flow rate. For one-time use.
Nontoxic.

C29288N111

C14788N111

products to newborn, small breed, or premature calves. Features a smaller tip for
easier insertion; less traumatic for the calf. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C29288N111 — $16.70
Bag with Regular Probe. Improved

system for providing efficiency in the
placement and delivery of oral fluid to
calves. Probe features a large inside
diameter for ease in rapid dispensing of
fluids. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

NEW

Trusti Tuber Starter Pack

Bag with Small Probe. Designed for administration of medication and nutritional

Replacement Small Probe Only.

For use with Oral Calf Feeders above.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C29290N111 — $12.50

CALF REARING

Oral Calf Feeders

Stress-free tube feeding for calves! Designed by a veterinarian, Trusti Tuber significantly reduces calf stress
and discomfort — soft, flexible tube swallows easily and
calf struggling is minimized, making the process very
easy to learn. Flexible, transparent tube makes it easy
to monitor flow and can be held in place with one hand.
Stopper and calf size markers provide an easy guide
for tube placement and positioning. Mouthpiece sits
comfortably against the muzzle and tube is advanced
through mouthpiece so the tube is easily positioned
within the esophagus. Reliable valve ensures fast flow,
even with thick colostrum. Clip-on bottle keeps mouthpiece clean and away from surfaces. Includes a Peach
Teat™ cap for easy transition between teat and tuber.
Ergonomic bottle handle is perfect for large or small
hands. Shown in trials to almost cut procedure feeding
time in half. Large, one-gallon (4 liter) capacity bottle.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34565N111 — $64.95

C14788N111 — $16.95

3.

Oral Calf Feeder

Quality instrument designed to safely administer fluids to baby calves. An aid in combating
calf scours and dehydration. Made of nontoxic,
heavy-grade plastic. Tear-shaped ball is designed
so that the esophageal probe cannot be inserted
into the trachea. Plastic is smooth to prevent
needless irritation. Reusable calf feeder has a
sturdy loop for easy hanging. Has shut-off clamp.
Bag holds 2.6 quarts (2.5 liters). Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

1.

2.

4.

C07326N111 — $18.75

Oral Calf Drencher

1. Oral Fluidfeeder

Large 1-gallon container with vented screw-on
cap and plastic esophageal probe with a rounded
end cap. Unit measurements in ml, cc, oz., and
pints. Measurements marked on one side for easy
reading when hanging; markings on the other side
for standing upright. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Flexible plastic esophageal probe directs fluids and vital nutrients directly to the
stomach. Easy-to-use, single-person application. Fight dehydration quickly and safely
by drench feeding. Fast introduction of fluids, but slow enough to allow animal to naturally produce the necessary saliva for digestion. Single tube probe travels easily into
esophagus and reduces accidental trachea entry. Strong, durable material maintains
shape and flexibility and can be used repeatedly. 1-gallon capacity. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C26983N111 — $13.20

C32281N111 — $13.40

SyrVet™ Oral Fluidfeeder

A safe and practical way to fluid feed calves!
Flexible plastic esophageal probe directs fluids
and vital nutrients directly to the stomach. Fluid
feeding is also a recommended procedure for
rehydrating stressed cattle. Holds 2 qts. of liquid/
drench feed. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

Handi Grip™ 4-Qt. Feeder and Storage Bottles

Uniquely designed 4-qt. (4-liter) bottle used for colostrum storage, as a feeder bottle
with a nipple, and as a reservoir when attached to a an esophageal probe in feeding
or providing electrolytes to calves. Easy-grip handle enables user to tilt the container at any angle and maintain control. Durable and versatile, allowing user to freeze
colostrum.

C31628N111 — $12.25

C26983N111

2. Bottle w/Storage Cap & Plastic
Esophageal Probe Assembly.

C31628N111

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32184N111 — $27.95
3. Bottle w/Storage Cap,
Nipple, & Ring. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C32180N111 — $17.50

4. Bottle w/Storage Cap.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C32179N111 — $14.85
Esophageal Probe Assembly. For use

with Handi Grip™ bottles.
C32181N111 Stainless steel, 1⁄2".
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $41.95
C32182N111 Plastic.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $11.40

C08377N111

Adapt-A-Bottle™ Feeder with Regular Probe

C32029N111

Fluidfeeders

An easy-to-use tool that helps save baby calves — uses an esophageal probe to
administer fluids and nutrients directly into the rumen. Simple, one-man operation requires no special training. No danger of accidentally drowning calf. Fill roll-tube or jug
with a drench feed product and water, etc., and affix probe assembly. Probe’s teardrop
design inserts easily into esophagus. Allows fast administration of liquid without regurgitation. For cattle under 300 lbs. Available in 2-qt. roll-tube or gallon jug sizes.
2-qt. Roll-Tube Fluidfeeders. Fold the soft plastic roll-tube from end to force out
fluid feed mixture.
C08376N111 32" L x 91⁄2" W x 4" H with 16" stainless steel probe.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $24.70
C08377N111 311⁄2" L x 91⁄2" W x 4" H with 16" plastic probe.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $13.50

1-Gallon Jug Fluidfeeder. 31" L x 61⁄4" W x 51⁄8" H with 16" stainless steel probe and
no-crimp valve. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

A standard calf feeder bottle adapted to be used for force
feeding colostrum and fluids. Bottle can be used with milk nipple
or oral feeder system. Tapered bulb end on the regular 3⁄8" plastic
probe inserts easily into animal’s esophagus. Rigid, vented
cap allows rapid flow. Pinch clamp controls flow rate. Includes
bottle, vented cap, tube, clamp, and probe.

2-qt. (2-Liter) Feeder. Marked in pints and ml. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C23463N111 — $18.70
3-qt. (3-Liter) Feeder. Marked in pints and ml. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26802N111 — $25.50
Plastic Probe Only. With Halkey-Roberts® clamp. For

use with 2-qt. (2-liter) feeder above (C23463N111).
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32512N111 — $11.40

C23463N111

C32029N111 — $36.95
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Feeders + Colostrometers™
Start Bottle/Dry
Feeding for Calves

Shoof Speedy Drencher

Uses a specially designed rigid drench probe
that's easily and safely inserted into the calf’s
esophagus. Operation of the drencher can be
accomplished with one hand, while the other hand
holds the calf’s jaw. Ideal for administration direct
to the stomach of colostrum, electrolytes, or other
required fluids. Includes probe and lid top assembly
(also sold separately below).

A dry feed bottle for calves! A
faster, more efficient way to start
a calf on feed. Place the Start
Bottle in the pen or hutch on
day one. After nursing their milk,
their natural instinct will take
them to the specially designed
nipple. By biting the nipple, it will
dispense textured or pellet feed.
Sanitary; keeps feed free of flies,
dirt, etc. Weatherproof container.
2-qt. (2-liter) capacity. Pull-off
nipple. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C30638N111 21⁄2 qt. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $31.95
C31606N111 41⁄4 qt. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $36.50
Drencher Dispenser Spout Only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C31605N111 — $10.25
Top Assembly Only. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C30988N111 — $16.30

C13849N111 — $19.75
4+ $18.94
Replacement Nipple for the
Start Bottle. Fits any standard calf nursing bottle.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C13850N111 — $4.95

C30638N111
C31605N111

FEATURED

4+ $4.75

Bovine Colostrometer™

Large Floating Teat

This complete large floating teat is really unsinkable and
always teat up! Floating base has a ring to attach a stainless
steel chain (not included) for securing the unit to a bucket.
Supplied with one beige rubber teat. Overall dimensions of
unit: 61⁄2" H x 43⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C19302N111 — $11.40
Pair of Replacement Teats. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C19303N111 — $6.95

C19302N111

Floating Disc Nipple

Unlike many other nipples, this disc allows the calf to drink
liquid right to the bottom of the pail. Inexpensive and easy to
clean. 6" disc with 3" rubber nipple. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C14381N111 — $9.50

C14381N111

A practical field test to measure colostrum quality.
This original colostrometer is calibrated to measure
colostrum quality by utilizing an internal color-coded scale. The level at which the colostrometer
floats in the included plastic shipping/measuring
cylinder indicates the amount of immunoglobulins
(or antibodies) in the colostrum milk. Green is considered superior, yellow moderate, and red inferior.
Available with or without measuring jar.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
1. Colostrometer™ with Measuring Jar. Includes
a 250 ml, durable plastic graduated cylinder.

2.

C30687N111 — $39.50
2. Colostrometer™ with Plastic
Shipping/Flotation Cylinder.
C10978N111 — $26.95

1.

Galvanized Dairy Pail

Classic metal pail that has been used on farms
and ranches for over a century, but with a
heavier and more durable galvanized coating
to prevent rust and corrosion. Strong handle is
notched for easy hanging.

8-qt. (2-Gallon) Pail. 91⁄2" H x 101⁄4" dia.

3.

3. Lacto-Densimeters

Used for determining the
density of milk. Quevenne in 5.0° graduations. 12" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Fahrenheit. Scale range: 15° to 40° F.
C31427N111 — $13.95

Celsius. Scale range: –10° to 40° C.
C31428N111 — $13.95

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32932N111 — $5.15
12-qt. (3-Gallon) Pail. 107⁄8" H x 111⁄2" dia.

35" Long!

Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32933N111 — $6.75

5.
4.

5. Milk Powder Whisk
Original Aluminum Kalf Katch

Exclusive spring-button feature allows Kalf Katch adjustable shaft to lock in at
5 ft. or extend to 10 ft. in length. Quicker and easier than a rope for catching calves up
to 250 lbs. Hook eliminates kickout; calf’s back leg is held securely by steel hook. Fits
conveniently behind pickup seat. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. N

C14882N111 — $68.50

Sper Clinical Portable
Refractometer

Works in ambient light with no battery or
other power source necessary. Can
be used in labs, on production lines,
in the field, or anywhere. Simply
place a drop or two of sample on the
prism and read the results immediately.
With reasonable care, its reliability, precision, and optical performance
will last forever. Includes rubber-coated hand grip and construction that
insulate the test solution from inaccuracies caused by the body heat of
the user, covered eye piece and bright clearly defined scale with large
easy-to-read measurements, and all the accessories necessary for
immediate use (including calibration tools and solutions, full instructions,
transfer pipettes, and protective cases). Measures protein concentration,
urine specific gravity, or gives the refractive index in seconds using only
a few drops of blood serum, plasma, urine, or albumen. 63⁄4" x 11⁄2". Serum
albumen scale range is 1-12 g/dl, resolution is 0.2 g/dl, and accuracy is
±0.2 g/dl. Urine specific gravity range is 1.000-1.050, resolution is 0.002,
and accuracy is ±0.002. Refractive index (nD) range is 1.3330-1.3600,
resolution is 0.0005, and accuracy is ±0.002. Comes with a hard carrying
case, calibration solution, and calibration tool. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

SB48374N111 — $63.50

4. 101⁄2" Mixing Whisk

Ideal for mixing milk replacer for calves! 101⁄2" chrome
finish whisk. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

W08070N111 — $3.15

Used on a cordless drill, this milk powder whisk is fast
and efficient. When spun-up, the wire loops spread
out and beat powder lumps smooth in seconds. Ideal
for deep containers such as 50-gallon drums. All
stainless steel. 35" L. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32072N111 — $57.95

VEE GEE® Handheld Refractometers

Exceptionally simple to operate and provide quick, accurate
measurements for the concentration of nearly any aqueous
solution. Operation consists of placing one or two drops of sample
on the prism, closing the daylight plate over the sample, then
looking through the focusable, cushioned-rubber eyepiece for
the readings. Features the largest, easiest-to-read scale available
with clear, sharp figures, screen shading, and incredible contrast.
Features rubber grips on the body that block transmission of hand
heat to reduce temperature errors. Small, compact size makes it
portable so it can be used anywhere — field, plant, or lab. Patented
Zero-Ring eliminates the hassle of using a separate tool for calibration. Simply place a few drops of distilled water or liquid standard (R.I. oil or prepared sucrose
solution) on the prism, turn the built-in Zero-Ring until the shadow line is at the correct value of
the liquid, and secure the set screw. Rugged construction and all-metal housing provides years of
reliable use. Nonroll stand ensures that unit won’t be prone to roll off the surface. Scale: Brix. Each
model comes with a plastic transfer pipet, instruction manual, and carry case.

Model BTX-1 Handheld Refractometer.

Range: 0-32%. Resolution: 0.2%. Accuracy: ±
0.2%. ATC: Yes. 61⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W x 11⁄2" H.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C29014N111 — $114.95

Model BX-4 Handheld Refractometer. Range:
45-82%. Resolution: 0.2%. Accuracy: ± 0.2%.
ATC: No. 51⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W x 11⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C33785N111 — $101.50
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PEACH TEATS™

Peach Teats™ are natural looking and are known as the next best to the real thing! A milk opening on each side of the nipple prevents
leakage and an internal micro-thin valve stops backflow into the bucket or bottle. The valve never closes in its relaxed state and cannot
be blocked. This is designed to act like a real cow’s teat, moving all the time while the calf is suckling. Peach Teats™ are extremely durable
for long-lasting performance.

3.

REVERSIBLE!

CALF REARING

Peach Teat™ + Accessories

5.

4.

2.

1.

1. Peach Teat™ Nurser

Complete nurser comes with a pink (soft formulation) Peach Teat™, vented
screw cap, and bottle. 2-quart capacity. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C23480N111 — $11.75

6.

2. Peach Teat™ Hand Nurser

C26923N111 — $16.50

3. Single Peach Teat™ Bucket Feeder

Nonreversible (front option only) bucket feeder ideal for calves in hutches.
Durable, UV protected, and includes black Peach Teat™ that screws into
hole. Built to hang on the inside of a rail or fence. Bottom has small legs so
it can stand on a flat surface. 6-quart capacity. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C34139N111 — $18.70

4. Single Peach Teat™ Reversible Bucket Feeder

Reversible. feeder has a large open top and solid one-piece construction.
Durable, UV protected. Back of feeder is molded to fit over a rail or fence.
Includes a Peach Teat™ brand nipple (screws into the bucket). Teat opening
in the front and back of the bucket allows it to be hung on the inside or the
outside of a fence or rail (a stopper plug is included for the side you are not
using). 6-quart capacity. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C26827N111 — $22.65

Peach Teat™ Multi-Teat Open Feeders

Feeders feature a large open top and solid one-piece construction. Durable, UV
protected. Each feeder comes with Peach Teats™ and EZ fit adapters. Contoured
edges and corners make cleaning a breeze. Back of each feeder has two durable
metal brackets with two adjustable positions. Mount on a rail or fence.
5. Pull-Through 3-Teat Calf Feeder. Includes three Peach Teats™ (pull through the
bucket) and three EZ fit adapters. 41⁄2-gallon capacity. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C33222N111 — $77.50
Pull-Through 5-Teat Calf Feeder. Includes five Peach Teats™ (pull through the

bucket or thread in using EZ fit adapter) and five EZ fit adapters. 8-gallon capacity.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C28042N111 — $103.25
6. Screw-In 5-Teat Calf Feeder. Sleek design includes five Peach Teats™ (screw

directly into the bucket; no need for EZ fit adapters). Bracket design prevent bolts
from wiggling loose. 8-gallon capacity. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

C34811N111 — $110.95

9.

10.

11.

7.

NEW

8.

7. Original Peach Teat™. Can be pulled through Peach
Teat™ feeders or threaded in using the Peach Teat™ EZ Fit
Adapter (C33079N111). Designed to be pulled through a
7⁄8" hole, for those making their own feeders. Peach Teat™
PVC tubing (C25263N111) easily inserts into the back of
the nipple for barrel or free access feeding systems.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C19738N111 — $5.25
8. Peach Teat™ & Check Valve. The innovative

threaded Peach Teat™ and check valve make your
multi-calf feeder system highly efficient. Check valve
makes it easier for calves to drink with tube feeding
or gravity feeding. Includes one Peach Teat™ and one
check valve. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30162N111 — $6.05

15. Plastic Tubing for Barrel Feeding. Durable
PVC tubing resists kinking and is 3A certified
for food-grade applications. Custom-sized to fit
tight into the back of Peach Teat™ nipples and
C23481N111 — $5.90
13. Peach Teat™ EZ Fit Adapter. Turn any calf feeder into the Peach Teat™ check 7valve for free access style
a Peach Teat™ feeder! Converts any container into a feeder feeding of calves. Drill ⁄8" holes, equally spaced,
24" from the bottom of the barrel. Use 30" lengths
that will accommodate a Peach Teat™. Insert adapter into
a 3⁄4" hole and add a Peach Teat™. Back nut on the adapter of PVC tubing with the Peach Teat™ & Check
Valve (C30162N111) and Peach Teat™ Check Valve
is oblong so no tools are required when mounting low in
(C19740N111), sold separately. 100-ft. roll.
the base of the container. Adapter is easily removed for
Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
cleaning. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

9. Black Threaded Peach Teat™. UV protected to
stand up to direct sunlight for long periods of time.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C32523N111 — $5.25
10. Black Pull-Through Peach Teat™. Black UV

protected, pull-through nipple designed with a tapered
end for use in narrow moats (such as Milk Bar™). Can
be used in all types of feeders on the market.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30867N111 — $5.65
11. Flanged Pink Peach Teat™. Larger 11⁄2" dia. base for

larger hole buckets and feeders. Includes an elbow.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C34141N111 — $5.80
12.

12. Vented Replacement Cap and Peach Teat Nipple.

Two-piece set. Peach Teat™ and screw-on cap will work on
Merrick and E-Z Nurse™ bottles. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

plastic or metal bucket/bottle into a Peach Teat™ feeder!
Kit includes one Peach Teat™, one EZ adapter, two washers, and one elbow. Sh. wt 1.25 lbs.

end of PVC tubing when used in barrel feeding to
prevent milk from backflowing, leaving a constant
supply of milk in the line for the calf. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C19740N111 — $1.65

13.

14.

C25263N111 — $47.25
C33079N111 — $5.05
14. Peach Teat™ Jar Conversion Kit. Convert any narrow 16. Peach Teat™ Check Valve. Attaches to the

C34485N111 — $11.50

FEATURED

Features vented cap. Calf raisers will appreciate the ease of starting new
calves with the molded-in handle. Uses the peach teat nipple recommended above all others by the Australian Calf Rearing Research Center for
improved health of calves. 2 quart capacity. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

15.

16.
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CALF REARING

Calf Feeders
MILK BAR™ SELF-FEEDING CALF NURSERS
Milk Bar™ calf self-feeders feature the patented Milk Bar™ nipple that promotes slow nursing for best calf health. Slow nursing maximizes salivation, which introduces
enzymes and natural antibiotics for good digestion and healthy immunities. Slow nursing cuts down on guzzling and choking to ensure milk enters the abomasum,
not the rumen where scours can result. Plus, Milk Bar™ nursing allows calves to be raised in groups. Socialized calves are more content than calves raised in isolation,
but they will suck on each others tails and ears unless their salivating urge is satisfied with the Milk Bar™ nipple. Group feeding saves labor and allows good visual
monitoring to compare calves. Milk Bar™ feeders use gravity-flow systems and have no tubes or valves. Cleanup is simple and the units are easy to clean and sterilize.
Shaped with no rims — no areas for bacteria to form.

C26008N111

Milk Bar™ Compartment Feeders
C30010N111

Milk Bar™ Feeders

The 6- and 10-nipple feeders feature EZ-Lock brackets; the 12-nipple feeder has
fixed metal brackets. Patented EZ-Lock mounting brackets are adjustable to attach
to anything from rails to pipes up to 3" W, adjust quickly and lock in place so calves
cannot bump or dislodge them, nursers stay level and won’t tip forward, and brackets
will lock the feeder in place upside-down for draining. EZ-Lock brackets are made of
resin nylon with extra ribbing for strength and toughness. N

6-Nipple Milk Bar™.

Has a 9-gallon capacity
and EZ-Lock brackets.
Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C28826N111 — $145.25

10-Nipple Milk Bar™.

Has a 15-gallon capacity
and EZ-Lock brackets.
Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C26367N111 — $202.95

12-Nipple Milk Bar™.

Has an 18-gallon capacity
and fixed metal brackets.
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C30010N111 — $340.25

Milk Bar™ Colostrum Teat for Calves

Made from a soft natural rubber for newborn calves’ first feedings.
Makes training calves a breeze! Correct suckling action for great calf
health. Gravity-flow nipples require no valves or tubes and have an
internal web that controls the flow rate, stopping calves gulping and encouraging the
correct suckling action. Pack of 5. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C33481N111 — $22.05

C19869N111

Milk Bar™ Calf Self-Feeders
with Fence Brackets
C19868N111

The easy way to give milk to calves
that don’t require hand-feeding —
these feeders hook easily where you
need them! Exclusive nipple design
slows down gulping to prevent
choking and also promotes salivation,
which is essential for proper digestion
and stomach development. Durable
gray poly containers with molded-in
fence brackets hook onto wire or oneby-four wood rails. Gravity-flow nipples
require no valves or tubes.

1-Nipple Milk Bar™. Features a hook to better secure feeder onto cattle panels.
Holds 3 qts. 81⁄4" L x 7" W x 9" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C19868N111 — $34.25
5-Nipple Milk Bar™. Holds 4 gallons. 121⁄2" L x 13" W x 141⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C19869N111 — $88.50

Stallion Compartment Calf Feeders

Separate compartments for feeding with a removable Peach Teat™ calf nipple on
each compartment. Peach Teats™ and black rings are all easily removable by simply
unscrewing for ease of cleaning and replacement. Includes heavy metal hanging
brackets that bolt into place for hanging on a 2 x 4 or rail. All hardware and teats are
included. Black rings can be replaced with blanks to reduce the number of available
teats for smaller groups of calves.

Compartment Milk Bars™ are the way to feed a group of calves and know that each
is getting the proper amount. Individual compartments ensure that each calf is
receiving the correct amount of milk, regardless of age. Compartment feeders are
useful for transitioning calves from individual pens or acclimating calves purchased
from a raiser. Each compartment holds 2 quarts. Units inter-stack neatly without
teat damage. The 2-, 3-, and 5-compartment feeders come with EZ-Lock brackets;
the 10-compartment feeder comes with fixed metal brackets. The patented EZ-Lock
mounting brackets are adjustable to attach to anything from rails to pipes up to
a width of 3". Adjust quickly and lock in place so calves cannot bump or dislodge
them, nursers stay level and won’t tip forward, brackets will lock the feeder in place
upside-down for draining, and EZ-Lock brackets are made of resin nylon with extra
ribbing for strength and toughness.

2-Compartment Milk Bar™.

5-Compartment Milk Bar™.

C29920N111 — $115.95
3-Compartment Milk Bar™.

C26008N111 — $168.50
10-Compartment Milk Bar™.

Has EZ-Lock brackets. 141⁄2" x 111⁄2" x 16" D.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.
Has EZ-Lock brackets. 10" x 20" x 16" D.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C26007N111 — $140.50

Has EZ-Lock brackets. 33" x 111⁄2" x 15" D.
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. N
Has fixed metal brackets. 49" x 21" x
18" D. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

C29800N111 — $400.25

Milk Bar™ Nipple

This long-lasting nipple lasts twice as long as other nipples! Gravityflow nipple requires no valve or tube. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C23760N111 — $4.70

Replacement EZ-Lock Brackets for
Milk Bar™ Self-Feeding Calf Nursers

For use on the following Milk Bar™ self-feeding calf
nursers: C29920N111, C26007N111, C26008N111,
C28826N111, and C26367N111. Made of resin nylon
with extra ribbing. Set includes two brackets, two slides, two caps, and
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C29555N111 — $20.65

Milk Bar™ Automatic Pen Waterer

Automatic pen waterer is covered and has a unique hole
shape that helps eliminate debris from contaminating the
water. Features a bottom drain for easy cleaning and holds
2 gallons, making it ideal for your calves, sheep, and goats.
It can be attached to wood rails, pipe rails, walls, or steel
gates. Threads are standard garden hose. Includes an
automatic float valve is included along with four selftapping screws and four cable ties for installation.
121⁄2" W x 24" H x 11" D. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C34179N111 — $162.50

3-Compartment Calf Feeder. Capacity: 4.2 gallons. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C32485N111 — $121.25
5-Compartment Calf Feeder. Capacity: 6.6 gallons. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
C32484N111 — $162.95
10-Compartment Calf Feeder. Capacity: 17.5 gallons. Sh. wt. 23 lbs.
C32486N111 — $270.95
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INDICATES NEW PRODUCT
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Nursing Bottles + Holders

6.

4.

2.
3.
C13024(A)N111

C01562N111

NEW

1.

C34278N111

NEW
C34686N111
C34687N111

5.

Manna Pro Snap-On Bottles
Cat. No.
1. C25546N111
C25547N111
C01562N111
C34278N111
C25508N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Calf Nursing Bottle w/Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Bottle Only
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only

0.81 lbs.
0.56 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
0.19 lbs.

Price
$5.15
$3.00
$5.85
$6.60
$2.25

5+
——
——
——
——
$2.02

6+
——
——

$4.74
——
——

PolyTank Snap-On Bottles
Cat. No.
2. C13023N111
C25542N111
C13024(A)N111
C34277N111
C25543N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Calf Nursing Bottle w/Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Bottle Only
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only

1.25 lbs.
0.69 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
0.19 lbs.

Price
$7.15
$5.15
$5.95
$6.90
$2.10

5+
——
——
——
——
$1.93

Little Giant® Snap-On Bottles
Cat. No.
3. C32930N111
C32928N111
C01562N111
C34278N111
4. C32929N111
C32931N111
C34687N111
C34686N111
C32927N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Calf Nursing Bottle w/Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Bottle Only
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Calf Nursing Bottle w/Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Bottle Only
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only

0.69 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
0.25 lbs.

Price
$4.05
$2.65
$5.85
$6.60
$5.50
$3.75
$6.50
$6.65
$1.70

5+
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
$1.56

6+
——
——
$4.74
——
——
——
——
——
——

Merrick’s Snap-On Bottles
5.

FEATURED

6.

Cat. No.
C25054N111
C25058N111
C01562N111
C34278N111
C29673N111
C34936N111
C34937N111
C25056N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Super Calf Bottle with Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Bottle Only
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Calf Nurser Bottle with Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only

0.81 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
0.19 lbs.

Price
$5.30
$2.95
$5.85
$6.60
$12.95
$7.65
$7.95
$2.85

5+
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
$2.74

6+
——
——
$4.74
——
——
——
——
——

Milk Bottle Cap

Snaps on easily to prevent milk from spilling
while transporting. Turns any milk bottle into
an airtight storage container. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31658N111 — $2.20
1.

E-Z Nurse™ Snap-On Bottles
Cat. No.
1. C01559N111
C01560N111
C34919N111
C34278N111
2. C25545N111
C25544N111
3. C24577N111
C34686N111
C01561N111
4. C33334N111

Easy-On Calf Nipple

2.
3.

Description

Sh. wt.

Calf Nursing Bottle with Nipple, 2-qt.

0.69 lbs.

2-qt. Bottle Only

0.56 lbs.

2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence

0.75 lbs.

2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence

0.88 lbs.

Calf Nursing Bottle with Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Bottle Only
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only
Maximum Calf/Foal Nipple Only

0.69 lbs.
0.69 lbs.
0.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.19 lbs.

4.

Price 5+
$3.80 $3.67
$2.80 $2.69
$6.95 $6.62
$6.60 ——
$5.10 ——
$3.95 ——
$10.50 ——
$6.65 ——
$1.70 $1.59
$2.00 ——

C31658N111

C29620N111

Goes on easier and stays on better than other calf nipples. Softer, more natural feel
with a tapered tip. Features a mechanical vent so when the calf pulls on the nipple
during use, it opens the vent automatically. Recyclable. Fits E-Z Nurse, PolyDome,
and other bottles with 25⁄16" neck. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29620N111 — $2.15

Milk Bar™ Nipples for Snap-On Bottles

Designed to replicate a cow’s teat, these nipples provide milk at
the proper rate to stimulate saliva production which is essential for
nutrition and for the development of the calf’s digestive system.

Nipple Only. Fits most snap-on style standard calf nursing bottles
with top outside dimensions from 21⁄4"-25⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C19870N111 — $3.00
Yellow Colostrum Nipple Only. A softer rubber formulation. Fits

snap-on style nursing bottles or any bottle with a top diameter of
21⁄2"-25⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33480N111 — $3.50
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Nursing Bottles + Holders
4.

SCREW-CAP BOTTLES

5.

4. Shoof Big Drencher

1.

2.

Uses a standard feeding bottle with the
“Big Drencher” probe. This probe is ideal
for volume-drenching of mature cattle. The
wide 23⁄4" (70 mm) dia. neck makes for easy
filling of drench products. Good hand grip
ensures the bottle is easy to handle in a
drenching situation. Capacity: 25⁄8 qts.
(2.5 liters). Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

3.

6.

C31609N111 — $23.15

5. Speedy Feeder Nursing Bottles for Calves

1. Merrick’s Screw-Cap Bottles
Cat. No.
C31211N111
C25646N111
C01562(X)N111
C34278(X)N111
C25057N111
C14767N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Bottle w/Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Bottle Only
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only
Screw Cap Only

0.75 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.

Price
$5.60
$2.95
$5.85
$6.60
$2.70
$ .70

2. E-Z Nurse™ Screw-Cap Bottles
Cat. No.
C14765N111
C14766N111
C01562(X)N111
C34278(X)N111
C25548N111
C23180N111
C24577(X)N111
C34686(X)N111
C14768N111
C14767N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Bottle w/Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Bottle Only
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Bottle w/Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Bottle Only
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only
Screw Cap Only

0.81 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
0.56 lbs.
0.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
0.13 lbs.
0.06 lbs.

Price
$4.20
$2.70
$5.85
$6.60
$5.55
$3.95
$10.50
$6.65
$1.70
$ .70

3. Little Giant® Screw-Cap Bottles
Cat. No.
C29751N111
C01562(X)N111
C34278(X)N111
C31131N111
C31132N111
C34687(X)N111
C34686(X)N111
C31281N111
C31280N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Bottle w/Nipple, 2-qt.
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
2-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Bottle w/Nipple, 3-qt.
3-qt. Bottle Only
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
3-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence
Nipple Only
Screw Cap Only

0.63 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.88 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.25 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
0.19 lbs.
0.06 lbs.

Price
$4.20
$5.85
$6.60
$5.60
$3.85
$6.50
$6.65
$1.80
$ .76

The three speeds control the air inflow to the bottle, and thus the milk outflow.
Features an intelligently designed bottle with multi-directional, easy-grip
handhold. “Peach Teat” nipple has a natural size, shape, feel, and features
“pump action” — squeezing the calf’s jaw pumps milk through the teat. Allows
one-handed grip either forward or backward. Teat is mounted low in the cap to
empty the bottle contents completely. The wide 23 ⁄4" (70 mm) dia. neck ensures
easier filling and cleaning, and the coarse-thread cap is quick and easy to fit. Wide
base gives the bottle maximum stability when standing. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19736N111 21⁄2-qt. Capacity — $34.50
7.
C31608N111 41⁄4-qt. Capacity — $36.50
Replacement Nipple Only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C26009N111 — $9.40
Replacement Nipple and Blue Cap
Assembly. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C24293N111 — $14.75

6. Drencher Dispenser
Spout Only.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31605(X)N111 — $10.25
7. Calf Drencher Colostrum Cap Only. Cap fits C31608N111 above. Its purpose is

for spill-free storage of colostrum in fridge or freezer. There are no teat or air breather
holes in this cap, so the milk will stay sealed in. Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31607N111 — $8.90

Calf Nipple Set

Simple, rugged bucket teat unit mounts at the bottom
of almost any bucket or plastic container by drilling a
11⁄2" hole. Quickly comes apart for easy cleaning. Because there is no one-way valve
inside the nipple, calves have nothing to “chew” on. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C13701N111 — $5.55
Replacement Nipple Only.

Replacement Valve Only.

C13700(C)N111 — $2.25

C31629N111 — $4.30

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Calf-Mate 8-Qt. Calf Feeder

Heavy galvanized, 16-gauge steel bracket
is contoured to mount easily on a 2x4 rail.
Rivets are aluminum; handle and eyelets are
double galvanized steel to keep rust at bay.
Bucket is constructed of Fortalloy rubberpolyethylene alloy for better cold weather
cracking resistance. 10" dia. x 8" H. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C14991N111 — $15.40
Replacement Nipple
Only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C14992N111 — $2.30

Replacement Valve
Only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C14993N111 — $2.45

Calf-Maid® 4-Qt. Bottle

NEW

Sturdy, high-density bottle with rollover neck finish. 4-qt.
(4-liter) bottle. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C32183N111 — $5.55
Calf-Maid® Nipple. Patented nipple provides contin-

Farm Babies™ 2-Qt. Nursing Bottle

For calves, foals, wildlife, and zoo babies. Plastic
bottle with nipple. 2 quarts. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

uous milk flow. One-piece rollover nipple fits securely
on feeder bottle, avoiding leakage. Vent improves calf’s
ability to suckle without taking in large volumes of air.
Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34908N111 — $6.70
Replacement Nipple Only. For nursing bottle above.

Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32516N111 — $2.25

C34909N111 — $1.50

Suckle Bottle Carriers

Easy-to-carry bottle totes that conveniently
hold 2-qt. calf bottles.
6-Bottle Carrier. Vinyl-covered wire construction. 14" x 9" x 111⁄2". Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C12657N111 — $14.10
8-Bottle Carrier. Made of 3⁄16" powder-coated
wire. 181⁄2" x 91⁄2" x 6". Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C28965N111 — $14.45

INDICATES NEW PRODUCT

Calf-Tel 4-Qt. Snap-On Bottle
Cat. No.
C34396N111
C34938N111
C34939N111

C34939N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Bottle with Nipple, 4-qt.
4-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for 2x4 Fence
4-qt. Wire Bottle Holder for Wire Fence

1.50 lbs.
1.75 lbs.
1.75 lbs.

Price
$12.15
$8.30
$8.30
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1.

2.

4.

5.

Multi-Nurser System

Create your own economical, multi-nursing system by attaching calf nipples
to an empty, 15-gallon drum, such as a teat dip drum.

1. Red Fast-Flow Calf Nipple. Creates a pump-like action when the calf bites

NEW

FEATURED

the nipple, simulating natural suckling. After pushing the nipple through a 7⁄8"
drilled hole, insert 1⁄4" I.D. Vincon Tubing (C25270N111) into the nipple. Tubing
should be long enough to reach to the bottom of the drum. To prevent backflow, insert the Stop Valve (C25269N111) at the loose end of the tube.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

COOL-CALF

3.

C27350N111 — $4.90
3. 1⁄4" I.D. Vincon Tubing Only. Used for insertion into Red Fast-Flow Calf

Nipple to supply milk from the bottom of the drum. 100-ft. roll. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C25270N111 — $47.50
4. Stop Valve. Used to prevent backflow of milk when used with the Red

Fast-Flow Calf Nipple. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25269N111 — $1.35
5. Teat Inlet Elbow for Nipple. Helps get the last milk from bottom of pail

or feeder. Use with Red Fast-Flow Calf Nipple (C25266N111 above), Big Softy
Nipple (C27350N111 above), and Lamb/Kid Teat (C28211N111 on page 88).
Nonreturn valve incorporated. Use with Four-Place Kid Milk Train (C28753N111
on page 88). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C26026N111 — $ .69

Calf Hutch Bottle Holder

Bottle holder for 3-qt. bottle (C13023N111).
Add to any calf hutch; just cut a 6" x 7" hole,
insert holder, and bolt in all four corners.
Holder allows the calf to drink from inside
the hutch, which is especially helpful in the
winter. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13024N111 — $12.25

WARM-CALF

C25266N111 — $4.55
2. Big Softy Nipple. Perfect for use in gravity-flow situations, where milk

level is higher than nipple. Flat side reminds user to place nipple flat-sidedown so the nipple slit is aligned correctly for no leakage and easy nursing.
Designed to create a pump-like effect when calf bites onto it, replicating
natural suckling action encouraging nursing and good digestion. Fits Milk
Bar™ calf nursers or 7⁄8" drilled hole. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

CALF REARING

Calf Feeding Equipment + Hutch Covers

NEW

Cool-Calf Covers™

Adapted from a combination of marathon running blankets, rescue blankets, and
reflective agricultural mulch technology, these covers are a result of 8+ years of
university research at Texas A&M University. Plastic calf hutches sitting in the sun
can get much hotter than ambient temperature, and putting calves into buildings
loses the beneficial effects of sunshine that help make hutches the “gold standard”
for raising calves. Cool-Calf Covers™ significantly reduce air temperature and black
globe temperatures in hutches, which can significantly reduce panting in calves,
help improve weight gain, and improve immune function and the comfort of calves.
The covers also eliminate the need to elevate the back of the calf hutches because
the hutches do not heat up. Each cover measures 142" x 72".

Roll of 15 Cool-Calf Covers™. Sh. wt. 17 lbs.
C34665N111 — $149.95
Roll of 50 Cool-Calf Covers™. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra

delivery time. Sh. wt. 54 lbs.

N

Z50455N111 — $429.00

Calf-Tel Calf Nursing
Bottle Holders

Warm-Calf Covers™

Firmly holds a calf nursing bottle for feeding.
Bottle holders come with attaching hardware
for mounting on hutch.

2-Qt. Bottle Holder. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C18938N111 — $14.35
3-Qt. Long Bottle Holder. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under
3 yrs.

C32065N111 — $15.85

Help manage and improve calf conditions with Warm-Calf Covers™ in cold temperatures. Cold environmental temperatures create many challenges to calf survival, and
cold stress can hinder calf growth and performance. Calves under three weeks of
age can begin feeling cold stress at ambient temperatures of 60° F and below that
can continue to affect calves over three weeks of age as ambient temperatures dip
to 40° F and below. Warm-Calf Covers™ have the potential to elevate temperatures
up to 10° warmer during winter usage, with the aluminized side turned toward the
calf. It will reflect infrared heat back toward the calf, while the black color helps by
absorbing solar energy during sunny conditions than the hutch alone. Each cover
measures 142" x 72". Roll of 15 Warm-Calf Covers™. Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

C34663N111 — $149.95

1.

Nursing Bottle Brush
for Cordless Drill

Soft nylon bristle brush will reach every corner and bend of the bottle. Brush
has a mixture of soft, non-scratch bristles. Running the drill at low to medium
RPM is recommended to reduce wear on bristles and bottles. For use with 2 qt.
and 3 qt. bottles. 181⁄2" L x 51⁄2" W. Drill not included. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

2.

NEW

3.

Sparta® Bottle Brushes

NEW

C34450N111 — $23.50

Combination Bottle and Nipple Brush

Mixture of green Nylex and white nylon bristles. Small single radial brush tip is filled
with white nylon bristles. 17" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Smaller diameter handles and softer bristles for cleaning of jars, bottles, and glasses
with smaller openings. All plastic handle. Polyester bristles. Base resins used are
made of FDA-approved materials. BPA free.

C12670N111 — $9.60

1. Quart Bottle Brush. 15" L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C06114N111 — $19.85
2. Half-Gallon Bottle Brush. 16" L. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C34798N111 — $22.95
3. Gallon Bottle Brush. 19" L. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C34799N111 — $39.25

22" Bottle Brush

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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Long-handled bottle brush with stiff bristles for scrubbing, twisted wire handle. 22" L.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C29721N111 — $5.10
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Weaners + Restraints
1.

1. Premium Nylon Weaners

Quality weaners made of strong polyamide
nylon. Each features a zinc-plated bolt and wing
nut. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C32797N111 Small (Black)
C32796N111 Medium (Green)
C32798N111 Large (White)

Each — $2.50
2.

EASY B-Z PORTABLE CALF RESTRAINT
3.

2. Quietwean

The original two-step weaning program. Use the tag to
eliminate the stress of weaning. Restrain calf and slide
the nose tag on to prevent nursing. In 4-7 days, remove nose tags and separate cows and calves. Wash
and disinfect before using again. Abruptly weaned
calves call continuously when mother/milk are taken
away at the same time, but calves weaned in two stages barely call at all after separation. Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs.

C30418N111 — $3.35

3. Plastic Swinging-Arm Calf Weaner

Sensibly designed with an easy-to-use, wing-nutsecured swinging arm. Provides an opening of 1"
that is easily closed up and secured. Reliable, long
lasting, and reusable. Has sharp, 7⁄8" L prongs.
51⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28221N111 — $6.15

4.

4. Calf Weaner

Reliable calf weaner in bright yellow plastic
can be washed and disinfected for repeated
use. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34344N111 — $2.15
NASCO’S CALF RESTRAINT

Easy B-Z Portable Calf Restraint

5.

C16021N111 — $127.75

Nasco’s Calf Restraint

Portable calf restraining device holds the calf’s head firmly for easier dehorning and
many other routine calf care tasks. The chain pulls the calf’s muzzle into the ring
that attaches quickly and easily to any 21⁄2" lumber material. It can also be positioned
closer to the ground so the calf can be put on its side and yet maintain control of the
animal; then taking off extra teats on yearlings or the banding/cutting of bull calves
can be performed. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

5. Crown Weaning Rings

Weaner of simple construction and practical design.
Made of aluminum and stainless steel — rust- and
corrosion-proof. Light, strong, effective, and made to
give lasting service. Once in the nose, it stays there
until taken out. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C00267N111 Calf — $7.75
C00268N111 Cow — $8.05

Ideal for restraining young calves (0-2 months) for dehorning, implanting, castrating,
dew claw removal, etc. Highly portable and readily adaptable to a wide variety of
housing situations. Built to last with rugged, welded steel construction. Veterinarian
tested and approved. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

6.

6. Kant Suk Weaners

Guard swings free allowing animal to eat and drink
freely, yet prevents sucking. No sharp prongs or edges.
Nosepiece has plastic balls. Will not irritate or work
loose. Wing nut adjustment. Bright zinc-plated steel.
C02511N111 Calf size. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $11.25
C02512N111 Yearling size. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $12.05

C26621N111 — $104.50

7.

7. Edming Weaner

Stops all sucking cattle. Fits all sizes of cattle and calves.
Will not interfere with feeding. Corrosion-proof. Fits
rigidly in nose. Prongs can be bent to stop self-suckers.
Lightweight. Easy to apply. Consists of one nosepiece
and two fasteners to fit cows and calves.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Kane Calf Feeder

Constructed of high-density polyethylene,
this calf feeder is long-lasting and easy to
clean. 25-lb. capacity. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C00448N111 — $3.10

3+ $2.78

C34275N111 — $53.95

NEW
Bucket Holder

Conveniently hang buckets on fences, in stalls, and at
shows. Heavy-duty wire hanger fits over any 2x4 and
features a slot to securely hold the bucket handle in
place. 1⁄4" dia. wire construction with black finish.
41⁄2" W x 61⁄2" H x 23⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34685N111 — $3.75

Easy Drencher

Safe and convenient drencher administers life-saving fluids to
cows. Easy-grip handle makes it easy to use even with struggling animals. Mix dry or liquid concentrates right in the bottle
that has a 23⁄4" dia. neck opening and is marked with 100 ml
graduations. 5" soft plastic dispenser spout should be inserted
in the side of the mouth to encourage and enable swallowing.
As with all drenchers, care must be taken to allow the animal
to adequately swallow during drenching. Molded 11⁄5-qt. bottle
with dispenser spout. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C19735N111 — $26.50
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1.

2.

SMALL CALF
JACKET COLOR
4.

3.

1. Double-Insulated Calf Blanket

Protect calves from the cold with Thinsulate™ insulation in double layer thickness!
Quick-release buckles and strong, polypropylene webbing straps on chest, belly, and
each rear leg. No hook-and-loop fasteners to get matted or dirty. Extra strap length to
accommodate growth. Belly strap to keep blanket snug when laying down. Outside
material and inner liner are nylon; insulation is 3M Thinsulate™. Machine wash and dry.
Fabric imported.
Small Size. 26" L x 25" W.
Regular Size. 30" L x 29" W.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Red C29653N111 — $40.25

Blue C29654N111 — $42.75

Pink C32999N111 — $39.75

Pink C32998N111 — $41.50

2. Calf Warming Blankets

Insulated blanket keeps your calf warm and comfortable. Features 11⁄2" nylon straps
with metal buckle for front fastener, two 11⁄2" belly straps with metal buckle, and
adjustable rear retaining strap. Outer shell is 600 denier rip-stop fabric with a quilted
inner liner. Insulation is 250 g poly filling. Lightweight, water-resistant, and machine
washable. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
Large 24" Blanket. For calves
Extra-Large 28" Blanket. For calves
weighing 80-110 lbs.
weighing 105-190 lbs.

C32287N111 — $33.95

CALF REARING

Calf Blankets

C32286N111 — $36.50

3. The Original Calf Jacket

With the use of calf jackets, calves can grow up to 54% bigger in the first 21-28 days
by converting their energy into growth rather than warmth. Tough weather-resistant
jackets have a Cordura® outer shell and quilted 3M Thinsulate™ lining. Durable, double
stitching assures years of long life. 2" hook-and-loop front closure and nylon rear leg
straps with plastic buckles keep the jacket securely on the calf. Machine washable.
Black. Two-year warranty. Fabric U.S.A.
Jersey-Size Calf Jacket. 291⁄2" L x 22" W X-Large Calf Jacket. 38" L x 34" W at
at bottom. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
bottom. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28930N111 — $24.60
Medium Calf Jacket. 33" L x 281⁄2" W at
bottom. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C31616N111 — $24.95
Large Calf Jacket. 36" L x 291⁄2" W at

C28931N111 — $33.50
XX-Large Calf Jacket. 41" L x 40" W at

bottom. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C28932N111 — $38.50

bottom. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C27111N111 — $25.75

4. Nasco’s Warm-Up Calf Jackets

Tough, weather-resistant jackets have a Cordura® outer shell and quilted 3M
Thinsulate™ lining that traps and holds heat while allowing moisture to escape for
warm, dry, and healthy calves. Jacket design is form-fitting to allow easy movement
and better heat retention. Materials are intended for commercial washing and drying.
Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Small Calf Jacket. Total length: 29". Length over back: 221⁄4". Silver.
C33542N111 — $30.95
Large Calf Jacket. Total length: 32”. Length over back: 241⁄4". Black.
C33543N111 — $33.95

Available in Spanish!

NEW

PRO CALF
BLANKET
WEAVER® CALF
BLANKET

C28840N111

Calf Care

C11878N111

By Coleen Jones and Jud Heinrichs.
Covers calving, housing, feeding, and health for dairy
calves. Great for young farmers as well as adults. 72
pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2006. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Pro Calf Blanket

C28840N111 — $21.50
Cuidado de Becerras. Spanish edition.

Keep your calf warm with water-resistant blankets constructed of 900-denier material with a single layer of
polyester fiber fill. Blanket doesn’t hold moisture in against calf and features adjustable belly straps with quickrelease buckles for easy on and off. Black. Machine washable. Fabric U.S.A.

C28841N111 — $21.50

Small Size. 33⁄4" x 141⁄4" x 181⁄2". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34567N111 — $24.95
Regular Size. 33⁄4" x 17" x 22". Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C34568N111 — $25.95

Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Flex-Stop™ Splint

Designed to help correct the problem of flexed pastern
(knuckling over the front feet) in a new calf so it can
move freely while wearing the splint. Eliminates casting
and taping. Reusable splint comes with padding and
three securing straps. (Must order two, if pair is required.) 81⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C11878N111 — $19.95

Weaver® Calf Blanket

When you need to keep your calves warm, regulate their temperature, and maintain their body weight during
colder months, you’ll love the added protection this unique blanket provides. Quilted design with elastic bands
provides the perfect fit. Quick-release buckles allow for easy on and off. Fits calves 60-100 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34356N111 — $21.50
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Calf Equipment
Calf-Rescue
Blankets™

PolyDome
Calf Warmer

Provides a comfortable environment
for newborn calves
for the first few
hours after birth.
Top section is
hinged and removable for calf entry.
Floor is raised and
slotted for easy
heat circulation
of the entire unit.
There is a vent/
peep hole in one
end for proper ventilation and viewing
the calf without
opening the unit.
The bottom is
ribbed, and the front is rounded for easy transportation. Made from durable,
medium-density polyethylene with a stainless steel support system. 50" L x
24" W x 45" H (lower section is 16" D). 110V, two-speed heater. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 90 lbs. N

Z40361N111 — $524.75

Caf-Carts

Calf-Rescue Blankets™
have an inner surface
that reflects over 90% of
a calf’s body heat back
to the calf, and an outer
surface that absorbs 94%
of solar radiation. The
outer surface also absorbs
radiation from heat lamps
or other artificial sources.
These blankets are not a
NEW
replacement for traditional
calf blankets, but are an
inexpensive short-term
solution to help a calf get to the stage when it can get to its feet and take milk without
assistance. If the calf is going to be left unattended, the cover can be tucked around
the animal in a way that the cover will readily come off when the animal stands. If an
attendant is present to monitor the calf, the cover can be further affixed to the animal
by cutting holes for the animal’s legs and using tape to secure the cover around the
animal’s core. The blankets are waterproof and very resistant to tearing. May be
used as skid to move a calf short distances. Warnings: Make sure that calves cannot
become entangled in the blankets and injure themselves; use each blanket only once
and then properly dispose of the used blanket; although nontoxic, do not allow calves
to chew or eat blankets. 4ft. x 4 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C34662N111 — $5.85

No lifting!

No animal injury!
Transport calves the modern way with back-saving calf
carts! Exclusive pivot-action design enables carts
to load and unload from ground level —no
lifting, no chance of animal injury. More
Z08778N111
than 6" ground clearance; rubber-tired,
ball-bearing wheels help cart “float”
over uneven or rocky ground, mud,
and snow. All-metal enclosed transport
box has a rugged, tubular steel frame.
Inside box dimensions: 15" W x 36" H.
Carrying capacity: 300 lbs. Unassembled. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Caf-Cart — 35" L x 15" W. Outside

dimensions with handle and wheels:
54" L x 33" W. Sh. wt. 96 lbs.

Z08778N111 — $519.00
Caf-Cart — 41" L x 15" W. Outside

dimensions with handle and wheels:
60" L x 33" W. Sh. wt. 105 lbs.

Z46226N111 — $581.95

36" L Aluminum Diamond Plate Floor. For use with Caf-Cart

above (Z08778N111). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

Z49443N111 — $88.00
42" L Aluminum Diamond Plate Floor. For use with Caf-Cart

above (Z46226N111). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. N

Fabric Dome Cover

Reduces inside temperature up to 25%! Designed to reduce excessive heat buildup
in the PolyDome and other domed hutches. By reducing the temperature in the
hutch, the effects of heat stress can be significantly reduced. Reflective properties
of the 6-oz., 12 mil, poly UV-treated material create a more desirable environment.
Long-term benefits include better calf performance and increased breeding efficiency. Grommets in bottom hem allow attachment with elastic straps or bolt directly to
hutch. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Z48251N111 — $89.95

Z49444N111 — $88.00
Z49443N111
Head-Lok for Caf-Cart. Keeps calf stationary and calm to make dehorning, examina-

tions, castration, and other jobs easier and safer. Features chain-locking mechanism.
Constructed of heavy-gauge steel rod and chain. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. N

Z09530N111 — $32.50

Terrain Sport Sleds

Kozy Kalf Sled

A gentle, humane way to haul calves. Pulls behind horses or any vehicle over slush,
snow, mud, ice, rocks, and grass. Reinforced skids for long life and easy towing. There
is no need to tie the calf, and the sled allows the mother to see and smell her calf.
Polyethylene construction. 40" L x 34" W. 18" D at highest point, 9" D at lowest point.
Comes with net, rope, and cable ties. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. N

Z16107N111 — $181.75

Ideal for work or play — great for hauling animal feed, yard work, gardening, hunting,
ice fishing, trapping, and more. Large-capacity sled is constructed of high-impact polyethylene and features a heavy-duty tow rope. Can be pulled by hand, snowmobile, or
ATV. Great for hauling Christmas trees or convert sled into an ice fishing shelter with a
5-gallon bucket for seat. Black. N

36" L x 26" W x 9" D. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.
Z50151N111 — $25.50
54" L x 26" W x 91⁄2" D. Two-year war-

66" L x 31" W x 12" D. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.
Z50152N111 — $78.95

ranty. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C31554N111 — $44.95
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Udder Comfort™

An all-natural product made with a unique blend of essential oils that quickly soften and soothe
udders. Apply evenly onto quarter after milking, repeat 2-4 days as needed. Available in white lotion that dries clear, blue lotion or spray that remains blue from one milking to the next, and yellow
spray that vanishes. Sprays have the added convenience for a more complete and even coverage
with less waste. Yellow spray version is an all-natural, dye-free formula that “vanishes,” making it
a great choice for organic farms, breeders, show cattle, and anyone who wants natural-looking
udders. Goes on yellow, then blends in with natural color of the udder.
Lotion — 10-oz. (300 ml) Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C27560N111 White (dries clear) — $29.95
C27561N111 Blue (remains blue from one milking to the next) — $30.95
Spray — 17-oz. (500 ml) Bottle. Spray formula provides the natural benefits of the lotion with the
added convenience of a spray. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C28544N111 Blue (remains blue from one milking to the next) — $48.95
C29753N111 Yellow (sprays on yellow then “vanishes”) — $48.95
Spray Refill — 1-Gallon Jug. Blue (remains blue from one milking to the next). Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Udder Care

C29643N111 — $315.00

Dynamint®

Helps to reduce udder edema in the fresh cow, as well as
reduce mastitis “flare-up” when detected early. Contains
essential oils of calendula (marigold), peppermint, tea tree, and
eucalyptus (known for their antibacterial and skin conditioning
properties) — blended as an ultramicro-emulsion in a gentle
aqueous base. Dynamint® is a true water-in-oil emulsion that
delivers the potent properties of essential oils through the skin
and into soft tissue. Formulated specifically for cow udders.
Organic approved.
2.

13.

12.
9.
10.

7.
8.

11.

6.
4.

Dynamint® White Lotion

1.

3.

5.

Dynamint® Sprays

Has the same properties as Dynamint® udder lotion, but in a
sprayable form. Can be applied to many cows quickly. It is a
water-based emulsion of essential oils that goes on as a fine
spray. A fine, light, nongreasy mist covers the skin thoroughly
and osmosis carries the oils deep into tissue where they can
go to work. Formulated to penetrate by osmosis and not
simply remain on top of the skin like competitive products.

White Spray

1. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Concentrate Spray. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30134N111 — $24.45
2. 1.05-Gallon (4-Liter) Concentrate Spray Refill. Simply
pour into a spray bottle and never run out! Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C30132N111 — $153.25

Blue Spray

The blue coloring agent makes it easy to see which cows
have been sprayed.
3. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Spray Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C29608N111 — $30.50
4. 1.05-Gallon (4-Liter) Spray Refill. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C29803N111 — $196.95

Green Spray

Nongreasy, water-based lotion is smooth, light, and applies quickly and easily. Use Dynamint® daily where
you would other udder lotions or creams. Can be used as part of a massage program to help prevent udder
edema, mastitis, and infection. Unique formulation results in the quickest delivery of the blended essential and
precious oils deep into soft tissue where they are needed.
7. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
12. 1-Gallon (4-Liter) Jumbo-Pack Dispenser Bag.
An economical, labor-saving pack for easy dispensing
C27394N111 — $15.75
in large dairies and where Dynamint® is used daily.
8. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Hanging Bottle.
Heavyweight plastic bag is folded over at the top and
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
fitted with a grommet for hanging. Dispenser nipple
C33833N111 — $15.20
not included; sold separately under “Accessories”
9. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Bottle w/Hook. Handy hook lets (C30797N111). Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
you hang this bottle anywhere you need it!
C30795N111 — $71.95
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
13. 1-Gallon (4-Liter) Hanging Bag ParlorPak. UdC32231N111 — $16.95
der lotion in an easy-to-dispense hanging bag. Simply
10. 1-Gallon (3.78-Liter) Jug. Comes with a lotion
squeeze the self-priming dispenser onto palm of hand
pump for easy dispensing. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
and apply directly to udder. Each bag will give you
C30133N111 — $84.95
over 250 applications. Includes two 1-gallon hanging
bags, one dispenser, and one hanger. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.
11. 67.6-oz. (2-Liter) Jug. Pump not included; sold
C29393N111
— $174.95
separately under “Accessories” (C28827N111).
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C32860N111 1-gallon refill (dispenser and hanger
C28828N111 — $40.75
not included). Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $79.95

Contains a temporary blue coloring agent that makes it easy to see
where it has been applied and which cows may need reapplication.
14. 17-oz. (500 ml) Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

tic bag is folded over at the top and fitted with a grommet for hanging.
Dispenser nipple not included; sold separately under “Accessories”
(C30797N111). Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

17.

C30796N111 — $78.95

Accessories for Dynamint® Lotion
16. Heavy-Duty Pump Only. Screw-on

pump dispenser for use with 67.6-oz./2 L jug
(C28828N111). Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C28827N111 — $3.10

Dr. Larson’s™ Derma-Mint™

pour into a spray bottle and never run out! Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C28884N111 — $28.50

C32858N111 — $185.50

14.

C29355N111 — $17.25
15. 1-Gallon (4-Liter) Jumbo-Pack Dispenser Bag. Heavyweight plas-

A green color agent enables you to easily see when you
have desired coverage.
5. 16.9-oz. (500 ml) Concentrate Spray. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32521N111 — $28.75
6. 1.05-Gallon (4-Liter) Concentrate Spray Refill. Simply

16.

Dynamint® Blue Lotion

17. Dispenser Nipple Only. For use with
C30795N111 and C30796N111 Dispenser
Bags. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

15.

C30797N111 — $31.95

Contains 35% peppermint oil. and is reported to improve udder health
by increasing blood circulation and reducing inflammation and edema
in the fresh cow and works well on swollen joints. Fast acting, safe, mild,
nongreasy, and pleasant smelling. 500 ml hook bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
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DAIRY SUPPLIES

Udder Care
1.

3.

4.

2.

1. Dine-San Plus™ Sanitizer

Concentrated liquid iodine detergent/sanitizer containing 1.75% available iodine. Authorized by the USDA for
use in Federally Inspected dairy, meat, and poultry plants. It's a proven “one step” cleaner/sanitizer/disinfectant/deodorizer even in the presence of moderate amounts of organic soil and relatively hard water. Has a
wide variety of uses throughout the food processing industry. Also approved for use as a hand sanitizer. Fast
and effective to use. For sanitizing of meat and food processing equipment or for hand sanitizing, use 1 oz. to
5 gallons of water. For poultry drinking water sanitizing, use 1 oz. to 10 gallons of water.
◆C33806N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $41.55
◆C33807N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 55 lbs. — $205.00 N
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material Surcharge.

2. Perox 50™ & Perox 100™ Teat Dip

Premium peroxide-based teat dips to aid in the prevention and spread of mastitis. May be dipped, sprayed,
or foamed. Broad-spectrum, germicidal agents provide quick kill of mastitis-causing organisms. Excellent
cleaning properties with enhanced exfoliation softens teats and keeps teats healthy. No mix, easy application saves time. Ideal for removing barrier dips or for heavy soil conditions. Prior to milking or for post dipping immediately after milking, use undiluted Perox to dip, spray, or foam teat. Available in two strengths.

Perox 50™. Formula: 0.5% peroxide with 1.7% lactic acid, 5% skin conditioners.
C33802N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $11.25
C33803N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. — $50.00 N
Perox 100™. Formula: 1.0% peroxide with 1.7% lactic acid, 10% skin conditioners.
C33804N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $13.25
C33805N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. — $60.00 N

3. Udder 330™ Udder Wash

A premium, iodine-based udder wash to be used as an aid in the
prevention and spread of mastitis-causing organisms. Economical,
concentrated formula has 0.5% iodine as the active ingredient.
This proven germicidal agent penetrates soils, reduces new infections, and cleans teats before milking. Added emollients softens
teats and keeps them healthy. To prepare a solution, mix 1 oz. of
Udder 330™ with 11⁄2 gallons of 110° F clean water.
C33811N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $17.95
C33812N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. — $80.00 N

4. Defend II™ Teat Dip

Highly effective iodine-based barrier post dip designed to aid in the
prevention and spread of mastitis-causing organisms. Ready-to-use
formula with 1.0% iodine and 10% skin conditioners. More effectively
seals teat ends. Skin resists new infections. Softens teats and
keeps them healthy. Highly viscous, low-drip formula. Saves time —
no mixing. Dip teats with undiluted Defend II™ teat dip immediately
after milking and allow to air dry.
C33800N111 1 gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $27.95
C33801N111 5 gallons. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. — $125.00 N

NEW

EfferCept® SG Teat Dip

Same as the original EfferCept® that is proven effective as a germicide for
use as a pre- and post-teat dip or spray, but this formula is aloe-enriched with
additional cleaning power. Enriched with aloe, this teat dip penetrates to help
protect, condition, and soften teats and udders. The active ingredient has a
naturally nonirritating pH of 6.7, is noncorrosive, noncaustic, and has the same
minimal irritation effects on skin as water. Proven to kill in 15 seconds and control a broad spectrum of mastitis-causing organisms, including E. coli, Staph.
aureus, Strep. uberis, Strep. agalactiae, Pseudomonas species, Mycoplasma
species, Klebsiella species, and Proteus vulgaris, plus many more bacteria,
spores, fungi, and viruses. Simply add two effervescent tablets to each gallon
of potable water on farm — no mixing, no hauling of heavy barrels and totes.
110 tablets. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

Ezi-Action® 55-Gallon
Drum Pump with Safety Spout

Superior design and safety features. Smooth pump action delivers
approx. 15 oz. per stroke on both up and down stroke for continuous action. Polypropylene material is resistant to acidic, caustic,
and chlorine-based chemicals. FDA approved. Comes with a white
lock strap to prevent accidental pumping. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34727N111 — $41.50
Service Kit. For Ezi-Action® Pump above. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C34730N111 — $2.50

C33271N111 — $211.95

Fight Bac®

A better way to disinfect teats! Developed by a veterinarian, this teat disinfectant
for the control of mastitis is safe and effective under NMC guidelines. Convenient
and ready to use; no mixing or preparation. Sanitary, since there's no chance to
spread infection by a dirty teat dip cup. Economical, because there's no waste
compared with traditional teat dip preparations. 22-oz. aerosol can is the same as
using 1⁄2 gallon of teat dip. One can will treat 300 cows. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C16208(X)N111 — $12.00

Iodine Tincture 7%™

Topical antiseptic should be
used full strength for superficial
cuts, wounds, abrasions, insect
bites, and bruises on the skin of
animals. Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
◆C33808N111 — $75.00
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx®
Hazardous Material Surcharge.

NEW

By Paul Biagiotti, DVM.
Combining the intricacies of dairy cow healthcare
with the welfare protocols of the USDA organic
program, the author/veterinarian details vital
information for managing organic dairy animals.
Book contains academic as well as experiential
recommendations formed during the author’s
28 years of veterinary service. Four sections
detail general information about organic dairy
production, herd health by age and life stage,
specific disease prevention and treatment, and
example standard operating procedures. A good
reference for organic producers, veterinarians, and nutritionists alike.
148 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2016. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34769N111 — $19.95

People and Parlors

Bag Balm

Helps relieve simple congestion and promotes healing of injuries to udder and teats. Safe, makes
easier milkers. Widely used for general farm healing and in household emergencies.
1-oz. Can. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
8-oz. Can. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
41⁄2-lb. Pail. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C16544N111 — $5.50
12+ $5.17

Practical Organic Dairy Farming

C00283N111 — $7.95
12+ $7.67

C13156N111 — $42.50

NEW

By Phil Durst, Michigan State University.
Written by milk quality specialists, this employee
training manual features side-by-side English and
Spanish lessons. Provides in-depth training related to mastitis basics, parlor practices, treatment
philosophies, and more. Also included are a quiz
and certificate for use upon completion of the
material. Dives into the whys and hows of milk
quality — perfect for your next employee training!
56 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2016. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34770N111 — $8.95
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1.

2.

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Udder Care

1. Teat Slitter

Because of its advantageous small size, this top-quality teat slitter is easier
to insert in a narrow teat opening. Stainless steel construction, double-blade
action. 41⁄2" L rod, 8" total length. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Universal
Clean Sanitizer

C05587N111 — $9.95

Heavy-duty, iodine-based, detergent germicide for washing and sanitizing milking
equipment such as tanks, claws, buckets, and utensils. No rinse needed at 25 ppm
use dilution. Performance not affected by hard water. Nonirritating to hands and teats.
Dilute at 1 oz. per 5 gallons of water (105° F) or cold water. Gallon. Cannot be sold to
California customers due to state regulations. Please call for restriction details.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

◆ C11032N111 — $43.25

2. Teat Tumor Extractor

A teat tumor extractor with two cutting edges that come together for removal of
fibrous tissue. 3⁄16" (4.5 mm) dia. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C28563N111 — $55.25

4+ $41.88

◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material Surcharge.

Adjustable Milk Tubes

Wound Spray

Treat udder sores, udder wounds, and udder rot. Spray facilitates the application of
product on hard-to-reach areas. Spray affected area at least twice daily or after each
milking. For udder sores or udder rot, remove dead and necrotic tissue before first
application. 32-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C29600N111 — $39.95

Teat Healant

Stimulates healing of damaged tissue from frostbite or other injuries. Also treats
chapped teats, mammillitis, damaged teats, udder sores, herpes, and teat-end
hyperkeratosis. Contains comfrey extract and propolis tincture, which soothes and
promotes healing. Teat Healant clings to the teat surface forming a good barrier, yet it
washes off easily prior to the next milking. Stable when used under a bandage. 22-oz.
bottle. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C29601N111 — $25.95

Dr. Larson’s™ Plastic Teat Tubes

Self-retaining tubes designed to insert into the
teat canal. Can be adjusted to different lengths.
Self-retaining slider ensures the tube will remain
C31439N111
in teat until removed by hand. Two side openings. Adjustable, stainless steel cannulas. Pack of 12. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C31437N111 2" L — $16.40
C31439N111 21⁄2" L — $16.40
C31438N111 3" L — $16.40

Udder Infusion Cannulae

Designed for injection of suffusing solution into the udder through the teat canal. Use
with syringe or intravenous outfit. Tapered end for easy insertion without gouging.
Opening for passage of solution is on the side. Made of chrome-plated stainless steel.
21⁄2" tube. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C05980N111 — $1.55

For sore, injured, or hard-to-milk teats. Nonirritating,
flexible retaining fingers. To use, insert tube into teat,
then rotate tube 1⁄2 turn to right, and back 1⁄4 turn to left to
expand flexible retaining fingers. Remove cap for milking. Leave tube in teat until healed. If mastitis treatment
is used, inject directly through teat tube into teat. Pack
of 3 in a gamma-irradiated container. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

12+ $1.45

Nasco’s Infusion Cannulas

C00753N111 — $6.05

Dr. Irvin’s Shurflow Plastic Teat Tubes

Teat tubes for cows with injured teats. Each
self-retaining tube is packaged individually in a small vial. When tube has been inserted, it fits nearly flush with end of teat. No irritating thornlike protrusions are necessary
to keep the tube in place. 17⁄8" L. Card of 36 tubes. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C10843N111 — $38.75

Roll of 100 individually stripped, sealed, 11⁄2"
cannulas packaged in a handy dispenser
pack. Economical, disposable cannulas fit
both Luer-slip and Luer-lock syringe. Only
one cannula at a time is exposed — the
remaining stay free of contamination.
This gives maximum protection against
contamination by allowing you to tear open
the cellophane and place a fresh cannula
on the dosage bottle without ever touching
the cannula. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C05084N111 — $5.75

Dr. Naylor Teat Dilators

For injured, bruised, scabbed, and obstructed
teats. Lubricated for the teat canal. Simply keep
a dilator in the teat between milkings until teat
milks free by hand. Pack of 40. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C01009N111 — $7.15

Cornell Teat Curette

C28561N111

Stainless steel teat curette.
6" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28561N111 — $16.40

Lichty Teat Knife

C28562N111

Blunt stainless steel teat knife. 51⁄2" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C28562N111 — $16.70

Teat Bandage

Nasco’s Port-A-Stool

Unique polyester bandage. Protects
wound against dirt. Easy to mold and
apply. Cohesive. Can be applied to wet
teats. Allergy tested. 23⁄8" W x 51⁄2 yd. roll.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

The stool with 100 uses! Just strap it to your waist and
it’s ready for use anywhere. Stool harness leaves both
hands free for carrying milk, washing equipment, etc.
Plastic seat: 111⁄2" x 71⁄2". Pedestal height: 113⁄4". Coil-spring
base provides firm support even when stool is tipped.
Durable and lightweight, only 2 lbs. 8 oz. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C15681N111 — $18.35

Cow Tail Holder

For cleaner cows and more pleasant stanchion
barn milking. Nylon-coated elastic cord features an
ingenious tail holder at one end and a plastic split
ring at the other. Attach to tail bristles and loop into
an overhead hook or line so the tail stays about 15"
above gutter. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C19252N111 — $4.75

C05989N111 — $60.50
C05989(A)N111 Straps only. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $14.95
C05989(YB)N111 Rigid leg and spring.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $32.95
Deluxe Adjustable Leg Milking Stool. Especially designed

for the long-legged farmer. Same fine qualities as Port-A-Stool
(C05989N111 above), plus it features three adjustments to adjust
from 131⁄2" H to 17" H. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C13226N111 — $49.75
C13226(YA)N111 Adjustable replacement pedestal.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $53.75
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DAIRY SUPPLIES

Teat Dip Cups + Sprayers
7.

1. Ambic
Multi-Foamer
Dip Cup

The ideal way to apply
foaming iodine teat dip for
significant savings in chemical usage, up to 50%. Thick
clinging foam will not drip
or run and stays in contact
with teat for a longer time.
Features consistent foam
generation, easy cleaning,
built-in valve protection,
and suitability for various
types of foaming chemicals.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C29958N111 — $15.85

Lateral-style, low-profile design makes this dip cup suitable for low-uddered
cows, goats, and sheep. Nonreturn style prevents used dip from returning to
bottle. Twin-tube feature for more efficient filling with dips of varying viscosity.
Wide-mouthed, squeezable bottle made of durable, chemical-resistant materials.
Blue. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

4.

1.
3.
1

C28936N111 — $11.65

7. Teat Dipper

C19160N111 — $3.55

3. Ambic Nonreturn Teat Dipper — 15 ml Dip Cup

Use less teat dip! Shallow-cup teat dipper made exactly like the nonreturn dippers, but economically uses less dip per application. Cup holds only 1⁄2 oz. (15 ml) per fill compared to the
1 oz. (30 ml) for the nonreturn teat dipper. Angled cup with wide splash-proof lip to easily
reach all four teats under the cow. Wide mouth for easy filling. All parts are made of tough,
durable, chemical-resistant materials. Best usedon smaller treated animals. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C19158N111 Blue — $10.60
C19159N111 Green — $10.60
Extra Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C19160N111 — $3.55

4. Ambic Nonreturn Teat Dipper — 30 ml Dip Cup

Features a deep inner liner that helps ensure 3⁄4 of the teat is covered while not wasting
excess dip. Has nonsiphon action that does not allow any contaminants to flow back into the
main reservoir. By keeping contaminants out of the main reservoir, you use only fresh dip for
each cow. Wide, splash-proof mouth with durable belt clip. All parts made of tough, durable,
chemical-resistant plastic. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C14625N111 Blue — $10.35 5+ $10.09
Extra Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C18203N111 Yellow — $10.55 5+ $10.29
C19160N111 — $3.55

5. DipMizer Accessory for Ambic Dip Cups

5.

Saves dip and ensures uniform application! Disk with bristles
removes excess dip for a neater, more economical application. Snaps onto any Ambic cup (except foaming cups). Easily
removed for cleaning. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29352N111 — $42.25

11. Teat Sprayer with
Stainless Steel Tip

Fight mastitis and stop wasting teat dip! With this easy-to-use dipper, simply dip
the teats as you take the milker off, saving time and dip. Lightweight, heavy-duty
plastic dipper holds teat dip in its hollow handle. Built-in clip hooks onto belt, pail,
etc. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C08245(A)N111 — $3.60

Virtually spill proof!

RJB Nonreturn Teat Dippers™

Save 25-75% (depending on your present teat dip application method)! This
low-profile teat dip cup is virtually spill proof, only 6" H, and very stable. Cup
and bottle become a natural extension of your hand. Gentle pressure on the softsqueeze bottle dispenses a small amount of teat dip (about 4 cc) — that’s all you
need because of the patented design of the cup. When the cup is pushed up
to the base of the udder, the teat completely fills the cup, causing teat dip to be
pushed up and around teat. The result is that the entire teat is covered with dip.
Made in the U.S.A. of high-tech plastics to give you a durable cup that will last.
Different colors help identify pre- and post-dips. No returns.

8. TopDipper™. Spill proof. Excellent
for stanchion, herringbone, and flat
barns. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C19715N111 Blue — $12.15
C19716N111 Yellow — $12.15
9. SideDipper™. Allows you to
reach the back teats. Accommodates
low-uddered cows with ease.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C19713N111 Blue — $12.15
C19714N111 Yellow — $12.15

10. Blue TopDipper Foamer™.

Foamers™ produce a thick, rich lather.
Not necessary to use a special foaming
dip. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C24581N111 — $16.15
RJB Replacement Bottle.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C24583N111 — $4.65

14.

Designed with a stainless steel tip that will
outlast the rest of the sprayer! 16-oz. plastic sprayer was created especially for teat
spraying because it directs the teat dip
upward at a 45° angle. Covers the whole
teat quickly and efficiently. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C13673N111 — $7.95

10.

6. Ambic UniDipper Dip Cup

2.

Angled to reach rear quarters easier, with a splash-proof lip; deep 2 ⁄2" narrow cup for teat
immersion; and flexible container you squeeze to fill and release to empty. Return-style
300 ml capacity. Chemical resistant; will not crack. Built-in belt/hanger hook. 85⁄8" H.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Extra Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

5+ $8.92

9.

6.

2. Ambic Teat Dip Cup/Return Cup

C12739N111 — $9.30

8.

13.

16.

18.
17.

16. Aluminum Strip Cups with Screen Insert

11.

Aluminum cup in 1⁄2-pint capacity. Stainless steel screen. 4" dia. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C19088N111 — $17.15

12. Teat Sprayer with
Extended Stainless Steel Tip

Features an extended, stainless steel tip that
directs teat spray upward at a 45° angle. This
16-oz. plastic sprayer will cover the whole teat
quickly and efficiently. Has two screens to prevent
plugging. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

17. Strip Cup

12.

15.

C14914N111 — $9.85

13. Chemical-Resistant Teat Sprayer w/Stainless Steel Tip

Upward-spraying teat sprayer has Viton O-ring and piston cup to last longer when
harsh chemicals are used. Includes spray head, plastic bottle with graduation
markings in 2 oz. and 50 ml, and a handy dilution guide. 24-oz. capacity. 31⁄2" x 5" x
111⁄4". 90-day warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C26071N111 — $10.70
14. Chemical-Resistant Sprayer w/41⁄4" Extended Stainless Steel Tip.
31⁄2" x 8" x 12". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C26072N111 — $11.25

15. Sprayer Holsters

Handy and convenient! Large enough to hold sprayers neatly, out of the way and
ready for use. Will hold most spray bottles and dip cups. White plastic holster features
molded-in belt loop.
Holster for 16-oz. Bottle. 31⁄4" top inside Holster for 32-oz. Bottle. 33⁄4" top inside
dia. Ideal for a bottle of Fight Bac®.
dia. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C26073N111 — $5.10

C29432N111 — $4.05

See page 183 for disinfectants.

Has 50% wider diameter (61⁄4") and larger capacity with an unusually practical black
anti-splash screen for detecting mastitis-infected milk. Snap the screen in and out with a
simple flick of the thumb. This ensures no contact with potentially infected milk. Emptying and cleaning is simple and quick. Functional capacity: 22 oz. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C13479N111 — $10.75

18. Milk Sample Strip Cup

Use to observe the first milk strippings of each teat. Black surface makes it easy to see
the quality of the milk at a glance. Ergonomic shape consists of two plastic parts and a
molded-in belt hook for added convenience. 121⁄2" x 31⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33518N111 — $7.95

Closeout — $5.95

Quad-T® Dairy Teat Sprayer

Save time, save chemicals, save money!
Long-lasting stainless steel construction with a
floating valve on/off system that makes this the
most durable and leak-resistant teat sprayer
available. Simply flex the rubber body for
instant on and off. No plastic — stainless steel
and nickel-plated brass construction. Features
a fine mist hollow cone spray pattern (approx.
7 oz./minute at 30 psi), removable screen for cleaning and clog protection,
machined stainless steel spray tip assembly, stainless steel tube assembly, nickel-plated brass handle assembly, 4-ply flexible rubber body with
stainless valve assembly, and 1⁄4" NPT female thread. Made in U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33669N111 — $130.00
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Z15943N111

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Milking Equipment

All units approved for Grade A milk!
Use on the farm or at shows!
Can be used to milk cows, goats, and sheep!

Original D/I-Style
Hydropulse Bucket Lid

Z15718N111

Z15668N111

Z10783N111

Can be used with
Porta-Milker Units listed below.

Bucket Milker Assemblies (for Dairy Cows)

Z15667N111

High-quality bucket milker assemblies include all items necessary for immediate milking with your vacuum system. Assembly consists of a
stainless steel or poly bucket, De Laval-style high-capacity standard claw, De Laval-type Interpulse alternating pulsator, 06-style shells, and
all necessary rubber goods. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Stainless Steel Bucket Milker Assemblies
Z10783N111 65-lb. capacity. Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $716.75
Z15668N111 80-lb. capacity. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. — $716.75

Poly Bucket Milker Assemblies.
Z15718N111 40-lb. capacity. Sh. wt. 23 lbs. — $668.95
Z15667N111 80-lb. capacity. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. — $715.50

For Grade A milking. Dimensions:
rim 81⁄8" dia., handle 413⁄16", inlet
nipples 5⁄8" I.D., lid gasket 58/1.
For use with bucket milker assemblies (Z15718N111 and Z15667N111
listed at left). Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Z15943N111 — $156.95
Lid Gasket. Fits Original D/I-Style

Hydropulse Bucket Lid above
(Z15943N111). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C30542N111 — $5.60

Ideal for shows or
power outages!

Z29940N111

Z29943N111

Porta-Milker Vacuum Pumps

Z15664N111

Highly efficient, compact milking machines are easily maneuvered and transported. A wide variety of options make
Porta-Milkers suitable for use with electric or gasoline power for one or two cows, sheep, or goats. Features include
lubricated Conde vacuum pump; steel vacuum tank; spring-loaded vacuum regulator; vacuum cock; vacuum gauge;
and large, noncorrosive, hard rubber tires (10"). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Porta-Milker Vacuum Pump for Two Milking
Machines w/Four-Wheel Base. Precise vacuum regu-

lator to supply two milking buckets. Four-wheel base for
easy mobility. Sh. wt. 143 lbs. N
Z29940N111 Gas motor — $2,181.25
Z29941N111 Electric motor 1 HP motor. Available in
240V through special order. — $1,921.50

Porta-Milker Vacuum Pump for One Milking Machine
w/Two-Wheel Base. Solid, two-wheel base with a sturdy
front leg for stability. Sh. wt. 130 lbs.

N

Z15664N111 Gas motor — $1,912.25
Z15663N111 Electric motor 1 HP motor. Available
in 240V through special order. — $1,760.25
Vacuum Pump Oil. Nonfoaming, vacuum

Porta-Milker Vacuum Pump for One Milking Machine pump oil flows freely even at low temperatures. Rust-inhibiting. Will not form sludge.
w/Four-Wheel Base. Solid, four-wheel base for easy

Dairy Barn Cart

Handy cart holds all the necessary tools and
equipment to make correct milking procedures
practical and convenient. Holds up to three
pails (not included) and includes a bracket for a
towel dispenser. Cart includes strip cup holders,
swing-around utility tray, and 20" x 13" x 5"
bottom tray. Rubberized top hooks will carry up
to eight pipeline milking units. Four-wheel cart
(two 10", two 7") has noncorrosive heavy-duty
plastic wheel hubs. Gray and black hard lacquer
finish. Must be assembled. Sh. wt. 550 lbs. N

mobility. Compact handle design takes up less space.
Sh. wt. 143 lbs. N
Z29942N111 Gas motor — $1,911.25
Z29943N111 Electric motor 1 HP motor. Available in
240V through special order. — $1,651.50

Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C25253N111 — $15.55

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS FOR A COMPLETE PORTA-MILKER VACUUM UNIT
Goats: To order a complete Porta-Milker for goats, first select the Uni-Claw assembly needed. Next, add the poly milking bucket
assembly. Now, select the Porta-Milker you prefer. You are now ready to milk your goats.
Dairy Cows: To order a complete Porta-Milker for dairy cows, you need to select the bucket milker assembly that best suits you.
Now, all you need is the Porta-Milker unit of your choice.

C13602N111 — $185.95

Nasco — Your source
for small-scale milking equipment!

Surcingle

Replace worn or torn
milker surcingles with this
special reinforced rubber
surcingle. Consists of a
heavy-duty strap and
corrosion-resistant triangle
to ensure trouble-free service. 8 ft. L, 13⁄4" W
with 13 brass grommets for adequate adjustment. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C06091N111 — $32.75

Mini Porta-Milker

Ideal vacuum source for a single bucket milker. Compact design is easy
to transport and ideal for travel to shows. Pump is direct mounted on a
rugged, dual-purpose moisture trap/vacuum reserve tank. Features a
3
⁄4 HP motor and a 10 CFM oil-free pump. Use with bucket milker
assemblies. 115/230V AC. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 82 lbs. N

Z48346N111 — $1,425.00
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1.

2.

5.

4.

3.

7.

6.

Adapters for buckets, parlors, or pipelines.
1. C25779N111 Adapter for De Laval 3. C25781N111 Adapter for
DV300 or vacuum stall cock. Does not Bou-Matic or Surge new-style floor pail.
have a check valve.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $29.75
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $19.25
4. C25782N111 Adapter for Surge
suspended bucket.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $28.00

5. Interpuls® Vacuum Pulsator

Interpuls® Long-Life Vacuum Pulsators

Stainless steel cover design gives perfect seal between cover and filter for exceptional
protection in dusty conditions. “Surematch” slide and valve system ensures smooth running
with minimum wear. Features air-proof, fatigue-resistant main diaphragm for extended life and
reliability of pulsator and speed-adjustment screw with reinforced hexagonal socket for easier
adjustment and resistance to breakage. Includes spare air filter. 60:40 ratio. A wide variety of
adapters are available to fit the Long-Life Pulsator to any milking system. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
8. C16025N111 Pulsator with two exits. — $163.75
9. Z15671N111 Pulsator with four exits. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. — $135.50

10. Repair Kit for Interpuls® Long-Life Vacuum Pulsators. Contents: two
diaphragms, two small diaphragms, four O-rings, six end-cover screws, filter, and
appropriate slide. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Long-life pulsator for heavy-duty working conditions. Simple, reliable,
variable-speed, alternating vacuum pulsator gives you great performance
in any milking system — parlor, bucket, or pipeline. Diaphragm material has
been selected for its fatigue-resistant qualities. Reliable, easily rebuilt, with
few moving parts and no fluid. 60:40 ratio. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs

C18226N111 — $47.25

11. Surge Pulsator Repair Kit

For surge milkers. Includes four No. 10WSU washers, four No. 10KSU leathers,
two No. 10XSU gaskets, one No. 10YSU O-ring, and one No. 102X1 check valve
rubber. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Z10785N111 — $123.95
6. Repair Kit for Interpuls® Vacuum Pulsator. Contents: two main dia-

phragms, two small diaphragms, four O-rings, 2 spare end-cover screws and
one spare upper-cover screw, one spare upper cover screw, and appropriate
slide. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C18225N111 — $34.25

7. Vacuum Gauge

11.

10.

Interpuls® Adapters

2. C25780N111 Adapter for
De Laval bucket with hydro-pulsator.
Has a check valve.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $23.50

9.

8.

C05841N111 — $11.15

12. Floating Dairy Thermometer

8" Perma-color tube. Range 30° to 220° F (0° to 100° C). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C05914N111 — $19.30

12+ $16.51

12.

13.

13. Milk Thermometer

5" dial. 0-30 range. Bronze bushings. Threaded for ⁄4" pipe connection
(1⁄4" NPT). Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
1

Keep track of milk temperature with this practical milk thermometer in a
plastic cage. Gauges –10° to 120° C (does not show Fahrenheit). 11⁄4" x 11⁄4" x
81⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C06096N111 — $16.35

C25493N111 — $6.95

Milk level is
easily seen!

1.

2.

Carrying
3.

Stainless Steel Milking Buckets

Locking
4.

These buckets have full, double-laminated rims for strength and ease of pouring. Handles are placed for
comfort. Fully approved stainless steel with high-polish finish. Buckets fit a variety of lids including De Laval,
Bou-Matic, Westfalia, and Surge. Top rim dia.: 71⁄16" I.D., 73⁄4" O.D. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. N
1. 65-lb. Capacity Bucket. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
2. 80-lb. Capacity Bucket. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

Z15944N111 — $281.25

Z15942N111 — $316.75

Poly Milk Buckets

High-density, semi-transparent, seamless polyethylene milk bucket. Milk level is easily seen and volume
may be read on the permanent scale marked for pounds and kilograms. Buckets come with solid storage lid;
fresh cow lid (C14909N111 below) may be purchased separately. Bucket rim dia. is 73⁄8" I.D. and 8" O.D.

40-lb. Capacity
3. C14907N111 Two carrying handles and lid. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. — $182.25
C31980N111 Locking handle and lid. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $205.50 N
80-lb. Capacity
C14905N111 Two carrying handles and lid. Sh. wt. 20 lbs. — $203.50 N
4. C31981N111 Locking handle and lid. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $228.25
5. Lexan Fresh Cow Lid with Gasket. For use with poly fresh milking buckets
(C14907N111 and C14905N111 listed above). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14909N111 — $72.95

5.

6.

7.

8.

6. Clear Herd Test Bucket

This herd test bucket has the great advantage of being manufactured in clear polycarbonate material. It allows you to
view color, quality, quantity, and flow of milk. Easily emptied
and cleaned through the large 71⁄2" dia. neck. Strong carry
handle and wide base for stability. Capacity: 72 lbs./32 liters.
15" x 15" x 19". Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C32582N111 — $198.75

Eco-Bucket Fresh Cow Milking Bucket

Made of semi-transparent, translucent FDA-approved material.
Features smooth, seamless molded interior and a reinforcement ring at the bottom for strength and ease of pouring;
stainless steel locking handle; snap-on handle attachment; and
molded-in permanent scale marked in pounds and kilograms.
Top O.D. is 73⁄4". Handle dimension from top of bucket to bottom of handle is 43⁄4". Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. N
7. Z47710N111 50-lb. bucket. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $170.95
8. Z47709N111 65-lb. bucket. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $198.50
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1. InterPuls® Eco-Milker

Portable milker goes wherever you need it! Features
30-liter Eco-Bucket and Libero lid, pulsator, vacuum
gauge, regulator, milk and vacuum tubing, and one bucket. 110V AC, 60 Hz. Milking assemblies not included (sold
separately below). Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 130 lbs. N

2.

Z46681N111 — $1,688.00
2. Milking Assembly for One Cow. Includes Orbiter

1.

claw, air tubes, shells, and inflations. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. N

Z46682N111 — $206.75
3. MAGNAFLEX™ Narrow Bore Inflation for De Laval
(06). Gentle even massage, complete milk-out, and fewer

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Milking Equipment

slips and squawks. Pack of four. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33479N111 — $17.35
4. Milking Assembly for One Sheep. Includes claw
pieces, tubes, shells, and silicone inflations. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs. N

3.

Z46683N111 — $209.50
5. Milking Assembly for One Goat. Includes claw

pieces, air tubes, shells, and silicone inflations. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs. N

Z46684N111 — $211.50

6. Poly Milking Bucket Assembly for Goats

Approved for Grade A milking. Extra high-density,
semitransparent, seamless polyethylene milk bucket.
Economy and durability make it the ideal choice for
goat milking. Milk level is easily seen and volume may
be read on the permanent scale marked for pounds
and kilograms. Stainless steel carrying handles. Comes
with a solid storage lid. 40-lb. capacity. Assembly consists of 40-lb. poly bucket, stainless steel lid, lid gasket,
interpulse alternating pulsator, pulsator adapter, and
vacuum hose. Uni-Claw assembly must be ordered separately, listed below. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 23 lbs. N

6.
4.

5.

Z15661N111 — $477.25

7. Uni-Claw Assembly for Goats

An individual claw piece with a completely automatic shut-off valve controlled by the
vacuum. Ideal for rapid milking of goats and sheep. Uni-Claw assembly with silicone liner.
Includes hose to connect bucket to pulsator. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

7.
8.

Z15657N111 — $202.25

9.

8. Silicone Liner for Goats

Long-lasting silicone. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C14053N111 — $22.40

9. Plastic Shell for Goat Liners

Designed for use with the liner listed above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C14054N111 — $16.95

C33316N111

C33317N111

PortaSCC® Goat Milk Somatic Cell Test Kits

Pays for itself in increased premiums and production! This unique, patented product helps dairy
goat producers manage their herds and improve milk quality and production. Lets you do somatic
cell count tests for early on-farm mastitis detection. Easy to use with just three simple steps — no
need to wait for lab results. Compact and easy to carry.

40-Test Kit. Includes 40 test strips, bottle of
activator solution, 10 pipettes, color chart, and
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C33316N111 — $61.75

8-Test Kit. Includes 8 test strips, bottle of
activator solution, 2 pipettes, color chart, and
instructions. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33317N111 — $15.50

Farm Organizer/Spray Station

Great solution for storing your most commonly used aerosol spray
cans and bottles featuring an eight-hole configuration and eight
notches for easy hanging! Works great for marking paints, fly products, grooming supplies, and more. Made of sturdy .080 aluminum.
Comes assembled and ready to mount. 28" L x 5" W x 6" H. Holes are
3" dia. Bottle holders are 1" x 1". Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C33571N111 — $42.95
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Milk Equipment + Dairy Filters + Wipes
Z47708N111

Hose
Support Arm

C27395N111
Z10790N111

Improved De Laval-Style Standard Claw

De Laval-style standard claw has larger inside dimensions with an enlarged
bowl to help prevent vacuum fluctuations on fast milking cows. All parts are interchangeable with original De Laval parts; you can even add the replacement
bowl listed below to your present claw to increase the claw capacity. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Z10790N111 — $153.50
Replacement Bowl. Large-capacity replacement bowl for De Laval-style stan-

dard claw (Z10790N111, listed above). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25778N111 — $23.10
Service Kit for De Laval Standard Claw. Contains all of the main replace-

ment parts (claw bowl, rubber shut-off plug, stainless steel shaft, gasket, rubber
bumper, and shut-off lock). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C27395N111 — $41.75

Adjustable,
heavy-duty hose support arm supports
the hose for proper tension and maximum
milking efficiency. Reverse bend keeps the cow
from catching on it when entering and exiting the
parlor. The 22", double front bend hose support arm
with U-bolts fits 11⁄2"-2" tubing. Machined stainless steel ball
and arm assembly and side plates. Full, 1⁄2" thick nylon wear pad.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C23370N111

N

Z47708N111 — $145.75

20" Hose Support Arm Without Handle

Support your milk hoses and prevent vacuum loss. Corrosion-resistant construction, with
offset hose hook for simple hook-up. Handle allows for easy positioning of the support arm.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C23370N111 — $88.75

Repair Kit for Bou-Matic Blue Coil

Identical graph and identical performance. Totally
interchangeable, with additional reinforcement around
and between contact screws for resistance to cracking.
Kit includes two pistons, two coil base gaskets, and two
bottom rubber caps. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C15736N111 — $10.55

Stainless Steel Clamp

Transflow M-34r Milk Tubing

Shut off vacuum with this stainless steel squeeze clamp.
For 5⁄8" tubing. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Lightweight, flexible plastic tubing that meets all FDA and
3-A standards. Easy-to-handle tubing for milk tubes and
stanchion hoses. Easy to clean. Durable; won’t age, flake, or
check. Clear plastic with blue stripe, available in 50 ft. and
100 ft. lengths. Size: 5⁄8" I.D. x 1" O.D.
C06037(A)N111 50-ft. coil. Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $59.25
C06037(B)N111 100-ft. coil. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. — $117.50
NEW Hose Clip. For 5⁄8" or 9⁄16" milk hose and twin
vacuum tubing. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C23371N111 — $16.15

Non-Vented Shut-Off Valve

Smooth white plastic shut-off valve twists cleanly to a
positive stop. Facilitates shut-off of vacuum or milk flow
with Transflow or rubber tubing. Fits 5⁄8" or 9⁄16" hose.
31⁄2" x 11⁄2" x 23⁄4". One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C26005N111 — $11.35

1.

C34736N111 — $ .89

2.

6.
3.

4.

5.

1. Milk Check® Premium Milk Filters

Superior filtration at an economical price. Designed for use in moderate- to highpressure pipeline systems, these filters provide superior micro-filtration without stressing your milk pump. Ruggedly constructed for maximum durability, the filters are made
from high-wet strength, randomly laid, single-ply polyester fabric. Threadless design
eliminates needle holes and its sonically welded seams remove the need for glue,
adhesives, and stitching commonly found in competitive filters, resulting in greater
purity and efficiency. The filter’s micro-sized pores and fiber dispersion give you
optimum filtration at a fast flow rate. These fine pores also keep contaminants such as
sediments from entering your bulk tank, but they are wide enough to let butterfat flow
through to ensure you get the best possible price for your milk. 21⁄4" x 24". Box of 200.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C32872N111 — $39.75

2. Tuffy Filter Socks

For moderate- to high-pressure pipeline systems. For De Laval, Surge, Universal,
Chore-Boy, Bou-Matic, Conde, Plymouth, Perfection, or Schlueter. 21⁄4" x 24". Box of
100. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C07687N111 — $19.55

3. In-Line Discs

4 ⁄16" dia. for Surge, Chore-Boy, and Jamesway. Box of 200. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
9

C12771N111 — $9.50

4. Filter Discs

For use in strainers. Box of 100 (each 91⁄2" dia.). Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C19637N111 — $22.75

5. Milk Check® Teat Wipes

Make milking time a little bit easier with convenient, one-step udder preparation in
a sturdy yet gentle wipe. Impregnated with allantoin, glycerin, and lactic acid, these
teat wipes offer superior cleaning properties, while preventing teat chapping and
reducing cross-contamination. Teat wipes contain a unique formulation called Biocell.
This natural food-grade-approved, lactic acid solution contains an effective mixture of
ingredients to provide exceptional cleaning and skin conditioning. Wipes measure
7" x 8". NPE free.
Reusable Pail of 700 Sheets. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C32870N111 — $27.50
Refill Pouch of 700 Sheets. Fits pail above. Pouch features a tear strip for easy

opening and double lamination to maintain freshness. NPE free. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C32871N111 — $21.90

6. Nasco’s Dairy Wipes

Use these towels just before milking to wash and massage teats. Mild, non-acid,
non-iodine, premoistened towels provide simple and easy teat care. Each 8" x 10"
biodegradable towel is treated with Chlorhexidine Gluconate and lanolin. Pail of 600.
Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C18069N111 — $30.25 4-11 $28.56 12+ $27.43
Wipe Refills. Bag of 1,100 wipes to refill pail above (C18069N111). Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
C29203N111 — $53.25
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Quartermilker

Allows you to isolate the
milk from one quarter of an
infected cow. Fits into any
milking system with ease. All
hoses included. Capacity:
8-qts./2-gallons. Manufactured in strong, durable,
hygienic plastic material.
Also includes a safety valve
to help prevent milk from
backing up the claw should
the jug be kicked over.
33⁄8" I.D. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

EasyPour Quarter Milker

Used to separate milk from a high
somatic cell count (SCC), injured,
or hemorrhaged teats during the
regular milking process. Designed
with a large flapper-type lid that
allows emptying like a pitcher
with one hand and makes cleaning easy. No need to remove the
lid or hoses to empty. There is little
additional labor involved as the
quarter milker works simultaneously
with the rest of the milking. With
low investment and high return, this
quarter milker can pay for itself in a matter
of days. Stable, low-profile jug in thick semi-transparent poly has
a large 21⁄2-gallon capacity. Unit comes complete with jug, lid, hoses, and inflation
adapter. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C13165N111 — $85.95
C28213N111 O-ring only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.95
C28214N111 Connector only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $2.65
C28216N111 50 cm rubber tube only. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $14.95
C28217N111 Handle only. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $3.55
C28218N111 Valve ball and cap set only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.45

DAIRY SUPPLIES
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C27392N111 — $113.75

PLEASE NOTE: When a quarter is treated, the drug goes into the blood and all milk in the udder is contaminated. This device is not to be used to collect a treated quarter
so the remaining quarters can be sold. If the remaining quarters are mixed in your bulk tank, the entire tank is contaminated and cannot be sold.

CUSTOM LINE DAIRY INFLATIONS

De Laval Narrow Bore,
Standard Design (O1)

Fits 06 shell. Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C05522N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Surge Narrow Bore (JF1)
Fits Jet-Flo shell. Pack of 4.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C05833N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Milk-Easy Inflation Adapter

Tired of those time-consuming and often frustrating
attempts to speed up slow-milking cows? This adapter
provides complete and efficient milk out of problem
cows. Fast and easy installation — simply place it over
the inflation head while the unit is being attached
C16679N111
C16680N111
to the teat. Made of semi-flexible silicone, Milk-Easy
positions the inflation lower on the teat, which keeps the milk canal open for faster
milk flow. Also prevents the inflation from moving up on an infected or injured teat and
pinching off the milk canal. Eliminates the need for milker-stripping slow cows and can
help reduce teat end damage. Colors may vary. No choice.
Regular Size. Fits inflation heads of 2"
Large Size. Fits inflation heads over 2".
or less. Fits most De Laval, Westfalia, and Fits most Surge, Bou-Matic, Universal,
IBA silicone. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
Conde, Choreboy, and European
AlfaLaval liners. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C16679N111 — $8.75

C16680N111 — $
$8.75

De Laval Narrow Bore,
Thin-Wall Design (O1A)
Fits 06 shell. Pack of 4.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C10959N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Fits C shells. Pack of 4.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C05517N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Narrow bore. Sleeveless type, fits
Bou-Matic regular stainless steel shells.
Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C05822N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.07

Gentle even massage, complete
milk-out, and fewer slips and squawks.
Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33479(X)N111 — $17.35

Medium bore. Fits 2MS shell. Pack of 4.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C10963N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Inflation Shut-Off Plug

Use to effectively seal inflation
openings. Blue plastic.
Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.

Narrow bore inflation brush.
15
⁄16" to 27⁄32" body with vacuum
pocket. White nylon.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32293N111 — $9.55

Narrow bore, thin wall, fits Conde
standard-length shells. Pack of 4.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C07767N111 — $20.80
10+ $20.08

Red Plastic
Inflation Plug

Works well on most
inflations, including
silicone. 21⁄2" H including
base. Width at base of
plug: 13⁄16". Overall width at
base: 17⁄8".
Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.

C32094N111 — $5.00

Pluggit Inflation Plug

Seal inflation openings efficiently with the unique Pluggit.
Fits any size inflation. Includes chain for easy removal.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C09787N111 — $7.25

C32293N111

C05992N111

Has raised flange to clean entrance to inflations. Fits all standard sizes. Stiff action
of nylon bristles removes accumulations. Nylon brushes last many times longer than
other types. 18" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C05992N111 — $4.90

Short Air Tubes

Molded rubber with reinforced ends. Pack of 8.
3
⁄16" I.D. x 8". Fits Surge. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C13269N111

C13269N111 — $11.20
1
⁄4" I.D. x 71⁄2". Fits De Laval, Bou-Matic, Nu-Pulse, and Westfalia. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C13271N111 — $11.20

Ambic Vision Mastitis Detector

Conde (NBSC)

Universal (6m)

Inflation Brush

Nylon Inflation Brush
MAGNAFLEX™ Narrow Bore
Inflation for De Laval (06)

Bou-Matic (B1)

C31417N111 — $3.60

Medium Bore (ASM)

Especially designed for high-volume, large-bore dairies.
Made for dairymen who need a 100% reliable means of
detecting clinical mastitis, this detector positively detects
the presence of mastitis clots without interfering with the
smooth, rapid flow of milk away from the udder. An improved bypass assures no milk or air flow restrictions, even
while mastitis is present. Cross-contamination is reduced
by removing the need for fore-stripping. Made of durable, high quality food-grade
materials, the detector fits 5⁄8" tubing and features a rounded, ergonomically designed
handle and smooth fit for ease of use. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32073N111 — $32.95

In-Line Mastitis Detector

A simple, efficient detector for early warning of
clinical mastitis. The detector is placed in the
milk hose between the milker unit and the pipeline.
All milk from the cow passes through the unit and is
sampled for clots which are indicators of a mastitic
condition. If at any time the detector screen becomes entirely coated by clots, the elongated slot in the center of the screen
allows the milk to pass without any restriction. Even with mesh entirely blocked, the
bypass maintains peak milk flow. The removable screen is easily cleaned. The mesh is
made of stainless steel for strength, and features a nonstick coating for cleaning ease.
Cleans in place. Visible length when fitted: 3". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C11402N111 — $31.95
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Mastitis Detection

C33326N111

C31177N111

The PortaSCC® Somatic Cell Milk Test for Dairy

Detect subclinical mastitis before clinical signs appear! This convenient, semi-quantitative test measures somatic cell
count. It helps dairy producers improve milk quality, herd health, and production. Introduced in 2004, this test has been
proven worldwide as a reliable on-farm test. Just collect a milk sample and get results in three simple steps: add milk to
the test strip, add activator, and read with a color chart or reader. The darker the blue color on the test strip, the higher
the SCC count. This test kit contains all materials needed to run the test, and is available in two different versions.

C33316(X)N111

PortaSCC® Goat Milk
Somatic Cell Test Kits

Pays for itself in increased premiums and production! This unique, patented product helps dairy goat
producers manage their herds and improve milk quality
bers of samples at a time. Simply set up all the test strips at once. After 45 minutes, read results by comparing to a
and production. Lets you do somatic cell count tests for
color chart. For a highly accurate interpretation of results, use the PortaSCC® Digital Reader listed below (C33326N111). early on-farm mastitis detection. Easy to use with just
C31177N111 24-test kit. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $43.50
three simple steps — no need to wait for lab results.
C31176N111 100-test kit. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $132.50
Compact and easy to carry.

PortaSCC® Milk Test. This original version of the test gives results in 45 minutes and is ideal for testing large num-

PortaSCC® Digital Reader

A handheld reflectometer that gives a digital readout of the PortaSCC® test strips. For use with PortaSCC® test strips
C33316N111 and C33317N111. Reader comes with two blanking strips and a user guide. Requires one CR2032 battery
(included). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33326N111 — $241.50
PortaSCC® Quick Test. Based on the same technology as the original test, this version provides results in 5 minutes.

It is ideal for testing a few samples at a time when a quick result is needed. Kit contains 40 tests. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

FEATURED

C31178N111 — $61.75

MAS-D-TEC™ Early Mastitis Detection

40-Test Kit. Includes 40 test strips, bottle of activator
solution, 10 pipettes, color chart, and instructions.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33316(X)N111 — $61.75
8-Test Kit. Includes 8 test strips, bottle of activator solution, 2 pipettes, color chart, and instructions.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33317(X)N111 — $15.50

Milk Checker
Mastitis Detector

Provides a simple, convenient, and instantaneous means
of detecting subclinical mastitis. MAS-D-TEC™ measures
electrical conductivity in a small sample (2 ml) of milk. This
instrument will detect increases in conductivity long before
other clinical symptoms are evident. The unit’s electronic circuitry is completely enclosed in a strong, waterproof case for
long, dependable service in the milking parlor environment.
Designed for handheld operation, it is powered by a standard
9V battery (included). Thousands of cows can be tested on a
single battery. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Shows the results in seconds of the
four quarters of the udder at once.
More accurate than the California Mastitis Test with digital display. Advanced
technology detects any abnormalities in the
electrical conductivity of milk. Since clinical
mastitis does not develop in all four quarters of
the udder at once, the Milk Checker automatically
calculates the difference in the measurements and
identifies the infected quarter. Used regularly during
prepartum and postpartum, you control the health of
your herd, ensuring a greater production of quality
milk. Features built-in sampling cup, splash
guard, internal computer, temperature sensor, electrodes sensors, digital display, and safety strap. 100% weatherproof.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15395N111 — $409.95

Dr. Naylor Mastitis Indicators

C34445N111 — $599.00

Color indicator test for positive
identification of mastitis infection.
Completely safe and simple to use.
Box of 30. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C12862N111 — $5.15

Instant results!
Stores all four quarters′ readings as they are taken!

DRAMINSKI® Mastitis Detectors

The diagnosis at the earliest stage of the disease — the way to
produce high-quality milk.
• Forestripping and monitoring the udder condition at once
• Assessment of the udder quarters’ condition based on the
electrical resistance of milk
• Durable, waterproof case allows you to work in the toughest
conditions

C26982N111

C30974N111

One of the biggest problems that often occurs in milk cow breeding is udder inflammation — mastitis. The state of subclinical inflammation, called mastitis subclinical, is very costly.
However, milk in this state does not show changes in taste and appearance and the udder has no visible lesions. Milk from diseased quarters has poor quality and the productivity
of this quarter is limited. It is known that the presence of salt increases as mastitis evolves from the subclinical state that reduces the electrical resistance of milk. The relationship
between the resistance of milk and the udder health condition, described above, is measured by DRAMINSKI® Mastitis Detectors. Mastitis starts earlier than you think.

Mastitis Detector for 1 Quarter. Requires one

Mastitis Detector for 4 Quarters. Requires one

Mastitis Detector for 4 Quarters with 4 Cups.

C24476N111 — $293.25

C26982N111 — $356.25

C30974N111 — $449.50

9V battery (included). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

9V battery (included). Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

Requires one 9V battery (included). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
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2.

1.

Spanish translation available!

CMT Starter Kit

Directs attention to individual mammary quarters that are secreting milk at high cell content.
Cell content is normally high at both extremes
of lactation, therefore, CMT should not be used
before the third day after calving or on the
secretion of the drying or drying-off udder.
CMT kit comes with paddle, one 12-oz.
bottle of reagent in dispenser bottle, color
plate, and directions. Will do 350 tests.
Indefinite shelf life. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

NEW

3.

C24252N111

C06059N111 — $12.95
Replacement Paddle. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C06060N111 — $6.45
Replacement Reagent. Concentrated. 1 pt.

4.

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Mastitis Control + Milking Supplies

C06059N111

bottle makes 1 gallon of solution when mixed with
water. Indefinite shelf life. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C06061N111 — $9.25
Mastitis Test Paddle Only. Makes CMT testing a fast and efficient one-hand

5.

6.

operation. 10-fl.-oz. reagent reservoir is also the handle for the paddle. Milk
is entered on the paddle. A quick squeeze of the handle then enters equal
amounts of reagent at the same time into all four samples. Swirling the paddle
mixes the samples for usual coagulation recognition. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C24252N111 — $21.95

8.
7.

9.

1. White Terry Udder Cloths

Absorbent white terry. 85% cotton/15% polyester. 12" x 12". Fabric imported.
Pack of 24. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
Case of 600. Sh. wt. 166 lbs.

C34871N111 — $16.95

C34870N111 — $383.25

2. Udderly Clean Antimicrobial Dairy Towel with Embedded Silver

8. Towel Dispenser Cabinet

Ultra-plush, super absorbent towel with antimicrobial benefits is gentle on cow teats.
Lifts dirt, dust, and germs without irritating the surface. Antimicrobial embedded silver
keeps the towel fresh and inhibits growth of bacteria, as well as Staph, E. coli, and
Candida albicans. Lasts for hundreds of washings; just dampen with water to activate
the antimicrobial benefits. 12" x 12". 85% polyester/15% polyamide/0.4% silver. 290 gsm.
Pack of 25. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C05991N111 — $49.50

3. Udderly Clean Dairy Towel

10. Band-Wrapped Dairy Towels

C34464N111 — $10.30

Excellent for cleaning and absorption. Extremely soft towel holds several times its
weight in dirt and water. Gentle on cow teats. Long lasting — rinse and reuse hundreds of times. Microfiber locks up to 99% of dirt, dust, viruses, and bacteria deep
within the cloth fibers and lasts hundreds of washings. 80% polyester/20% polyamide.
12" x 12". Blue. 350 gsm. Pack of 50. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

10.

Holds up to 500 single-fold paper towels. White
enameled steel. Slot shows when almost empty.
Approx. 12" W x 7" H x 6" D. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

9. Dairy Towels

Absorbent, strong, economical replacements for sponges, rags, and towels. Excellent for
drying udders before milking. Single-use towels help prevent spread of mastitis. Box of
110, single-fold, 9" x 101⁄2" white towels. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C10906N111 — $3.70

18+ $3.38

Same quality towels as C10906N111 above, but band-wrapped in bundles of 200. 9" x
101⁄2". Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C12897N111 — $4.05

12+ $3.58

C34465N111 — $21.25

Clean Aide Premium Microfiber Towel

Oversized towel is perfect for cleaning large surface areas. Ultra-soft, microfiber
towels will lift and trap dirt and moisture, leaving a clean, dry surface. Up to 99% of
dirt, dust, viruses, and bacteria are locked deep in the cloth fibers. Lasts hundreds of
washings. 16" x 16". 350 gsm. Pack of 12. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
4. C34466N111 Blue
5. C34467N111 Yellow

Pack — $7.30

11.

6. Cellulose Sponge Cloth

Sensational udder cloth that massages as it cleans. Quickly removes the heaviest dirt
and grime, yet it’s soft as a chamois. Extra porous to hold more water. Rinses fresh,
clean, and odor-free. Can be boiled to sterilize. 91⁄2" x 91⁄2" x 1⁄4". Size may vary slightly.
Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

11. Towel Tote

7. Cellulose Sponges

Small Towel Tote. Ideal for stanchion

C06065N111 — $4.15

10+ $3.90

71⁄2" x 71⁄2" x 3⁄8" sponges. Exceptionally strong and tough, they rapidly remove the
heaviest grime and manure. Dirt quickly rinses out clean; sponge stays fresh — will not
absorb odors or stains. Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C06000N111 — $3.55

10+ $3.37

12.

Keep towels close and convenient. Dispenses one towel at a time. Attached belt
includes loops to hang teat dip bottles.
Towels not included.
barns. Holds 80 towels. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C15394N111 — $20.05
Large Towel Tote. Ideal for parlor barns.

Holds 250 towels. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

13.

C18096N111 — $24.20

12. Cloth Towel Half Apron

Sampling Apron

This apron makes sampling so much easier! 24 slots provide a place for vials when
collecting milk or blood samples. Hand
wash; hang dry. Black polyester. Fabric
imported. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33778N111 — $29.95

Great in the milking parlor. Durable, two-pocket bag of nylon pack-cloth is ideal for
carrying cloth towels. Belt and adjustable buckle included. Pocket size: 121⁄4" W x 17" D.
Each pocket holds approx. 25 towels. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C19110N111 — $22.10

13. Cloth Towel Pouch Set

Two fabric bags, webbing around the top and 2" belt for carrying cloth towels. Carry
towels, medicine, or dairy supplies. Bags are off to the side when you crouch. Each
bag holds approx. 25 towels. 14" L x 8" W x 4" D. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C27417N111 — $33.95
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DAIRY SUPPLIES

Milking Supplies

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Vinyl Apron

Tough, durable, extra-light vinyl apron. High tensile strength. Greater resistance to
scuffing than rubber. Waterproof. Resists most acids, alkalies, chemicals, oil, grease,
fats, and caustics, with the exception of strong organic compounds. Stains or grime
wipe off easily with soap and water. Full cut to protect clothing at wearer’s sides. Can
be worn for hours without discomfort. Neck and waist tapes. Reinforced at points of
stress. 35" x 45". Heavyweight (15 mil). Clear. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C06272N111 — $12.55

6.

7.

9.

5. Disposable Coveralls

The lowest-priced protective coverall available! Excellent for use in contaminated areas. Nonwoven, 100% polypropylene coveralls have a zip front, elastic wrist and ankle
closures, and attached hood with elastic edge. Case of 25. NOTE: May run small. We
suggest purchasing one size larger. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C19754N111 Large, 51" waist, 31" inseam
C19755N111 X-Large, 56" waist, 32" inseam
C19756N111 XX-Large, 58" waist, 33" inseam

Each — $54.25

2. Hycar Apron

Medium-weight apron that is tough enough to withstand durable use in the milking
parlor. Vinyl construction also provides protection from acids, alkalies, solvents, chemicals, oil, fats, grease, salt, and abrasions. Made with four metal grommets, reinforced
bib, and all edges are turned and hemmed. 35" W x 45" L. Made of 14-oz. plastic. Black.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

6. Tyvek® Disposable Coveralls

3. 100 All-Purpose Disposable Single-Use Aprons

C18260N111 — $7.05 10+ $6.50
Large. 50" waist, 29" inseam.
C18261N111 — $7.05 10+ $6.50

C13384N111 — $18.90

8.

10+ $17.24

These tough, smooth, white aprons of 1.75 ml polyethylene are liquid-proof. Cost per
apron is often less than laundry expense for cloth type aprons. Measuring 28" x 46",
aprons cover most people below the knee and the plastic ties and neckline band are
designed for comfortable fit. Box of 100. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

W05863N111 — $32.95

4. Dairy Apron

A practical dairy apron with bib pocket, adjustable neck strap, adjustable waist strap,
and easy close and open side-release buckles. Poly vinyl fabric laminated to nylon
taffeta keeps you dry. Royal blue color. Water-resistant. Made in the U.S.A.
C23136N111 Large, 30" W x 42" L. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $20.00
C23137N111 X-Large, 34" W x 48" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $21.75

Select Tyvek® coveralls for jobs requiring tear- and puncture-resistant apparel that
withstands most chemicals and acids. Tyvek® is a polyolefin fabric that remains strong
when wet or dry. Zipper front. Machine washable. NOTE: May run small. We suggest
purchasing one size larger. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
X-Large. 56" waist, 31" inseam.
Medium. 47" waist, 28" inseam.

C18262N111 — $7.05 10+ $6.50
XX-Large. 58" waist, 32" inseam.
C18263N111 — $7.15 10+ $6.60

Bib Aprons

All the aprons listed below are waterproof with adjustable neck and waist. Made in the
U.S.A. Fabric U.S.A.
7. Nylon Apron. Great for dairy, groom9. PVC-Coated Apron with Legs.
ing, and processing. Nylon apron is lightHeavy-duty reinforced PVC fabric.
weight and durable. Front divided pocket. Full-length apron with bib and step-in
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
legs. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C32060N111 — $22.00
8. PVC-Coated Full Apron. Heavy-duty

C32058N111 — $26.75

reinforced PVC fabric. Full-length apron
with bib. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32061N111 — $22.00

FEATURED
Deluxe Milking Sleeves
C33000N111

NEW

Rugged, yet flexible, yellow
urethane protects arms and
clothing against moisture and
abrasion. Comfortable, 11⁄2" W
stretch-elastic cuff ends. 18" L.
Pair. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34735N111 — $6.70

Waterproof Plastic Sleeve
See page 131 for
disposable boots.

C29761N111

Waterproof Milking Sleeves with Thumb-Holes

Unique design extends around each thumb, anchoring the sleeve inside your glove to
prevent water, dip, and debris from reaching your skin. Waterproof fabric keeps you
dry and comfortable; nylon with a white coating on the back does not allow moisture
or water to come through.

Over-Shoulder Milking Sleeve w/Thumb-Hole Duo. Covers your shoulders and
elastic holds sleeves so they stay up! Designed to protect shoulders and arms and
will not slide down. Elastic strap behind the neck connects the shoulders, keeping the
sleeves in place. Machine wash and dry. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32997N111 Small
C33000N111 Medium
C33001N111 X-Large
Each — $28.75
Milking Sleeve w/Thumb Hole. Features elastic and hook-and-loop closures at the

top of the sleeve to offer a perfect fit around the upper arm. Fabric imported. Individual sleeve. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29761N111 — $11.30

Easy-to-clean, neat-looking sleeves.
Keep your shirt sleeves clean and
dry while milking. May be used in
place of rubber veterinary sleeves.
18" L. Elastic at both ends. Pair.
Made in U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C06131N111 — $3.95
12+ $3.23

Nasco’s Poly-Nylon Sleeve

Great for keeping your shirt sleeves
dry and clean when you are milking.
Waterproof, poly-nylon sleeve
features elastic at the wrist opening.
18" L with an 8"opening at the top
and a 6" opening at the wrist with
11⁄4" elastic. Pair. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C15833N111 — $12.35
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3.

1.

5-Gallon
Capacity

6.

Extra-heavy
bottom!

4.

121⁄2 -Quart
Capacity

13-Quart
Capacity

45⁄6 -Gallon
Capacity

16-Quart
Capacity

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Milking Supplies

9.

7.
12-Quart
Capacity

4-Quart
Capacity

9-Quart
Capacity

2.

5.

1. Covered Tote Pail — 45⁄6 Gallon

Seamless, sanitary, stainless steel tote pail with satin finish inside and outside. Pail has sturdy
side handles to aid in cover removal and pouring. Straight tubular design for carrying ease
with a handle for convenient pickup, or lies flat against pail for storage. Triple-thick bottom,
heavy 14-gauge wall, extra-thick rim, and rounded corners. Lid does not lock. 163⁄4" H x
93⁄4" dia. Grade A approved. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C09789N111 — $250.50

2. Aluminum Milk Pail

A handy utensil to carry milk, water, or other liquids. Each pail is highly finished with
natural finish on inside and bottom. Made with strong bail and ears, and equipped with a
snug-fitting cover with a deep flange. 12" H x 4 1 ⁄ 2" dia. 4-qt. capacity.
C09666N111 Aluminum. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $45.75
C28496N111 Stainless steel. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $76.50

3. Mr. Tuff Pails

A sturdy, top-quality pail for all uses, made of high-density polyethylene with a leakproof lid.
It is extremely durable, resilient, and has seamless construction, so it is easy to clean. Will
withstand corrosive or noncorrosive products – liquid or powder. Won’t rust, dent, or crack,
and can even be steam sterilized. White. Complies with FDA Food-Grade specifications.

1-Gallon Pail Only. Plastic handle.

31⁄2-Gallon Pail w/ Lid. Galvanized wire bail

C33733N111 — $2.50
Lid Only for 1-Gallon Pail. Tear-tab cover

C05575N111 — $6.50
5-Gallon Pail Only. Galvanized wire bail

C33734N111 — $ .91
2-Gallon Pail Only. Plastic handle.

C05574(A)N111 — $6.70
5-Gallon Pail w/ Lid. Galvanized wire bail

Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

for pail above. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33735N111 — $3.25
Lid Only for 2-Gallon Pail. Tear-tab cover

with plastic grip. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

5. Stainless Steel Dairy Buckets

Rugged stainless steel is durable and easy to clean. Perfect for cleanup projects, distributing feed, or merchandising pet treats. Rust and scratch resistant.
Wire handle for easy carrying. Seamless. 0.95 mil thickness.
C29839N111 9-qt. bucket. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $28.95
C29840N111 13-qt. bucket. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $35.95
C29841N111 16-qt. bucket. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $41.50
C29842N111 20-qt. bucket. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $35.95

6. Tapered Dairy Pail

Stainless steel resists denting, corrosion, and tarnishing. Cleans easily to
reduce danger of bacteria growth. NSF certified. 121⁄2-qt. pail. 10" H x 12" dia.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C24464N111 — $83.25
7. Hook-On Pail Cover. Prevent contamination and protect pail contents. Fits

121⁄2-qt. pail (C24464N111 above). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C24461N111 — $63.25

8. Stainless Steel Pails

Satin finished inside and outside, one-piece construction. Extra-heavy top edge
reinforces pail; extra-heavy bottom gives longer service under continuous
heavy use. Made in the U.S.A.

with plastic grip. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

13-Qt. Capacity. 10" H, 12" top dia., 81⁄4" base dia. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C12829N111 — $89.95
16-Qt. Capacity. 12" H, 123⁄4" top dia., 81⁄2" base dia. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C12427N111 — $105.50

with plastic grip. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

9. Galvanized Dairy Pails

C05574N111 — $7.85

for pail above. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33736N111 — $1.10

4. Stainless Steel Pail

Mirror finish inside and outside. Stainless steel construction with a solid rod handle.
0.7 mil thickness. 13 qt. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Classic metal pail used on farms and ranches for over a century, but with a
heavier and more durable galvanized coating to prevent rust and corrosion.
Strong handle is notched for easy hanging.

8-Qt. (2-Gallon) Pail. 91⁄2" H x 101⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C32932(X)N111 — $5.15
12-Qt. (3-Gallon) Pail. 107⁄8" H x 111⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C32933(X)N111 — $6.75

C34392N111 — $14.90

Pelouze® Dial Platform Scale

Precision platform scale weighs up to 50 lbs. in 4-oz.
graduations. Easy-to-read, 51⁄2", plastic-covered dial
features a large red hairline pointer. All-steel precision
weighing mechanism. Stop mechanism extends scale
life and prevents spring damage when scale is lifted by
the platform. Zero adjustment knob below platform.
81⁄2" x 61⁄2" x 61⁄2". Platform size: 6" x 45⁄8". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C18948N111 — $80.25

Dairy Scale

C18948N111

Wash and Rinse Pail

C05889N111

An all-purpose farm scale with a modern look. Features a round steel housing shape with recessed 8 ⁄2" x 8 ⁄2"
dial and indicators, plus top and bottom hooks. Large, easily read numbers and graduations. Adjustable indicator
deducts weight of pail. Capacity: 70 lbs. by 1⁄2 lbs. in a single revolution. 173⁄4" H overall. Not legal for trade.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C05889N111 — $30.95

1

1

Handy double bucket with pour spout. Washing solution
in one compartment, rinsing water in the other, makes
udder washing an easy chore. Each compartment holds
7 qts. Capacity to brim: 17 qts. 121⁄2" x 121⁄2" x 93⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C06083N111 — $32.75
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Cow Trainers + Miscellaneous Equipment
BESTWAY ELECTRIC COW TRAINERS
See page 238-240 for
cow trainer/electric fence chargers!

C04536N111

C32074N111

C05482(B)N111

C04534(B)N111

Cow Trainers — T-Bar Type with Notched Bar

Galvanized, notched bar has points at 98° angles for better penetration; no sharp edges.
Uprights are cadmium plated and equipped with Magi-Klip and insulator for shock-free
adjusting up to 38" L.

Unit of 5 Trainers.

Unit of 15 Trainers.

Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

Unit of 30 Trainers.
Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C05482(B)N111 — $44.75 C05482N111 — $121.95
C15577N111 — $243.95
Heavy-Duty Reversible Clip for Cow Trainer. Allows adjustment to the trainer without

turning off the electric fence controller. Highly flexible, even in extreme low temperatures.
Made in the U.S.A. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C32074N111 — $11.25

Cow Trainers with Points

Galvanized cross bar with 29 points gives positive contact even when rubber cow mats
are used. Upright trainer bars are 1⁄4" x 1⁄8" flat cadmium plated with spring clip at top for
easy hanging to overhead wire. Equipped with the Magi-Klip and insulator for shock-free
adjusting without turning off electric controller. Adjustable up to 38" L.

Unit of 5 Trainers.

Unit of 15 Trainers.

Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C04534(B)N111 — $43.75 C04534N111 — $118.95

C07681N111

C29353N111

Features a 123⁄4" top O.D. and a 5" bottom O.D. Strainer
includes retainer ring, flat stainless steel mesh filter, and
a loop for hanging. For additional filtering, strainer may
be used with a disposable 61⁄2" filter disc (sold separately below). Stainless steel. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
The thicker filter!
61⁄2" discs. Box of 100.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C07681N111 — $5.95

Non-Gauze Discs.

61⁄2" discs. Box of 100.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C25529N111 — $6.95

Ezi-Action® 55-Gallon
Drum Pump with Safety Spout

NEW

Superior design and safety features.
Smooth pump action delivers approx.
15 oz. per stroke on both up and down
stroke for continuous action. Polypropylene material is resistant to acidic,
caustic, and chlorine-based chemicals.
FDA approved. Comes with a white lock
strap to prevent accidental pumping.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34727(X)N111 — $41.50
Service Kit. For Ezi-Action® Pump

above. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C34730(X)N111 — $2.50

Nasco’s Barn Desk

Provides plenty of room
for breeding, DHIA, and
other important barn
records. Chain holds desk
while it’s in writing position.
It closes against the wall,
so compact it’s only 2"
thick! Sturdy latch holds
desk tightly closed when
not in use. 141⁄2" L x 19" W.
Galvanized. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C06215N111 — $85.25

C15579N111 — $236.25

Bestway Magi-Klips

Equip your present trainers with Magi-Klip and there’s no
need to shut off the controller for adjustments. Saves steps,
saves time. Works with a touch of the fingers for adjusting or
separating for easy cleaning. Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C04536N111 — $15.70

Cow Trainers — Flexible

Flexible unit guarantees the same voltage on trainer bars as on
overhead line. Rubber-coated copper wire makes positive contact from trainer cross bar to overhead line. No corrosion can set
in here as with a chain. Shock-free adjusting up to 36" L.
Unit of 5 Trainers. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. C05483(B)N111 — $52.95
Unit of 15 Trainers. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs. C05483N111 — $143.95
Unit of 30 Trainers. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. C15576N111 — $287.75
Replacement Clips for Bestway Trainers. Use for attaching
trainer to electric wire. Fits all Bestway trainers. Pack of 10.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C14177N111 — $15.80

C25529N111

Stainless Steel Sanitary Milk Strainer

C29353N111 — $108.50
Tuffy Non-Gauze Discs.

Unit of 30 Trainers.

Sh. wt. 21 lbs.

C05483(B)N111

Udder Singe®

Custom sizes available
through special order.

Shade Panels

Helps control disease to produce quality milk. Provides
defense against mastitis and helps control Johne’s
disease in newborn calves. Removes hair quickly
and painlessly, eliminating the need to clip udders
manually to improve sanitation. Milking is cleaner and
easier working with short hair on the udders, there is
less accumulation of mud and manure. You use less
water and increase overall sanitation, thus teat dip is
more effective. Singeing reduces environmental and
subclinical mastitis, bacteria, and somatic cell count.
The cow never knows there is work being done on her
because of the low temperature of the flame and the
quick pass of the wand. Recommended by veterinarians
and dairy scientists. Unit consists of a 28" wand,
4-ft. hose, valve, specially calibrated regulator, and a
mesh carry bag that attaches to your waist (or over
your shoulder) to free your hands during the singeing
process. Fits on a 1-lb. LP gas bottle (not included).
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

Mesh material permits air to flow up through the shade
fabric letting 27% of the sun through, but blocking out
73%. Wind and rain will go through, but the mesh will
not rot, shrink, or become brittle from exposure to the
sun. Made of black polypropylene — the strongest and
toughest man-made, plastic-like fabric. Easy to install on
wooden batten, pipe, or cable. Panels are furnished with
metal grommets every 12" that are connected to a cable
or pipe with hog rings, “S” hooks, or woven with rope.
Does not come with poles. Panel frame needs to be 6" to
12" larger than panel. Made in the U.S.A. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z08984N111 12 ft. x 20 ft. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $105.50
Z08985N111 12 ft. x 24 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $124.50
Z08986N111 12 ft. x 40 ft. Sh. wt. 22 lbs. — $201.75
Z08987N111 12 ft. x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $238.25
Z08983N111 20 ft. x 30 ft. Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $245.25
Z08988N111 20 ft. x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 41 lbs. — $372.95

Loyal Barn Limer

Easily repair rusted or broken steel tube
stalls and pens. Anchors fit most makes
of barn equipment. For maximum strength,
install anchor so bolt heads are facing
gutter or center walkway. Fits 15⁄8" pipe.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C29430N111 — $274.95

Heavy-duty machine
with a capacity of
65 lbs. of lime.
10" spreading disc will
completely cover an
8-ft. walk in one round
trip. Unique lever action
slide gate control
regulates flow rate.
Saves on lime. Ends
sweeping after liming.
8" x 1.75 semi-pneumatic
wheels, large cast-iron drive
gears, sturdy agitator, and
heavy-gauge tapered hopper
for full feed-out. No plastic gears to strip or corrode.
Grease zerks on spreader shaft and drive axle for
longer life. Sh. wt. 39 lbs. N

C07138N111 — $276.95

Save-A-Stall Anchor

C04527N111 — $21.75

Three-Bolt Tee Clamp

Zinc-plated, heavy-gauge steel hardware
for 15⁄8" round tubing or 11⁄4" pipe. Nuts and
bolts included. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C15227N111 — $7.90

10+ $7.26

Arch Tie Chain with
Push-In Snap

Designed for over-bend and
standard tie stalls. Includes a
19" 4/0 straight link chain, two
Omega rings, and a 5" snap.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C14931N111 — $14.95
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Heavy-Duty Flo-Thru
Nylon Brush and Handle Set

Made with a structural foam block that won’t split or
crack. Soft bristles and a vinyl bumper prevent marring.
10" W brush has 25⁄8" L, green nylon bristles. Features
one tapered and one threaded handle hole. 91⁄2" overall
length. Set includes brush (C12872N111) and 60" fiberglass handle (C12871N111). Handle fitted with garden
hose connector for flow-through action. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C26270N111 — $41.85 Nasco Price $38.25
1. Brush Only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C12872N111 — $19.50
2. 60" Fiberglass Handle Only. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C12871N111 — $22.35

The secret to the “Hi-Lo” is a unique “split” brush shape
with two position bristle trim for straight up cleaning
of open areas or at an angle for effective scrubbing.
Heavy-duty, polypropylene bristles clean easily and flare
open to cover wide areas in a few fast strokes. Crimped
bristles hold more water and are set into a durable, structural foam block that will not absorb water, warp, crack,
split, or splinter for maximum brush life and elimination of
areas for bacteria buildup. Uses threaded, nylon tip wood
handle (sold separately below). 10" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C12423N111 — $11.30
8. Nylon Tip Wood Handle Only. 60" L x 15⁄16" dia.

Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C12424N111 — $8.15

3. Truck Wash Brush

9. All White Nylon Brush

C32291N111 — $22.40
4. Handle Only. White fiberglass handle. 27" L x 1" dia.;

C05961N111 — $11.95

10" brush; X-shaped green polyester fill, flow through.
(Handle not included; sold separately below.) 300 gsm.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
3

⁄4", five-thread connection. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C32290N111 — $9.35

Contour design, rugged plastic block. Deep anchored
tufts of 100% stiff white crimped 15⁄8" nylon bristles. Bristles can’t soak up bacteria. Power-grip handle, designed
for dairy sanitation. 8" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Long-Handled Gong Brushes
10. 20" Poly Utility Scrub Brush. 20" handle. 6" x 51⁄2"

Floating Scrub Brushes

Polyester bristles are set in a structural foam block that
will not crack, split, absorb water, or harbor bacteria —
but will float in liquid. Oval-trimmed polyester bristles
are 13⁄4" L. Block is 81⁄2" L overall. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
5. C34177N111 Blue
6. C34178N111 Red

Each — $7.50

17.

NEW

7. Hi-Lo Floor Scrubber

face, 2" oval smooth block. Bristle is synthetic palmyra.
15⁄8" bristle trim. Stiff bristles. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C05963N111 — $7.75
11. Nylon Brush. 20" white plastic block and handle.

DAIRY SUPPLIES

Milk House Supplies

12. Nylon Bulk Tank Brush

Three-hole block allows you to select the
most advantageous handle location to
meet your scrubbing needs. 13⁄4" L white
bristles with an 8" block (handle not
included). Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34840N111 — $17.45

14.

13. Nylon Bulk Tank Brush

White plastic block won’t crack, split, develop crevices, soak up water, or harbor
bacteria. Bristles are thick gauge DuPont
white nylon, crimped to hold equally as
much water as animal or natural fibers.
Estimated life is nine times that of natural
fibers. Each tuft securely deep-anchored
in pressure snug self-contracting tuft
holes. Provides complete circle of tufts at
each end for a full 360° cleaning action.
71⁄2" W brush. Order handle separately
below. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C06027(B)N111 — $29.95
14. Plastic Handle Only. 361⁄2" L.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C06027(A)N111 — $15.85

Brush face is 5" L x 41⁄2" W, nylon bristles trimmed to 15⁄8".
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

13.

C04567N111 — $14.60

Automatic shut
off saves water!

See page 41 for
Trigger Nozzles.

20.

15.

16.

18.

19.

Anka Wash-Down Nozzles

Made of quality industrial plastic, nozzles are highly
impact-resistant. High flow rates ensure a fast wash-down
time. Outer ring protects the nozzle from excessive wear
and prevents scratching of dairy equipment when nozzle
falls or is dropped. Spray is adjustable from wide spray
pattern to full bore flow. Hose tails have no sharp edges
on the barbs, reducing the chance of damage to the hose
when clamps are used.

15. Small Wash-Down Nozzle w/1" Hose Tail. Min.

working pressure: 15-40 psi; max.: 100 psi. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C29610N111 — $22.95
16. Large Wash-Down Nozzle w/11⁄4" Hose Tail. Min.

working pressure: 20-40 psi; max.: 100 psi. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C29755N111 — $37.95
17. Service Kits for Nozzles. Kits contain diffuser, cap,

nylon screw, nut, and O-ring. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C29611N111 For Small Nozzle — $6.00
C29754N111 For Large Nozzle — $7.75
18. 3⁄4" Replacement Hose Tail. For use with small
nozzle only. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

20. Lonn Water Savers

The last water nozzle you’ll ever own, it’s virtually
indestructible! Flex the rubber nozzle and it’s on — drop
it and it’s off! Instant flow adjustment from a trickle to full
flow. Will not corrode. For use with cold water only. Let
your horse step on this nozzle and it will still work. 9" L.
Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Cable Brush Kit

8 ft. 4" with 1⁄2" burr. 9⁄16" dia. brush and accessories.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C32403N111 — $16.95
Cable Brush Only. 5⁄8" dia x 4" brush part. 51⁄2" overall
length with coupling 10/32 thread. Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs.

C32288N111 — $4.95

Model R. Jet stream is great for blasting dirt from

equipment and cleaning floors and walls. Sprays 30 ft.
at 60 psi.

C32289N111

C08849N111 — $34.95
Model M. Open-flow stream is great for bathing/cooling

animals and filling water buckets.

C08851N111 — $34.95

Brass Hose Swivel

Eliminate a twisted hose that complicates
hand watering! Wands can be oriented in any
direction without fighting the hose. Durable brass construction is made to last. The large brass nut is easy to
grip and thread. Sh. wt 0.50 lbs.

C33968(X)N111 — $10.95

C32292N111

Double-End Claw Brush

Small end 1⁄2" dia. straight; large end 1" dia. with double
radial tip. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs.

C32289N111 — $4.40

Single-End Claw Brush

Single-end 3⁄4" dia. claw brush. 300 gsm. Sh. wt. 0.02 lbs.

C32292N111 — $2.90

C29612N111 — $2.75

19. Voluspray Wash-Down Gun

Heavy, solid-brass nozzle adjusts from a solid stream
to fine spray with a simple twist. Black ribbed neoprene
covers and protects the nozzle and provides a comfortable, secure hand grip. Twist for positive shut-off.
Nozzle works with booster pumps to a maximum psi of
125. 1" solid brass barbed hose fitting. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Z18072N111 — $84.25
Voluspray Wash-Down Gun w/ 3⁄4" Female Garden
Hose Fitting. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Z30349N111 — $89.95
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Brass Mixing
Faucet

High-quality brass
mixing faucet helps
conserve energy by controlling temperature and
flow. Faucet features polished
brass swing spout with 3⁄4" GHT threaded tip. Body is
nickel coated. Faucet may be mounted on the wall or
on the edge of the tank. 1⁄2" NPT pipe connection is
adaptable for copper tubing. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C27393N111 — $68.25

Bottle Brush

Two brushes in one to clean any type of bottle! Larger
brush has an extra-long, flexible handle to clean all
sizes of bottles. Smaller, tapered-head brush fits inside
the handle of the longer brush and pulls out easily for
use. Smaller brush is great for cleaning tubes, caps,
spouts, and spigots. Also works well on critter tubes and
modular hutches. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C34321N111 — $3.95
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DAIRY SUPPLIES
STERILIZED DISPOSABLE
SAMPLING BAGS

Whirl-Pak® Sampling Bags + Diagnostic Testing Equipment

Plain
WHIRL-PAK® Bags

For collecting a sample
of milk, feed, soil, or just
about anything else,
WHIRL-PAK® sample
bags are strong, sterile,
and leakproof. Made of
polyethylene, they are
designed to carry solids or liquids to a laboratory for testing. All bags feature “PUNCTURE PROOF
TABS,” which means the tape on the tab extends past the
ends of the wire, covering the sharp points. This protects the
user’s hands and gloves, as well as the bag, from puncture. The bags
are sterilized with ethylene oxide gas, which makes the inside completely
bacteria-free. Use the bags once, and then dispose of them. They are
economical, easy to use, and with 500 in a box, take up very little space.
Unlike glass bottles, they are unbreakable, which means easier handling for
milk haulers and laboratory technicians. To close, simply whirl the bag three
or more times and bend the tabs onto the bag. No need to keep track of
covers; the bags can be opened and closed as often as necessary. Sold in
boxes of 500.

Write-On WHIRL-PAK® Bags

Write-on WHIRL-PAK® bags make sample identification easy! Designed with
a white write-on strip that can be written on with an ordinary ballpoint pen
or pencil. No labels to come off! Ideal for milk, water, and food sampling.
To assist in volume control, the top of the white strip can also be used as
a fill line on the 2-oz. and 4-oz. bags. (All fill lines are approximate.) Sold in
boxes of 500.
NOTE: Call, e-mail, write, or fax for quantity prices on WHIRL-PAK® bags.

Cat. No.
B01067N111
B01009N111
B01064N111
B00679N111
B01062N111
B00736N111*
B01065(X)N111*
B01020N111
B01297N111
B00990N111
B00994N111*
B01027N111*
B01195N111*
B01323N111*
B01515N111*
B01447N111

Capacity Dimensions

Plain or
Write-On

Sh. wt.

1 oz.

5" L x 21⁄2" W

Write-On

1.75 lbs.

2 oz.

5" L x 3" W

Plain

2 lbs.

2 oz.

5" L x 3" W

Write-On

2 lbs.

4 oz.

71⁄4" L x 3" W

Plain

2.75 lbs.

4 oz.

71⁄4" L x 3" W

Write-On

2.75 lbs.

18 oz.

9" L x 41⁄2" W

Plain

4.75 lbs.

18 oz.

9" L x 41⁄2" W

Write-On

4.75 lbs.

24 oz.

9" L x 6" W

Plain

7 lbs.

24 oz.

9" L x 6" W

Write-On

7.50 lbs.

27 oz.

12" L x 5" W

Plain

8.50 lbs.

36 oz.

15" L x 5" W

Plain

11 lbs.

42 oz.

15" L x 6" W

Plain

12 lbs.

55 oz.

12" L x 71⁄2" W

Write-On

15 lbs.

69 oz.

15" L x 71⁄2" W

Plain

14 lbs.

69 oz.

15" L x 71⁄2" W

Write-On

13 lbs.

184 oz.

20" L x 15" W

Write-On

12 lbs.

Price
(Box of 500)
$46.90
$44.80
$47.90
$45.90
$49.30
$64.60
$69.40
$84.70
$91.10
$88.30
$103.20
$120.80
$160.50
$138.30
$166.00
$103.20

*Bags should not be used at temperatures above 180° F (82° C). Bags can be
frozen to any temperature, including liquid nitrogen temperatures down to
–346° F (–210° C) — careful handling required after freezing.

Nasco’s Milk
Sampling Ice Chest

Nasco’s Milk Sampling Ice Chest was
designed especially to maintain constant temperatures in milk samples from farm to
laboratory. Will maintain temperatures three times longer than most other coolers.
Exterior and interior walls are made of lightweight, but extremely durable cycolac. A
middle ply between the walls is filled with a rigid polyurethane foam to ensure constant
temperatures in all weather conditions. Interior is nonabsorbent and easy to clean.
Designed with recessed carrying grips and a contact seal top. Milk samples must be in
contact with ice or water to be effectively held at a temperature range between 32° and
40° F. The Nasco unit provides this by storing ice and milk samples side by side with a
flow-through divider allowing ice water to circulate freely in the box. NOTE: Wire rack
not included. 161⁄4" L x 14" W x 91⁄4" D. Pastel green. Includes cover. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C06115N111 — $190.40
C06115(A)N111 Cover only. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $47.70

B01316N111
B01317N111
B01047N111
B01201N111

Stainless Steel Dippers

Carefully made, 18-8 stainless steel sample collection dippers
suitable for use with most liquids. Quality material and fine
workmanship make these dippers long lasting and economical.
Dippers B01047N111, B01317N111, and B01316N111 are made of
one-piece construction with no joints or grooves to collect sample
residue. Can withstand temperatures up to 1,472° F (800° C). NSF
approved for use in the food industry.

0.68-oz. (20 ml) Dipper w/27" Handle.

Designed for use in the dairy industry, this
dipper has an overflow hole and hooked
handle. Approx. 1" bowl dia.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

B01201N111 — $120.60
2-oz. (60 ml) Dipper w/101⁄2" Handle.
Approx. 2 ⁄2" bowl dia. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
1

B01047N111 — $10.80

Nasco’s Beef Cow
Record Cards

Designed by a rancher. Combines
features of many available forms.
Heavy cards fit a three-ring binder. Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C12428N111 — $12.45

Nasco’s Record File Folders

File folder design holds important
notes, registration and vaccination
papers, breeding receipts, etc.
Form records date of birth, tattoo
or ear tag numbers, vaccination
dates, mastitis and udder health,
breeding record, calf record, production records, reproductive and
other diseases, and more. Each
folder even includes a diagram for
you to draw the cow’s markings.
Pack of 100 folders (81⁄2" x 11").
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C06106N111 — $49.25

Nasco’s
Permanent Herd
Record Filler Sheets

Individual cow record sheets.
Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C05969N111 — $6.45

Data Card Guard
Plexiglas®. Brackets
not included.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C07270N111 — $7.35

B01317N111

2-oz. (60 ml) Dipper w/18" Handle. Ap-

prox. 21⁄2" bowl dia. with two pour spouts.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

B01317N111 — $36.20
2-oz. (60 ml) w/36" Handle. Dipping into

a bulk tank is a long reach, but this dipper
makes it easy. Approx. 21⁄2" bowl dia. with
two pour spouts. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

B01316N111 — $61.80

Better Farm
Accounting: A
Practical Guide
for Preparing
Farm Income
Tax Returns,
Financial
Statements,
and Analysis
Reports

By William Edwards.
This easy-to-use book has served as a
practical aid to agricultural producers for
generations. Includes updated headings
for income and expenses to make
this edition even more user-friendly.
Features separate sections devoted to
purchases and sales of capital assets,
loans, and loan payments. 48 pages,
81⁄2" x 11". ©2007. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C10903N111 — $7.80
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Kestrel Drop D2AG Livestock Heat Stress Monitor

Wirelessly know and log your temperature and humidity conditions anywhere! An
affordable, rugged heat stress monitor that can be used in the barn, transport vehicle,
or anywhere livestock are housed — wet or dry, indoors or out. Simply hang in place
wherever insight into conditions is needed, and access current conditions and historical
reading with your iOS or Android device. This monitor is designed to help you measure
and manage your animals’ heat stress, ensuring you maximize your bottom line.
Provides direct readout of Temperature Humidity Index (THI) — a dairy cattle specific
measurement that provides guidance for when heat stress will start to reduce milk
production. Also measures heat stress index, temperature, humidity, and dew point.
Horse shippers can use it to monitor trailer temperatures and heat index from inside
their truck so they know when to find shade or take a break to water the horses. View
data wirelessly with Kestrel LiNK app, powered by Bluetooth® LE®, on mobile devices
and computers when within 100 ft. of device — see, save, and share data from multiple
DROPs with just one phone or tablet. Dustproof and waterproof. Five-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

NEW

NEW
NEW

C34661N111 — $99.00

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: iOS 6 installed iPhone® 4s, iPad® 3rd Generation, iPod Touch® 5th Generation and above; Android 4.3 and higher — works with most Android devices with Bluetooth® low energy,
including Samsung Galaxy, Nexus 4, Motorola® Droid and other recent generation phones and tablets.

C34661N111

Z50613N111
Z50614N111

Kestrel 5000AG Livestock Environmental Meter

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Record Keeping + Miscellaneous

A must-have tool for livestock producers, veterinarians, and handlers! Pocket-sized, rugged, accurate meter for assessing ventilation effectiveness, barn conditions,
livestock heat stress, air speed, field microclimates, storage conditions, transportation safety, and more. Provides vital information needed to maximize performance and
profitability. This lightweight, handheld, multifunction meter can be used inside and out for spot measurement of current conditions and also tracks and logs over 10,000 sets
of time-stamped data. Waterproof and dust proof. Meter measures air flow, air speed, altitude, barometric pressure, density altitude, dew point temperature, heat stress index,
relative humidity, station pressure (absolute pressure), temperature, THI (Temperature-Humidity Index; measurement to classify heat stress risk in many livestock production and
transportation operations), wet bulb temperature (psychrometric), and wind chill.
Heat Stress Management with THI: Temperature Humidity Index. This meter calculates and logs on-site THI based on user selection of either the National Research Council
(NRC) or Yousef accepted THI calculations.
Barn/Housing Ventilation Assessments: This meter provides air speed and air flow measurements to quickly quantify air movement in the vicinity of livestock, locate drafts,
measure fan effectiveness, and confirm duct discharge velocity. Volume airflow takes duct shape and dimensions into account and allows for accurate comparison of various
locations in a system. No calculator is needed to determine airflow with the Kestrel 5000AG, a few quick menu picks and built-in averaging gives you accurate readings instantly.
Microclimate, Harvest, and Storage Conditions: Many livestock professionals also grow and store grains, hay, and other feedstuffs. This meter can measure microclimates
around the farm to determine where mold and disease may be a problem, ensuring conditions are right for harvesting, drying, and storing. Leave the meter in place anywhere in
the field, barn, or greenhouse to get a graphical history of overnight conditions.
Comes with neck lanyard, “AA” lithium battery (average life 400 hours), protective pouch, instruction manual, tips for taking accurate measurements. Five-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C34660N111 — $269.00

Kestrel 5000AG Livestock Environmental Meter with LiNK

Same features as C34660N111, but includes LiNK. With LiNK you get full iOS, Android, PC, and Mac app support. See real-time readings on your phone or tablet on a customizable dashboard up to 100 ft. away (line of sight). Download stored data from the meter to save or share, plus you can update the firmware on your meter when improvements
are released. NOTE: Bluetooth® LE® is built into all recent iOS and Android devices; PC and Mac connectivity require purchase of a Kestrel LiNK USB Dongle (available through
special order). Five-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Z50614N111 — $329.00

Kestrel 5500AG Agriculture Weather Meter

Agriculture production requires local, site-specific information regarding indoor climates and outdoor environments. Use this comprehensive meter for condition monitoring and
record keeping on the farm, ranch, or in the field. It provides data for risk identification, environment assessments, and action plan development. The handheld, portable, data
logger with on-screen graphing and measurement statistics has a large, hi-res, hi-contrast, graphic display that is perfectly readable in the brightest sunlight and is backlit for use
in low-light conditions. Waterproof and dustproof. Small enough to carry in your pocket or store in a glove box. Meter measures air flow, wind speed, altitude, barometric pressure, crosswind, Delta T (measurement to aid spraying applications), density altitude, dew point temperature, direction, headwind/tailwind, heat stress index, relative humidity,
station pressure (absolute pressure), temperature, THI (Temperature-Humidity Index; measurement to classify heat stress risk in many livestock production and transportation
operations), wet bulb temperature (psychrometric), and wind chill. Weather meter comes with neck lanyard, “AA” lithium battery (average life 400 hours), protective drawstring
pouch, instruction manual, tips for taking accurate measurements. NOTE: Non-LiNK units can be connected to PCs and Macs, but NOT phones and tablets, using the Kestrel USB
data cable (available through special order). Five-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Z50613N111 — $319.00
Kestrel 5500AG Agriculture Weather Meter with LiNK & Vane Mount. Same features as Z50613N111, but includes LiNK and Vane Mount. LiNK is a wireless data commu-

nication system, powered by Bluetooth® LE®. With LiNK you get full iOS, Android, PC, and Mac app support. See real-time readings on your phone or tablet on a customizable
dashboard up to 100 ft. away (line of sight). Download stored data from the meter to save or share. Plus, you can update the firmware on your meter when improvements are
released. The included rotating vane mount allows you to create a sturdy weather station that can be left in place for days or weeks. NOTE: Bluetooth® LE® is built into all recent
iOS and Android devices; PC and Mac connectivity require purchase of a Kestrel LiNK USB Dongle (available through special order). Five-year warranty. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Z50612N111 — $399.00

Dairy Herd Monitor

Keep track at all times of all cows in the herd according to their breeding and calving status with this simple,
accurate, and visual panorama of the anatomy of your herd. Each cow in the herd is monitored, identifying her
breeding status with a coding system of four colors by use of self-adhesive, removable stickers. All cows are
identified by writing ID numbers on the stickers. 30" x 34" unit is constructed of top-quality, high-impact material.
Bonded unit design ensures a lifetime of performance. One unit handles all herd sizes up to 250 cows. Includes
an ample supply of stickers, detailed instructions, and nylon fasteners for wall mounting. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C05708N111 — $192.50
Self-Adhesive Stickers for Monitors. Stickers work in Pack of 450. Includes 150 pink, 150 blue, and 150
any weather condition.

Pack of 600. Includes 150 red, 150 blue, 150 green,

and 150 yellow. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C07666N111 — $8.95

yellow. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C14982N111 — $6.95
Pack of 300. Red. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C12667N111 — $4.50
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Measuring Tapes
2.

1.

3.

5.

4.

6.

4. Weight-By-Breed Dairy Management Tape

1. Holstein Dairy Calf Weigh Tape

Gives weight estimation in lbs. and kg based on heart girth of the animal. For
calves from newborn to approx. 12 weeks or 282 lbs. Durable stretch-resistant
Tyvek® will not rip, rot, or mildew. Includes tips for proper calf raising and feeding. 54" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C23149N111 — $3.70

3+ $3.51

2. Nasco’s Holstein Weigh Tape

Measures between heart girth and animal weight. Uses a formula that reflects the
taller and leaner Holsteins that are being bred today. Features inches/pounds on
one side and centimeters/kilograms on the other so the tape can be used as a handy
metric converter as well. Printed in both English and Spanish, with helpful livestock
tips included. Reads weights from 77 to 2,125 lbs. Overall calibrations: 277 cm, 985 kg.
108" L x 2" W. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.

C15907N111 — $3.70

3+ $3.51

C06070N111 — $4.90

3+ $4.65

5. Bilingual Weight-by-Breed Dairy Tape

Three separate scales for Holsteins, Guernseys, and Jerseys. Text in both English and
Spanish shows average weights at 3 and 6 months of age, lightest recommended
breeding weights and average first calving weights. 108" tape measures weights from
26-898 kg; scale is in centimeters. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C29802N111 — $3.95

3. Nasco’s Beef Weight Tape

Tyvek® tape accurately estimates the weight of feeder and beef breeding cattle. One
side estimates weights of feed cattle in grades Medium, Good Choice, and Fancy. Opposite side for feeder, beef breeding, and crossbred cattle. For weights from 82 to
1,888 lbs. Side sewn 108" L x 1" W. Will not rip, rot, or mildew. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C01037N111 — $4.15

Three separate scales for Holsteins, Guernseys, and Jerseys. Greater accuracy
through updated weight and heart girth relationships. Compare average weights at
3 months and 6 months of age; and determine the lightest recommended breeding
weights and the average first calving weights. Tape can also be used to cull young
calves for future milk production to compute the most profitable rations, calculate safe
drug dosages by the weight of the animal, and to estimate weights of Brown Swiss and
Ayrshires. Figures 57 to 1,975 lbs., on heavy Tyvek® plastic, 108" L, doubled and sewn,
with aluminum ends. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

3+ $3.94

6. Nasco’s Spanish/Metric Beef Stock Weigh Tape

Accurately estimates the weight of feeder and beef breeding cattle. One side calculates by grade and the other by body condition. For weights from 44-800 kg.
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C29801N111 — $3.95

Front

Back

Nasco’s Topline Ruler

Stainless steel ruler measuring 6" L x 1⁄4" W with pocket clip. Etched graduations in 1⁄4"
increments on one side. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

C30434N111 — $3.25

Calfscale® Birthweight Tape

Accurately measures birthweights of newborn beef calves within 24 hours after birth.
Place tape around the coronary band of front hoof, tighten, and read circumference in
centimeters and the birthweight in pounds or kilograms from the tape scale. One side
measures bulls, the other heifers. Weight at birth may vary ±7.0 lbs. (±3.2 kg) for bulls
and ±6.4 lbs. (±2.9 kg) for heifers due to hour of age and shrink or fill. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C15167N111 — $7.20

Folds and snaps together
for compact storage!

Nasco’s Measuring
Stick for Beef or
Dairy Cattle
Large bubble level and
telescoping horizontal rod
make leveling quick!

“Teletape” Deluxe Livestock Measure

A high-quality tape measure modified to easily and accurately measure height and
other livestock body parts. Automatic locking large bubble level and telescoping
horizontal rod make leveling quick and easy. Height is read where tape enters case.
English/metric 12-ft. (3.65 m) tape retracts into a case that easily fits in a pocket.
Equipped with belt clasp. Ideal for checking the growth rate of young stock.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Measures both inches
and centimeters!
Provides accurate
measurement at the hip
or shoulder for beef or
dairy cattle by simply
lowering the sliding
crossbar. Built-in spirit
level. Folds and snaps
together for compact
storage. 64". Lowest
measurement is 27".
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C11503N111 — $91.25

C24068N111 — $84.25
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NEW
Practical Organic
Dairy Farming
Deluxe Split Stop Hobble

Cow Cuff Links

Made from durable 11⁄2" nylon webbing with 6,000 lbs.
of tensile strength and stainless steel components,
these cuff links can be reused countless times. With
adjustable 12" to 18" distances between the cuffs, the
cow has the freedom to walk without the danger of her
legs spreading. A positive-lock buckle system allows
for a snug fit on cows of all sizes. Weighs only 0.75 lbs.
Machine washable. Made with stainless steel.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
Red C25897N111
Each — $32.25

Blue C26852N111

Lightweight hobble keeps cow’s legs from
splitting out or slipping during calving. Durable 2" W
strap with easy on/off hook-and-loop closure leg straps
and nickel-plated double lock hardware. 21" between
legs, 35" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C12927N111 — $24.75
C26391N111 19" split stop for cattle/yearlings.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $24.75
C26392N111 17" split stop for yearlings/exotics.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $24.75
C26393N111 12" split stop for calves.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $21.10
C26394N111 4" split stop for goats.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $21.10

By Paul Biagiotti,
DVM.
Combining dairy cow
healthcare with USDA
organic program welfare protocols. Book
contains academic as
well as experiential recommendations formed
during the author’s 28 years of veterinary
service. Four sections detail general information
about organic dairy production, herd health by
age and life stage, specific disease prevention
and treatment, and example standard operating
procedures. 148 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2016.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34769(X)N111 — $19.95

21" Split Stop Hobble

Heavy-Duty
Split Gard™
Safety Hobble

The slightly longer spread allows larger cows to
walk freely. Single-unit design features twin locking
nickel-plated hardware and easy on/off adjustable
hook-and-loop closure leg straps. Strong, yet soft, strap
measures 2" W and is a more comfortable alternative to
chains, buckles, and ropes. Green. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C28797N111 — $15.15

Lightweight 21" L cow hobble
designed to be used at calving
time to prevent slipping and
splitting out. Adjustable hookand-loop closure leg straps
provide an easy on/off feature.
Made of durable 2" W strap
with nickel-plated, double-lock
hardware. 281⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C16211N111 — $13.90

Hobble

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Hobbles + Kick Stops

Nylon “Split-Gard™” Cow Hobble

Lightweight cow hobble designed to be used at calving
time to prevent slipping and splitting out. Adjustable
hook-and-loop closure leg straps provide an easy
on/off feature. Made of durable 11⁄2" W nylon strap with
nickel-plated hardware. 281⁄2" L. Single-unit design.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C11658N111 — $11.20

Heavy 11⁄2" leather,
strong chain connector with swivel
center and cushioned
leather pad. Adjustable with copper rivets at
stress points. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C01371N111 — $35.95

Weaver® Adjustable
Cow Hobbles

Heavy-Duty Cow Hobble

Adjustable, heavy-duty cow hobble made of leatherreinforced nylon webbing. Positive lock and roll-style
buckles make them secure and easy to adjust.
Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C33995N111 — $14.25

Extra-Large Bull Chain Hobble

Six inches longer than standard-sized chain hobbles.
Thick, double leather, stitched hobble with copper rivets
at stress points. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C14443N111 — $41.25

With hook-and-loop fasteners for easy leg cuff adjustment, these hobbles are made from 2" W polypropylene
webbing with double lock loops for a secure closure.
Durable nickel-plated hardware. Black. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C29736N111 21" — $18.20
C29737N111 19" — $17.90

Heavy-Duty Kick Stop

Cattle Controller (Kick Stop)

Unique, lightweight, and quickly adjustable
to five sizes with spring-loaded, snap-button
control. Fits snugly over back and thigh area for
optimum control. Made of polished 11⁄8" dia. tubing
for main body, with 1" dia. tubing on the two movable legs. 1⁄16" thick metal. Weighs only 21⁄4 lbs. Rubber
end caps on legs protect animal. Fast, easy on/off feature aids in
milking parlor use as well as stanchion operations. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C05300N111 — $19.50
C07016N111 Extra springs, pair. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $3.80
C07017N111 Extra tips, pair. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $3.20

C18231N111 — $25.25

SHARPVET Stainless
Steel Kick Stop

Will not rust. Allows easy adjustment under pressure by using an innovative, quick-release sliding
system. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C33993N111 — $49.95

Kow Kan’t Kick

Slips over back of animal, depressing nerves and muscles
that control kicking. Makes rear legs immobile without pain
or injury. Cow remains quiet for examination, surgery, artificial
breeding, or for milking and routine handling. Especially
good for first-calf yearlings. Adjusts to any size animal. Easy
to apply; just slip over back and turn hand crank to tighten.
Rubber-tipped arms. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

For prevention of kicking at milking and udder
treatment. Extra-strong quality, yet weighs only
4 lbs. Fits any size animal. Easy to apply with
push-button adjustment. 11⁄4" dia. tubing on main
body. 1⁄8" thick metal. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C00104N111

C00104N111 — $96.25
Replacement Parts
C02580N111 Leg and casting assembly. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $36.95
C02584N111 Threaded bushing. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $10.95
C02585N111 Threaded handle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $34.50
C02586N111 Thrust washer. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $4.85
C02587N111 Unthreaded bushing. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $8.95
C02588N111 Screw 1⁄4-20 x 1⁄2. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $1.20
C03827N111 Replacement kit assembly (crank, bushings, necessary bolts and washers,
but not legs and castings). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $47.50

Cow Lift

Use with a wire stretcher, power pull, or similar
device attached to a tractor, etc., to easily lift
the animal. Rubber-padded stirrups
prevent scraping the cow’s
hips. Bronze bearings eliminate
friction and binding on screw.
Movable parts are sealed and
permanently lubricated. Selfcontained folding crank. Excellent
for veterinarians! 20" folded,
28" extended. Capacity: 2,000 lbs.
or more. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C11432(X)N111 — $212.50

Nasco’s best-selling
cow lift!
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Bucket Holders
4.

3.
1.
2.

6.
8.
9.

5.
7.

10.

NEW

Hanging Pail Holders

Calf Hutch Pail Holders

Ideal for dry feed, milk, or water. Use for calves, emus, llamas, goats, sheep,
etc. Easy and secure mounting. Made of riveted galvanized steel for long life.
Wide top allows even 8-qt. pails to fit without rims overlapping; 5-qt. pails fit
without being tipped over or knocked out by animals. 10" dia. hole x 61⁄4" D.
1. C16029N111 Single. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $15.35
2. C12719N111 Double. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $31.25

3. Double Pail Holder

Hot-dipped, galvanized, heavy-gauge steel with support for bottom of 10-qt. bucket.
Can be bolted to a flat surface or hung on fence panel with J-bolt. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C27208N111 — $27.50

4. Calf Hutch Bucket Holder

Ideal for mounting in calf hutches, this bucket holder is designed to hold two 5- or 6-qt.
buckets. Nails onto a wall. Made of steel. 81⁄8" I.D. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C10753N111 — $15.55

5. Metal Bucket Holder

Easily mounts in stall, on fence, etc. Holds and protects any 5-gallon (20-qt.) round or
flat-back bucket. Great for heated buckets. Red. 81⁄2" D x 141⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C18133N111 — $26.50

Hanging pail holders that will hold anything from an ice cream bucket to a 10-qt. calf
pail. Easy to install, will hang from any 2x4 board. Made of 1⁄4" wire with a black baked-on
epoxy finish.
C14546N111 Double holder. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $14.35
C12441N111 Single holder. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $6.95
Wire Fence Pail Holders. Same as above, except these holders have two rigid hooks
for hanging pails of feed or water from a rigid wire fence. Distance from top ring to
resting bottom is 6". Top ring measures approx. 93⁄4" dia.
7. C30157N111 Double holder. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $13.55
C28966N111 Single holder. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $7.15
Wall-Mounting Pail Holders. Same as holders above, except these have eye hooks
for wall-mounting with screws or bolts.
C19623N111 Double holder. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $13.90
8. C19624N111 Single holder. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $6.90

9. 5-Gallon Bucket Holder

A bucket holder designed to put on a gate. One of the handiest products you’ll ever
buy — saves time and money in spilled water and feed. Made of welded steel with a
black finish. 12" H x 131⁄2" W x 121⁄2" D. Fits maximum 12" dia. (5-gallon) bucket.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C13104N111 — $24.25

10. Sta-Put® Bucket Hook

6. Bucket Holder

Conveniently hang buckets on fences, in stalls, and at shows. Heavy-duty wire hanger
fits over any 2x4 and features a slot to securely hold the bucket handle in place.
1⁄4" dia. wire construction with black finish. 41⁄2" W x 61⁄2" H x 23⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Durable steel hook prevents horses from flipping their feed or water buckets off the
wall. Screws easily into the wall. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C17443N111 — $1.35

C34685(X)N111 — $3.75

13.

Buckethook

Transfer a full 5-gallon bucket of water
without hurting your fingers and then
hang it from a rail or a fence with this
comfortable tool. If you can put it in a
5-gallon bucket, you can hold it firmly
with the Buckethook. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

14.

11.

C28980N111 — $10.95
2+ $9.85

12.

Feed Pails with Double Holder

Two 81⁄2-qt. pails (each 101⁄4" dia. x 83⁄4" H) fit perfectly into the double pail
holder (203⁄4" L x 11" W x 73⁄4" H). Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

Feed Bin with Stand

Top-fill and bottom-dispense automatically
rotates feed to assure freshness for your
animals. Translucent case constantly shows
feed level, so you can see at a glance
when it’s time to add feed. Powder-coated
steel stand keeps product elevated away
from dirt, moisture, rodents, and insects.
Holds 270 lbs. of feed. Manufactured from
roto-molded, weather-resistant, highimpact plastic for strength and durability.
Aluminum slide mechanism allows for
simple, one-step dispensing. Hinged lid
opens easily and closes securely. 49" H x
18" W x 30" D. Made in the U.S.A. Five-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 74 lbs. N

C18935N111 — $25.70
Nasco Price $20.10
11. 81⁄2-Qt. Black Pail Only.
13. Double Pail Holder Only.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C18933N111 — $5.25
12. 81⁄2-Qt. White Pail Only.
C31407N111 — $4.85

C18934N111 — $15.20
14. Single Pail Holder Only.
C31408N111 — $9.75

15. Plastic Wall Bracket

Perfect for hanging pails, buckets, and feeders. Heavy-duty,
impact-resistant plastic with metal pin. Mounts to wall with
screws or bolts (not included). Designed to fit most 18-, 20-,
and 22-qt. flat-back buckets (not included). 11⁄2" L x 3" W x
81⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34307N111 — $9.95

16. Metal Wall Bracket

Use for hanging buckets, pails, and feeders. Heavy-gauge steel
bracket and pin. Mounts to wall with screws or bolts (not included). Designed to fit most 8-, 12-, 18-, 20-, and 22-qt. flat-back
buckets (not included). 13⁄16" L x 21⁄2" W x 73⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30137N111 — $251.75

15.

16.

C34308N111 — $9.50
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FEATURED

1. DuraFlex Advanced Flatback Rubber Buckets

Crack-proof, crushproof, and freeze-proof. Design features wide openings,
convenient stacking ribs, and stronger handle connections. Flat-sided bucket is
easy to carry and rests flat on the wall for compact storage.
C26459N111 2 gallon. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $10.10
C26460N111 3 gallon. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $11.50

4.

Plastic Buckets

The strength of these buckets is significantly improved by additional ribs under
the rim. Grooved finger grip on bottom makes pouring easier. Stacking ribs allow
buckets to separate easier when stacked. Available in flat-back or round shapes.

2. 2-Gallon,
Color
Red
Blue
Hunter Green
Black
Lime Green
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Purple
Sh. wt.

Each

3. 2-Gallon,
Flat Back
(111⁄2" x 83⁄8")
–––
C24907N111
–––
–––
–––
–––
C33495N111
–––
C28300N111

Round Back
(111⁄2" x 83⁄8")
C29913N111
C29909N111
C29911N111
C29910N111
C29912N111
C28252N111
–––
C28251N111
–––

4. 5-Gallon,
Flat Back
(143⁄4" x 13")
C24908N111
C29888N111
C29889N111
–––
C29890N111
C28250N111
C33494N111
C28249N111
C28301N111

1.25 lbs.

1.50 lbs.

3 lbs.

$4.95

$4.95

$7.95

1.

3.
2.

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Pails

6.

10.

9.

5.

11.

5. 3-Gallon Rubber Pail

13.

Rubber pail is molded from the finest corded rubber on the market. Galvanized fittings.
Perfect indestructible pail for general use around the farm or on the show circuit.
3-gallon capacity. 101⁄2" H x 121⁄2" top dia. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

12.

C01271N111 — $11.20

6. 6-Gallon Flat-Back Bucket

A favorite among horse owners! Made from a rubber-polyethylene blend for exceptional strength and toughness even at low temperatures. Thick wall construction and
heavy-duty galvanized fittings ensure long-lasting durability. 6-gallon capacity.
16" x 12". Black. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C26891N111 — $9.45

C24906N111 — $6.65

8. Animal Feeding Buckets

C12033N111 — $2.65

An excellent bucket for starting calves. Extra-wide top keeps pail from falling through
holders. Manufactured from virgin high-density polyethylene. Fits the double pail
holder (C12719N111) and the hanging pail holder (C12441N111), both listed on page 200.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C14383N111 — $5.65

Calf Feeding Pails

Round bottom pails made from virgin polyethylene. Virtually waste free and easy to
clean. Sits flat.
11. 5-Qt. Pail with
12. 5-Qt. Pail. 6" H x
13. 8-Qt. Pail. 8" H x 10"
dia. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Handle/Hook. Molded-on 8" dia. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
hook for attaching. 6" H x
C24309N111 — $7.70
C34165N111 — $8.85
8" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34164N111 — $8.00

7.
8.

FDA-approved bucket with mounting design for easy feeding of dairy cows, calves, and
other animals. Antibacterial mirror finish inside and out — resists adherence of feed and
chemicals. Manufactured utilizing high-strength, composite plastics. Made to survive
extreme, harsh environments. Easy to clean. Long lasting. Light blue.

4-Qt. Bucket w/Hanger. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C24578N111 — $6.65 6+ $6.12
10-Qt. Bucket w/Hanger. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C24579N111 — $7.10 6+ $6.54

A handy, versatile pail to have around the farm. 5-qt. plastic pail. 81⁄8" I.D. x 63⁄8" H.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

10. 5-Qt.Trainer Pail

7. 8-Qt. Hook-Over
Plastic Feeder Pail

Dual-purpose molded bracket functions as both a hanging bracket or
carrying handle. Bracket snaps easily over any 2" W board to create
a sturdy feed pail in the stall, on a
fence, or anywhere else. For more
permanent mountings, simply place
two screws in the holes provided
on the handle. Plus, its smaller size
and finger-grip bottom make it
perfect for scooping and pouring.
Blue. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

9. 5-Qt. Light-Duty Pail

10-Quart Farm and Home Utility Pail
An all-purpose. Marked in quart graduations
from 1-10 quarts and liter graduations from 1-10
liters. 9" H x 105⁄8" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Burgundy C11816N111
Black
C31467N111

Each — $5.45

Blue C31468N111
White C31475N111
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Bells + Feed Pans + Feeders
Bells for showing
or everyday use!

1. Kentucky Cow Bells

Perfect for use on the ranch or for sporting events. These bells produce
dull tones that can be heard from far distances.
C32250N111 41⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $6.85
C32251N111 47⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $7.25
C32249N111 6" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $8.50

2. Rodeo Bull Bell

7.

2.
5.

1.

You’ll know where your animals are immediately if they’re
wearing this extra-large bell. Heavy black or brown metal.
5" W x 3" D x 6" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

6.

C13006N111 — $21.60

3. Long-Distance Cow Bells

Musical Swiss Cow Bell Set

Great for ranch use or sporting events. These bells produce a sharp tone and can be heard from long distances.
C32254N111 15⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $1.95
C32253N111 3" H. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $4.90
C32252N111 45⁄16" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $8.35

This pattern is the famous 1878 Saigne Legier
Tuned Swiss Bell. Made of fine-cast bronze with superior ringing qualities. Plain bright finish with iron loop. Set of three bells
listed below. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

4. Swiss-Made Sheep Bells

Handmade, steel Swiss bells complete with hanger for bell strap.
All seams are sealed to ensure resonant tones.
C14672N111 11⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $6.35
C14669N111 2". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $22.05
C14670N111 3". Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $27.95

4.

3.

C26732N111 — $110.30 Nasco Price $89.25
5. 23⁄4" dia. 11⁄4" Bell Strap Opening. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C19354N111 — $22.30
6. 31⁄4" dia. 11⁄4" Bell Strap Opening. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C19355N111 — $28.50
7. 43⁄8" dia. 11⁄2" Bell Strap Opening. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C19358N111 — $59.50
4.

2.

1. Fortiflex® 21⁄2-Gallon
Square Low Pan

Feeder pan holds 10 qts. of liquid. Convenient
handgrip openings for easy handling and extra
thick walls. Ideal ground pan for water or feed.
Excellent for livestock. Rubber/HDPE blend
construction with UV protection. 15" x 15" x 6" H.
Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

1.

C19890N111 — $6.65

2. 5-Quart Mini Pan

A small animal feed pan designed to withstand wear and
tear. Specially designed bottom to resist splitting and
cracking when used outdoors whether under sun or over
ice. 5-qt. capacity with English and metric markings. 11" top
dia. x 4" H. Red. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C13386N111 — $2.65

3+ $2.53

3. 4-Qt. Feed Pan

You’ll find lots of uses for this rugged rubber feed pan.
Great for shows. 11" dia. x 4" deep. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C29885N111 — $5.95

5.
3.

5. 21⁄2-Gallon Tire Feeder

4. 2-Qt. Feeder Pan

Ideal feeder pan for feeding smaller animals. 100% rubber composition makes this feeder extremely resistant
to cold-weather cracking. Can also be used as an oat
measure. 8" top dia. x 4" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C13387N111 — $3.85

3+ $3.62

Tired of animals tipping over their feed pans? This tire
feeder is the solution — animals won’t be able to pick
up this feeder, push, or tip it over. Fits snugly inside a
13"-15" tire (not included). Can be used for any pet or livestock. Constructed of recycled black plastic. 161⁄4" dia. at
top, 131⁄4" dia. at bottom, 6" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C18079N111 — $20.95

3+ $19.50

9.

6.

8.
10.

NEW
7.

6. 18-Qt. Hook-Over Feeder

The ultimate hook-over feeder! This rubber feeder is more crack-proof, crush-proof,
and freeze-proof than plastic. The molded-in bracket easily hooks over any 2x4 board
for an instant portable feeder. The bracket features a center notch so the feeder can
straddle an upright for added stability. Features internal capacity graduation marks
shown in quarts and liters. Rubber is naturally safe and soft for animals. Perfect for
horses, sheep, goats, alpacas, llamas, and other livestock. 17" L x 16" W x 10" H. Holds
18 qts. (41⁄2 gallons). Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C34633N111 — $17.95

7. 5-Gallon Plastic Over-The-Fence Feeder

A feeder that can be placed wherever you need it — designed with an adjustable,
sturdy metal bracket for multiple over-the-fence or on-the-wall installations. May be
attached to 2x4 or 2x6 fencing, over fences or short walls up to 25⁄8" thick, over wide
fences or short walls of up to 31⁄4", or flush to walls. Comes with two L-shaped galvanized brackets, six high-quality screws, and six anti-vibration elastic stop nuts.
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C14622N111 — $13.70

8. Corner Horse Feeder

Ideal for horses and can be used for either feed or water. Clean-out is a breeze thanks
to the rounded inside corners and smooth edges. Made from high-density polyethylene to stand up to rough horse abuse and provide years of use. UV stabilized to
withstand prolonged exposure to the sun. 5-gallon (20-qt.) capacity. Weather resistant.
Features four 1⁄4" mounting holes. 221⁄2" L x 17" W x 91⁄2" H. Black. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34149N111 — $14.95

9. Corner Feeder

Reduce feed and water waste by using a corner feeder! Plastic feeder can be mounted in a stall two different ways. 251⁄2" x 191⁄2" x 93⁄4". Red. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C28255N111 — $15.50

10. 3-Gallon Cast-Iron Round-Edge Manger

Heavy-duty, cast-iron, round-edge manger will provide years of service. Detachable
top is rounded and curved in, preventing injury to high-strung animals. Fits stall or
paddock. Easily cleaned by removing the bottom clean-out plug. 161⁄4" W x 10" D,
finished in nontoxic enamel. Distance across front is 231⁄2". Sh. wt. 47 lbs.

C30335N111 — $124.25

3-5 $114.41

6+ $111.75
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FEATURED
NEW

1.

4.
3.
2.

3. Nasco’s 5-Gallon Deluxe Plastic Feed Pan

1. 41⁄2-Gallon Plastic Feed Pan

Made of durable, high-density polyethylene plastic, this feed pan will
stand up to tough use. Strong handles make carrying large quantities
of water and feed easy. Fits securely inside tires to anchor. 17" dia. at
the top, 101⁄2" dia. at the bottom. 73⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Black C26597N111
Green C26599N111

Each — $9.95

6+ $8.45

Blue C26598N111
Red C26600N111

Heavy-duty construction with two easy-to-grip handles made of a co-polypropylene
material. 17" dia. x 7" D pan has a 5-gallon capacity. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C29466N111

Blue

Maroon

Black C29467N111

Pink

C29469N111
C32571N111
Green C29468N111
Purple C32572N111
Each — $14.90 6-19 $14.60 20+ $14.24

Orange

Red

C32573N111
C32574N111
Lime Green C32575N111

4. Nasco’s 8-Gallon Deluxe XL Plastic Feed Pan

2. 61⁄2-Gallon All-Purpose Utility Tubs

Tough, practical tub works great as a feeding pan or washing pan.
Made of impact-resistant plastic. Rim has hand grips for easy carrying.
18" dia. x 8" H. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Blue
C33688N111
Red
C33689N111
Green C33690N111

Developed in response to the growth of feeding more filler feeds and supplements.
It is designed to hold 45% more volume than a standard 22-qt. feed pan. Large,
open-handle design provides a comfortable grip for easy carrying. The large diameter at the bottom of this pan prevents tipping and spills. 8-Gallon (32-qt.) capacity.
8" D x 21" dia. Black. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C34651N111 — $21.95

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Feed Pans

6+ $20.95

15-Gallon
Capacity!

Each — $11.10

9.

101⁄2-Gallon
Galvanized Round Tub

101⁄2-Gallon
Capacity!

A classic metal tub, perfect for stock
feeding and watering, washing jobs,
and many other uses. Heavy-duty
galvanized construction prevents
rust and corrosion. Features two
strong wire handles. Capacity: 101⁄2
gallons. 101⁄2" H x 20" dia. (excluding
handles). Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

8.

5.

C34305N111 — $15.80

Muck Stall
Cleaning Package

6.

Buy everything you
need to clean muck stalls in one
great package and save money!
The multipurpose muck cart has
a unique design to help perform
common chores around the farm
and home. Whether transporting
barn waste, water, or moving bulky
items like hay, feed bags, and garbage cans, this cart makes it easy.
Included 70-qt. tub fits securely on
the cart and, with the special
drop-down retaining ring, it’s
easy to load and unload when
full or heavy. Large pneumatic
tires allow the cart to maneuver
over almost any terrain —inside
or outside — and its durable
construction can hold up to 350
pounds. It even folds for storage, which
makes it portable for travel. Features a retractable kickstand and adjustable handle height. Package includes Muck Cart
(C28248N111 below, cart dimensions 311⁄2" L x 281⁄2" W x 351⁄2" H),
70-qt. muck bucket (C12623N111 below), and 52" DuraFork for easy
manure pick up (C19435N111 on page 213). Sh. wt. 33 lbs. N

7.

DuraFlex Molded Rubber Pans

Low enough to prevent being overturned by hogs. Constructed of heavy-duty rubber
fiber that’s unharmed by salt, chemicals in feed, or severe weather conditions. Molded
in one piece, with reinforced sides, the rubber fiber construction cannot be crushed
or dented and won’t rust, providing low maintenance and long-lasting usefulness.
No sharp edges to cause injury. Easy to clean, since there are no corners to trap dirt.
Can be stacked to save space when not in use. Although specially designed for hog
feeding, the pans can be used for feeding other small animals, including sheep.

5. 3-Gallon Pan. Top dia. is 17". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C04272(X)N111 — $8.10 6+ $7.80
6. 3-Gallon Rubber Pan w/ Handles. 67⁄8" H x 173⁄8" dia. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C34306N111 — $10.05
2-Gallon Pan. Top dia. is 141⁄2". Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C18879(X)N111 — $5.75 6+ $5.37

7. 3-Gallon (1⁄3-Bushel) Low Pan

Nontip feed or water pan for cattle, sheep, hogs, and horses. Rubber/HDPE-blend construction with UV protection. 15" top dia. x 5" H. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C19888N111 — $5.95

8. 6-Gallon Feed Tub

C28298N111 — $89.45
Nasco Price $82.75
Muck Cart Only. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. N
C28248N111 — $55.25
70-Qt. Muck Bucket. Red. bucket specially designed for cleaning up muck and mire.

Made of a heavy-duty polymer alloy. Formulated to resist the effects of chemicals,
weather, strong detergents, fertilizers, and acids. Its low, wide shape is designed
for easy cleanup. Molded one-piece construction with 1⁄2" polypropylene handles
reinforced with heavy-duty brass grommets. 211⁄8" top dia. (163⁄4" bottom dia.) x 161⁄2" H.
70-qt. (2-bushel) capacity. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. N

C12623N111 — $17.35

Heavy wall construction. Rubber/HDPE blend construction with UV protection. 19" top
dia. x 7" H. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C19889N111 — $9.85

9. 15-Gallon Large-Volume Rubber-Fiber Feeder

This feeder is a boon to dairymen, ranchers, breeders, and all others who must provide an adequate diet of minerals, salt, and feed to their animals. Large 15-gallon capacity (equivalent to 11⁄2 bushels) is ideal for multiple feeding in less time. Easy to clean;
easy to maintain. Safe and crushproof. Cannot rust, dent, or chip. Unharmed by salt,
chemicals in feed, or weather. Will take lots of use and abuse. Heavy-duty rubber-fiber
construction has no sharp edges or splinters. Top dia.: 26". 91⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C07010N111 — $20.95
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Hanging Feeders
2.
3.

5.
4.

1.

1. 6-qt. Plastic Mini Feeder

Built-in bracket hooks over any 2" thick board for portable use in barn, stall,
pasture, or pen. Two eyelets provided for permanent mounting with screws
(not included) if desired. 93⁄4" L x 11" W x 51⁄2" H. Holds 6 qts. (11⁄2 gallons).
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Blue C32924N111
Red C32925N111
Each — $7.95
2. Wire Grill for Mini Feeder. Use with Mini Feeder above to keep larger ani-

mals from using the feeder. Powder coated. Includes back hooks for stabilizing
the grill and feeder. 10" L x 111⁄2" W x 33⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32923N111 — $11.45

3. 11" Fence Feeder with Clips

Includes two heavy-duty metal clips for hanging on wire fencing for a portable
feeder that’s quick to install or move. High-impact polyethylene plastic stands
up to tough farm use. Capacity: 41⁄2 qts. liquid or 4 qts. dry. Red. 11" L x 63⁄4" W x
6" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34315N111 — $12.10

9.

6.

4. Fortex® 5-qt. Over-the-Fence Feeder

Molded-in plastic bracket to fit snuggly onto 2x4 rail. Heavy-duty design and
construction. Capacity markings in quarts and liters. 91⁄2" x 11" top x 51⁄2" H. Green.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26747N111 — $7.20

5. Double Tuf Hook-n-Feed 14-qt. Fence Feeders

Molded bracket easily hooks over any 2" thick board to instantly deliver a sturdy feed
bucket. For more permanent installations, simply set two screws in the holes provided. Top
edge features rounded corners for strength and easy feeder access. Easy-to-pour lip and
handle hold. Inner bucket has calibration marks. 11" x 143⁄4" x 121⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
Purple C29198N111
Each — $10.65

Red C24548N111

6. Hay Feeder

Made of 1⁄4" wire with a smooth, powder-coat finish, making it durable and long-lasting.
Opening is 161⁄2" W x 101⁄4". Mounts to wall with bolts or screws (not included).
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C25279N111 — $13.50

7.

Wire Fence Feeders

8.

7. High-Back Feeder with Brackets

Constructed of heavy-duty polyethylene with durable 11⁄2" x 41⁄2" metal brackets
designed to go over 2x4 or larger boards. 263⁄4" L x 173⁄8" W; depth tapers from 113⁄4" to
73⁄4". Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C13440N111 — $50.75
8. Mini High-Back Feeder with Brackets. A smaller version of the feeder above.

Polyethylene. Includes brackets to hang on fence or gate. 15" L x 141⁄4" W; depth tapers
from 101⁄2" to 71⁄4". Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C28307N111 — $28.25

Ideal for feeding grain to small animals in wire
fence enclosures. Constructed of 1⁄4" durable
plastic with heavy-duty carabiner clips for quick
and easy hanging from 4x4 wire fencing or
chain-link fence.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Single Feeder. With two carabiner clips. 111⁄8" L x
67⁄8" W x 6" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C29774N111 — $8.85
Double Feeder. Has two carabiner clips on the back of the feeder, plus a 9" chain

with third carabiner clip that goes underneath the feeder and clips to the fence at the
bottom for additional support and stability. 153⁄4" L x 77⁄8" W x 63⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C29773N111 — $18.10

9. Hanging Sheep Feeders

Molded plastic sheep feeders withstand the elements and animal abuse. Each feeder
is easily hung on fences. Ideal for fairs, shows, etc. Hangs on 21⁄2" boards. Has metal
brackets.

14.

1-ft. Sheep Feeder. 10" W x 163⁄4" L x 5" D. 3-ft. Sheep Feeder. 10" W x 401⁄2" L x

Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C13126N111 — $21.95 2+ $18.85
2-ft. Sheep Feeder. 10" W x 271⁄2" L x

5" D. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C13127N111 — $30.95

2+ $26.56

5" D. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C13128N111 — $38.50 2+ $33.34
4-ft. Sheep Feeder. 10" W x 48" L x 5" D.

Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. N

C16703N111 — $54.25

2+ $46.54

13.
15.

11.

13. Wall-Mount Hay Feeder

Inexpensive, superior-quality hay feeder permits maximum capacity. With free and
easy circulation of air. Sturdy, durable metal construction — safe, sanitary, and easy to
disinfect. 241⁄2" W x 15" D x 31" H. 51⁄2" between bars. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. N

C13093N111 — $68.50

10.
12.

Hanging Hay Baskets

10. Hanging Hay Rack with Brackets

Great for the lambing pen, fairs, or hanging on a fence near a group of lambs or ewes.
Helps save hay. Will hang over 11⁄2" W or smaller frame. Blue painted 1⁄4" round metal.
23⁄4" between bars. One-year warranty. N
14. Large. 47" L x 12" W x 20" H. Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

C28306N111 — $44.75

Hay/Grain Feeder

Single-flake, tapered design allows for easy hay filling from the top. Animal can easily
pull hay through three front openings. Made of durable polyethylene with bolt-on
brackets to easily hang on fence, gates, or panels. Top measures 191⁄2" x 111⁄4"; bottom
is 15" x 5"; overall height is 19". Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

11. Double Hay Rack

Slides over any board less than 11⁄2" thick for feeding from two sides. 161⁄2" H x 171⁄2" W x
91⁄2" D. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C16388N111 — $38.75

12. Calf Hutch Hay Feeder

An economical hay feeder that easily bolts or screws into calf hutch wall. Single hay
rack is made of 1⁄4" and 3⁄16" galvanized flat stock. 161⁄2" W x 17" D. Sits 9" from wall.
Approx. 31⁄2" between bars. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C13354N111 — $25.75
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5+ $24.53

C18258N111 — $125.95
15. Small. 20" L x 9" W x 201⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C18259N111 — $50.95

This dual-purpose feeder offers the convenience of storing both feed and hay. Bottom can store up to 17 qts. of
dry feed while the top can store 3-5 flakes of hay. Made
from high-density polyethylene plastic. Will hold up to
rough animal abuse and is UV-stabilized to withstand
prolonged exposure to the sun. Can be mounted on a
fence rail or to a wall using the four 3⁄8" mounting holes.
Weather resistant. 25" W x 32" H x 17" D. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C34150N111 — $81.95

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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2.

6.

5.
3.

1.

4.

Plastic Scoops

These rugged scoops are virtually unbreakable! Will not rust or corrode.
Non-damaging. Green. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
1. C31584N111 32-oz. Handi Scoop Jr. — $4.75
2. C31586N111 82-oz. Handi Scoop — $5.30
3. C31585N111 4-qt. Mega Scoop — $8.55

4. 5-Pint Plastic Feed Scoops

Lightweight, molded of high-impact flexible plastic with “ribbing” for strength. Approved for food handling. Has a 5-pint capacity. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
White C07002N111

Each — $4.25

Blue C29661N111

Neon Green C14372N111

8.
7.

Aluminum Scoops

Each scoop is a one-piece casting molded from high-quality, stain-resistant
aluminum alloy.
5. Flat 4" x 61⁄4" Scoop. Length with handle: 10". Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C30349N111 — $9.55
6. Round 5" x 81⁄4" Scoop. Length with handle: 113⁄4". Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C30351N111 — $16.25
7. Round 51⁄2" x 101⁄4" Scoop. Length with handle: 141⁄2". Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C30350N111 — $19.15

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Scoops + Feeders

8. Galvanized Feed Scoops

Heavy-gauge galvanized steel scoops perfect for scooping grain. Riveted handles.

Salt Block Holder

Plastic-coated wire salt block holder
holds 4-lb. block of salt for calves or
horses. Attaches quickly to post, fence,
etc. 5" W x 3" D x 53⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C13005N111
C19891N111

3-Qt. Scoop.

4-Qt. Scoop.

6-Qt. Scoop.

C29666N111 — $7.70

C30297N111 — $8.95

C30298N111 — $9.50

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C13005N111 — $2.45

Salt Block Pan

Holds and protects a 50-lb. mineral
salt block. Radial ribs support salt
block above bottom of pan to allow for
water drainage. Large holes handle drainage to prevent the block from accelerated
dissolution. Four convenient hand grip openings. Rubber/HDPE blend is UV stabilized
and resists cold weather cracking and outdoor exposure. 15" x 15" x 6" H. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C19891N111 — $7.75

Gate or Fence Feeders

These portable, lightweight feeders
are made to fit on both wood and
steel panels. Seamless, one-piece
construction made from high-density,
polyethylene plastic that will not rust
or corrode and holds up to tough
animal abuse. UV-stabilized. Rust and
chemical resistant. Will fit on 2" gates
and has center hole for fastening. 1⁄8"
thick. Black. One-year warranty.

Small Feeder. 6-gallon capacity.
9" L x 19" W x 14" H. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34147N111 — $15.15

C34148N111

Large Feeder. 15-gallon capacity.
29" L x 23" W x 15" H. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C34148N111 — $22.55

Bull Mineral Feeder

Bull-Proof Mineral Feeder

Rugged, low-to-the-ground construction with a removable top that features a “quick
attach” pin for easy filling. One-piece top is made of rubber-polyethylene. 12" H. 32"
dia. 15-gal. (11⁄2-bushel) capacity. Comes with three rods to stake unit to the ground.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. N

Z40021N111 — $132.50

Contains three compartments for either
feed or water — no training necessary. The
self-closing rubber top keeps the contents
covered when the compartments are not
in use. Flange at the base. Will not rust or
corrode and is weather resistant. UVstabilized. Made from 100% post-consumer,
high-density polyethylene plastic that makes
it very durable and sturdy to withstand the
use and abuse from larger animals. Hardware
included. 18-gallon capacity. 14" H x 45" dia.
One-year limited warranty. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 110 lbs. N

Z50104N111 — $113.95

NEW

Basic Goat & Sheep
Bunk Feeder

Lightweight for ease of mobility.
Hot-dipped galvanized steel for
extended life. Accommodates 10
mature goats and/or sheep at feeding time. Durable, long-lasting black
polyethylene trough with one-piece
construction for easy cleaning.
43" L x 31" W x 451⁄2" H.
Sh. wt. 89 lbs. N

C31950N111 — $225.75

Bull Mineral Feeder

Three separate compartments with approx. 250-lb.
capacity. Heavy-duty,
impact-resistant, durable poly
construction with UV protection
withstands temperatures to 40 below zero
without breaking. 3⁄4" thick, reinforced rubber mat is built to withstand the elements
and keep minerals dry. Quick-detach top allows rubber mat to be removed for
speeding up the filling process. Three anchor points for staking down the feeder.
40" dia. x 19" H. Tan. Stainless steel hardware. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 56 lbs. N

Z50594N111 — $197.50
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Supplies + Mats

Foldable Tuff Handler™

Heavy-duty load capacity of 800 lbs. Four cleats
for quick tie-down of load with rope, twine, or nylon
strap. 26" width creates stability and still fits through
standard doors, plus the 52" height gives tall load
capacity and extra leverage. P-handle for easy
one-hand operation when going through gates or
doors. Reinforced nylon strap. 10" x 4" pneumatic
wheels for smooth rolling on all terrain and surfaces.
Cup-shape, single-welded rims to avoid bending and
wobbles. Inner tubes feature high-quality rubber to
keep air in longer. Reinforced frame with heavygauge, powder-coated 1" steel tubing and flat braces
add strength. Spring-loaded pin in the side frame
to hold extended platform in “up” position. Angled
frame handle at top for easy grab, even with tall
loads. 26" W x 52" H. One-year limited warranty.
Sh. wt. 49 lbs. N

C31697N111 — $165.75

Cut heating and
cooling costs!

Easy-Mount Strip Door Kit

Cover that exposed barn door or entryway! Easy to mount. Cuts loss of heat or cooled
air. Reduces noise, dirt, dust, and odors. Two-way visibility. No wasted space like you
have with swinging doors. High-quality, flexible, clear vinyl strips for long life. Functional from –20° to 150° F as an effective thermal barrier. Kit includes enough 8 ft. L x 8" W
strips and door hangers to cover a 36" W doorway. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

Milk Bar® Lick Station

Station holds a standard lick block, rock salt, or loose salt/
mineral mix (not included) and can be attached to the wall of
a building or can hang on rails. Sloped top prevents animals
from climbing on it, and unique hole shape helps eliminate
debris from contaminating the salt and/or minerals. 101⁄2" L x
131⁄4" W x 11" H. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34731(X)N111 — $73.95

C18228N111 — $102.50
Extra Vinyl Hanging Strip. When ordering strips, remember to allow 50% overlap for

easy pass through. Strip measures 8 ft. L x 8" W. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C18230N111 — $21.95

GRABBIT Mat Mover

NEW

Freestall Matting

An exclusive matting (bedding) technique for freestall
dairy barns. These 1⁄2" thick
mats allow the dairy farmer
with freestalls to capitalize on
the advantages of permanent
matting for dairy herds.
Manufactured from new
processed rubber, and has
nylon reinforced construction to maximize durability
against wear and weathering. One solid piece provides permanent flooring with all
the advantages of rubber mats. Can be installed on top of clay or dirt stalls without
the additional cost of concrete. Can also be installed on existing concrete. Available
12 ft. L x 75" W, or in any length up to 16 ft. 10-year warranty. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Clever tool makes your life easier and moving
mats a breeze! It becomes a mat handle by
locking onto the rubber, so pulling, pushing, and
lifting mats is quick and easy. Simple to use —
just slide the edge of a dry mat into the slot and
the spring-loaded cam/grip locks on instantly.
• Provides a simple, no-touch way to
• Comfortable, recessed handle provides
move bulky, heavy, rubber mats
a secure grip
• Aggressive teeth to prevent slippage
• Self-adjusts for mats up to 1" thick
• One-hand operation with push-button
• Easy on and off
release
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
Works great for setting
C29339(X)N111 — $23.80
up at livestock shows!

12 ft. x 75" W. Sh. wt. 216 lbs.
Z09025N111 — $237.75 2+ $222.68
75" W. Must specify length when ordering. (1-ft. increments.) Max. length: 16 ft.

Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

Z09026N111 Per foot — $21.50

Dri-Dek®
Floor System

• Provides relief for
your legs,
feet, and back
• Offers wall-to-wall
comfort anywhere
• Self-draining,
self-cleaning surface
Great for milking parlors, Dri-Dek® provides a dry,
bacteria-fighting surface in any size or shape. Down in
the parlor, your legs and back take a real pounding. These
12" x 12" x 9⁄16" interlocking tiles remove this painful, nagging
pressure — relieves the stress and strain of standing and
relaxes tense muscles and aching joints. Tiles snap together to
form a portable surface of any length, width, or shape. You can
change any part of it at any time. Made of flame-resistant polyvinyl chloride, packed
with oxy-B1™, an EPA-approved fungicide for fighting mold, mildew, and bacteria.
Dri-Dek® won’t rot, splinter, flake, soil, discolor, tear, or unravel. Self-draining,
self-cleaning design — just hose it down, dirt and water fall out of sight. Can also be
used for showers, pools, patios, decks, entrances, walkways, work stations, etc. Fiveyear warranty. Not recommended for horses. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Black C13425N111

Per Tile — $5.15

Gray C13426N111

Blue C13427N111

C17990N111

C17989N111

C17991N111

Humane Mats

Provide comfort for your animals, reduce bedding costs, and save time on stall
cleanup. Thick, textured surface provides traction and resiliency that reduces risk
of injuries and swollen leg problems. Install in new or existing facilities on any firm,
stable surface. Nonabsorbent material will not hold moisture or promote bacteria
growth. Easy to sweep or hose clean. N
Diamond Horse Mat. Cushioned mat is easy to install on any firm surface — concrete,
clay, compact dirt, etc. 4 ft. x 6 ft. x 3⁄4". Comes as one complete piece. Shipped truck.
Sh. wt. 102 lbs.

C17990N111 — $55.60 10+ $51.06
Button Horse Mat. High-traction material provides sure footing for your horse. 4 ft. x

6 ft. x 1⁄2". Comes as one complete piece. Custom sizes available. Call 1.800.558.9595
for details. Sh. wt. 70 lbs.

C17989N111 — $50.25 10+ $47.20
Humane Comfeze Cow Mat. Easily installed in new or existing barns or pens.

48" x 72" x 3⁄4". Shipped truck. Sh. wt. 107 lbs.

C17991N111 — $55.60

10+ $51.06
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Rubber Mat

Precut rubber utility mat ideal for animal
environments because nonporous surface
will not harbor bacteria. Bottom side is
grooved for drainage; ribbed top side for
traction. Made from 70% recycled rubber
and 30% styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) that
will not shrink, curl, or crumble. Easy to lift, move, and
clean. Great flooring for stalls, trailers, coops, kennels
and runs, milk houses, mudrooms, decks, camping,
garages, truck beds, and more. ISO 9001 certified.
96" L x 40" W x 1⁄4" thick. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 45 lbs.

Healthier cows
equal more milk!

Motion-sensor
activated!

C32321N111 — $54.50

The FutureCow™ Comfort Brush
•
•
•
•
•
•

Z16852N111

Z16853N111

Linear Rubber Ring Mat

For milking parlors or horse wash racks. Perforated with 1" die-cut holes for fast, easy
drainage of liquids or solid debris. Raised-button, nonslip grid promotes safety for both
you and your livestock. The 72" x 48" x 5⁄8" thick black mats have thousands of tiny
cleats on the underside, providing comfort and anti-fatigue qualities while allowing air
to circulate freely to evaporate any moisture. Edges are square cut to align perfectly
without unsightly seams or gaps. Natural vulcanized, genuine rubber that won’t peel,
crack, or crumble. Won’t absorb moisture, urine, cleaning solutions, or disinfectants.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 82 lbs. N

Z16852N111 — $94.75

Linear Rubber Econo “Soft Stall” Mat

To comfort and protect your horse, these “soft stall” mats can be used in alleyways,
grooming areas, wash racks, trainers, and stalls. Install over any surface. Proven to
cut bedding costs and disposal and to reduce stable maintenance. The 4 ft. x 6 ft. x 5⁄8"
thick black mat has a raised-button, nonskid pattern that works under dry or wet
conditions. Surface resists scratching, marring, or trapping of dust or dirt. Made of
natural vulcanized genuine rubber, these mats won’t crack, peel, or crumble. Will not
absorb moisture, urine, cleaning solutions, or disinfectants. Thousands of tiny cleats
on the underside provide sound-absorbing qualities, which allow air to circulate freely
to evaporate moisture, and act as an anti-fatigue cushion. Made with true square
edges to align without seams or gaps. For maintenance, just mop with soap and water.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 90 lbs. N

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Mats + Comfort Brush + Scales

Keeps cows clean and groomed
Helps keep the herd calm and relaxed
Safe and energy efficient
Easy installation
Features a safety overrun
Intuitive motion sensor activates brush as cow
approaches
• Patent-pending omni-joint allows for 360° of
movement
• Full-length 48" brush covers cows from head
to flank
• Hourglass shape better fits body contours
• Long-lasting, softer bristles provide greater
comfort and superb cleaning
• Extremely durable, wear-resistant nylon brushes
• Powerful motor and drive system remain
stationary
• Energy-efficient motor with a rotating speed of
60 rpm, 230V
To a dairy farmer, a happier, healthier cow means
a more productive cow. This brush is designed
to groom and stimulate the cow. Provides 360°
of comfort — cows enjoy it so much they often
frequent it multiple times a day. Easy to install, the
brush is activated when a cow presses against it.
Proven effective at improving a cow’s overall health
and significantly increasing milk production. Cows
are cleaner, happier, and more productive. Since
gear and motor do not rotate with the brush itself,
there is much less wear and tear with fewer moving parts. Features an emergency
shut-off/reset feature — should the brush reset four to six times, it will be disabled
automatically to prevent injury to the cow (brush can only be reset/restarted manually). The user/dairyman can set/configure how many resets will cause the shut off and
manual reset. With a soft-start feature, the brush ramps up slowly to optimal speed
and the speed can be set by the user/dairyman. To see a video of this brush in use, go
to eNasco.com/farmandranch and search for Z47500N111. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 180 lbs. N

Z47500N111 — $3,000.00

Z16853N111 — $90.25

Optima Bench Scale
with Back Rail & Wheels

Optima Vet Scale

Removable stainless steel platform. Scale
base can be positioned up to 10 ft. away
from the display. Indicator features an adjustable mounting bracket for either desk or
wall mount convenience. Scale and display
are rechargeable battery powered and have a power-saving automatic sleep mode.
Automatic zero tracking maintains the scale at zero while the hold feature retains the
displayed weight after the animal is removed. Large, durable 43" x 20" stainless steel
surface with low-profile 2" H weighing platform is easy for animals to step onto. Lightweight and portable — can be used on floor or tabletop. Anti-skid rubber mat included.
Capacity: 1,000 lbs. x 0.2 lbs.; load cell capacity is 2.2 times scale capacity for overload
protection. Heavy-duty, 19-ft., metal shielded, quick-connecting cable. Indicator features
durable steel construction, backlit LED display with tilt adjustable wall or desk mount
stand, accumulation mode to totalize weights, weighs in pounds or kilograms, built-in
communication port, and rechargeable battery and AC adapter. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 60 lbs. N

Designed for speed and accuracy with an extremely
heavy-duty platform and rugged stainless steel enclosure that provides top performance for high-usage
applications. Selectable weight units (lb. and kg),
along with gross, tare, and net conversion functions.
Bidirectional serial port, auto shut-off, and sleep
modes to conserve battery power. Rechargeable
90-hour battery. Features high resolution with overload protection. Includes diamond-plated platform
(18" L x 24" W x 81⁄2" H), shroud, indicator (legal for
trade), load cells, column, wheels, and hardware.
Capacity: 500 lbs. x 0.1 lbs. NTEP class III, 5,000
divisions, legal-for-trade certification. U.S. legal for
trade CC#: 11-016. Canada legal for trade
CC#: AM-5817. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 85 lbs. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

Z48489N111 — $515.00

Z48516N111 — $375.00

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Scales + Cages
2.

1.

1. Optima Livestock Alleyway Scale

Extremely heavy-duty livestock alleyway scale with a capacity of 5,000 lbs. x 1 lb. Large 84" x 30" platform
with integral 6" L ramps and 4" H side rails. Motion-sensing technology delivers accurate animal weighing.
Stainless steel LCD display with rechargeable battery and a stainless steel junction box. Two-year warranty
on platform; one-year warranty on electronics. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 350 lbs. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Z50127N111 — $1,100.00

2. Optima Portable Livestock Scale

Features an indicator with large LCD display, tread-plate surface, ramped ends, 18' L sturdy metal-shielded
cable, handles and wheels, and AC or battery operation (rechargeable battery). Steel frame with checkered
steel cover. Platform is 20" x 50" (including ramped ends) x 21⁄2" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 113 lbs. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Z50125N111 1,000 lb. x 0.2 lb. scale — $560.00
Z50126N111 2,000 lb. x 0.5 lb. scale — $580.00

3.

3. Optima Livestock Scale

Comes fitted with all the electronics necessary for
livestock weighing. Swivel casters for easy moving.
Equipped with a hand wrench for raising and lowering.
Watertight stainless steel backlit LCD display, accumulation mode to total weights, built-in communication
port, tilt-adjustable wall or desk mount stand, and
rechargeable battery and AC adapter. Platform height:
5". Capacity: 5,000 lbs. x 1 lb. 60" x 36" x 37". Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 380 lbs. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Z50128N111 — $1,050.00

4.

4. Optima Scale
Data-Logging Software

5.

Log, save, and print reading with the click of a button! Features a single window
interface, eliminating confusion in navigating through different menus, screens,
etc. A simple spreadsheet is embedded in the software. Saved log data can be
imported to other spreadsheet programs, such as Excel. Software calibration can
be done by entering a multiplication factor. Remote control of the indicator from
the same Windows screen (zero, tare, gross, unit). Connect with a serial cable
between computer’s serial port and indicator’s port. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt 0.25 lbs. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Z50131N111 — $123.25

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows® XP/Vista/7, 32-bit/64-bit.

5. Optima Weighing Beam System

Simple design and easy handling accommodate various loading methods and pallets of all sizes. Includes indicator display, lb./kg selectable, auto-hold, and rechargeable battery that lasts up to 72 hours. Capacity: 5,000 lbs. x 1 lbs. Carbon steel.
4" W x 33⁄4" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Z50129N111 24" L. Sh. wt. 52 lbs. — $530.00
Z50130N111 40" L. Sh. wt. 83 lbs. — $575.00

Smidley Mini-Scale
with Digital Scale Head

Swine production requires the
right weight for the best price.
Weighs by hydraulic pressure
with a digital indicator. No
cables — no beams — no
springs. Heaviest constructed
hog scale on the market. Features a steady, accurate dial
for speed; two-way gate on
each end for fast sorting; and
hinged gates that swing
in either direction. Capacity:
400 lbs. 55" L x 27" W x 37" H
with wheels included. Shipped
directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 250 lbs. N

Z46843N111 — $2,210.50
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6.

6. WayPig®
Litter Scale

7.

Weigh entire litters one at a time, the scale handles loads up to 200 lbs. Scale provides a
precise readout of the total litter weight in pounds and grams quickly. Use the information
to track top-producing boars and sows, evaluate the success of your feeding program, and
detect problems before they start eating your profits. Easily glides through narrow aisles
and around tight corners. Portable, noncorrosive Vet-Tray attachment keeps veterinary
supplies, medicine, or essential tools at your fingertips. Powder-coated finish. Easy to clean
and disinfect to help prevent spread of disease. Floor constructed of heavy-gauge, galvanized woven wire. Four 6" (two swivel and two rigid) heavy-duty wheels. 37" L x 211⁄2" W x
451⁄2" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 120 lbs. N

Z42135N111 — $646.25

7. WayPig® 300 Market Hog Scale

The entire floor serves as a weighing area and the walls of the scale remain stationary.
Hydraulic damper system helps the scale operate more quietly. 300-lb. capacity in 1-lb.
increments on a large, easy-to-read dial. See-through gates encourage hogs to enter.
Convenient one-hand operation. Gates automatically lock when closed. 21" W can easily
fit into very narrow spaces. One-person operation. 56" L x 18" W x 55" H. Wheels not
included; wheel and handle kit sold separately (C28934N111 below). Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 248 lbs. N

Z42130N111 — $976.25
Optional Wheel and Handle Kit. Make your scale easy to move. Handles fold out of

the way when not in use. Since scale only has two wheels, the end sitting on the ground
prevents scale from moving (wheels do not lock). For Z42130N111 above. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C28934N111 — $109.95

Sorting Flags

These flags work well for turning, moving, and sorting
cattle and horses; flagging colts; and for lunging horses.
Tightly woven nylon thread, large rubber handle, and ripstop
nylon flag. Flag color may vary — no choice. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C28845(Y)N111 52" L — $21.20
C28846(Y)N111 60" L — $21.40

N

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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Our most popular small
animal scale with over
50 years of sales!

Digital Scale with
Wall-Mount Control Panel

Handles heavy packages and containers. Boxes
slide easily onto the weighing platform. Digital
control panel wall-mounts for easy access and
readability when weighing large items that block
the display. Features all-steel platform, detachable ABS plastic control panel with 9-ft. cord,
LCD digital display, shock-resistant load cell, tare
switch, nonskid feet, 150-lb. (68 kg) capacity,
and 0.2-lb. (0.1 kg) resolution. Operates with AC
adapter (included) or one 9V battery (not included). Body measures 12" x 121⁄2" x 21⁄4"; control
panel measures 5" x 3" x 11⁄4". Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C16685N111 — $200.25

Nasco’s Portable
Hog and Sheep Scale

Small-Animal Scales

Powder-coated finish will hold up
against rust. Heavy-duty scale head
is large and easy to read. Animal can
be observed from all four sides and
accessed for injections from two sides.
Bottom platform has a nonskid surface.
The sides and gate serve as the weighing area. An animal leaning against
the sides or gates won’t prevent an
accurate reading. Also contributing to
the scale’s performance is a hydraulic
damper that reduces scale-pointer
vibration, providing an accurate reading
more quickly than a balance-beam
scale. Accurate dial with 2-lb. increments. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

A popular, portable scale that’s perfect for weighing pigs and sheep to ensure the best market price! Provides accurate weighing from 0-400 lbs. Single
beam is in 1⁄2-lb. increments, numbered in 5-lb. numerals. Three counterweights
included — one each of 50 lbs., 100 lbs., and 150 lbs. Total weight capacity
with counterweights: 400 lbs. Weighing just 145 lbs., the scale is easily moved
on sturdy rubber wheels. 55" L x 24" W x 45" H. Inside width of crate: 18". Not
legal for trade. One-year warranty. Shipped truck. Sh. wt. 200 lbs. N

C04974N111 — $891.50
Nasco’s Larger Portable Hog and Sheep Scale. Longer version of the

C04974N111 Scale. 65" L x 24" W x 45" H. Inside width: 18". Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 210 lbs. N

Z11445N111 — $1,015.50

Caf Cart® Digital
Small Animal Scale

4-ft. Animal Scale.

Maximum weight capacity:
500 lbs. 521⁄4" L x 27" W x 611⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 310 lbs.

Z30398N111 — $1,107.95
5-ft. Animal Scale. Maximum weight capacity: 500 lbs.
641⁄4" L x 27" W x 611⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 336 lbs.

Z30399N111 — $1,209.75
Optional Wheel and Handle Kit Only. Makes the scale easy to move! Wheels add

only 3" to width and do not need to be removed in order for the scale to be used.
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

Z30400N111 — $94.95

WayPig® Digital Scales

Averages animal’s weight in seconds,
with 99% accuracy! Gates on each
end have sure-close latches at top
and bottom, yet open with a flip of one
lever. Bars on the sides are removable.
The animal can be observed from all
four sides and accessed for injections
or marking. Two heavy-duty, stainless
steel load cells installed under the floor
absorb the shock load of active animals
during weighing. Electronics are in a
seamless housing for full protection from
dust and moisture. Units feature a liquid
crystal display with large numbers, plus
keys for power, tare, and double-checking the animal’s weight without taking
it off the scale. Each scale requires two
“AA” batteries (not included) or 110V
Z42129N111
household current through the AC/DC
converter. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Digital Sow Scale. 500-lb. capacity. 50" L x 27" W x 56" H. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 235 lbs.

Z42134N111 — $2,653.50
Digital Sow & Boar Scale. 500-lb. capacity. 62" L x 27" W x 56" H. Wheels not includ-

ed; wheel and handle kit sold separately (Z42132N111 below). Sh. wt. 245 lbs.

Z42133N111 — $2,763.50
Digital Market Hog Scale. 300-lb. capacity in 1-lb. increments. At each end of the

scale, there is a see-through mesh that encourages the hog to enter. Gates can be
operated with one hand. As the gates close, they automatically lock. 53" L x 22" W x
46" H. Wheels not included; wheel and handle kit sold separately (Z42132N111 below).
Sh. wt. 180 lbs.

Z42129N111 — $2,489.95
Optional Wheel and Handle Kit. Make your scale easy to move. Handles fold out of
the way when not in use. Wheels have an easy release that allows scale to sit flat on
the ground for weighing; wheels do not lock. For scales Z42134N111, Z42133N111, and
Z42129N111 listed above. Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

Z42132N111 — $140.50

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Scales

NEW

Ideal size to weigh and transport
newborns through 250- to 300-lb.
weaning calves. Unique, well-designed, leveraged lift handle enables
operator to easily load, lift, transport,
and unload animals. 26" pneumatic
tires roll easily over uneven ground.
Stainless steel load cell design offers
accurate weighing when resting on
uneven ground. Includes headlock
feature that secures animal’s head for
administering medicine, dehorning,
and vaccinating. High strength steel
tubing frame construction, 22-ga.
galvanized side panels, and diamond
plate aluminum floor. Easy-to-use
digital display has a compact, durable
design with an internal battery. 15-ft.
electronic cable is protected with
flexible stainless steel cable guard to
resist cable injury due to animal biting
or accidental pinching, prolonging cable life.
Features auto shutoff and conservation settings,
three mount bracket options, two load cell connections, and 1" six-character digital
display. Powered by two “AA” batteries, 50+ hours of life, also 120V power converter.
Cart enclosure inside dimensions: 41" L x 15" W x 38" H. 300-lb carrying capacity.
Accuracy: ±1%. 42" Caf Cart® scale comes complete with two 16" load cells, and
digital display. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 150 lbs. N

Z50733N111 — $2,334.50

Paul Hog and
Sheep Scales

Sturdy, well-constructed crate
scales. Has steel floor cleats and
sliding gates. Sorting gate and
wheel assembly are optional. Crate
size: 48" L x 18" W x 34" H. 500-lb.
capacity, 1-lb. beam calibration.
One-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. N
Basic Scale. Sh. wt. 322 lbs.

Z07283N111 — $2,151.50
Scale w/ Sorting Gate and
Wheel Assembly. Sh. wt. 335 lbs.
Z07284N111 — $2,613.25
Wheel Assembly Only.

Sh. wt. 50 lbs.

Z07286N111 — $311.75

Super heavy duty!
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GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Farm Equipment
Complete Low-Profile Platform Scale System

Ruggedly designed, this single-animal, low-profile platform scale is a
great fit for any livestock weighing needs. Suited for weighing on dirt or
cement. Made of aluminum, the 94" L x 29" W platform offers simple and fast
weighing. Four 24" stainless steel weigh beams mounted underneath the platform
allow for accurate weight readings on uneven, firm surfaces and a greater overall
weight capacity. All weigh beam cables are enclosed with stainless steel cable guard to
prevent pinching and rodent chewing. With a maximum-grip, nonskid rubber mat, no sharp
edges, and a platform that sits low to the ground, this scale will provide safety and security for
livestock. Addressing all biosecurity concerns, the platform mat is completely replaceable. The
SW300 indicator is powered by two “AA” batteries (not included), as well as a 120V power converter
with 15-ft. cable and a stainless steel guard. An auto-off feature, in addition to several backlight display
settings, extends battery life of the SW300 beyond 50 hours. The SW300 has a weather-proof, molded
housing to withstand both temperature extremes and vibration. System includes SW300 indicator, 120V power
converter, for 24" lead cells with stainless steel cable guard, and low-profile platform. 6,600-lb. capacity, accuracy
± 1%. Three-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 160 lbs. N

Z48518N111 — $3,000.25

Wrangler Elite Livestock Weighing System with Platform

Great for small producers, FFA, and 4-H programs. Scale system weighs accurately
on uneven, firm surfaces. Built for the most rugged and extreme environments, the
durable components have been carefully selected and woven into a superior design
using the latest technology. Advanced signal filtering provides stable reading with
active animals. Custom-built, 1" LCD, 14-segment display provides excellent visibility in
all types of weather and lighting conditions. The SW300 indicator is compact, reliable,
and powered by two “AA” batteries (not included) — good for more than 50 hours of
use — or 120V. The “lock-n-hold” feature holds the weight of the animal after it leaves,
permitting you time to record the information. Includes automatic “zero tracking” to
help eliminate the effects of dirt and manure build-up. Changes easily between pounds
or kilograms. Front-panel programmability for setup and calibration. Displays battery
power level. Two 24" weigh beams with 15-ft. stainless steel shrouded cables connect
directly to rugged indicator. Capacity: 3,300 lbs. Stainless steel load cell mounts. Two
weigh beam system easily bolts onto the animal-friendly, nonskid aluminum platform.
System includes SW300 indicator and mount, 24" load cells with 15-ft. cables, 90" L x
24" W platform (hardware included), and a 120V AC/DC power supply. Three-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 107 lbs. N

Z30422N111

Z30422N111 — $1,955.75
Wrangler Standard Weighing System w/o Platform. Package includes everything
in the Wrangler Elite system above, except the aluminum platform. Three-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. N

Z30350N111 — $1,413.95
Stockweigh Electronic Scale Package w/ 331⁄2" Load
Cells. Same as Wrangler Standard Weighing System w/o

platform (Z30350N111 above), plus the features that follow.
Easy-to-use indicator has three operation keys, plus an on/
off key. A “zero” key clears the indicator. Scrolling help
messages provide answers to indicator operation questions
on-site, without the manual. Compact indicator housing is
constructed of seamless, high-impact Lexan, making it rain-,
moisture-, and dust-proof, and able to endure extreme temperature swings. Two load cell weigh beams mount easily to
any type of steel or wood deck or chute. Package includes:
one electronic SW300 indicator; two 3,300-lb. capacity,
331⁄2" load cells with 15-ft. stainless steel shrouded cables;
one indicator mount bracket; and one AC/DC power supply.
Can operate with two “AA” batteries (not included) or 120V
AC/DC power converter (included). Three-year warranty.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 62 lbs. N

Z15211N111

Z15211N111 — $1,571.95

Wrangler Junior Scale

Ruggedly designed, portable scale available for small-stature animals — ideal for 4-H Club
and FFA weighing. Displays accurate readings on uneven, firm surfaces. Pair of load cells
offers a 3,300-lb. capacity and is made of stainless steel. With just a 4" deck height, hogs,
sheep, goats, calves, and exotics will step onto it nicely. Brite-tread, nonskid, aluminum
platform measures 54" L x 281⁄2" W (23" inside width). 4" sides will accommodate your
custom-made side panels. Steel indicator display post folds down for a sleek profile, allowing
it to be transported in an SUV or auto trunk. The SW300 indicator is powered by two “AA”
batteries (not included), as well as a 120V power converter. An auto-off feature, in addition
to several backlight display settings, extends battery life beyond 50 hours. The SW300’s
molded housing is weatherproof and withstands temperature extremes and vibration. Unit
ships complete with SW300 indicator, 120V power converter, flexible indicator RAM mount,
two 24" load cells with stainless steel cable guard, and aluminum deck. Lift handle and wheel
kit not included (sold separately below). Three-year
warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Available in 240V through special
order. Sh. wt. 106 lbs. N

Z45641N111 — $1,811.25
Lift Handle and Wheel Kit. For use with Wrangler

Junior Scale above. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

Z45984N111 — $157.25
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1.

2.

3.

Z47369N111

1. Hanging Scale with Scoop

Hanging scale with screw adjustment pointer
graduated in ounces and pounds. 70-lb. capacity by 1⁄2 lb.
increments in a single revolution, precision adjustment knob,
81⁄2" dia. recessed dial with large numerals, heavy steel body,
and top and bottom hooks. Comes with a galvanized steel
scoop and chain measuring 17" x 115⁄8" x 57⁄16". Includes hanging
scale [C05889(X)N111 below] and scoop (C06370N111 below).
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C21047N111 — $52.90 Nasco Price $37.95
Hanging Dairy Scale Only. All-purpose farm scale with a

modern look. Adjustable indicator deducts weight of pail.
Capacity: 70 lbs. by 1⁄2 lbs. in a single revolution. 173⁄4" H overall.
Not legal for trade. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C05889(X)N111 — $30.95
Scoop with Chain Only. Includes three chains.

Weight capacity: 20 lbs. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Z49275N111

Cattleman Squeeze Chute with Automatic Head Gate

Features a single-lever, double-sided squeeze mechanism with heavy-duty linkage. Features drop-down
horseshoes for easy top-side access, and fold-down/fully removable bottom panels. Spring-loaded side
exit door for larger animals to exit and for sorting. Scale-ready. Rear vertical sliding tailgate with automatic locks in both the closed and fully open positions. Grease fittings on all major pivot points. Entire
unit is powder coated for corrosion resistance and long life in the field. Recommended for cattle up to
1,100 lbs. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 1,035 lbs. N

Z47369N111 — $2,135.00
Optional Wheel Kit. Configured to fit the chute

above. Fully assembled including tires, rims, and a
heavy-duty, two-way winch. Durable powder-coat
red finish. 6 ft. 5" W x 13 ft. L x 40" H. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 260 lbs. N

Z47370N111

C06370N111 — $21.95

Z47370N111 — $2,077.50

2. Heavy-Duty Hanging Scale

CattleMaster Series 6 Heavy-Duty Squeeze Chute with Automatic Head Gate

Includes shackle with locking latch and S-hook for attaching
loads. Has a tare feature, hold feature, auto off, three button
operation, backlit LCD, and reads in pounds and kilograms.
Capacity: 330 lbs. (150 kg). Graduation: 0.2 lbs. (0.1 kg). Requires two CR2032 batteries (included). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C30778N111 — $123.25

3. Nasco’s Small Animal Weighing Sling

Excellent for newborn calves, baby lambs, and other small animals. 191⁄2" x 12" sling, constructed of a heavy nylon material
with reinforced stitching, 13⁄4" straps, and easy-to-connect
2" D rings. It has an overall length of 46", is easily cleaned,
and won’t rot or deteriorate. Sh. wt.0.75 lbs.

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Livestock Chutes + Pest Control

Features a high-mount, single-lever, double-sided squeeze mechanism with heavy-duty linkage to keep animals firmly in place, plus an automatic head gate. Drop-down horseshoes for easy top-side access, as well
as fold-down and fully removable bottom panels. Spring-loaded side exit door for sorting and exiting larger
animals. Modular design allows for addition of optional accessories such as palpation cage, tailgates, and
alleyways. Constructed of 23⁄8" tubular steel with grease fittings at critical points. Bottom side adjustments
with multiple settings for various size animals. Recommended for cattle up to 1,700 lbs. Features durable,
corrosion-resistant, powder-coat red finish. Inside working dimensions: 89" L x 34" W x 74" H. Outside
dimensions: 107" L x 45" W x 92" H. Shipped truck directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 1,605 lbs. N

Z49275N111 — $3,425.95

C12926(X)N111 — $24.75

Cattleman Automatic Head Gate

Large Weigh Sling

Works with Cattleman Chute or can be bolted to wooden alley
posts. Grease fittings at critical points. Single-piece top linkage for smooth operation. Quality construction of heavy-duty
23⁄8" tubular steel and powder-coated red for superior corrosion protection. Recommended for cattle up to 1,100 lbs.
18" L x 42" W x 72" H. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 311 lbs. N

For weighing larger lambs
and small breeding animals.
Adjustable chest strap and
tail strap for animal containment. Chest strap connects behind the neck and tail strap connects
over animal’s back. Will hold up to 200 lbs.
Nylon fabric and straps. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Z47371N111 — $715.50

C32222(X)N111 — $23.40

Fly Bullet

Ideal for fly and lice control
on calves. Each 19"-22"
bullet consists of a polyester stocking filled with
acrylic fiber material. Simply
pour one pint of insecticide
solution on each bullet and
hang in creep openings or
on mineral feeders.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C16367N111 — $9.55
4+ $8.78

C14880N111
C13683N111

Cow Life-CattleRub®
Back Rubber and Pour-On Solution

Use on beef cattle, dairy cattle, and swine for reduction of
flies, mosquitoes, lice, and ticks. May be used with back
rubber equipment or as a pour-on treatment. Ready to use,
no dilution necessary. Formulated with high-viscosity, lowirritation mineral oil to avoid loss from evaporation and wick
run-through. Contains 0.125% Permethrin giving residual
control. 21⁄2 gallons. Sh. wt. 21 lbs.

C15509N111 — $46.75

Designed by a cattleman for continuous protection from horn flies without spraying and
dusting. Simply hang this 10-ft. polyester and acrylic CattleRub®, so cattle may go under, and pour about 2-4 gallons of diesel fuel and insecticide solution along its length,
and let the CattleRub® do the rest! Refill about once a month. For increased surface
contact area and effectiveness, attach Face Flyps™ (C14880N111 below). Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C13683N111 — $30.25 4+ $28.13
Face Flyps™. Put insecticide where it’s needed most — on the face! Face Flyps™ wick

solution directly from the rub, giving effective pinkeye protection and face fly control.
Pack of 22 Flyps™ which easily attach to rub. Cotton. 32" L x 2" W. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C14880N111 — $19.35

4+ $18.25
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SCRATCHERS/OILERS

Z18076N111

Z20623N111

C31356N111
Z19424N111

Cattle Groomer Scratchers

Easily apply fly and pest control and provide a comfortable brushing action to animals. Lice, flies,
and winter hair are removed while protective, effective pest control is applied to the cow’s back
for dispersal throughout the coat. Solution tank has a valve to regulate or shut off the supply
to the upper brush. Use oil-based insecticide solution (not included). Brushes on the groomer/
scratchers are 181⁄2" x 4", which are large enough for excellent coverage. Brushes are securely
mounted in the metal frame for safety and durability, and the frame is easily attached to a wall.

Single-Spring Model. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 80 lbs. N
Z18076N111 — $399.95
Double-Spring Model. Two springs give extra brushing power for very strong, large cattle. 51⁄2-gallon
capacity. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 93 lbs.

Z19424N111 — $435.50
Top Brush. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
Side Brush. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. N
C31356N111 — $55.95
C31357N111 — $55.95
Felt Cloth for Oilers. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C27349N111 — $17.30

N

Cattle Scratcher with Double Spring

Double-spring cattle scratcher without pesticide tank feature. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 63 lbs. N

Z20623N111 — $333.25

C18241N111

Pest Doom Oiler

An excellent addition to fly control tags or by itself, this oiler allows cattle to make contact for an even
distribution of protective oil through its high-quality synthetic yarn mops. Oil is dispensed only when
tank is rotated, smartly eliminating waste. Tough, polyethylene tank won’t rust, leak, or corrode. Holds
four gallons of oil. Includes mounting chains. Tank measures 45" L with 7" dia. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C24534N111 — $99.95
Replacement Mop and Canvas. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C24535N111 — $41.75

Oilers

Premium oilers are practical and economical for maximum insect protection for livestock and hogs.
With the proper insecticide, they provide year-round protection from lice, flies, and ticks. Long-life
rayon mops are desired because they tend to oil the sides of the animals as well as their backs.

4-ft. Oiler. Measures 45" L with a capacity of
approx. 4 gal. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.
C18241N111 — $121.50

Used by farms, stables, and zoos around the world. Simply attach
pad to any surface your animals commonly rub against or create
a dedicated scratching area. The deep, textured, flexible surface
provides a long-lasting, safe, satisfying way for animals to scratch.
Conveniently sized to cover small or large areas, wrap around corners, or cover extruding objects. 23" x 14" pad is flexible enough to
wrap around posts and sturdy enough to withstand even the largest
animals. Can be attached easily with screws and washers or tied
against feeders, fences, and other non-flat surfaces. Black. Made in
the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C30272N111 — $56.25

N

C24534N111

Itchin’ Post Smart-Scratch Animal Grooming Pad

1

2 ⁄2-ft. Oiler. Measures 28" L with a capacity of
approx. 23⁄4 gal. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C18242N111 — $95.25

Python®
Dust Insecticide

Two novel active ingredients are combined to
provide a synergized
formulation that provides maximum effectiveness and residual
activity against a wide
variety of livestock
pests. Contains 0.075%
Zetacypermethrin
and 0.15% Piperonyl
Butoxide. Controls
horn flies, lice, ticks,
and keds. Aids in the
control of face flies, stable flies, and other nuisance flies. Can even
be applied to wound areas to control flies. For lactating and nonlactating dairy and beef cattle, as well as sheep, goats, and horses. No
withdrawal time required. Can be used on any age animal. One dust
sleeve lasts 25% longer than competitive dusts and resists moisture
absorption for consistent release. Ideal for rotation with
any current organophosphate dust for horn fly-resistance management programs. Environmentally friendly
with the lowest EPA toxicity rating for pesticides. A-Line
nylon dust bag with 121⁄2-lb. sleeve of Python® Dust.
Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

C23652N111 — $78.95
121⁄2-lb. Bag of Replacement Python® Dust.
Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C30356N111 — $35.25
2-lb. Shaker Canister. See above description for

ingredients and application. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C23654N111 — $8.80

Easy Way Cattle Scratcher/Oiler

Use this scratcher/oiler to reduce pinkeye, help eliminate parasites,
increase gains, and apply chemicals evenly. The unit comes with
one scratcher and stand and features a 6-gallon see-through
supply tank that is removable for easy filling. Has heavy casehardened chain. Solid rub rings; no wear points, top or bottom;
and heavy-duty self-adjusting pull spring. Will not run out of spring.
Minimum maintenance. Unit can easily be changed to a two- or
three-scratcher unit by ordering additional scratcher
assemblies below (Z18929N111). 7" L x 7" W x 8 ft. H.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 189 lbs. N

Z18928N111 — $669.50
Extra Scratcher Assembly. Shipped directly from our supplier.
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 55 lbs.

Z18929N111 — $415.75

N

NEW
Revenge DUST-ON® Fly,
Lice, and Tick Control Powder

SCRATCHER

Ideal for use on cattle, horses, swine, poultry, and dogs. Controls flies, horn flies, lice,
fleas, ticks, mites (including northern fowl
mites), and other flying and crawling insects.
25% permethrin powder kills and repels for
up to four weeks. 11⁄4-lb. shaker top canister.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34794N111 — $4.35
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Heavy-Duty Big Wheel® Cart

Suitable for agricultural, commercial, and
industrial work. Strong, durable, one-piece
construction carries up to 700 lbs. High-flotation,
8" W wheels provide easy mobility over most
surfaces. Reinforced steel axle for heavy-duty
hauling. Capacity: 7.5 cu. ft. 57" L x 41" W x
26" H. Comes fully assembled. Shipped truck.
Sh. wt. 82 lbs. N

C32951N111 — $618.25

Big Wheel® Cart

Designed for heavy-duty, long-lasting use. Smooth, all-plastic, one-piece tub construction is easy to dump and clean.
Load capacity: 200 lbs. Large, 20" dia. semi-pneumatic
wheels roll smoothly over rough surfaces. Capacity:
3.5 cu. ft. level/4.0 cu. ft. heaped. 47" L x 271⁄2" W x 243⁄4" H.
Assembly required. Shipped truck. Sh. wt. 66 lbs. N

C32953N111 — $287.95

Farm Tough™ Cart

Strong, durable plastic cart carries up to 200 lbs. — ideal
for use as a feed cart, muck cart, or general-purpose farm
cart. One-piece molded construction; smooth, seamless
body for easy use and cleaning. Reinforced ribs add
impact resistance. Large 20" x 2.125" pneumatic wheels
provide easy mobility over most surfaces. 31⁄2-cu.-ft.
level capacity and 61⁄4-cu.-ft. heaped capacity. 271⁄2" L x
243⁄4" W x 47" H. Black. Sh. wt. 65 lbs. N

C15942N111 — $267.25

Sportote 3-Compartment Feed Cart

Makes hauling feed fast and easy! Constructed of rugged
heavy-duty polyethylene with three compartments under
a durable hinged cover: two small compartments measure
101⁄2" x 14" x 201⁄4" and larger compartment measures
101⁄2" x 29" x 201⁄4". Large compartment holds 100 lbs. of
feed; small compartment holds 50 lbs. of feed. Has 20" dia.
spoked air-filled tires. Push handle features convenient carrying tray for scoops, etc. Comes fully assembled with legs
and handle attached. 411⁄2" x 241⁄2" x 331⁄2". Green. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 68 lbs. N

Yard Rover™ Dual-Wheel Wheelbarrow

Designed for light gardening and landscaping, but also
popular at residential nurseries and produce farms.
Dual-wheel design and ergonomic, cushion-grip loop
handle make pushing, pulling, lifting, and dumping a
nearly effortless task. 5-cu.-ft. capacity poly tray is rust
resistant. 14" tube-type air-filled tires. Easy assembly.
Green. Limited one-year warranty on manufacturer
defects. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 34 lbs. N

Z45563N111 — $84.25

The only manure fork you’ll ever
need! Made of the highest quality
plastic in the world, this fork is
lighter and easier to manage.
Europe’s best-selling fork. 551⁄2" L.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34381N111 — $44.95

Easy Scoop 2

Perfect for cleaning up after
small livestock. Handy manure
fork with aluminum telescoping
handle. Scoop is 7" x 7". Overall
length (including basket): adjustable from 221⁄2"-41". One-year
warranty against manufacturer
defects. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. N

C32263N111 — $18.10

“Stall Stinger” Fork

A straight steel handle with a
rubber grip for easy use and a
hanging hook for storage. Nut
and bolt are placed in molded
cavity for quick assembly.
Durable fork with large-capacity
basket. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. N

C25836N111 — $16.75

Trailing
Dump Cart

Haul gravel, fertilizer,
leaves, and more
with this 10-cu.-ft.
cart. Steel dump cart
can be easily pulled by a lawn/garden tractor, UTV, or
ATV. Features removable tailgate for easy loading and
unloading, pin-style hitch, and 16" x 3" pneumatic tires.
Load capacity: 500 lbs./10 cu. ft. 33" axle. Color varies
(red or black; no color choice). Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 89 lbs. N

Z50124N111 — $154.25

Z19971N111 — $432.50

Forever Fork

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Carts + Forks

DuraForks

Fork head is manufactured from super-tough
polycarbonate plastic, a flexible material that outlasts ordinary plastics every time. Specially designed tines are uniquely angled to provide for
easy manure pickup with less spilling. Choose
52" L aluminum or wood handle. 15" W at top,
131⁄2" at bottom, and tines are 9" L. Red. N

DuraFork w/Anodized Aluminum Handle.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C24547N111 — $23.15
DuraFork w/Hardwood Handle.
Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C34381N111

C32263N111

C25836N111

C19435N111 — $16.85
Replacement Head Only for DuraFork. Red.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29891N111 — $12.95

The Future Fork

Unbreakable, high-tensile strength, space-age
polymer, no-rust fork is ideal for horsemen,
ranchers, and farmers. Has an integrated tine
stabilizer and four triangulated side tines to hold
the load securely in place. Ultra lightweight,
strong, and durable, with a 51" wooden handle.
16" W at top, 13" at bottom. 16 tines (81⁄2" L).
Black. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. N

C13571N111 — $18.50

C24547N111

C19435N111

C13571N111
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4.

3.

5.
6.

Hay Hook

1.

One of the finest hooks
available! Heavy-duty
steel hay hook with durable, swivel wood handle.
13" L. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

2.

C28416N111 — $7.10

1. Yo-Ho 3-Tine Hay Fork

Top-quality fork with forged construction and tapered tines for strength and durability.
48" wood handle. Tine length: 121⁄2". Spread at points: 8". Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N

4. Five-Tine Manure Fork

C19989N111 — $29.95

13" polished oval tines. 10" W at points, 48" northern ash handle. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

N

C00862N111 — $30.95

2. Yo-Ho 4-Tine Forged Mushroom/Manure Fork

Heavy-duty forged head makes this fork a perfect multi-use tool. 30" wood handle.
Poly D-grip. Tine length: 15". Spread at points: 11". Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs. N

5. Eight-Tine Forged Chopped Hay Fork

3. Yo-Ho 10-Tine Forged Ensilage Fork

C27918N111 — $69.50

Top-quality fork featuring furnace-forged, high-carbon, steel tapered tines. 36" wood
handle with steel D-grip. Head size: 21" x 20". Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C26337N111 — $44.75

Top-quality fork with forged construction and tapered tines for strength and durability.
30" wood handle. Steel D-grip. Tine length: 16". Spread at points: 16".
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. N

C19991N111 — $72.25

6. Bedding Fork

Welded steel 10-tine bedding fork with 11" x 12". 48" contoured wood handle.
Sh. wt. 5 lbs. N

C30538N111 — $53.25

14.

7.

8.
9.

7. Poly Grain Scoop

Scoop measures 15" x 19". #12 ABS poly scoop
comes with a 48" L wood handle.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. N

C27953N111 — $25.75

8. Yo-Ho #12 Poly Scoop/Shovel

Rugged tool with durable wood handle. Poly
D-grip. 30" L handle. Blade size: 15" x 19".
Sh. wt. 5 lbs. N

C20000N111 — $23.70

9. Seymour® #2 Steel
Scoop/Asphalt Shovel

Multipurpose shovel with steel blade and 44" L
hardwood handle. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C33813N111 — $22.65

10.

12.

11.

15.

13. Heavy-Duty #10 Aluminum Scoop

10. Toolite® Poly Sifting Scoop

For sifting, screening, and removing rocks and
debris from all types of soil. 14" W x 17" L polypropylene scoop-style head with 27" D-grip handle.
One-piece molded construction. Solid fiberglass
handle core. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. N

C32196N111 — $91.75

Seymour® Professional Shovels

PermaGrip™ collar and vinyl grip with a 46" blue
fiberglass handle. Features front turn step, head
size 2, and square socket.

11. Square-Point Shovel. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
C31602N111 — $29.25
12. Round-Point Shovel. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
C31601N111 — $29.25

13.

N
N

Poly D-grip. 30" L durable wooden handle. Blade size: 131⁄2" x
18" x 1⁄10". Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs. N

C26338N111 — $33.75

14. Yo-Ho Pro #14 Heavy-Duty
Aluminum Western Scoop

Top-quality, contractor-grade scoop. Reinforced composite
handle with a tough fiberglass inner core for maximum strength.
Nonconductive, molded polymer exterior with comfortable grips is
moisture and chemical resistant. D-grip handle. Handle length: 30".
Blade size: 15" x 20" x 0.100" thick. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. N

C26343N111 — $45.95

15. Yo-Ho #14 Aluminum Western Scoop

Rugged scoop with durable 30" wood handle. Steel D-grip. Blade
size: 15" x 20" x 0.080" thick. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. N

C20002N111 — $36.95
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4.

1.

6.
2.

5.
7.
3.

1. Heavy-Sweeping 16" Broom and Handle Set

Durable, tough, long-wearing, crimped polypropylene orange bristles. Block
is 1" thick and 31⁄2" W. Trim: 51⁄8". Wood handle. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C26399N111 — $20.90
Nasco Price $17.80
C24504N111 Broom only. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $14.15
C06025N111 Handle only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $6.75

All-welded construction and a bent handle designed for long life and rugged
use. 24" W, 20-gauge stainless steel scraper has a 1" dia. x 58" L steel tube
handle with cold weather handle grips. Lightweight, easy to push. 51⁄2" x 24"
blade. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

C13604N111 — $54.50

2. Heavy-Sweep 24" Floor Broom and Handle Set

Stiff, orange, polypropylene bristles make this a long-wearing brush that’s
not affected by water or petroleum products. Great for use on rough surfaces. Block is
7
⁄8" thick and 21⁄2" W. Trim: 31⁄4". Wood handle. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. N

C26397N111 — $28.05
Nasco Price $25.95
C24501N111 Broom only. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $21.95
C26694N111 Handle only. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $6.10

5. Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel Barn Scraper

N

6. Heavy-Duty Floor Scrapers

Reversible blade makes cleanup quick and easy. Angled handle allows just the
right pressure for scraping even hard, frozen material. Handle and braces are
triple-coated galvanized structural steel tubing. 7" x 24" blade; 58" L x 1" dia. handle.
Galvanized Floor Scraper. 9-gauge
Stainless Steel Floor Scraper. Will
not rust, rot, or corrode. 15-gauge
steel. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N
steel. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. N
C14589N111 — $37.25

C14590N111 — $43.95

3. Maximum Duty Broom

7. 7" Stainless Steel Scraper

C34303N111 — $69.95

C23670N111 — $29.50

28" W industrial broom with three bristle rows and a scraping edge. 60" ergonomic,
blue powder-coated aluminum handle. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

4. Plastic Bristle Barn Broom and Handle Set

Long-lasting, heavy-duty plastic bristles. Ideal for use in damp and wet areas,
as bristles can’t rot down. Plastic bristles resist collection of dirt and refuse on tips. Won’t
ball up on ends of bristles. 16" broom. 54" wood handle. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C26398N111 — $21.00
Nasco Price $21.95
C06023N111 Broom only. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $14.25
C06025N111 Handle only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $6.75

8.

8. Heavy-Duty Corn Broom

Heavy-duty design for long life. 101⁄2" trim, 13" flare,
blended corn with four sews and steel band. Varnished
wood handle. 56" L. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. N

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Forks + Shovels

9.

C23637N111 — $15.25

9. King Midas Heavy-Duty Fiber Broom

Keep the floor of your barn clean with this vinyl-gripped stainless steel scraper.
60" L handle. 41⁄2" x 7" blade. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. N

10. Polar Tuff Scrapers

10.

36" Scraper. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C26339N111 — $67.25

24" Scraper. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C26340N111 — $49.75

Unique design featuring a
11.
shaped, heavy-duty fiberglass
handle with sure-grip strips —
resists twisting and slipping.
Blade is tough, rigid polyethylene that is self-sharpening
and nonabrasive. Durable,
quiet barnscraper. Quickly remove light snowfall from
large areas such as driveways and ice rinks. Works great for decks,
brick, and stonework. 54" fiberglass handle for maximum strength and oversized
poly D-grip for easy handling.

11. 30" Braced Spring-Steel Pusher

Built to stand rough use — the longest-wearing
broom on the market for the roughest floors and
heaviest use. Ideal for creameries and farm milk
houses. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Get years of use out of this durable push shovel. Spring steel blades flex under
stress then return to their original shape. One-piece steel brace provides extra
strength and stability. Yellow. 12" W x 30" L blade. 48" L handle. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. N

C23674N111 — $42.50

C05985N111 — $17.10

NEW

NEW

NEW

14.
12.

NEW
15.

16.

17.

13.

12. EVERsweep™ Extreme Duty Push Broom
Sweeps clean in two swipes! Perfect for large or
dirty jobs around the farm or home. High visibility, stiff
polypropylene bristles and a dense fill help to scrub
surfaces clean and move large amounts of debris.
221⁄2" sweeping width. 60" hardwood handle. 4" L
bristles. Recycled composite brush block. Made in the
U.S.A. Lifetime manufacturer’s guarantee against handle
connector breakage. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. N

C34916N111 — $44.95

13. Squeegee/Scraper

Black powder-coated scraper head with neoprene rubber blade. 60” blue fiberglass handle with cushion grip.
C34300N111 24" blade. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $41.25
C34301N111 36" blade. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $50.75

14. 12" Manure Hoe

All-welded stainless steel livestock hoe makes
cleaning up a quick, easy job. Works better than a
fork. Comfortable angled handle allows just the right
amount of pressure for scraping down gutter grates, cow
bedding, swine pens, etc. 12" stainless steel blade with
60° angle. Curved 58" L x 1" dia. handle of heavy-duty,
powder-coated steel. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. N

C14588N111 — $33.75

15. StableScraper

Great for tie stalls and free stalls because of its 14" W
head. Made of reinforced nylon, making it durable and
lightweight. Blue scraper with 60" handle.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

16. ScrapeRake

Good for everything from sawdust to sand and gravel.
The 12-prong rake flips over to act as a scraper. Double-duty ScrapeRake has a 16" black reinforced nylon
rake/scraper with 60" handle. Self-standing for easy
storage. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34733N111 — $25.75

17. Scraper/Squeegee

Ideal for use on wet areas and crossovers. 20" black
scraper/squeegee head made of reinforced nylon material with 60" handle. Squeegee blade is easily changed.
Self-standing for easy storage. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34734N111 — $39.75

C34732N111 — $17.50
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C34189N111

C34183N111

C34193N111
C34195N111

SHARPSHOCK Electric Livestock Prods

Reliable and economical alternatives to more expensive livestock prods. They have a powerful output, long battery life, carry no residual charge, have completely sealed and
waterproof motors, and a separate on/off button. Will also work when wet or grounded. Reinforced collar nut and extremely resilient plastics make this a durable product line.
Prods are available with both a standard handle with batteries and a rechargeable handle. Through the wide range of different shafts and accessories, the user has many options
to get the most out of these prods. Choice of six flexible and three rigid shafts in different lengths, starting at 13" and going all the way up to 48". One-year warranty on handles.

Cat. No.
C34183N111
C34185N111
C34184N111
C34182N111
C34181N111
C34180N111
C34195N111
C34197N111
C34196N111

Description

Sh. wt.

Standard handle w/4 “C” batteries (included)
Standard handle w/battery tube and wall charger
Rechargeable handle w/wall charger
Rechargeable battery pack
120V wall charger for rechargeable handles
12V car charger for rechargeable handles
Battery tube w/wall charger
12V car charger for battery tube
120V wall charger for battery tube

2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
0.94 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.31 lbs.
0.81 lbs.
0.31 lbs.
0.31 lbs.

Price
$48.50
$74.95
$93.50
$41.75
$12.75
$12.75
$41.75
$12.75
$12.75

Cat. No.
C34186N111
C34187N111
C34188N111
C34189N111
C34190N111
C34191N111
C34192N111
C34193N111
C34194N111

Description

Sh. wt.

13" flexible shaft
23" flexible shaft
28" flexible shaft
33" flexible shaft
43" flexible shaft
48" flexible shaft
28" rigid shaft
33" rigid shaft
43" rigid shaft

0.38 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.44 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.56 lbs.
0.63 lbs.
0.44 lbs.
0.50 lbs.
0.56 lbs.

Price
$12.75
$15.45
$16.40
$17.55
$20.70
$24.15
$16.40
$17.55
$20.70

Lil’ Shocker Handy Prod

Advanced electronics, insert-molded brass prongs that
hold no residual charge, and an ergonomic design.
Lightweight prod has an on/off switch to prevent
accidental shock. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C31241N111 — $31.75
Holster w/Belt Clip. For prod above. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C31240N111 — $14.95

FEATURED

Springer Magrath Battery-Operated Cattle Prod

A livestock prod with a clog-free, no-ground tip. Tough, flexible 22" L shaft
will bend to a 90° angle even in cold weather and return to its original
shape. Durable, solid-state electronic system transmits a very low current
to an animal with a strong, instantaneous jolt, so there’s no danger of
harming you or your livestock. A unique feature of this prod is that one
shock is stored in the tip after release of the fingertip switch. Case made
from high-impact yellow plastic. Uses four high-energy alkaline “C”
batteries (included). 371⁄2" L overall. Includes one 22" shaft, one Power Pak
handle, and four size “C” alkaline batteries. Cannot be sold outside the
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C30361N111 — $74.50
Replacement Shaft Assemblies.

Includes collar and nut.
C30380N111 9" L.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $17.65
C30362N111 22" L.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $18.40

Size “C” Alkaline Replacement
Battery. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C12630N111 — $1.30
Power Pak Handle Only. Batteries

Hot-Shot® Sorting Paddles

Colorful plastic paddle heads create a visual barrier for livestock. Animals respond to
the sound of BBs inside the paddle. Comfortable golf club-style grip and vinyl covering
for protection and easy cleaning. Red.
C26462(X)N111 42" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $13.60
C26463(X)N111 48" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $13.60

not included. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C30370N111 — $54.75

Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition that you
will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License.
Contact Nasco for more information.

Sorting Flags

These flags work well for turning, moving, and sorting cattle and horses; flagging colts;
and for lunging horses. Tightly woven nylon thread, large rubber handle, and ripstop
nylon flag. Flag color may vary — no choice. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C28845(Y)N111 52" L — $21.20
C28846(Y)N111 60" L — $21.40 N
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GOOD THE RED ONE
1.

“The Red One” Hot-Shot® Battery-Operated Prod (Sabre Six)

Standard 1⁄2" dia. fiberglass shaft. Six batteries and motor in handle give balance
like a fly rod. Convenient switch button. Exclusive safety clip prevents accidental operation. Does not retain a spark, eliminating harmful surprises. Small
diameter makes it easy to maneuver through truck gate openings. Standard
fiberglass shaft or a flexible polycarbonate shaft included. Requires 6 C-cell
2.
batteries (included). One-year warranty on parts and labor.
C33850N111 32" flexible shaft. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $64.50
C30358N111 36" fiberglass shaft. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $60.25

POWER MITE
3.

1. Replacement Motor. For prod above. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C30359N111 — $35.50
2. Hot-Shot® Replacement Battery. Size “C” alkaline battery. For all shaft-type Hot-Shot® prods. Lasts
four times longer than other batteries. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C12630N111 — $1.30 6+ $1.22
3. Hot-Shot® Battery Tester. Tests “C,” “D,” “AA,” “AAA,” and 9V batteries. Just place a battery cell in

the tester and squeeze ends. Battery strength is indicated on the easy-to-read meter. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C30640N111 — $5.80

BETTER THE GREEN ONE
1.
2.

Hot-Shot® Power Mite

Lightweight, compact cattle prod designed for
close-in work. Only 61⁄4" x 2" x 11⁄4", but has just
the right shock to keep your stock moving. The
durable case is made of tough Cycolac® to stand
up to years of service. The unit has transistorized circuitry for trouble-free operations;
operates on two 9V alkaline batteries (included).
Includes a safety-lock switch, wrist thong, and
batteries. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

Livestock Moving Equipment

C30360N111 — $46.25
Leather Holster for Power Mite. Carry on your

belt or hang on a hook. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

“The Green One” Hot-Shot® Prods

Hot-Shot® Battery-Operated Prods (HS 2000). Requires six “C” batteries (included).
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C30363N111 36" fiberglass shaft — $86.75
C30366N111 32" flexible shaft — $93.75
1. Hot-Shot® Rechargeable Prods. Includes battery pack.
Charger not included. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C30364N111 36" fiberglass shaft — $153.50
C30365N111 32" flexible shaft — $145.75
2. Rechargeable Battery Pack. For all rechargeable shaft-type Hot-Shot® prods.
Includes six nickel-cadmium cells. Fully recharged in 8 to 12 hours by 110V outlet.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C30377N111 — $67.75
Charger Units. For rechargeable battery pack (C30377N111, listed above).
3. C14774N111 12V unit. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $15.65
4. C10833N111 110V unit. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $13.50
5. Replacement Motor. For both battery-operated and rechargeable prods above.

C08132N111 — $12.95
Extra Heavy-Duty Replacement Battery.

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

SA05921N111 — $1.75

3.

OFFICIAL WARNING!

It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition that you
will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License.
Contact Nasco for more information.

SHAFTS

4.

5.

FEATURED

Excellent performance under any conditions, especially on wet animals. Provides
the highest output with the least amount of power. Safety clip prohibits accidental
operation and does not retain a spark, eliminating harmful surprises. Permanently
sealed, maintenance-free motor can’t be damaged by dirt or moisture. Maximum
spark and battery life. Standard fiberglass shaft or a flexible polycarbonate shaft
included. Choose battery-operated or rechargeable models.

24"
FIBERGLASS

Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C30367N111 — $58.95

42"
POLYCARBONATE

BEST HOT SHOT® DURAPROD™
*Can be used with any
shaft listed at right.
3.

4.

Standard Fiberglass Hot-Shot® Shafts

Sealed motor and circuit isolation technologies deliver consistent, superior performance. Over-molded
handle is easier on the hand and wrist, and hand guard prevents slipping. Oversized trigger for easy operation. Safety switch prevents accidental use. Snap-lock battery pack detaches quickly to reduce down
time. Hand-shock resistant. One-year warranty. Shafts not included.

These shafts fit all shaft-type prods on this page.
C07841N111 60" shaft (actual length: 513⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $19.20
C14773N111 48" shaft (actual length: 393⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $17.45
C08155N111 36" shaft (actual length: 273⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $13.95
C08154N111 24" shaft (actual length: 153⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $13.75

1. DuraProd™ with Rechargeable Battery Pack.

3. DuraProd™ Base with 110V Adapter.

Flexible Polycarbonate Hot-Shot® Shafts

*C30374N111 — $149.95
2. DuraProd™ with Alkaline Battery Pack.

C29638N111 — $58.50
4. DuraProd™ Base with 12V Vehicle Adapter.

1.

2.

Hot-Shot® DuraProd™ Livestock Prod

Charging base not included. See right for options.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

*C30375N111 — $101.50

Powers a Hot-Shot® DuraProd™ using 110V AC.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Powers a Hot-Shot® DuraProd™ using 12V DC.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C29637N111 — $58.50

These shafts fit all shaft-type prods on this page.
C15294N111 42" shaft (actual length: 333⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $20.65
C12447N111 32" shaft (actual length: 233⁄4").
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $17.25
C19505N111 22" shaft (actual length: 131⁄2").
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $16.40
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CAP-CHUR EQUIPMENT

Tranquilizer Medicating Guns

Safely and accurately inject any fluid into an animal from distances up to 80 yds. Cap-Chur equipment is the
world-famous system for immobilizing or medicating wild or domestic animals with any liquid medicine or chemical
solution recommended by your veterinarian. The Cap-Chur projectors are 32 ga./.50 caliber and propel a unique
patented syringe that carries the chemical. On impact, a small explosive charge within the syringe instantaneously
discharges the fluid through the needle and into the animal. Syringes are available in sizes ranging from 1 cc to 15 cc.

CO2-powered equipment works
best when CO2 is above 40° F.

C20155N111
C01220N111

C01219N111

C33849N111

Palmer Cap-Chur Short-Range Projector – Pistol Type (CO2 Powered)

Specially designed pistol powered by CO2 gas. Effective range up to about 40 ft. Approx.
25 shots per CO2 cylinder. Well balanced, easy to load, convenient to use. 50 caliber
barrel. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

Palmer Cap-Chur Cartridge-Fired Projector — Rifle Type

Rifle-type projector with fiber optic sights drilled and tapped for scope base.
Blued finish with an ambidextrous composite stock. Breech loading by simply
depressing lever in front of trigger guard. Features stainless steel adapters with
built-in extractor for ease in removal of powder-fired loads, and a push rod for
removal of unfired syringes/darts and cleaning. 38" L. Uses powder cartridges
on page 219 (C05258N111 brown, C04765N111 green, and C04244N111 yellow).
These are the only recommended cartridges for use with this rifle; do not use
any other type of cartridge as injury to animal may occur. Effective range 5-25
yards. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C33849N111 — $629.95

C01220N111 — $289.50

Palmer Cap-Chur Mid-Range Projector – Pistol Type (CO2 Powered)

A mid-range projector developed for customers who prefer a pistol-type projector with
the range of a long-range rifle. Its size makes it easier to handle in the cab of a truck, ATV,
or from horseback. Powered by one CO2 cylinder that will discharge the pistol approx. 20
times, this projector has a 17" rifle barrel and accommodates 1 cc through 15 cc syringes.
Has two power settings — one for close range, one for longer distance. With an optional
shoulder stock attached (C19261N111 sold separately at right), this pistol-type projector
can be fired from the shoulder. Breech-loading pistol has a safety on the frame.
Range: 7-20 yds. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C20155N111 — $388.95

Palmer Cap-Chur Long-Range Projector – Rifle Type (CO2 Powered)

Specially designed pneumatic rifle that fires patented Cap-Chur syringe. Small CO2
cylinder inserted into the rifle will discharge the rifle approx. 10 times. Can be successfully used at distances up to about 35 yds., but most effective at 25- to 30-yd. range. The
lower velocity of this unit minimizes danger of injury to animals resulting from the physical
impact of the syringe. Bolt action. Specially designed barrel. 50 caliber. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C01219N111 — $448.75

Shoulder Stock for Cap-Chur Pistol

Attaches to the grip of the gun (C01220N111 and C20155N111 at left) to give increased stability for greater accuracy. Rugged, one-piece, molded high-impact
plastic. Pistol not included. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C19261N111 — $31.25

Basic Repair of CO2
Cap-Chur Projectors
Repair service includes:

CO2 projector must be
returned to Nasco
for repair — contact our
Customer Service
department at
1.800.558.9595.
Once we receive the
projector, turnaround time is
approx. 2-3 weeks.

• New O-rings (valve, breech bolt, tube cap)
• New valve check spring
• New gas port bushing
• New barrel bond
• New valve stem
• Complete cleaning inside and out
• Test fire
Any additional work or parts needed will be quoted before any work is done.
Freight cost is extra.

ZS00023N111 — $120.95

CO2 Cartridges

Be sure of proper fit and seal with these cartridges. Exacting tolerances ensure
consistent performance. For CO2-powered rifles and pistols. Designed to be used with
Cap-Chur equipment. Cannot be shipped parcel post or by air.
C01222(X)N111 Box of 5. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $5.95
C27966(X)N111 Box of 25. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $23.85
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Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition that you
will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License.
Contact Nasco for more information.
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Medicating Animals with Cap-Chur Equipment
No need to transport an animal from its grazing area or separate it from the herd for treatment. Using any liquid chemical, you “shoot”
the animals where they are…in field or feedlot. It saves you time and labor, and avoids unnecessary transportation, disturbance, and
damage to animals. For medicating animals, use the 7 cc, 10 cc, and 15 cc syringes with collared or drop-out needles. After injecting
the animal, the syringe stays in for a short time, then falls out for easy pickup.

1.

8.

5.

4.

10.

3.
2.

9.
6.

Syringe Parts

7.

11.

Ordering Parts: Please include serial number of gun when ordering parts for the long-range projectors.
1. Tailpiece. Fits any size Cap-Chur syringe.
5. Plunger Lubricant. For lubrication of rubber plungSh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
er inside of syringe. 11⁄2-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C04238N111 — $5.75
2. Extra Push Rod and Positioner. For preparing

C01601N111 — $7.70
6. Syringe Brush. Nylon 3" bristle brush for cleaning

C01223N111 — $2.75
3. Replacement Barrels. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C04235N111 1 cc — $5.10
C06808N111 2 cc — $5.25
C04236N111 3 cc — $5.80
C06809N111 4 cc — $6.45
C04236(A)N111 5 cc — $7.15
C06810N111 7 cc — $8.90
C04237N111 10 cc — $9.30
C04237(A)N111 15 cc — $12.65
4. Cap-Chur Charges. Charges used inside of

C24065N111 — $3.50
7. Extra Rubber Plunger. Fits any of the syringe

syringes. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

syringe. Offered in three sizes: No. 1 for use in 1 cc
through 3 cc syringes, No. 2 for use in 4 cc through
10 cc syringes, and No. 3 for 15-20 cc syringe. Shelf
life: one year. Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C02243N111 No. 1
C04624N111 No. 2
C05310N111 No. 3

all syringe barrels. 1⁄2" dia. bristles. 8" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

sizes. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C04239N111 — $2.85
8. Syringe Positioning Pin for CO2 Projectors.

Nose pin and E-ring for syringe positioning adapter for
CO2-Powered Projector (C01219N111 on page 218).
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C04425(A)N111 — $13.70
9. Syringe Positioning Adapter for Powder-Fired
Projectors. Includes load chamber, nose piece, short

nose pin, and long nose pin for Powder-Fired Projector
(C33849N111). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C20156N111 — $35.25

CAP-CHUR EQUIPMENT

Syringes + Charges

10. Powder Cartridges. FOR USE IN POWDER-FIRED
PROJECTOR ONLY. Blank cartridges are the propellant for
the powder-fired projector (not used in pneumatic projector). Brown for ranges of 20 to 40 yds., green for ranges of
40 to 60 yds., yellow for ranges of 60 to 80 yds. Avoid using
the heavier loads for short-range shooting, particularly on
smaller animals. Do not use red or yellow power loads with
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 cc syringes; they are too strong. Shelf life: five
years. Box of 50. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C05258N111 Brown — extra-low velocity
C04765N111 Green — low velocity
C04244N111 Yellow — medium velocity
Box — $19.95

Cartridges cannot be shipped by air.

11. Nylon Tailpiece. Fits any size Cap-Chur syringe. Easy
cleanup. Durable. Comes in two colors — safety orange or
fluorescent yellow (no color choice). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C25744N111 — $6.60

Pack — $45.95

Soft Pistol Case

Cap-Chur charges cannot be shipped by air.

For small pistol. Ideal for storing the short-range
projector pistol (C01220N111 on page 218).
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Cap-Chur Cleaning Kit

For cleaning of all Cap-Chur projectors. Kit contains 20-gauge bronze
brush, 20-gauge stainless brush, allgauge shotgun rod, two jags, and 50
cleaning patches. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C05669N111 — $49.25

C24066N111 — $
$25.50

Airline Approved!

AERO Disposable Cap-Chur Syringes

One-time-use syringes utilize grit-blasted needles
for better retention and medication delivery. They
do not require a charge inside the syringe barrel
and come fully assembled. 14-ga. Pack of 5.

Size
1 cc
2 cc
3 cc
4 cc
5 cc
6 cc
7 cc
10 cc

1" — grit blast

11⁄4" — grit blast

C30095N111
$24.40
C30091N111
$25.95
C30087N111
$25.95
C30083N111
$27.75
C30079N111
$27.75
C30075N111
$29.95
C30071N111
$29.95
C30099N111
$29.95

C30096N111
$24.40
C30092N111
$25.95
C30088N111
$25.95
C30084N111
$27.75
C30080N111
$27.75
C30076N111
$29.95
C30072N111
$29.95
C30100N111
$29.95

(slight texture)
collared

(slight texture)
collared

11⁄2" — plain
C30097N111
$24.40
C30093N111
$25.95
C30089N111
$25.95
C30085N111
$27.75
C30081N111
$27.75
C30077N111
$29.95
C30073N111
$29.95
C30101N111
$29.95

Sharpvet Round Hub
Reusable Hypodermic Needles

Stainless steel, round hub needles are constructed of
strong materials for multiple use. Cannula has been
beveled three times for easier penetration. 9 mm hubs
on these needles are knurled for better grip. Needle
stays sharp after many uses. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33130N111 16 gauge x 2"
C33132N111 18 gauge x 2"

Box — $7.50

Heavy-Duty Plastic Rifle Case

2" — plain
C30098N111
$33.50
C30094N111
$35.75
C30090N111
$35.75
C30086N111
$36.75
C30082N111
$36.75
C30078N111
$38.95
C30074N111
$38.95
C30102N111
$38.95

Sh. wt.
0.25 lbs.

Ideal for transportation and storage of Cap-Chur rifles (see pages 218 and 221). Rugged, heavy-duty, black plastic case features structural foam padding inside to protect
your rifle. Will not rust, dent, chip, or peel. Features four closure latches, two hasps
for padlocks, and convenient carrying handle. Airline approved. Holds a single rifle.
Works with any short, medium, or long-range gun and is ideal for guns with scopes.
52" L x 4" W x 9" H. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C26104N111

C19551N111 — $75.95

0.38 lbs.

C26105N111

0.38 lbs.
0.38 lbs.
0.38 lbs.

Cap-Chur Gun Cases

0.38 lbs.

Durable, high-quality cases are all made out of cordura nylon and have a bellowed
zippered pocket on the outside of the case.

0.31 lbs.

Extra-Long/Long-Range Soft Case. Features foam padding on the inside and nylon
web handles. Works best with C01219N111, C33849N111, and C24722N111 guns on
pages 218 and 221. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

0.50 lbs.

Used for filling
Cap-Chur syringes!

C26105N111 — $59.75
Mid-Range Soft Case. Has two inside pockets. Works best with C20155N111 and

C19261N111 guns on page 218. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C26104N111 — $49.75

Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States!
Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition that you
will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License.
Contact Nasco for more information.
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CAP-CHUR EQUIPMENT

Syringes + Charges

Cap-Chur Syringes with Needles & Replacement Needles

Patented syringes are the key to the Cap-Chur system, providing an instantaneous injection of any liquid drug
from a distance. A very small explosive Cap-Chur charge is inserted behind the rubber piston. The charge
explodes on impact, driving the piston forward, and forcing the drug out through the needle. Available in eight
sizes, all syringes can be used in projectors C01220N111, C20155N111, C01219N111, and C33849N111; all listed
on page 218. The 13- and 17-gauge needles are interchangeable and come in lengths from 1⁄2" to 13⁄4". Barbed
needles are standard (always use 3⁄4" barbed needles for dogs). NOTE: Syringe and needle combination includes
tailpiece, barrel, plunger, and needle. Recommended sizes: 1 cc/3⁄4" for dogs and small animals; 3 cc/1"-11⁄2" for
large animals, cattle, deer, etc.; and 10 cc/1"-11⁄2" or 15 cc/1"-11⁄2" for directly medicating cattle or other large animals. The 17-gauge needles are recommended for primates. See chart for ordering. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. for syringe
with needle; 0.06 lbs. for replacement needle.

Barbed
11⁄2", 17-ga.

Repl.
1 cc
2 cc
3 cc
4 cc
5 cc
7 cc
10 cc
15 cc
Needle Only
C01234(AN)N111 C01235(AN)N111 C01236(AN)N111 C06806(AN)N111 C01238(AN)N111 C06807(AN)N111 C02268(AN)N111 C04885(AN)N111 C05877N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$11.25

Barbed
3⁄4", 17-ga.

C01234(AP)N111 C01235(AP)N111 C01236(AP)N111 C06806(AP)N111 C01238(AP)N111 C06807(AP)N111 C02268(AP)N111 C04885(AP)N111 C05879N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$11.25

Barbed
3⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(AB)N111 C01235(AB)N111 C01236(AB)N111 C06806(AB)N111 C01238(AB)N111 C06807(AB)N111 C02268(AB)N111 C04885(AB)N111 C04232N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Barbed
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AA)N111 C01235(AA)N111 C01236(AA)N111 C06806(AA)N111 C01238(AA)N111 C06807(AA)N111 C02268(AA)N111 C04885(AA)N111 C04233N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Barbed
11⁄2", 13-ga.

C01234(J)N111
$20.80

Collared
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AD)N111 C01235(AD)N111 C01236(AD)N111 C06806(AD)N111 C01238(AD)N111 C06807(AD)N111 C02268(AD)N111 C04885(AD)N111 C04227N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Collared
11⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(H)N111
$20.80

C01235(H)N111
$21.05

C01236(H)N111
$21.45

C06806(H)N111
$22.20

C01238(H)N111 C06807(H)N111 C02268(H)N111 C04885(H)N111 C04228N111
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Collared
11⁄2", 13-ga.

C01234(L)N111
$20.80

C01235(L)N111
$21.05

C01236(L)N111
$21.45

C06806(L)N111
$22.20

C01238(L)N111
$22.75

C06807(L)N111
$23.50

Collared
13⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(P)N111
$20.80

C01235(P)N111
$21.05

C01236(P)N111
$21.45

C06806(P)N111
$22.20

C01238(P)N111
$22.75

C06807(P)N111 C02268(P)N111
$23.50
$24.80

Plain
1⁄2", 17-ga.

C01234(AL)N111
$20.80

C01235(AL)N111 C01236(AL)N111 C06806(AL)N111 C01238(AL)N111 C06807(AL)N111 C02268(AL)N111 C04885(AL)N111 C05880N111
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$11.25

Plain
3⁄4", 17-ga.

C01234(AM)N111 C01235(AM)N111 C01236(AM)N111 C06806(AM)N111 C01238(AM)N111 C06807(AM)N111 C02268(AM)N111 C04885(AM)N111 C05882N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$11.25

Plain
3⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(A)N111
$20.80

C01235(A)N111
$21.05

C01236(A)N111
$21.45

C06806(A)N111
$22.20

C01238(A)N111
$22.75

C06807(A)N111 C02268(A)N111 C04885(A)N111 C04574N111
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Plain
1", 13-ga.

C01234(D)N111
$20.80

C01235(D)N111
$21.05

C01236(D)N111
$21.45

C06806(D)N111
$22.20

C01238(D)N111
$22.75

C06807(D)N111 C02268(D)N111 C04885(D)N111 C04575N111
$8.40
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95

Plain
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AC)N111 C01235(AC)N111 C01236(AC)N111 C06806(AC)N111 C01238(AC)N111 C06807(AC)N111 C02268(AC)N111 C04885(AC)N111 C04222N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Plain
11⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(G)N111
$20.80

C01235(G)N111
$21.05

C01236(G)N111
$21.45

C06806(G)N111
$22.20

C01238(G)N111
$22.75

C06807(G)N111 C02268(G)N111 C04885(G)N111 C04223N111
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Plain
11⁄2", 13-ga.

C01234(K)N111
$20.80

C01235(K)N111
$21.05

C01236(K)N111
$21.45

C06806(K)N111
$22.20

C01238(K)N111
$22.75

C06807(K)N111 C02268(K)N111 C04885(K)N111 C04224N111
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$8.40

Side-Port Plain
3⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(AW)N111 C01235(AW)N111 C01236(AW)N111 C06806(AW)N111 C01238(AW)N111 C06807(AW)N111 C02268(AW)N111 C04885(AW)N111 C30153N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

Side-Port Plain
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AY)N111
$20.80

Drop-Off
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AH)N111 C01235(AH)N111 C01236(AH)N111 C06806(AH)N111 C01238(AH)N111 C06807(AH)N111 C02268(AH)N111 C04885(AH)N111 C09822N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$7.95

Drop-Off
11⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(AJ)N111
$20.80

Drop-Off
11⁄2", 13-ga.

C01234(AK)N111 C01235(AK)N111 C01236(AK)N111 C06806(AK)N111 C01238(AK)N111 C06807(AK)N111 C02268(AK)N111 C04885(AK)N111 C09824N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$7.95

Side-Port Drop-Off
3⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(AQ)N111 C01235(AQ)N111 C01236(AQ)N111 C06806(AQ)N111 C01238(AQ)N111 C06807(AQ)N111 C02268(AQ)N111 C04885(AQ)N111 C15387N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

Side-Port Drop-Off
11⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(AR)N111 C01235(AR)N111 C01236(AR)N111 C06806(AR)N111 C01238(AR)N111 C06807(AR)N111 C02268(AR)N111 C04885(AR)N111 C15388N111
$20.80
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

Side-Port Drop-Off
11⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(AS)N111
$20.80

C01235(AS)N111 C01236(AS)N111 C06806(AS)N111 C01238(AS)N111 C06807(AS)N111 C02268(AS)N111 C04885(AS)N111 C15389N111
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

Side-Port Drop-Off
11⁄2", 13-ga.

C01234(AT)N111
$20.80

C01235(AT)N111 C01236(AT)N111 C06806(AT)N111 C01238(AT)N111 C06807(AT)N111 C02268(AT)N111 C04885(AT)N111 C15975N111
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

Subcutaneous
Injection 5⁄8", 13-ga.

C01234(B)N111
$20.80

C01235(B)N111
$21.05

C01236(B)N111
$21.45

C06806(B)N111
$22.20

C01238(B)N111
$22.75

C06807(B)N111 C02268(B)N111 C04885(B)N111 C15188N111
$27.95
$7.95
$23.50
$24.80

Subcutaneous
Injection 3⁄4", 13-ga.

C01234(C)N111
$20.80

C01235(C)N111
$21.05

C01236(C)N111
$21.45

C06806(C)N111
$22.20

C01238(C)N111
$22.75

C06807(C)N111 C02268(C)N111 C04885(C)N111 C15189N111
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$7.95

Needle Style & Size
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C01235(J)N111
$21.05

C01236(J)N111
$21.45

C06806(J)N111
$22.20

C01238(J)N111
$22.75

C06807(J)N111
$23.50

C02268(J)N111
$24.80

C02268(L)N111
$24.80

C04885(J)N111
$27.95

C04885(L)N111
$27.95

C04234N111
$8.40

C04229N111
$8.40

C04885(P)N111 C04230N111
$27.95
$8.40

C01235(AY)N111 C01236(AY)N111 C06806(AY)N111 C01238(AY)N111 C06807(AY)N111 C02268(AY)N111 C04885(AY)N111 C30152N111
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$10.25

C01235(AJ)N111 C01236(AJ)N111 C06806(AJ)N111 C01238(AJ)N111 C06807(AJ)N111 C02268(AJ)N111 C04885(AJ)N111 C09823N111
$21.05
$21.45
$22.20
$22.75
$23.50
$24.80
$27.95
$7.95

Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States! Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition
that you will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License. Contact Nasco for more information.
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Picture of C24698N111.
Other kits may vary.

Pellgun Oil

Cap-Chur Kits

Keep your gun at peak performance! Shoot more effectively and
consistently with regular maintenance of your gun. Use to oil seals
regularly and avoid air loss. 1⁄4-oz. tube of specially formulated oil is
used with pneumatic or CO2- powered airguns. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Each Cap-Chur kit in the chart below includes propellent, needles,
barrels, tailpieces, charges, and plungers. For a detailed list of parts in
each kit, please ask our Order Department at 1.800.558.9595 or go to
our website at eNasco.com/farmandranch.

Cap-Chur Kit
Starter Cattle Kit

Mid-Range Projector

Long-Range Projector

Extra-Long-Range Projector

Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

——
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Starter Kit Deer and Elk

C24708N111 — $658.50

Medicating and Immobilizing Deer and Elk
Starter Animal Control Kit

C24694N111 — $749.75

C24693N111 — $1,103.75

C24710N111 — $771.95

——

——

Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C24716N111 — $648.95

Animal Control Kit

C27965(X)N111 — $3.25

Short-Range Projector
C24692N111 — $687.75

Medicating and Immobilizing Cattle

C24715N111 — $952.95

CAP-CHUR EQUIPMENT

Tranquilizing + Medicating

C24696N111 — $814.95

C24698N111 — $895.50

C24695N111 — $1,195.50

C24697N111 — $1,368.50

Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

——

C24712N111 — $820.95
Sh. wt. 24 lbs.

——

C24711N111 — $1,243.95

C24718N111 — $747.95

C24717N111 — $1,070.75

Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C24720N111 — $793.50

C24722N111 — $903.95

Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

——

C24719N111 — $1,171.50

Gun Cleaning Pad

Protect your table and firearms from scratches and spilled cleaning fluids with this
patented gun cleaning pad. Perfect for rifles, shotguns, and muzzleloaders. Absorbent, felt-like fabric with bonded waterproof backing prevents soak-through. Keeps
parts organized and in place. Durable, stain resistant, and long lasting. Rounded
corners for a finished look. 16" x 54". Machine wash and dry. Pad only. Accessories
not included. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34491N111 — $12.60

Official Warning!
It is illegal to ship or carry these products outside the United States! Nasco agrees to sell you this product only under the condition
that you will not ship or carry it outside the U.S. without a Federal Export License. Contact Nasco for more information.

ANIMAL CONTROL
40"
52"

Tongs

Animal Grabber Tongs

A useful tool for veterinarians, animal control officers, and zoos. Comes with
custom-made rubber jaw cushions with air pockets in them to create a softer
grip. Made from cast aluminum with a special mix of titanium and magnesium for
greater strength. Stainless steel aircraft-grade cable and components. No exposed
cables or springs. 38" L. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C23594(X)N111 — $88.25

For animal handling or as an extension of your arm
in any situation. Hand-contoured pistol grip. One-year warranty.

40" Standard Tong. The 40" length of these tongs makes it comfortable for

the average-size person. Made from high-grade materials, the ends are cast aluminum.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C23595N111 — $67.75
52" Extra-Long Tong. 52" length for those jobs when you need a greater reach.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C23597N111 — $77.25
C10682N111

Animal Restraining Snares

Designed for fast, humane handling of animals. Easy to use, just slip the noose
around the animal, pull handle to tighten noose sufficiently to restrain, and turn
handle to lock position. Heavy-gauge, ribbed aluminum, 11⁄4" dia. for extra strength.
Large, braided noose is plastic-coated aircraft cable that opens from 1"-14" dia. for
both small and large animals. Internal cam locks noose in any position with a slight
right- or left-hand twist. Double quick action — both ends of noose move in and
out of snare at same time without noose kinks.
C10682N111 4-ft. snare. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $64.50
C10683N111 6-ft. snare. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $80.95

Snake Hook

High-quality snake hook made from space-age alloys for strength and safety. Hook insert
is made from a solid anodized aircraft-grade aluminum rod. Standard hook is the most
widely used hook on the market today. If you work with snakes at all, this will be your
number-one basic tool. Made with a slightly flexible stainless steel shaft and an aluminum hook that is 31⁄2" W at the end. 40" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33752N111 — $29.95
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PEST CONTROL

Bird Repellers
Bird Gard® PRO PLUS

3-D Coyote Decoy

Frightens geese, ducks, birds, and other small pests away from open outdoor
areas. Moving fur tail gives lifelike presence. 3-D structure makes the decoy
visible from every angle. It can also be effective at much longer ranges than sound
machines, since bird vision is generally strong and can spot predators at great
distances. 37" L x 8" W x 16" H. Six-month manufacturer’s warranty. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C32505N111 — $43.50

Programmable, species-specific bird repeller covers
up to three acres. Frightens birds away with terrorizing sounds, but doesn’t harm them. Features birds’
distress cries and predator bird calls on a microchip.
Birds perceive danger when they think their flock
mates are in trouble, so they flee. Each of the eight
bird sounds can be turned on or off as needed. Bird
sounds include European starling, American robin,
house finch, ring-billed gull, common grackle, sharp
shinned hawk, blue jay, and red-winged blackbird.
You can set the volume, time-off periods (between
sound blasts), and whether the bird sounds play in
random or sequential order. These options make it
virtually impossible for birds to get used to any
one pattern. Also offers the feature of a userreplaceable flash sound recording chip, allowing the
user to change the chip of eight recorded birds to
another selection of birds. Unit features two built-in
amplifiers and two external speakers for highvolume, crystal-clear, digital-sound output. The two speakers with cable allow many
diverse sound coverage patterns, including long narrow applications. Complete system
includes unit with two built-in amplifiers, 110V power adapter with 50 ft. of cable and
battery clips for 12V operation, and two external speakers each with 100 ft. of cable.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Z30291N111 — $489.95

Standard Bird Gard® PRO with Adapter

Bald Eagle

An incredibly realistic, finely detailed replica of the majestic North American bald eagle. Features a patented mounting design so it can be proudly displayed in any indoor
or outdoor setting — flagpoles, mailboxes, posts, trees, gardens, etc. Placement near a
garden may help deter destructive pests. Constructed of recycled polymers, the eagle
is protected from ultraviolet rays and is virtually indestructible. 12" L x 11" W x 24" H.
Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C33957N111 — $59.95

Broadcasts actual bird distress cries digitally recorded on a
microchip. Uses distress sounds to repel various species of
birds, including starlings, robins, finches, blue jays, and grackles.
Protects up to 11⁄2 acres. Unit contains electronic controls, speaker, 110V AC adapter with 50 ft. of cable, and mounting bracket.
Weather-resistant enclosure. 81⁄4" x 53⁄4" x 4". One-year warranty.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

Z30290N111 — $278.25

QB-4 Ultrasonic Bird Repeller

Universal solution for barns, stables, machine sheds, and
more — any bird, any place. Emits ultrasonic waves in a
continuous, 360° pattern of random modulations. These
sound waves are pitched exactly to be a nuisance to roosting
birds, while humans cannot even hear them. Plug in and
protect 6,000 square feet of unobstructed, semi-enclosed,
or enclosed space. Serves as a powerful solution to your bird
pollution! Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C26281N111 — $519.75

C18894N111

Scare-Eye™ Bird Control Balloon Set

One glimpse of these bulging eyes send nuisance birds scattering. The bobbing motion and waving streamers simulate live
predator birds, which frightens pest birds immediately. Works on
all species of birds except robins. In most cases, as few as six
Scare-Eyes™ per acre is effective (rotate colors every three weeks
or effectiveness is lost). 20" dia. (inflated). Set of three balloons:
one each of yellow, white, and black. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C18894N111 — $16.30
Yellow Bird Control Balloon Only. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C16659(A)N111 — $5.75

Transonic Pro Pest Animal
and Rodent Repeller

C15500N111

Birdscare Octopus®

Any movement of the wind will set it in motion, causing it to spin and dance around with
tentacles reflecting sunlight causing it to flash brilliantly. Predator eyes signal danger to
the birds; they associate the metallic tape tentacles with fire. Effective in repelling birds
in a wide variety of crop and garden applications. 291⁄2" L x 101⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Drives pests away with constantly changing sounds.
Intense, ultrasonic and sonic sound waves provide
a noisy, hostile, dynamic sound environment. This
method of repelling pests is intolerable to them, yet
environmentally friendly and safe for humans and
pets. Versatile pest repeller targets small animals (raccoons, skunks, squirrels, and
more), bats, rats, mice, spiders, fleas, ticks, and other flying and crawling insects. Ideal
in garages, basements, attics, crawl spaces, barns, farms, roof eaves, awnings, warehouses, commercial facilities, homes, offices, porches, pool areas, campsites, food
establishments, etc. Coverage up to 3,500 square feet. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28950N111 — $36.75

C15500N111 — $10.65

C33048N111

Combination
Outdoor Bug and Fly Killer

The last thing a bug will ever see! This combination
bug, mosquito, and fly killer has two special black
lights. Charged grid kills up to 5,000 pests per minute over an area of 45,000 sq. ft. Equally effective
in backyards, porches, or swimming pool areas.
Just plug into any 110V AC outlet. Made of stainless
steel. 16" x 16" x 31" H. Complete with two 40-watt
BL lamps. UL listed. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 31 lbs. N

Z05889N111 — $475.00

SA03150N111

Insect Net

A nylon insect net that extends from 18" to 32" with a
48" L conical net mounted on a 14" ring. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C33048N111 — $10.80

Insect Net

Has 16" round hoop and cone net with a straight side. Has cloth binding around the
hoop for long wear. Net is cotton. Insects are shaken to bottom of net which is pushed
into an insect-killing jar. Net is 24" D with 36" aluminum handle. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. N

SA03150N111 — $27.25
Extra Bag. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
SA03151N111 — $16.05
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2.
4.

3.

1.

PEST CONTROL

Traps

5.

1. Safeguard Humane Box Trap

Heavy-gauge wire mesh reinforced with steel rods, quick-trigger latch, and settings.
For bobcats, foxes, dogs, and jack rabbits. Slide-release door. 12-gauge wire.
48" x 15" x 22" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 30 lbs. N

Z18637N111 — $237.95

2. Single-Door Live Traps

Humanely deal with nuisance animals. Features a no-touch release — just flip over and
the trap door opens to prevent injury to the handler.
32" x 10" x 13" Trap. For raccoons, turtles, 42" x 16" x 16" Trap. For raccoons, dogs,
and foxes. Has 1" x 1" mesh. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.
and other large animals. Has 1" x 1" mesh.
C26469N111 — $48.50
Sh. wt. 27 lbs. N

3. Single-Door Live Animal Trap

C26470N111 — $92.95

Heavy galvanized wire mesh with steel reinforcement. Features a spring-loaded door
that is easy to bait and set as well as quick to release. Includes convenient carrying
handle. 18" size works great for rats, weasels, red and flying squirrels, chipmunks, and
other similar size animals. 18" L x 63⁄4" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C34309N111 — $23.50

4. Double-Door Live Traps

Constructed of sturdy wire mesh with steel reinforcements for long life, and galvanized for maximum resistance to rust and corrosion. Two spring-loaded doors allow
animals to enter from either direction. Sensitive trigger ensures quick, secure capture.
Solid door and handle guard protect user during transportation, while smoothed internal edges protect and prevent injuries to animals. Made in the U.S.A.

183⁄4" x 7" x 61⁄2" Trap.

24" x 7" x 7" Trap.

C06395N111 — $33.25

C06396N111 — $46.75

For flying squirrels,
chipmunks, rats, weasels,
and similar-size nuisance
animals. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

For rabbits, skunks,
large squirrels, mink,
and similar-size nuisance
animals. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

5. Squirrel Trap

361⁄2" x 101⁄4" x 123⁄4" Trap.
For raccoons, stray cats,
opossums, groundhogs
(woodchucks), and
similar-size nuisance
animals. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C06397N111 — $81.25

Simply bait and set — no assembly required. Trap allows for multi-catch without
resetting. Two release door rods on top ensure trapped animal won’t escape. 23" L x
23" W x 4" H. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C34314N111 — $39.95
6.

6. Kness Kage-All® Sparrow Trap

Custom designed to catch sparrows safely and humanely. Features a spring-loaded latch,
and a protected finish to reduce reflections and light flashes. Colored to blend into the
surroundings. 18" L x 13" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C29005N111 — $34.50

7. Sparrow Trap

Using a series of funnel doors and multi compartments, this trap has a large holding capacity
and uses captured birds to attract more birds. Design includes two unloading doors, complete with door liner to protect hands and arms. 24" L x 16" W x 10" H. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

7.

C27404N111 — $148.50

8. Kness Kage-All® Pigeon Trap

Constructed of 16-gauge, 1" x 1" galvanized welded wire with no frame. Door on top for easy
removal of birds. Powder coated. 36" L x 18" W x 8" H. Funnel entrance: 8" W x 7" H.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs. N

8.

C15970N111 — $51.75

13. Wooden Mouse Trap

9.

10.

11. Duke Coil Spring Traps

9. Oneida Victor®
Long-Spring Traps

Size 0. Ideal for trapping gophers and
rats. 31⁄2" jaw spread. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C20122N111 — $7.85

Size 1 1⁄2. For raccoons, foxes, mink, etc.
43⁄4" jaw spread. Not allowed to possess in
NJ. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C20113N111 — $7.75
Size 1 3⁄4. For bobcats, coyotes, foxes, etc.

51⁄4" jaw spread. Not allowed to possess in
NJ. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

10. Duke Spring Traps

Single-Spring Trap — Size 110. For

mink, muskrats, weasels, etc. 4 ⁄2" x 4 ⁄2"
jaw spread. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
1

1

C20109N111 — $4.85
Double-Spring Trap — Size 220. For

raccoons, opossums, ground hogs, etc.
7" x 7" jaw spread. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C20110N111 — $13.55
Double-Spring Trap — Size 330. For
beavers, otters, bobcats, etc. 10" x 10"
jaw spread. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

15.

C33905N111 — $1.30

11.
12.

C20111N111 — $22.35

13.

The “old faithful” of the pest
control world! Traditional wood
and metal snap-trap for mice.
Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C20114N111 — $10.60
Size 3. For bobcats, coyotes, beavers, etc.
6" jaw spread. Not allowed to possess in
NJ. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C20115N111 — $14.15

12. Dog-Proof Coon Trap

Fully enclosed dog-proof design with
powerful springs, sensitive pull-type
trigger, and straight spade staking system.
Safe and efficient to set and check.
8" x 4" x 2". Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34222N111 — $13.25

14. NEW Revenge
EZ Set Mouse Traps

Simple and sanitary to use. 100%
effective. Special design forces
rodents to fully commit, making
escape impossible once the
trap is triggered. Extra-large bait
wells for your choice of irresistible “treats.” Pack of 2.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C34796N111 — $4.90

14.
16.

NEW

15. Kness Ketch-All® Multiple Catch Mousetrap

Uses no bait — curious mice enter the tunnel opening on either side of the trap
and are safely caught. Catches 10-15 mice in one setting without bait or poisonous
chemicals. Wind your trap until tight, then place on floor. When a mouse reaches
the center of the tunnel, it will trigger a paddle wheel that will flip the mouse into the
caged end. Trapped mice attract other mice. Cage is easy to empty by pulling back
the top lid. 9" L. x 7" W x 51⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C14127N111 — $18.45

16. Kness Pro-Ketch® Multiple Catch Mousetrap

No winding or resetting. Easy to clean, and has all-in-one hinged lid for maximum sanitation. Entrance tunnels are out of the way and off the floor of the trap.
Low-profile design fits under pallets and in confined areas. Durable galvanized steel
construction. Clear-view lid. 10" L x 6" W x 2" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C24667N111 — $10.35
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PEST CONTROL

Bait
1.

TOMCAT® Bait Stations

Tamper-resistant bait stations hold Bait Chunx® securely
in the station, away from livestock, pets, children, and
nontarget animals. Stations also protect bait from dust,
dirt, moisture, and other contaminants, so bait stays
fresh longer. Placed along walls and other rodent
runways, bait stations provide an environment where
rodents feel secure while feeding on bait. Use them
also to monitor rodent activity to determine the severity
of the infestation.

3.

2.

2. Rodent Station. Easy

to use and clean. Holds
eight 1-oz. bait blocks and
can be used in conjunction
with TOMCAT® rat and
mouse traps. Security key
included. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

1. B&G Rodent Bait Station

A professional, tamper-resistant, reusable bait station at an economical price. Easy-to-use, single lock design
with a low profile. Features both horizontal and vertical bait placement. Ramped design keeps water from
bait area. High-capacity bait chamber accommodates any bait brand. Heavy-duty construction. Bait rods and
key included (bait not included). Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C31352N111 — $11.95

C33520N111 — $12.50

NEW

3. Rat Bait Station.

Heavy-duty station will last
for years. Holds eight 1-oz.
bait blocks. Use indoors
and out. No key required.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C31353N111 — $21.55

9.

8.

5.

6.

4.

NEW

7.

TOMCAT® with Bromethalin

Delivers a proven blend of palatability and speed of kill, the key characteristics of
an effective knockdown bait. The active ingredient Bromethalin is an acute-acting
rodenticide that’s effective even against anticoagulant-resistant rats and mice. Kills
Norway rats, roof rats, and house mice. For use in and around agricultural buildings
and homes. Rats and mice stop feeding after consuming a toxic dose. Can kill rats and
mice in as little as two days after consuming a lethal dose, compared to anticoagulants
that can take as long as 4-5 days or more for the first dead rodents to appear. A single
1-oz. block of TOMCAT® can kill up to 12 mice.

4. Bait Chunx®. 1-oz. Bait Chunx® come
in a 4-lb. pail with handle. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C32949N111 — $28.95
5. Place Pacs. 3-oz. Place Pacs protect

6. Meal Bait. Made of an exclusive oat

A unique rat and mouse bait that rodents can’t stop eating! X-shaped 2" x 1" Bait
Chunx® are preformed with multiple gnawing edges to ensure exceptional rodent acceptance and reliable results. Premeasured 1-oz. pieces fit into burrows, bait stations,
and tight baiting places. Stays fresh and palatable in wet and dry areas, indoors and
out. Made with a special process and a unique formulation to yield a low wax product
with an optimal blend of food-grade ingredients. Contains Diphacinone, a multiple-feed
anticoagulant for economical control of rats and mice.

7. 4-lb. Plastic Pail. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C13663N111 — $22.65

and grain formula that’s extremely attractive to rodents. 5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

8. 9-lb. Plastic Pail. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C34832N111 — $45.95

9. TOMCAT® All-Weather Rodent Block

C33990N111 — $33.50

Effectively kills rats and mice, including Norway rats, roof rats, and house mice. Mold
and moisture resistant bait can be used indoors or out. Contains Diphacinone, a
multiple-feed anticoagulant for economical control of rats and mice. Peanut flavored.
Pack of four 1-lb. blocks. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

bait and fit in tight areas. 4.1-lb. pail with
handle contains 22, 3-oz. Place Pacs.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34833N111 — $18.50

C32950N111 — $32.75

11.

10.

TOMCAT® All-Weather Bait Chunx®

13.

12.

14.

15.

Hawk® Bait Chunx® & Rodenticide

Kills rats and mice in a single feeding with the powerful anticoagulant Bromadiolone. Use with confidence for unsurpassed control, even against warfarin-resistant “super-rats.” Rats and mice die in 4-5
days after eating just a single feeding. A superior formulation makes it irresistible to rats and mice.

10. Bait Chunx®. Patented gnawing edges.

Highly weatherable. 1-oz. Bait Chunx® in a 9-lb.
pail. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C31568N111 — $64.75

11. Rodenticide. Pellet formula in premeasured
11⁄2-oz. place pacs. Pail of 86 place pacs.
Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
C31570N111 — $58.75

12. Jaguar® Bait Chunx®

Tougher on rats and mice with the strongest single-feeding anticoagulant available — Brodifacoum.
Especially successful in cleaning out tough mouse infestations or where resistance is suspected.
Get guaranteed success with this tasty blend of more than 16 human food-grade ingredients. Can
kill in a single feeding. All-weather formula. Multiple gnawing edges for maximum acceptance.
20 g Bait Chunx® in a 9-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C31569N111 — $69.95

13. Motomco Gopher Killer

Specially formulated pellet bait kills gophers. Excellent for control of pocket gophers by baiting
main runways and tunnels. Stable for outdoor, below-ground use. Active ingredient: Zinc
Phosphide. 5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C33991N111 — $26.95

14. Boot Hill® Rat & Mouse Poison Mini Blocks

Kills Norway rats, roof rats, house mice, and warfarin-resistant Norway rats.
House mice and Norway rats may consume a lethal dose in one feeding
with first dead rodents appearing 4-5 days after treatment begins. Contains
0.005% Bromadiolone. For indoor and outdoor rodent control. 10-lb. pail.
Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C23658N111 — $70.25

15. Hombre™ 10-lb. Mini Blocks

Works as a single-feed rodenticide that’s equally effective on mice and
rats — they only need to feed once to consume a lethal dose. Rodents
will eat Hombre™, not your feed! In an EPA registration trial, Hombre™
reduced the mouse population in a grain storage building by 99%,
showing that the mice actually preferred Hombre™ to the abundant grain
supply. Contains virtually undetectable active ingredient, Difethialone.
Yellow color makes it easy to identify. Most effective rodenticide on roof rats
available! Ideal for hard-to-control situations, like poultry houses and hog
barns. 10-lbs. of blocks. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C24483N111 — $72.55
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Insecticides

3.
4.

1. Y-TEX® Brute Pour-On for Cattle

A ready-to-use insecticide formulation containing permethrin. Effective against biting
and sucking lice, Gulf Coast ear ticks, and controls susceptible horn flies for up to six
weeks. Horn fly residual protection will vary depending on the level of resistance within a particular area. Also aids in the control of a variety of other insect pests of cattle
and horses. 16-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34846N111 — $23.50

2. Y-TEX® Gardstar® Livestock and Premise Insecticide

Effective against horn flies, face flies, stable flies, house flies, horse flies, deer flies,
black flies, mosquitoes, eye gnats, mange mites, scabies mites, ticks, and lice. May be
used on lactating and nonlactating dairy cattle, and goats, beef cattle, sheep, swine,
poultry, horses, and dogs. Can be applied directly to animal, used to charge a rubbing
device, or used around the premises. Can be mixed with water or oil. Mix 4 oz. to 21⁄2
gallons of water for most spray applications. For back rubber application, mix 4 oz. to
10 gallons of diesel oil or other suitable mineral oil. One bottle will treat 200 cows for
horn flies, 100 cows or hogs for lice or mange, or 1,500 chickens for lice. Can be used
in all areas of a dairy barn including milk room. Active ingredient: 40% Permethrin.
4-oz. bottle. Cannot be shipped outside the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C15863N111 — $20.50

3. Permectrin™ II

Effectively kills flies, fleas, lice, mites, and ticks including deer ticks with 30-day residual effects. Aids in control of cockroaches, mosquitoes, and spiders. Concentrated
product has active ingredient Permethrin at 10%. Can be used as a spot application or
a spray. For use as a spray or fog on premises or use on animals. Mix 1 qt. to make 25
gallons of spray when mixed with water or mineral oil. For large animal use: Mix 1 qt. in
20 gallons of oil for back rubbers and oilers; mix 1 qt. in 50 gallons of water as a spray
for beef or dairy cattle and horses. For swine, sheep, poultry, and dog use: Mix 1 qt. in
100 gallons of water as a spray, paint, or dip for swine, sheep, and dogs; mix 1 qt. in
50 gallons of water and spray 1⁄2 oz. per bird or 1 gallon per 100 birds for poultry. 1-qt.
concentrate. For use as a spray or fog. Cannot be shipped outside the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

5.

6.

5. Back Rubber and Pour-On Solution

Use on beef cattle, dairy cattle, and swine for reduction of flies, mosquitoes, lice, and
ticks. May be used with back rubber equipment or as a pour-on treatment. Ready to
use, no dilution necessary. Formulated with high-viscosity, low-irritation mineral oil to
avoid loss from evaporation and wick run-through. Contains 0.125% Permethrin giving
residual control. 21⁄2 gallons. Sh. wt. 21 lbs.

C15509(X)N111 — $46.75

6. Clean-Up™ II Pour-On Insecticide with IGR

Provides control of biting and sucking lice. Kills louse eggs (nits) before they hatch
and one application controls lice. No pre-slaughter or milk withholding period. Active
ingredients include 5% permethrin and 3% diflubenzuron. This incredible pour-on insecticide controls sucking lice, chewing lice, house flies, stable flies, horse flies, black
flies, horn flies, deer flies, and cattle ticks on beef cattle, dairy cattle (lactating and
nonlactating), calves, mature horses, and foals. 1⁄2 gallon treats a minimum of 63 animals; 21⁄2 gallons treats a minimum of 316 animals. NOTE: Cannot be sold in the states
of Alaska, California, Connecticut, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
and New Jersey. Half gallon. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C34452N111 — $89.95
21⁄2 Gallons. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

N

Z50170N111 — $337.50

C27185N111 — $26.95

4. Ultra Boss™ Pour-On Insecticide

Fast-acting formulation contains 5% Piperonyl Butoxide (PBO) and 5% Permethrin for
optimum pest control of horn flies, face flies, and lice. Prevents blood loss, promotes
optimum weight gain, and guards against reduced production and disease. Approved
for all classes of beef cattle, dairy cattle, horses, goats, and sheep. No pre-slaughter
withdrawal; no milk discard. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C21060N111 — $36.25

Fly Bullet

Cow Life-CattleRub®

Ideal for fly and lice control on calves. Each 19"-22"
bullet consists of a polyester stocking filled with
acrylic fiber material. Simply pour one pint of insecticide solution on each bullet and hang in creep
openings or on mineral feeders. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Designed by a cattleman for continuous protection from horn flies without spraying
and dusting. Simply hang this 10-ft. polyester and acrylic CattleRub®, so cattle may
go under, and pour about 2-4 gallons of diesel fuel and insecticide solution along its
length, and let the CattleRub® do the rest! Refill about once a month. For increased
surface contact area and effectiveness, attach Face Flyps™ (C14880N111 on page 211).
Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C16367(X)N111 — $9.55
4+ $8.78

1. Prozap® ProMist’r

For use with Prozap® LD44-T™ (sold separately)
metered insecticide. Features power switch display,
24-hour or day only operation, and three spray interval
selections. When set at 15-minute intervals, it will
provide up to 30 days of coverage per refill. Accepts
most metered aerosols. Requires two “D” batteries (not
included). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34886N111 — $28.50
2. Prozap® LD44-T™ Metered Insecticide Refill.

Controls flies, mosquitoes, and gnats. Contains 1%
permethrin and 2% PBO. 61⁄2-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34887N111 — $9.55

3. Prozap® Fly-Die Spray

Ready-to-use formula with citronella. Kills and repels
flies, mosquitoes, and gnats on cattle, goats, sheep,
hogs, and horses. Controls fleas, ticks, and lice on
dogs. Provides 60-day control of cockroaches, spiders,
ants, and other insects when used as a spot surface or
crack and crevice spray. Contains 0.5% permethrin.
Quart spray bottle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C13683(X)N111 — $30.25

4+ $28.13

4. Prozap® Dy-Fly Dairy Aerosol

Provides instant knock-down and kill of flying and
NEW
crawling insects in homes and on farms. Controls
flies, mosquitoes, gnats, moths, ants, hornets, wasps,
spiders, roaches, and other insects. For use as a
premise spray or directly on animals in dairies, animal
quarters, milk rooms, and poultry houses. Approved
for use in homes and food processing areas. Contains
0.5% permethrin and 5% PBO. 25-oz. aerosol can.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34889N111 — $24.10

5. Prozap® CT-75 Dairy Aerosol

Provides immediate and effective control of insects.
Controls house flies, horn flies, stable flies, gnats,
mosquitoes, small flying moths, and other insects. For
use as a fogger in milking parlors, milk rooms, barns,
food processing areas, and in stored product spaces.
Can be used around, and directly on, lactating and
nonlactating dairy cattle. Contains 0.7% permethrin and
5% PBO. 26-oz. aerosol can. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C34890N111 — $25.25

NEW
5.

3.

NEW

1.

2.

4.

NEW

C34888N111 — $13.45
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3.
1.

2.

2. Fogmaster Tri-Jet®

1. Dyna-Fog® Hurricane™ Portable Fogger

An electric fogger designed to handle both water and
petroleum-based products — disinfectants, deodorizers,
germicides, and insecticides for large or small areas.
Fully adjustable to allow you to control your rate of
application more accurately. Three precision nozzles
allow you to regulate output capacity. Lightweight,
weighs less than 7 lbs. Translucent 1-gallon tank lets you
check your liquid level easily. Made from high-density
polyethylene, a chemical-resistant material. 13" L x
8" W x 14" H. Operates on a continuous duty 6.85 amp,
50/60 cycle, 20,000 rpm, 110-120V AC motor. Available
in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C11896(X)N111 — $336.95

Designed for pest and odor control. Adjustable output is a key feature. A control knob provides the desired degree
of misting of both water- and oil-based solutions. The accurate and constant dispensing rate is easy to calibrate in
the field — adjustable to 2-8 oz./min. with control valve. Features three counter rotating vortex nozzles. The fogging
head angles for your choice of adjustment. Durable aluminum structure is designed for long life. One stage-type
fan, 17,500 rpm. Continuous-duty 1 hp motor, 110/120V AC. 1-gallon capacity tank. 121⁄2" L x 153⁄8" H x 85⁄8" dia. 20-25 ft.
range. Available in 240V through special order. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C08734(X)N111 — $307.95
Fogmaster® Countdown Timer. Shuts off fogger. Set timer with manual dial (60-minute maximum). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C24299(X)N111 — $114.25

3. Commander “Tri-Jet” Fogger

Chemical fogging or humidity control is simple with this fogger. The combination of the adjustable valve and the
tornado-action nozzle allows you to maximize cold mist direction up to 30 ft. The versatility of this unit allows you to
fog with both water- and oil-based materials and may be used either indoors or outdoors. Features a triple nozzle
with two-stage action, an adjustable valve to meter output, rustproof and rugged construction, 1-gal. tank, and a
heavy-duty motor. 110V AC. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C15655(X)N111 — $217.25

Rescue® Disposable Big Bag Fly Trap

Targets common nuisance or filth flies including house flies, false stable flies, blow flies, blue and green bottle flies, flesh flies, face flies, and many others. Includes fast-acting attractant that’s simple to use — just add
water and hang. Holds up to 40,000 flies. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C28876N111 — $7.40

The Original Big Stinky Fly Trap

Traps and kills flies without toxic sprays or fumes. It’s safe and sanitary to use around animals and humans.
Each unit comes complete with trap, 96-oz. plastic jar, and fluid. (Not USDA approved.) Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C09200N111 — $19.95
Fluid refill. Not USDA approved. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs
C09202N111 — $5.00

Sticky Roll™ Fly Tape Systems

When flies first hatch, after feeding or when the weather cools, flies tend to congregate
overhead and search for a light-colored ledge. Once entrapped on the Sticky Tape,
they produce stress chemicals that are irresistible to other flies. When a length of tape
is full, wind it up (flies and all), onto the disposable reel and throw it away. Sticky Roll is
a safe and effective system that is easy to install for use in animal premises of all kinds,
veterinary areas, and food processing areas — anywhere flies are a problem! USDA
testing showed that Sticky Roll captured 92% of available flies.

600-ft. Sticky Roll™ Deluxe System.
Includes tape, take-up reel, and
installation hardware. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

1,000-ft. Sticky Roll™ Deluxe System.
Includes tape, take-up reel, and
installation hardware. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C19220N111 — $44.95
C22049N111 — $49.50
600-ft. Refill Tape Only. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. 1,000 ft. Refill Tape Only. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C19221N111 — $24.75
C20198N111 — $38.25
Super-Size Sticky Roll™ Fly Tape Deluxe Kit w/Hardware. Includes 2,500 ft. Sticky
Roll, take-up reel, handle, six pulleys, six ceiling hooks, all the necessary hardware for
installation, and bilingual instructions. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C33996N111 — $90.75
2,500-ft. Upgrade Kit. For those who already have the hardware set for the deluxe

systems (C19220N111 above). Includes 2,500 ft. roll, take-up reel, three pulleys, and
three ceiling hooks. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C33998N111 — $86.25
2,500-ft. Refill Roll. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C33997N111 — $78.50
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elim-A-fly® Fly Control

No matter how you feed, you can count on elim-A-fly® Add-Pack since it is approved for use in both medicated and nonmedicated calf milk replacer and
whole milk programs. Simply add elim-A-fly® Add-Pack to the calves’ milk every day instead of the chore of spraying, baiting, or bombing adult flies. Only
costs pennies a day. The active ingredient, diflubenzuron, interferes with the regrowth of the exoskeleton, causing the larvae to die before it can become
an adult fly. Dosage and administration: Feed 0.1 oz. of elim-A-fly® Add-Pack per 100 lbs. of body weight once per day or divide equally into each feeding;
start feeding early in the spring, 30 days before flies begin to appear, and continue feeding throughout the summer and into the fall, until cold weather
restricts fly activity.
C34473N111 8-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $31.50
C34480N111 22-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $69.95

JustiFLY™ Feedthrough Larvicide

4.
1.

3.

2.

1. Jumbo Fly Catcher

Eliminates flying insects in barns, stables, garages, and much more. Large 8" x 8 ft. fly
catcher has a special nondrying glue and lasts for 12 weeks or until full of flies. Won’t
drip, so you can hang it over equipment and vehicles. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C26967N111 — $7.35

C34673N111 — $12.95

6+ $11.75

2. CatchMaster™ Scented Bug & Fly Ribbon

NEW

Uses a high-quality adhesive that will last significantly longer than any competitor’s
product. 32" L. Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25842N111 — $1.50

10-95 $ .96

96+ $ .90

Mouse Magic™ Natural Mouse Repellent

3. Revenge Fly Catchers

Fly ribbons that do their job! Fly catchers are one of the best environmentally sound products you can use. They are safe, nontoxic, all natural, and nonpolluting. Best of all, they
control flies mechanically so they can never develop a chemical resistance. Four ribbons
per box. Length of the ribbon is approx. 26". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C10721N111 — $2.25

NEW

JustiFLY™ is an insect growth regulator (IGR)
larvicide for use on the farm that effectively
treats horn flies as well as disease-carrying face
flies, biting stable flies, and nuisance houseflies.
This add-pack is priced to allow beef and dairy
producers cost-effective fly control by stopping
the larvae from developing once in contact
with treated manure. The add-pack provides
full-season fly control while letting producers
utilize their own specific mineral choice. No withdrawal period reduces animal handling stress.
Approved for all beef and dairy calves and cows
(including lactating cows). 12-oz. (360 g) addpack for use with free choice minerals to control
flies on pasture and confinement cattle; one
add-pack treats one 50-lb. bag of free-choice
mineral. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

12+ $1.85

For use where you don’t want mice — especially
dead mice. All-natural ingredients include mint oil
and spearmint oil. Handy throw packs put repellent
where you want it. Use in barns, sheds, garages,
homes — anywhere mice nest. Hook-and-loop
closure bag. Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34795N111 — $6.35

4. Spider Web™ Fly Glue Trap

More than 100,000 flies can be caught on one trap! The Spider Web’s™ chartreuse
fluorescent color has been universally tested and is proven to be a successful color
to attract flies. The adhesive is pliable — even the largest flies won’t be able to set
themselves free. 12" W roll with 24 ft. of double-sided adhesive. Safe for indoor use.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

NEW

C19079N111 — $14.80

Rodent Smoke Bombs

Kills moles, gophers, woodchucks,
Norway Rats, skunks, and ground
squirrels. Emits a thick, dense, suffocating smoke into rodent burrows.
Eliminates secondary poisoning
concerns. (Cannot be sold in Hawaii.)
Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

NEW

Revenge DUST-ON® Fly, Lice,
and Tick Control Powder

Ideal for use on cattle, horses, swine, poultry, and dogs.
Controls flies, horn flies, lice, fleas, ticks, mites (including
northern fowl mites), and other flying and crawling insects.
25% permethrin powder kills and repels for up to four weeks.
11⁄4-lb. shaker top canister. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34794(X)N111 — $4.35

C34797N111 — $5.40
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Y-TEX®
Tagger

How to Avoid Resistance
• Rotate from organophosphate tags to
pyrethroid tags periodically
• Tag both ears
• Tag calves
• Remove tags at end of fly season in fall

C33073N111

C16403N111

NOTE: All Y-TEX® insecticide ear tags can be
applied with Y-TEX® Tagger at right.

Insecticide Cattle Ear Tags
Color

Description

Cat. No.

Active
Ingredient

Parasites
Controlled

C15848(X)N111 — $24.95
Spare Pins Only. Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C15849(X)N111 — $4.60
Time
Effective

Features

Green

Y-TEX®
WARRIOR®

C16403N111

Organophosphate (diazinon flies, lice, ticks
& chlorpyrifos)

Orange

Y-TEX®
OPtimizer®

C26371N111

horn flies (including pyrethroid reduces the need for
Organoresistant), lice, Gulf Coast ticks, frequent spray treatments and
phosphate
requires no withdrawal time
(21.4% diazinon) spinose ear ticks, face flies

Metallic Y-TEX®
Gold
XP 820™

C29471N111
C34142N111

tags & buttons guaranteed
against failure for 5 months

Macrocyclic
Lactone
(abamectin & a
synergist, piperonyl butoxide)

cattle fever ticks, horn flies,
Gulf Coast ticks, spinose ear
ticks, dog ticks, Lone Star
ticks, face flies

horn flies, face flies, Gulf Coast guaranteed against loss due
ticks, spinose ear ticks, stable to tag or button failure for up
to 5 months
flies, house flies, lice

Orange

Y-TEX®
C15850N111
GardStar® Plus

Pyrethroid

Blue

Y-TEX®
PYthon®
MAGNUM™

horn flies (including
Pyrethroid (zeta- pyrethroid resistant),
biting lice, face flies, stable
flies, house flies, sucking lice

Purple

Y-TEX®
PYthon®
Ear Tag

Purple

Y-TEX®
PYthon®
Strip

C24362N111 cypermethrin)

C33078N111 Pyrethroid

C33073N111
Pyrethroid

C33074N111

Size

Tags
per Box

Sh. wt. Price

3-4 months w/1
beef cattle &
tag; up to 5
nonlactating
months
dairy cattle
w/2 tags

3" W x
33⁄4" H

20 tags
& buttons

1.25 lbs. $46.50

beef cattle &
nonlactating
dairy cattle

3" W x
4" H

20 tags
& buttons

1.25 lbs. $32.25

3" W x
4" H

20 tags
& buttons

0.69 lbs. $58.50

up to
5 months
w/2 tags

provides increased weight gains
2-5 months
in tagged growing animals and
(2 tags/adult
increased weaning weights of
animals)
calves from tagged cows

no withdrawal required for
either meat or milk; only
one tag is needed

Livestock
Usage

beef cattle,
lactating dairy
cattle, & calves

11⁄4" W x
20 strips
53⁄4" L

0.25 lbs. $53.50

up to
5 months
(2 tags recommended)

beef & dairy
cattle, including
lactating dairy
cows & calves

3" W x
33⁄4" H

25 tags
& buttons

0.81 lbs. $28.50

3-5 months
w/1 tag

lactating dairy
cattle & calves
over 3 months

3" W x
33⁄4" H

20 tags
& buttons

1.25 lbs. $48.95

0.31 lbs. $42.50

horn flies (including insecticide
resistant), face flies, lice, Gulf
Coast ticks, spinose ear ticks,
stable flies, black flies, house
flies, small horse flies

slow-release, plastic ear tag
3-5 months
containing a synergized
formulation of zeta-cypermethrin depending on
application
(a potent, enriched S-isomer
pyrethroid compound)

beef & dairy
cattle, including
lactating dairy
cows & calves;
requires no
withdrawal time

31⁄4" W x 20 tags
43⁄4" H & buttons

horn flies (including insecticide
resistant), face flies, lice, Gulf
Coast ticks, spinose ear ticks,
stable flies, black flies, house
flies, small horse flies

slow-release, plastic strip containing a synergized formulation 3-5 months
depending on
of zeta-cypermethrin (a
application
potent, enriched S-isomer
pyrethroid compound)

beef & dairy
cattle, including
lactating dairy
cows & calves;
requires no
withdrawal time

11⁄4" W x
53⁄4" L

1.

20 strips

0.56 lbs. $40.95

50 strips

1.25 lbs. $94.95

1. QuickBayt™
Fly Bait

2.

To control house flies
around the outside of commercial facilities, like dairies,
agricultural production
facilities, and horse stables.
Fast acting. Contains a specially formulated mix of two
fly attractants. Controls flies
resistant to organophosphates and carbamates.
Ready to use as scatter bait,
by placing in any fly bait
situation, or mixing with water for paint-on application.
5-lb. bucket. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C25403N111 — $43.50

2. Bags of Fly Parasites

These tiny USDA-approved beneficial insects seek out fly pupae and lay their eggs
inside them as a natural process of their reproductive cycle. The fly parasite larvae then
consume the pest fly’s larvae. Fly parasites attack several species of flies commonly
associated with animals. These beneficial insects live near manure and waste disposal
sites, completely unnoticed by humans or animals. The flies are shipped in the stage
where they are inside the pest fly’s pupae. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time.
Small Bag. Works on 15 cows or horses
Large Bag. Works on 15-40 cows or horses
(approx. 15,000 parasitized fly pupae).
(approx. 40,000 parasitized fly pupae).
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Z19500N111 — $25.95

C15849(X)N111

For use with
all Y-TEX® twopiece tags,
identification
tags, and insecticide tags
listed below. Features a strong
C15848(X)N111
return spring, 2:4:1 mechanical advantage for easy
application, strong spring clip,
wide-open throat that never pinches the livestock’s ear, super strong
applicator pin, and straight-line application. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Z19501N111 — $39.95

C34071(X)N111

Weaver® Cattle Fly Mask

C34072(X)N111

Protect the face and eyes of your steer or heifer from those pesky insects and
blowing bedding when hauling on a trailer. Mesh construction with fleece lining
features elastic for a great fit. Easily adjustable hook-and-loop closures allow for
a comfortable fit on crown and under chin. One size fits most cattle from 600 to
1,400 lbs. Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C34071(X)N111 — $22.80

Weaver® Cattle Blindfold

Do you have a calf that tends to be a little skittish during routine activities?
Helps to reduce stress during clipping, vaccinating, ear tagging, and grooming.
This blindfold features comfortable fleece lining, elastic for adjustability, and
hook-and-loop closures for the perfect fit. Durable 600-denier construction with
water-resistant PVC coating. One size fits most cattle from 600 to 1,400 lbs.
Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34072(X)N111 — $22.80
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2.

Freeland® Free-Flo™ Fill Valve

3.

1.

1. Mosquito Dunks®

Get rid of mosquitoes before they hatch with biodegradable, nontoxic dunks. No
dangerous chemical sprays or unpleasant-smelling dunks; just add one of these
donut-shaped dunks to a pond or pool. The dunks contain natural, organic ingredients
that kill mosquito larvae feeding on them. Dunks last for approx. 30 days and are completely biodegradable. Each dunk treats 100 sq. ft. of water. Pack of 6. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Amazing automatic stock tank water
valve that makes all float-type valves obsolete! Needs no float, rod, or guard. This
completely corrosion-proof, nonsiphoning valve automatically maintains water
level from 4"-20" above valve. Features
a 16" water level adjusting knob. Easily
installed in new or existing systems. Fills
all tanks and troughs, and mounts in side
wall, out of reach of livestock. Includes
universal hook-up kit. For water pressure
between 12-125 psi. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

PEST CONTROL

Insect Control + Water Control Valves

C10772N111 — $22.65

C29726N111 — $9.35

See page 237 for
our large selection of
stock tanks!

2. Trough Block

Algaecide block for control of algae and slime in water troughs. For domestic stock
water treatment. Contains zinc sulphate, cobalt sulphate, and copper sulphate. Not
harmful to stock when used as directed. 220 g packet. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

2.

C32840N111 — $6.10

3. Stock Plex® Stock Tank Algae Control

Use as a preventative measure to avoid getting algae and weeds or to clean a tank
with existing algae and other weeds. Copper-based blend is 100% safe for livestock
consumption and irrigation. Keeps water fresh longer. Safe for many animals including
cattle, horses, and dogs (Note: Do not use in sheep watering tanks). For 100-gallon
tank, use 0.10 oz.; for 150-gallon tank, use 0.15 oz.; for 250-gallon tank, use 0.25 oz.
Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C29733N111

1.

3.

C34405N111 — $15.75

4.

Cattle Float Assembly with Float Ball

Ideal for situations where the float rod could be jostled. The float rod remains under
water and float moves independently from the rod.

FEATURED
Mosquito Free Water Surface Tension Eliminator

This all-natural liquid eliminates surface tension so mosquitoes
land on water and immediately sink and drown. Simply spray
this tension eliminator on puddles or other water sources to
control mosquito reproduction. Use 1 gallon of solution to treat
10 gallons of water with severe surface tension or 20 gallons
of water with average surface tension; 1 gallon of mix will cover
approximately one acre of water surface. All natural ingredients; safe for children, birds, pets, plants, and fish. NOTE: Flies
cannot land on water treated with Mosquito Free Water.
C34657N111 16-oz. spray bottle. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $9.50
C34658N111 Quart. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $15.95
C34659N111 Gallon. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. — $29.25

NEW

1

3

Includes 5" polypropylene
float ball, and 10" brass
swivel rod with chain.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Includes 6" polypropylene
float ball, and 10" brass
swivel rod with chain.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

⁄2" Brass Valve Assembly.

⁄4" Brass Valve Assembly. 1" Brass Valve Assembly.
Includes 6" polypropylene
float ball, and 10" brass
swivel rod with chain.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33745N111 — $31.50
C29733N111 — $33.95
C33743N111 — $50.95
1. Replacement Brass Float Valves Only. All valves can be used alone or as replace-

ments for the Cattle Float Assembly with Float Balls above. NPT male inlet and outlet.
Made of heavy-duty brass. Adjustable angle rod connection with 1⁄4"-20 threads. For
open and closed tanks.
C30882N111 1⁄2" brass valve. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.60
C29731N111 3⁄4" brass valve. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $20.10
C29732N111 1" brass valve. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $37.25
2. Replacement Plunger Assembly Only. For cattle floats above. Replacement plunger
complete with rubber cup and disc for valve. Body is brass; cup and disc are rubber.
C33746N111 1⁄2" plunger. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $3.35
C29728N111 3⁄4" plunger. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $3.50
C33744N111 1" plunger. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $4.65
3. 10" Brass Rod with Swivel. For cattle float above. 10" L rod with 1⁄4"-20 threads on
one end, and a swivel chain with a 1⁄4"-20 threads on it. High-quality brass.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C29727N111 — $6.95

Clear-Water Barley Straw Water
Treatment for Livestock Watering Troughs

Keeps your stock or pond water clean and clear all year round.
Acts as a natural filter and works up to six months. Cleans water
by reducing particles and odors. Safe and natural — will not
harm animals, livestock, fish, or plants. Keeps water in troughs
clean and clear for longer. Plastic casing keeps barley straw
contained. Durable casing lasts longer than messy, loose bales.
Treats up to 1,000 gallons. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C29618N111 — $11.80

4. Brass Rods

Made from heavy-duty brass with 1⁄4"-20 thread fittings on each end. Can be used with
brass valves and floats.
C30884N111 10" L. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $2.30
C33747N111 12" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $2.85
5.

6.

Copper/Poly Floats

All floats can be used alone or as replacements
for the Cattle Float Assembly with Float Ball
(C29733N111 above).

5. 5" Copper Float. Unlike a steel or stainless

All-Natural Stock Tank Defense®

No more scrubbing! Contains all-natural beneficial bacteria
specially formulated for stock tanks. Keeps tanks clean and clear
while improving water quality for fresh, healthy drinking water for
livestock, birds, and wildlife. May require 4-6 weeks to achieve
optimal water quality. For best results, do not use with chemicals
and start with a clean stock tank. Includes six large sinking tablets. Each tablet lasts two weeks. Treats up to a 150-gallon stock
tank for three months. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C29819N111 — $10.50

steel float, this copper float is manufactured
by sweating solder into an overlapping joint
that maintains a smooth and true spherical or
cylindrical exterior surface. Wall thickness is heavier that most other floats on the
market to help assure strength and durability. Made for open-tank, no-pressure
applications at temperatures below 212° F (100° C). Thread connection size: 1 ⁄4"-20.
5" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30885N111 — $26.95
6. Polypropylene Floats. Lightweight and corrosion resistant. For open-tank

no-pressure use. 5" dia. Maximum temperature: 175° F (79° C). Threaded connection
size: 1⁄4"-20.
C30883N111 5". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $6.30
C29729N111 6". Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $6.90
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WATER EQUIPMENT

Livestock Waterer Accessories
3.

6.

10.

8.

4.

See page 236
for hose selections.

5.

9.

2.

NEW
1.

NEW

FEATURED

1. Jobe™ Water Level Indicator

Easily fitted to concrete and plastic tanks. Features
highly visible yellow indicator, double bracing arms
on mounting bracket, and stainless steel construction. Rods installed are 6 ft. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C29394N111 — $160.25

2. Jobe™ Topaz™ Differential Reservoir Valve

Valve gives a level difference that is adjustable from 2"-98"
to minimize starting and stopping of the pumping system.
Features high flow, keeps pump operation to a minimum,
and detach valve seal access system for quick access to
valve seal. Ideal for all makes and models of tanks. Withstands water up to 140º F. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C29395N111 — $217.25

3. Jobe™ Rojo™ Float and Valve for Low-Flow Applications

Ideal for filling water drinking troughs for small numbers of animals. Mounts
above or below the water and gives flows of up to 6 gallons per minute.
Features side, bottom, and top mounting; valve body screws apart by hand
for easy servicing; flow stops when unscrewed for servicing; supplied with
backnut and seal washer; built-in check valve; fully adjustable float angle;
and pressure range of 0-150 psi. Noncorrosive material construction. Has
switch to lock valve in off position. Withstands water up to 140º F.
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C25064N111 — $31.50

4. Jobe™ Rojo™ Compact Float Valves

Automatic filling of water storage vessels. Mount above or below water level. Simple,
mechanically operated valves are the optimal choice for low flow when space is
limited, as the narrow weighted float makes for a compact versatile design. Use to
maintain water levels in animal drinking troughs, water storage tanks, water cisterns,
and process applications. Constructed of noncorrosive material. Flow stops when
unscrewed. Features a switch to lock valve in off position. Pressure range: 0 to 150 psi.
Withstands water up to 140° F. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34258N111 1⁄2" Valve
C34259N111 3⁄4" Valve

Each — $33.50

5. Jobe™ Tank Mount Adapter

For mounting of float valve in tank with garden hose connection. Easy installation of
3⁄4" float valves into tanks and troughs. Fits through 2" drain hole; easily adapts to most
poly and galvanized tanks. Offset 3⁄4" inlet gives added float valve clearance from tank
bottom. Backnut design prevents hose twist. Tough, UV reinforced nylon material
construction. Quality nitrile seals. Maximum pressure rating: 150 psi. 3⁄4" FGHT x 3⁄4"
FNPT. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34809N111 — $19.60

Tranzformer™ Valve By Jobe™ Valves

Transforms a common valve into a full-flow
valve. Designed to fit to an existing common
tank float valve that is mounted to the side
wall of a tank. It transforms a common
low-flow valve into a high-flow diaphragm valve by utilizing the existing
valve as the float, mount, and actuator.
Maintains water levels in animal drinking
troughs, water storage tanks, and water
cisterns. Unleashes the potential of your
water supply. Fits most over-the-top, clamp-on float valves. Easy to clean. Features
an internal filter and is constructed of noncorrosive material. Can be used with Miller
floats. Search this product on our website, eNasco.com/farmandranch to view a video.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C33277N111 — $40.25

11.

7.

6. Jobe™ Vortex Float Valve

Valve is configured for above water mounting. Float operates a small pilot valve that in
turn operates the main diaphragm valve. Float valves are a good choice where maximum flow, compact size, durability, noncorrosive construction, and variable float levels
are required. Features high flow, 3⁄4"-21⁄2" water level differential (increases as water
pressure increases), mounts horizontally or vertically, made from corrosion resistant
materials, valve unscrews from tail for easy valve filter access, shuts down slowly to
minimize water hammer, pressure rating of 5-100 PSI, float position easily adjustable
with no tools, valve has switch to lock it in off position, and withstands water up to
140º F. Also has a port to connect the Frostpro antifreeze device (C25063N111 not included, sold below). Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32889N111 — $261.50

7. Jobe™ Megaflow™ Valve

Perfect for filling troughs that are constructed to have the valve mounted under the
water on the side or on the bottom. Its diaphragm principle of operation allows this valve
to give flows of up to 90 gallons per minute. Compact, robust, and manufactured from
noncorroding materials. Features 3⁄4"-21⁄2" water level differential (increases as water
pressure increases), positive on/off operation, lock off with cord lock, 5-150 psi pressure
rating, and inlet filter. Underwater installation helps avoid freezing. Valve is less prone to
stock damage. Withstands water up to 140º F. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C19731N111 — $54.95
8. Service Kit for Jobe™ Valves. Includes replacement diaphragm assembly for use

on either Megaflow™ or Topaz™ valves. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34140N111 — $16.40

9. Jobe™ Topaz™ Valve

Made for tanks that have the valve mounted above or below the water. Its diaphragm
principle of operation allows this valve to give flows of up to 90 gallons per minute.
Compact, robust, and manufactured from noncorroding materials. Detaches for quick
access to valve seal, mounts horizontally or vertically, shuts down slowly to minimize water hammer, 3⁄4"-21⁄2" water level differential (increases as water inlet pressure increases),
pressure rating 5-100 psi, float position easily adjustable with no tools, valve has switch
to lock it in off position, and withstands water up to 140º F. Also has a port to connect the
Frostpro antifreeze device (C25063N111 not included, sold below). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19732N111 — $73.25

10. Jobe™ Topaz™ Frostpro

Trickle valve that minimizes freezing of valves and pipes. Unit attaches to top of
Topaz™ Valve (listed above) or Vortex Float Valve (listed above) and is turned on
manually, allowing a low, continuous flow through the valve. Lead free: Certifies as
acceptable for use in potable water systems. To be used with Topaz™ or Vortex Valves
only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C25063N111 — $14.95

11. Jobe™ Garden Hose Connector

Attaches a 3⁄4" garden hose easily and securely to 3⁄4" NPT pipe thread. Backnut design prevents hose twist. Tough, UV-reinforced nylon construction. Maximum pressure
rating: 150 psi. Replaces conventional brass-type fittings. Nitrile seals. 3⁄4" FGHT x
3⁄4" FNPT. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34810N111 — $8.65

Jobe™ Topaz™ & Rojo™
Clamp and Cover

Cover clips in place protecting the valve
and inlet piping from stock. Clamp connects
to tank with two rugged, hand-tightened
screws (stainless steel bolts are included for
permanent mounting). Valve not included.
Compatible with Rojo™ Float and Valve for
Low-Flow Applications (C25064N111 at left)
and Topaz™ Valve (C19732N111 above).
Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C25062N111 — $65.75
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4.

NEW

5.
6.

NEW

1.

WATER EQUIPMENT

Water Control Valves

3.

3. Xcess Valve Complete

Dual 3⁄4" and 1" valve with 6" orange float for large trough, high-demand applications.
Full flow designed for fast filling large troughs. Unique camlock-compatible outlet
allows for convenient water supply for many jobs around the farm. Two sizes in one
valve — 3⁄4" and 1". No tools required for servicing. Plunger serviced without removing
arm. Shut-off pin to close valve. Includes cord and nipple. Working pressure: 0-175 psi.
Maximum water temperature: 140° F. Minimum water temperature: 34° F. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

2.

1. APEX PumpBuddy® Long Tail Valves

A differential valve that allows for the setting of variable minimum and maximum water
levels within a water tank. Full-flow operation reduces pump run time, saves electricity,
and increases pump life. When both weights are submerged, valve will be closed. It
will remain closed until the bottom weight is exposed. The valve will then open and
remain open until the maximum level is reached. Weights can be clipped together to
convert the valve into the back-up water supply control valve, in the event of demand
exceeding rainfall. Working pressure: 8-175 psi. Water temperature: 34°-140° F.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34773N111 3⁄4" valve — $126.95
C34774N111 1" valve — $130.95

2. APEX RainAid® Valve

Designed to be connected to a mains water supply on a rainwater retention tank,
this valve has a 3⁄4” NPT inlet. It will provide a backup supply of water in the event of
demand exceeding rain supply. Under normal conditions, rainwater will fill the tank.
If rainwater level drops below a preset level, valve will open to maintain water level
using the mains water supply. Includes inlet strainer. The weight is able to be tied
horizontally to allow a 40 mm differential between open and closed for shallow tanks.
Working pressure: 8-175 psi. Water temperature: 34°-140° F. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34775N111 — $108.50

C33820N111 — $74.25
APEX® Xcess 3⁄4" and 1" Trough
Valve with Cord and Nipple Only.
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C33303N111 — $65.75

6" Orange Float Only.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33821N111 — $9.75

4. APEX® 3⁄4" Space Saver Trough Valve with Rectangular Float

Compact acetyl valve designed for small individual troughs and drinkers. Noncorrosive
materials — ideal for hydroponic applications. Working pressure: 0-120 psi. Maximum
water temperature: 140° F. Minimum water temperature: 34° F. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33302N111 — $48.25

APEX® XtraFlo 3⁄4" Trough Valve & Float

Compact armless diaphragm valve with full-flow high-volume fill. Valve has a 1" water
level differential between opening and closing, reducing pump motor overload. Fullflow operation, the pump runs unrestricted until trough is full. Bottom, side, or top
mount. UV stabilized and corrosion resistant. Only three internal moving parts (less
parts = less problems). Patented self-cleaning mechanism to minimize blockages.
Working pressure: 4-175 psi. Maximum water temperature: 140° F. Minimum water
temperature: 34° F. Available in standard and long-tail models. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
5. C33304N111 Standard Valve — $59.75
6. C33301N111 Long-Tail Valve — $61.25

8.
10.

11.

10. Stock Tank Float Valve

Get fast water recovery with this high-pressure, multi-lever cam-operated stock tank
valve. A larger orifice delivers 71⁄2 GPM at 60 psi (tested to 80 psi) giving you a faster
fill rate to provide fresher water for your animals. Efficient, anti-siphoning design will
give you carefree service. Made in the U.S.A. of sturdy, noncorrosive, high-impact engineered resins. 5⁄8" hose inlet. Assembly instructions included. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

9.

C31016N111 — $23.15

11. Plastic Float Valve Assembly

7.

Sturdy, easy-to-clean, all molded construction. Self-flushing. No close tolerance parts.
Uses standard inlet pipe thread 1⁄2" male, 1⁄4" female. Rotate valve seat annually for
extended life. Float and arm assembly molded of high-impact resin. Valve body molded
of Acetal. Not affected by medications or other additives. Nontoxic. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

7. Hudson Nonsiphon Water Control Valve

A damage-proof, self-regulating, maintenance-free water control valve for high-volume
delivery. Features 2,400 gallons per hour 40 psi. Cattle will never drink your tank
completely dry when you use this high-volume, nonsiphoning, dairy-approved valve.
Unlimited flow delivers water as fast as it runs through line. Automatic positive shut-off
operates efficiently at a pressure of 8 to 100 psi. Sturdy, bell-shaped body has no external moving parts for animals to damage. Valve measures 33⁄4" W x 5" H and operates on
a 1" line. Installs easily in troughs or tanks. Two-year guarantee. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C12631N111 — $32.95
Hudson Valve Continuous Flow Disc. Designed to be installed during winter to

prevent water freezing in pipes. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C25772N111 — $1.90
8. 1" Valve Repair Kit. Includes retainer ring, diaphragm, float, shut-off pad, and
screen. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C13746N111 — $15.50

9. Tank Mounting Bracket for Hudson Valves

PVC construction with thumb screw mounting to quickly and easily mount the 1" Hudson
valve to portable tanks and troughs at the end of a standard 3⁄4" hose. Includes 1" PVC
nipple, elbow, and 3⁄4" hose adapter. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C16705N111 — $20.05

C31058N111 — $15.75

Watson Adjustable-Depth
Float Valve System
for Stock Tanks

This float system allows for the full
flow of the garden hose, filling a
stock tank is much faster — up to
15 gallons per minute at 45 psi. Simply
tighten the mounting screws onto the side
of your tank and bolt the float on the lever.
The valve can be adjusted to be used in
12" and deeper tanks. The water level can
be adjusted by choosing different links on
the 12" L chain. Fits tanks with up to a 11⁄4"
lip. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C28804N111 For steel tanks with up
to 11⁄4" W lip — $107.75
C28805N111 For poly/fiberglass tanks
with up to 21⁄4" W lip — $104.75
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Watering Bowls + Float Valves
6.

5.

3.

5. Large-Capacity DuraMate Automatic Waterers

Large-capacity, 4-gallon waterers are perfect for horses. Dependable, floatcontrolled waterers simply hook up to a standard 3⁄4" garden hose to automatically
deliver fresh water 24-7 in above-freezing temperatures. Metal brackets included for
fence or wall installation (hardware not included), plus 30" hose with female hose
attachment. Molded from impact-resistant polyethylene resin. Operates at a pressure
between 20-50 psi. 141⁄4" L x 171⁄2" W x 103⁄4" H. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
Red C19381N111
Each — $30.95

Blue C32201N111

Green C32202N111

6. Auto Waterer with Metal Cover

1.

2.

Heated Lock N’ Dry Buckets

These heated plastic buckets are ideal for horses, dogs, sheep, etc.
Thermostatically controlled plastic buckets withstand temperatures
down to –20°. Heater is completely hidden within the walls of the
plastic bucket. Under the bucket is a compartment to hide the cord
Features a
for year-round use. Flat-back design buckets with oversized handle
hidden cord!
allows the bucket to hang flush against a wall. All units feature a
6-ft. grounded power cord. Lock N’ Dry compatible.
1. 21⁄2-Gallon Flat-Back Bucket. 10" H x 3. 16-Gallon Round Bucket. 161⁄2" H x
14" dia. 120V, 70 watts. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
211⁄2" dia. 120V, 260 watts. UL listed.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C32495N111 — $44.75

2. 5-Gallon Flat-Back Bucket. 13" H x
143⁄4" dia. 120V, 115 watts. UL listed.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

If you thought you couldn’t install automatic waterers in your barn, think again! This
dependable, float-controlled model simply hooks up to a standard 3⁄4" garden hose
to automatically deliver fresh water 24-7 in above-freezing temperatures. Large
4-gallon capacity is perfect for thirsty horses. Includes a durable metal float cover
and metal brackets for over-the-fence or on-the-wall installation (hardware not
included). Molded from impact-resistant polyethylene resin. Operates at pressure
between 20-50 psi. Includes 30" of hose with a female hose attachment. 141⁄4" L x
171⁄2" W x 103⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32938N111 — $35.95

C32564N111 — $91.50

C15869N111 — $49.50

Automatic Float

4. Lock N’ Dry Extension Cords

Power supply cord for all Lock N’ Dry deicers. Prevents cords
from disconnecting and provides a watertight seal through the winter
snow. For use with heated buckets, pet bowls, bird baths, etc. 16 gauge.
C29915N111 25-ft. cord. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $23.50
C29916N111 50-ft. cord. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $42.25

3-Gallon Ever-Full Dog Bowl
4.

Provides a continuous flow of the freshest water for your pet! Just attach the 3⁄4" hose
to your garden hose, turn on the tap, and the bowl fills to the perfect drinking level.
Automatic float controls the water level so there’s no spilling or overflow. Plastic bowl
is automatically replenished every time your dog drinks! Plastic. Blue. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C26031N111 — $29.50

FLOAT VALVES

1.

Used to fill livestock
tanks for decades!

2.

4.

3.

Tank-Mount PVC Float Valves

Heavy-duty, noncorrosive PVC float valves. Constructed of
NSF-approved PVC, 18-8 stainless steel hardware, and
Santoprene® rubber replaceable seals.

1. Standard Mount Float
Valve with 3⁄4" Inlet & Outlet.

Use with 12" x 1⁄4" stainless steel
stem and 6" float. Has a 0.48"
orifice. Comes complete with
sealing washer and jam nut.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34446N111 — $29.75
Stainless Steel Stem Only.

For use with either of the float
valves listed above. 10" x 1⁄4".
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34448N111 — $4.95

2. Tank (Bulkhead) Mount
Float Valve with 1" Inlet
& Outlet. Use with 12" x 1⁄4"

stainless steel stem and 6" or 8"
float. Has a 0.69" orifice. Comes
complete with sealing washer
and jam nut. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34447N111 — $36.95
6" Float Ball Only. For use with
either of the float valves listed
above. Polyethylene float ball
with 1⁄4" self-tapping connection.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C34449N111 — $11.95

5.

6.

Miller Trough-O-Matic Float Valves

Little Giant® float valves automatically control
water level for most plastic and metal stock
tanks, troughs, barrels, and pans. Valves flow
up to 245 gallons per hour and operate at
a pressure between 20-50 psi. Each valve
comes with expansion brackets to fit tank
rims up to 45⁄16" W x 2" H. Accepts standard
3
⁄4" garden hose. 71⁄2" L x 3" W x 31⁄2" H. Made
in the U.S.A.

3. Plastic Float Valve. Rugged plastic hous-

ing molded from high-grade polystyrene for
added strength and durability. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32939N111 — $10.75
4. Metal Float Valve. Durable aluminum
housing with nylon orifice. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C32940N111 — $16.95

5. Dare-O-Matic Universal Float Valve

Low-priced, economy model…ready for any job. Tough,
high-impact, weather-resistant polymer plastic housing,
developed for outdoor use. Attaches directly to garden
hose. Capacity up to 300 gph. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C04622N111 — $10.05

6. Dare-O-Matic Nonsiphoning Float Valve

Complies with basic anti back-siphoning regulations.
Hangs over edge of tank. For pipe or garden hose, not
to exceed 5⁄8" inside dia. Water inlet is never less than
21⁄8" from lower vacuum breaker holes. 300 gph capacity. Aluminum housing with removable nonsiphoning
unit. Use approved in Wisconsin. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C07392N111 — $20.50
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WATER EQUIPMENT

Water De-Icers

4. Sinking De-Icer
1. Electric Bucket De-Icer

The ideal de-icer for 5 gallons of water — just drop in bucket and plug in! Virtually indestructible, cast-aluminum heating unit has fins for larger radiating surface. Keeps water
from freezing down to -10° F. Bottom fins keep unit off of the bottom without welded
wire supports or side clamps. Will not damage plastic or rubber buckets if operated
without water. Safe in metal or plastic tanks up to 25 gallons. May be used in automatic
waterers. 250 watts, 120V. 8" dia. x 21⁄2" H. 6-ft. cord has steel coil cord guard.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C12700N111 — $41.95

2. Submersible Utility De-Icers

The unique structure of these cast-aluminum de-icers guarantees durability and long life.
Small, narrow size (71⁄4" L x 41⁄2" dia., 1" at thickest point) makes this de-icer suitable for
buckets, automatic waterers, small animal drinkers, hog waterers, chicken fountains, and
smaller metal or plastic tanks. Safe for use in all types of watering structures including
structural foams and plastics. Cord is 6 ft. L. Heater is thermostatically controlled to
operate when temperatures approach freezing, turning on at 35° and off at 45°. CSA
approved. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

Energy-efficient de-icer keeps your entire tank ice-free without overheating the water.
Safe for animals. Includes a durable PTFE coating for easy cleaning. Large, finned
base runs cooler than conventional de-icers, making it safe for plastic or metal tanks
alike. Cord is wrapped in a heavy-duty, anti-chew spring protector. 120V AC, 60 Hz,
1,500 watts. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C33296N111 — $49.95

5. Bucket/Utility De-Icers

A sturdy aluminum base with large surface area means these units run cooler than
conventional de-icers. Energy-efficient multiple thermostats provide efficient temperature control, so water is not excessively heated. Compact, low-profile design. Epoxy
seals in all electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Automatic thermostat will turn off
if ever out of water. 10-ft. cord with heavy-duty, anti-chew protector. Includes 6-ft. cord.
Lock N’ Dry compatible. Three-year warranty.

250-Watt De-Icer. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C28883N111 — $47.50

500-Watt De-Icer. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C31102N111 — $48.50

Submersible
Tank De-Icers

250-Watt Model. For tanks up to 25 gallons.
C14386N111 — $40.25
500-Watt Model. For tanks up to 50 gallons.
C14387N111 — $42.95

3. Submersible Tank De-Icer

Virtually indestructible, submerged stock tank de-icer completely tested under zero
temperatures. Recommended especially for large stock tanks over 200 gallons.
Cast-aluminum housing with fin for large radiating surface. Bottom fins keep unit off
the bottom of tank without welded wire supports or side clamps. Concealed thermostat saves current — shuts off when required water temperature is reached. Insulation
integrity of electrical-grade thermal set epoxy. 31⁄2" H x 10" dia. with waterproof connection. 6-ft. cord with steel coil cord guard. Safe in metal or plastic tanks. Thermostatically controlled to operate automatically. Use in a tank up to 300 gallons. 1,500 watts,
120V. UL listed. Three-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C12377N111 — $60.25

Totally submerged tank heaters
won’t melt or distort plastic tanks.
Epoxy-enclosed wiring — never
a leak or short. Heavy-duty automatic thermostat sealed in epoxy
to stay clean and dry. Heavy-plated
cage keeps element away from tank
and animals. Cycle comes on just above freezing and off about 44° F. 6-ft. cord has
plastic cord guard. For use in metal or plastic tanks. 120V. UL listed.

1,000 Watts. Suitable for up to 100 gallons. 101⁄4" dia. x 6" H. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C13111N111 — $38.50
1,500 Watts. Suitable for up to 300 gallons. Heavier gauge steel cage. 13" x 51⁄2" H.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C13112N111 — $40.50

FLOATING
Allied Precision Floating Tank De-Icers

C02551N111

Use this floating stock tank de-icer to provide fresh water to your
large animals. Styrofoam® float is completely enclosed within a rugged
puncture-proof plastic housing — no exposed Styrofoam®. Tubular
heating element is made of Incology — the best known material to
withstand all types of water impurities. Epoxy is used to seal in all electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Automatic thermostat will turn off
if ever out of water. Use heater with plastic tank if Guard for Floating
Tank De-Icers (C15384N111 below) is attached. 6-ft. cord has a plastic
cord guard. 120V. UL listed. Lock N’ Dry compatible.

1,000 Watts. 81⁄4" dia. x 23⁄4" H. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C02551N111 — $33.25
1,500 Watts. 9" dia. x 31⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C02552N111 — $34.50

Guard for Floating Tank De-Icers
C15384N111

Easily clamps on C02551N111 and C02552N111 (both listed above). For
use in any plastic pan. Plated cage is made of one solid rod. 15" x 4" H.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15384N111 — $15.25

Premium
Floating De-Icer

Safe in any type container —
this virtually indestructible,
cast-aluminum case and element
floats on the surface of water.
Tough ABS top covers the unit
that is filled with polyurethane
for unsurpassed strength.
Unit is sealed in electrical-grade thermal-set epoxy and
cannot leak or short out. Power supply cord drops from
the bottom center of the unit, away from inquisitive biting
animals. Fully automatic, thermostatically controlled heating element floats on the surface of the water providing
an open drinking area in outside tanks in 0° weather. No
danger of livestock burn. Maintains an ice-free circle at low
temperatures. Appropriate for metal or plastic tanks up to
300 gallons. 1,250 watts. 7" dia. x 3" H. 6-ft. cord has steel
coil cord guard. 120V. UL listed. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C13714N111 — $36.50

CONVERTIBLE
3-in-1 De-Icer

Sinker, floater, or drain de-icer — all in one unit! With the use of multiple sensors, this de-icer improves temperature control, while keeping the tank completely ice free. Traditional de-icers use only one sensor to monitor
both water and heater temperatures, so the water may be heated more than necessary. Finned aluminum base
spreads the heat out to make the unit run cooler to the touch while putting the maximum amount of heat into the
water. Safely operates in any plastic or metal tank without the use of a guard. Quickly converts from a floating to a
sinking de-icer by simply removing the cover and float and turning the unit upside down to rest on the bottom of
the tank. Can also be used as a drain plug de-icer. Epoxy seals in all electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Has
automatic thermostat that will turn off if ever out of water. Sturdy feet support the unit off the bottom of the tank.
1,500 watts. Three-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

Drain Plug
Adapter

C28881N111 — $48.50
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De-Icers + Heaters

DRAIN PLUG DE-ICER
Universal Drain Plug De-Icer

Fits all stock tanks that have drain holes including Behlen®, Rubbermaid®, and Poly-Tuf plastic tanks. By mounting through the
drain hole, the electrical cord is kept out of the water, and the de-icer cannot be thrown from the tank. Thermostatically controlled —
automatically shuts off if water level becomes too low. Epoxy seals in all electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Unique 6-ft. power
cord separates to fit narrow drain openings. Adjustable supports. May be used in both plastic and metal tanks. Will work with a 3⁄4"
drain hole. 12" L x 61⁄2" W x 4" H. 6-ft. cord with plastic cord guard. 120V, 1,500 watts. UL listed. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C19060N111 — $55.50

PAIL DE-ICERS
Submersible Rapid Water Warmer
Pail De-Icer

A submersible de-icer that’s perfect for 15-gal. buckets
as well as small pails and pans. Built-in thermostat will
keep water temperature within the optimal drinking
range. Stainless steel guard protects animals from
danger of burns, and a heavy clamp holds the de-icer
secure in virtually any container. Epoxy seals in all
electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Automatic
thermostat will turn off device if water level gets too low.
Removable guard makes routine maintenance simple.
Completely safe for all nonmetallic or metallic containers. Includes a safety shut-off-system. 71⁄4" L x 23⁄4" W x
3
⁄4" H. 6 ft. L cord with three 30" steel coil cord guards.
Turns on at 40°. Will heat to approx. 65°. Lock N’ Dry
compatible. 200 watts, 120V. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C13739N111 — $49.75

A 1,000-watt heater designed to safely
and rapidly heat water. Unique safety
device virtually eliminates any fire
danger. Heats one gallon
of water from 60° to
130° in 10 minutes.
Stainless steel guard
makes heater safe
for use in nonmetallic
containers. 17" L x
3" dia. Heating element is 71⁄2" L. For water
use only. Cord is 6 ft L.
Pail not included.
Lock N’ Dry compatible.
1,000 watts, 120V. CSA
approved. UL listed. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C13444(X)N111 — $51.75

K&H Perfect Bucket Heater

The “perfect” design to keep your buckets completely
ice free. Solid aluminum housing is completely safe with
any bucket for your livestock or pets. Will not calcify,
rust, or stain and is simple to clean with a lasting enamel
gray finish. Unit is thermostatically controlled and will
keep your buckets thawed, but not “heated.” Includes
a convenient cord clip to secure the 57" cord to the
side of the bucket, helping prevent the unit from being
pulled out. Being only 80 watts and working for 5-gallon
buckets and up, it saves you money over other brands.
Two-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C34286N111 — $29.95

Non-Submersible

Tankside De-Icer/Heater

Hot-Scot Space Heater

An excellent little supplemental or replacement heater. Ideal for use beneath
livestock waterers or in well houses. Compact size (81⁄8" x 3" x 21⁄8") allows
flexible usage. 450-watt, 120V heater has adjustable thermostat, and operates from 30°-150° F. Cord is 81⁄2" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Clamps easily and quickly to the side of the water tank. This clamp-on feature
prevents livestock from throwing unit from tank. For use in steel tanks only.
Adjustable thermostat allows setting temperature from 35°-90° F. Saves
electricity. The lower portion of the heating element will keep a drinker icefree. Epoxy seals in all electrical wiring to keep it clean and dry. Has automatic
thermostat that will turn off if ever out of water. Virtually indestructible heating
unit includes a 6-ft. cord. 22" D x 21" W. Designed to fit into a 2 ft. D x 2 ft. W
tank. (300 gallon maximum.) Must be able to clamp on side at top of tank.
1,500 watts, 120V. Lock N’ Dry compatible. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C13445N111 — $175.75

C25372N111 — $32.95

Floating or
Submersible

Thermo Cube Thermostatically
Controlled Outlet

K&H Ultimate Stock Tank Deicers

All-in-one design is thermostatically controlled to keep your stock
tank from freezing and provide fresh water to livestock all winter. Can
be used as a floating deicer or converts in seconds to a submersible
deicer with the click of a button. Safe for all stock tanks. Full cage included; no expensive cage guard needed. Includes a cord clip to keep
the 5-ft. power cord away from animals’ reach. MET listed. Two-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C32862N111 1,000 Watts — $38.75
C32863N111 1,500 Watts — $40.25

Save energy, money, and wear and tear on
equipment by running only when necessary. Thermo Cube plugs into a standard
electrical outlet which turns the power on
and off automatically, according to outside
temperature (turns on under 35° F and
turns off over 45° F). Fully automatic — no
confusing buttons or controls to set! Each
unit has two grounded receptacles for
use with more than one electrical device.
Use with stock tank deicers, pond deicers,
unheated rooms, pump houses, and greenhouses. No installation required; operates
with any 15-amp, 120V electric device.
UL and CSA listed. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C24150(X)N111 — $15.30

Stocktrine®II Algaecide

Provides effective, long-lasting algae control and
does not corrode galvanized tanks or equipment.
There is no waiting period required for stock watering after treatment. Simply dilute the recommended
amount of Stocktrine®II with sufficient water in a
sprinkling can or tank-type sprayer and apply the
solution evenly over the water surface. One quart will
treat approx. 8,000 gallons of water. Quart. Cannot
be used in California. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C15401N111 — $19.10
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1. Forstal Paddle Water Bowl for Cows

Constructed of smooth plastic material that is strong but flexible to withstand bumps
and pressure, yet keep its shape. Approved nonsiphoning bowl comes ready to
install with 3⁄4" top and bottom inlets and frost plug. Every bowl is strictly tested at the
factory for quality. Large, deep, easy to clean, and lightweight. Comes with a standard
pressure valve for 20-50 psi; flow rate is 3.7 gpm at 40 psi. Optional U-clamps are sold
separately below for 2" or 3" pipes. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C28825N111 — $62.50
2" U-Clamp Set. Set of 2.

3" U-Clamp Set. Set of 2.

C28823N111 — $21.45

C28824N111 — $26.75

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Complete Replacement
Valve. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C28822N111 — $37.25

2. Nonsiphoning Water Bowl

A unique water bowl featuring a nose plate lift for easy cleaning to ensure sanitation.
High pressure is controlled by the patented nose plate designed to prevent splashing.
Valve is quickly and easily removed with a wrench. “No-jam nut” construction facilitates adjustment of nose plate with an ordinary wrench. 3⁄4" pipe inlet from either top
or bottom. Cast metal bowl finished in nontoxic enamel. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C09924N111 — $76.50
Replacement Valve. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C09925N111 — $15.45

4. Push-Button Water Bowl

WATER EQUIPMENT

Water Bowls

Studies have shown that dairy cows give more milk and have consistently fewer
problems when individual water bowls are available. This low-cost, but top-quality, approved nonsiphoning bowl has no paddle to wear out or get jammed
with hay and debris between paddle and bottom of bowl. Bowls have a brass
push-button water valve that is the simplest method of watering livestock. Water
flow can be adjusted to deliver the most effective GPH. 3⁄4" top and bottom inlets.
Unbreakable blue plastic bowl with cast iron valve body. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C20097N111 — $41.75 6+ $35.80
Replacement Valve Only. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C20099N111 — $19.35

5. Poly Float Bowl

Lightweight, large-capacity, durable poly bowl maintains a constant water level. Fully
adjustable for various water levels, nonsiphoning, and has a 1⁄2" male NPT connection
that can be placed on either side of the bowl. 95⁄8" W x 5" H x 81⁄4" D. Great for both
horses and cattle. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C27388N111 — $42.95
Replacement Float Assembly. Complete float valve assembly for poly bowl.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C27389N111 — $28.25

3. Push Paddle Waterer

This is the waterer you want for tough environments. Made of heavy-duty cast iron
with a tough, nontoxic black epoxy finish for corrosion resistance. Works great for
horses, cattle, and hogs. Livestock press the heavy-gauge stainless steel push paddle
with their noses to release fresh water (most animals readily learn to operate this type
of waterer). When the animal releases the push paddle, the nonsiphoning water valve
drains water and shuts off the supply, so there is nothing left in the bowl to freeze
in winter or breed disease-carrying organisms in summer. Safely operates between
20-50 psi pressure. Mounting plates are included but other mounting and water connection hardware are not included. 10" L x 81⁄2" W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

6. Water Bowl Splash Guard

Discourages cows from splashing water out of the bowl. Aids in keeping feed
delivered by feeders and grain carts from spilling into water bowls. Constructed of
high-density polyethylene with steel hold-down brackets to grip the guard to the
water bowl rim. Splash guard clamps easily onto the rim of the most popular sizes and
brands of metal or plastic bowls. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C20104N111 — $31.75

C32937N111 — $62.25

10.

7.

12.

8.

11.
9.

7. Stainless Steel Super-Flow Water Bowl

No-splash design. Round stainless steel 10" water bowl is 5" D and has 22 liters per
minute water flow at 50 psi. Valve has 1⁄2" female threads for inlet at top. All stainless
steel mounting bracket. Back plate is not included. Valve body is solid brass. Valve
measures 61⁄2" and has a plastic-covered nose paddle. Nonsiphoning. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C25206N111 — $98.50
Valve Only. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C25207N111 — $29.50

Back Mounting Plate Only. Bolts

included. For 11⁄4"-11⁄2" pipe. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32585N111 — $11.80

8. Nose Paddle Goat/Sheep Bowl

Mini-size water bowl for goats and sheep has nose paddle water release. High-impact
polypropylene. Has two 3⁄8" holes for mounting and 1⁄2" top water inlet. Valve is rated at
2 gallons/8 liters per minute at 50 psi. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31410N111 — $35.75
Replacement Valve Assembly Only. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C31411N111 — $29.50

9. Plastic Cattle Water Bowl

No need for a heavy casting — plastic water bowl is mounted directly to pipe or flat surface. Cows quickly learn to bump the nose paddle to release water. Bowl is nonsiphoning, easy to clean, durable, and may be used with cattle, horses, or sheep. Features 1⁄2"
male NPT stainless steel inlet at the top of the bowl. Brass valve is rated at 3.7 gallons
(13 liters) per minute at 40 psi. Bowl includes back plate for mounting. 95⁄8" W x 41⁄2" front
height x 91⁄2" back height. Bowl depth: 10". Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C27104N111 — $52.25

10. Cattle and Horse Bowl

Rugged water bowl made of high-impact black copolymer polypropylene, extensively field-tested for long life and reliability. Water is released into the bowl moving the
cylindrical plastic nose “paddle” in any direction. The simple, safe, water release valve at
back of bowl makes cleaning a quick, easy job. Plastic bowl is fitted with cast iron threads
for permanent installation. Adjustable water flow. Equipped with brass valve, 3⁄4" top and
bottom inlets, and mounting clamps. Waterflow: 3.7 gpm at 40 psi. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C20103N111 — $58.50 6+ $50.23
Complete Valve. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C20103(A)N111 — $24.10

Little Giant Automatic Stock Waterer

A constant water level in this unit is maintained by an improved adjustable float that is
molded from high-grade nylon for a lifetime of trouble-free operation. Rigidly formed
of heavy-gauge prime draw-quality steel, the fast, easy-cleaning bowl has a large,
deep drinking area. Outlasts and outperforms other watering systems; and it’s backed
by a one-year warranty. Fits 1⁄2" pipes or hose and is easily installed at any height with
U-bolts or lag bolts. Can be connected left or right. Unit is 41⁄2" H; bowl width is 8".
Front to back dia. is 8". Front to back of bowl is 71⁄4". Nonsiphoning. Couplers, U-bolts,
and lag bolts not included. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.
11. C18073N111 Black Epoxy Finish — $41.50
12. C05609N111 Galvanized — $31.50
Replacement Float Assembly, Complete. Includes float, valve, arm, pin, washer,
gasket, and lock nut. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C13291N111 — $7.90
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1. Brower® 6-Gallon Heated Utility Drinker

Water horses, calves, wildlife — in stalls, corrals, and paddocks. Nonsiphon float valve
delivers about 21⁄2 gallons per minute. Simple water-level adjustment. Double wall, single-piece poly construction is all smooth, making it easy to clean. Keep heating costs
to a minimum! Internal and external 2" drains. Four recessed anchor notches.
Approx. capacity: 6 gallons. 233⁄4" L x 1313⁄16" W x 18" H. Two drink openings: each
61⁄2" x 10". 110 AC, 250 watts. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 25 lbs. N

Z19454N111 — $381.25

Solar-Powered
Freeze-Free Water Troughs

Z30983N111

Amazing freeze-free water troughs
are powered by the sun. Guaranteed
not to freeze or rust, even if livestock
do not drink from them. No fuel or
electricity is needed, so there is no
risk of electrical shock to livestock. No
minimum number of livestock. Saves
time and money because there are no
costly electrical or fuel bills. Efficient,
durable troughs use a shatterproof
solar collector. Can also be used to
keep water cool and algae-free in the
summer. Made of heavy-duty polyPortable units!
ethylene. Must be placed facing solar
south. USDA approved for grants.
One-year limited warranty. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Auto-Fill Troughs. Auto-valve units can be filled from an underground waterline or
from the top using a garden hose. Will keep water from freezing down to –50° F.
Z50133N111 25-Gallon. Sh. wt. 70 lbs. — $716.25
Z30983N111 42-Gallon. Sh. wt. 109 lbs. — $752.00
25-Gallon Top-Fill Trough. Can be top-filled with a garden hose.
Will keep water from freezing down to -20° F.
Sh. wt. 73 lbs.

Z30982N111 — $654.00

2. Brower® 6-Gallon Heated Steel Waterer

Super-insulated, double-drink, heated livestock waterer is ideal for stalls, corrals, and
paddocks. Unit is 18" H to water 25 horses, 40 ponies, 100 calves, 40 head of cattle, or
small groups of wildlife. Heavy-gauge sidewalls and drawn-steel troughs are rounded
to prevent livestock injury. 233⁄4" L x 13" W x 18" H. 110 V AC, 500 watts. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 46 lbs. N

Z19450N111 — $398.95

3. Brower® 17-Gallon Energy-Efficient Waterer

Unit will water up to 150 head of most species (except swine). Plus, the all-poly, electrically heated waterer is energy efficient to save you $$$! Tough enough for years
of outdoor use. Features include two large drink openings (each 8" x 14"); drinker
wells are 14" D to allow almost any animal to drink naturally; two 2" side drains and
one threaded bottom port for optional inside drain; 100% poly construction molded
with the most effective ultraviolet inhibitor; thick foam-filled (R-value of 7.14 per inch)
double walls; dependable nonsiphoning valve; notched flanges for easy anchoring;
over 300 sq. in. of access for easy hookup; and sealed bottom to keep out moisture
and rodents. 17-gal. water capacity. Drinking height: 173⁄4". 291⁄2" L x 19" W x 23" H. Fiveyear warranty on all parts except heater and valve which carry an 18-month warranty.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N

Z18536N111 — $410.95

1.

Mini 42-Gallon Water Tank

Z09518N111

Portable, the sides and bottom are
constructed of prime heavy-duty,
20-gauge galvanized steel. Features
a 1" smooth, crushproof top rim; and
double-locked seamed bottom includes
four thicknesses of galvanized steel. Has
two heavy-duty metal handles plus a 3⁄4"
flange for draining. 42-gallon capacity.
24" dia. x 24" H. Flange goes around
drainage plug so it will not leak. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 30 lbs. N

Z09518N111 — $92.75

Port-A-Tank 21-Gallon Water Tank

C34230N111

Galvanized metal tub with handles for easy transport and handling. Features a
convenient drain flange. 22" L x 22" W x 11" H. 21-gallon capacity. Sh. wt. 21 lbs.

C34230N111 — $69.25

2.

3.

4.

NEW

1. Heated Hose/Water Line

It flows when it’s freezing! Solves the problem for anyone who needs to deliver water
outdoors in below-freezing temperatures. This hose has an electrical cord set attached
which, when plugged in, activates the heating element that is built into the hose material. The thermostat in the hose is set to turn on at 45° F (7° C) and off at 57° F (12° C).
5
⁄8" orange PVC hose has brass fittings and a grounded power cord. FDA approved for
portable water. Lock N’ Dry compatible.
C30345N111 25 ft. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $132.75
C29407N111 50 ft. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. — $180.50

2. K&H Thermo-Hose™

Thermostatically controlled, 5⁄8" double-wall hose turns off automatically during warmer
weather. No need to drain hose between uses; remove from hose bib when not in use.
Solid brass couplings. Available in rubber or PVC. MET listed. Two-year warranty.

Rubber Thermo-Hose™
C32153N111 20 ft., 100 watts. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. — $80.75
C32156N111 40 ft., 200 watts. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. — $121.25
C32155N111 60 ft., 250 watts. Sh. wt. 21 lbs. — $161.50
PVC Thermo-Hose™
C32154N111 20 ft., 100 watts. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. — $69.50
C32158N111 40 ft., 200 watts. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. — $105.25
C32157N111 60 ft., 250 watts. Sh. wt. 21 lbs. — $145.75

3. ColorStorm™ Premium Rubber Hose

EPDM rubber hose won’t crack, check, or separate. Sure-Grip™ technology resists
kinking and coils easily, even in cold weather down to –25° F. Hot water-resistant up
to 160° F. Durable, abrasion-resistant cover is acid-resistant, making it ideal for use
in farmyards or food plants for cleanup. Nickel-plated brass fittings are crushproof,
allowing them to be run over without crushing. The 340 psi pull strength ensures that
fittings will not pull off the hose. Lifetime warranty. Made in the U.S.A.
C34913(X)N111 Red, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $51.25
C33872(X)N111 Yellow, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $58.50
C33871(X)N111 Yellow, 5⁄8" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. — $84.75
C33870(X)N111 Yellow, 3⁄4" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. — $79.95
C33869(X)N111 Yellow, 3⁄4" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $104.75

4. 6-Ply Rubber/Vinyl Farm Hose

Extra-long, 90-ft. hose lets you reach where you need to go! Ideal for use when
a light-duty hose is all that is needed to fill a portable tank. Double reinforced for
commercial strength with a 500 psi burst strength. Protective collar resists kinks
at faucet. Heavy-duty brass couplings with O-rings for tight seals. Maximum kink
resistance. Rugged cover resists abrasion and won’t mar surfaces. Inside diameter:
5
⁄8". Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C27402N111 — $63.50
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Poly-Tuf 27-Gallon
Structural Foam
Stock Tank

Withstands the rough usage
of all animals, as well as the
corrosive action of barnyard
liquids. Seamless construction. Reinforced
bottom. Better stacking blocks. Does not have a
drain plug. 42" L x 20" W x 1 ft. H. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

Poly-Tuf
100-Gallon
Hog Waterer

Z30380N111 — $79.25

Built to withstand rough
use, this all-plastic tank will
resist the corrosive action of
barnyard liquids. Single-piece,
seamless construction
won’t rust or dent. Has drain
plug. 52" L x 31" W x 251⁄2" H.
Shipped truck directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N

Poly-Tuf Tanks

These all-plastic tanks
are built to withstand
rough usage as well
as the corrosive action
of barnyard liquids.
Single-piece, seamless,
computer-designed construction resists rust, dents,
and corrosion. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Z13646N111 — $214.25
Valve Complete. For Poly-Tuf Hog Waterer. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33491N111 — $24.95

100-Gallon Stock Tank.

Z13644N111 — $89.75
75-Gallon Stock Tank.

Z13645N111 — $106.95
150-Gallon Stock Tank.

Z16759N111 — $97.50

Has drain plug.
52" L x 31" W x 25" H.
Sh. wt. 36 lbs.

Has drain plug. 3⁄4" drain flange.
57" L x 42" W x 25" H.
Sh. wt. 55 lbs.

Z16758N111 — $167.95

3
⁄4" Drain Plug. Fits Freeland® tanks.
Replaces lost or damaged plugs. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C29405N111 — $1.40
Drain Plug Assembly. For Poly-Tuf stock tanks.

C33492N111

Hog Waterer

Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C32548N111 — $13.95

Galvanized hog waterer made of heavy, prime 20-gauge steel with a smooth, crushproof rim. Features a “FreeFlo” waterer installed in the side of tank. 2 ft. x 2 ft. x 4 ft.
Approx. 86-gal. capacity. Opening is 12" W x 13" H, up 5" from the ground. Does not
have a built-in heater. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 100 lbs. N

Z09308N111 — $204.95
Float Guard. For metal hog waterer.

Valve Complete. For metal hog waterer.

C33493N111 — $14.55

C33492N111 — $24.50

Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Galvanized
Sheep Tanks

Durable sheep tanks
made of heavy, galvanized, prime 20-gauge
steel throughout with 1"
steel tube rolled in top for
a smooth, crushproof rim.
3
⁄4" drain flange installed
in both tanks is guaranteed
not to loosen under normal use.
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Z09304N111

Galvanized Stock Tanks

Durable stock tanks made of heavy, galvanized, prime 20-gauge steel throughout
with 1" steel tube rolled-in top for a smooth, crushproof rim. A 3⁄4" drain flange is
installed in all tanks, and is guaranteed not to loosen under normal use. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Cat. No.
Z30381N111
Z09302N111
Z09303N111
Z09304N111
Z30383N111

N

74-Gallon Tank. 6 ft. L x 2 ft. W x 1 ft. H. Sh. wt. 140 lbs.
Z30379N111 — $125.75
47-Gallon Tank. 4 ft. L x 2 ft. W x 1 ft. H. Sh. wt. 45 lbs.
Z09309N111 — $99.75

Galvanized
50-Gallon Steel Tank

Heavy galvanized prime 20-gauge
steel throughout sidewall and
bottom, with 1" steel tube in top for
long-lasting strength and smooth
crush-proof rim. Includes two
heavy-duty metal handles. Can be
installed between two stalls.
Corrugated with heavily beaded
side panels for greater rigidity.
35" L x 17" W x 24" H. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. N

Z42500N111 — $98.95
 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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FEATURED

Has drain plug.
44" L x 31" W x 25" H.
Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

C33493N111

N

60-Gallon Stock Tank.
Has drain plug.
52" L x 31" W x 14" H.
Sh. wt. 26 lbs.

WATER EQUIPMENT

Water Tanks

Dimensions

Capacity

Sh. wt.

2 ft. x 2 ft. x 3 ft.

70 gal.

85 lbs.

2 ft. x 2 ft. x 4 ft.

91 gal.

90 lbs.

2 ft. x 2 ft. x 5 ft.

118 gal.

100 lbs.

2 ft. x 2 ft. x 6 ft.

144 gal.

150 lbs.

21⁄2 ft. x 2 ft. x 8 ft.

257 gal.

215 lbs.

Each
$94.25
$105.75
$131.75
$154.95
$257.75

Free-Flo® Flexible Leak Sealer

Permanent water-proofing repair. Adheres to any clean, dry surface (metal,
concrete, wood, plastics, rubber, etc.).
Fix roof leaks, rain gutters, trailers,
doors, windows, drain pipes, and more.
One step — no special tools required.
Easily shaped to irregular surfaces. Bonds immediately
with no curing time. Formulated to last over 40 years.
Never cracks, peels, or shrinks. Does not harden and
remains flexible. Use above or below ground. Stops rust and corrosion. Nontoxic
and environmentally friendly. Paintable and adheres to all porous and nonporous
surfaces (except siliconized materials). 4" W x 10-ft. roll. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C28541N111 — $42.75
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Fence Chargers

DARE PRODUCTS, INC.

Established in 1946, selling steel fence posts and accessories to farmers as the most
convenient method of electric fencing. Today, Dare offers a complete line for every
type of electric fencing system, including the most technologically advanced fence
energizers available. Absolutely the best performance in the worst fence conditions.
C32811N111

C32812N111
C31106N111

C31108N111

C32091N111

Dare Enforcer Low-Impedance 110V Plug-In Fence Energizers

Even under the most difficult fence conditions, these low-impedance, high-performance energizers give you peak
Joule output. All-weather construction for long life, modular circuitry for fast and easy repair, built-in lightning
protection, and more. 110V. Designed and assembled in the U.S.A. Built to UL/CSA specifications. Two-year
replacement warranty (including lightning and power surge).

DE 80 0.20-Joule Output.

DE 120 0.30-Joule Output.

C31108N111 — $50.50

C31129N111 — $85.75

Controls up to 1-5 acres.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Controls up to 20 acres. Ideal for
cow trainers. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

DE 200 0.50-Joule Output.

Controls up to 50 acres.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C31106N111 — $117.25

Dare DE 1200 Enforcer Electric Fence Energizer

Outperforms 75-mile energizers! Recommended for use with goats, cattle/cows, sheep, llamas, horses, pigs,
and deer. Controls up to 300 acres of overgrown fence. 3-Joule output. Two-year replacement warranty
(including lightning and power surge). Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Shocks through wet and heavy vegetation for the toughest
electric fence conditions. Controls mid-sized to large
animals, exotics, and wildlife. Two-year warranty (including
lightning damage).

C32091N111 — $167.75

DPP 400 “Dual Power Energizer” with Advanced
Features. AC/DC dual power — 110V plug-in or 12V battery

Dare Enforcer Ultra-Low-Impedance Fence Energizers

(clips included). Powers up to 100 acres. 1-Joule output.
Features full and half power, battery check, and voltage
indicator. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

High-performance, ultra-low-impedance electric fence energizers provide
peak Joule output under the most difficult fence conditions. Features include all-weather construction for longer life, modular circuitry for fast and
easy repair, built-in lightning protection, and more. 110V. Designed and assembled in the U.S.A. Built to UL/CSA specifications. Two-year replacement
warranty (including lightning and power surge). Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

DE 2400 6-Joule Output. Controls up to 600 acres.
C25407N111 — $216.95
DE 4000 10-Joule Output. Controls up to 1,000 acres.
C31107N111 — $299.75
DE 6400 16-Joule Output. Controls up to 2,000 acres.
C31063N111 — $376.95
Cat. No.
C31108N111

Brand
Dare

C32811N111 — $144.50
DPP 1800 and DPP 9600 “Smart Energizers” with
Advanced Features. 110V plug-in energizer. Remote

Usage

Features

DE 80

For horses, dogs,
garden animals

110V plug-in, low-impedance, all-weather construction,
lightning protection, ideal for cow trainers

For cattle, horses,
pigs, dogs
For cattle, horses,
pigs, dogs
For mid-sized to
large animals

110V plug-in, low-impedance, all-weather construction,
lightning protection, ideal for cow trainers
110V plug-in, low-impedance, all-weather
construction, lightning protection
110V or 12V battery, ultra-low-impedance, shocks through
wet and heavy vegetation
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, all-weather
construction, lightning protection, outperforms
75-mile energizers
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, shocks through wet
and heavy vegetation
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, all-weather
construction, lightning protection, outperforms
100-mile energizers
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, all-weather
construction, lightning protection
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, all-weather
construction, lightning protection
110V plug-in, ultra-low-impedance, shocks through wet
and heavy vegetation

Dare

DE 120

C31106N111

Dare

DE 200

C32811N111

Dare

DPP 400

C32091N111

Dare

DE 1200

For goats, cattle, sheep,
llamas, horses, deer, pigs

C32812N111

Dare

DPP 1800

For mid-sized to
large animals

C25407N111

Dare

DE 2400

For large pastures

C31107N111

Dare

DE 4000

For all types of livestock

C31063N111

Dare

DE 6400

For all types of livestock

C32813N111

Dare

DPP 9600

For mid-sized to
large animals

control compatible. Features LED lights showing fence
condition and ground check.
C32812N111 Powers up to 450 acres. Includes remote.
4.5-Joule output. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $362.95
C32813N111 Powers up to 3,000 acres. Remote not
included. Remote can be special ordered. 24-Joule
output. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $690.25

C31063N111

Model No.

C31129N111

C32813N111

Dare PowerPro
Ultra-Low-Impedance
Fence Energizers

Power
Source

Fence
Joules Length

Warranty

Sh. wt.

Price

AC

0.20

1-5 acres

2 years

1.75 lbs.

$50.50

AC

0.30

20 acres

2 years

3.75 lbs.

$85.75

AC

0.50

50 acres

2 years

3.50 lbs.

$117.25

AC/DC
1
dual power

100 acres

2 years

4.25 lbs.

$144.50

AC

3

300 acres

2 years

7 lbs.

$167.75

AC

4.5

450 acres

2 years

7 lbs.

$362.95

AC

6

600 acres

2 years

6.50 lbs.

$216.95

AC

10

1,000 acres

2 years

6.50 lbs.

$299.75

AC

16

2,000 acres

2 years

6.50 lbs.

$376.95

AC

24

3,000 acres

2 years

12 lbs.

$690.25
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FieldMaster 3 Electric Fence Charger

Shocks through wet weeds and brush! Features advanced built-in computer-controlled circuitry. Low
impedance for maximum power. Built-in operational light. Ideal for small to medium pastures. Charges up
to 15 miles of fence. 0.99 Joules. Polycase. Made in the U.S.A. 110-120V AC. UL listed. One-year warranty
(including damage by lightning). Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C16858N111 — $123.50

Mark 8 Electric Fence Charger

A 30 mile fencer for single or multi-wire, high-tensile fence. Advanced built-in computer-controlled
circuitry with digital meter that shows voltage on fence. Low impedance for maximum power. Designed
for medium pastures. Ideal for livestock or predator control. 4.9 Joules. Polycase. Made in the U.S.A.
110-120V AC operation. UL listed. One-year warranty (including damage by lightning). Available in 240V
through special order. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C16858N111

FENCING EQUIPMENT

Fence Chargers

C11512N111 — $147.25

Super Energizer 5 Fence Charger

Low-impedance model charges over 50 miles of fence! Designed specifically for large pastures with single or multi-wire high-tensile fences. Advanced built-in computer-controlled circuitry. Digital meter shows
voltage on fence. Ideal for controlled grazing of livestock and predator control. 6.3 Joules. Polycase.
Made in the U.S.A. 110-120V, AC operated. UL listed. One-year warranty (including damage by lightning).
Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C13406N111 — $145.95

Magnum 12 Fence Charger

Ideal for livestock or predator control, this
fence charger will charge up to 30 miles
of fence! Low impedance for maximum
power and longer life. Performance meter
shows condition of fence. Weather-proof,
outdoor model features compact, portable
design. Use with 12V storage battery,
complete with battery clamps. Ideal for
medium to large pastures. 3.1 Joules.
Made in the U.S.A. UL listed. One-year
warranty (including damage by lightning)
and lifetime warranty on steel housings.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C11512N111

C18634N111

C16857N111 — $110.50

Replacement Rechargeable 12V Battery Only. Sealed, leak-proof, low internal
resistance. 51⁄2" H x 81⁄2" W x 23⁄4" D. 14 A.H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C18634N111 — $57.75

C16857N111
C13406N111

Parmak® Fence Charger Specifications
Cat. No.

Description

Usage

C16858N111

Fieldmaster 3

For small to medium pastures

C11512N111

Mark 8

For medium pastures

C13406N111

Super
Energizer 5

For large pastures

C16857N111

Magnum 12

For medium to large pastures

Features
Built-in operational light, low-impedance,
computer-controlled circuitry
Digital voltage meter, low-impedance, computercontrolled circuitry
Digital voltage meter, low-impedance, computercontrolled circuitry
Low-impedance, performance meter, weather proof

Power
Source

Joules

Fence
Length

Warranty

Sh. wt.

AC

.99

15 miles

1 year

5.50 lbs. $123.50

AC

4.9

30 miles

1 year

5 lbs.

AC

6.3

50 miles

1 year

5.50 lbs. $145.95

12V
battery

3.1

30 miles

1 year

3.50 lbs. $110.50

Price

$147.25

Nasco’s Adjustable-Width Drive-Thru Gates

This drive-through gate holds livestock like an electric fence. The fiberglass-polyethylene
arms supporting electrified streamers are flexible enough to bend in any direction, and
they won’t harm the finish of most vehicles. The hanging cables put out a harmless electric
shock that even bulls respect. Holds cattle, horses, sheep, hogs, and turkeys. Eliminates
the need for expensive cattle guards. Special walk-through polyethylene section is safely
insulated from the electrical charge. Won’t open accidentally and can’t be left open
accidentally. One of two sizes fits every opening. NOTE: The unit is used in conjunction
with electric, battery-powered, or solar fence chargers. The charger supplies the power for
electrifying the gate. Gate opens in the middle and comes with post attachments on each
side. Streamers (hanging cables) that give off the shock are 6" apart. Will touch vehicles
when driving through them.
C04671N111 Model 1. Fits all gates 12 ft. to 14 ft. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. — $179.50
C04672N111 Model 2. Fits all gates 15 ft. to 20 ft. Sh. wt. 23 lbs. — $159.95
Needs to be connected
to a charger to work.

Repair and Replacement Parts for Drive-Thru Gates
C05002N111 Post insulator. Need eight per gate. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $3.45
C05003N111 Spring. Need two per gate. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $4.50
C05004N111 Fiberglass rod. Need two per gate. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $9.30
C05005N111 Poly section green hose with streamers. Need two per gate.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $29.50
C05006N111 Poly tip. Need two per gate. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs. — $1.90
C05007N111 Underground cable, 30 ft. Need one per gate. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $18.70

C05003N111

C05002N111

C05006N111

C05007N111
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Solar-Powered Fence Chargers
Use these to get the most energy
from your fence charger!

Dare DS 40
Eclipse Series Solar Energizer

Will outperform rival, 10-mile energizers! Recommended for use with
cattle/cows, horses, pigs, dogs, and garden animals. Controls up
to 40 acres of clean fence. 0.1-Joule output. Two-year replacement
warranty (including lightning and power surge). Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C32089N111 — $213.25

Ground Rod Kit

Includes three ground rods and hardware for complete
ground system. 6 ft. L. Made of galvanized metal. No
pointed tips. 13⁄4" dia. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C18660N111 — $52.50

Parmak® Deluxe Field Solar Pak 6 Fence Charger

Built-in performance meter shows condition of fence. Ideal for small to medium
pastures. Comes complete with sealed rechargeable 6V battery. UL listed. Twoyear warranty (including damage by lightning), one-year warranty on gel battery,
and lifetime warranty on steel housings. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 21 lbs.

C14757N111 — $176.25
6V Gel Battery Only. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C15035N111 — $29.50

Parmak® Magnum Solar Pak 12 Fence Charger

Low impedance for maximum power and longer life. Ideal for large pastures.
Performance meter shows condition of fence. State-of-the-art solar panel for superior charging power. Weatherproof, portable outdoor model comes complete
with sealed 12V rechargeable battery. 3.1 Joules. UL listed. Two-year warranty
(including damage by lightning), one-year warranty on gel battery, and lifetime
warranty on steel housings. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 28 lbs.

C15127N111 — $283.05
Replacement Rechargeable 12V Battery Only. Sealed, leak-proof, low internal resistance. 51⁄2" H x 81⁄2" W x 23⁄4" D. 14 A.H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C18634(X)N111 — $57.75
C14757N111

C15127N111

Patriot™ by Tru-Test® SolarGuard 50 Fence Charger

Fully portable. Energy-efficient solar panel charges the internal battery to power
the fence line. Solar power recharges the battery as required to support long
battery life. Battery-saving mode maximizes battery life. Low-impedance energizer is designed to deliver power to the end of the fence, even under heavy
load (e.g., foliage, undergrowth). Easily mounts on T-post or wood post. Peak
stored energy: 0.07 Joules. Internal 6V rechargeable battery. Two-year warranty
(including lightning). Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C32311N111 — $147.25

Patriot™ SolarGuard 155 Fence Charger

C29283N111

C32311N111

Advanced low impedance. Mounts directly on a T-post. Features an internal
rechargeable 12V battery. Range: 10 miles/40 acres. Energy output: 0.15 Joules.
Stored energy: 0.2 Joules. Current consumption: less than 20 mA. Two-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C29283N111 — $174.50

Fence Charger Specifications
Model No.

Usage

Features

Power

Joules

Fence
Length

Warranty

Sh. wt.

Price

C32089N111 Dare

DS 40

For cattle, horses, pigs,
dogs, garden animals

Outperforms rival 10-mile solar energizers and
controls up to 40 acres of clean fence

12V DC
or solar

0.1

40 acres

2 years

10 lbs.

$213.25

C14757N111 Parmak®

DF-SP-LI

For small to
medium pastures

Operates up to 3 weeks in total darkness

6V battery

1.0

25 miles

2 years

21 lbs.

$176.25

C15127N111

MAG-12-SP

For large pastures

Low impedance for maximum power, consistent
operation day and night, operates up to 18 days in
complete darkness

12V battery

3.1

30 miles

2 years

28 lbs.

$283.05

C32311N111 Patriot™

SolarGuard 50

For cattle, horses,
pigs, pets

Up to 14 days operation without sunlight,
low-impedance, internal battery and solar panel,
flashing red light indicator, battery-saving mode

6V battery

0.05

3 miles
2 years
or 12 acres

5.50 lbs.

$147.25

C29283N111 Patriot™

SolarGuard 155

Top choice
for remote areas

Operates up to 3 weeks without sunlight

12V battery

0.15

10 miles

14 lbs.

$174.50

Cat. No.

Brand

Parmak®

2 years
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1.

POLY WIRE & POLY ROPE

3.

5.

4.

2.

6.

7.

1. Pasture Pride 1⁄8" Dia. Electric Fence Polywire

Quality, light-duty polywire at an economical price. Features three stainless steel
conductors for strength and orange and white color for high visibility. Great for
temporary electric fence. Easy to handle. 1,312-ft. (400 m) roll. Made in the U.S.A.
One-year UV warranty. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

5. Classic Twisted Electric Wire

Stainless steel conductors with large diameters give this twisted green and white wire
incomparable longevity and conductivity. Wire is 2 mm (5⁄64") dia. Breaking strength: 176
lbs. Spool of 1,312 ft. (400 meters). Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C32437N111 — $23.25

C33914N111 — $31.65

2. Electro-Web ⁄8" Dia. Poly Wire

6. EnduraSoft 1⁄4" Dia. Rope

1

Extra heavy-duty poly wire with black stripe for maximum all-season visibility. Ninestrand wire has superior strength and conductivity over standard imports. Advanced
twisting technology prevents unraveling. 1⁄8" dia. 1,320-ft. roll. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C19620N111 — $67.95

FENCING EQUIPMENT

Electric Fencing Supplies

Strong, durable, 1⁄4" twisted polyester rope for long-term fences. Twisted strands are black
and white for excellent visibility. 1,800-lb. breaking strength. Three-strand filaments (three
tinned copper). 41 ohms per 1,000 feet resistance. Minimum life expectancy of 25 years.
660-ft. roll. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C26079N111 — $93.75

3. Dare 1⁄8" Dia. Electric Fence Poly Wire

White polyethylene cord woven of UV-resistant polyethylene with three strands of
strong stainless steel wire. 1⁄8" dia., 1,312 ft. (400 meters) on a shrink-wrapped spool.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C16076N111 — $36.75

4. Baygard Heavy-Duty Electric Fence Poly Wire

Multipurpose poly wire comes on a 1,312' (400 meter) spool and contains three
strands of electrical conductors. Breaking load: 267 lbs. Poly wire is lightweight,
convenient, and will not rust. Easier to install than metal wire — use with all types of
posts and works with any UL-listed fence controller. Can be used over and over —
poly wire does not kink when rewound. Repairs easily by simply tying ends together
to fix a break. High-density poly strands are weather and UV resistant and will not
stretch or break down. Ideal for temporary grazing, strip or rotational grazing, and
general pasture and pet control. 2.5 mil. Yellow/black. 5-year UV resistant warranty.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C13934N111 — $38.25

7. Heavy-Duty 1⁄4" Dia. IntelliRope™ PE

As visible as tape, but stronger, easier to rewind, and much more durable. 1,200-lb.
breaking strength, four times more than ordinary polywire. Lasts four times longer than
tape; two times longer than polywire. 1⁄4" dia. white/black, UV-stabilized polyethylene.
Three 0.25 mm tinned copper filaments and three 0.25 mm stainless steel filaments.
0.13 ohms/meter resistance. This rope will last from 6-7 years because of increased UV
protection. 660-ft. roll. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C16650N111 — $58.50

IntelliRope 1⁄4" Dia. Connector

Makes connecting broken rope fence quick
and easy! Ensures that joints will have both adequate conductivity and physical strength.
Just slide both conductor ends into the connector and tighten the center screw with a
screwdriver. For use with 1⁄4" rope fencing. 13⁄8" L x 1" W. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

C20091N111 — $1.25

Bayshock® Aluminum Wire

Aluminum electric fence wire. Easy to work with. No rust. Lightweight.

12-ga./1,312-ft. (400 m) Spool.

16-ga./164-ft. (50 m) Spool.

C32443N111 — $49.95
14-ga./1,312-ft. (400 m) Spool.

C32440N111 — $5.95
16-ga./1,312-ft. (400 m) Spool.

Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C32441N111 — $46.75
14-ga./2,624-ft. (800 m) Spool.

Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C32439N111 — $29.50

Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C32442N111 — $87.25

C32444N111

C31462N111

Pasture Pride 11⁄2" Electric Fence Polytape

Quality light-duty polytape with eight stainless steel
conductors. Orange and white color for high visibility.
Easy to handle. 656-ft. (200 m) spool. 11⁄2" W. Made in
the U.S.A. One-year UV warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C32444N111 — $52.95

Dare 11⁄2" Polytape

Highly visible, lightweight, and easy to use. A combination of UV- and weather-resistant polyethylene and
strong stainless steel wire conductors. 11⁄2" W with 15
conductors. Install with tape insulators only. Three to
four twists recommended between posts to prevent
whipping from wind. 656-ft. roll. White. Average breaking strength: 700 lbs. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C31462N111 — $81.25

Heavy-Duty Barbed Wire Reel

For ease of handling heavy reels of barbed wire.
1" square-tube construction with 1⁄2" solid rod shaft.
Clip on the end of the shaft allows for easy removal.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C18239N111 — $34.85

Ground Clamp

An important part of effective
electric fence installation. Used
to hold 1⁄2"-1" dia. ground rods.
Die-cast zinc. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31465N111 — $1.75

Dare
Underground
& Hook-Up
Wire

Two layers of
polyethylene
over Class III galvanized steel wire. Perfect for underground use and to connect fence charger to fence.
Designed for direct burial. Withstands 20,000 volts.
50-ft. spool of double-insulated, 14-gauge galvanized
steel wire. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C19733N111 — $12.60
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Electric Fencing Supplies
1.

5.

2.
4.
3.

6.

4. Dare Digital Voltmeter
1. Fault Finder

This unique device is a combined voltmeter and current meter, enabling it to quickly
guide you to the exact location of your fence faults by displaying the direction of the
fault, the amperage flowing to the fault, and the fence voltage. Features backlit LCD
display, bold current indicator arrows, and audible current indicator. Cordless model
requires no ground lead. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

For electric fences. Reads up to
9,999 volts. Extremely sensitive
and accurate. Powered by a 9V
battery (included). Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C31464N111 — $35.60

C23184N111 — $116.75

5. Fence Tool

2. Dare Fault Finder

C31458N111 — $14.30

For general use. Corrugated hammerhead, two wire cutters, and staple puller. Large
101⁄2" overall length. Will not cut high-tensile wire. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

Combination digital voltmeter and current meter quickly locates electric fence faults. Large
LCD screen displays fence voltage, amps, and direction of fault. Cordless design — no
ground probe required. Features low-battery warning system, plus impact- and water-resistant case with integrated belt clip. Requires one 9V battery (not included). Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C32810N111 — $102.95

6. Five-O-Lite Electric Fence Tester

When all five lights flash, the fence is putting out a strong current. As the current
weakens, fewer lights flash. Calibrated from 650-5,000V. Lights up at 625, 950,
2,000, 3,300, and over 4,650 volts. 61⁄2" x 2". 4-ft. electric cord. Will work on any type
of fence. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C07062N111 — $11.05

3. FenceAlert™

Starts working when your fence stops! Flashing light provides an instant warning of
low or intermittent voltage. Can be seen for up to one mile. Fits onto 16- or 18-gauge
wire or electrified tape of up to 11⁄2". Choose from two low-voltage trigger levels. No
ground lead required. Lithium button cell battery (included) powers FenceAlert™ for up
to five years on standby, or two weeks actively. Works with all pulsed energizers. Oneyear warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C24194N111 — $26.95

7.

7. Patriot™ Cut-Out Switch

Use this switch to turn fence line on and off. Stainless
steel fittings for positive noncorrosive contact and
fully sealed from insects and weather. Black. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C29273N111 — $7.95

Rod Post
Insulator for Polytape

For use with all polytape up to
2" W. Heavy-duty screw design
prevents stripped threads. Use
on all rod posts up to 11⁄16" dia.
Durable and UV resistant. Bag
of 25. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C32438N111 — $9.75

Gate Handle for 1⁄2" and 11⁄2" Polytape

Good for a quick, easy pass through. Contains one gate
handle and one tensioner/anchor. White. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25435N111 — $3.20

Tape Insulator
for Wood Posts

Red Snap’r T-Post Cap Insulator

Protect horses and other valuable livestock from sharp,
jagged T-post tops with this attractive safety stop. Also
serves as a large heavy-duty electric fence insulator for
the top of a T-post. Easily installed. Molded of highdensity polyethylene for maximum weather resistance.
Fits all known T-posts. The Snap’r will fit post on all four
directions and will hold wire, polyropes, and tape up to
11⁄2". Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C12614N111 Black — $6.95
C29701N111 White — $6.95

T-Post Insulator

For use with Equi-Rope, coated
wire, and large-diameter fence
materials up to 3⁄8". White. Pack
of 25. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C31724N111 — $6.15

For any polytape up to 11⁄2" wide.
Insulators grip tape tightly to prevent
whipping and sawing. Heavy tape
holder unlocks to aid installation.
Molded of all-weather high-density
polyethylene. Nails included. White.
Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C31463N111 — $8.05

C34332N111

C34333N111

Livestock Panel Connectors

Welcome to one-man fencing! For use in attaching wire
livestock panels to wooden posts or T-posts. These
livestock panel connectors not only save you time
during installation — they are reusable! The time it takes
to install the panels has been drastically reduced with
not having to use wire wraps, bailing twine, or cable
ties. The connectors give you a stronger fence product
when completed.

T-Post Livestock Panel Connector. Pack of 12.

Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C34332N111 — $38.95
Wood Post Livestock Panel Connector. Pack of 12.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

T-Post Vinyl Safety Caps

C34333N111 — $37.75

C25434N111 — $10.80

Dare Polytape
Insulators for T-Posts

Provides attractive top to T-post fence
line while protecting horses and livestock
from jagged tops. White. Bag of 25.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Tape Electrical Connector

For tape up to 11⁄2". Use to connect
fence charger to tape or as an
end clamp. May be used to fasten
1
⁄2" tape to a gate handle. Pack of
2. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C31461N111 — $3.95

Polytape insulators
designed specifically for
polytape electric fence
wire. Accommodates polytape up to 19⁄16", any smooth
gauge wire, barbed wire, or rope up to 1⁄2" dia.
Insulator latch snaps, but allows tape or wire to float
freely. One-piece construction — just insert polytape
and snap shut. Fits all T-posts. Bag of 25. Made in the
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C13659N111 — $7.50
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Wood Post Insulator

Extends wire 13⁄4". Nails included.
Yellow. Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C24161N111 — $4.00

Wood Post Insulator

Extends wire 1". Includes nails.
Yellow. Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C24163N111 — $2.75

Western Screw-Tight
T-Post Insulator

Fits all T-posts, 3⁄4" dia. rods, and
11⁄8" W U-posts. Yellow. Bag of 25.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

FENCING EQUIPMENT

Fence Repair

C24162N111 — $9.20

Drop-On EZ-Fence Insulators/Caps

Revolutionary fencing product is reusable and easy to install! Drops
on over existing T-posts for woven wire or barbed wire — installs in
seconds! Provides insulation for electric wire, rope, and tape, plus
it even holds barbed wire. Drop-on installation saves hours of time.
Includes top cap. 38" H x 27⁄16" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C31959N111 Black
C31960N111 Orange

Each — $4.30

10+ $3.84

Wooden
Post Extender
Insulators

All-plastic, wooden
post extender insulators mount easily
on fence posts. Easy
45° front-end loading
of wire. Longest
arcing distance of
any wooden post
extender. Use only
light-gauge smooth wire. No metal to rust or arc. Stretch
wire by hand with slight tension. Bag of 15. Includes nails.
Extends wire 5". Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C11076N111 — $6.95

“Snug” Studded T-Post Insulators

These poly insulators snap tightly around the web
and flange of 11⁄3-lb./ft. and 11⁄4-lb./ft. T-posts, and
extend wire 1" from the posts. The front portion rests
firmly between the studs. Insulator won’t slide up or
down. Twin opposed fingers make it easy to string
wire before or after snapping “Snug” on post. No
metal, no screws, no rust. Holds wire tight, even in
high wind. For metal T-posts, not for poly posts. Bag
of 25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C05738N111 — $3.90

Western Screw-Tight
Electric Fence Insulators

These two-piece round post insulators, made of brilliant
hard hat yellow for high visibility, accommodate 1⁄4" to 9⁄16"
steel posts. Tough, linear, all-weather polyethylene won’t
rust. No clips required. Twin fingers hold any smooth or
barbed fence wire, or wire can be wound around groove.
Bag of 25. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C05737N111 — $5.00

4+ $6.66

Dare Electric
Fence Elfin 241
Insulator with Nail

Polyethylene electric fence
insulator with one wire holder. A
good insulator must have weight
and body. Elfin 241 has all of
the weight necessary and it is
placed where it does the most
good. Slantwise hooks will keep wire off-center. Pack of
25. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C06512N111 — $4.05

4+ $3.86

For use with high-tensile or
temporary fences!

Pinlock Wood
Post Insulators

Allows you to use
existing T-posts!

T-Post Insulators

Extends wire 5" from post to prevent sagging.
Fits 11⁄4-lb. and 11⁄3-lb. T-posts. Solid wire holders for
electric fence wire, polywire, and rope up to 8 mm.
Snaps on and around post. Molded of high-density
polyethylene with UV inhibitors for all weather conditions. Yellow. 5" L. Bag of 15. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

For high-tensile or
temporary fences!

T-Post Pinlock Insulators

For 11⁄4 and 11⁄3 posts. For high-tensile
or temporary fences. Black. Bag of
25. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

For use with a high-tensile
electric fence. Attached pin locks
and unlocks the fence wire to
aid installation. Made of black
high-density polyethylene to
withstand any climate. Heavy
cross sections resist snow load,
and large flange prevents shorts
and arcing. Has heavy, solid wire holders for long insulator life. Pack of 25 insulators includes galvanized nails for
installation. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C14234N111 — $8.30

C15464N111 — $7.75

C04658N111 — $6.35

C18159N111

Plammer Multipurpose Fence Tool

It drives stakes and nails, stretches wire, pulls staples, cuts wire, tightens wire, makes eyes in ends of broken wire, cuts
lengths of wire for splices, and attaches splices to fence wire. Features a long, smooth claw to fit under wires and close nails;
auxiliary cutter; wire holder for stretching or holding barbed wire or pulling long nails; long, smooth handle for twist-tightening
wire; waffle-head hammer; wire cutter blades; and has marks for spacing four- and five-wire fences. Constructed of S-5 tool
steel with zinc coating. 101⁄2" L. Made in the U.S.A. Two-year guarantee. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C18159N111 — $61.25
Saddle Plammer. All the functions of the full-size Plammer in a portable, convenient size. 9" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29936N111 — $60.75

C29936N111
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1.

2.
5.
3.

4.

7.

1. Old Ironsides® Electric Fence Gate Handle

The heaviest, toughest electric fence gate handle ever! Features safety hood and
body formed as one from 7⁄8" dia. steel pipe, spring mechanism consisting of a 41⁄2"
long compression spring fastened to a 5⁄16" dia. eyebolt, all metal parts permanently
assembled using 20 tons of force (no flimsy, snap-on/push-on fasteners used
anywhere), and a large insulating grip measures 51⁄2" L with a 21⁄4" dia. flange for
extra shock protection (molded of soft, flexible material that will not chip, crack, or
break when abused). Performs in any climate — metal parts are plated to resist rust
and the molded grip contains carbon black to deter UV rays. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C18153N111 — $4.25

2. Plastic Gate Handle

Handle has extra-heavy spring to prevent sagging. Large resistance area at both
ends protects operator from electric shock even in rainy weather. Red high-impact
polystyrene. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C06448N111 — $1.60

4. Electri-Gate™ Stretchable Gate Cord

A unique, highly conductive and stretchable cord that can be extended up to 20 ft.!
Smooth bungee cord — no metal spring. For gate openings up to 20 ft. Safe to use
with horses. Mounting hardware included. Three-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19059N111 — $23.90

5. Spring Gate Kit for Electric Fence

Handle of super-tough, UV-stabilized polycarbonate to better withstand cold, heat,
and cows’ hooves. Large, firm, safe grip for hand. 2" dia. galvanized steel expansion
spring for gates 3 ft. to 20 ft. Complete kit includes insulator for each end and activator. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C16652N111 — $15.55

6. Stainless Steel P-Spring

Stainless steel compression spring for rope or twine, but not wire. Install one every
1,320 ft. and stretch to 35 lbs. Approx. 8". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C26080N111 — $2.90

3. Rub’rgate Gate Handle

A rubber gate handle lined with rigid, nonconductive vinyl tubing. Double insulated
to provide firmness and double protection against electric shock. Performs well in
any climate — won’t chip, crack, or break, even if bounced on concrete. Three flanges on each end protect hands from slipping. Metal parts are plated. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C07874N111 — $2.25

C15462N111

C15463N111

Wire Strainer and Crank

Spring-loaded flapper style. Hot-dip zinc frame. Exceeds Class III.
Strainer. Use with crank (C15462N111) below to tighten wire and renew fence
line tension. No raw uncoated steel edges. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

7. Electric Fence Warning Sign

Warn people about your electric fence and prevent unnecessary injury using these
warning signs. Rugged, 8" x 4" plastic signs are printed on both sides. Pack of 3.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C18870N111 — $2.75

Ring Insulators

Ring insulators for line, end, and corner posts.
Holds electric wire and rope up to 5⁄16".

White, Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C25436N111 — $4.70
Black, Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C31470N111 — $9.70

Rotating Corner Post Insulator

Allows any conductor, except super-wide tapes or
high-tensile wire, to flow freely around corners and
curves when tension changes occur, preventing conductor wear on and from the insulator. Conductor drops into
a deep groove on the rotating spool that is attached to a
robust metal shank. Screws directly into wood posts or
trees. Strong, simple, and reliable. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C15463N111 — $3.10
Crank. Use with strainer (C15463N111) above to periodically renew fence line

tension. Tension-measuring scale on handle. Heavy, riveted construction. Zinc
plated. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C15462N111 — $6.25

C26088N111 — $1.05

Quick Latch

This is the fastest and easiest stock-proof gate latch.
Provides strong closure that can’t be jiggled or rammed
open. Easy to install — takes only minutes, just attach up
to 1⁄4" chain, any length. Easy to use — just push in and
rotate 1⁄4 turn, even with gloves on! Guaranteed livestock-proof. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C32206N111 — $9.60

High-Strain Corner and End Insulator

Molded of high-strength, engineering-grade polymer. Able to
withstand the constant pressure of high-tensile fence wire. Use
for corners, ends, dips, and rises. All-weather black. Pack of 10.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C17234N111 — $5.00

Two-Way Gate Anchor

A two-way gate anchor for electric fencing that allows electric
fence shock to transfer through the anchor. For wooden
corner posts. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C16844N111 — $2.70

Corner Post Brackets

A quick, positive means to take an electric
fence around a corner. Bracket is pointed and
threaded. Insulator spins freely. Complete unit
consists of galvanized bracket, high-strength
engineering-grade polymer insulator, and lock
nut. Box of 10. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C06480N111 — $17.50

Porcelain Lag Insulator

Produced from specially formulated electrical porcelain for
superior dielectric and mechanical strength. Use for line and
corners. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C32509N111 — $1.55

Ring Insulator Power Driver

Use with 110V or 12V power drills. Works with all Dare
ring insulators. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C29623N111 — $5.10

Patriot™ 4" Fin Tube Insulators

Use on wood posts with staples to insulate
wire. Works with high-tensile wire in permanent
fences. Black. Bag of 100. Five-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C29278N111 — $14.25

Studded T-Post Clip

Fits 11⁄4" and 15⁄16" T-posts and holds 11-gauge galvanized wire.
Pack of 25. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C31466N111 — $1.60
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NEW
GOLDENROD Fence Stretcher Tool

Patented fencing tool with controlled release holding ratchet to reduce line stress
when wire is released. Rugged steel construction. 321⁄2" long. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C34510N111 — $48.25

C14350N111 and C15989N111

1. Rope Wire Stretcher

FENCING EQUIPMENT

Fence Repair

1.

A must-have when working with fence repair! Useful for stretching longer lengths of fence
wire and handy to use when splicing. Comes
with 30 ft. of rope, 12" of chain, four sheaves, and
rope lock. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C31189N111 — $58.25

2.

2. Wire Gripper

An efficient and safe way to hold wire in place for maintenance. Just slip the wire
into the collar, attach a come-along to the ring, and stretch. Works with barbed wire,
smooth wire, and small cable. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31184N111 — $13.25

Reel-Tite Fence Tighteners

Mend new and old fence wire in 1⁄10 the time! Tighten any kind
of wire without unstapling and restretching. Easy to use, just
place one Reel-Tite on each wire in the middle of a 40-rod
span of fence. Tighten by turning handle clockwise until
wire reaches desired tension. Maintain fence by tightening
Reel-Tites only when necessary. With a little practice, it will
take one minute to tighten four wires and only 30 seconds to
retighten them. A Reel-Tite is a metal disc, 4" x 23⁄4", made of sturdy 14-gauge steel
with a plated, weather-resistant finish.
C08838N111 20 Reel-Tites and one handle. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $54.15
C08840N111 100 Reel-Tites without handle. Sh. wt. 33 lbs. — $150.00

This wire tightener does the job! Repairing
fences is no longer time-consuming and exC26861N111
pensive. In less than one minute, you can tighten
your fence wire with this simple concept. Insert the
clip, make a couple quick turns with the turning tool,
and your job is done. Broken wire? Just splice in a small new piece of wire and
insert a clip.

Wire Tightener Handle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26861N111 — $13.60
Standard 1⁄4" dia. Clips. Works on barbed wire up to 12-guage thickness.
C26859N111 Bag of 20. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $14.40
C26860N111 Bag of 300. Sh. wt. 35 lbs. — $233.50
Heavy-Duty 5⁄16" dia. Clips. Works on heavier gauge wire such as 9-gauge bull
wire and 12-gauge hi-tensile wire. Bag of 15. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C30872N111 — $20.75

Splice-It® Crimp N’ Cut Fence Tool

Heavy-duty, 22" dual-purpose wire cutter/splice
crimper is easy to use. Attach a wire stretcher to
the broken or stretched-out wire to remove slack.
Cut off slack, or add new wire to provide about
11⁄2" overlap. Slip the splice over the loose ends
and crimp four times. Remove fence stretcher
and you’re done! Lifetime warranty. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

60° sockets. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14350N111 — $21.25
Single Diagonal Brace Set. Includes two collars, two wedges, and two 60° sockets.
C15989N111 — $12.65
Horizontal Brace. Includes two collars, two wedges, and two 90° sockets. May be
combined with single diagonal brace set (C15989N111 listed above).
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C15990N111 — $12.65
Gate Hinge with Pin. Allows you to hang a lightweight gate up to 10 ft. on a T-post.

Length depends on the brace supporting the gate post. Includes hardware for one
gate. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C14349N111 — $23.60

T-Post Gripper

Time-saving tool for attaching wire to
steel T-posts. T-post grips are faster,
easier, and more secure than traditional wire clips. This tool holds the grip
in place while positioning the wire on
a steel T-post. Closing the handles forms the grip
around the post. Wire will be held securely in place
while leaving a slight gap for wire movement. (Post grips
sold separately below.) Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

For use with T-Post Gripper (C30496N111) above and all
common sizes of steel T-posts. Faster, easier, and more secure
than traditional manual clips. Bag of 100. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C30495N111 — $6.70

Speed Brace
T-Post Connector

Get more years out of your rusty, broken wire. Splices wire that is too rusty
to twist, connects old wire to new. One
splice needed per join for a permanent
connection. Crimp four times for maximum hold. Box of 50. Save when you
buy two or more boxes!

Sh. wt.

Box

2+

C15654N111 bottom woven
C15653N111 11-16 ga. smooth, electric, woven

0.81 lbs. $9.65

$9.26

0.75 lbs. $9.65

$9.26

C15650N111 101⁄2 ga. hi-tensile
C15651N111 121⁄2-151⁄2 ga. hi-tensile smooth, woven

0.94 lbs. $9.65

$9.26

0.88 lbs. $11.75

$11.40

151⁄2 ga. hi-tensile barbed, 10 ga. woven,

Corner/Double In-Line Brace Set. Contains three collars, three wedges, and four

T-Post Grips

Splice-It® Fence Splices

Wire Type

Why spend your valuable time digging post holes and pouring concrete? WEDGE-LOC®
allows you to complete a fence corner in as little as 15 minutes. Simply drive your T-posts
and install WEDGE-LOC® hardware, no tools required, no hassle, and no clean-up. Fits
all steel U.S., Canadian, and Mexican T-posts. Works with all types of fencing material,
including permanent and temporary fencing. Hardware is reusable. Made in the U.S.A.

C30496N111 — $35.95

C08290N111 — $42.95

121⁄2-14 ga. barbed, 9 ga. smooth top and

C14349N111

May be combined with Horizontal Brace (C15990N111 below).
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Jake’s Wire Tighteners

Cat. No.

C15990N111

WEDGE-LOC™ Hardware for T-Post Corners

Fence building has never been
easier, even if you’re doing it alone
or have no experience. With the
Speed Brace connector, you quickly
join steel T-posts to make permanent
or temporary fence braces that can
hold up to five wires. Build corner or
end braces for any type of livestock
fence, including all woven wire.
Made of heavy-gauge, Class 3 galvanized steel. Horse safe. Take it apart,
move it, reuse it — requires no tools for assembly. Pack of 4. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C32205N111 — $15.75
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C31613N111

C19749N111

Gate Hinges

Designed for round-tube gates. Kits include upper and
lower hinges and mounting hardware.

2" Outside Dia. Powder coated. 12" L x 3⁄4" dia.

The Original Texas Fence Fixer

The fastest, most permanent way to take the slack out
of your fence line! Simple, easy-to-use tool works with
barbed wire, electric fence wire, horse fencing, or net
wire fence. Use anywhere along the fence line for a
neat, tight wire without having to remove staples or
tie wires. Simply go a few yards down the fence and
tighten it again. Durable tool is especially useful on
water gaps and short runs such as garden fences, corral
fences, and turning wings. Repairs can be done in less
than a minute. Lifetime warranty. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C33876N111 — $89.95

bolts. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C31613N111 — $15.90
15⁄8" to 13⁄4" Outside Dia. 6" L x 5⁄8" dia. bolts.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C31614N111 — $9.25

Heavy-Duty 10" Barn Latch

Made with heavy 1⁄2" steel rod for strength. Includes all
mounting hardware plus swivel latch that allows you to
lock the latch. All parts have heavy galvanized finish to
resist rust. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C19749N111 — $4.55

4+ $4.15

Pajik Fence Stretcher — Works Like Magic

Assembles in seconds without tools, so you can quickly
begin pulling woven wire evenly and without destroying
it. Makes fencing projects quicker and more simple.
Frame is powder coated; some parts are zinc coated.
Made of #1 steel. Designed for fence pulling only.
Comes with a 48" pull rod. Made in the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

C30676N111 — $118.95

Manual T-Post Puller

Easy, one-man operation pulls the post
straight out of the ground without bending or
twisting. Approx. 36" x 41". Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C31190N111 — $43.50

C28869N111

C16945N111

Two-Way Lockable Gate Latch

Open a gate without getting off your horse! Gate will not
open unless lever is lifted; easy slam shut locks gate.
Heavy stainless steel construction fits all 15⁄8" x 2" round
tube gates. Safe and durable. Lockable. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C16945N111 — $18.05

WIRE ROLLERS

One-Way Livestock Gate Latch

Convenient one-handed operation. Prevents gate end
from sagging or swinging. For use on gates with 15⁄8"-2"
O.D. round tube. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Wind-A-Way

Handy winder for rewinding, storing, or moving
electric fence wire. Capacity: 1⁄2 mile or more.
Will hold 50 ft. of extension cords, 100 ft. of
clothesline, or thousands of feet of kite string.
61⁄2" in dia. by 4" W, holds 1⁄2 mile of 18-gauge
standard electric fence wire. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C28869N111 — $15.85

C06461N111 — $16.95
Extra Spools. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C06462N111 — $4.80

Prop-A-Gate®

Use to hold open tubular gates. Helps prevent
damage to gates, vehicles, and equipment due
to wind, terrain, improper hanging, or misaligned
posts. Installs in two minutes or less — no tools
required! Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C06461N111

C30825N111 — $11.65

1. Spring Gate Wheel

Adjusts for gates with high ground clearance, prevents
gate sag and drag, plus reduces stress on hinges, bolt
hooks, and post by supporting swing end of gate. Allows
gate to open and close easily in either direction. Fits gates
with 15⁄8"-2" O.D. tube. Easy to install. Hardware included.
Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C31615N111 — $55.25

Z15903N111

2. Adjustable-Height Gate Wheel

High-Tensile Wire Roller

Tension adjuster locks to control spool
unroll rate. Pipe loops secure loose wire
end. May be placed flat on ground or
bolted to truck bed, ATV, or tractor. Holds
wire rolls from 35"-72". Will hold up to a
4,000-ft. roll. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 29 lbs. N

Z15903N111 — $131.75

Jumbo Wire Reel

C29154N111

Heavy-duty reel for spooling wire. Galvanized steel frame. Self-insulated,
sturdy design. Suitable for use on mounting posts. Capacity: 1,320 ft. of tape
or 3,300 ft. of wire. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C29154N111 — $79.25

1.

Quick and easy adjustable crank adjusts
gate height up to 14" — no tools needed.
Eliminates gate sag and reduces stress on
hinges and posts. Extra heavy duty; supports
up to 1,000 lbs. Fits round tubes and square
tubes up to 2" and can also be used on 2"
thick fiberglass gates. Tough, rust-resistant
galvanized steel with smooth-rolling, 6" dia.,
heavy-duty plastic wheel. Overall size in
extended position: 441⁄2". Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

2.

C29504N111 — $48.25

3. Gate Wheel

Designed to make opening and closing a
gate an easy task. Fits gates with 15⁄8"-2" O.D.
round tube. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C28871N111 — $16.90

3.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

ACCESSORIES FOR ELECTRIC FENCING
1. Predrilled Line Post

Pointed, 11⁄16" x 72". Pack of 10. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

4. Clips for Fence Posts. For 1⁄2" braids, ropes, and wire. For 5-ft. and
6-ft. and 6" posts. Pack of 20 clips. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

2. Fiberglass Posts

5. Steel Pigtail Step-In Post

C16855N111 — $79.75

12+ $76.24

FENCING EQUIPMENT

Fence Repair + Construction

C23062N111 — $7.45

Fiberglass, self-insulating posts eliminate problems often caused by
electric fence insulators because they stop excessive electrical leakage
at the post. Fiberglass is stronger than steel, yet weighs only a fourth
as much. Fiberglass posts are driven 2"-4" deeper than conventional
posts, eliminating the need for an anchor plate. 3⁄8" dia. x 5 ft. posts.
Pack of 20 posts with one drive cap. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C13360N111 — $43.50 5+ $40.54
Post Clips. Pack of 20. For 3⁄8" posts. Use with smooth wire only. Not

Sharpened post and step-in for easy insertion in hard ground. Extended step-in fin design provides additional ground stability. Reinforced,
crimped foot step for increased strength. Will not sheer off when
stepping into hard/frozen ground. UV-resistant insulation ensures fence
won’t short out. 42" L x 9⁄32" dia. galvanized steel rod. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

NEW

C34885N111 — $3.90

6. Step-In Poly Post

Ideal for temporary electric fencing such as controlled grazing/pasture management. Lightweight, self insulating, and convenient to
use. Strong “H” section post molded of UV-resistant polypropylene.
Eight wire holders for steel wire, poly wire, and poly tape up to 11⁄2" W.
1
3. ⁄2" Round Fence Posts
Spaced 6" to 38" from ground up. Sharp metal spike end of post easily
Fiberglass, with pointed rod and Sunguard II™ coating. Pack of 20.
stepped into hard ground. 48" L. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C23060N111 5-ft. posts. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. — $69.50 5+ $63.44
C23061N111 6-ft. posts. Sh. wt. 21 lbs. N — $82.50 5+ $76.55 C14551N111 Black Post — $2.60 10-49 $2.45 50+ $2.30
C18160N111 White Post — $2.60 10-49 $2.45 50+ $2.30
for use with poly wire or poly tape. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C13361N111 — $5.95

5.

6.

All items listed below need to be connected to an electric fence or fence energizer to work (see pages 238-240).

Fast Fence™ Sheep and Garden Net

Portable electric fence designed for sheep grazing control and protection from
predators. Tighter 4" x 6" mesh for better lamb and small animal control. Posts with
one-piece straight spikes make the nets easier to handle. 34" high fence with eight
horizontal strands is easily powered by battery-operated energizers. Top seven
strands contain three stainless steel wires each. 7" spikes are zinc coated to resist
rust. Includes 165-ft. net with 13 posts built into netting, two pegs with guy strings, and
a repair kit. Lightweight — weighs only 11 lbs. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

C13662N111 — $125.75

Speedrite™ Electric Poultry Netting

Safely protects poultry and controls predators. Netting is portable and very quick and
simple to install. Package includes 165 ft. x 43" netting, warning sign, 15 double-spiked
posts, 13 galvanized pegs, four yellow corner pegs, and a repair kit. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.

C32309N111 — $249.95

Premier ElectroNet™

Prefabricated fence (35" x 164 ft.) of
electroplastic twines, plastic posts,
and plastic vertical struts must be
energized to form an impenetrable mesh
to keep in sheep and goats and keep
out predators. Posts of white plastic
are spaced 12 ft. apart and have a 6"
spike for inserting into soil. White plastic
vertical struts are spaced every 12". Features eight conductive black and white
horizontal wires. Support posts may be
needed for ends and corners depending
on terrain. Features enhanced conductivity for superb voltage from beginning to end.
Stainless steel clips on each end for easy attachment of additional nets. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

C26081N111 — $101.95

Goat Net

Keep your livestock in and dangerous animals out. Effectively contain goats while
protecting them from hungry predators like coyotes, foxes, and dogs. Easy and
safe method for farmyard protection. 165 ft. x 42" H. Size of mesh: 21⁄2" x 3" (bottom)
and 41⁄2" x 41⁄2" (top). Made of polyethylene. Includes 15 line posts (42" H), 14 anchor
stakes (6" H), and five tie downs (6" H). No stringing involved, because the posts are
attached to the netting. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

C26836N111 — $233.75
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Rabbit Equipment
4.

3.

5.

1.
2.

6.

1. Wire Pop-Up Rabbit Cage

Just unfold this wire pop-up cage for rabbits and other small animals. Offers
top- and front-door access and a removable floor for guinea pigs, chinchillas, and
ferrets. Features a durable, easy-to-clean pull-out plastic tray, rounded corners, and
evenly spaced wire for hanging feeders and waterers. Dual handles for transport.
25" L x 16" W x 19" H. Ideal for small pets. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C28243N111 — $41.95
31" L x 17" W x 20" H. Best for medium-size rabbits and guinea pigs. Sh. wt. 17 lbs.
C28242N111 — $47.95
37" L x 18" W x 21" H. For large rabbits and ferrets. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.
C28244N111 — $53.75

FEATURED

2. Rabbit and Small Animal Feeder with Lid and Sifter Bottom

Includes independent wire hooks so the feeder can be attached to the inside of
the hutch. Gravity design allows feeder to dispense several days’ worth of feed a
little at a time. Features hinged metal lid for covering feed and wire mesh bottom.
Made of chew-proof, rust-resistant, heavy-gauge galvanized steel. 51⁄2" L x 71⁄8" W x
71⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33469N111 — $7.50

3. Small Animal Nest

Placing the nest inside the hutch provides the comfort and security small animals
need. Constructed of rust-resistant galvanized steel with rolled edges for safety
and a removable wood floor. 18" L x 10" W x 91⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C33467N111 — $22.10

7.

4. 30" x 36" Rabbit Hutch

Galvanized steel wire mesh hutch for indoor and outdoor use, chew-proof,
rust resistant, and easy to clean. Door is surrounded by protective vinyl
guards, with spring-tension door latch. Sides are 2" x 1" mesh and bottom is
1" x 1⁄2" mesh. 30" L x 36" W x 16" H. Easy assembly required; wire clips are
included. Hutch is stackable up to four high when used with the Frame Kit
(C33470N111 below). Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C33468N111 — $44.75
5. Rabbit Hutch Frame Kit — 30". Suspends the hutch over the dropping pan

so the pan can slide out for easier cleaning. Also conserves space by allowing
hutches to be stacked up to four high by bolting frame kits together. Kit contains
four legs, two pan rails, and four sets of bolts, washers, and nuts. Legs are
231⁄2" L x 23⁄16" W, made of rust-resistant, heavy-gauge galvanized steel. Straightblade screwdriver and two 7⁄16" wrenches (not included) required for assembly.
Works with C33468N111 (above). Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C33470N111 — $17.40
6. Metal Rabbit Hutch Dropping Pan — 30" x 30". Heavy-duty galva-

nized steel, 23⁄4" deep dropping pan. Riveted corners and hemmed edges
for long-lasting stability. Pan pulls out for easy cleaning. Also makes a great
cat litter box, feed tray, or oil drip. Fully assembled. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C33471N111 — $28.95
7. Urine Guards. Guards help prevent urine from spraying out of the back and

sides of the hutch. Attaches easily to wire mesh with pre-formed tabs (no tools
required). Side guards are 293⁄4" L x 4" H; back guard is 36" L x 4" H.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C33473N111 — $13.65

NEW

10.

11.

9.

Rabbit Hutch Complete Kit

Contains a 24" x 24" x 16" hutch, plastic
dropping pan, frame kit, 5" sifter feeder
with lid, 32-oz. water bottle, cage clips,
and wire clip pliers. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

8.

C29884N111 — $79.50

24" x 24" Rabbit Hutch. Rust-resistant wire
mesh. Door is surrounded by protective vinyl
guards with spring-tension door latches. Wire
mesh bottom is 1" x 1⁄2"; sides are 2" x 1". Includes
wire cage clips (C34831N111 wire clip pliers sold
separately below). 24" L x 24" W x 16" H.
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.
C34817N111 —$27.75
Galvanized Steel Dropping Pan. Riveted

corners and hemmed edges. Pan pulls out for
easy cleaning. Fully assembled. 24" L x 24" W x
23⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C34818N111 — $18.75
Urine Guards. Help prevent urine from spraying
out back and side of hutch. Attaches to wire
mesh with pre-formed tabs. 241⁄2" L x 41⁄2" W x
13⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34819N111 — $11.55
Frame Kit. Suspends hutch over dropping pan

for easier cleaning. Save space by stacking
hutches four high by bolting frame kits together.
241⁄2" L x 21⁄2" W x 3" H. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C34820N111 — $16.15
Small Animal Feeder w/ Bottom & Lid. Inde-

pendent wire hooks secure feeder to hutch.
51⁄2" L x 51⁄8" W x 71⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C34827N111 Sifter Bottom — $7.25
C34828N111 Metal Bottom — $7.15

1-Qt. Galvanized Cage Cup. Clips

inside cage for feeding and watering.
83⁄4" L x 51⁄2" W x 21⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C34829N111 — $5.25
32-oz. Opaque Plastic Water Bottle.

Stainless steel ballpoint tube and
no-leak seal design keeps water clean
and cage dry. 41⁄2" L x 3" W x 111⁄2" H.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C34821N111 — $4.80
32-oz. Weather-Tuff Water Bottle.

Strong, UV-resistant polyethylene.
Stainless steel ballpoint tube keeps
water clean and cage dry. 37⁄8" L x
31⁄4" W x 93⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

8. 32-oz. Heated Rabbit Bottle

Flip-top bottle that is thermostatically controlled. Energy
efficient — does not overheat the water. Protects to sub-zero
temperatures. Durable brass drinking nipple. Anti-chew cord
protector. Lock N’ Dry compatible. Made in the U.S.A. One-year
warranty. 32-oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

12.

C31688N111 — $26.25

9. Flip-Top Easy-Fill Water Bottle

Patented, no-drip stainless steel valve! Heavy-duty, Quick-Lock™ bracket allows for
easy height adjustment and can be installed on vertical or horizontal wires. Works
on gravity feed valve action. Ideal for rabbits, small dogs, guinea pigs, and ferrets.
32-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C27271N111 — $9.85

Lixit Rabbit Bottles

C34822N111 — $5.45
Wire Clip Pliers. Use to assemble

Closed container keeps water fresh, clean, and sanitary. Polyethylene bottle
resists cracking from sun exposure. Hangs on outside of cage to allow more
cage floor space. Includes heavy-duty wire bottle holder.

C34831N111 — $9.65
Wire Cage Clips. 1-lb. bag of clips to

12. Salt Spool™

C34830N111 — $2.95

C27262N111 — $2.45

hutches, pet homes, and traps. 2" L x
1⁄2" W x 71⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

assemble wire panels for rabbit hutches
and pet homes. One bag assembles 3-4
average size units. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

10. 32-oz. Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C11677N111 — $5.15 3+ $4.54

11. 64-oz. Bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C14323N111 — $9.05 3+ $8.39

Provides trace minerals necessary for good health, such as salt and white mineral oil. Clip attaches to top or side of cage. Suitable for rabbits and other small
animals. 2" dia. x 3⁄4" thick. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

6+ $2.19
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ecoFLEX™ Columbia Rabbit/Small Animal Hutch

PETS

Hutch + Feed
An ideal home for a single rabbit or pet. Lower level provides access to grass and a cool
shady area. Easy ramp access to the upper level from the ground. Pen front opens easily for
access. Upper level features two separated areas: one side is open to the outside covered
with the same wire used in the lower level; the second side, separated by an interior wall,
provides a private space where your rabbit or small animal can enjoy its burrowing instinct.
Door on upper level provides easy access and is secured with a predator-resistant lock.
Roof flips open for easy access and cleaning. Made from ecoFLEX™, a composite blend of
recycled polymers and reclaimed poplar wood fibers. Won’t warp or splinter and can be
painted or stained. Waterproof so urine and feces wash away with a rinse from a hose (lack of
liquid absorption is critical in hutches — reduces the potential for foul odors and disease-bearing materials). 20-gauge, 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" wire in pen is galvanized after welding to minimize places
where rust can begin and keeps predators out. Non toxic. Easy 20-minute assembly requires
no tools. Natural color. 44" L x 19" W x 30" H. Limited 10-year warranty. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 68 lbs. N

Z47872N111 — $237.25

Breeds
NEW Rabbit
The Pocket Guide to 49 Essential Breeds
By Lynn M. Stone.
Rabbits are the third-most popular pet in
the U.S. and also have significant farming
and commercial followings. Covers all
49 breeds recognized by the American
Rabbit Breeders Association with photos,
descriptions, and fun facts. 256 pages,
6" x 41⁄4". ©2016. Sh. wt. 88 lbs.

C34844N111 — $10.95

NEW
K&H Small Animal Heated Pad

Revenge DUST-ON® Fly, Lice, and Tick Control Powder

Ideal for use on cattle, horses, swine, poultry, and dogs. Controls flies, horn
flies, lice, fleas, ticks, mites (including northern fowl mites), and other flying and
crawling insects. 25% permethrin powder kills and repels for up to four weeks.
11⁄4-lb. shaker top canister. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34794(Y)N111 — $4.35

Great for rabbits, guinea pigs, or ferrets
and is suitable for wildlife rehabilitation.
The internal thermostat is preset to
be the ideal temperature. Edges are
rounded to eliminate chewing. The first 18"
of power cord are capped with steel. Indoor
or outdoor use. 25 watts. 9" x 12". One-year limited
warranty. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C34285N111 — $38.75

FEATURED
NEW
Timmy Rabbit Diet

Comfy Mat for
Small Pets

Nutritious, high-fiber diet for adult rabbits. Sweet and delicious high-fiber
hay is combined with a special blend
of essential vitamins and minerals.
Formulated by pet nutritionists.
Designed specifically to meet the
needs of rabbits. Provides the right
amount of fiber, protein, and nutrients
to ensure the long-term health of your
pets. 5-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

NEW

C34779N111 — $15.75

Keep your pet cozy,
comfortable, and
safe in the cage or
habitat area. Adds
a cushion for your
pet from wire in the
bottom of a cage or
use under bedding
in the litter box. All-natural grass mat is grown and made in the U.S.A. Can be used
over and over; simply rinse with warm water and air dry. Use several times, then
compost easily and quickly. 12" x 15". Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34781N111 — $5.95
Pack of 2 Comfy Mats. Double the cage
comfort! Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C34782N111 — $9.95

Green Dreamzzz™ Pet Bedding

NEW

NEW

Premium bedding that’s comfortable, healthy, safe,
effective, and a great value. Use in cage or litter box.
Made from 100% recycled paper. Colors are made from
edible vegetable inks. 99% dust free. Absorbs more
than three times its weight in moisture, keeping pets
warm and comfortable while absorbing the odors, too.
C34788N111 22-liter bag. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $7.85
C34789N111 44-liter bag. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $13.65

Alffy Rabbit Diet

Farm-fresh alfalfa hay provides a high-protein content and more calories to support
the extra nutritional needs of young, growing, or breeding rabbits. Vitamins and
minerals are added, along with yucca extract to help with odor control. 5-lb. bag.
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34780N111 — $11.80

High-Fiber Timothy Hay

NEW

NEW

Mini-bale of Timothy hay that’s
naturally green, sweet, aromatic,
and tasty. Has a higher fiber content
with fewer calories, broad leaves,
and soft stems. Perfect for small
herbivores. Ideal for your less active
or older pet. Good for rabbits,
chinchillas, and prairie dogs to help
them wear down their constantly
growing teeth and satisfy their urge
to chew. 24-oz. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34777N111 — $7.80

Alffy Alfalfa Hay

Meets the needs of small herbivores with added protein for growing and breeding
animals. Known as “Candy Hay,” it provides a sweet taste and aroma, along with
higher protein and calorie content. Good for growing, gestating, lactating and active
pets. 24-oz. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34778N111 — $7.80
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Supplies
NEW

NEW

8.
4.

2.

1.

5.

7.

3.

1. Big Bin® Dispenser

A unique wall-mounted dispenser that stores, then pours any dry bulk material — perfect for dog food! Pulling the one-piece handle automatically dispenses contents into
a large handled cup. Durable, weather-resistant polyethylene material. Waterproof lid.
Hangs anywhere. Large 40-lb. capacity. 25" H x 16" W x 10" D. Black. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.

C15243(X)N111 — $40.50

2. Pest-Proof Dog Feeder

Feeds all dogs, except very large ones (70 lbs. and over), for several days to a week.
Has capacity of 25 lbs. of dog food. Plus, it has a swinging door that the dog pushes in
to eat. Closes automatically when the dog finishes feeding, thereby keeping out pests,
rain, and flies. Ruggedly built of rust-resistant, heavy galvanized metal. 22" H x 12" W x
10" D. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

C05202N111 — $34.75

3. Automatic Dog Feeder

6.
9.

6. Heated Pet Bowls

Thermostatically controlled heated pet bowl (turns on at 35°, shuts off at 45°) with a
metal anti-chew guard surrounding the cord to deter the animal from chewing. Anti-tip
bottom prevents spills. Green. One-year warranty.
1-qt. Bowl. A smaller size for smaller
11⁄2-Gallon Bowl. One of the most popuanimals! Uses 25 watts of power.
lar units on the market, this bowl has 60
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
watts of power. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C24127N111 — $20.50

C24126N111 — $25.95

Deluxe Chow & Water Towers

Automatically dispense a continuous supply of dry pet food or water into a sturdy
plastic base. Translucent plastic tower lets you easily see the supply level. Can be
used indoors or out (down to 33° F for water). Works great for dogs and many other
animals. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

Built to last — provides years of maintenance-free use! 25-lb. capacity. Made of
high-density polyethylene and stainless steel. Mount this completely assembled
feeder to any surface. Weather-proof with angled weighted door keeps out debris.
Durable and easy to clean. 231⁄2" L x 131⁄2" W x 113⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

7. 16-lb. Chow Tower. Removable cap on top of bottle makes refilling easy. Holds
16 lbs. of dry pet food. 181⁄2" L x 101⁄8" W x 18" H.

4. 32-oz. Opaque Plastic Water Bottle

Holds 16 qts. (4 gallons) of water. 181⁄2" L x 101⁄8" W x 173⁄4" H.

C34821(X)N111 — $4.80

9. Lixit Drinker Valve for Dogs

C33654N111 — $71.95

Stainless steel ballpoint tube and no-leak seal design keeps water clean and cage dry.
41⁄2" L x 3" W x 111⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

5. 32-oz. Weather-Tuff Water Bottle

Strong, UV-resistant polyethylene. Stainless steel ballpoint tube keeps water clean
and cage dry. 37⁄8" L x 31⁄4" W x 93⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C34822(X)N111 — $5.45

NEW

C34310N111 — $24.65
8. 16-qt. Water Tower. Easy to remove bottle makes refilling easy. One-piece base.
C34311N111 — $24.65

The animal simply licks or nudges the lever control and clean, fresh water flows
directly into its mouth. Shuts off automatically. LIXIT attaches by hand, directly to
outside faucets or to end of garden hose. Eliminates scrubbing and sanitizing of “contaminated” water pans and the never-ending, daily watering chore. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C02609N111 — $9.25

10+ $8.00

Metro® Air Force®
Cage/Crate
Cooling Fan

Deluxe, portable, highquality, high-performance
fan protects pets and
animals from uncomfortable,
dangerous, hot weather
and keeps them cool and
relaxed. Two speeds provide
maximum efficiency and
powerful air circulation. Ultra
quiet, so it will never frighten animals. Easily clips onto any standard cage, crate, or
pet carrier. Runs on two “D” batteries (not included) and provides up to 100 hours
of running time. 61⁄2" W x 71⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C30999N111 — $12.15

Shedding Comb

Removes loose hair from any animal without clogging the comb. Made from hard plastic with a special
blade on the front. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34005(X)N111 — $
$5.95

ecoFLEX™ Rustic Lodge Doghouse

Popular style with a semi sloped roof is designed with your pet’s health in mind. Well
ventilated, easy-to-clean, raised floors and step-in design. Made from ecoFLEX™, a
proprietary composite of recycled polymers and reclaimed poplar wood fibers. ecoFLEX™ based products outlast similar products by 2-to-1 or even 3-to-1. Won’t warp or
splinter and can be painted or stained. Easy 15-minute, no tool assembly (video included). Flat roof, side door lodge style is perfect for pets that prefer to rest away from the
door and/or like to sit on top of their house. 441⁄2" L x 32" W x 311⁄2" H. Door entrance
measures 16" W x 191⁄2" H. 10-year warranty. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 54 lbs. N

Z50595N111 — $299.00

Nail Clippers

Safety stop helps prevent over-cutting. Springloaded action and ergonomic, anti-slip handle
for reduced hand fatigue. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33514N111 — $7.95
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KANE Poly Pet Mat

Select and maintain the ideal heat mat
surface temperature for your pets. The
state-of-the-art controller will maintain any
preselected temperature between 40°
and 105° F. Unique safety mechanism is a
“high limit” setting that self-activates and
is relative to the set point of 105° F. 18" x
28". 110V. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

PETS

Heated Pads

C33655(X)N111 — $248.50

Stanfield® Heat Pads with Power Control

Eliminating cold floors and drafts means healthier and faster-growing animals. Inexpensive to operate, these pads reduce your heating costs by keeping buildings cooler
without harming young animals. Use in a twin crate. Recommended by veterinarians for
use with all kinds of pets, especially older and arthritic pets. Each pad has a Stanfield®
Power Control to set and maintain temperatures to your particular condition. The pads
provide a uniformly warm surface that is 30-35° F above air temperature. Pads are
100% water resistant and flame retardant, and may be power washed or submersed for
cleaning with unit unplugged. Ultra heavy-duty, 3⁄8" thick fiberglass-reinforced plastic.
The fiberglass-reinforced plastic used in the pads’ construction is similar to that used to
make acid-resistant pipe. Used according to instructions, these pads will provide years
of trouble-free, reliable service. Nonslip pads work well on either slat or solid flooring.
Suitable for all flooring types outdoors, in barns, and in whelping boxes. Complete
installation instructions included. Equipped with a 10-ft. electrical cord. Certified to UL,
CSA, CE, IEC, and PSE electrical safety standards. 110/120V. Pads are available in 240V
through special order (control is only available in 100/120V). One-year limited warranty.
2 ft. x 3 ft. Pad. 160 watts. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

Heated Pet Mats

Designed to automatically heat to your
pet’s body temperature range (100°-105° F)
to keep them warm during the cold season.
Thermostatically controlled. Constructed of
durable, weather-resistant, high-impact ABS
plastic. Built-in indicator light shows when the unit
is operating. Heavy-duty “anti-chew” cord protector
to deter your pet from chewing. Designed for indoor or
outdoor use. Comes with a faux-lambskin fleece cover.
One-year warranty.
C28441N111 13" x 19", 60 watts. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs. — $52.25
C28440N111 17" x 24", 70 watts. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. — $57.50
C31488N111 24" x 29", 100 watts. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $84.75

K&H Pet Bed Warmer

Utilizes dual thermostats for added comfort. It can be
placed inside virtually any pet bed and is easy to use,
just plug it in! Designed to warm only when inside a
pet’s bed. Intended for indoor use only. One-year
limited warranty.

—

C26265N111 — $264.95
2 ft. x 4 ft. Pad. 200 watts. Sh. wt. 24 lbs.
C26264N111 — $288.95

N

Medium. 51⁄2" x 20". 6 watts.
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C28343N111 — $23.95
Large. 11" x 231⁄2". 13 watts.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C13685N111

C34280N111 — $36.75

C29655N111

C26326N111

C26328N111

K&H Outdoor Heated Pet Mats

Keep pets warm and comfortable year-round, both indoors and out. Veterinarians also
recommend use for post-surgery and to comfort older and arthritic pets. Ideal for doghouses, garages, porches, barns, basements, and whelping boxes — provides needed
warmth for older and infirm pets.

K&H Lectro-Kennel™ Pad Cover. 221⁄2" x 281⁄2" cover. Gray fleece, pillow-case style
with zipper. Machine washable. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C13685N111 — $12.85
K&H Igloo-Style Heated Pads™. The perfect fit for Dogloo® or Indigo® doghouses.

Wire Crates

Use for dogs or cats. Great for fair projects. Features a removable outer tray for
easy cleaning. Comes with double door and divider panel. Easily folds up for
storage.
Medium. 30" x 21" x 24". Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

C26472N111 — $50.50
Large. 36" x 24" x 27". Sh. wt. 31 lbs.
C26473N111 — $61.95
Extra-Large. 42" x 27" x 30". Sh. wt. 42 lbs.
C26474N111 — $88.75

Quick-Lock Crock

Easy on, easy off! Lock-in-place design prevents spills and
animals can’t push it around cage or pen. Twist-and-release
lock detaches bowl from base for easy cleaning. Fits all wire
cages and can be used on vertical or horizontal wire. Great
for rabbits, ferrets, guinea pigs, and small dogs. Dishwasher
safe. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C27426N111 10-oz. — $5.60
C27273N111 20-oz. — $6.90

The half-round shape covers half of the floor surface so pets can choose when they
want warmth. Two thermostats maintain 10°-15° F above ambient temperature when
not in use; when in use, temperature raises to an ideal 102° F for your pet. Waterproof.
Comes with a 51⁄2-ft. steel-wrapped, abrasion-resistant cord. MET listed. Limited oneyear warranty.
C26324N111 Medium (141⁄2" x 24"). Uses 60 watts. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $79.50
C26326N111 Large (171⁄2" x 30"). Uses 80 watts. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $97.50
K&H Lectro-Soft Heated Beds. Soft, orthopedic, heated beds. Thermostatically
controlled to warm your pet’s normal body temperature. Super-soft PVC is used on
the exterior to ensure the bed doesn’t absorb water and stay wet like a fabric bed.
Super-soft, removable fleece cover included. MET listed. One-year limited warranty.
C29655N111 Small, 20 watts. 14" x 18". Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $47.25
C29656N111 Medium, 40 watts. 19" x 24". Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $67.50
C29657N111 Large, 60 watts. 25" x 36". Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. — $94.25
K&H Outdoor Heated Pad™. Dual thermostats monitor warmth to complement the
body temperature of your pet. Has ABS waterproof plastic construction. Durable and
easy to clean. Uses only 40 watts. 121⁄2" x 181⁄2". 51⁄2-ft. steel-wrapped cord. Super-soft,
removable fleece cover included. MET approved. Limited one-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C26328N111 — $58.50

Dial-A-Temp Rheostat

Plugs right into your outlet to provide a quick and easy way to
regulate the temperature of your pet’s heat mat. Ideal for use in
kennels, whelping areas, or garages. Plug the heat mat into the
bottom of the control to create a warm and cozy spot for small
animals. 300 watts, 110V. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C26034N111 — $23.80
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PETS

Pet Supplies + First Aid

PET FIRST AID
McCulloch Medical™
One Puff™
Puppy & Kitten
Aspirator/Resuscitator

Life/form® Advanced Sanitary CPR Dog

The Advanced Sanitary CPR Dog provides each person with their own sanitary muzzle
and nosepiece with a one-way valve. The muzzles may be disinfected and reused,
while the nosepieces and lower airways are disposable. Minimizes the chances of
cross-contamination and reduces cleanup time. In addition to practice in assisted
breathing, practice the appropriate rate, pressure, and position of cardiac massage;
and coordinate the respiratory cardiovascular functions. For more advanced training,
an IV can be established as well as placement of an endotracheal tube. The trainer
is connected to a small box that shows a green light when the correct ventilation
pressure is applied, a blue light indicates correct position for cardiac massage, a white
light indicates correct pressures, and an audible beep with red light indicate excessive
pressure. A visible chest rise appears when correct ventilations are applied. Includes
10 disposable nosepieces, three disposable lower airways, endotracheal tube, lubricant, 12 cc syringe, towels, butterfly set, artificial blood, two IV bags, control box with
AC adapter, 9V battery, and soft carry case. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 25 lbs. N

LF01155N111 — $1,418.00

Life/form® Basic Sanitary CPR Dog

Same as the Advanced Sanitary CPR Dog listed above, but without electronic monitoring or IV capabilities. Includes soft carrying case, six muzzles, 10 nosepieces, and
three lower disposable airways. Sh. wt. 15 lbs. N

LF01156N111 — $908.00

Disposable Nosepieces. Pack of 10.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

LF01164N111 — $108.00
Disposable Lower Airway. Pack of 10.

Replacement Muzzles.

Pack of six. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

LF01157N111 — $76.00

Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

LF01158N111 — $102.00

NEW

2.

Simple, two-part, handheld instrument that clears breathing
pathways and stimulates the
first breaths of newborn puppies, kittens, and other small
animals. One Puff™ is the safe
and effective alternative to the
use of traditional methods, such
as shaking, flinging, or mouthto-mouth. An invaluable tool for
all veterinarians, breeders, and
pet owners, it has saved hundreds
of distressed newborns since its introduction. Aspirator pump “A” administers a safe vacuum suction to remove
mucus from animal, while resuscitator
pump “B” provides a small release of air to
stimulate respiratory response. Especially
effective for C-section births.
• Uses a controlled amount of air (5-10 ml)
• Resuscitator pump “B” features ability to be
attached directly to oxygen
• Resuscitator mask “B” can be detached and used as an oxygen and/or
anesthesia mask
• Easily cleaned in 1:20 solution of bleach and water
Kit includes aspirator pump/mask labeled “A,” resuscitator pump/mask labeled “B,”
instructions, and carrying case. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C32885N111 — $163.50

Pet Emergency First Aid

Shows pet owners what to do if
their pet has a medical emergency.
Presents life-saving healthcare
information in an interesting way.
Recommended by the ASPCA. Covers scene safety, rescue breathing,
CPR, choking, poisoning, burns,
fractures, car accidents, eye injuries,
foot injuries, drowning, heat stroke,
and more.
Cats. 45 minutes. ©2004.
Dogs. 59 minutes. ©2012. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C27993N111 DVD — $29.95
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C27992N111 DVD — $29.95
Working Dogs. 103 minutes. Also covers heart problems, bloat and torsion, dehydration, wounds, snake bite, and more. ©2011. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C30738N111 DVD — $39.95

Critter Be Better™ Digestive Health Pellets

Preventative diet pellets help solve digestive problems on a daily, supplemental, or
maintenance basis. Formula combines Timothy hay with probiotics, vitamins, minerals,
and prebiotics for small pets with occasional digestive upsets in a complete pellet diet.
Increases the development of beneficial microflora that increase positive bacteria and
help eliminate harmful bacteria and pathogens.
1. C34786N111 8-oz. bag. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $12.95
2. C34787N111 3-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $21.95

NEW
1.

3. Critter Be Better™ Recovery Powder

Probiotic recovery powder helps solve digestive problems for rabbits, guinea pigs,
and other small animals. Formula combines Timothy hay with the correct blend of
probiotics, vitamins, minerals, and prebiotics for small pets with occasional digestive
upsets. Increases development of beneficial microflora that increases positive bacteria
and helps eliminate harmful bacteria and pathogens. 4-oz. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

3.

C34783N111 — $11.95

4. Critter Be Better™ Electrolytes

NEW

Help animals feel better from the inside out! Utilize electrolytes for stress or dehydration;. Electrolytes are a vanilla flavored formula that adds sodium, potassium,
magnesium, calcium, and other minerals essential for healthy function of cells and
organs. Quickly replace fluids lost during diarrhea or other stresses. Dissolves easily
in water; add correct amount of electrolyte formula depending on the water container
until problem is corrected. 4-oz. tub. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

NEW

C34785N111 — $9.95
4.

NEW
5.

5. Probiotic Paste with Vitamins

Help rabbits, guinea pigs, and small pets feel better from the inside out. Paste formula
contains select vitamins to maintain health and appetite, six species of stabilized
beneficial bacteria, prebiotic inulin to nourish beneficial bacteria, and coconut oil as a
source of energy. No artificial colors or preservatives. Highly digestible and palatable
flavor. Manufactured human grade quality. 15 g tube. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34784N111 — $8.95
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C32989N111

C32988N111

C32990N111
1.

2.

3.

4.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Soil Samplers

Stainless Steel Soil Probes

Make taking deep-core soil samples easy. Constructed from 100% stainless steel,
these probes offer you a durable, noncorrosive, one-piece tool. Bulb-cut tip goes
into soil easily and makes a neat core sample that is removed through the 14" side
slot. Manufactured from stainless steel to be the strongest probe, allow for measurement of trace elements, and never contaminate your soil sample. Professional
quality. Made in the U.S.A.

21" Probe. 21" L x 1" dia. with 9" handle.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

36" Probe. 36" L x 1" dia. with 7" handle.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C32989N111 — $54.95
C32988N111 — $58.25
36" Probe w/Step. Has a 3" footstep to push for greater soil penetration. 36" L x 1" dia.

with 7" handle. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C32990N111 — $61.50

Collect-N-Go Soil Sample Kit

1. AMS Soil Auger

Collect soil samples efficiently using a
specially designed soil collection bucket,
soil auger, and drill motor (not included).
Kit contains a 34" security tie to prevent
loss of collection bucket. 151⁄2" H bucket is
strategically designed, and placement of
soil collector tube assures maximum soil
collection and minimum soil loss while
collecting sub-samples within a sample
area. Pour spout for easy soil transfer.
Two handle positions to accommodate either
left- or right-handed users. Kit contains collection
bucket made of durable, one-piece injection-molded
plastic and a soil auger machined from hardened steel for
long life. Auger is 0.945" dia. with an overall length of 16" and a
3
⁄8" shank. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

A one-piece regular soil auger is the ergonomic alternative to the cumbersome post hole
digger — perfect for farmers, ranchers, and anyone needing to dig a larger-diameter
hole in regular soil conditions. One-piece regular soil augers are powder-coated (orange)
for rust resistance. Augers feature a 16" rubber-gripped cross handle and have a total
length of 53". Lightweight one-piece regular soil augers are an inexpensive alternative
to auger-extension cross handle systems for anyone not needing to go deeper than 4 ft.
Carbon steel auger bits are sharpened and heat-treated.
Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C31384N111 23⁄4" Auger — $164.75
C31383N111 4" Auger — $164.75

2. AMS Soil Probe with Replaceable Tip

Rugged, durable, and economical. The replaceable tip probe comes with an AMS
regular coring tip, but can also accommodate other AMS probe tips. Made of a heavy
4130 alloy steel, this probe is chrome plated and fitted with a removable, heat-treated
tip for durability and ease of replacement. Includes a 10" comfortably gripped cross
handle and is compatible with AMS 5⁄8" threaded slide hammers and extensions for
deeper sampling in tough areas. If using the replaceable tip soil probe for environmental sampling, be sure to decontaminate the probe body and tip between the
collection of soil samples. 1" x 36". Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C33278N111 — $41.95

Introduction to Soil Science

NEW

On-screen resource provides an overview of practical
soil science. Three PowerPoint® slide sets include the
following topics: Soil Color (covers color descriptions,
how to determine soil color, how to read a Munsell soil
color chart, and what surface and subsoil colors indicates
about soil quality), Soil Texture (information on the
composition of soil, how to use the soil texture triangle,
estimating soil texture by feel, and the importance of soil
texture for management practices), and Soil Structure
(covers soil aggregates, structural composition of soil,
and how soil structure relates to management practices). A total of more than 160
slides, plus quizzes and keys for each session, and a handout describing how to
estimate soil texture by feel. Documents are composed in Adobe® Acrobat® and PDFs
can be printed. ©2017. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C34876N111 USB Flash Drive
C34877N111 CD-ROM

Each — $69.95

C31385N111 — $118.25

3. AMS Soil Probe with Step

Provides an easy way to recover shallow soil samples into a slotted probe body in
one simple step. This one-piece probe is similar to a regular soil probe, but it comes
with a built-in step that allows for additional pressure to help drive the sampler body
into the ground. The nickel-plated, rust-resistant step probe is designed to be used
without liners. Features a slotted probe body, a built-in step, and a 10" comfort-grip
cross handle. Made of heavy-wall type 4130 chrome molybdenum steel with hardened tip. 7⁄8" O.D. x 5⁄8" I.D. with a 12" slot. Cuts a soil core that is about 12" long. The
heavy-duty material and sturdy design prevent the probe body from bending or
twisting out of shape. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C31386N111 — $83.25

4. AMS 31⁄4" Field Auger Kit

This simple soil-augering setup allows the user to auger to 4 ft. The 31⁄4" regular soil
auger, 18" rubber-coated cross handle, and 4-ft. extension in the kit use the AMS 5⁄8"
threaded connection type. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C31382N111 — $217.95

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: PowerPoint®, Adobe® Acrobat®.

Deep Down and Dirty: The Science of Soil

The Globe Professional Soil Color Book

By Visual Color Systems.
100% waterproof! Colors arranged according to the Munsell Color
Order System; colors identified by Munsell Notation. Exclusive
waterfall design with hues 10R to 5Y and Gley colors from 10Y
to 5B. Large color stripes for easy color comparison. Convenient
pocket size. 53 pages, 31⁄2" x 71⁄4". Hardcover. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33474N111 — $115.00

It takes a thousand years to form a single inch of soil. It is a
fragile layer on the surface of the land — yet essential to all
life on Earth. But where did soil come from and how was it
made? This DVD follows the host in a mobile soil lab as he
delves down into dirt to uncover its deepest secrets. Look into
the distant past to reveal the almost miraculous way soil first
formed and take a glimpse into the future to reveal soil as a
commodity more precious than oil or gold. Closed captioned.
52 minutes. ©2014. Available for sale in the United States
only. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery
time. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
Z48480N111 DVD — $169.95
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TESTING EQUIPMENT

Soil Testing

Hoffer Soil Samplers

The world’s most widely used soil samplers. Quick and easy to use, just push, turn slightly,
then pull. Made from top-quality steel tubing, electroplated with copper, then chromed. This
special finish not only gives complete corrosion resistance, but also keeps soil from sticking
to the sampler as it is withdrawn. Exclusive drawn probe cup cuts a soil core slightly smaller
than the diameter of the tube, enabling the core to rise in the tube without breakage as the
sampler is pushed into the soil. Profile opening: 141⁄2".
C08999N111 21" sampler. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $58.00
C09000N111 36" sampler. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $65.00

Deluxe Soil Probe

Simplify your sampling procedures with this heavy-duty soil probe
with an easy-to-use foot stand for penetrating hard-to-dig soils. A
hand plunger lets you eject a soil sample from the heavy tube easily
and cleanly. 36" L tool takes a full 10" x 1" dia. core sample. Made from
stainless steel for long-life durability. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C09414N111 — $128.75

Standard Soil Sampling Kits
Each part is 12" L, including threaded part for screwing together.
Easily taken apart for convenient carrying. Both augers and
sampling tube parts are finely machined for smooth, easy sampling.
Parts are marked at 6" intervals to indicate sampling depth.

OAKFIELD

Oakfield and Nasco have been
supplying high-quality soil sampling
equipment for many decades!

Model HA Soil Sampler

Made of high-grade, triple-plated steel with chrome finish. This model has a 201⁄2"
tube with replaceable screw-on tip. Heavy-duty tip. 8" handle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C08722N111 — $56.75

Model A Kit

3-ft. auger tube kit complete with one 12" handle, one 12" auger, one
12" tube with replaceable screw-on tip, two 12" extension rods, one
regular soil tip, and one 13" heavy fiberboard case. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C09003N111 — $415.80

Model K Soil Sampler
Model B Kit

3-ft. tube kit contains one 12" handle, two 12" extension rods, one 12" tube
with replaceable screw-on tip, one regular soil tip, and one 13" heavy fiberboard case. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

This closed-tube sampler is made from high-quality, chrome-plated steel. The
hardened, replaceable S-3 wet soil tip provides long-lasting service. Uses any of the
threaded replaceable tips. 3-ft. overall length, 11" L soil tube. Angled handle. Includes
tube-cleaning brush. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C09813N111 — $146.25

C09004N111 — $154.25

Model L Kit

A 36", one-piece welded unit with regular screw-on tip. Will take a 10" sample.
Straight handle.
C09241N111 Without foot-step. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $103.25
C19184N111 With foot-step. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $116.50

Model DB Kit

Made of high-grade, triple-plated, chrome-finished steel. Has three replaceable threaded tips: S-1, S-2, and S-3. Tube has nonclogging design. Kit consists
of 12" handle, two 12" extension rods, 15" tube, #10 tip wrench, and 17" heavy
fiberboard case. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C08683N111 — $189.25

Heavy-Duty 15" Tube

Designed for those operations that utilize probes under extremely rugged conditions.
It is 15" L, has a 1" O.D., and pulls a 3⁄4" core. Solid soldered-on tip with a very heavy
wall. Handle not included. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C09238N111 — $87.95

Model H Kit

18" tube kit. Contains one 18" tube with replaceable screw-on tip, one 8" handle, one regular soil tip, and one 19" heavy fiberboard case. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C09036N111 — $93.25

All of these tips can be used on any of
the Oakfield samplers with screw-on tips!

Soil Tube with Screw-On Tip
12". Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C09029N111 — $69.75

OAKFIELD ACCESSORIES
1.

Replaceable Screw-On Tips

These hardened screw-on tips are designed for use on regular, dry, wet, or stoney and gravelly soils.
All of the tips can be used on any of the Oakfield samplers with screw-on tips. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
1. C08730N111 (S-1) Dry soil tip. Made of steel. Copper plated. (One notch on threads.) — $9.70
2. C08731N111 (S-2) Regular soil tip. (Two notches on threads.) — $9.70
3. C08732N111 (S-3) Wet soil tip. (Three notches on threads.) — $9.70
4. C08733N111 (S-4) Stoney, gravelly soil tip. (Four notches on threads.) — $9.40

Replacement Parts

5. C09027N111 Handle, 12". Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $30.75
6. C09028N111 Extension rod, 12". Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. — $30.75

4.
2.

3.

5.
6.
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Best Harvest Soil Sampler Probe, Drill Type

Attach a cordless drill, penetrate any soil, and clean-out
rod pushes up to 20 core samples into a 1-gallon zipper
closure bag that is suspended from ABS protective
shield. Heat-treated, hardened steel sharpened tip provides aggressive penetrating action. Unit is 24" L and
takes 18" core samples that are 11⁄16" dia. Protective cap
included. A 1⁄2" cordless drill is recommended. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C30107N111 — $174.25

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Soil Testing

C13631N111

DICKEY–john® Soil Compaction Tester

Depth marks indicated at 3", 6", 9", 12", 15", and 18". Easy-toread, color-coded stainless steel dial gives you a reading in
pounds per square inch of the pressure it takes to penetrate
your soil. Gauge is liquid-filled to reduce shock. Perform
several tests in the same area for best results. Features a
rugged, molded housing and handle. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C13631N111 — $310.50

C30020N111

Soil Compaction Tester by AgraTronix™

Easy-to-read, color-coded, stainless steel dial is liquid-filled to reduce shock. 24"
stainless steel rod with adjustable shock collar to prevent damage to the gauge during
transport or storage. Durable, molded housing with rubber-grip handles. Large and small
tip included (1⁄2" tip for firm soil; 3⁄4" tip for soft soil) with convenient storage in tester housing.
Penetration depth up to 24" in 3" increments. Testing range: 0-300+ psi. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

Soil Test Kits

Contain liquid reagents and equipment
for the given number of tests. Also include
tests for soil pH, nitrogen, phosphorous,
and potash.

C30020N111 — $194.50

Soil Test Kit with 40 Tests.

Includes 10 tests each for soil pH, nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potash. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Soil Hydrometers

C25447N111 — $19.05
Soil Test Kit with 80 Tests.

Manufactured in strict accordance to specifications of ASTM
for accuracy and design. Suitable for certification for use as
a primary reference standard with NIST traceability. 11" L.

Includes 20 tests each for soil pH, nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potash. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

1. Soil Colloid Hydrometer. Soil colloid range: –5 to 60 g.
Subdivision: 1.0. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25446N111 — $26.95
Soil Test Kit with 200 Tests.

Includes 50 tests each for soil pH, nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potash. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C34352N111 — $45.25
2. Specific Gravity Soil Analysis Hydrometer. Specific

C25446N111

gravity range: 0.995 to 1.038. Subdivision: 0.001. Standard
temperature of calibration in the U.S. is 60° F (15.5° C).
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C25448N111 — $103.50

C34353N111 — $45.25
3. Hydrometer Jar. For use with Hydrometer above

(C34353N111). Made from borosilicate tubing. 500 ml volume (unmarked). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34351N111 — $11.00

1.

NEW

2.

3.

Soil Analysis Hydrometer
with Cylinder Set

Constructed to be within the accuracy, dimensional, and other testing requirements of the National Bureau of Standards
and/or American Society of Testing Materials. Plain form
ASTM and American Association of State Highway Officials
specifications. Bouyoucos scale (grams of soil colloids per
liter). Temperature of standardization: 68° F. Scale range:
–5 to +60 g (ASTM number 152H). Method: D-422-54T
(AASHO method T-88). 1-gram divisions. Length: 280 mm
(11"). The 18" Sedimentation Cylinder included in the set
features a line completely around the jar at 1,000 ml (68° F).
Jar is made of Pyrex® and has a round bottom foot.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28083N111
C34715N111

Soil Sieve Sets

Stainless steel mesh in six standard sizes — these sieves have what it takes! Extremely
economical and, because they stack together, they are ideal for separating soil and
sediment particles. Each set includes lid, catch pan, and six sieves.

67⁄8" (175 mm) Dia. Sieve Set. (#5/4,000 micron, #10/2,000 micron, #35/500 micron,
#60/250 micron, #120/125 micron, #230/63 micron). Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C26263N111 — $128.50
Nasco Price $120.25
Soil Analysis Hydrometer Only. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C09044N111 — $26.75
Hydrometer Cylinder Only. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C09045N111 — $101.75

C28083N111 — $149.95
8" (203 mm) Dia. Sieve Set. (#5/4,000 micron, #10/2,000 micron, #35/500 micron,

#60/250 micron, #120/125 micron, #230/63 micron). Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C34715N111 — $249.95

C09044N111
C09045N111
C10774N111

Soil Temperature
Thermometer

Soil Sample Bag

Dual scale range: 20-180° F/0-80° C with
temperature zones. 21⁄2" H x 51⁄8". Probe is
4" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C09307N111 — $8.30

Dial Thermometer

C09307N111

Has stainless steel case and an 8" pointed tip stem. The full 2" dia. face has a
polycarbonate crystal. External recalibration adjustment nut standard. Range 0-220° F.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Square bottom is heat sealed, making it sift-proof. Has a
volume of approx. 28 oz. (828 ml). Constructed of 50-lb. white
clay-coated paper with 0.5 mil polyethylene liner. Comes with
tin tie (attached). Bag measures 33⁄8" W x 21⁄2" gusset x 73⁄4" H.
Box of 100. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C31882N111 — $33.50

C10774N111 — $16.95
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TESTING EQUIPMENT

Soil + Water Testing

Z18491N111

LaMotte Complete
Combination Tester Model STH-14

This soil testing set was developed for those interested
in conducting the complete series of soil tests. Designed on the same lines as Model STH-5 but is larger,
containing the complete 14 soil tests: humus, pH, nitrite,
ammonia, nitrate nitrogen, available phosphorus, available potassium, calcium, magnesium, manganese, iron,
aluminum, sulfates, and chlorides. Manganese periodate
reagents, glassware, color charts, and instructions for
each test are included. 20" x 15" x 12". Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

◆Z18491N111 — $657.50

◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material
Surcharge.

C08681N111

C08950N111

LaMotte Standard
Combination TesterModel STH-5

This unit contains tests of humus, pH (soil acidity),
nitrate nitrogen, available phosphorus, and
available potash. Reagents, glassware, and color
charts for each test are contained in individual
racks which may be removed from the set and
located on the work table. Sufficient reagents are
supplied with each set to make approximately 100
runs of each test. Complete instructions supplied
and the LaMotte Soil Handbook gives the soil
reaction preferences of numerous plants, shrubs,
etc. Replacement parts shipped promptly. Shelf life
approx. one year. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

C08950N111 — $464.95

LaMotte Soil Science
Field Testing Outfit Model AM-31

This soil analysis outfit furnishes all the materials needed
for establishing an accurate and detailed soil evaluation
program. Individual modules of chemical test equipment are
provided for soil pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium.
Each self-contained module includes detailed instructions and
sufficient materials for making 50 tests. Includes apparatus for
determining the texture of soils. Soil sampling tube and 50 soil
sample bags are provided. Includes lightweight carrying case.
Sh. wt. 17 lbs.

C08681N111 — $457.25
Refill Unit. Provides reagents for 50 tests of each factor (total of
250 tests). Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C08682N111 — $240.95

Hanna Instruments Backpack Lab™
Soil Quality Education Test Kit

LaMotte Combination Soil Test Model EL

The Model EL kit is an inexpensive combination soil test kit for soil pH, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium tests. The simplified test techniques are easy to follow
and provide reliable, qualitative results. Kit includes 30 pH tests, 15 nitrogen tests,
20 phosphorus tests, 15 potassium tests, Study of Soil Science book, LaMotte Soil
Handbook, six test tubes, and test tube stand. Comes in a zippered case. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C08704N111 — $59.95
Refills for LaMotte Test Kit Model EL
C09206(A)N111 Nitrogen extract, 500 ml. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $24.05
C09207N111 Nitrogen indicator, 30 g. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. — $13.05
C09208N111 Phosphorus extract, 250 ml. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $14.55
C09209(A)N111 Phosphorus indicator, 15 ml. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $9.30
C09210N111 Phosphorus test, blister pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $9.90
C09211N111 Potassium extract, 250 ml. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. — $14.55
C09212N111 Potassium indicator, blister pack of 100. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. — $10.35
C32581N111 Potassium test reagent solution, 15 ml. Sh. wt. 0.05 lbs. — $9.30
C27289N111 pH indicator solution, 120 ml. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $14.95

LaMotte Plant Tissue
Test Kit Model PT-3R

In biological, botanical, and agricultural studies,
it is often important to determine the relative
levels of the primary nutrients that are present
in leaves and stalks of plants. The Model PT-3R
test kit provides instructions and test materials
for determining the presence of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium in plant tissue.
Chemical reagents for making approximately
50 determinations are included with the test
kit, and replacement solutions are available.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C08709N111 — $120.25
Refill Unit. For approx. 50 tests for each factor (total of 150 tests). Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C08710N111 — $109.95

Provides a complete unit for an introduction
to chemical tests to evaluate soil
quality and fertility. Extensive
guide that includes in-depth background information about each parameter; activities designed to introduce each parameter; and detailed,
laminated field testing procedures.
Includes testing for nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (NPK) with
enough materials for 50 tests of
each parameter; combination
pH/EC/TDS/temperature tester;
HI 145 electronic thermometer for
temperature measurements; backpack-style carrying case that holds
See page 258 for
all components of the kit, and a CD-ROM
Hanna Instruments
containing key terms, parameter summaTesting Supplies!
ries, PowerPoint® presentation, resource book/
guide, and lab activity sheet. Features exclusive access to backpacklab.com: access/
print content and graph and share data results with others across the United States.
Printed laminated field test procedures, resource book, and reproducible lab activity
worksheets available upon request to backpacklab@hannainst.com. Reagents and
accessories can be replenished individually. Contact Nasco for details. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C25082N111 — $379.95

Water Test Kit

The ideal test kit for performing four
important tests for water pollution. Will
do four tests three times each. Test water
samples for dissolved oxygen content,
chlorides, phosphates, and water hardness. All tests are easy to perform and
provide professional results. Kit provides
all the apparatus and materials necessary
for performing each test several times.
Complete with instruction booklet. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

◆SB07202N111 — $46.25
◆Subject to a $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material Surcharge.

Soil Test Kit

Easy-to-use soil test kit featuring a water extraction
process and capsulized reagent powders. Tests for
four key soil elements. Kit comes with equipment
and reagents for a total of 40 tests. Tests for pH,
nitrogen, potash, and phosphorus. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C14572N111 — $13.75

Refill Pack for Soil Test Kit. Includes 10 capsules for

each test (pH, nitrogen, potash, and phosphorus). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C34288N111 — $8.95
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1. Checker® Electronic pH Tester

At the cost of a few rolls of pH litmus paper,
you can have an electronic pH tester! Lightweight, pocket-size pH tester gives fast and
accurate pH readings on a large liquid crystal
display. Accurate to ±0.2 pH and features
a range from 0 to 14 pH with 0.1 resolution.
Battery life of 1,000 hours. Meter comes
with its own rugged plastic, screw-type,
combination electrode; 1.4V battery; and
instructions. Requires calibration before use
(see SB28993N111 and SB28992N111 below).
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

SB22540N111 — $42.95
2. Replacement Electrode. For tester

3.

4.

1.

2.

above (SB22540N111). This pH electrode has
a plastic body with screw-type connector. pH
range: 0 to 13. Recommended for general-purpose and field applications.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

5.

6.

C32580N111 — $29.50
3. Calibration Solutions pH 4 and pH 7. Five 20 ml packets of each. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
SB28993N111 — $17.95
4. Calibration Solutions pH 7 and pH 10. Five 20 ml packets of each. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
SB28992N111 — $17.95
5. Electrode Cleaning Solution. Cleaning your electrode with this solution can
speed up your measurements. Clean the liquid junction of your electrodes once a day
or at least once a week to prevent clogging and to maintain accuracy. 16-oz. plastic
bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26096N111 — $15.15
6. pH Electrode Storage Solution. To minimize clogging and ensure fast response
time, always keep the glass bulb and the junction of your pH electrode moist. Store
the electrode with a few drops of this solution, or pH 7 buffer solution, in the protective cap. 16-oz. plastic bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26097N111 — $16.25

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Soil + Water Testing

Determination of the Ammonia
Nitrogen Concentration in Water Kit

This kit has been designed to allow the analyst to perform a very simple colorimetric analysis to determine the ammonia nitrogen concentration of their fresh
water sample. The analysis yields an easily identifiable color transition that can
be compared with the included color key to determine the concentration in
your sample. The kit contains everything an analyst would need to perform a
water analysis either in the laboratory setting or out in the field. Concentration
reader range: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mg NH. Higher concentrations
can be tested using a dilution of the water sample with DI water (not included).
Contains enough materials to perform 40 tests. Contents: 12 plastic pipettes,
three reaction vessels, three collection bottles, one measuring tube, 15 ml
ammonia test solution #1, 15 ml ammonia test solution #2, 15 ml ammonia test
solution #3, and color code indicator chart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33912N111 — $39.95

Basic Agriculture Test Kit

In agricultural applications, monitoring the
quality of the soil is extremely important
for the health and growth of
crops. The pH level is an
excellent guide as to which
plants may thrive in a particular
terrain, as well as indicating which
conditioners and fertilizers to use.
This combination test kit allows you
to test not only for pH, but for nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium, which are all
important for the quality of soil as well. The quick soil test provides growers with an
economical way to quickly test pH as well as the three basic elements needed for a
healthier plant: nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K). Kit includes 40 powder packets (10 each for pH, N, P, and K), a 1 ml plastic pipette, four test tubes, four
color cards, and one graduated card. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Coliform Test Kit

Specifically designed for someone who wants to dramatically
and vividly show a pollutant in
water. Kit permits the user to
determine the presence or absence of E. coli (indicative of animal waste) in a water supply. By
seeing a dramatic color change
that occurs in a lactose broth,
you can determine if E. coli
are present. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB42017N111 — $87.75

C32238N111 — $30.75

10.

Rapitest® Soil Thermometer

Improve your seeding and transplanting results by planting at the safe and proper soil
temperature. Both Fahrenheit and Celsius readings. Durable, corrosion-free aluminum
casing. 82⁄5" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C28392N111 — $7.45

7. Soil and Grain Temperature Probe

An easy-to-use temperature probe for checking soil
and grain bin temperatures. For soil temperature
readings, place the thermometer in the ground for
15 minutes at the same depth that the seed will be
planted. If the temperature remains steady at the
recommended minimum for three days, it’s time to
plant. For grain bins, screw the thermometer into
any 3⁄8" rod with standard thread and push into grain
to the desired depth. Wait 10-12 minutes for each
reading. 95⁄8" L. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
7.

8.

9.

This sleek design offers an instant and easy-toread digital format. Checks soil moisture where
it counts — at root level. Helps prevent over and
under watering. Requires three GPA76 batteries
(included). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C29625N111 — $11.10

9. Digital Soil Thermometer

C31560N111 — $12.95

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

11. High-Accuracy Digital Thermometers

Ideal for temperature monitoring in essentially any setting — food processing,
refrigeration, green houses, the laboratory (easily monitor test tubes, reagents,
beakers, flasks), etc. Swivel head can be moved a full 180° for easy reading
in any position. Both the on/off switch and the scale selection switch are
located on the face for simple access. Features an automatic power-off after
10 minutes of nonuse. Comes with a protective case featuring a pocket clip for
simple access. Resolution: 0.1° F (0.1° C). Face size: 13⁄8" x 11⁄16". Stem diameter: 1⁄8".
Requires a 1.5V LR44 alkaline coin cell battery (included).

Digital Thermometer with 5" Stem. 14° to 212° F (–10° to 100° C). Accuracy:

Improve your seeding and transplanting results by planting at the safe and proper soil
temperature. Easy-to-read digital results in degrees Fahrenheit. Stainless steel probe.
Guidelines for germination and transplant temperatures included. Requires three 357
batteries (included). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

18FRp257.indd 1

An accurate and
reliable way to measure
11.
the temperature of soil
or a compost pile. This
waterproof thermometer fits
comfortably in your hand and
features a 12" stainless steel
probe for penetration applications
where fast measurements are necessary. Automatically performs a calibration
check whenever it is turned on to ensure accuracy. Automatically turns off
after eight minutes. Exceptionally long battery life of up to 10,000 hours. Temperature range: –58° F to 428° F. 35⁄8" x 61⁄2" x 11⁄2". Requires one “AAA” battery
(included). Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C26094N111 — $72.71

C12108N111 — $32.95

8. Digital Moisture Meter

10. T-Shaped
Digital
Thermometer

±1° F (±0.5° C). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34354N111 — $24.50
Digital Thermometer with 12" Stem. –58° to 302° F (–50° to 150° C).
Accuracy: ±2° F (±1° C). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34355N111 — $28.75
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Soil + Water Testing
1. Soil Test EC Tester

A special pocket meter expressly designed
to directly measure soil conductivity. The
meter also measures temperature, and the
conductivity readings are compensated for
temperature with a sensor incorporated in the
penetration probe. The probe is interchangeable and can be easily replaced by the user.
The conductivity range can be calibrated at
one point, and the meter has been designed
to be calibrated in liquid. Features an LCD
display and operates on four 1.5V batteries
(included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C30864N111 — $97.95

2. pHep®5 pH/Temperature Tester

1.

Ideal for users who require the greatest
accuracy and features while staying economical. Waterproof and designed to float
with automatic temperature compensation,
automatic calibration, tactile grip casings,
“hold” function, automatic shut-off, efficient
two-button operation, temperature in °F or °C,
and BEPS (battery error prevention system).
Battery % displayed at startup. pH range: 2.00
to 16.00. Temperature range: 23.0° to 140.0° F
(-5.0° to 60.0° C). pH accuracy at 68° F
(20° C): ±0.05. Temperature accuracy: ±1° F
(±0.5 C). Requires four “AAA” batteries (included). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

2.

C32124N111 — $112.95

Portable pH Meter with Two-Point Calibration

Provides instant readings of one of the most important factors
in efficient plant production: soil and well water pH. Soil and
well water pH that is too acidic or alkaline can have an adverse
effect on plant nutrient and water uptake and directly affect
the efficiency of fertilizer, herbicides, and pesticides. Testing is
quick and efficient, utilizing a one-part soil to two-part distilled
water slurry mixture. The probe gives you an instant, accurate
measurement of your pH levels and has a range from 1 to 14
in hundredths. Range: 0.00 to 14.00 pH. Resolution: 0.01 pH.
Accuracy: ±0.02 pH. Calibration: manual two points. Battery/life:
9V 300 hours (included). Environment: 0 to 50° C/95% RH max.
53⁄4" x 31⁄8" x 11⁄2". Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30347N111 — $90.95

3. pH/Conductivity/TDS Tester

Fast, efficient, accurate, and portable, the Combo
pH, EC/TDS, and temperature tester combines all the
features users have requested and more! This floating,
waterproof combination tester offers high-accuracy pH,
EC/TDS, and temperature measurements in a single tester — no more switching between meters for your routine
measurements. Has an easy-to-read LCD and an automatic shut-off. pH and EC/TDS readings are automatically
temperature compensated. Features a replaceable pH
electrode cartridge with an extendable cloth junction as
well as an EC/TDS graphite electrode. The extendable
cloth junction provides an extended electrode life and
the replaceable pH cartridge means that this tester does
not need to be thrown away when the pH sensor is exhausted. Automatic 1- or 2-point pH calibration. The EC/
TDS conversion factor is user-selectable as well as the
temperature compensation coefficient (ß). Easily switch
between Celsius and Fahrenheit readouts. Features
include: close proximity temperature probe, tactile grip
casings, “hold” function, BEPS (Battery Error Prevention
System), battery % displayed at startup, and efficient
3.
two-button operation. pH range 0.00 to 14.00; accuracy
to ±0.05 pH. Conductivity 0.00 to 20.00 mS/cm; accu4.
racy ±2% full scale. IDS 0.00 to 10.00 g/L (ppt); accuracy
±2% full scale. Temperature 32° to 140° F (0.0° to 60.0° C); accuracy ±1° F
(0.5° C). Tester comes with pH electrode, electrode removal tool, four “AAA” batteries,
and instructions. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

SB35049N111 — $155.75

4. pH, EC, TDS/Temp Tester (Low Range)

Offers high-accuracy pH, EC/TDS, and temperature measurements in a
single tester! No more switching between meters for your routine measurements. The waterproof Combo Tester (it even floats!) has a large, easyto-read, dual-level LCD and automatic shut-off. EC/TDS and pH readings
are automatically compensated for the effects of temperature (ATC). This
technologically advanced tester has a replaceable pH electrode cartridge
with an extendable cloth junction, as well as an EC/TDS graphite electrode
that resists contamination by salts and other substances. This gives the
meter a greatly extended life. Your tester no longer needs to be thrown
away when the pH sensor is exhausted. The EC/TDS conversion factor is
user selectable, as well as the temperature compensation coefficient (ß).
Fast, efficient, accurate, and portable, this tester brings you all the features
you’ve asked for and more! Range: 0 to 3,999 µS/cm EC, 0 to 2,000 ppm
TDS, 0.00 to 14.00 pH, 32.0° to 140.0° F (0.0° to 60.0° C). Resolution: 1 µS/
cm EC, 1 ppm TDS, 0.01 pH, 0.1° F (0.1° C). Accuracy (at 68° F/20° C): ±2%
F.S. ED/TDS, ±0.05 pH, ±1° F (±0.5° C). Requires four 1.5 V batteries (included) for approx. 100 hours of operation. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

5. Digital Soil pH Meter

The slender style provides an easy-to-read, instant digital read-out.
Measures and displays the acidity/alkalinity of garden and container soil.
Requires three GPA76 batteries (included). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C29626N111 — $12.90

Soil pH Meter

With this unique measuring instrument,
simply probe the soil, compost, or
potting soil mix to almost instantly determine pH levels. Registers from 3.5 to
9.0. Accurate to within .5 pH. Includes
information that gives the pH preferences for more than 400 flowers, shrubs,
vegetables, fruits, and houseplants.
Meter styled with probe on flexible cord.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

HANNA INSTRUMENTS TESTING SUPPLIES

C14571N111 — $16.75

7.
1.

4-Way Analyzer

Measures the most important aspects of
plant health: light, soil moisture, soil pH, and
soil fertility. The light reading determines the
light level where the plant is located. Soil pH
is measured on a scale of 0-9, and a combined nitrogen-phosphorous-potash reading
is determined on a “too little,” “ideal,” and
“too much” scale, based on USDA standards.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C25384N111 — $31.50

Fertilizer Analyzer

In a 10-second test, measures the amount
of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potash in the
soil. Permanently calibrated for instantaneous readouts. Handy compact size.
Durable construction. No battery required.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C25384N111

5.

SB35048N111 — $172.25

C24592N111

C24592N111 — $11.50

2.

3.

1. Soil Extraction Solution
(460 ml). Ensure proper analysis with

soil preparation solution to guarantee
that measurements are accurate every
time. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26098N111 — $15.15
2. Conductivity Solution (20 ml).

For calibrating EC testers. A total of 25
sachets (20 ml each). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32579N111 — $29.95
3. Calibration Solutions pH 4 and
pH 7. Five 20 ml packets of each.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

SB28993(X)N111 — $17.95
4. Calibration Solutions pH 7 and
pH 10. Five 20 ml packets of each.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

SB28992(X)N111 — $17.95

4.

5.

6.

5. Electrode Cleaning Solution. Cleaning your electrode with this solution can
speed up your measurements. Clean the
liquid junction of your electrodes once a
day or at least once a week to prevent
clogging and to maintain accuracy. 16-oz.
plastic bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26096(X)N111 — $15.15
6. pH Electrode Storage Solution.

To minimize clogging and ensure fast
response time, always keep the glass
bulb and the junction of your pH electrode moist. Store the electrode with a
few drops of this solution, or pH 7 buffer
solution, in the protective cap. 16-oz.
plastic bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C26097(X)N111 — $16.25
7. Replacement Electrode.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

SB38688N111 — $62.75
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Kelway Soil Acidity
and Moisture Meter

Test soil in three minutes! This tester is
designed so that by the action of the electricity
it generates, it will give an accurate pH reading
of the soil on the outside scale of the dial and
show moisture content of the soil on the inner scale.
The electrical energy to move the indicator is due to
a potential difference between two electrodes that act to
show pH value. These electrodes are constructed of special
metal plates and alloys that activate each other and in turn set
up an intricate electrical process generating energy that activates
the indicator. Has no batteries to run down or replace. Easy to use, just push tester
vertically into soil to a depth at least covering the metal plates. Read the pH on the
upper scale (3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 pH values). Once pH reading is taken, push moisture
button on side to obtain the moisture reading (0, 50, 70, 100% moisture). Only 61⁄2" L,
and weighs only 8 oz. Includes carrying case with belt loop and complete instructions.
Six-month guarantee, fully serviceable. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Water + Soil Testing

C09002N111 — $116.50

Soil Analyzer

Dual-purpose meter tests soil pH and fertilizer levels.
Has a convenient slide switch. Directions include
ideal pH range for 350 plants and easy-to-follow
guidelines. Both tests can be completed in about a
minute. Requires one “AA” battery (not included).
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C22060N111 — $21.50

LaMotte Aquaponics Test Kit

Aquaponics is growing rapidly as a hobby and as an industry as the farm-to-table trend
continues to spread. Designed for small- to mid-size systems, this test kit monitors basic
water quality for both the aquaculture and hydroponics segments of your system. A
detailed, diagrammed instruction manual is provided along with a quick reference lid
instruction. Reagents, lab ware, and accessories are mounted in a foam-lined carrying
case. Kit comes complete with the lab ware, reagents, and accessories to perform
approx. 50 repetitions per test factor. Test chemistries and comparators are compatible
with fresh, brackish, or salt water systems. Sh. wt 10 lbs.

◆C34427N111 — $299.00
Reagent Refill for Aquaponics Test Kit. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
◆C34428N111 — $144.75
◆ Subject to $12.00 FedEx® Hazardous Material Surcharge.

Rapitest® Digital Soil Test Kit

The latest technology in soil test kits.
Quickly and easily tests soil samples
measuring levels of pH, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potash. Advanced LED
digital technology and optical calibration
systems. Kit reads soil solution color and
display results. Eliminates the need to compare solution against color chart. Ready to use
and includes all components and instructions needed
to test all four variables (pH, N, P, K). Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

Water Nitrate-Nitrogen Test Kit

This test kit uses a unique two-tablet reagent
system to measure nitrate-nitrogen from 0
to 15 ppm (0 to 66 ppm as nitrate) in a
third of the time required for other nitrate
kits. The unit-dose, foil-packaged tablet
reagents, eliminate the use of cadmium
to measure this important water quality
indicator. Kit includes tablets for 50 tests;
easy-to-handle plastic test tubes with spill-proof caps; and plastic Octa-Slide color
comparator with values 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15 ppm nitrate-nitrogen. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33018N111 — $26.25

C15162N111 — $59.95

Determination of
Salinity Concentration
in Water Kit

Designed to allow the
analyst to perform a
very simple titration
to determine the
salinity of their water
sample. The titration
uses an easily identifiable color transition
to indicate the end of
the analysis. Contains enough
materials to perform 40 tests.
Contents: 100 ml silver nitrate titrant,
15 ml 1.0M potassium chromate, three plastic pipettes, three reaction
vessels, three collection bottles, two 1 ml titrators, and one measuring tube.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C34429N111 — $39.95

Hydrion Soil pH Test Papers

An easy-to-use test paper that
provides means of determining soil
pH over a range with an accuracy of
1.0 pH. In use, distinct color changes
indicated on the paper are compared
with permanent color scale mounted in the plastic dispensing case. Complete with dispenser and two 15-ft. rolls of test
paper. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Range 4-9 Test Paper
Range 1-11 Test Paper
C08834N111 — $15.20
C08835N111 — $15.20
Test Paper Refills. Pack of 5 rolls of test paper for replacement in dispensers. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C08836N111 Range 4-9 — $21.55
C08837N111 Range 1-11 — $21.55

Determination of the Nitrite and
Nitrate Concentration in Water Kit

Designed for an analyst to perform a simple
colorimetric test to determine the nitrite and
nitrate concentrations of fresh water samples.
The reaction yields an easily identifiable
color transition that can be compared with
the colors on the color chart determining
the concentrations. Identified nitrite and
nitrate values are 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,
4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 PPM. The kit contains
everything an analyst would need to perform
a water test either in the laboratory setting or out
in the field. Contains enough materials to perform 40
tests. Contents: 60 ml Griess reagent, 0.5 g cadmium metal
powder, six plastic pipettes, three reaction vessels, three collection bottles, one measuring tube,
one pack of wooden dowels, and one nitrite color chart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C33911N111 — $39.95

pHydrion® Spectral
5.0-9.0 Plastic pH
Indicator Strips

Conveniently packed in a fliptop vial, these premium-quality,
wide-range plastic strips offer
clear, bright, single-color matches at every 0.5 interval from pH
5.0-9.0. Plastic strips are more durable
than paper rolls. Dip the strip into the
test solution, then instantly compare the
resulting color with the matching pH
color chart. Vial contains 100 strips.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C31561N111 — $10.95

LaMotte Low Range
Phosphate Test Strips —
Environmental

Phosphorus is a nutrient that acts as
a fertilizer for aquatic plants. When
nutrient levels are high, excessive
plant and algae growth create water quality problems. Phosphorus occurs in natural water in the form of phosphate. Phosphate
levels higher than 0.03 ppm contribute to increased plant growth.
These test strips provide quick results in the field. This unique test
method allows the user to read low range test results visually by
looking down into the reacted sample tube. Color chart range:
0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5 ppm. Suitable for use in fresh,
brackish, and saltwater samples. Desiccant-lined test strip container protects strips from moisture intrusion. 25 test strips and
complete instructions included. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34426N111 — $19.25
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TESTING EQUIPMENT

Hay + Tobacco Testing

agreto® Hay Moisture &
Temperature Testers

C16282N111

C08768N111

Tester with 20" Probe. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C33987N111 — $385.00
Tester with 40" Probe. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
C33986N111 — $484.50

AgraTronix™ HT-PRO Portable
Hay Moisture Tester

C08901N111

NOTE: All accessories are

interchangeable between
Model F-2000 and Model F-6.

C23989N111

Stainless steel measuring probe and tip, dust- and waterresistant plastic casing, membrane keypad with four buttons,
LCD display with 15 mm high digits, full-area backlight, hold
function, averaging function, count function, battery power
display, automatic switch-off, no calibration necessary, moisture measuring range from 9%-50%, temperature measuring
range from 14° to 212° F, ±0.8% accuracy at low moisture
levels, and 9V block battery power supply. Available with a
20"or 40" probe. Includes tester, protective cap, battery, and
user manual.

C23992N111

Delmhorst® F-2000 Digital Hay Moisture Tester Package
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital readout
Microcontroller circuit
Built-in calibration check
Measures moisture content over a 6%-40% range
Averages up to 100 accumulated readings
Displays average and highest of accumulated readings
Three-year warranty
Hay Moisture Tester Package. Includes hay moisture tester, handle, 10" prod for
testing baled hay, short-pin prod for testing hay in windrows, and carrying case. Does
not test hops. CSA approved. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C16283N111 — $445.95
Hay Moisture Tester Only. Includes 10" bale prod and built-in battery.

Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C23989N111 — $325.00

Delmhorst® F-6 Analog Hay Moisture Tester Package

• A favorite among value-minded producers needing a basic
meter, and those serving the export markets that require
lower %MC range readings
• Popular analog readout
• Moisture content range from 6%-30%
• Calibration checks
• One-year warranty
Hay Moisture Tester Package. Includes hay moisture tester, handle, 10" prod for
testing baled hay, short-pin prod for testing hay in windrows, and carrying case. CSA
approved. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

C16282N111 — $405.00
Hay Moisture Tester Only. Includes 10" bale prod and built-in battery. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C23992N111 — $305.00

Delmhorst® Hay Moisture Tester Accessories

Moisture tests can be run on hay or grain in bags by use of accessories listed below.
NOTE: All prods thread interchangeably into the C08768N111 electrode handle. No
prod can be used without the handle.

10" 830-2 Prod for Baled Hay. CSA approved. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C08901N111 — $60.50
18" 830-3 Prod for Hay in Mows. CSA approved. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C08902N111 — $65.50
H-4 Electrode Handle for Models F-6, F-2000, FX-2000, and Hops Meter.
Cable is 45" L. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C08768N111 — $69.95

Includes easy-to-use calibration clip for on-the-spot
calibration! Takes 20 seconds to calibrate! Rugged 18"
aluminum probe allows for deep penetration testing
in even the most densely packed hay bales. Moisture
range: 8%-45% depending on hay tested. Temperature
range: 32° to 225° F (0° to 107° C). Requires one 9V
battery (not included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C33987N111
C28717N111

C28717N111 — $229.75

AgraTronix™ DHT-1 Portable
Hay Moisture Testers

One-step push-button operation gives digital
readout of moisture percentage or
temperature within 60 seconds.
Detachable probe has a rigid
handle for secure grip. Factory
calibrated — no adjustments
necessary. Moisture range: 14.4%44% depending on hay tested.
Temperature range: 32° to 225° F
(0° to 107° C). Requires one 9V
battery (not included). One-year
warranty.

Tester with 18" Detachable Probe.
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C13179N111 — $194.95
Tester with 32" Detachable Probe.

C13179N111

Great for testing round bales. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C18759N111 — $244.75
32" Probe Only. Detachable probe with rigid handle
for secure grip. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C16246N111 — $89.25

NEW
AgraTronix™ Advanced 20" Hay Tester

Fast, accurate, digital hay moisture tester with a 20" stainless
steel probe and tip. Measures 8%-72% moisture content.
Automatic Density Compensation feature measures push
force to determine whether bale is high or low density, then
adjusts moisture result for more precise accuracy. Memory
can store results for up to 64 bales with a total of 1,000
savable moisture and temperature readings. USB port for
updates and measurement results download. Rubber handle
grip allows for easier push or pull out of probe in dense
bales. Also features a choice for hay or straw bales (separate
mode for silage), offset calibration, backlit LCD screen, and
automatic shutdown. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C34776N111 — $329.99

Moisture and Temperature
Meter for Hay and Straw

Option of reading minimal, medium,
and maximal moisture. Can be used
for the production of silage to control
the moisture in the silaged raw material.
Can also be used to measure the moisture
in tobacco and other raw materials of plant
origin in bales or cubes. Requires one 9V battery (included). Two-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C33915N111 — $454.75
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AgraTronix™ TMT™ Portable
Tobacco Moisture Tester

Measures three types of tobacco throughout the moisture
range specified by tobacco industry standards. Direct
readout in 1⁄10 of 1% increments. Field tested and factory
calibrated. Solid-state microprocessor electronics. Features
tobacco bale density compensation, automatic temperature
compensation, adjustable scale function, tester enclosure and extra-rugged probe shaft, and an 18" probe that
attaches in seconds. Moisture range: Burley 13%-30%, VFC
13%-30%, and Oriental 10%-20%. Requires one 9V battery
(not included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32036N111 — $351.75

C34776N111

C32036N111

6/28/17 2:14 PM

1. agraTronix™ BHT-2™ Baler-Mounted Hay Moisture Tester

Multi-sensor technology takes readings from the left, right, and middle of
the bale for greater overall accuracy. Average of readings updated and
displayed every three seconds. Large, illuminated LCD display and keypad
for easy viewing during day or night. Has ± moisture offset adjustments, adjustable high/low limit of moisture reading, and firmware/calibration curves
upgradable via standard USB. Moisture range: 8%-40% depending on baler
type use. Accurate throughout the normal range of stored hay. Display
resolution: 0.1% moisture. Includes display module, 10-ft. power cable, two
sensor pads, two 35-ft. sensor cables, 12 sensor cable ties, mounting hardware, USB cable, and installation instructions. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

3.

1.

C32035N111 — $399.00

2. agraTronix™ BHT-1 Baler-Mounted Hay Moisture Tester

Measures moisture while baling with square or round balers. Moisture
content is read by sensor pad in baler and transmitted to display module
in tractor cab. Product includes display module, sensor pad, and mounting
hardware. Average of readings updated and displayed every three seconds
with built-in self-calibration button. Moisture range: 8%-40% depending on
baler type used. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Hay + Grain Testing

2.

C18875N111 — $282.95

4.

3. agraTronix™ Temperature Probe

Easily measure the temperature of solid materials such as grain, loose hay (not for use with baled hay),
grain or forage silo bags, mulch, wood chips/pellets, and other similar solid materials. Measurement
temperature range of 5° to 158° F (-15° to 70° C). Auto-shutoff after 10 minutes of nonuse. 59" probe
length. Requires one 9V battery (included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C34157N111 — $169.25

4. agraTronix™ Windrow Portable Hay Moisture Tester

Measures hay moisture content right in the windrow! Testing is easy; add loose hay or forage to a
5-gallon bucket (not included), insert the handheld tester, and press a button for measurement. Time
from sample to test result: 30-60 seconds. Moisture range: 13%-70% depending on hay tested. Requires
one 9V battery (not included). One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C29668N111 — $288.25

agraTronix™ Portable
Grain Kit with MT-PRO and
Hanging Grain Weight Scale

MT-PRO and Hanging Grain Weight Scale,
ALL IN ONE! Measures moisture percent and
test weight (pounds per bushel) and also
measures bin capacities and feed quality. Test
range is 15-70 lbs. per bushel/20-90 kg per
hectoliter. Tester produces a direct readout
for 40 different grain scales and has a
multilingual display (English, Spanish, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, and Swedish). It
has a built-in calibration button displaying the
average of saved test results. Moisture range:
5%-40% depending on grain tested. Temperature range: 32° to 113° F (0° to 45° C). Requires
two 9V batteries (not included). Kit includes
MT-PRO grain moisture tester, hanging grain
weight scale, and sturdy carry and storage
case. Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C29752N111 — $295.75

agraTronix™ MT-PRO+
Portable Grain Moisture Tester

Direct readout for 40 different grain scales.
Illuminated, multilingual display (English, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish). Automatically averages selectable number of
tests and stores average calibration for all grains
tested. Provides direct readout for above- and
below-limit values. USB port for personalization
(adding user name), grain scale, firmware, and
diagnostic updates. 21⁄2" LCD with selectable
large or standard type displays active function
and allows user to scroll up or down through the
numbered grain scales. Features backlit push-button interface for low
light conditions, battery-power indicator warns at power-up when battery
is below 15% capacity, and a battery-saver feature that lets the user select shut-down time. Moisture range: 5%-40% depending on grain tested.
Temperature range: 32° to 113° F (0° to 45° C). Repeatability and accuracy:
±0.5% in normal moisture range for stored grain. Display resolution: 0.1%
moisture. Includes protective carry case with shoulder strap. Requires
two 9V batteries (not included). Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C32033N111 — $299.00

agraTronix™ MT-PRO
Portable Grain Moisture Tester

Ag-MAC™ PLUS Grain Moisture Tester

Measures moisture and test weight (no preweighing). Locking grain hopper attaches to tester.
Features a patented grain swiper for leveling
grain, no-spill technology, large back-lit LCD
screen, and automatic temperature compensation.
Test 16 grains (program space for over 40 grains).
“Auto Update” grain scales easily updated via USB
cord (included) — no number entry needed, just
plug in and update. Connect to diagnostics via
USB. Moisture range: 6%-45% depending on grain
tested. Temperature range: 40° to 113° F (5° to
45° C). Readability and accuracy: ±0.2% in normal
moisture range. Display resolution: 0.1% moisture.
Requires four “AA” batteries (included). Comes
with a heavy-duty carrying case with shoulder
strap. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C32768N111 — $489.95

Direct readout for 40 different grain scales with
multilingual display (English, Spanish, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, and Swedish).
Higher-frequency, capacitive circuit improves accuracy. Built-in calibration button displaying the average of saved test results. Moisture range: 5%-40%
depending on grain tested. Temperature range:
32° to 113° F (0° to 45° C). Requires two 9V batteries
(not included). Carrying case with shoulder strap
included. Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C24595N111 — $261.25

agraTronix™ MT-16
Portable Grain Moisture Tester

Used reliably by the USDA Federal Crop Insurance
Field Office for many years! Direct readout for 16
different grain scales. Each scale can be adjusted to
match local elevator. Automatically averages up to
99 test results. Higher-frequency, capacitive circuit improves accuracy. Moisture range: 5%-40% depending
on grain tested. Temperature range: 32° to 113° F (0°
to 45° C). Requires one 9V battery (not included).
Carrying case with shoulder strap included. Two-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C28718N111 — $199.50
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Grain + Hay + Silage Testing

NEW
1.

2.

Spin-Level Grain Spreader

Spins by gravity from the weight of the grain it spreads
so it does not damage grain. The spinning rotor is an
oval conical volute that varies the width and diameter
of the spread as it turns from a small dribble to the
output of a 10" auger. Permanently lubricated nylon
bearings. Capacity: 3,600 bu./hr. Size: 29" overall
height, 171⁄2" max. hopper dia., 20" min. spinner dia.,
30-ft. max. bin dia., and 22"-30" hanger hook reach.
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C09434N111 — $267.75

Hand Corn Sheller

1. DICKEY-john® M-3G™ Grain Moisture Tester

Allows you to scoop your sample directly, or catch it as it flows from an auger, then
test immediately. No cups to drop or screw-on caps to fight every time you take a
reading. This means you’ll be able to take three highly accurate readings in the time it
takes for one reading with other brands. Easy-to-read display lets you see the results
quickly and move on to the next test. Sample averaging — can continuously store and
average as many as 10 individual samples. Density compensation provided without
weighing or compressing the sample using a unique algorithm. Features rugged
metal housing. Repeatability: ±0.50% (normal stored grain). Moisture range: corn in
two ranges (8%-17% and 15%-32%), soybeans (8%-22%), and wheat (8%-20%). 3" D x
71⁄4" W x 11" H. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C26045N111 — $312.75

2. DICKEY-john® Mini GAC® 2500 Grain Moisture Analyzer

Measuring grain moisture straight from the field has never been easier! This handheld
moisture tester offers the highest level of accuracy in its class, plus the Mini GAC® is
fast and easy to use. It provides quick results featuring 149 MHz-UGMA technology
to match the moisture testers at the elevator. Simplifies operation with menu-driven
interface and eliminates pre-weighing with an internal scale. Avoids cumbersome
screw caps that can cause grain damage and oily residue. Measures over 250 types
of grain and product. Easily loads calibrations with a USB. Tests hot or cold grain
between 32° and 122° F (0° to 50° C). Receives accurate measurements in a variety of
conditions with automatic temperature compensation. 12" H x 413⁄16" W x 85⁄16" D. LCD
display. Moisture range: 5%-45% (depending on grain type). Sample size: 1 pint (0.47
liter). Accuracy: ±1.0° F (±0.5° C). Includes moisture analyzer, loader, 9V battery, belt
clip, instruction manual, and carrying case. One-year manufacturer’s warranty. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

Shells corn of various sizes and shapes. Especially adapted for
use in the selection of seed corn, as it does not break off the
germ ends of the kernels. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C06531N111 — $5.50

12+ $4.83

Variable-Speed Centrifuge

Economical centrifuge designed to fit any
budget. Features a 3,500 rpm variable
speed, timer, and lid safety shut-off
switch. Accommodates most test tubes
from 3-15 ml. The wide stance eliminates
wobbles and vibrations, while the suction-cupped feet prevent slipping. Brushless, auto-switching between 110V and
220V motor is virtually maintenance-free,
and the lid port allows easy viewing of
specimens while in use. Includes an eightplace tube rotor, eight 15 ml tube sleeves,
and eight 13 mm x 75 mm tube sleeve
inserts. Maximum RCF: 1,534 g. 91⁄2" H x 11" L x
11" W. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

SB47161N111 — $426.50

Z50805N111 — $799.00

agraTronix™ 1210 Portable Silage
and Grain Moisture Tester

Convenient, clean, and accurate way to test silage in
one minute — tests grains, too! Digital readout with
conversion chart for common silage types. Comes with
100 plastic sample bags to keep test cell clean. Factory
calibrated — no adjustments necessary. Silage testing
range: 30%-75% moisture. Grain testing range: 10%47% moisture. Requires one 9V battery (not included).
Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C13690N111 — $259.95
Replacement Sample Bags. For use with Portable

Silage and Grain Moisture Tester above. Pack of 100.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Grain Sampling Probe

This probe offers an easier and better way to take spot grain samples from storage for
moisture or temperature tests. Because of its construction it can easily be operated
in cramped spaces, and you can probe as deep as 131⁄2 ft. for samples. Barrel easily
up-ends to dump sample without disassembling. 11⁄2" O.D. plated tubing assures rigid
straight-line probing. Probe has 6-oz. capacity and handle sections are 3 ft. in length.
No tube flex or curve-off. Has aluminum nose cone and heavy-plated steel barrel.
Set of 5. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C08661N111 — $159.95

C16556N111 — $24.65

Fertilizer
Density Scale

Balance the scale on a
knife blade to read the
weight per cubic foot. Use
to set spreaders and sprayers for accurate field applications and take accurate bulk inventories of fertilizer materials. Use with liquid and dry fertilizer products. 12" L x 3" W x 4" H. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C32248N111 — $26.95

Berckes Fertilizer
Density Scale

Measures the density of various
fertilizer blends by both pounds
per cubic foot and kilograms per
cubic meter. Use to determine
accurate settings of application equipment. The proper setting of this equipment ensures that optimum yield is
achieved without negative environmental impact. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C28683N111 — $53.95

Berckes
“Seeder Meter”
Seed Application
Rate Scale

Berckes Grain
Test Weight Scale

C28682N111 — $83.75

C10727N111 — $53.95

Determines pounds per acre of seed applied for all drill spacing for
both conventional drills and air seeders. Due to different seed texture
and size, the chart included with your seeder is only a starting point. This scale is
extremely sensitive and has a range from 0 to 250 pounds. Use for all grains, grass
seed, and fertilizer attachments. Includes a chart with spacing and travel distance, a
sample collection bag, and instructions. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Reads standard, pounds per bushel,
and metric kg per hl. Cone-shaped
design eliminates the use of a striker
stick and makes it simple to use. Determines weights of corn, oats, flax, barley,
beans, wheat, sorghum, or sunflower
seeds. Printed instructions on backside of test weight scale cup. Made of tough,
durable, ABS Cycolac. USDA approved. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
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Koster Deluxe Moisture Tester

Tells you when to ensile, bale, pick corn, and put grain into bin or crib.
Especially valuable to determine correct moisture content to help prevent
combustion and the formation of fatal poisonous gases. Consists of a small
portable electric drying unit that furnishes thermostatically controlled heat,
a container with a screen bottom in which to weigh and dry samples, and a
digital scale that shows directly the percentages of dry matter and moisture.
Also includes a TORK inline timer on/off switch. An instruction chart is
included that indicates drying time for various crops. Moisture range: 15% or
less for barley, shelled corn, oats, rye, and wheat; 20%-25% for cob corn and
hay; 45%-60% for haylage; and 60%-65% for silage. 110-120V AC. One-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

Nasco is proud to offer a
large selection of high-quality
testing equipment to aid with
grain and forage management
and ration balancing.

C31175N111 — $448.95
Koster Complete Moisture Tester. Has all the same features as the Koster

Deluxe Moisture Tester above, except it does not have the TORK inline timer
on/off switch. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C30851N111 110-120V Tester — $428.95
C31173N111 220-230V Tester — $470.95
Koster Moisture Tester. Has all the same features as the Koster Deluxe
Moisture Tester above, except it does not have the TORK inline timer on/off
switch and does not come with a digital scale. 110-120V AC. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Forage Analysis

C31174N111 — $329.75
Digital Scale Only. Plastic, 53⁄4" x 51⁄4" weighing pan. Auto shutoff and

low-battery indicator. Load capacity: 2,000 g. Readability: 1 g. Repeatability:
1 g. Linearity: ±1 g. Display reads in grams or lb./oz. Requires three “AA”
batteries (included). Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

SB31434N111 — $104.75
Thermostat for Koster Crop Tester. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C26046N111 — $37.25
Koster Replacement Internal Assembly. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C33068N111 — $238.75
Koster Replacement Specimen Container. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C33069N111 — $60.50

C31175N111

Agricultural Temperature Measuring Probe

Ideal for temperature monitoring of hay, straw, compost, grain storage,
wood chips, etc. Measuring range is from –58° to 230° F. Features
stainless steel lance and handle, electronic temperature display on
the handle, LCD display with 10 mm H digits, temperature sensor in
the lance tip, and continuous display of the measured value. Available
with 60" or 110" piercing probe length. Includes measuring instrument,
battery, and user manual.

Tester with 60" Probe.
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C33988N111 — $250.00

Tester with 110" Probe.

Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C33989N111 — $310.00

Your best adviser when making quick decisions! The most popular moisture meter
among arable farms and agriculture enterprises. Whole grain sample. Portable device
designed for farmers working in the field. Robust construction guarantees years of
use. Calibrations may be modified. Programmed for 30 species. Temperature measurement range: 32° to 158° F (0° to 70° C). Moisture range: 7.2%-35% for wheat, 4%-33%
for canola, and 8%-43% for maize. Small sample needed: 200 cm3. Requires one 9V
battery (included). Two-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Grain Moisture
Meter GrainMaster

A small, handy device with sample
grinding. Ideal for every farmer to work
in the field. Calibration may be modified.
Programmed for 16 species. USB port for
updating. LED backlight display. Internal
memory capacity for over 400 species in
40 language versions. Calculation of the
average result. Temperature measurement range: -14° to 185° F (-10° to 85° C).
Requires one 6LF-22/9V battery (included).
Three-year warranty. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C30354N111 — $268.50

NEW
Advanced Livestock Nutrition
PowerPoint® Presentation

C34710N111 — $612.00

Grain Moisture Meter TwistGrain

NEW

This compact, convenient device enables you
to determine your grain moisture quickly while
holding the unit in your hand. Rugged meter is
perfect for farmers in the field. Very effective impedance measurement method using whole grain
sample. Calibration may be modified. Beep signal
informs about right grain pressing. Programmed
for 30 species. LED backlight display. Temperature
measurement range: 32° to 257º F (-0° to 125° C).
Requires four “AA” batteries (included). Three-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C34711N111 — $339.00

Grain Moisture Meter

From rumen functions to balancing
feed rations, this presentation takes an
in-depth look at livestock nutrition for
both ruminant and non-ruminant animals.
Detailed illustrations help to identify
structure and function of the digestive
system. The presentation identifies the
importance of vitamins, minerals, and water and describes how each relates to the
nutritional requirements of livestock, along
with exploring nutrient deficiencies. Feed
quality and its correlation to animal health, as well as formulating and balancing rations,
are also discussed. 100 slides. ©2011. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C30465N111 PowerPoint® Presentation — $82.50
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows® 98/SE/2000/XP, Microsoft® PowerPoint®;
Macintosh® Microsoft® Office 2004 or higher, Microsoft® PowerPoint®.
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Grain + Hay Testing
Best Harvest Crop & Silage
Moisture Testers

0.1% accuracy for most crops, hay, and silage. Tests
in about 20 minutes and uses a faster version of
the Official Evaporation Method as approved by
the USDA. Can also be used to calibrate electronic
portable testers. The stainless steel tester
units come with a specimen
container and easy instructions. 110V. Available in
220V through special
order. One-year
warranty.

Hi-Temp Tester with
Scale and Sample Bowl.

The digital scale with large
LCD screen is accurate to 0.1%.
300 g capacity. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C30338N111 — $340.75
Hi-Temp Tester Only. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.
C30339N111 — $324.75
Replacement Best Harvest Specimen Container. Stainless steel construc-

NBI Forage Moisture Tester

• Silages
• Balage
• Commodities
• By-Products
• Hay
• Hi-Moisture Grains
• TMRs
• Seed Production
Circulates the air flow for faster, consistent results. Features
heavy-duty drier with stainless steel case and rugged 110V
heating element, 12.5 amp, 1,000-watt and 1,500-watt variable
heat-control temperatures with thermostat. Can be used for
immediate results and no waiting on laboratory testing, recommended by leading dairy nutritionists, no charts to convert,
all moisture ranges, and all feedstuffs. Four fan
settings and variable heat-control temperatures.
Electronic scales (9V and 110V) for easy reading
and accurate measure. Features heavy-duty
110V heating element, tare, hold, programmable
auto-off feature, adjustable backlit angle display
for easy reading, and adjustable audible beep
function. Large 6.6-lb./3 kg capacity. Requires three “AA” batteries (included) or 110V
adapter (included). Two-year warranty on drier. Lifetime warranty on scale. Made in the
U.S.A. Sh. wt. 12 lbs.

C29371N111 — $393.95

tion with micro-screen bottom includes convenient single handle for easy
operation. Measures 6" in diameter. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

SAMPLER PROBES

C30344N111 — $46.25

C32893N111

C32891N111

WA26488N111

Digital Scale

C32892N111
C30343N111

An economical, accurate scale with a 4.4-lb. (2 kg) capacity in 1⁄8-oz. (1 g) increments.
Features a dishwasher-safe bowl on base that inverts for convenient storage. Also has
tare function. Requires four “AA” batteries (included). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

WA26488N111 — $16.95

J-Scale Digital Scale

Specifications include 300 g capacity with accuracy to 0.1 g. Features tare and zero
functions. Reads in grams, ounces, and pennyweight. Comes with cover/measuring
container. Platform size: 51⁄4" dia. Requires three “AA” batteries (included). 30-year
warranty. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C30343N111 — $63.50

Best Harvest Hay Bale Sampler Probes (Drill Type)

The inside diameter of the shaft is 7⁄8", so samples stay loose for easy bagging
with the cleanout rod between samplings. Clean out rod pushes up to 20 core
samples into a 1-gallon zipper closure bag that is suspended from the ABS protective shield. Heat-treated, hardened steel, serrated tip provides aggressive
cutting action. Shaft and connections are made of stainless steel. Each probe
comes with cleanout rod, four plastic bags, protective cap, and instructions.
Made in the U.S.A. One-year warranty.

18" Probe for 1⁄2" Drill. 24" L sampler
with 18" depth and a 1⁄2" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

C30106N111 — $174.25
18" Probe for 3⁄8" Drill. 24" L sampler

with 18" depth and a 3⁄8" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C32895N111 — $174.25
24" Probe for 1⁄2" Drill. 30" L sampler

36" Probe for 3⁄8" Drill. 42" L sampler

with 36" depth and a 3⁄8" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C32897N111 — $202.95
Replacement Stainless Steel Tip.

May be used with Best Harvest Hay
Bale Sampler Probes with replaceable
tips. Heat-treated stainless steel.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

with 24" depth and a 1⁄2" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C32893N111 — $43.75
Hay Probe Shank for 1⁄2" Drill
Chuck. Drill adapter 1⁄2" shank size

with 24" depth and a 3⁄8" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

Probes. Use with ⁄2" drill.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C30293N111 — $194.95
Bale Sampler
24" Probe for 3⁄8" Drill. 30" L sampler for Best Harvest Hay
1

C32890N111

C23058N111

My Weight Digital Scale

Backlit display has a 500 g capacity, is accurate to 0.1 g, and reads weight in grams,
ounces, pennyweight, and carats. Large easy-to-read LED display. Stainless steel platform. Adjustable display, auto-off, and stay-on feature. Platform size: 53⁄4" x 53⁄4". Comes
with AC power adapter. Requires six “AA” batteries (not included). One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C32890N111 — $90.50

Deluxe Digital Electronic Scale

8" x 5", stainless steel platform is spacious, easy to clean, and sanitary. Moisture-resistant
sealed components. Functions: ounce/gram, auto tare, extended tare range, auto hold,
low-battery indicator, and auto shut-off. Capacity: 10 lbs./5 kg. Measures in 1⁄8-oz. increments for 0-2 lbs. Measures in 1⁄4-oz. increments for 2-10 lbs. (5 g increments for 1-5 kg)
Dual powered for maximum flexibility: AC adapter for 120V outlet (included); or 9V battery
that recharges when unit is plugged in. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C23058N111 — $169.95

Hand Tally

Veeder-type hand tally. Exceptional high quality at low cost.
Long-lasting, finish. Carefully machined for smooth, easy,
accurate operation. Quickly reset by one turn of the knob.
Registers 0-9,999. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SB16447N111 — $8.95

C32894N111 — $188.50
36" Probe for 1⁄2" Drill. 42" L sampler

with 36" depth and a 1⁄2" drill shank.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C32896N111 — $202.95

C32891N111 — $44.50
Hay Probe Shank for 3⁄8" Drill
Chuck. Drill adapter 3⁄8" shank size

for Best Harvest Hay Bale Sampler
Probes. Use with 3⁄8" drill.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32892N111 — $44.50

Feeding Guide

By Mike Hutjens.
Revised and updated throughout, with a chapter on applying
NRC 2001. Topics include dairy cow physiology, optimizing dry
matter intake, feeding and the gestation/lactation cycle, ration
formulation, purchasing and valuing feed, special feeding challenges, BST, hot weather, and 3X milking. Includes both English
and metric measures. 3rd edition. 84 pages, 81⁄2" x 11".
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C29292(X)N111 — $13.80

Forage Management for Dairy

By Mike Hutjens.
Sections include feeding strategies to maximize value while saving costs, making meaningful forage test values, managing risks
and weather challenges to optimize quality, storage strategies,
and cutting waste pertaining to forage delivery.
35 pages, 81⁄2" x 11". ©2009. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C29828N111 — $12.50
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Nasco Forage Sampler

Developed by the Pennsylvania State
University and recommended by extension
research personnel and others interested in testing
C06541N111
quality in forages. The sampler is extensively used
in the U.S. and Canada by universities, feed companies, and individual farmers. Exclusive arrangements with the designer and manufacturer enable Nasco to offer this tool for the easiest and most modern method of sampling loose, baled, or chopped hay and
grass silage. Available with 3⁄8" round shank adapter for use with electric drill (electric drill of 1⁄2 hp or 18V capacity is recommended).
Dowel plunger is supplied with each unit to remove moist or packed samples. Shank adapters are quickly and easily removed from
tube by depressing a spring-loaded plunger. Fitted with replaceable hardened cutter head and adapter. (See NOTE below, as the tip
is not warranted.) Made of stainless steel, the tube is 11⁄8" dia. x 18" L. Sampler comes with standard adapter and round shank for
electric drill operation. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C06541N111 — $130.25

2.

Extension Adapter.

In order to accommodate those wishing to probe the large round bale, an extension
adapter is offered. It is 10" L, and by using it with the regular 18" tube, a 30" penetration is obtained, thus giving an 18" sample at the bale core. 10" extension adapter,
round shank. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Grain + Forage Testing

1.

C06543(A)N111 — $142.25

3.

NOTE: Because the tip for the Forage Sampler is made of a very hard, brittle steel
that can be broken easily by dropping the unit or by hitting a sharp object, we cannot
warranty tips — replacement tips can be purchased separately. The tip design
is the secret to the success of this unit; when we change the material of design,
performance of the sampler deteriorates. Please take good care of the entire unit,
especially the tip.

5.

4.

1. Cutting Tip — Replacement. For forage sampler at above left (C06541N111).

Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C06544N111 — $48.75

2. Cutting Tip — Heavy-Duty Scalloped Forage. Designed by a farmer for balage,
dry hay, and other forages. Made of tool steel and case hardened with a scalloped
cutting edge. Aggressive cutting edge will not plug with wet forages. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C32960N111 — $67.75

3. Drive End — Standard Drill Adapter. A 3⁄8" round shank for forage sampler at
left (C06541N111). Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

Replacement Barrel. For forage sampler above (C06541N111). Stainless steel.

C06543N111 — $48.95

Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

C06547N111 — $49.25

C06548N111 — $13.95

4. Drive End — Heavy-Duty Forage Probe. Designed by a farmer for power drills
and hand drills. Available in two sizes: 1⁄2" or 3⁄8" shank with flats for easy clamping in
the chuck. Radius shoulder for strength. 1⁄4" hole for fastening to probe tube. Drive pin
not included. Use of these drive ends requires drilling two 1⁄4" holes in the probe that
align with the hole in the adapter. Use with caution. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C32959N111 1⁄2" Drive End
C33851N111 3⁄8" Drive End

Cleaning Rod — Heavy-Duty Plastic. A farmer-designed, rugged plastic rod for

for the forage sampler cutting tip. Asked for by our customers, this device will save the
teeth on your sampler. Save one tip and it’s paid for and more. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Cleaning Rod — Wood. Fits forage sampler above (C06541N111). Wooden plunger
and rubber stopper. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Each — $61.95
5. Protective Cap for Forage Sampler. Specially designed nylon plastic protective cap
C13043N111 — $10.00

cleaning forage probes. 24" L x 5⁄8" dia. with plastic safety stopper. Will not break off
like rubber ones do or cut up like wood ones. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C33656N111 — $20.85

Forage Sampler Case

Stop buying new cutting heads because of damage from storage. Use this durable case to
protect your forage sampler. Vinyl covered for easy cleaning and long life. Foam lined. Metal
latches keep case securely closed. Sampler not included. 251⁄2" L x 3" W x 2" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C12808N111 — $63.25

C12808N111

Colorado Hay Probes®

Good sampling methods yield accurate results! These low-cost hay and forage
core samplers can be used on all bale sizes and all types of baled forages.
Stainless steel tip can be resharpened. Choose easy-to-use push-in design or
drill design.

C29385N111
C29386N111

Single-Core Drill Design. Cuts a 3⁄4" dia. x 18" L sample. Chamber holds a
single core sample. 1⁄2" drive shaft. Connects to a portable or AC-powered drill
equipped with a 1⁄2" or larger chuck. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C29385N111 — $217.75

Drill Adapter for Single-Core Drill Design. For C29385N111 above.
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33899N111 — $89.50
Tip for Single-Core Drill Design. Removable steel tip for C29385N111 above.

Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33900N111 — $104.95
Multi-Core Drill Design. Cuts a 3⁄4" dia. x 18" L sample. Collection chamber

holds approx. 15 to 18 core samples. 1⁄2" drive shaft. Connects to a portable or
AC-powered drill equipped with a 1⁄2" or larger chuck. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C29384N111

Drill Adapter for Multi-Core Drill Design.
⁄2" drill adapter for C29386N111 at left.
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

1

Used by farmers, industry professionals,
and university researchers for decades!

C33902N111 — $127.95
Push-In Design. Cuts a 5⁄8" dia. x 18" L sample. Collection chamber holds approx. 1⁄2 lb.
Perfect for the lab. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.

C29386N111 — $343.50
Cutting Tip for Multi-Core Drill Design. For C29386N111 above. Stainless

C29384N111 — $270.50
Cutting Tip for Push-In Design. For C29384N111 above. Stainless cutting tip with

C33901N111 — $127.95

C33903N111 — $116.50

cutting tip with aluminum holder measures 18" x 13⁄16". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

aluminum holder measures 18" x 3⁄4". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Koster Bale Probes

You won’t find a better probe! Highly recommended for the fast and convenient collection of bale
samples for testing purposes. Collect hay samples easily and prevent contamination from handling. Start
getting samples quickly — simply attach your 1⁄2" cordless (or corded) drill, penetrate any forage for samples, the clean-out rod pushes up to 20 hay probe core samples into a 1-gallon standard zipper closure
bag that is suspended from the see-through collection container.
C32169N111 18" probe. Total length: 24". Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $179.95
C32168N111 30" probe. Total length: 36". Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. — $199.95

Replacement Tip Kit. For bale probes above. Includes replacement tip, set screws, loctite, and tip

cover. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C32519N111 — $39.95
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TESTING EQUIPMENT

Forage Analysis

NASCO’S FORAGE PARTICLE SEPARATORS

3⁄4" (19 mm)

5⁄16" (8 mm)

5⁄32" (4 mm)

By determining the different percentages of forage and feedstuff lengths, you can
determine how much long feed material should be added to meet the nutritional
needs of your dairy cows. If minimum fiber levels are not obtained, cows often
display one or more of the following metabolic disorders: reduced total dry matter
digestibility, reduced milk fat percentage, displaced abomasum (DA), and an increase
in the incidence of rumen parakeratosis. Reduced forage particle size has been
known to decrease the time a cow spends chewing, which can cause decreased
rumen pH. Smaller forage particles also spend less time in the rumen for microbial
digestion, thereby decreasing digestibility. Diets that are too long can reduce intake
and limit production.

3⁄4" (19 mm)

5⁄16" (8 mm)
C24057N111

Nasco’s Two-Sieve Forage Particle Separator

C24684N111

Nasco’s Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator

To use Nasco’s Forage Particle Separator, simply stack the four plastic separator boxes
on top of each other. Next, place about 3 dry pints or 8 cups of forage in the top box.
Shake the separator five times and then rotate the unit a quarter turn. Shake and rotate
a total of eight times, then weigh the material remaining on each of the three screens
and the bottom pan. Percentages of different particle lengths can then be calculated,
and long forage can be added as needed to meet dietary requirements. The 5⁄32"
(4 mm) sieve enables more accurate estimation of physically effective fiber by adding
the amount on the top three sieves (3⁄4", 5⁄16", and 5⁄32" sieves). This unit was developed
in cooperation with the Animal Science Department at The Pennsylvania State University. Includes four forage boxes — one each with 3⁄4" (19 mm) holes, 5⁄16" (8 mm) holes,
5
⁄32" (4 mm) holes, and a solid bottom — and complete instructions for use.
Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N

Place seven cups of forage in the top box. Shake the separator five times and then
rotate the unit a quarter turn. Shake and rotate a total of eight times, then weigh the
material remaining on each of the two screens and the bottom pan. Percentages of
different particle lengths can then be figured, and long baled hay can be added as
needed to meet dietary requirements. Includes complete instructions for use. Sieves
measure 5⁄16" and 3⁄4". Sh. wt. 14 lbs. N

C15924N111 — $195.25
Nasco’s Two-Sieve Forage Particle Separator Kit. Includes Nasco’s Two-Sieve

Forage Particle Separator (C15924N111), scale, weighing container, and instructions.
Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C24057N111 — $355.00

C24682N111 — $303.95
Nasco’s Economy Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator Kit. Includes Nasco’s

Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator (C24682N111 above), economy scale, and
weighing container. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. N

C24684N111 — $311.25
Nasco’s Deluxe Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator Kit. Includes Nasco’s

Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator (C24682N111 above), digital scale (as shown
with C24057N111 at right), and weighing container. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. N

C24683N111 — $459.75
5
⁄32" (4 mm) Forage Particle Sieve Only. For use in determining physically effective

fiber (peNDF) of a feedstuff or ration. This unit will fit within an existing set of forage
particle sieves. It has 5⁄32" (4 mm) holes and the appropriate sieve thickness to separate feedstuffs for a reasonable determination of effective fiber. It will stack in line with
the 3⁄4" (19 mm) and 5⁄16" (8 mm) sieves and above the bottom pan. Research has shown
that the addition of the feed material on the 3⁄4", 5⁄16", and 5⁄32" sieves can yield a good
estimate of the physically effective fiber (peNDF) of a forage or diet. This unit is a part
of the standard Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator (C24682N111 above), but is offered individually if a set with a 1⁄20" (1.27 mm) stainless steel screen has been previously
purchased. Includes instructions. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. N

C32767N111 — $108.50
1
⁄20" (1.27 mm) Sieve Only. This additional sieve containing

smaller holes can be added to the standard Three-Sieve Forage
Particle Separator (C24682N111 above), either with or without
the 5⁄32" (4 mm) sieve. The additional 1⁄20" (1.27 mm) sieve can
be used when measuring the particle size of a TMR. It is no
longer a standard recommendation but can be used to supple1⁄20" (1.27 mm)
ment a TMR particle size evaluation. A TMR may have a large
percentage of feed particles smaller than the 5⁄16" (8 mm) found
in Nasco’s Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator. Better characterization of smaller
TMR feed particles may be desired for a more detailed measurement than Nasco’s
Three-Sieve Forage Particle Separator can provide. Results of the TMR particle size
distribution can be a tool in formulating rations, especially for forage intake, forage
dry-matter intake, and physically effective fiber intake. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. N

C24078N111 — $131.25

Nasco’s Digestion Analyzer

Analyzing digestion and adjusting diet appropriately promotes good rumen efficiency
and optimal rumen nutrient balance. The digestion analyzer evaluates rapid by-product
passage and cow performance by evaluating livestock manure. Possible causes of
improper digestion include inadequate processing of grain, excess grain feeding
rates, TMR sorting, poor rumen mat formation, and rumen acidosis. Complete unit
includes 22-qt. plastic bucket (13" dia. x 14" H with handle and lid), three stainless
steel screens (one each with hole sizes 3⁄16", 3⁄32", and 1⁄16"), 4-oz. black plastic ladle,
2-qt. plastic scoop, adjustable sprayer nozzle (color may vary, no choice) with cushion
grip, and one pair of latex-free disposable gloves. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C26728N111 — $246.75 5+ $221.43
Individual Components for Nasco’s Digestion Analyzer
C27100N111 Top screen with 3⁄16" holes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $23.85
C27101N111 Middle screen with 3⁄32" holes. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $23.85
C27102N111 Bottom screen with 1⁄16" holes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $23.85
C29548N111 Bottom ring with handle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $89.75
C29549N111 Top clear section with ring. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $50.95
C29550N111 Middle clear section. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $19.75
C29551N111 Bottom clear section. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. — $14.40
C26750N111 22-qt. plastic bucket. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $22.95
C26751N111 Lid for 22-qt. bucket listed above. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $7.15
C26752N111 2-qt. plastic scoop. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $8.90
C26753N111 4-oz. black plastic ladle. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $8.45
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BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES

Queen Excluder
Plastic

BEGINNER HIVE KIT

Fits a 10-frame
Langstroth hive.
Prevents queen
from producing
brood in honey
supers. Precisely measured
holes allow
worker bees to move
throughout the hive while preventing
queen from moving upward and out of brood box.
Made of injection-molded plastic. Easy to clean and
lies flat. 20" L x 161⁄2" W x 1⁄8" thick. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C33708N111

6.

5.

C33725N111 — $6.95

Bee Escape
(Porter Style)

One-way valve allows bees to
leave but does not allow them
back in. Inserts into the hole
in the hive’s inner cover to aid
in clearing the super of bees.
Lightweight, durable plastic. Set
of 2. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.

1.

4.

3.

2.

10-Frame Beginner Hive Kit

C33699N111 — $4.95

Includes a 10-frame Langstroth hive (C33707N111, below) with frames and foundation installed, gloves,
veil, smoker, smoker fuel, bee brush, hive tool, frame feeder, and Beekeeping for Dummies book. Bees
not included. 217⁄8" L x 181⁄4" W x 14" H. Sh. wt. 39 lbs.

Hive Foundation
Replacements

Plastic foundations coated with
beeswax are ready to install in
frames. More durable than wax
foundations. Pack of 5.

NEW

Medium Foundation. For 61⁄4"
frames. 18" L x 61⁄2" W x 5⁄8" H.
Natural-colored plastic.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34725N111 — $10.50
Deep Foundation. For 91⁄8"

frames. 18" L x 10" W x 5⁄8" H.
Black plastic. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34699N111 — $12.65

C33708N111 — $223.25
1. Smoker Only. Surrounding wire grid protects

you from the heat. Long lasting. 4" x 7".
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C33727N111 — $38.50
2. Smoker Fuel Only. Clean, untreated burlap

produces a cool, white smoke and is easy to light.
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33728N111 — $4.95
3. Beekeeping Brush Only. Soft bristles re-

moves bees without harm. 14" L x 31⁄2" W.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

5. Beehive Frame Feeder Only. Holds 3 qts.

Inner ladders and grooved sides help the bees
access the syrup while reducing the risk of drowning. 19" L x 9" W x 21⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33732N111 — $10.05
6. Beekeeping for Dummies Book Only.

By Howland Blackiston.
Learn to keep your bees happy and know what
materials you need, and raise healthy bees. 480
pages. 4th edition. ©2017. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C26955N111 — $22.95

C33693N111 — $5.60
4. Hive Tool Only. Scraping edge, nail-pulling

hole, and an angled end designed specifically to
fit on a hive frame to help pry it loose. 10" L.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C33717N111 — $4.00

2-Gallon Bucket Feeder for Bees

Easy-to-use design protects syrup from robbers. Fits
atop the hole on your inner cover. Tiny holes in lid give
bees access. 101⁄2" x 101⁄2" x 71⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33695N111 — $9.95

Designed to fit into the large opening of the entrance
reducer in the 10-Frame Complete Hive (C33707N111).
Allows space for bees to come and go. Base is made
of high-impact plastic and the clear glass jar allows you
to see the feed levels without disturbing bees. Holds
approx. 1 qt. 61⁄2" L x 4" W x 73⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33698N111 — $7.05

Beehive Hole Plug
Allows you to close or
open the ventilation
hole. Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs.

C33709N111 — $2.95

Helps with handling
beehive frames.
One-hand operation.
81⁄4" L x 7" W x 15⁄8" H.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C33702N111 — $9.95

10.

Little Giant® Woodenware Beehives

Beehive Entrance Feeder

Frame Grip

9.

8.

7.

Made from untreated pine, these hives, supers, and frames
are designed to fit most standard 10-frame Langstroth hives.
Screened bottom board on the hive and wax-coated foundation
installed in the frames. Pre-assembled for easy setup and use.

7. 10-Frame Complete Hive. Includes telescoping outer cover with protective
metal layer, vented inner cover 10-frame 91⁄2" deep hive body, 91⁄8" wooden
frames with wax-coated black plastic foundation, screened bottom board, mite grid, and entrance reducer.
217⁄8" L x 181⁄4" W x 14" H. Sh. wt. 31 lbs.

11.

C33707N111 — $124.95
C34130N111 Replacement outer cover only. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $21.55
C34131N111 Replacement inner cover only. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $11.20
C34132N111 Replacement screened bottom board only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $27.25
C34133N111 Replacement entrance reducer only. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $1.70
8. 10-Frame Deep Hive Body. Includes 10 wooden
10. Deep Hive Frame. Comes with pre-installed, black
frames with pre-installed wax-coated black plastic foundation for easy viewing. Can be used as a brood box or
honey super. Precision milled for maximum strength.
197⁄8" L x 161⁄4" W x 91⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C33696N111 — $59.25
9. 10-Frame Medium Super. Includes 10 wooden

frames with pre-installed wax-coated natural-colored
plastic foundation. Precision milled for maximum
strength. 197⁄8" L x 161⁄4" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

wax-coated plastic foundation for easy viewing. Pack of
5. 191⁄4" L x 91⁄2" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C33697N111 — $22.70
11. Medium Hive Frame. Comes with pre-installed,

natural-colored wax-coated plastic foundation. Pack of 5.
191⁄4" L x 61⁄2" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C33724N111 — $21.25

C33723N111 — $50.95
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BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES

1.
3.
2.

Beehive Log

Features Rite In-the Rain® patented watershedding paper for use in all weather conditions. 100 pages, 4" L x 75⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33691N111 — $7.50

4.
5.

1. Mite Away Quick Strips

3. Bee-Pro® Pollen Substitute Powder

C34136N111 — $15.85

C34636N111 — $7.90

Use these gel strips for the treatment and control of
Varroosis caused by the Varroa destructor in honeybees. Strips are formic acid polysaccharide gel with a
biodegradable eco-paper wrap wick that controls the
release of the formic acid over the seven-day treatment
period. Pack of 4 strips (2 doses of mite treatment).
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

2. Honey B Healthy Feeding
Supplement for Bees
Life Cycle of the Honey Bee

The life of the bee is invitingly encapsulated in this hard
plastic display, making it easy to get an up-close look
from all angles. Features 12 representations of the honey bee: egg, larva, pupa, adult (worker), adult (drone),
adult (queen), the base of the nest, worker comb, queen
comb, bee pollen, honey, and wax. Honey is even free
flowing within a vial! Comes packaged in a sturdy, cushioned case. Block measures 61⁄2" L x 31⁄8" H x 5⁄8" D.
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Containing 100% pure essential oils (lemongrass and
spearmint oil concentrate), this feeding supplement
is used in winter and spring to stimulate the immune
system of the bee. Calms bees and allows direct queen
release when sprayed on bees, prevents mold and
fungus in sugar syrups, builds colonies when fed during
shortage of nectar, and more. 8 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34135N111 — $18.70

Provides bees with the best nutrients for the production
of larval food. Powder can be fed dry to bees outside
the hive or mixed with sugar and water to form a patty
and fed inside the hive. May be used for building colonies in late winter/early spring to maintain or increase
brood production (prior to and following honey flow)
and to prepare for pollination. 1-lb. jar. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

4. Cold Knife

Sharp, thin, serrated knife used to cut through capping,
allowing easy honey extraction without the use of heat.
4" x 20". Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34134N111 — $18.75

5. Frame Holder

Used to hold beehive frames during hive inspection.
Metal. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C34138N111 — $15.90

SB45598N111 — $43.95

The Beekeeper’s Problem Solver

100 Common Problems Explored and Explained

Homegrown Honey Bees

An Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Beekeeping Your First Year,
from Hiving to Honey Harvest

By Alethea Morrison.
Beekeeping 1-2-3! Essential information to see you through the first year — from
inspecting the hive to avoiding stings. Keeping bees is fun and fascinating and stocks
your pantry with liquid gold. With practical instruction and personal observations, the
author guides you in choosing equipment and managing healthy colonies through
every season. Profiles of urban beekeepers offers advice on keeping hives in cities,
and up-close photography reveals the inner workings of a busy hive, the anatomy of a
honey bee, and much more. 160 pages, 7" x 9". ©2013. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C34129N111 — $14.35

Practical Beekeeping

By Clive de Bruyn.
The complete guide to the bee and its management. Topics include the bee and its
environment, hives and other equipment, management of the apiary, and control of
pests and diseases. Illustrated with photographs and specially commissioned line illustrations, this book will be an invaluable addition for anyone involved in beekeeping.
288 pages, 71⁄2" x 93⁄4". ©1997. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

By James E. Tew.
Although bees are remarkably resilient creatures, they remain vulnerable to predators,
disease, and climate changes. Covers 100 common problems, spelling out in clear
and simple terms what the underlying cause is and how to solve it. Each is tackled
in depth, with photos and diagrams, as well as practical tips and useful insights. 224
pages, 63⁄4" x 9". ©2015. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33632N111 — $20.00

The Beginner’s Guide to Beekeeping
Everything You Need to Know

By Daniel Johnson and Samantha Johnson.
Raising bees is becoming increasingly popular in backyards and on farms large and
small. These resourceful insects produce organic honey and beeswax, all while constantly providing natural aid to the health of your yard and garden. And bees are easy
to keep, especially with the expert instruction of this guide. Beginning with the basics,
the text answers all of a prospective beekeeper’s questions on how to set up, care for,
and harvest your very own bee colonies. With the help of this comprehensive guide,
raising bees can be an enjoyable and accessible backyard pastime. 176 pages, 101⁄4" x
71⁄8". Flexibound. ©2013. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33008N111 — $19.95

C34421N111 — $59.95

Backyard Bees

A Guide for the Beginning Beekeeper

By Doug Purdie.
The ultimate guide to keeping a hive through the seasons. Explains how to install and
maintain a hive of European honeybees. Includes extensive advice on choosing a
hive and the equipment needed, case studies and anecdotes from beekeepers from
all walks of life, and 20 delicious recipes (from toasted honey granola to Bees Knees
cocktails). All you need is a bit of space in your backyard or on your rooftop, and a
little love for the creatures that pollinate the veggie patches of your farm or neighborhood. Includes dual measures. 208 pages, 63⁄4" x 91⁄2". ©2016. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C34422N111 — $27.95

DVD
What’s Killing Our Bees?

Investigates one of the biggest mysteries in the
countryside — what is killing our bees? It’s a question that
generates huge controversy. Changes in the weather,
pesticides, and even a deadly virus have all been
blamed. It’s a problem beekeepers are all too familiar
with. Features scientists who are fitting minute radar
transponders on to bees to try to find the answers. 52
minutes. ©2013. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33967N111 DVD — $169.95
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BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES

Front

4.
2.

3.

1.

Back

2. Beekeeping Tyvek® Coverall

Full-front zipper closure and elastic closures at sleeves and ankles. Easy-to-wear suit is
water-resistant and disposable. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C33730N111 Medium
C33729N111 Large
C33731N111 X-Large

1. Deluxe Beekeeping Jacket & Veil

Deluxe jacket features a self-supporting, collapsible
domed veil attached with a heavy-duty, two-way cloth
zipper for easy removal. Veil does not need to be fully
removed —it can also hang behind like a hood. Jacket
features a hook-and-loop patch at the front of the neck
opening that secures the veil/jacket connection for
extra protection from stray bees. Jacket is generously
cut to allow freedom of movement and includes elastic
wrist cuffs and waistband. Features four roomy front
pockets and each sleeve has an additional pocket.
Great alternative for someone who does not want to
wear a full bee suit. 100% cotton. Fabric imported.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C33722N111 Medium
C33720N111 X-Large
C33721N111 Large
C33719N111 2X-Large

Each — $24.95

3. Beekeeping Veil with Built-In Hat

One-piece construction makes this veil a quick grab-and-go option. Hat keeps the veil a
proper distance away from your face to prevent bee stings — no seams to inhibit visibility. Elastic straps fit under arms to secure veil. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C33718N111 — $15.05

4. Beekeeping Gloves

Goatskin gloves with padded vents provide dexterity and protection. Elastic cuffs. Soft and
pliable goatskin offers superior mobility and flexibility. Fabric imported. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C33704N111 Medium
C33703N111 Large

Each — $87.95

Pair — $13.25

9.
12.
11.

10.
14.

5.

13.
6.

5. Stainless Steel 2-Frame Extractor

8.
7.

Tangential extractor provides the simplicity of a hand-crank extractor and the superior
quality of 18/10 stainless steel material. Can be used with either deep or medium
frames. Includes honey gate, cover, and legs. Some assembly required. Instructions
included. 301⁄2" H x 16" dia. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.

C33701N111 — $169.75

6. Plastic 2-Frame Extractor

Economical extractor is perfect for the hobby beekeeper with only one or two hives.
Includes honey gate and cover. Can be used with either deep or medium frames.
Some assembly required. Includes instructions. 26" H x 16" dia. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

C33700N111 — $159.95

Comes with a tight-fitting lid and honey gate. Place it under extractor to collect honey.
It can also be used to bring simple syrup to your hives and refill feeders early in the
season. HDPE plastic. 117⁄8" dia. x 143⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

C33694N111 — $18.35
8. Honey Gate Only. Made of high-quality plastic. Can be used in a variety of
3

different-sized buckets. Fits through a 1 ⁄4" hole and comes with a plastic nut to keep it
tightly sealed. Metal wing nut holds gate opening securely in place until it is time to let
the honey flow through it. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C33714N111 — $5.10

Fits around edge of a 5-gallon bucket to filter out impurities. The 400 micron
washable fabric helps to create fine-filtered honey that has a beautiful appearance
and longer shelf life (takes longer to crystallize). Use with or without Honey Strainer
(C33715N111 above right). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33716N111 — $6.40

15.

16.

17.

Stainless steel strainer uses a fine mesh to remove leftover wax and other particles
before bottling. Fits over a 5-gallon bucket. Place strainer under extractor before
bottling. 91⁄2" L x 10" W x 41⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C33715N111 — $40.25

11. Uncapping Scratcher Fork

Removes any caps leftover from an uncapping knife. Simple to use. Stainless steel
points fit right under the caps to pry them off and allow access to honey for extraction.
81⁄2" L x 3" W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33706N111 — $5.30

12. Electric Uncapping Knife

Removes the wax from frames. Preset at appropriate temperature for removal of caps.
Heats up quickly and is ready to use within a minute. 183⁄8" L. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33712N111 — $76.50

7. 5-Gallon Plastic Bucket for Honey

9. Honey Filter

10. Honey Strainer

Honey Bottles and Jars

13. 12-oz. Plastic Bear Bottle. BPA-free PETE plastic. Includes yellow flip-top lids with
built-in freshness and safety seal. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33705N111 — $9.95
14. 16-oz. (1-lb.) Plastic Squeeze Bottle. Skep-style. BPA-free PETE plastic. Includes
yellow flip-top lids with built-in freshness and safety seal. Box of 12. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C33726N111 — $9.95
Glass Honey Jars. Traditional skep design. Airtight lids included. Carton of 12.
15. C33710N111 16-oz. (1-lb.) Glass Jars. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs. — $14.95
16. C33711N111 32-oz. (2-lb.) Glass Jars. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $20.05

17. Honey Jar Labels

Compliant with federal regulations. Self-adhesive labels. Includes 24, 3" x 2" labels
and 16, 13⁄4" x 11⁄2" labels. Will fit on all bottles and jars listed above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C33713N111 — $2.95
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FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Boots

Dunlop® Purofort® Thermo Boots

The ultimate cold weather boot! Excellent thermal
insulation for temperatures down to –54° F thanks
to Purofort® material technology. These boots are
35% lighter than traditional boots, are very flexible
and supple, and have outstanding thermal insulation
and exceptional resistance to wear, water, chemicals,
and animal by-products. Shock-absorbing soles are
oil-resistant, antistatic, energy absorbent, and cold
insulating. Boots also have a moisture-absorbing
insole, antibacterial flat lining, arch support,
reinforced ankle protection, steel toecap, and a
puncture-resistant steel midsole. Men’s sizes are
given; women should order one men’s size smaller
than their normal women’s boot size. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
(A) Men’s 8 (C) Men’s 10 (F) Men’s 13 (H) Men’s 15
(B) Men’s 9 (E) Men’s 12 (G) Men’s 14
Indicate size by letter code.
EXAMPLE: C30144(A)N111 Men’s 8.

C30144N111 — $215.00

Tingley 15" Ultra Lightweight EVA Men's Boots

BOGS® MEN’S BOOTS

Constructed from durable hand-lasted, rubber and flexible
four-way stretch inner bootie of 7 mm Neo-Tech™ insulation.
Aegis™ antimicrobial odor protection insole. Comfort rated
to –40° F. 100% waterproof.

Tiny air bubbles self-insulate, keeping feet warmer in the cold
and cooler in the heat. Made with material similar to Crocs™.
70% lighter than other waterproof rubber and PVC knee
boots. Cleated outsole design for good traction. Lightweight,
removable polyurethane contour insole completes the comfort
experience. 100% seamless waterproof construction. Brown.
Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C33827N111 Size 7
C33830N111 Size 10
C33828N111 Size 8
C33831N111 Size 11
C33829N111 Size 9
C33832N111 Size 12

Pair — $41.25

Bogs® Ultra Men’s Boots

Designed to help dairy farmers stay safe and comfy on
slippery indoor and outdoor cement surfaces. Easy-on pull
handles. Internal midsole with rubber sponge for extra
cushioning and warmth.

Ultra 15" Men’s Boots. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C31784N111 Size 7
C31789N111
C31785N111 Size 8
C31790N111
C31786N111 Size 9
C31791N111
C31787N111 Size 10
C31792N111
C31788N111 Size 11
Pair — $134.00
Ultra 10" Men’s Boots. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C31772N111 Size 7
C31777N111
C31773N111 Size 8
C31778N111
C31774N111 Size 9
C31779N111
C31775N111 Size 10
C31780N111
C31776N111 Size 11
Pair — $130.00

Bogs® Rancher Men’s Boots

Size 12
Size 13
Size 14
Size 15

Size 12
Size 13
Size 14
Size 15

Built to handle all the dirt and mud Mother Nature can throw
at you. Durable, shock-absorbing rubber outsole is nonslip,
nonmarking, and self cleaning. 16" H. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C31796N111 Size 7
C31801N111 Size 12
C31797N111 Size 8
C31802N111 Size 13
C31798N111 Size 9
C31803N111 Size 14
C31799N111 Size 10
C31804N111 Size 15
C31800N111 Size 11

Pair — $137.25

StepliteX® Men's Polyurethane Boots

Improved outsole with kick-off cleat. Boots built to last!
Made of a unique poly blend that results in a bubble
structure, making a lightweight boot that is comfortable,
insulating, and extremely durable. This bubble structure
creates polyurethane’s dual nature of flexibility and
durability that is a vast improvement over either rubber
or PVC and will last up to three times longer. Resistant
to oils, fats, solvents, and manure. Superior insulating qualities — cool in summer, warm in winter. High
thermo-insulation is due to foamed material consisting
of millions of tiny air bubbles. Remains flexible, even
at extreme lows of –4° F (–20° C). Cold-insulating and
moisture-absorbing insoles included. Boots are 16" H
with a cut line at 14". One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C31967N111 Size 4
C31970N111 Size 7
C31732N111 Size 10
C31968N111 Size 5
C31730N111 Size 8
C31733N111 Size 11
C31969N111 Size 6
C31731N111 Size 9
C31734N111 Size 12

C31735N111 Size 13
C31736N111 Size 14
C31737N111 Size 15

Pair — $107.50
Steel Toe Men's Polyurethane Boots. Same features as boots above, but with a steel toe for added safety.
One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C32799N111 Size 7
C32800N111 Size 8
Pair — $121.25

C32801N111 Size 9
C32802N111 Size 10

C32803N111 Size 11
C32804N111 Size 12

C32805N111 Size 13
C32806N111 Size 14
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FEATURED
1.

4.

2.
3.

NEW

Deep cleats for
extended life!

1. Skellerup Quatro® 16"
Insulated Waterproof Farm Boots

FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Boots

2. Tingley Men’s 10" Closure Rubber Boots

Lightweight black rubber, no fabric lining. Stretch on easily over shoes.
Easily cleaned inside or out under faucet. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C06230N111 Size 61⁄2-8
C06232N111 Size 91⁄2-11
C06234N111 Size 121⁄2-14
C06231N111 Size 8-91⁄2
C06233N111 Size 11-121⁄2
C17979N111 Size 14-151⁄2

Entirely rubber-clad from top to toe, feet stay dry and
comfortable, even in the harshest conditions! Built to protect
toes and ankles, to allow free movement through even the
muddiest fields, and to softly cushion the blow of thousands of
hard-working steps. Insulated with 4 mm CR foam, plus a 4 mm
wool-felt insulator base to keep your feet warm in cold conditions. Boots feature an ergonomic ankle-locking design to support the foot and prevent heel slip, plus have hardened rubber
toe caps, raised forefoot ribbing; and an extra heel stiffener
for added protection. Cushioned rubber midsole adds to your
comfort level with removable Comfort System insoles featuring
Poliyou® open-cell foam with shock-absorbing Politec® pads
and an antibacterial lining to inhibit odors. Mud-release cleat
design makes for easy cleanup. Made of natural rubber. 100%
waterproof. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.
C34639N111 Size 7
C34643N111 Size 11
C34640N111 Size 8
C34644N111 Size 12
C34641N111 Size 9
C34645N111 Size 13
C34642N111 Size 10
C34646N111 Size 14

Pair — $28.50

3. Tingley 10" PVC Workbrutes®

Economical over-the-shoe boots that are 100% waterproof! Made from a unique polyvinyl formulation
that protects against tough oils and acids. Lightweight and flexible. The boots wash and disinfect easily.
Snap closure to fit over work shoes or boots. Anti-skid tread design. Black. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
C13456N111 Size 61⁄2-8
C13459N111 Size 91⁄2-11
C17919N111 Size 13-15
C13457N111 Size 8-91⁄2
C13460N111 Size 11-13

Pair — $21.60

4. Tingley Hi-Top Work Rubbers

Especially made for broad, heavy shoes! Eliminates the need for lining. Made of rubber with great elasticity so they can be put on easily, but won’t slip off. A self-cleaning and slip-resistant cleat-design sole.
Outsole design offers deeper cleats and more wear surface for longer wear. Black. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C17918N111 Size 61⁄2-8
C06278N111 Size 91⁄2-11
C06280N111 Size 121⁄2-14
C06277N111 Size 8-91⁄2
C06279N111 Size 11-121⁄2
C29256N111 Size 14-151⁄2

Pair — $111.99

Pair — $19.95

Boot ‘N Shoe Brush

Ideal for a wide variety of uses such
as cleaning boots before entering milk
houses, clean rooms, or buildings, as
well as the home. V-shaped trim of the
brushes and stiffness of bristles are
designed for total cleaning around cleats,
crevices, and cleaning front, back, sides,
and soles. Plastic bristles are soakproofed and acid and weather resistant.
Sh. wt. 6 lbs.

C24178N111

C05083N111 — $44.75
Replacement Brush. Two brushes

needed to repair complete unit.
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C05128N111 — $12.60

C24179N111
C30804N111

SCRUSHER®

Cleans boots and shoes easily and effectively, leaving dirt, mud, and slush outdoors,
not on your floors! Designed for year-round use, the replaceable brushes are made
to let dirt fall through and not clog the bristles. Cleans the entire shoe — both the
bottom and sides. Side bristles gently clean away debris while the bottom bristles work
thoroughly to clean soles. Portable — use it anywhere. Black finish with maple trim
and black steel base. Rubber stops protect floors and prevent slipping. No assembly
required. Five-year warranty on steel frame.

Original SCRUSHER®. 111⁄8" L x 7" W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C32507N111 — $30.95
Original SCRUSHER® with Portable Base. 213⁄4" L x 61⁄4" W x 51⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C24178N111 — $39.99
Replacement Brushes for Original SCRUSHER®. Set of replacement brushes with

hard maple bases for C32507N111 and C24178N111 above. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C24179N111 — $17.05
Big Boot SCRUSHER®. Specially sized and designed to take on the biggest boots in
the toughest situations. 103⁄8" L x 6" W x 67⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.

C30804N111 — $96.95
Replacement Brushes for Big Boot SCRUSHER®. Set of replacement brushes with

hard maple bases for C30804N111 above. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

C30805N111 — $20.70

C23408N111

C24292N111

Entrance Disinfection Mats

Designed to be placed at the entrance to hog enclosures; poultry houses; dairy barns;
milk houses; and fruit, vegetable, or grain storage facilities of all types to disinfect the
boots and shoes of workers as they enter. Made with a tough poly mesh over a foam
core with nonpermeable bottom and sides to contain the disinfecting solution. When
filled, mat repels dirt and stays effective for approx. one week before it should be lifted,
rinsed, hung overnight to drain, and refilled the next day. Deep enough to disinfect,
yet shallow enough not to soak the feet. Must be used on a smooth level surface. Not
recommended for commercial use. Rinse off with a hose. Do not use chlorine or bleach.
18" x 18" x 1" D MiniMat. Holds 1 gallon of solution. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C23408N111 — $37.50
34" x 24" x 1" D Entrance Mat. Holds 2 gallons of solution. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C24292N111 — $83.95
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FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Disposable Boots + First Aid + Miscellaneous

Privacy Screen

Tandem Master Jiffy Jack

Durable, lightweight, and easy to
install. Ideal where privacy and
wind protection are needed for
construction sites, storage areas,
parks, or highways. Tear resistant.
Will not absorb water. Green. 5 ft.
7" x 150 ft. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.

A specially designed lift made for tandem axle trailers.
In the event of a flat tire, simply ride the good tire up
onto the Jiffy Jack and raise the flat tire for an easy,
safe, and fast change. So stable you rarely even need to
unload horses or other livestock from trailers to change
tires. Built with design features that prevent slipping
or sinking into the ground. Safe and easy to use, Steel
construction is lightweight, strong, and durable. 40" L x
71⁄2" W x 61⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

C32296N111 — $170.50

C16365N111 — $56.50
GENERAL FIRST
AID KIT

SciZyme Concentrate

The most effective product available for ammonia
and odor control. Perfect for cool rooms, trailers,
stalls, barns, and other confined spaces. Excess
ammonia vapors can cause respiratory issues in
livestock and should be controlled. Use for cattle,
pigs, sheep, horses, and other livestock. 100%
proven and safe. Recommended for calf cool
rooms. One-gallon concentrate (makes 10 gallons
of spray). Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.

EZ Transporter

Fits perfectly between wheel wells in your pickup
truck bed. Sliding gate for easy loading and off
loading. Can also be used as a kennel for smaller
dogs. Gray powder-coat finish. 50" L x 38" W x
45" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow
extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 153 lbs. N

C32837(X)N111 — $65.00

Z46640N111 — $301.25

FARM FIRST
AID KIT

First Aid Kits

General First Aid Kit. Ideal for farm, home, office, and
vehicles. Contains 88 first aid items. Go to eNasco.com/
farmandranch and search for C29348N111 for a complete
list of contents. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C29348N111 — $17.05
Farm First Aid Kit — Serious Injury. Designed to treat

machinery, livestock, and fall-related farm emergencies
that result in serious injuries including fractures, sprains,
deep cuts, puncture wounds, lacerations, severed
limbs, burns, and eye trauma. Contains 108 first aid
items. Go to eNasco.com/farmandranch and search for
C29347N111 for a complete list of contents. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C29347N111 — $38.75

3M™ Particle Respirators

Two-strap design with
single-point attachment provides
a secure fit. Adjustable nose clip
for better seal reduces eye
wear fogging. Lightweight
construction of patented filter
media with electrostatically
charged microfibers help make breathing easier and
cooler. Box of 20. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

C23472(X)N111

C24395(X)N111

C12169(X)N111

C25628N111 — $16.50

6+ $13.42

Elastic Top Boot

A disposable, embossed polyethylene boot. It has an elastic top to keep the boot up on the leg. Fits men’s
shoe size up to 12. 17" H. Color may vary. Bag of 50.
C23472(X)N111 Light duty. 3 mil. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $14.55
C24395(X)N111 Heavy duty. 6 mil. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $19.10

Plastic Tie Boots

Over-the-shoe plastic boots are easy to slip on and off. Handy tie closure.
Made of polyethylene plastic. Can be worn once and discarded.

Nasco’s Big Boot. 16" L, 21" H. Box of 50 (25 pair).
C14019(X)N111 4 mil. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. — $15.50
10-19 $14.38 20+ $13.43
C17348(X)N111 6 mil. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. — $20.80
10-19 $19.43 20+ $17.94
Jumbo Boot. 183⁄4" L, 21" H. Perfect to fit over those

extra-large work shoes or winter boots. 4 mil plastic
jumbo boot. Box of 50 (25 pair). Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C21039(X)N111 — $19.15
10-19 $18.27 20+ $17.40

Regular Size. 141⁄2" L, 18" H. Box of 50 (25 pair).
C12169(X)N111 4 mil. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $12.35
10-19 $11.71 20+ $11.09
C13316(X)N111 6 mil. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $17.30
10-19 $16.41 20+ $15.89

PEET® Dryer

Dries any combination of
shoes, gloves, and waders overnight. Designed
to save space while
meeting all your drying
needs. Uses thermal
convection technology to
provide a safe, silent drying solution. Black. Made
in
the U.S.A. 25-year warC28401N111
ranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.
C28400N111 2-Port Shoe Dryer — $29.95
C28401N111 4-Port Multi Dryer — $57.25
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Z50138N111

Z50139N111

Z50137N111

Z50140N111

Z50142N111

Mailbox & Post Signs

Personalized signs manufactured of rust-free recycled aluminum and weather-resistant finish to withstand
the harshest elements. Line one and line two each hold up to 16 characters per line (each character is 11⁄4").
Specify characters for each line when ordering — maximum of 16 characters per line (including spaces).
Ornaments for signs are sold separately below. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

Z50141N111

FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Farm Signs + Mailboxes

Two-Sided Mailbox Address Markers. Does not hold ornament. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
Z50138N111 Black/Gold — $54.00
Z50139N111 Green/Gold — $54.00
Two-Sided Two-Line Post Sign. Black with white reflective characters. Ornament not included; sold

separately below. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.

Z50140N111 — $57.00
Two-Sided Two-Line Mailbox Sign. Black with white reflective characters. Ornament not included; sold
separately below. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

Z50137N111 — $57.00
Ornaments for Mailbox & Post Signs. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Z50141N111 Buck, 103⁄4" x 91⁄2"
Z50143N111 Black Lab, 101⁄4" x 81⁄2"
Z50142N111 Eagle, 111⁄4" x 93⁄4"
Z50144N111 Horse, 9" x 8"
Each — $47.00

Z50143N111

Z50144N111

Weather Vanes

Made in the U.S.A., these fully functional weather vanes are crafted of lightweight, rust-free, recycled aluminum. Weather-resistant, painted ornaments
vary in size. Adjustable base included.

1. 30" Cow Weather Vane. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C28534N111 — $76.25
2. 24" Black Cow Weather Vane. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C28535N111 — $39.25

3. Rooster Weather Vane

Distinctive, 3-D, eye-catching weather vane. Hand-cast aluminum with satin
black, baked-enamel finish. One-piece ornament and arrow with approx.
arrow length of 18". Height is approx. 24". Directional letters are 3" H.
Recommended for small garages, garden tool sheds, or 18"-24" cupolas.
Consists of adjustable base, mast, two-piece directionals (E-W and N-S), and
one-piece arrow and ornament. Some assembly required. One-year limited
warranty. Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
1.

2.

3.

C06890N111 — $39.25

Cast-Iron Cow
with Hanging Bell

NEW

Decorative cast iron bracket
holds a melodic cast iron bell.
Hand-painted detail. Includes
bell hanging rope; mounting
screws are not included. Bracket: 5" L x 1" W x 71⁄2" H. Bell:
3" dia. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C34805N111 — $19.95

C13527N111
C13724N111

Holstein Cows in Pasture Mailbox

A #1 rural-size mailbox injection-molded of 100%
polypropylene. 100% rustproof construction designed
to withstand years of rugged use. Colorful Holsteins
in pasture design is made using nonfading vinyl inks.
207⁄8" x 8" x 10" mailbox won’t chip, dent, peel, or fade.
Features a large red flag. Completely assembled. Cow
scene on both sides. Made in U.S.A. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.

C13527N111 — $29.75

Red Barn Mailbox

Constructed of sturdy, 100% rustproof polypropylene.
Will not warp, chip, crack, fade, or peel. Large #11⁄2
suburban size protects regular mail, parcels, oversized
envelopes, and magazines. Ready for easy post mounting. 221⁄4" x 13" x 111⁄2". Red and black. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C13724N111 — $29.75

No Hunting or
Trespassing Sign
Web Riderz Web Swing

Age 5+ Swing and spin or just kick back and watch the
clouds go by! Roomy enough for one or two children to
spread out, or big enough for four to swing on. Holds
up to 600 lbs. 39" dia. UV-resistant polyethylene rope.
Powder-coated steel tube construction. Fully assembled
and ready to hang. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

C33841N111 — $119.95

Make sure your property is posted with this highly visible, 10" x
13" sign. Bold, black ink over a
white baked-on enamel. Four
corner holes for easy hanging.
Very durable 29-gauge metal.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C31545N111 — $12.25
10+ $11.25
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FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Food Processing
Safgard Home Pasteurizer
Milky 31⁄2-Gallon
Pasteurizer

Processes milk to a temperature of 156° F (70° C) in one
hour. Inlet and outlet hoses
fill a water bath that is sealed
against any contact with the
milk and provides a constant
and gentle heating function.
Insulated. Stainless steel pasteurizer comes complete with
thermometer. 120V AC. Oneyear warranty. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra
delivery time. Sh. wt. 16 lbs. N

The only home pasteurizer with pressurized
heating and vacuum-sealed cooling. A rugged,
heavy-duty thermostat controls the temperature,
keeping it between 155° and 159° F. The thermostat
automatically shuts off the heat when pasteurization
is complete and then turns on a buzzer to let you
know the milk is ready for cooling. Any amount of
milk or cream up to 2 gallons can be pasteurized at
one time. Everything inside the pasteurizer is made
of aluminum. All parts are easy to clean. 2-gallon
capacity. 1,250 watts, 110-120V AC. UL listed. Oneyear warranty. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C05586N111 — $399.95

2.

Z47148N111 — $532.95

1.

1. 1-Gallon Manual
Butter Churn

Features steel machine cut gears,
four nylon 101 bearings, slow-turning 4-to-1 gear ratio, maple wood
paddle, steel frame, and oak handles. Butter-churn is fully assembled and ready to use. Instructions
included. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

FEATURED

C26345N111 — $142.50

Cuisinart® Frozen
Yogurt & Ice Cream Maker

Makes 11⁄2 qts. of low-fat frozen yogurt
or homemade ice cream in as little as
20 minutes; or make your favorite frozen
drinks, sherbets, or sorbets. The freezer
bowl contains cooling liquid between a
double-insulated wall to create fast and even
freezing. No ice or salt needed. Features
include an ingredient spout, transparent
easy-lock lid, mixing arm that aerates ingredients (no manual churning is
needed), heavy-duty motor, on/off switch, nonslip rubber feet, and cord storage.
Recipe book included. Three-year limited warranty. BPA free. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

WA18337N111 — $79.50

Stainless Steel Cheese Press

This cheese press features a built-in pressure indicator
that lets you set the exact amount of pressure needed
in your recipe. Mold is 41⁄2" W x 6" H with a stainless
follower and all stainless hardware. Rubber feet on the
base protect your table or counter. Easy to take apart
and reassemble for cleaning. 6" x 6" base; 11" H overall.
Will process 2 gallons of milk. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

C19788N111 — $276.50
51⁄2" Stainless Steel Mold/Follower Only.

Large mold/follower will process 3 gallons of milk. Use
with C19788N111 above. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C20034N111 — $84.50

Home Cheese Making

Recipes for 75 Homemade Cheeses

By Ricki Carroll. 3rd edition.
Includes more cheese-making recipes than any other
book on the market. Also contains sections on other dairy
products, such as butter, yogurt, sour cream, crème fraîche,
and mascarpone. Includes stories about artisanal, as well as
home cheese makers, recipes for using your cheeses, hints
on how to store and cut your cheese, and more. The author
provides step-by-step instructions for making over 75
delicious cheeses at home with at least 25 recipes for other
dairy products. Explains what equipment is required and
deals with all aspects of the process, including preparing
a starter culture, using rennet properly, controlling temperature, and storage of your
finished cheeses. Features an easy-to-follow format, illustrations, charts, glossary, and
a troubleshooting guide. 288 pages, 9" x 7". ©2002. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C24958N111 — $16.95

2. 21⁄2-Gallon Electric Butter Churn

Takes 20 minutes. Features Lexan dasher (agitator),
aluminum handle, electric motor, heavy cord with
three-prong plug, 21⁄2-gallon Duraglass jar with cap, and
carrying handle. Churn will process 7 qts. of cream at a
time. Includes instructions. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.

C26349N111 — $379.95

Basic Hard Cheese Kit

Make eight homemade cheeses:
cottage cheese, feta, Monterey
Jack, farmhouse cheddar, Gouda,
Colby, Parmesan, and whey ricotta. All
cheeses are additive- and preservative-free. Kit includes a detailed
recipe booklet, cheese mold, dairy
thermometer, coarse cheesecloth,
vegetable rennet tablets, direct-set
mesophilic starter, direct-set thermophilic starter, and calcium chloride.
Citric acid not included.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C11506N111 — $33.95
Reusable Cheesecloth. 2 sq. yds. Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C11940N111 — $6.95

Mozzarella &
Ricotta Cheese Kit

Takes 30 minutes to make these
richly flavored, melting cheeses. Make at home for pizza,
lasagna, and many other
delicious Italian recipes. Kit
makes up to 20 lbs. of mozzarella
and 10 lbs. of ricotta. Kit contains 10
vegetable rennet tablets, 8-oz. cheese salt,
8-oz. citric acid, thermometer, butter muslin,
and 11-page recipe booklet. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C19125N111 — $27.95
Cheese Rennet Tablets. Made from a non-animal vegetable source, each tablet is

scored into four segments. One-quarter tablet will set 2 gallons of milk in 45 minutes.
Coagulation strength 1:10,000. Pack of 10 tablets. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

C11936N111 — $8.00

Goat Cheese Kit

Comes with complete instructions and kitchen-tested recipes.
Contents: four polyethylene goat
cheese molds, 1⁄2-oz. liquid rennet,
“Chèvre” cheese starter, “fresh”
cheese starter, 1-yd. reusable
cheesecloth, and recipe booklet.
Regular or skim cow’s milk may
be used in place of goat’s milk.
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C11937N111 — $27.95
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C33634N111

Mundial® Professional Six-Piece Butcher Set

Z47775N111
Z47581N111

C33635N111

Milky Cream Separators

Features quality materials and workmanship throughout. Both the electric and manual
models use the familiar spinning-disc technology. The attachment design of the milk
tank along with the broad rubber base give additional stability. The spinning discs are
made out of aluminum. 95 qts. (90 liters) per hour. One-year warranty. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

High-carbon stainless steel knives with comfort-grip polypropylene handles.
Set contains 6" curved, semi-stiff boning knife to remove meat from bones;
6" skinning knife to separate meat from skin; 61⁄2" heavy-duty cleaver to
cut easily through bones; 8" breaking knife to cut large, tough meats; 10"
diamond sharpening steel; and take-apart kitchen shears for cutting smaller
meats. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Cream Separators + Butcher Sets

C25869N111 — $131.95

Electric. Fully electronic control starts the Milky smoothly and reaches full output only
after about 30 seconds. Milk container, housing, and milk and cream spouts are made
of food-grade plastic. 115V AC, 60 Hz. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

Z47775N111 — $608.00
Manual. Housing is cast aluminum with stainless steel spouts. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.
Z47581N111 — $711.95

N
Mundial® 5600 Series Boning Knives

Cream Separators

High-quality, durable, centrifugal device that separates milk into cream and skim milk.
Intended for processing the whole milk for separation of cream from skim milk with
simultaneous removal of contaminants. 201⁄2" H with a 143⁄8" dia. bowl. Milk bowl capacity: 3 gallons (12 liters). Maximum butter-fat content in skim milk: 0.05%. 110V.

Model #18. Made of food-grade aluminum that will last for years. All parts of the
separator are made out of metal, including the base. Maximum output: 21 gallons/hour
(80 liters/hour). Sh. wt. 16 lbs.

High-carbon stainless steel combines the highest edge retention with easy resharpening. Handle provides a secure nonslip grip even when wet. Feature Sanitized®
antimicrobial protection, which is the safest treatment of the polypropylene handles to
guard against bacteria, yeast, mold, and fungi growth. NSF® approved. White handles.
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C30112N111 6" curved, semi-stiff — $15.05
C14253N111 61⁄4" extra wide, stiff — $12.80

C33634N111 — $325.00
Model #15. Made of metal and plastic to last for years. Body is made of durable

1.

plastic; milk bowl, cream and milk spouts, disc, and drum are made of food-grade
aluminum. Maximum output: 26 gallons/hour (100 liters/hour).
Sh. wt. 15 lbs.

2.

C33633N111 — $292.00
Model #19. Made of durable plastic to last for years. The cream and milk spouts

1. Mundial® Sharpening Steels

C33635N111 — $200.00

C30038N111 — $30.75

Chef’s Choice® Professional
Kitchen-Poultry Shears

Two-stage system for the perfect edge! First slot has hard tungsten carbide steel
blades for coarse sharpening stage that will restore the edge of dull knives. The second slot has fine ceramic rods for honing to an ultra-sharp edge. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

on the milk bowl and the disc are made of food-grade plastic. Maximum output:
21 gallons/hour (80 liters/hour). Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

10" Diamond Sharpening Steel.
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

2. Mundial® Hand-Held
Knife Sharpener

Fully forged from surgical stainless steel, the handcrafted
contemporary design features full-metal construction. Each
curved blade is a sleek, one-piece extension of a brushed
steel handle. Lower blade features grip-enhancing serrations
and a powerful, bone-cracking notch. Heavy-duty, slip-resistant
construction makes an easy, quick job of boning and cutting
poultry, as well as cutting vegetables, meat, and fish. Handy
safety latch keeps shears closed for safe storage. Comes
apart for easy cleaning. 9" L. Limited lifetime warranty.
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C31575N111 — $15.50

Flexible Cutting Mats

One-piece construction provides a hard
surface that protects countertops and
won’t dull knives. Each mat is 111⁄2" x 15"
and includes Microban® antimicrobial protection. Dishwasher safe. Pack of 4. Made
in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

C30148N111 — $40.00

WA31607N111 — $5.50

8,000 strokes
per minute!

Electric-Powered Meat Saw

Gives clean, accurate cuts in any job. Use for splitting, rib breaking, quarter breaking,
neck cutting, etc. Reciprocating design allows cutting at the rate of 8,000 cutting
strokes per minute. This 16" saw uses inexpensive, throwaway blades constructed
of spring-tempered Swedish steel. Blades are USDA/MID approved. Blade has a
double-pole, double-throw, safety trigger switch that stops the blade 11⁄2 seconds
after trigger release. Features a heavy-duty 7 amp, 115V, single phase, AC/DC motor.
11⁄8" stroke length. Available in 240v through special order. Shipped directly from our
supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

Z08469N111 — $957.75
Replacement Blade. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C29539N111 — $40.75

25" Butcher’s Professional Meat Saw

Sturdy butcher’s saw with a trigger blade tightener and a high-impact, plastic, sanitary
handle. Comes equipped with one hard-edge, 25" saw blade (measured pin to pin).
Stainless steel frame provides years of rust-free service. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.

C18089N111 — $61.25
Replacement Blade. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C18090N111 — $8.25
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FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Food Processing

Happy Valley
Ranch Presses

C32807N111

Mr. RootBeer® Kit

Experience the rich, creamy taste of a traditional-style
root beer! Kit contains all the essential ingredients to brew
two batches of delicious, old-fashioned root beer (each batch
C33202N111
makes one gallon) in as little as three days! Fun activities will
teach you about the chemistry behind this soda, as well as some fun facts and root
beer history. Unlike store-bought root beer, this root beer is naturally carbonated,
giving it less fizz and a smoother, creamier taste. Contents: root beer mix, dry yeast,
flavor crystals, no-rinse cleanser, four reusable plastic bottles (FDA approved for food
and beverage), four reusable plastic pressure-relief caps (designed to release excessive pressure as a safety measure), four labels, funnel, guide, and instructions. NOTE:
Due to this carbonation process, your root beer will contain trace amounts of alcohol
(approx. 1⁄2 of 1% ABV). Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

C32807N111 — $24.55
Refill Pack Only. For Mr. RootBeer® Kit above (C32807N111). Makes two more gallons

of root beer. Includes two packets root beer mix, two packets flavor crystals, one
packet root beer yeast, one packet no-rinse cleanser, and one easy-to-follow guide.
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C33202N111 — $12.95

A cider or wine press specifically
designed as an all-purpose fruit
press that is capable of grinding
and efficiently squeezing apples,
grapes, and other fruits and
vegetables. “Apple Eater” grinding
attachment is conveniently mounted
on the back of the press, allowing
the “pulped” fruit to fall directly into
the tub for squeezing (however, this
attachment can be mounted independent of the press, allowing both press
and grinding operations to take place
at the same time!). Frame is constructed of rugged laminated hardwood.
All joints are dadoed and cross-bolted
for full structural rigidity. Press comes
unfinished so you will need to protect
it with varnish, lacquer, epoxy coating,
Z48059N111
or polyurethane gel. Acme-threaded
press screw is 11⁄2" dia., 22" long, and passes
through a heavy cast iron cross-arm. Pressure is
applied to a reinforced press-disc that fits inside the
tub. Attached to the bottom of the screw is a cast iron foot
that distributes the pressure to the press-disc. 12" H x 131⁄2" dia.
hardwood tub has beveled staves for easy cleaning and is banded with heavy steel
hoops. Capacity of each tub is equivalent to a box of “pulped” apples. Easy-to-clean,
51⁄2" dia. polymer cylinder will not crack or breed bacteria and has eight serrated
stainless steel knives designed to allow the seeds and stem to pass without grinding.
Features a specially designed cast iron grinding box. Operation is made smooth, fast,
and easy by the use of an 18-lb. cast iron flywheel attached to the grinding shaft; once
moving, it takes little effort to maintain a smooth grinding speed. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
American Harvester Press — Double Tub. Has two juice racks. Sh. wt. 175 lbs.

Z48059N111 — $889.50
Homesteader Press — Single Tub.
Has one juice rack. Sh. wt. 156 lbs.

VEE GEE® Handheld Refractometers

Exceptionally simple to operate and provides quick,
accurate measurements for the concentration of
nearly any aqueous solution. Operation consists
of placing one or two drops of sample on the prism,
closing the daylight plate over the sample, then looking
through the focusable, cushioned-rubber eyepiece for
the readings. Features the largest, easiest-to-read scale
available with clear, sharp figures, screen shading, and incredible contrast. Features rubber grips on the body that block
transmission of hand heat to reduce temperature errors. Small,
C33785(X)N111
compact size makes it portable so it can be used anywhere — field,
plant, or lab. Patented Zero-Ring eliminates the hassle of using a separate tool for calibration. Simply place a few drops of distilled water or liquid standard (R.I. oil or prepared
sucrose solution) on the prism, turn the built-in Zero-Ring until the shadow line is at the
correct value of the liquid, and secure the set screw. Rugged construction and all-metal
housing provide years of reliable use. Nonroll stand ensures unit won’t be prone to roll
off the surface. Scale: Brix. Each model comes with a plastic transfer pipet, instruction
manual, and carry case.

Z48060N111 — $750.00

Yakima Tabletop Press

Anyone who has access to fresh grapes and soft fruit
can quickly and easily produce their own juice — or
wine — with this convenient press. Hardwood tub
measures 11" H and 9" dia. All cast-iron frame with a
3
⁄4" Acme press screw. 21" H. (Not for use with apples.)
Must be finished/stained before use. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.
Sh. wt. 25 lbs.

Z46225N111 — $205.00

Model BTX-1 Handheld Refractometer. Range: 0-32%. Resolution: 0.2%.
Accuracy: ± 0.2%. ATC: Yes. 61⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W x 11⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

C29014(X)N111 — $114.95
Model BX-4 Handheld Refractometer. Range: 45-82%. Resolution: 0.2%.
Accuracy: ± 0.2%. ATC: No. 51⁄2" L x 11⁄2" W x 11⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

C33785(X)N111 — $101.50

Fruit Harvester

Allows user to reach approx. 14 ft. (this includes the
6-ft. reach of the user, plus the 8-ft. pole). Vinylcoated, heavy-gauge wire basket is durable and
comes with a foam rubber cushion to protect the fruit
from getting bruised. Hardwood handle is 8 ft. L.
Sh. wt. 3 lbs. N

C15680N111 — $17.95

Pulp Paper Berry Baskets
Green pulp paper, vented
1-qt. baskets. Biodegradable.
53⁄8" x 53⁄8" x 31⁄4" H.
Pack of 50. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C29998N111 — $12.15
Pack of 250. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
C28075N111 — $51.25

10-lb. Mesh Produce Bag

Great for packaging your produce for the farmer’s
market or your roadside fruit and vegetable
stand! Economical, 13" x 17" red mesh bag
with drawstring top holds up to 10 lbs.
Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs.

C29383N111 — $ .30
Pack of 12. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C29999N111 — $3.50

Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving

400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today

Edited by Judi Kingry and Lauren Devine.
The experts at Ball Home Canning Products have written a book
destined to become the “bible” of home preserving. As nutrition
and food quality have become more important, home canning and
preserving have become popular for the benefits they offer. Contains innovative and enticing recipes for salsas, sauces, pickling,
chutneys, relishes, jams, jellies, and fruit spreads. Provides comprehensive directions on safe canning/preserving methods, lists of
equipment and utensils, plus specific instructions for first-timers and
handy tips for the experienced. 400 recipes, 48 pages of color photos, charts, tables,
glossary, and index. 448 pages, 7" x 10". ©2006. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C32100N111 — $22.95
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3.
1.
2.

3. Universal® Professional Meat Chopper with Pulley

1. Grain, Corn, and Cereal Mill

Chops approx. 15 lbs. a minute! Features a self-sharpening blade and a
general-purpose, medium cutting plate. Can be hand-cranked or belt driven from a motor (not included). Constructed of heavy-duty cast iron with
a durable rust-resistant finish. Feet are designed for secure permanent
bolting. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 26 lbs.

C14412N111 — $38.25

Retail Meat Cut
Flash Cards & Posters

Stretch your food budget, provide nutritious meals, and economically process grains,
corn, and cereal with this mill. Adjustable burrs for coarse to fine grinding of wheat,
corn, coffee, soybeans, shelled nuts, etc. Cast-iron construction tinned for rust resistance. Grinds a pound of grain per minute. High-grade polished aluminum body and
stainless steel grinding mechanism. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.

2. Universal® Gourmet Food Chopper

1

Perfect for fruits, vegetables, nuts, cooked meats, or cooked fish. Cuts up to 2 ⁄2 lbs.
per minute! Since it cuts food and does not smash it, this allows 100% of the natural
food juices and flavors to be retained for maximum flavor. Also cuts food to a consistent and uniform size every time for gourmet style and control in all food preparations. Durable and dependable cast-iron construction. Sanitary rust-resistant finish
is easy to clean and dishwasher safe. Sturdy clamp base securely attaches chopper.
Includes a rubber counter protector for easy mounting to most countertops. The
self-sharpening blades sharpen each time the grinder is used. Comes with a medium
cutter plate that will handle most chopping jobs and a cutter assortment to cut from
fine to coarse. One-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

C32256N111 — $26.25

FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Food Processing

C32255N111 — $113.75

Learn to quickly identify retail cuts of
meat using the set of 175 flash cards
and the two posters offered below.
Each poster is 24" x 36".

Retail Meat Cut Flash Cards.

Set of 175 cards featuring beef,
lamb, pork, and a variety meat
cuts, including all available retail
cuts on the National FFA and 4-H
meat judging lists. Each card has a
high-quality color photo of the cut on the front side and a brief description, as well
as identification for FFA and 4-H contests, on the back. Box also includes detailed
section cards with reference photos of each meat cut. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C30003N111 — $89.95

Hand Corn Sheller

Use to shell small batches of corn
for human or animal use. Can be
used to shell corn to be kept for
next year’s seed. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C06531(X)N111 — $5.50
12+ $4.83

C06531(X)N111

Hand Corn Sheller

Avoid paying expensive costs for bagged feed from your
local mill by shelling your own corn! Quickly shells corn
from cobs for animal feed and then separates the cob
automatically. Manual shelling machine equipped with
fastening system to mount onto a wooden box or similar
support system. Yellow plastic wheel is 61⁄2" dia., housing
is cast iron, and wooden handle is 41⁄2" L. Not recommended for shelling popcorn. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

C31715N111 — $54.95

Presto® 23-qt. Aluminum
Pressure Canner

C31715N111

Retail Meat Cut Posters. Together, these two posters feature all available retail
cuts on the National FFA and 4-H meat judging lists. Posters are excellent supplements to the flash card set above. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C30001N111 Cuts of Beef/Variety Cuts — $8.65
C30002N111 Cuts of Pork/Cuts of Lamb — $8.65

Designed for easy, confident
pressure canning. Special air vent/
cover lock allows pressure to build
up only when the cover is closed
properly and prevents the cover
from opening until pressure is
safely reduced. Easy-to-read
gauge automatically registers
a complete range of processing
temperatures. Constructed of
extra-strong, warp-resistant aluminum and suitable for use on regular or
smooth-top ranges. Mason jar capacity: 24 half-pints,
20 pints, or 7 qts. High-quality cooker includes a cooking/canning rack and complete
instruction/recipe book. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.

WA25113N111 — $125.25

All-Weather® Meat Markers

Designed to write on all types of animal carcasses and other meat parts during meat
processing in USDA-inspected processing plants in the U.S. High-visibility colors
make visual identification fast and easy. Durable water-resistant holder keeps the
marker off your hands and clothing. Safe for all food contact. High-visibility blue and
purple colors are registered for use in USDA-inspected plants by NSF — NSF Registration No. 142992 All-Weather® Meat Marker Blue and NSF Registration No. 142993
All-Weather® Meat Marker Purple. 41⁄2" x 3⁄8". Made in the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
Blue C32171N111
Each — $3.10

Purple

C32170N111
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FARM HOME PRODUCTS

Weather Instruments
NEW

Kestrel Drop D2AG
Livestock Heat Stress Monitor

Vantage Vue™ Wireless Weather Station

Combines reliability and toughness into a station that’s easy to install and
use. Fully featured, highly accurate, and affordable. Has frequency-hopping
spread spectrum radio technology, wireless transmission up to 1,000 ft., weather
updates every 21⁄2 seconds, a glow-in-the-dark user-friendly keypad, on-screen
data graphing, and numerous other useful features. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

SB47160N111 — $424.95

Wirelessly know and log your temperature and humidity
conditions anywhere! An affordable, rugged heat stress
monitor that can be used in the barn, transport vehicle, or
anywhere livestock are housed — wet or dry, indoors or
out. Simply hang in place wherever insight into conditions
is needed, and access current conditions and historical
reading with your iOS or Android device. This monitor is
designed to help you measure and manage your animals’
heat stress, ensuring you maximize your bottom line.
Provides direct readout of Temperature Humidity Index
(THI) — a dairy cattle specific measurement that provides
guidance for when heat stress will start to reduce milk production. Also measures
heat stress index, temperature, humidity, and dew point. Horse shippers can use it to
monitor trailer temperatures and heat index from inside their truck so they know when
to find shade or take a break to water the horses. View data wirelessly with Kestrel
LiNK app, powered by Bluetooth® LE®, on mobile devices and computers when within
100 ft. of device — see, save, and share data from multiple DROPs with just one phone
or tablet. Dustproof and waterproof. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C34661(X)N111 — $99.00

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: iOS 6 installed iPhone® 4s, iPad® 3rd Generation, iPod Touch® 5th Generation and above; Android 4.3 and higher — works with most Android devices with Bluetooth® low
energy, including Samsung Galaxy, Nexus 4, Motorola® Droid and other recent generation phones
and tablets.

Kestrel® 1000 Pocket Wind Meter

Accurate, tough, and affordable. Requires no setup — just hold
it up to measure wind speed whenever and wherever needed. It
can track maximum and average wind speeds along with current
readings, and allows you to choose the measurement units that
suit your applications. Auto shutdown 30 minutes after last key
press. The slip-on hard case protects the impeller, buttons, and
display from damage in your pocket or toolbox. Completely waterproof and it floats. Replaceable CR2032 coin cell battery (included)
provides 400 hours of use. Five-year warranty. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

SB31342N111 — $109.95

Professional Weather Center

Continuous streaming weather ticker and weather alerts! Combines five sensors in one
with temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, and rain, with a stronger signal
for complete and accurate readings. Scrolling text messages of your local weather
conditions and forecast. Indoor and outdoor temperature with a rising/falling trend
line, plus a “feels like” temperature display. Indoor and outdoor humidity with heat
index and dew point. Barometric pressure and future forecast with 14 large weather
icons. Gives average and peak wind speed, including wind directional arrow and wind
chills. Self-emptying rain gauge features a “big mouth” collector for best accuracy.
Long-range wireless sensor with 300-ft. transmission and superior “thru-the-walls”
penetration. Permanent backlight and historical data. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

C30729N111 — $133.50

2.
3.
1.

4. Wireless Rain Gauge

Self-emptying, electronic rain collector
wirelessly transmits rainfall totals to the convenient display giving you daily, weekly, and
running totals, plus rain and flood watch alerts.
Features three rainfall modes, rainfall monitor
(alarm set in increments of 1⁄2"), readings in
inches or millimeters, event history, and flood
watch alert. Also has an atomic clock and date
display. Transmission range: 100 ft. Indoor
receiver requires three “AA” batteries (not
included); outdoor collector requires two “AA”
batteries (not included). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

4.

C30497N111 — $33.50

5. Magnifying Rain Gauge

This easy-read magnifying rain gauge has a
5" capacity. 13" H. One-year limited warranty.
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

5.

C24959N111 — $5.45

1. Maximum-Minimum Digital
Thermo-Hygrometer/Clock

Registers maximum and minimum temperatures in both Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.
Large display shows humidity, temperature, and time. Display digits are 1" tall and 3⁄4"
wide for easy reading. Includes alarm clock feature. Can be mounted on a wall or set
on a table for easy readability. Used for recording temperature differentials. Range:
32° to 122° F (0° to 50° C); 20%-90% humidity in °F. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

6. Rain Gauge/Thermometer Combo

Two units in one! 4" capacity rain gauge with an
enclosed tube thermometer all on a three-piece,
42" H metal pole. Thermometer is mounted on a
swivel bracket. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.

C27216N111 — $14.25

C33786N111 — $30.50

2. Jumbo Display Hygro-Thermometer

Combination digital C°/F° thermometer/hygrometer with minimum/maximum memory.
Provides a separate display for humidity and temperature, with high-low memory
for both temperature and humidity. Two-button operation. Ideal for environmental
monitoring. Has standing or hanging application and large, easy-to-read digital display.
Humidity range: 25-90%. Temperature range: 14° F to 140° F (–10° C to 60° C). Requires
one “AAA” battery (included). 41⁄4" x 4" x 3⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C24443N111 — $28.50

3. Hi-Lo Digital Thermometer

One display shows inside temperature and the other display shows outside temperature.
Two-key operation with memory for highest and lowest temperature. Range: 14° F to
140° F (–10° C to 60° C). Waterproof exterior sensor with a very thin cable (approx. 10 ft.)
for easy leading through window seals. Can either hang on a wall or stand on a table or
windowsill. Operates on one “AAA” battery (included). 43⁄10" x 23⁄4" x 4⁄5". Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C15623N111 — $18.40

6.

Suunto PM-5 Clinometer

A compact, lightweight hand instrument for making
very precise, quick measurements of vertical angles.
Measuring scale stabilizes in less than one second.
No bubbles to center, no scales to adjust, and no
screws to turn. In one simultaneous view, you see
the objective and index line and you read the scale.
Framework is a corrosion-resistant, lightweight
metal. Scale card is supported by a jewel-bearing
assembly, and all moving parts are immersed in a
dampening liquid sealed in a high-strength plastic
container. Weight: 4 oz. Scale may be read directly
to one degree or to one percent; may be estimated
to 10 angle minutes or to 1⁄5 of 1%. Degree scales
graduated 0-90°+; 0-90°–; total 180°. Percent scales graduated 0-150°+; 0-150°–; total
300%. 23⁄4" L x 2" W x 5⁄8" H. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

C09392N111 — $185.25
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1. Carry-It® Cart

Molded from a single sheet of high-molecular polyethylene, it hauls loads up to 300 lbs.,
can easily be hung up on a wall for storage. Tub will not rust or rot. Capacity: 7 cu. ft.
(6 bushels), 300 lbs., 50-gallon liquid capacity. Large 20" pneumatic tires with sealed
ball bearings. Rugged steel axle. Only 32" W, easily fits through a standard doorway or
gate. Tub: 44" L x 24" W x 12" H. Cart: 58" L x 32" W x 24" H. Made in the U.S.A.
Sh. wt. 50 lbs. N

C13903N111 — $308.75

2. Nursery Wagon

Makes tight, tip-resistant turns. Steel deck allows debris, dirt, and water to fall through.
Wagon has a 20" x 38" metal, powder-coated floor with 2" H side lip. 4" W x 10" H
pneumatic ball-bearing steel wheels. Maximum capacity: 1,000 lbs. Some assembly
required. Made in Canada. Sh. wt. 55 lbs. N

C24063N111 — $229.25

6.

3. Precision Garden Seeder

Opens soil, spaces seed, covers seed, and packs soil in one easy operation. Six
separate seed plates furnished: corn, beans, peas, radishes, carrots, and beets.
These same plates will handle more than 15 other common garden seeds. Adjustable ground opener and row marker. Kickstand to hold seeder upright for filling.
Corrosion resistant. Nylon wheel bearings. Approx. size: 30" W x 35" H. Easily
assembled. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C08862N111 — $115.50
4. Seed Plates for Precision Garden Seeder. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C11901N111 Broccoli Seed Plate
C11902N111 Lettuce Seed Plate
C11903N111 Lima Bean Seed Plate
C11904N111 Popcorn Seed Plate
C11905N111 Cucumber Seed Plate
Each — $8.80
Set of 6 Seed Plates. Includes the following plates: corn, radish/spinach, carrot/
lettuce/turnips, beans/small peas, jumbo peas/early peas, and beets/okra/swiss
chard. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

C28303N111 — $31.50
5. Fertilizer Applicator. Turn your garden seeder (C08862N111 above) into a fertil-

izer with this easy-to-attach applicator. Allows for simple and calibrated application
of all granulated fertilizers. Capacity: approx. 15 lbs. of fertilizer. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

7.

C11900N111 — $72.95

8.

Portable Shoulder Spreader

10.
9.

6. Six-Tine Stone Fork

High-carbon, furnace-forged, top-quality steel tapered tines are rugged and strong for
the toughest jobs. 48" wood handle. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. N

C27920N111 — $51.25

7. Loop/Scuffle Hoe

An indispensable gardening tool. Features a 6" x 4" head with a 54" hardwood handle.
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

C34302N111 — $17.65

A built-in agitator in this spreader allows
material to drop onto the propeller
evenly, improving uniformity of spread and
eliminating blockages. Convenient crank
handle-operated. Lubricated metal gears
ensure long life and durability. Adjustable
for both direction and volume with simple,
fingertip controls. Rugged reinforced
polyethylene materials prevent rust and
clogging. Cross shoulder strap. Constructed to stand upright even when the hopper
is full. Lightweight — weighs only 5.5 lbs.
empty. Comes with manual and parts list.
20-lb. capacity. One-year warranty.
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C19734N111 — $68.75

8. V-Tip Weeding & Transplanting Sharp-Edged Hand Trowel

Sharpened blade slices through soil and roots. Ideal for weeding and transplanting.
High carbon tool steel blade with wood handle and hanging loop. 11" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

C32848N111 — $13.95

9. Combination Hand Rake & Hoe

Ideal for clearing wild beds! Specially hardened blade edges stay sharp longer. High
carbon tool steel blade with wood handle. 16" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C32849N111 — $25.25

C32295N111

10. Long-Handled Garden Trowel

Handy digging trowel features wrought steel blades, sharpened edges and point for
easy cutting and planting, and a fire burn wooden handle. Whether digging deep or
way in the back, the extra reach can be a big help. 24" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

C30646N111 — $32.25

ARS Heavy-Duty Pruner

Unique locking mechanism squeezes to open,
which allows true single-handed operation.
Top-quality steel and superior hardening for super
sharp blades that retain their sharpness. Chrome
plated for superior rust and sap protection. High-quality, full-wire coil spring is
anchored and will not pop out. 8" L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

C30659N111 — $52.25
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C32294N111

Multipurpose Net

A great mesh often used as a barrier for bird control in eaves, over ornamental
ponds, for fruit and vegetable cages, over rain gutters, or by attaching to balcony/
deck railings for additional safety. Won’t rust, rot, or corrode. Lightweight and easy
to carry. UV stabilized, long lasting. Reusable/recyclable. Black. 4 ft. x 50 ft. Hole
size: 3⁄4" x 1". Sh. wt. 3 lbs.

C32295N111 — $18.60

Hardware Net

A small, sturdy mesh that is ideal for poultry cage flooring. Easy to wash down and
will not mold or mildew, allowing for the clean breeding of clean, productive poultry.
3 ft. x 15 ft. Black. Hole size: 1⁄2" x 1⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.

C32294N111 — $17.55
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Z47139N111

Z47141N111

Garage-in-a-Box®

All-steel frame with powder-coat finish resists chipping, peeling, rusting, or corrosion.
Cover is constructed of triple-layer, rip-stop fabric. Enhanced weave polyethylene cover is
UV-treated inside and out. Ratchet Tite™ Cover Tensioning ensures a drum-tight cover and
door panel connection to shelter frame. Fabric imported. One-year warranty against manufacturer defects. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

NEW
Corral Shelter

Great for horses, cattle, and most livestock; or for hay and agricultural storage.
Tough rip-stop fabric cover made of 71⁄2-oz. triple-layer, woven polyethylene is heat
sealed, knot stitched, for maximum water resistance. UV treated on both sides. Protective boots at each corner of the cover prevent injury to animals. Universal cover
fits most panel tube profiles (round, square, and oval) with its unique brackets.
Ratchet Tite™ tensioning for solid cover anchoring. Assembled cover measures
12 ft. x 12 ft. x 5 ft. 6". Package includes a 13⁄8" powder-coated steel frame, onepiece green fitted cover, four protective corner boots, four 15" auger anchors.
complete hardware kit, and easy step-by-step instructions. Shipped directly from
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 120 lbs. N

Z50453N111 — $249.95

12 ft. x 20 ft. x 8 ft. Garage-in-a-Box® RoundTop®. Six-rib, 4-ft. spacing design delivers
ultimate strength, ease of installation, portability, and best-in-category value. Bolt-together
hardware at every roof joint connection. Easy Slide Cross Rail™ system locks down and
squares up frame. 100% waterproof cover. Package includes a 12 ft. x 20 ft. x 8 ft. garage
with 13⁄8" dia. all-steel frame, gray fitted cover, double zippered front door, solid rear door
panel, 18 stabilizers, four 15" auger anchors, eight steel foot plates, eight ratchets, and stepby-step instructions. Sh. wt. 195 lbs.
Z47139N111 — $506.25
13 ft. x 20 ft. x 12 ft. Garage-in-a-Box® SUV/Truck. Easy Slide Cross Rail™ bolt-together

brackets allow easy access to pressure points for optimal performance. UV treated in
between with added fade blockers, anti-aging, anti-fungal, and anti-yellowing agents.
Package includes a 13 ft. x 20 ft. x 12 ft. garage with 15⁄8" dia. all-steel frame, gray fitted cover, double zippered front door, solid rear door panel, roll-up door kit, six 15" auger anchors,
eight steel foot plates, eight ratchets, and step-by-step instructions. Sh. wt. 290 lbs.

Z47141N111 — $624.75

GrowIT®
Greenhouse-in-a-Box®
EasyFlow™
Greenhouses

Z46514N111

Ready to build out of
the box, they feature a
powder-coated 13⁄8" steel
frame with ShelterLock®
steel stabilizers for added
strength and durability. The
translucent, rip-stop cover
Z47144N111
is waterproof and UVtreated, providing enhanced illumination for plant growth and protection. Easy Slide
Cross Rails™ ensure a snug cover fit while Ratchet-Tite tensioning provides solid cover
anchoring to the frame. EasyFlow™ side panels and zippered half-moon end-panel
vents provide airflow and temperature control. One-year warranty against manufacturer defects. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
6 ft. x 8 ft. x 6 ft. 6" Greenhouse. Sh. wt. 68 lbs.

Z46649N111

Z46650N111

Z47144N111 — $247.75
10 ft. x 10 ft. x 8 ft. Greenhouse. Sh. wt. 91 lbs.
Z47143N111 — $301.75
10 ft. x 20 ft. x 8 ft. Greenhouse. Sh. wt. 148 lbs.
Z47142N111 — $430.75

Z46651N111

Spacemaker®
Raised Bed Garden

NEW

Benefits include better soil drainage,
water can be concentrated in specific areas, easier soil amendment
for better results, less compacting of
soil for better plant growth, warmer
soil temperatures for longer growing
season, easier pest/critter control,
and better weed control. Hot-dipped
galvanized steel construction provides superior corrosion resistance
and protects against rot, insects,
and extreme weather conditions.
Do-it-yourself assembly — no tools
required. 4 ft. x 4 ft. Shipped directly
from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 36 lbs. N

Z50452N111 — $99.95

Gronomics® — Taking Gardening to New Heights

Constructed of 100% Western red cedar and handcrafted in the U.S.A. Finished
versions are coated with a food-contact-safe oil finish; rustic versions have a unique,
rough-sawn look and are available unfinished only. The raised bed, elevated beds,
and planter box feature a dovetail design that slides together easily without the use
of any tools. Each garden bed or planter comes as a boxed kit with easy-to-follow
instructions to assemble tool-free in minutes. Once assembled, place fabric in the
bottom of elevated bed or planter box (not used in raised bed), add the soil of your
choice (not included), and plant your favorite vegetables, herbs, or flowers. Shipped
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N

Elevated Garden Beds.
Z46514N111 Finished. 48" L x 34" W x 32" H. Sh. wt. 75 lbs. — $329.95
Z46649N111 Rustic. 48" L x 24" W x 30" H. Sh. wt. 55 lbs. — $200.25
Rustic Planter Box. Use this space-saving planter to grow tomatoes, peppers, herbs,

and flowers. 48" L x 18" W x 19" H. Sh. wt. 42 lbs.

Z46650N111 — $170.25
Rustic Modular Raised Garden Bed. 48" L x 48" W x 13" H. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.
Z46651N111 — $121.95
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4.

4. Kinco® Pigskin Unlined Driver’s Gloves

Kinco® Heatkeep® Cold Weather Work Gloves

Lined with Heatkeep® thermal lining. Constructed of pigskin leather that’s tougher than
cowhide, plus dries soft after getting wet — no more stiff gloves, always supple!

1. Gloves with Knit Wristband. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C27406N111 Large
C27407N111 X-Large
Pair — $15.50
Gloves with Shirred Elastic Wristband and Cuff. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C13672N111 Large
C31547N111 X-Large
Pair — $15.10 4+ $13.56

Extra protection with a wraparound index finger. Grain pigskin with split pigskin back,
shirred wrist, and keystone thumb. Also appropriate for light welding. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C24230(B)N111 Medium
C24230(C)N111 Large
C24230(D)N111 X-Large
C24230(E)N111 XX-Large

Pair — $10.15

5. Kinco® Strong Cowhide Fencing Glove

Designed especially for fencing and other tough jobs. Durable and pliable suede
cowhide with reinforced palm and keystone thumb. Unlined. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C28537N111 Large
C28513N111 X-Large

Pair — $7.95

Kinco® Pigskin Palm Unlined Work Gloves

Made of genuine pigskin leather; tougher than cowhide. Pigskin leather palm will dry
soft again after getting wet. Ergonomic wing thumb.

2. NEW Gloves with Knit Wristband. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C34815N111 Large
C34847N111 X-Large
Pair — $8.80
3. Gloves with Shirred Elastic Wristband and Cuff. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C29592N111 Large
C29593N111 X-Large
Pair — $10.80 4+ $9.83

6. Kinco® Premium Grain Cowhide Leather Gloves

Soft work gloves constructed of golden, premium grain cowhide leather. Features
reinforcing palm patch, keystone thumb, and shirred elastic back.

NEW Lined. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34816N111 Large
Pair — $14.80
Unlined. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C34270N111 Large
Pair — $13.35

C34848N111 X-Large
C34389N111 X-Large

7. 2-Gallon Handheld Stainless Steel Professional Tank Sprayer

Suitable for spraying herbicides, pesticides, and general spraying tasks. Corrosionresistant tank and the chemical-resistant seals and O-rings make this the perfect
sprayer for applying even harsh chemicals. Brass nozzle adjusts from cone to stream,
including flat fan, hollow cone, and jet stream nozzles. Heavy-duty pump, 29" stainless
steel wand with commercial shut-off valve, 48" nylon reinforced hose. Five-year limited
warranty. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.

C34340N111 — $109.95

9.

8. Hudson® Stainless Steel Sprayer

Pressure seals the opening tight from within. Offset pump stays inside the tank —
helps keep dirt out because the pump isn’t placed on ground when filling. Viton®
gaskets, seals, and O-rings; strong malleable steel handle; long, field-proven hose;
heavy-duty brass control valve; long, curved, heavy-duty brass spray extension; and
brass fan nozzle with tip. Capacity: 3 gallons (11.4 liters). Recommended fill capacity:
21⁄2 gallons (9.5 liters). Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs.

8.

C08608N111 — $189.25

9. Constructo® Poly Sprayers

Compatible with diesel fuel. Stable, 6-footed translucent tank with large funnel top
features a large, comfortable poly control valve with in-line filter; a strong, curved
brass, 18" spray wand; and a brass nozzle tip with flat fan pattern. High performance
pump with easy-carry metal “D” handle, push rod, and locking pressure-release valve.
One-year warranty.
C33020N111 2 gallon. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. — $71.95
C33019N111 3 gallon. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $77.50

7.

10. 41⁄2-Gallon Battery-Powered Backpack Sprayer

Designed for spraying herbicides and pesticides, etc. Whisper-quiet operation is free
of emissions. 41⁄2-gallon transparent tank constructed of UV-resistant, high-density
polyethylene. Extended reach with the 60" nylon-reinforced hose. Powerful, 12V pump
provides a low 36 psi and a high 62 psi and features a two-step toggle switch. Can be
recharged in less than three hours. One-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 19 lbs.

C34342N111 — $184.75

11. Solo® Piston-Pump Backpack Sprayer

10.

11.

With a connecting-rod-actuated piston pump, capable of producing a pressure up to
90 psi. Handles disinfectants; fertilizers; herbicides; pest control; and formulations for
tree, shrub, and plant protection. Rugged, high-density polyethylene tank is resistant
to ultraviolet light and virtually impervious to everyday chemicals. Internal components with Viton® seals ensure long service and durability. Features a large opening
with strainer for easy filling, large 4-gallon tank, reversible pump lever, 28" wand with
commercial shut-off valve, four types of nozzles (adjustable, fan, hollow cone, and jet
stream), built-in filter screen to keep out dirt, and padded polyester straps for greater
operator comfort. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.

C16226N111 — $101.25
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TROPHIES + AWARDS

Sculptures + Plaques
2.

BOY | DAIRY

3.
1.

5.

4.

6.

Livestock Sculpture Series 2

Figurines depicts a boy or girl with different livestock animals.
Approx. 7"-8" H. Each polyresin sculpture has adequate space at the base to apply
a small name or award plate.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Girl Sculptures.
1. C32549N111 Goat. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
2. C32541N111 Beef. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C32553N111 Sheep. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
3. C32540N111 Pig. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
4. C32538N111 Calf. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C32539N111 Dairy. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
5. C32537N111 Tug O’ War. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
Each — $30.00

Boy Sculptures.
6. C32550N111 Goat. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C32551N111 Beef. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
7. C32543N111 Sheep. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C32552N111 Pig. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
8. C32544N111 Calf. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C32545N111 Dairy. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C32542N111 Tug O’ War. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

7.

8.

ENGRAVING

Engraving on livestock sculptures shown above is available at an extra charge. $3.00 per line. Up to two
lines. To order, specify item number ZS00022N111, plate color (brass, silver, or black), and line(s) of text.

AYRSHIRE

BROWN SWISS

MILKING SHORTHORN

Porcelain Cow Models

GUERNSEY

Hand-cast in cold-cast porcelain, each model is individually hand painted. Comes on an oak base (not
attached) with a 1⁄2" x 3" brass plate for engraving a name or up to two lines of text. Dimensions (including
base): 10" x 41⁄2" x 6". Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C32524N111 Ayrshire
C32526N111 Guernsey
C32525N111 Milking Shorthorn
C32527N111 Brown Swiss

Each — $125.00

2.

1.

FREE ENGRAVING

3.

Free engraving on plaques, L03065N111, L03066N111, and L02663N111 listed below.
Up to four lines of text, free. For example: name or club, event, year, and placing (or up to four
lines). Additional lines will be billed at $3.00 per line. Not applicable with any other discounts.
When placing your order, specify ZS00021N111 to receive free engraving. Use ZS00022N111 for
each additional line.

1.

2.

4.

5.

1. Photo Plaque

Black engraving plate (61⁄2" x 41⁄2") with brass and a place
to mount a 5" x 7" photo under acrylic. Size: 9" x 12". Can
mount either vertically or horizontally. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

L03065N111 — $32.00

2. Plaque with Dairy Cow Figurine

Solid walnut plaque featuring a gold-tone dairy cow and
a black-over-brass engraving plate (61⁄2" x 41⁄2"). 9" x 12".
Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.

L03066N111 — $64.25

3. Nasco’s Photo Award Plaque

Nasco’s photo plaques make ideal lifetime awards using your
own photo. Send your 5" x 7" photo to Nasco and we’ll mount
it on a 13" x 101⁄2" walnut plaque. Your photo is covered with
Plexiglas® for lifetime protection. Includes engraving plate (3" x
5"). Can mount either vertically or horizontally. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

L02663N111 — $41.50
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3.

Mature Cow Models

Today’s standard of excellence is represented in these realistic plastisol cow
models. Each 6 1⁄2" model is mounted on a colorful wooden base and serves as an
accurate teaching aid. Ideal for personal and promotional gifts, show prizes, and
awards. Engraving plate not included. Order ZS00011N111 to order plate at no cost.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
1. C09524N111 Holstein, Black & White 4. C14892N111 Ayrshire
2. C14524N111 Red & White
5. C15710N111 Guernsey
3. C14875N111 Jersey

Each — $81.25

Custom-Painted Models: Available upon request. Requires photos of the animal
on all sides, with identification of unique features. Existing models used. Specify
item number Z48024N111 when ordering and call 1.800.558.9595 for additional
information. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time.

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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5.

Pierced Earrings

Be right in style with these petite pierced earrings while you elegantly support your
favorite breed. Pair. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

1. C12248(F)N111
Post-Style, Jersey

Pair — $7.25

2. C12248(J)N111

Post-Style, Holstein

3. C09523N111

Wire-Style, Holstein

BREED PROMOTION

Jewelery + Games + Toys

Mother-of-Pearl Oval Belt Buckles

Decorative belt buckles in full color on mother-of-pearl background. Buckles fit all
belts up to 13⁄4" W. 33⁄4" L x 21⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
6. C13896N111 Black Angus Bull
8. C10858N111 Jersey
7. C10871N111 Holstein

Each — $8.65

9. Holstein Tie Clasp

4. Cattle Tag Earrings

Miniature red plastic cattle tags with French hooks for pierced ears. Earrings come numbered as “1.” Pair. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.

Alligator clip style. Enameled Holstein figure. A popular award or gift item.
Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

5. Holstein Udder Earrings

Lapel Pin/Tie Tack

C15840(A)N111 — $5.00

Individually hand-crafted glass. Black and white cow with pink udders hanging from
French hooks. Sterling silver. Earrings include two rubber clutches to prevent loss.
13⁄4" drop x 1⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.04 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C32415N111 — $32.50

C09466(J)N111 — $7.15

Pierces tie or can be worn as lapel pin. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
10. (F) Jersey
11. (J) Holstein
Indicate breed by letter code. EXAMPLE: C09467(F)N111 Jersey.

C09467N111 — $5.80

The Farming Game®

Ages 10+ This classic, award-winning family board
game has sold over half-a-million copies! See if you
have what it takes to be a farmer. The object of the
game is to accumulate $250,000 in cash and assets
so you can declare yourself a full-time farmer and
quit your job in town. Includes game board, fate
cards, options to buy, dice, play money, bank notes,
acreage plots, machinery, and tokens. For up to 6
players. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

Life on the Farm® Board Game

Grow your family business, if you don’t have the money, you don’t get to buy! Invest in
cows to grow your income, and your expenses grow, too. Market values change with
each roll of the dice. Collect your “milk check” when you pass the barn. First to “retire”
wins! Develops skills in small business, money, and critical thinking. Winner of the
2012 National Parenting Center Seal of Approval andTeacher’s Choice Award. Contents: game board with 90 Cow Cards, 56 Income and Expense Cards, play money,
two dice, and barn tokens in an easy-access plastic tray. For 2-6 players.
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C10850N111 — $38.50
Farming Game Kids™. Ages 3-9 An adaptation

of the Farming Game® above, this game is for the
“new” generation. Three adjustable levels of play.
For up to 4 players. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

C28784N111 — $25.50

C17675N111 — $21.70

Farm-opoly

Here’s a property trading game for farmers or those who just think farming is cool!
It’s life down on the farm where players increase their profit by collecting “Acres” and
trading them in for “Big Red Barns.” Playing pieces include tractor, cow, pig, work
boot, cap, and corn-on-the-cob. For 2-6 players. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

C28478N111 — $24.95

1.
2.

1. Melissa & Doug® Fold & Go Barn

Nasco Exclusive
“Curious Reflections” Dairy Breed Afghan

Young MacDonalds will enjoy “down on the farm” fun with this fully assembled, wooden
barn. Two-story barn is stocked with seven realistic plastic farm animals, a wooden
ladder, and a folding corral. Chunky handles let you take your bit of “country” wherever
you go! 111⁄4" L x 131⁄2" W x 7" H. Age 3 and up. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.

C33680N111 — $49.95

This beautiful afghan showing the seven main dairy breeds will enhance the look of
any room. Made of 100% cotton tapestry for excellent color and detail. The three-layer
54" x 70" tapestry originates from our Nasco Exclusive “Curious Reflections” print by
Larry Schultz. Use for display only or curl up for an afternoon nap with it. (NOTE: Afghan
will have border around picture before the fringes start.) Fabric U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

C25974N111 — $69.95

 See page 284 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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2. ERTL® Dairy Barn Set

Lets youngsters experience the best of country living, whether they live in the heart of
the farm belt or the middle of the city. Set includes easy-to-assemble plastic buildings,
lifelike human and animal figures, and a generous helping of accessories for youngsters to harvest a bountiful crop of imaginary rural adventure. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs.
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C31928N111 — $35.95
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SHIPPING + DELIVERY

CONVENIENT ORDERING
CALL TOLL-FREE: 1.800.558.9595
PHONE ORDER HOURS (CST/PST)
Weekdays 7 a.m. — 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
Email Fort Atkinson, WI — orders@eNasco.com
Email Modesto, CA — modesto-orders@eNasco.com
Visit our website at eNasco.com

WI

801B Janesville Avenue
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
920.568.5600

store.eNasco.com

Credit Terms

Net 30 days upon credit approval.

Shipping

We will ship your order the most secure and economical way, unless you request a particular method
of shipment. Most orders within the continental United States arrive within 3-5 business days.

Regular or Small Parcels

For in-store pickup,
fax orders to:
920.568.5787

CA

401 Bangs Avenue
Modesto, CA 95356

Most orders will be shipped using FedEx® or Priority Mail.

Large Orders

Your order will be shipped by truck if it exceeds the size or weight limit of regular or small parcels.

SHIPPING CHART
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
Order Total (Excluding truck logo items)

Ground Delivery

Under $75.00

$9.95

$75.00-$199.00

$14.95

Over $199.00

FREE

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Territory, and Distributor Orders

Are excluded from shipping rates listed above. Please call for a shipping quote.

International Orders

Actual shipping charges will apply. Prepayment is required. Call for quote.

In a Hurry?

Next Day, 2nd Day, 3rd Day service are available. Rates are higher than ground service rates.
Expedited service may be appropriate if you are in a hurry for your order. Call for rates. 1.800.558.9595.

This logo indicates that
additional shipping
charges apply.
Catalog items with this
designation require higher
shipping charges than
typical parcel rates due to
size and special handling
requirements by the
shipping company. Call
Nasco at 1.800.558.9595
for more information.

♦ Hazardous Handling Surcharge

Because of U.S. Department of Transportation regulations, you may be assessed a $12 per carton special handling surcharge for products classified as
“hazardous.” These products are designated in the catalog by a ◆ or D.O.T. classification next to the catalog number. Whenever possible, like items will
be shipped in a single carton. However, shipping more than one type of hazardous material in a single carton is prohibited which may subject you to
additional charges.

Filing Claims for Damaged Merchandise

Unfortunately, there are occasions when merchandise is damaged during shipment. If delivery was via truck, Nasco Customer Service MUST be
notified within 15 business days of delivery to file freight claim with the trucking company. If delivery was via FedEx® or Priority Mail, please contact
Nasco Customer Service immediately. IMPORTANT! In all cases, retain original carton and packing materials.

Questions About an Order?

Before contacting Nasco, please compare your packing slip with the merchandise. You may find changes or substitutions already explained. Invoices are
mailed separately. When contacting Nasco, make sure you have one or more of the following available: Nasco order number, invoice number, your purchase
order number, and/or the billing and shipping addresses. Return authorizations are required and granted only by request on stock merchandise within
30 days of the date of invoice. Restocking fees may apply. Contact Customer Service at 1.800.558.9595 (choose option 2), fax 1.920.568.5700, or email
custserv@eNasco.com.

Nasco Price Change Policy

Because our vendors sometimes make significant price increases during the life of our catalog, we must reserve the right to change prices without notice.
We prefer not to make price changes and, wherever possible, Nasco will absorb small increases from manufacturers. If there is a large increase, we will
notify you before filling your order. In the rare event of a typographical error, Nasco reserves the right to charge at the correct price. In such instances, we
will notify you before completing the order to give you the option to cancel or accept the higher price. Current prices are available at eNasco.com.
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Pig.......................................... 78
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Soil....................................... 253
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Disposable.. ..................... 131, 272
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A.V. .. ....................................... 117
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A.V. .. ...................................... 118
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Cable..................................... 195
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Claw.. ..................................... 195
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Hoof. . ..................................... 154
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Muck..................................... 203
Wash & Rinse.......................... 193
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Calf........................................ 172
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Arch Tie. . ................................ 194
Collar.................................. 5, 92
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Chariot...................................... 91
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Umbilical Cord.. ....................... 149
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Clipper Repair........................... 68
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Goat. . ...................................... 92
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Incubator................................ 108
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Cat. . ...................................... 252
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Soil....................................... 253
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Fan Cage. . ................................ 54
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214, 269, 279
Free Engraving. . ...................... 282
Freezers/Refrigerators.............. 132
Fruit Grinder/Press. . ................. 276
Fruit Harvester........................ 276

FUNGICIDES

Blu-Kote®................................. 20
Incubation Disinfectant
Concentrate.......................... 108
Kopertox®............................... 160
Priority Care®........................... 40
ProH................................ 40, 162
Ring Out........................... 40, 162
Sullivan’s Fungall...................... 40
Sullivan’s Fungus Fighter™........ 160
Vetericyn®.. ............................. 162
Virocid®.................................. 165

Funnels/Cones......................... 104
FutureCow™ Comfort Brush. . ..... 207

G
GAMES BY TITLE

Farm-Opoly. . .......................... 283
Farming Game®...................... 283
Farming Game Kids™............... 283
Life on the Farm®. . ................... 183

Garage-in-a-Box®. . ................... 280
Garden Beds. . ......................... 280
Gardening Supplies..... 41, 266, 279
Gate Accessories...... 242, 244-246

GATES

Fencing................................. 239
Livestock Chute. . ..................... 211
Pen Divider......................... 54, 91

Gauges, Humidity.................... 278
Gauges, Rain.. ......................... 278
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Gestation Calendars......85, 89, 138
Glasses, Safety. . ......................... 17

Heads, Clipper/Shearer.......... 73-75
Heat Mats/Pads........... 80, 249, 251

GLOVES

HEATERS

Artificial Insemination.........128-130
Beekeeping........................... 269
Dairy...................................... 130
Disposable.. ................ 81, 128, 130
Obstetric.................................. 81
Work...................................... 281

Glue. . ....................................... 43
Glycerin. . .................................. 97
Grain Analysis................... 261-263
Grain Test Weight Scale.. .......... 262
Grazing Control........................ 112
Greenhouse Supplies.. ............. 280

GRINDERS

Blade...................................... 73
Coffee....................................277
Food......................................277
Grain......................................277
Meat......................................277

Grooming Kits........................... 43
Grooming Tool Holders.............. 45
Ground Clamp. . ........................ 241
Ground Rods. . ......................... 240
Growit®
Greenhouse-in-a-Box®.. ........... 280
Growth Implant. . ........................ 30
Gun Cases............................... 219
Gun Warmer, A.I.. . ..................... 125

GUNS

A.I............................. 119, 126, 127
Adhesive................................ 156
Balling....................... 151, 167, 168
Cap-Chur......................... 218, 221
Marking.................................... 17
Pour-On. . ................................ 164
Ralgro..................................... 30
Spray................................ 41, 195
Stun....................................... 144

Gyn-Stick® Torsion
Fork/Obstetrical Crutch............ 151

H
Hair Dye................................... 40
Halter Plate. . ............................. 23
Halter Rope............................... 25

HALTERS

Cattle................................. 23-27
Goat. . .................................92, 93
Horse................................ 27, 110
Sheep................................92, 93

Hand Tally.. ............................. 264

HANDLES

Gate. . ............................. 242, 244
Obstetrical.............................. 152

Hanger, Artificial Vagina............. 117

HARNESSES

Boar....................................... 122
Cattle..................................... 122
Exhibitor.................................. 57
Horse..................................... 122
Sheep.............................. 94, 122

Harvester, Fruit. . ...................... 276
Hay Feeders.. ...................... 88-90,
115, 204, 205
Hay Hook................................ 214
Hay Testers. . .................... 260-263
Head Gates............................. 211
Headhunter Calf Puller.............. 152

Animal. . ...................... 81, 101, 105
Utility.. ................................... 234
Water............................. 104, 234

Hemp’s Topline
Clipper & Blade........................ 67
Hinge Gate......................245, 246

HOBBLES

Cattle..................................... 199
Goat. . ................................ 87, 199
Horse..................................... 112

Hoe....................................... 279

HOLDERS

Artificial Vagina.. ....................... 117
Brush...................................... 44
Bucket/Pail. . ............... 88, 178, 200
Card. . ...................................... 45
Comb...................................... 45
Cow Tail.. ................................ 183
Fan.................................... 50-52
Grooming Tool.. ........................ 45
Needle................................... 136
Photo.................................... 282
Pig..................................... 76, 81
Salt Block................. 89, 205, 206
Show Card............................... 45

Honda..................................... 114

HOOF SUPPLIES

Baths/Mats. . ...................... 86, 159
Blocks............................. 155, 156
Brushes.................................. 154
Farrier......................... 87, 111, 112,
154, 157, 158, 160
Gels/Liquids/
		 Pastes/Powders................ 87, 111,
156, 159, 160
Knives.............................. 111, 157
Lifter/Stand....................... 111, 154
Picks................................ 111, 154
Polish............................... 40, 154
Shears. . ...................... 87, 154, 157

HOOKS

Bucket/Pail. . ........................... 200
Hay........................................ 214
Oviarectomy........................... 136
Snake. . ................................... 221

Horn Weights............................. 31
Horse Dental Supplies...............113

Hose

Blower. . .............................. 48-50
Nozzles.................................... 41
Water............................... 42, 236

Hose Reels/Hoses............... 42, 49,
50, 236
Hose Support Arms.................. 188
Humidity Gauges. . ................... 278
Hydrometer............................ 255
Hygrometers. . ......................... 278

I
Ice Chest................................. 196
Ice Cream Makers.. .................. 274
Incubators..................106-109, 133
Inflations. . ......................... 187, 189
Infrared Heaters........... 81, 101, 105
Injections. . ................. 161, 162, 164
Ink/Paste, Tattoo. . ....................... 21
Ink, Marking........................ 12, 122

Insect Sprays/Insecticides....... 41, 97,
110, 161,
212, 225, 228
Insecticide Tags.. ..................... 228
Insemination
Equipment..... 116, 118-123, 125-127
Insulator Driver. . ....................... 244
Insulators, Fencing. . .... 239, 242-244
Intrauterine Infusion Wash......... 128
Intravenous Sets.. ..................... 140
Iodine.. .......................115, 182, 183
Isopropyl Alcohol.. .. 21, 40, 149, 163

J
Jack, Tire. . .............................. 272

JACKETS

Beekeeping........................... 269
Cattle..................................... 179
Goat. . .................................84, 89
Sheep................................89, 95

Jars, Honey.. ........................... 269
Jeans....................................... 57
Jewelry.................................. 283
Judging Computer. . ................... 78

K
Ketchum Tattooers. . ................... 23
Ketosis Products. . .............. 162, 166
Kick Stops.. .............................. 199
Knife Sharpeners............... 157, 275

KNIVES

Beekeeping........................... 269
Blue Safety Tag Knife.................. 9
Cutlery.................................. 275
EZ-Knife Tag Remover................ 10
Hoof. . ............................... 111, 157
Leg Band................................... 7
Teat.. ...................................... 183
Y-TEX® Tag Removal Knife.......... 12

Knot Remover........................... 43
Krazy Glue®.............................. 43

L
Lacto-Densimeters.. .................. 172
Lamps................................ 81, 105
Latches........................... 244, 246
Laxatives................................. 162
Lead Chains/Ropes/Straps. . .. 25, 26,
30, 92, 110
Leaders...............................26, 30
Leak Sealer. . ........................... 237
Leather Care............................ 110
Leg Band Removal Knife.. ............. 7
Leg Bands........................ 6, 7, 109
Leg Wrap.................................. 95
Lens Paper.............................. 133
Lifts. . ................................ 145, 199
Light Bulbs.. ............................. 105
Lime Spreader.. ......................... 194
Liners,
Artificial Vagina. . ........... 117, 119, 123
Lines, Lunge............................ 115
Links.....................................5, 28
Lister Products.......................... 70
Livestock Panels. . ...................... 54
Lock N’ Dry Cords.. .................. 232
Lubricants. . .............................. 120
Lunge Lines............................. 115

M

Magnets............................. 73, 151
Mailbox Plates/Mailboxes......... 273

MARKERS
Dry-Erase. . ............................... 60
Identification............6-8, 11-13, 130
Meat......................................277
Marking Crayons....................... 94
Marking Guns. . ........................... 17
Marking Ink/Paint. . .......... 12, 19, 122
Masks/Blindfold, Cattle. . ......26, 228
Masks, Fly. . .............................. 110
Masks, Safety. . ................... 78, 272
Mastitis Detectors. . ....... 187, 189-191
Mastitis Treatments. . ....163, 181, 182
Mat Mover........................ 56, 206
Mating Harness.................. 94, 122

MATS
Heated...................... 80, 105, 251
Hoof. . ............................... 86, 159
Pet......................................... 251
Stall.. .................. 54, 80, 206, 207
Mats, Fitting.............................. 54
Measuring Sticks...................... 198
Measuring Tape.. ............... 123, 198
Meat Markers...........................277
Meat Saws.............................. 275

METERS
Livestock......................... 197, 278
Moisture........................ 257, 259,
260, 262-264
Volt....................................... 242
Weather.. ................................ 197
Wind..................................... 278
Microscopes &
Accessories ..................... 133-135
Milk Replacers. . ........ 81, 85, 86, 170
Milk Testing.. .............. 166, 187, 190
Milkbar™ Feeders. . .................... 174
Milkers............................. 185-189
Milking Buckets/Pails............... 185,
186, 193
Milking Cart............................. 185
Milking Stools.. ......................... 183
Misting Filter............................. 52
Misting Ring.............................. 52

MODELS
Cattle........................ 13, 122, 282
Rumen.. .................................. 151
Toys...................................... 283
Moisture Meters. . ............. 257, 259,
260, 262-264
Moisturizers.............................. 38
Motors, Oster®.......................... 74
Mouse Traps.................... 223, 224
Mousse.................................... 37
Mr. Rootbeer® Kit..................... 276
Muzzles.............................. 84, 112

N
Nail Clippers/Trimmers............. 250
Navel Clamps. . ......................... 149
Neck Straps.......................... 6, 29
Neck Sweats/
Cover Sweats. . ....................30, 95
Needle Holders........................ 136
Needles............ 138, 140, 219, 220
Nests.............................. 103, 248
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Fencing Supplies............. 105, 247
Garden........................... 247, 279
Goat. . .................................... 247
Hay................................... 88, 115
Insect.................................... 222
Multipurpose.......................... 279
Poultry. . ................... 105, 247, 279
Sheep................................... 247

NIPPLES

Calf............................ 172-177, 181
Dynamint................................ 181
Goat. . ...................................... 88
Milkbar™. . ................................ 174
Poultry. . ................................... 98
Sheep................................ 87, 88

Nolvasan®.. ........................ 86, 165
Nose Band Covers. . ................... 26
Nozzles........................ 41, 50, 195

O
Obstetric Supplies............... 81, 89,
149, 151-153
Odor/Ammonia Control.......40, 208
Oil, Gun.............................. 17, 221
Oilers........................ 211, 212, 225
Opener, Chicken Coop Door...... 100

OSTER®

Blade Care. . ............................. 73
Blades..................... 68, 69, 72, 74
Clippers. . ............................ 66, 72
Combs.................................... 68
Motors. . ................................... 74
Shearers. . ................................ 74

Otoscope................................ 137
Overalls. . ............................. 57, 60
Overshoes............................... 271
Oviarectomy Hook. . .................. 136

P
Pad, Gun Cleaning.................... 221
Paddles........................ 29, 77, 216
Pail/Bucket Holders........... 88, 200

PAILS/BUCKETS

Personalized Items..... 23, 273, 282

PEST CONTROL

Bait................................ 224, 228
Coil/Spring Traps.................... 223
Dust/Liquid/Spray........... 34, 41, 97,
110, 161, 211, 212, 225
Fly Leggins............................. 110
Fly Masks.. .............................. 110
Foggers/Gassers.......... 50, 51, 227
Insect Sprays/Insecticides. . ... 41, 97,
110, 161, 212,
225, 227, 228
Insect Traps............ 222, 226, 227
Live Traps.............................. 223
Mosquito Dunks..................... 229
Oilers/Scratchers............. 207, 211,
212, 225
Repellers................ 222, 226, 272
Rodent Traps. . ................. 223, 224
Scarecrows............................ 222
Snares/Tongs.......................... 221

PET SUPPLIES

Beds & Crates......................... 251
Dog.. ..................................... 250
Grooming.......................... 43, 45,
46, 94, 250
Heating Mats. . ......................... 251
Rabbit..................... 248, 249, 251

pH Paper................................ 259
pH Testers....................... 257-259
Photo Holders......................... 282
Picks, Hoof........................ 111, 154
Pin-Less Peepers. . .................... 101
Pins, Blanket............................. 93
Plant Studies........................... 256
Planter Box............................. 280
Plaques.................................. 282

PLATES

Halter...................................... 23
Seed..................................... 279

Pliers, Pin-Less Peepers............ 101
Pliers, Split Ring.. ......................... 5
Poly Rope/Tape/Wire.. ............... 241

POSTERS/CHARTS

Horse......................................113
Meat......................................277
Poultry. . .................................. 107

Beekeeping. . ................... 267, 269
General Use.................... 172, 193,
200, 201, 203
Heated.................................. 232
Milk. . ........................ 185, 186, 193
Muck..................................... 203
Wash & Rinse.......................... 193

Posts, Fence........................... 247
Poultry Treats............................ 97
Poultry Incubators. . ................... 108
Poultry Sprayers................ 104, 184
Powder, Topline. . ....................... 40
Pregnancy Detectors................ 83,
128, 131

Paint, Marking. . .................... 19, 122
Paint, Tail................................... 19

PREMIER

PANELS

Creep. . .................................... 90
Shade.................................... 194
Sorting.................................... 78

Pans, Feed. . ...................... 79, 202,
203, 205
Pants. . .......................... 57, 60, 129

PAPER

Lens....................................... 133
pH.
259

Paper Towels........................... 133
Pasteurizers............................ 274
Pelvimeter............................... 122
Penicillin.................................. 161
Pens, Animal............................ 105

Blades................................ 70, 74
Clippers. . ................................. 70
Heads..................................... 73
Shears. . ................................... 73

PRESSES

Cheese.. ................................ 274
Fruit...................................... 276

Pressure Canner/Cooker...........277
Privacy Screen........................ 272

PROBES

PULLERS

Chute...................................... 53
Veterinary.................. 89, 152, 153

Pumps, Veterinary...... 144, 182, 194
Purifier, Water. . ........................... 31

R
RABBIT

Cages............................248, 249
Hutch.................................... 248
Supplies................. 248, 249, 252

Rails, Show............................... 90
Rain Gauges........................... 278
Rakes, Landscape. . .................. 279
Ralgro...................................... 30
Rasps....................................... 111
Record Keeping.. ........ 194, 196, 197
Reels, Wire...................... 241, 246
Refractometers. . ................172, 276
Refrigerators/Freezers.............. 132
Repair Service, Cap-Chur.. ......... 218
Replica, Egg. . ........................... 106
Reproductive Tracts.................. 122
Restraints.................... 89, 112, 178

RESUSCITATORS

Calf........................................ 160
Foal....................................... 112
Kid.......................................... 86
Kitten.................................... 252
Lamb. . ................................ 81, 86
Piglet.. ...................................... 81
Puppy.. .................................. 252

RINGS

Bull......................................... 30
Connecting................................ 5
Tie.......................................... 28

Rite in the Rain® Products......... 268
Rodent Traps.. .................. 223, 224
Rods, Ground.......................... 240
Root Beer Kit. . ......................... 276

ROPE

Fencing.................................. 241
Halter...................................... 25
Lead.. .......................... 25, 26, 110
Poka......................................... 5
Veterinary........................ 114, 154

Rope Connectors.. .................... 241
Ropes, Ranch........................... 114
Roping Practice........................ 114
Rosin. . ...................................... 40
Rulers.. .............................. 78, 198

S
Saddles................................... 110
Safety Equipment............... 17, 244,
272, 273
Salt Block Holders.................... 89,
205, 206
Salt Spool™.. ............................ 248

SAMPLERS

Forage.................................. 265
Grain..................................... 262
Hay................................264, 265
Soil................................ 253-255

A.I........................................... 80
Grain..................................... 262
Hay................................264, 265
Soil................................ 253-255

Sanitizer.....................119, 182, 183
Saws, Meat............................. 275

Prods............................... 216, 217
Pruners.................................. 279

Animal. . ........................... 207-210
Dairy................................193, 211

SCALES

Digital.. .......................... 207, 209,
210, 263, 264
Egg........................................ 102
Fertilizer Density. . ................... 262
Grain Test Weight................... 262
Hanging...........................193, 211
Platform. . ........................ 193, 207
Seed Application Rate............. 262
Scalpels.................................. 136
Scarecrows. . ........................... 222
Scissors. . ........................... 43, 136
Scoops. . ................................. 205

SCRAPERS

Boot/Shoe.............................. 271
Floor...................................... 215
Sweat. . .................................... 43

Scratchers........................ 207, 212
Screen, Privacy....................... 272
Screwdriver, Shearer’s.. ............... 71
Seed Application Rate Scale..... 262
Seed Plates/Seeders.. .............. 279
Semen Cooler.......................... 121
Semen Extenders.............. 118, 119,
121, 126
Semen Shippers................ 116, 120
Semen Tanks........................... 132
Separators, Cream. . ................. 275
Separators, Forage.................. 266
Shade Panels........................... 194
Shampoos.................... 34, 35, 40,
78, 97, 162

SHARPENERS

Blade...................................... 73
Hoof Grinder........................... 158
Knife............................... 157, 275
Shear...................................... 93

Shear Sharpeners. . .................... 93

SHEARS

Andis®..................................... 74
Hoof. . ...................................... 87
Kitchen.................................. 275
Oster®..................................... 74
Premier................................... 73
Replacement Parts. . ............. 74, 75
Sharpeners.............................. 93
Veterinary............................... 136
Wool....................................... 93

Sheaths............................. 119, 127
Sheep Cards............................. 94
Shellers, Corn.................. 262, 277
Shelters. . ................................ 280
Shoe Dryers. . .......................... 272
Shoe/Boot Cleaners. . ................ 271
Shoulder Guard........................ 129
Shovels................................... 214
Show Box Covers...................... 55
Show Boxes........................ 55, 56
Show Card Holders. . .................. 45
Show Rails................................ 90
Show Sticks................... 58, 59, 76
Sieves.................................... 255

SIGNS

Cautionary/Safety................... 273
Electric Fence........................ 244
Pedigree. . ................................ 60

Silage Analysis........................ 262
Slappers................................... 76
Sleds, Utility............................. 180
Sleeves................................... 192
Slides, Microscope.. .................. 133
Slings.......................... 89, 145, 211
Snake Hook............................. 221
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Snaps. . ..................................5, 28
Snares.. ................................... 221

SOAP

Sheath.. .................................. 118
Showing & Grooming.........34, 259
Surgical.................................. 137

Soil Analysis.. ................... 253-259
Soil Sample Bags.. ................... 255
Solvent, DMSO. . ....................... 161
Sorting.....................29, 58, 76-78,
115, 208, 216
Speculums. . ......... 113, 116, 122, 144
Splints........................ 89, 150, 179
Split Ring Pliers........................... 5
Sponges. . ........................... 44, 191

SPRAYERS

Poultry. . ........................... 104, 184
Showing & Grooming.......... 40-42,
162, 195
Teat.. ...................................... 184
Wash Down.. ...................... 41, 195
Yard............................ 41, 42, 281
Spreaders, Grain..................... 262
Spreaders, Multipurpose.......... 279
Springs, Gate.......................... 244
Squeegees.............................. 215
Stall Anchor............................. 194
Stands, Animal..................... 90, 91
Stethoscopes........................... 137
Sticks, Measuring..................... 198
Sticks, Show.. ....................... 58, 76
Stomach Tubing....................... 144
STONE Tattooer...................22, 23
Stools. . .................................... 183

STORAGE

A.I.......................................... 125
Blade................................. 72, 73
Clipper............................... 61, 72
Forage Sampler. . .................... 265
Grooming............................... 187
Tack........................ 55, 56, 60, 61

STRAINERS

Beekeeping........................... 269
Milk. . ...................................... 194
Straps, Bull.. ............................. 124
Straps, Lead. . .......................25, 26
Strip Door Kit.......................... 206
Stun Gun................................. 144
Sunscreen................................ 35
Super Glue............................... 43

SUPPLEMENTS

Alpaca/Llama................... 168, 170
Cat. . ........................ 168, 170, 250
Cattle............................ 31-34, 81,
144, 161, 162, 166, 170
Deer.. .............................. 168, 170
Dog.. ............................... 168, 170
Elk................................... 168, 170
Goat. . ........................... 31, 84-86,
167, 168, 170
Horse...................31, 167, 168, 170
Pig..................................... 31, 81,
167, 168, 170
Poultry. . ....................... 31, 98, 168
Rabbit...................................... 31
Sheep.......................... 31, 85, 86,
162, 167, 168, 170
Small Livestock.............. 31-34, 81,
167, 169, 170

Surgical Kits............................. 135
Suture Materials....................... 138
Sweat Collars/Covers. . ..........30, 95

Sweat Scrapers......................... 43
Sweaters, Goat. . ........................ 84
Sweaters, Lamb. . ....................... 95
Swings................................... 273
Switches, Cattle. . ........................ 41
Switches, Fence...................... 242
Swivel, Hose.............................. 41
Syringe Cleaner/Oil.. ................. 142
Syringes.......118, 140-144, 219, 220

Tattooers.............................22, 23
Teat Treatments. . ................ 181-184

TESTERS

Tack Organizers........ 55, 56, 60, 61

Fence. . .................................. 242
Fertilizer................................ 258
Grain............................... 261-263
Hay................................ 260-263
Hoof. . ..................................... 112
pH ................................. 257-259
Plant..................................... 256
Silage. . .................................. 262
Soil................................ 255-259
Water..................... 256, 257, 259

TAG APPLICATORS

Thawing Devices...................... 124

T
Allflex®.................................. 8, 9
Bock’s....................................... 6
Dalton...................................... 16
Destron Fearing™....................... 11
Ketchum................................... 18
Temple Tag®.. ............................ 17
Y-TEX®........................ 12, 13, 228
Z® Tags.. ................................... 14

Tag Cement........................ 17, 123
Tag Reader............................ 9, 13
Tag Removers................... 9, 10, 12
Tag Studs.......................... 8, 11, 12

TAGS

Allflex®.................................. 8-10
Auction. . ................................... 17
Blank. . ................................ 4-6, 8,
10-17, 228
Bock’s................................... 4, 6
Brass. . ....................................... 6
Cal Tag..................................... 15
Coburn.................................. 4, 5
Dalton...................................... 16
Destron Fearing™....................... 11
Dewlap. . .................................... 6
Flex. . ......................................... 4
Giantag..................................... 4
Hip. . ......................................... 17
Insecticide............................. 228
Jumbo Rototag. . ........................ 16
Ketchum.............................. 17, 18
Lettered/Numbered......... 4-6, 8-18
Metal. . .................................. 6, 18
Official USDA................... 9, 10, 13
Paper....................................... 17
Radio Frequency/Electronic.... 9, 13
Ritchey..................................... 13
Standard Rototag. . ..................... 16
Temple Tag®.. ............................ 17
Y-TEX®................... 12, 13, 15, 228
Z® Tags.. ................................... 14

Tail Clamp. . ................................ 41
Tail Dockers......................... 77, 94
Tail Guard................................ 119
Tail Holder, Cow....................... 183
Tail Paint. . .................................. 19
Tail Trimmer.............................. 72
Tail Wrap................................. 118
Tanks, Water.................... 236, 237

TAPE

Duct.......................................... 6
Fencing.................................. 241
Measuring.. ...................... 123, 198
Umbilical................................ 136
Veterinary............................... 138
Weighing.............. 78, 95, 114, 198

Tattoo Cleaner........................... 21
Tattoo Ink/Paste.. ........................ 21

THERMOMETERS

Artificial Insemination........ 124, 139
Dairy...................................... 186
Digital.. .................... 139, 257, 278
Grain..................................... 257
Incubator......................... 106, 107
Infrared.................................. 139
Noncontact............................. 139
Soil................................ 255, 257
Veterinary............................... 139
Weather.. ............................... 278

Thermos®................................ 124
Thermostatic Control... 80, 234, 251
Tie Clasps/Tie Tacks................ 283
Tie Rings.................................. 28
Ties, Walking.. ........................... 92
Tingley Footwear.. ............. 270, 271
Tire Jack.. ............................... 272
Tongs................................ 76, 221
Tools, Fencing.................. 242-246
Tooth Nippers............................77
Tops, OB.. ................................ 129
Touch-Ups, Color. . ................39, 40
Towel Dispensers..................... 191
Towels. . ......................133, 135, 191
Toys....................................... 283
Trainers................................... 194
Traps, Animal.................... 223, 224
Traps, Insect..................... 222, 227
Trays, Veterinary. . ..................... 135
Treatment, Ulcer....................... 110

TRIMMERS

Andis®..................................... 63
Tail.......................................... 72
Wahl®.................................64, 65

Trocars/Cannulas............... 138, 183
Trophies/Awards..................... 282
Troughs............................. 89, 236
Trowel.................................... 279
Tubes, Goat/Lamb................84, 85
Tubing, Stomach....................... 144
Tubing, Vaccinator..................... 143
Tubs, Galvanized..................... 203
Tweezers. . ............................... 126
Twitches.................................. 112

U
Udder Singe®........................... 194
Udder Treatments............... 181-184
Ultrasound Scanners. . ................131
Umbilical Tape.. ........................ 136
Utility Carts............... 206, 213, 279
Utility Sleds. . ............................ 180

V
Vaccinator Tubing..................... 143

Vaccines. . ......................... 161, 162
Vacuums. . ................................. 50
Valve Clamps.......................... 230

VALVES

Artificial Vagina.. ....................... 117
Drinker, Cattle......................... 176
Drinker, Dog. . ......................... 250
Drinker, Swine.......................... 82
Lamb. . .................................... 176
Milking................................... 188
Stock Tank............... 229-232, 237
Water Bowl............................ 235

Vests, A.I.. . ............................... 129
Vetericyn.......................... 149, 162
Veterinary Kits. . ........................ 135
Veterinary Tape........................ 138
Vinegar.................................... 97
Voltmeter.. .............................. 242

W
WAHL®

Blades.................... 64, 65, 68, 69
Clippers. . ............................64, 65
Combs.............................. 65, 68
Trimmers............................64, 65

Walking Ties............................. 92
Water Analysis......... 256, 257, 259
Water Bowls. . .......................... 235
Water Heaters.................. 104, 234
Water Purifier............................. 31
Water Tanks.....................230, 231,
236, 237
Water Treatments............. 229, 234

WATERERS

Cattle............................. 174, 235
General Livestock................... 236
Heated.................................. 236
Hog.. ................... 79, 82, 235, 237
Horse............................. 232, 235
Pet........................................ 250
Poultry. . .............................. 97-99
Sheep................................... 237

Weaners.................................. 178
Weather Centers/
Weather Stations........................ 278
Weather Vanes.........................273
Weighing Tape....... 78, 95, 114, 198
Weights, Horn............................ 31
Wheelbarrows. . ........................ 213
Wheels, Gate.......................... 246
Whips. . ......................... 58, 60, 115
Whirl-Pak®
Sampling Bags.................. 117, 196
Whisks.................................... 172
Whiteners................ 34, 35, 39, 40
Wind Meters........................... 278
Wing Bands............................. 109
Wipes. . ............................. 163, 188
Wire, Fence............................. 241
Wool Bag. . ................................ 93

WORMERS

Cattle..................................... 164
Goat. . ...................................... 86
Horse..................................... 164
Sheep.................................... 163
Swine..................................... 164

Wound Dressings. . ..... 20, 40, 77, 115,
149, 161, 162, 181-183
Wrap, Leg................................. 95
Wrap, Tail................................. 118
Wrapid-Cut™...................... 138, 159
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NASCO’S
FARM & RANCH
SHOP THESE AREAS + MANY MORE!
IDENTIFICATION
CALF CARE
DAIRY
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
NUTRITION
VETERINARY SUPPLIES
ANIMAL HEALTH

SUPPLIES FOR:
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS + VETERINARIANS + DAIRY NUTRITIONISTS
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Shop eNasco.com/farmandranch
901 Janesville Ave.
P.O. Box 901
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0901

and stay current by scanning this with your mobile device.
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PAID
NASCO

NASCO FARM & RANCH HAS
THE MOST COMPLETE LISTING OF
AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES + EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
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